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Introduction

Dear colleagues,
Welcome to the 4th edition of The International Conference on Cartography and GIS in Bulgaria. The previous events
took place in Borovets (in 2006 and 2008) and Nessebar (in 2010). The conference is organized by Bulgarian
Cartographic Association and University of Architecture, Civil Engineering and Geodesy in Sofia under the patronage
of Ms. Kristalina Georgieva, member of the European Commission. This year, 2012, the summer resort of Albena - the
pearl of Bulgarian coast, will welcome the participants from 22 to 28 June. The organizers’ aim is to collect knowledge
and information about the latest achievements of cartography combined with GIS in the region of the Balkan Peninsula,
Europe by adding also global aspects. Another goal is to discover and offer decisions for satisfaction of the ever
increasing demands for analyses and visualization of geo-spatial data in the area of science, economy, management,
ecology, and crises situations in our modern times at a national, regional and global scale.
The main topics of the conference are:










GIS Technologies and Related Disciplines
Cartography and GIS in Education
Internet Cartography and Digital Atlases
Map Design and Production
Cartographic Visualization
Virtual Geographic Environment
GIS for City Traffic
GPS Technologies
Remote Sensing Technologies

In these years, marked by social and natural crises, these topics allow us to outline the hunger of our users for
cartography achievements. They also show the need of businessmen, government representatives and scientists for real
time cartographic representations and better SDI, GPS and GIS solutions. To deliver them, we need support of domain
specialists in different branches of the Earth sciences.
During the conference, three ICA commissions on:
 Cartography and Children,
 Cartography on Early Warning and Crises Management, and
 Map Projection
will have their annual meetings.
Two-day SEMINAR WITH EU COOPERATION ON EARLY WARNING AND DISASTER / CRISES
MANAGEMENT is organized by Prof. Dr. Milan Konecny, Chair of Commission on Cartography on Early Warning
and Crises Management and ICA President (former) under the auspices of the Czech ambassador to Bulgaria His
Excellency Mr. Pavel Vacek and with co-organizer Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic.
The conference is supported by different ministries and government institutions that expect significant results to be
achieved and many new projects to be started during the event. As EU member since 2007 and NATO member since
2004, Bulgaria welcomes all ideas for collaboration in the field of Earth sciences. An example for such cooperation is
the above-mentioned Seminar that has acquired EU dimension built around the Bulgarian and Czech combined efforts.
Among the members of the Local Organizing Committee, numerous universities that specialize in the field of
Cartography and GIS can be distinguished. The organizers are proud to announce that the following leader companies
in geoinformatics and cartography domains participate as sponsors of the event: ESRI, KB Panorama, Intergraph,
Bulgarian Geoinformation Company, Chamber of Graduated Surveyors, DataMap-Europe and Cartographic Studio
DavGEO.
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World-famous scientists are invited to present keynote speeches:


Prof. Hui Lin from The Chinese University of Hong Kong with a speech "Virtual Geographic Environments:
Feeling it in Person and Knowing it beyond Reality";



Prof. Georg Gartner, ICA President from Vienna University of Technology with a speech "Modern
Cartography and the Role of the International Cartographic Association";



Prof. Deren Li, Chairman of Academic Committee of Wuhan University with a speech "Conceptualizing the
Chinese National Disaster Reduction System of Systems (CNDRSS)";



Prof. Dr. Cosmonaut Victor P. Savinykh, Moscow State University of Geodesy and Cartography with a
speech “Development of the Dynamic Mapping Methods of the Northern Territories Based on Satellite
Images”.

The main international organizer is the International Cartographic Association with the exclusive support of the
President Prof. Dr. Georg Gartner and many Chairs and ICA commissions. This cooperation arouses interest among
participants from more than 30 countries.
I would like to wish all colleagues successful work, inspiring discussions about present issues and many new
opportunities for improvement and collaboration in the near future.

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Temenoujka Bandrova,
President Local Organizing Committee
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MULTI-SCALE CARTOGRAPHY: MAPS, TOOLS AND MODELS
Paul Hardy
Esri, Cambridge UK;
phardy@esri.com
Abstract
This paper reviews the multi-scale cartographic capabilities of a desktop, server, and cloud GIS (Esri ArcGIS). It
discusses the tiered scale data models and cloud resources used for whole-world maps that show increasing content
down to detailed scales. It shows examples of basemaps for various purposes, with content from different countries and
communities. It explains contextual generalization tools that can derive abstractions from feature data that is otherwise
too detailed, and how they can be used to produce intermediate scale bands, or families of cartographic products.
Finally it covers database-driven multiple representation functionality and its application to multi-scale cartography.
INTRODUCTION

Changing Cartography
The art, craft and science of cartography is changing rapidly. No longer is a single map produced on a paper sheet as a
result of one cartographer spending weeks of effort. Now:
 Users expect maps of everything, everywhere, for everyone – provided by commodity services like Google Maps,
Bing Maps, or ArcGIS.com
 Cloud computing is providing massive scalability of cartographic resources, and data volumes are rising from
Megabytes through GB, TB, to Petabytes
 We are in the era of multi-scale web mapping - not just one map but 20 consistent zoom levels, going from the
whole world down to individual houses.
 Automated generalization is becoming possible, to derive smaller scale from larger.
 Greater cartographic capabilities are available in GIS, so separate graphical finishing systems no longer needed.
 Data sources are evolving – as well as using authoritative data from National Mapping and Cadastral Agencies
(NMCAs), we take from multiple sources, commercial organizations and increasingly from individuals by
crowdsourcing (volunteered geographic information).

BASEMAPS
GIS Basemaps
Historically, each map would be compiled from source data and printed for a particular purpose. Now, the trend is for
maps to be the result of combining foreground information from GIS analysis, with a background map to give spatial
context. Examples of such basemaps are the set from Esri’s ArcGIS Online, available through ArcGIS.com. Each of
these maps is a multi-scale resource showing increasing detail as you zoom in. The range of basemaps includes:
 Imagery basemap – aerial photography imagery, mosaicked and harmonized
 Streetmap – basemap focused on the man-made environment, particularly roads
 Topographic basemap – more general basemap showing the shape and content of the land
 Canvas basemap – muted color basemap, allows foreground information to stand out
 National Geographic – familiar style, good for larger areas
 Oceans basemap – invaluable for the 70% of the world that is not land, but also for light physical maps on land.

National Geographic

Streetmap

Topographic

Fig. 1 - Spectrum of cartographic styles
9

Light Gray Canvas

The set of basemaps is designed with a strong-to-mild spectrum of cartography. The intention is that one of these
cartographic styles should meet every user’s needs given the application and the type of operational data they are using.
At the cartographically rich end of the spectrum is the National Geographic Map, which is more likely to be used as a
standalone map. At the more subdued end of the spectrum is the Light Gray Canvas Map, which will almost always be
used as a backdrop for thematic data. The World Streetmap and World Topo Map fall somewhere in the middle.

Basemap Samples

Fig. 2 - Imagery

Fig. 3 - Streetmap

Fig. 4 - Topographic

Fig. 5 - Light Gray Canvas

Fig. 6 - National Geographic

Fig. 7 - Oceans
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Community Basemaps
The Topographic basemap has an extra twist because it is the result of a community process. Esri generates the smaller
scale bands, but asks its users and international distributors to source appropriate data for the larger scales, and to build
the tile cache for these scales.
The cartography and implementation of these basemaps is still evolving. Coming later this year will be a new
community topographic map mechanism with new, more consistent but more muted symbology, still further reducing
conflict with GIS foreground information. In addition the implementation framework is changing to hold vector data
from the community, rather than contributed raster cache tiles, so in the future the data will be rendered for multiple
basemap cartographies.

Fig. 8 – Old Cartography - 9K

Fig. 9 – New cartography – 9K

Fig. 10 – Old Cartography - 144K

Fig. 11 – New Cartography - 144K

GENERALIZATION
Generalization and Conflict Resolution
Generalization in cartography is the simplification and clarification of features to improve display at smaller scales.
Conflict Resolution is the management of the extent and placement of symbolized features on maps. Both processes
improve the quality of multi-scale map display, and automation of both is needed to achieve efficient generation of
multi-scale basemaps.
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Optimization for generalization
Esri has been working for several years on an optimized, constraint-based approach to solving generalization problems
within a commercial GIS [Monnot, Hardy, Lee 2007]. ArcGIS 10 introduced a new generation of generalization tools
based on an underlying optimizer kernel, and this set has been enlarged and refined in ArcGIS 10.1. The optimization
approach seeks to modify geographic features based on a series of pre-defined constraints designed to clarify the
display of that data at smaller scales. Examples of constraint are:
 a building cannot be closer than the specified distance from another building
 a building cannot move too far from its original location
 a building cannot appear smaller than a minimum size
The satisfaction of an individual constraint is improved with one or more corresponding actions. Examples of actions
are “move the building away”, “move the building back”, “enlarge the building” and “suppress the building.” Since
constraints often conflict, the optimization approach seeks to find the best overall solution, even if the satisfaction of
some constraints must be somewhat compromised. This is consistent with the very nature of cartography which has
always required making informed compromises about what to display how on a map, at each scale
Geoprocessing for Generalization
Geoprocessing is fundamental to GIS, and describes the application of a data processing component to modify existing
spatial features or to derive new features from them. These steps can be logically chained together or looped in scripts
or models to create a complex workflow that can be applied to a range of data to produce multi-scaled databases for
print or screen display. By introducing generalization tools into this framework as discrete components, highly
customized workflows can be built to address the requirements of a wide variety of map specifications and styles [Lee,
Hardy 2005]. Geoprocessing tools released in previous versions of ArcGIS focused on the generalization of features in
single themes in isolation, where operations are performed on the geometry of a single layer without regard to
symbology or the relationship to other layers. The newer generalization tools in ArcGIS 10 and 10.1 use the underlying
optimization-based contextual generalization engine.
The Thin Road Network and the Merge Divided Roads tools simplify road networks while the Resolve Road Conflicts
and Resolve Building Conflicts tools redistrib1ute and reshape roads and buildings to avoid symbol conflicts while
retaining characteristic pattern and density. To ensure that each tool works with one another to produce a consistent
display, the Propagate Displacement tool propagates positional adjustments made during conflict resolution to
proximate features.

Fig. 12 – Generalization and Conflict Resolution toolsets
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Fig. 13 – Simplify Road Network

Fig 14. – Collapse Junction

Generalization Use Case
A practical example of application of these new generalization tools has been shown by a prototyping project at
Netherlands Kadaster, involving Esri NL, and research from ITC Enschede [Stoter et al 2011]. This takes 10K
topographic data in the Top10NL data model, and derives 50K topographic mapping by use of the Esri optimizer-based
contextual generalization tools, built into complex geoprocessing models in combinations with the many basic
geoprocessing tools in the ArcGIS framework.

Fig. 15 – NL generalization 10K to 50K

MULTIPLE REPRESENTATIONS
A key aspect of ArcGIS cartography is the storing of cartographic representations in the geodatabase, tightly coupled to
the feature data of the landscape model. Adding a cartographic representation to an existing feature class adds two more
columns to the database table (figure 16). The first field (the Rule ID) is an enumeration, saying for each feature which
representation rule to use. The second field (Override) is originally empty and will only get populated if the override
mechanism is used. A feature class can hold multiple representations, each with two columns, to allow the generation of
different cartographic products using the same feature data, such as different scale bands in a multi-scale basemap. A
single representation rule can re-use the feature shape geometry multiple times, passing it through one or more
‘geometric effects’ to cartographically enhance the appearance before invoking stroke, fill, or marker symbols.
Overrides can then affect any of the graphical properties of the symbol – color, width, size, or cap style. They can also
affect any of the parameters to geometric effects, such as offset distance, or radial angle. Finally, the override field can
store an alternative feature shape (display geometry), to be used just for this representation. The contextual
generalization tools described above can set their results into individual override fields dependent on target scale, so as
to facilitate the clear representation of multi-scale basemap data.
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Fig. 16 – Cartographic Representation data flow

CONCLUSIONS
The combination of processing tools and visualization capabilities available in a commodity GIS can be applied to
efficiently create a range of multi-scale basemaps. In particular, new tools for contextual generalization and conflict
resolution make possible automated derivation of intermediate resolutions, to enable smooth transitions between scales.
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VIRTUAL GEOGRAPHIC ENVIRONMENTS: FEELING IT IN
PERSON AND KNOWING IT BEYOND REALITY
Hui Lin*, Min Chen, Chunxiao Zhang, Mingyuan Hu
Institute of Space and Earth Information Science, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shatin,H.K.
*Corresponding author: Prof, PHD, Hui Lin, Director of Institute of Space and Earth Information Science, The Chinese University of Hong Kong.
Email: huilin@cuhk.edu.hk, Phone: +00852-39436010.

Abstract
As a new generation of geographic language evolved from map and GIS, Virtual Geographic Environments (VGEs) has
proposed and developed for more than 10 years. Not only focus on data management and expression, the geographic
process simulation and analysis are also highly valued. This integrated system in terms of sub-environments (data
environment, modeling and simulation environment, interactive environment and collaborative environment) has the
potential to facilitate the cognition into dynamic geographic process by supporting the multiple interactions for feeling
it in person and the collaborative geographic experiments for knowing it beyond reality. By reviewing the previous
work on Geographic Information Science (GISciences) and VGEs, this paper discussed the framework of rapidly
developed VGEs based on the work done by VGEs researchers. And then some experiments conducted by our group are
introduced to illustrate the application of this framework and the benefits for geographic process research and social
security and development. At the end of this paper, the challenges and chances for VGEs research is discussed.
Key words: Virtual Geographic Environments, systematic framework of VGEs, geographic experiments.

1. INTRODUCTION
Geographic physical and human environment is changing dynamically both in terms of spatial and temporal scale,
although we may not identify the change in specific scale. Indeed, space, time and process are closely interconnected to
cause the change, further to the distribution or pattern [1]. As Mark argued that time and temporality, motion and change,
are essential to many GIScience applications [2], therefore, in terms of this, it is not purely about space, nor about the
areal differentiation of objects in that space, rather the complex spatio-temporal nature of geographic phenomena [3].
Accompanied with this study paradigm from static geographic pattern research to dynamic geographic process research,
models considering both physical and human geographic process are imported by GIScience researchers to extend the
cognition into geographic process. This way to study geographic process is being shored up by theories and many
application of integrating hydrological model, atmospheric model, and so on for geographic research with platforms,
such as GIS, VGE [4-7], etc.
In order to support the study into geographic process, by tapping into the evolvement of language for geographic
information research from map to Geographic Information System (GISystem), and intrigued by the application of
virtual reality (VR) technology in geography, VGE is proposed as the new generation of geographic language to depict
and study the geographic process comprising physical and human geographic environment [8]. Before the concept was
proposed, there have been already some researches including virtual reality application in geography[9], geography and
social interaction in virtual reality[10], virtual environments for navigation [10], 3D R-tree spatial index method for virtual
geographic environments [11] , which is the fundament and extension for the VGEs.
Based on the aforementioned thinking and experiments, the concept of VGEs is developed, and the approbation for this
new concept and related issues is also gained internationally. Generally, VGEs were created to provide virtual
environments that correspond to the real world to allow the conduct of open computer-aided geographic experiments, in
which human-environment interactions can be represented, simulated, and analyzed. Furthermore, VGE can help
researchers to reproduce the past, replicate the current world, and predict the future [12, 13]. ‘Feeling it in Person and
Knowing it beyond Reality’ is the essence of VGEs. As is discussed, VGEs is not purely about physical geographic
world, both human and physical world are interacted in this environment, more over human acting as an avatar by
applying enhanced RV technology to feel the virtual world, such as temperature, smell, wind, air quality and so on,
even though some attributes cannot be felled in physical geographic world. Meanwhile, the integrated simulation,
collaboratively interactive environment facilitates the cognition capacity of geographic process.
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Although extensive literatures and systems have been published, they mainly focused on some parts and neglected other
parts, no matter due to their interests or research background. For instance, Mekni et al. studied the path planning in
VGEs [14] and Zhu et al. explored the spatial index method for VGEs [11]. Therefore, systematic framework of the newly
developed VGEs is highly required to accelerate the research in VGEs and extended research. With a leading systematic
framework, the destination of VGEs can be understood more precisely and the developing direction of VGEs, even the
GIScience filed can be benefit from all the contributions in terms of VGEs.

2. SYSTEMATIC FRAMEWORK FOR VGES
Data is the foundation to the virtual world as the bricks to buildings. So the data environment is designed at the bottom
part of the VGEs. In this environment, the key point is to organize and manage the data to support the functions
considering simulation, analysis and collaboration. For the feeling and knowing of the geographic process, the exist
data, including sampled, imaged, statistical one, is not always sufficient. Thus, the physical and human models are
integrated to the VGEs to provide the ability to reproduce the dynamic geographic process. Until now, we have
constructed the virtual scene for further analysis and application. So the third part is the interactive environment. Within
this environment, multi-dimensional expression and multi-channel perception and manipulation can be conveyed to the
users of this system through the enhance equipment and avatar mechanism. Then, the aim of ‘Feeling it in person’ can
be achieved. This is helpful for the human behavior related research and application based on this platform, such as the
fire emergency evacuation, explosion risk management, etc. However, this system is not only for the application, it also
intends to improve the cognition and analysis of dynamic geographic process, so the collaborative analysis environment
is designed at the most top of this system. Here the proposed collaborative component is to support the distributed
necessity of data, models, researchers, users and so on. Along with development of computer science and internet
technology, this highly collaborative environment is feasible to established. Aided with the dynamic simulation models,
researchers and other public users can reproduce the past, current and future scenarios based on necessary information,
which realizes the essence of the VGEs – ‘knowing it beyond reality’. Figure 1 shows the framework and the
components of VGEs.

Figure 1 Framework and mutual supported components of VGEs (Lin et al. 2012)

3. EXPERIMENTS AND OUTPUT BASED ON VGES
Here some preliminary output based on our research group is given to illustrate the application of the framework above.
More concentrating on the ‘Feeling it in Person and Knowing it beyond Reality’, the experiments are selected
correspondingly.
The local environment is of direct significance to human being’s life and decision making. In physical world, we live in
this environment and we can feel and cognize the dynamic world around us. So in terms of the virtual environment,
human being prefers to participate in and feel the environment rather than just see the view as an outer. Virtual Chinese
University of Hong Kong (VCUHK) is developed to benefit the cognition of local scale geographic process, including
both physical and human environment (Figure 2).
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This 3D geometry and 2D texture data is applied to construct the near real virtual CUHK. These near-real 3D
geometries, with the identical size to the real buildings, roads, trees, and so on, can intensify the human’s feeling. At the
same, these objects in VCUHK are set at the same relative location. Meanwhile, the sunlight effect with striking angle
is also simulated in the day time according to the local time and the shadow caused by sheltering from sunlight; while at
night, we can turn on the streetlight to light the university. In a word, these vivid design and implementation make the
feeling more lifelike. Different from the 2D environment just for visualization, this 3D virtual space can support the
interaction between natural environments and human beings. For example, the human can talk with each other, open the
window (top right of Figure 2), and participate in the seminar organized in the VCUHK (middle right of Figure 2).
More importantly, with the augmented reality equipment, users can feel the virtual world with multiple perceptions
(Figure 3), including smell, wind intensity, and so on.

Figure 2 LODs Space of Virtual CUHK

Figure 3 Perception of wind and smell (Hu et al. 2011)
Given the change in the study of geography, from static pattern to dynamic process, geographic process becomes the
key issue in Geographic Information Sciences, which is because all the geographic spatial pattern and distribution is
driven by the geographic process, which is changing across both spatial and temporal dimensions. In the meantime,
these processes are generally continuous not only in the space, but also include the time direction. All the characteristics
of geographic process provide the requirements for process models to capture the continuous scenarios. Perhaps
inevitably, the geographic process happens spanning large extent covers different regions and has interaction with
17

multiple participants with different backgrounds, so the cooperation and sharing is one pregnant requirement for the
geographic process research and application. Thus, the collaborative simulation and analysis is designed in our VGEs
framework to support the investigation of dynamic process.
Based on the dynamic models and corresponding geographic data, the scenario in past and future can also be
reproduced and analyzed, not only the current situation. Knowing its past and forecasting the future is helpful for the
cognition of the process and decision making. The Collaborative VGEs is designed and implemented to facilitate the
research and management of air quality in Pearl River Delta (PRD), China (Figure 4). The mathematical models
provide the possibility to reproduce the past and future air quality situation. For example, with the monitored and
estimated land use and emission data in 2000, 2010 and 2020 years, we can get the air quality in these years so as to
estimate the trend and support the policy making. This is an illustration to the essence of ‘Knowing it beyond reality’.

Figure 4 Pearl River Delta region air quality modeling
Although two separated experiments are given to elaborate the application of framework and the destination of VGEs,
these four components and two aspects of destination are always congregated.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
As more attention given to the cognition geographic process, VGEs, as a new generation of geographic language, is
proposed and applied recently. However, due to the multi-disciplinary background of researchers, the understanding
and developing of VGEs is various. Based on the previous work on GIScience and VGEs, the framework of VGEs is
propounded and discussed considering four sub-environments. Aided by two experiments conducted by our research
group, the essence of VGEs - Feeling it in Person and Knowing it beyond Reality, is expressed. The authors believe that
the framework and essence elaboration could work together to advance the research into VGEs. However, the
computational science, visualization technology and so on has been playing an important role in GIScience, so as to
VGEs, so the VGEs will be developing accordingly.
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Abstract
This paper describes the trends in GIS Innovation driven by the immersive technologies of video games, virtual worlds
and social networks and examines the potential impact of these innovations on society.
Keywords-component; immersive technologies, serious games, GIS , personalisation, knowledge

INTRODUCTION
Immersive Technologies such as serious games, virtual worlds and social networks are a very influential driver for
innovation because of their success in engaging the discretionary time, attention and income of their users. This
investment in time, attention and money translates itself into the commercial value of research and development of
devices and applications which better engage technology users and/or make products and services accessible to the
widest possible consumer market. These devices and applications are shaping our use of technology in ways which are
developing highly personalised relationships between users and various digital devices such that the devices themselves
provide a unique interface experience to the user which increasingly requires lower levels of skill and knowledge to
access because the domain knowledge is embedded in the device and/or application.
These new types of relationships between humans and computers are maturing rapidly and in the process, they are
breaking down the barriers between the physical and virtual world. This paper and presentation will illustrate by
example some of the recent innovations in immersive technologies which combine very natural, almost invisible
interfaces with artificial intelligence, image processing, sensor devices and user profiling / personalisation tools.

HUMAN INTELLIGENCE AND MACHINES
А. Historical Perspective
In the early days of any new machine or technology designed and built by humans, the operation of that machine to
optimum performance required operator skill, experience, understanding and intelligence. To a large extent, the skill
and experience of the human operator compensated for deficiencies in the man-machine interface. In almost every
sphere of human activity, there has been a remarkable transformation in the level of operator skill, intelligence and
knowledge required to make effective use of machines and technology. These are just a few examples.
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B. Transport Technologies

Dashboard of Fiat 500 with Sat Nav
Transport technologies are one example of how humankind has sought to break down the barriers of time, space and
state to enable people to travel further and faster. Where once humans harnessed the power of animals to achieve this
goal, with the industrial revolution and steam power, mankind could operate a machine to transport people and goods to
new places at faster speeds. The early steam engines and motor cars required a whole spectrum of human senses,
intelligence and experience to operate efficiently and the necessary skills and/or knowledge could take years of training
and practice to acquire. Without this skill, experience and knowledge the transport systems of yesteryear would not
function at all.
Today, most of this skill and intelligence has been embedded in the vehicles themselves so that even budget cars such
as the Fiat 500 have Satellite Navigation and a range of telemetry and sensor data which, coupled with the vastly
improved reliability of modern cars means that drivers can just get into a vehicle, start it up and easily navigate to their
destination. These GIS related technologies in cars, lorries, ships and planes substantially reduces the need for human
skill and experience.
C. Computing Technologies

IBM 5120 Desktop Computer
The early computers used in businesses and homes were little more than sophisticated calculators and offered a “one
size fits all” solution with no sense or intelligence of their own to be able to offer personalized services based on the
location of the computer and/or the needs/characteristics of the user.
Today, tablet computers like the iPad with 64GB of solid state memory and smart phones all have incorporated
technology that gives the devices the ability to recognize their location and also respond to the users’ behaviour.
These kinds of capabilities, when linked to cloud computing and sophisticated search and analysis functionality, mean
that highly mobile devices have the ability to almost become an extension of the user, reflecting their interests, needs
and desires to deliver a range of customized location based services.
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III THE ROLE OF VIDEO GAMES AND INTERFACE TECHNOLOGIES
The global video games market size was estimated to be $60.4 billion in 2009 and is forecast to rise to over $70 billion
by 2015. Video games generate more revenue than either the movie industry or the music industry and because of their
commercial value, the market for video games is highly competitive and commands substantial investment in emerging
technologies which provide competitive advantage to the developers.
It is this investment in the Research and Development necessary to find ever more engaging ways to immerse the user
sufficiently that has led to the development of technologies and applications which address some of the most basic
human needs. Human beings, uniquely of all living creatures have the desire and the ability to break the natural barriers
of time, space and state that our physical make up constrains us to. We are motivated constantly to be able to travel
anywhere in time and space at will and instantly. Virtual worlds like Second Life allow us to do this.

The Apollo mission in Second Life
The increasing fidelity of 3D visualization used in video games and virtual worlds means that we can replicate realworld physical spaces from the present, past and future in an immersive virtual environment that our avatar
representations can freely navigate under our control and, in the future, will be able to live and act autonomously
through the use of artificial intelligence.

IV IMMERSIVE TECHNOLOGIES, PERSONALISATION AND GIS
In parallel with the innovations in video games and virtual worlds, social networking applications have also been
driving developments in GIS and location based services. The success of the whole spectrum of immersive technologies
evidenced by the number subscribers to social media sites like Facebook, MySpace, Twitter and Youtube is in no small
way attributable to the ability of these applications to be personalised by the user. This personalisation gives the user
control of how they are represented in these virtual spaces either through their personal profile or the design of the
avatar alter ego.
Personal Relationships with computing technologies are a fast growing development area for location based
applications. Computing in the areas of video games, virtual worlds and social networking has a strong emphasis on
technology developments which recognise the user and dynamically shape the interface to the user according to the
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individual’s preferences, capabilities and interests. In this way, the technology is learning to mimic the nature of human
to human relationships in which our behaviour evolves and modifies over time as we get to know people.
Through devices like the Mirosoft Kinect with its voice and facial recognition technologies, as well as other proactive
biometric security technologies, computing devices are getting better at being able to identify an individual and
therefore self-configure according to the knowledge of that individual. In addition, once a user is “recognised” and
logged-on, other background artificial intelligence technologies begin to monitor the way the individual uses the
technology in order to shape the interface and content to the individual.
This phenomenon of personalisation and virtual representation of the user in a social networking application is now
being successfully used in internet dating web sites and also many commercial internal knowledge networks that
companies use to leverage their human resources. As these technologies continue to develop and mature, it is very
conceivable that our avatars will use artificial intelligence to navigate these “mirror” worlds and autonomously build
relationships with other virtual citizens that could deliver real-world benefits to their “owner”.

CONCLUSION
Breaking down the barriers of time, space and state has been a constant ambition since the dawn of time. Generations of
citizens of this planet have used their senses, intelligence and skills to overcome the physical limitations of our bodies,
aided by technology that can transport us to new places and new experiences in ever shorter timescales.
I believe that mankind has reached a “tipping point” at which we have embedded human-like senses, intelligence and
judgement into the technologies that are becoming ubiquitous and accessible to almost everyone. The next phase of
development, predicted in many ways by visionaries like Ray Kurtzweil, would be for human beings and technologies
to increasingly merge in a combined physical/virtual environment in which the borders between the real and virtual ae
almost invisible.
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KB "Panorama" - is a leading Russian company, developing geographic information systems for various purposes. The
company has more than 25,000 users in Russia. More than 110 leading institutions of higher education in Russia and
Ukraine use KB "Panorama" products to educate students.
The first major project, implemented by KB "Panorama", was the creation of the navigation system for the space station
"Mir" in 1993. The program and a digital map of the world were placed on a floppy disk size 1.2 MB. The program
performed calculations of the elliptical orbit, day and night areas, radio zones, the timing of the passage of the station over a
given point, and other tasks. Map of the world was displayed as a globe, and could be rotated in a circle to the left and right.
After the successful execution of works Rocket and Space Corporation "Energia", the customer, expressed a written
gratitude to the program developers.

Figure 1

The first version of GIS “Panorama” began to be used to create digital topographic maps in 1993 by Topographic Services
of the Armed Force.
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Figure 2
Russian cartography has always been very demanding on the visual properties of the maps. The quality and appearance of
conventional sign on a digital map in GIS “Panorama” correspond exactly to the requirements of national and international
standarts. All conventional signs of topographic maps and city plans are classified in detail. It provides data exchange
between different information systems and implementation of international standarts of ISO 19100.
All digital maps for large areas are created with the same rules, with the same conventional signs and are validated with a
unified quality control technology, developed by KB "Panorama".
Dozens of state aerogeodetic enterprises, located in all regions of the country, create digital topographic and navigation
maps in GIS "Panorama".
In recent years, private companies began to produce more maps than the state-owned enterprises. Private enterprises are
rapidly adopting new technologies, which makes our company to continually improve and refine our programs and
technologies of processing and application of geospatial data. Currently, our programs are focused on processing data from
UAVs (unmanned aerial vehicles), multispectral imaging, laser scanning data.
Modern technology of creating and updating digital topographic maps and city plans, implemented in KB "Panorama"
products, is intended to fill the spatial data in the spatial data infrastructure at the state and municipal level. Creating and
updating spatial data base is performed on the basis of Earth remote sensing data. The base is formed in a large base scale in
the state or local coordinate systems. Coordinates of objects for layers, such as road network, vegetation, hydrography, may
be obtained from color satellite imagery with a program for automated recognition and vectorization.
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Figure 3
For the publication of paper maps KB "Panorama" developed an automated technology of preparing maps for publication.
To create maps of smaller scale, based on ready-made larger scale maps, was developed technology of automated
generalization of maps. GIS "Panorama" supports the international map projections and geodetic coordinate systems to any
territory.
Employees of KB "Panorama" perform a large amount of research and development work. Over the past five years were
carried more than 100 works for various purposes.
By the order of the state company "Rosavtodor" KB "Panorama" created a program "Land and Real Estate", designed to
land cadastre. The set of programs "Сadastral engineer workplace" provides creation of technical plans of buildings,
premises and facilities. GIS "Panorama" supports data exchange standards for the inventory of land and real estate, taken in
Russia, Ukraine and Bulgaria.

Figure 4
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By order of the state company "Gidrospetsgeologiya" KB "Panorama" created a system of monitoring of water resources of
Russia, which takes into account the state of thousands of rivers and lakes. To display the geological maps developed new
libraries of conventional signs. For the calculation of reserves of fresh water and the creation of the maps of water supply
has developed a method of three-dimensional modeling, taking into account the conditions of underground water. The
experience gained was used in the international projects, controlled by the EU. For example, the EU-TACIS project
"Transboundary river basin management" was carried out for the Pripyat river basin in the territory of Ukraine and Belarus
with the use of software products of KB "Panorama".
By order of the largest telecommunications companies in Russia "Rostelecom" and "Transtelecom", based on KB
"Panorama" programs, developed geographic information systems for managing long-distance communications networks
that connect different continents.
Leading agricultural holdings in Russia and Ukraine apply KB "Panorama" GIS technologies in their activities. GIS
"Panorama AGRO" is designed for complex automation of agricultural enterprise in the branch of plant growing. It provides
an account of crop land, the formation of passports of fields, agrochemical and phytosanitary monitoring, process planning,
automated registration of actually performed mechanized work, based on GPS/GLONASS navigation. Lightweight set of
programs "Agronome workplace" allows user to create and update electronic maps of fields and process passports of fields.
To solve the navigational tasks of the sea GIS "Panorama" supports the standard of IHO (International Hydrographic
Organization) S57/S52. For air navigation supported the standard of the European Organisation for the Safety of air traffic
"Eurocontrol" AIXM. Classifiers of conventional signs of aeronautical environment designed according to
recommendations of IKAO (International Civil Aviation Organisation) Doc 8697-An/889/2 - Guidance on aeronautical
charts.

Figure 5
Maps, that provide solve of tasks of civil and military air navigation in Russia and Ukraine are created on KB "Panorama"
technologies.
All new projects on creation of regional GIS are implemented on web-based technology with support for OGC and ISO. KB
"Panorama" developed server and client products that support coordinate systems and popular geoportals' protocols
(Google, OpenStreetMap, Yandex, Yahoo!, Virtual Earth, etc.). Preparation and updating of the tiles for the operation of
WMTS-service is performed in an automatic mode. It supports popular tile formats GlobalCRS84Scale, GlobalCRS84Pixel,
GoogleCRS84Quad, GoogleMapsCompatible and others.
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Figure 6
On the basis of KB "Panorama" server products were created various state, regional and corporate geoportals in Russia and
Ukraine. Work is underway to introduce new technologies in Bulgaria. Software products, used to create geoportals:
 GIS Server;
 GIS WEB Server;
 Imagery Creator;
 GIS Panorama.

Figure 7
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The main kinds of work at creation of geoportals:
Load remote sensing and vector data from a variety of formats and sources.
Creation of vector layers.
Automated creation of tiles for publication on the WEB.
Setting up the display of data from attribute database.
Publication of data on the WEB.

Geoportals acquire special popularity in socially oriented projects by providing mass access to information (MausoleumOssuary "St. George the Victorious", the city of Pleven; Mini geoportal of Tossa de Mar, Spain; Public toilets in Moscow).

Figure 8
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Abstract
Relief models are peculiar type of cartographic products. These models are usually hand-made or produced in small
number of copies, so their digital archiving is very important. There are special tools for this task, but these equipments are
rather expensive, and libraries or other institutes that usually own these models cannot spend too much.
The authors developed a method which uses the Hypr3D free on-line tool to create digital 3D representation of relief
models using a set of photographs as source. This tool creates point cloud and textured triangle mesh based on matching
patterns on the photos. This paper introduces the method, discusses the details of successful photographing and the possible
post-processing of the results.

INTRODUCTION
The increase in computing and graphical power of computers in the recent years and the emerging new technologies and
image processing algorithms brought a wide variety of three dimensional digitizing methods. These methods can be divided
into three groups:
- The shape of the object is known, we only have to create the texture of the surface. A good example is the Virtual Globes
Museum project (Márton 2008), where the shapes are almost exclusively spheres, and the textures are created from
photosets or scanned globe map segments.
- The shape of the object is unknown, but it is scanned by a special instrument (usually based on laser technology) which
creates a point cloud and a surface mesh of the object. The textures are generated from photos
- Both the shape of the object and the texture is created from a set of photographs using a set of photogrammetric methods.
The last option is very promising: nowadays many websites offer 3D object creation from photos as a free service. With
these services museums or libraries can create digital models of their objects and develop “virtual 3d exhibitions” relatively
cheap.
This technique is also used for other purposes: a recent project reconstructs rock walls using the same technology (Mészáros
2011).
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THE HYPR3D WEBSITE
The authors use the Hypr3D web service for creating surface meshes. This service was introduced in 2010. The use of the
site requires registration which is free of charge.
After registration users can upload sets of photographs or videos, set the appropriate data (title, description of the models
and a few keywords for the search engine) and start the processing. The processing time depends on the number of images
and the actual server load but usually is under half an hour. If the technical data of the camera used is not in the database
yet, there can be a longer wait at the first time as the maintainers of the site have to find the required camera information
and feed it to the camera database.
The process starts with the analysis of the photos: the software look for matching patterns and tries to calculate the camera
positions for each photo first. The further steps are the creation of point clouds, then the triangle mesh, finally the textures.

Figure 1. The Hypr3D web page with a 3D relief model in the embedded viewer
If the processing finished with success, a Flash-based viewer appears with the low-resolution version of the 3D model just
created (Figure 1). Users can download the results in high as well as low resolution as COLLADA model (.DAE file with
JPEG texture), point cloud (.PLY file) or surface mesh (.STL file).
The service gives results a “hypr factor” number to describe how successful the process was. This measure depends on the
number of points that are reconstructed given the amount image data uploaded. A maximum (100) hypr factor however,
doesn’t automatically means that the result is perfect: it simply shows that relatively large number of points were generated.
The most often occuring defects of the 3D models are holes in the surface mesh (which usually means that specific parts of
the object are not visible on enough photos), and unwanted “bumps” on the surface (caused probably by “too homogenous”
surfaces, where the pattern matching algorithms get confused).
These problems can be usually cured with a few additional photographs, so it is advisable not to move the object from the
photographing place until the model-building results are acceptable.
The 3D model created by Hypr3D often contains parts of the background (e.g. the floor or desk under the model, parts of
furniture or walls). This is not a problem as we can crop the unwanted parts during the post-processing.
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SECRETS OF SUCCESSFUL PHOTOGRAPHING
The main rule of thumb is that every single point of the surface of the relief model has to be visible on minimum three
different photographs, but the total number of photos should be minimized as far as possible.
If the slopes are not too steep (e.g. no vertical walls) and the model is not too big, 8 photos can be enough (Figure 2): the
camera positions are at every 45° around the object, above its plane. This constellation is only adequate if the back side of
the model is not relevant (the sample model was formed from plastic plate i. e. its back side is simply the negative of its
front). Larger and/or more complex models need much more pictures.
We can improve the efficiency of the matching algorithm if we place some paper sheets with unique, not repeating pattern
under the relief model, like newsletter or tablecloth. However, the use of printed sine noise pattern is more professional as
recommended on the Hypr3d homepage.

Figure 2. Camera positions for a simple relief model
We should always turn the flash off; set the aperture as narrow as the camera enables and use a tripod. If we can use spot
lights, it can improve the contrasts of the model and therefore the chance of successful evaluation.
The camera type is not a crucial option: the authors had good results with a simple bridge camera with 6 megapixels
resolution and a small point-and-shoot compact camera at maximum 7 megapixels resolution.

POST-PROCESSING
The COLLADA model created by Hypr3D can be opened in all major 3D modeling software. To keep it on the field of
open source programs, authors use MeshLab for most of the further work. (MeshLab 2012)
The first task is cropping the unnecessary parts of the model (background, like walls, ground, etc). It is relatively easy while
those unwanted parts are separated shapes, and a little bit harder when they are connected to the edge of the model, but with
a bit of mouse-handling skills it can be managed.
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The next step is rotating the object into one of the planes defined by the axes of the coordinate system (the created models
are usually in an arbitrary rotated position), and eventually scaling it to its original size.
At this point we get the first “product”: we can save the model in several different formats. The authors prefer the X3D as it
can be easily published on the web and/or examined in a simple viewer application.

Replacing the texture
Relief models can usually be represented as “two and a half dimensional” objects, as there aren’t vertical or overhanging
slopes. In this case the quality of the model can be easily improved, by replacing the original texture.
There are two problems with the texture created by Hypr3D:
- adjacent triangles of the mesh are often given textures coming from different photos which can cause “mosaic-like” appear
of surfaces.
- the texture image is divided into small rectangles, each used by a triangle of the mesh. This means that the half of the
texture image is unused (rectangles versus triangles) and that triangles with different size use the same texture-size.
Taking advantage of the 2.5D nature of the model, we can re-texture it with a high resolution “ortophoto” of the surface.
This photo can easily be created e.g. by hanging the original model to a wall and taking a photograph of it from a distance
using appropriate (zoom or telephoto) lens.
If the digital model is rotated into the X-Y plane and its edges are parallel with the axes, the texturing can be done by assign
each point of the mesh to a point on the ortophoto, coordinates calculated by the following formulas:

(1)
xtexture = [ xmodel – min (xmodel) ] * widthtexture / [ max (xmodel) – min (xmodel) ]
ytexture = [ ymodel – min (ymodel) ] * heighttexture / [ max (ymodel) – min (ymodel) ]
These formulas simply mean that the mesh points are vertically projected to the X-Y plane and scaled to the size of the
texture.
The authors created a small program for this task which reads the X3D file of the model, drops the original texCoordIndex
property, and replaces the TextureCoordinate node with a new one with data generated according to the formulas above
(Web3D 2012).
Figure 3 represents the difference between the original and the re-textured model. It is also noticable that the size of the
X3D file and the texture image file was also reduced; altogether by more than 50%, which is a great advantage if we want to
publish our models on the web.
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Figure 3. The re-textured 3D model (below) compared to the original one (above)

Converting to DEM
An interesting possibility is to treat the model created by Hypr3D as a surface model of the depicted part of the Earth. If we
georeference the mesh, it can be converted to DEM (digital elevation model) which can be compared to real DEMs to
analyze its accuracy.
The mathematical base of the georeferencing process is a three dimensional Helmert-transformation. To perform this
transformation two additional open-source programs were used: ScanView (ScanView 2011) to label and measure control
points in the point cloud created by Hypr3D and JAG3D (JAG3D 2012) to calculate transformation parameters and
coordinates of the points in the geodetic coordinate system.
During the process we have to search and sign easily noticeable control points (peaks, hilltops or specific parts of the
riverbed) in the point cloud with ScanView and save the relative coordinates of control points. If the created model was
downloaded in PLY format which stores the coordinates and RGB colours based on the pixel values of original photographs
of the point cloud, it is mandatory to delete these colour values and store only the coordinates in a simple text file which has
to include the coordinates of control points, too. The real world geodetic coordinates of control points have to be saved in
another text file in the same sequence than their relative coordinates in the previous file. These two file are the input data in
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the JAG3D tool which performs the calculation of the Helmert-transformation parameters and the geodetic coordinates of
all points. Based on these new values a georeferenced DEM can be generated in several GIS software, like Global Mapper
or ArcGIS. Figure 4 shows the DEM of the Danube Bend, based on Hypr3D point cloud and SRTM data.
Further developments and research are required to improve the relative and absolute accuracy of the generated DEM.

Figure 4. DEM of the same area generated from the Hypr3D model (left) and on SRTM data (right). The elevation legend
values and colours are uniform in both models.

CONCLUSIONS
Although the method described above is far not perfect, it can be an option if the digital representation of relief models is
desired but there is no financial support for this task. This solution is cheap (as all the software used are free, and nowadays
almost everyone has some kind of digital camera), and easy-to-use.
The main defect of the method is its limited accuracy. Typical problem are that the straight edges and flat surfaces are
represented with minor faults (probably the same errors exist at other parts of the model also but are not so eye-catching).
Another problem is scalability: the solution that worked well for a 50cm*50cm object was first failed when authors tried it
on a large (3m*2m) wall relief map, and when finally an appropriate photoset was created, the resulting model had severe
errors: very limited resolution and unwanted “terrain bumps” almost larger than the original mounts of the model.

FURTHER PLANS
This research is only at the first stage yet. The authors plan to try and examine other web services and/or desktop
applications performing 3D model creation based on photographs. The post-processing possibilities could also be improved.
If the method becomes successful on a wide variety of relief models, we wish to extend it to relief globes. Trials with such
globes were already taken but with poor results: it worked well while modeling only a smaller part of the globe, but failed to
build the whole surface. Further investigations may find the causes and an usable solution.
Finally, using this method a “Virtual relief model museum” could be estabilished on the model of the Virtual Globes
Museum.
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Abstract
„The topographic map is a graphic image of part of the surface. On it with specific topographic symbols are plotted all of
the essential physic characteristics of the surface from the map-making area.“ The main purpose of the large-scale
topographic map is to give detailed, current and reliable information for the physic geography of the area.
The purpose of the pilot project of creating of a digital, large-scale topographic map is to support the process of changing
and creating of current regulations, according to the international standards, requirements and instructions for the
technology of creating and updating the digital topographic databases, accumulating and using the topographic
information. On the base of these rules is defined the contents of the large-scale topographic map and the technology
processes and procedures of its creating for the maximum satisfying the needs of the users of geodesy and cartography
materials.
The creating of a digital, large-scale topographic map can be conditionally separated on two stages. The first one includes
activities of collecting, organizing and analyzing the available graphic information. The second one, which is the purpose of
the current paper, includes creating a geospatial database, correcting and updating the complete information and its
cartography visualization. As a result of the cartography processing is obtained the final form of the digital, large-scale
topographic map.
A database which is set up on a definite structure and rules gives a possibility for optimizing the costs for creating and
updating the maps, managing the data, planning, analyzing and visualizing of the information for different purposes.
The final stage of the process of creating a digital, large-scale topographic map in scale 1:5 000 is visualization the
geospatial data from the current database. The main principle is a maximum preservation the symbols and, if it becomes
necessary, to be updating with decline in old and unused symbols and creating new symbols after a researching of the needs
of the users.
The pilot project has been implemented about the territory of two settlements in the region of Sofia Municipality - Bankia
and German.

INTRODUCTION
The creating of a digital, large-scale topographic map is set with a purpose of creating of legislation, which is corresponded
with the contemporary standards and technologies, and with the needs of customers from geodetic and cartographic
materials and data. The current project includes urbanization territories with the used of photogrammetric method.
This will help to be defined the basic stages and rules for the creating of a digital, large-scale topographic map in scale 1:5
000 and 1:10 000, and the content of the map, technologies processes and procedures. The current project and the
succeeding analysis will be a good base for creating of a new legislation, which is regulated with contemporary
requirements and instructions for the technology of creating of digital topographic databases, collecting and using of
topographic information and the succeeding cartographic processing.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION
For the digital model of the map are used distance, digital technologies, topographic-geodetic methods and
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different sources of information. The photogrammetric method is the basic method which is used for collecting of necessary
spatial data.
The basic sources of information for collecting the spatial data are the following:
• Images from aerial photography, April - may 2008 – the aerial photogrammetric images and the high resolution of
some of the satellites enable their used for updating of big part of the topographic information. For the current project are
used aerial photogrammetric images with resolution 10 pixels/sm from April – may 2008.
• Scanned original parts of a large-scale topographic map in 1:5 000 – the existing large-scale topographic map
helps with its information about different elements from the relief, hydrography, inscriptions, etc. These original parts are
given from the State Geodetic, Cartographic and Cadastral Fund of the Geodesy, Cartography and Cadastre Agency.
• Vector data for the mapping region from the database which is created and maintained from the “Geographic
Information System – Sofia” Ltd (GIS-Sofia) – GIS-Sofia is a commercial company established in 1999 with a decision of
the Capital Municipality Council. The company has created and maintains Information System of Capital Municipa- lity,
containing an updated data for the cadastral and urban plans of Sofia, as well as other geographic information.
• Excerpt from a digital cadastral map for the region of the large-scale topographic map – it is given from the
Geodesy, Cartography and Cadastre Agency.
• Scheme of the map sheets in the system of divider and nomenclature of map sheets BGS 2005 and the Coordinate
System 1970 – the system for dividing, location and marking of the map sheets in different scales is according to the Order
N 2 from July 30, 2010 of the Ministry of Territorial Development and Public Works and the Ministry of Defence for
defining, realization and supporting of the BGS 2005.
• Field survey – the field survey is obligatory and necessary. It could be accepted like a basic source of information
for updating of the topographic elements. The field survey team registers the objects which are not successfully seen on the
aerial photogrammetric images. The team collects attributive information about the missing objects.
• Legislation – the created digital, large-scale topographic map and the ortophotoplans, which cover the region, are
made according to the existing legislation for engineering. They are the following:
- Instruction for creating of large-scale topographic map in 1:10 000, 1:5 000 and 1:2 000 and for updating of
large-scale topographic map in 1:10 000 and 1:5 000 from the Ministry of Building and Settlement Constitution, Geodesy,
Cartography and Cadastre Government, 1985.
- The Regulation N 2 from July 30, 2010 of the Ministry of Territorial Development and Public Works and the
Ministry of Defence for defining, realization and supporting of the Bulgarian Geodetic System.
- “Arbitrary signs and symbols for large-scale topographic maps in scales 1:10 000, 1:5 000 and 1:2 000” of the
Ministry of Territorial Development and Public Works, Section Cadatre and Geodesy, 1993 – it is used for the visualization
of the objects.
- “Arbitrary signs and symbols for topographic maps in scales 1:10 000 and 1:5 000” of the Section Cadastre and
Geodesy, 1959.
Collecting of information, which is necessary for creating of large-scale topographic map, should be continued with the
photogrammetric method – the base method for Bulgaria and foreign countries. If there is any data from geodetic survey, it
is useful to be used like a control data. It is necessary to think about other sources of information, which will help to the
process of creating the database and updating the large-scale topographic map.
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CREATING OF DATABASE
In the working process of a digital large-scale topographic map is created a database. The data is separated on the different
layers as following:
• Geodetic – this is a survey network. The points of Local Geodetic Network (LGN) and Geodetic Network (GN)
are given from the Geodesy, Cartography and Cadastre Agency (GCCA). After a check on the terrain the existing points
from the survey network are marked on the large-scale topographic map (LTM).
• Topographic – these are lines, points and polygons which define the contours of the topographic objects.
The created database has the following basic parameters:
Table 1: The basic parameters
Coordinate System
Vertical System

Geodetic projection

Bulgarian Geodetic System 2005 (based on the European
Geodetic Reference System)
Constructed from the bench marks of the Government
Vertical Network, including in the United European
Vertical Network and defined in the European Vertical
Reference System (EVRS)
Universal Transverse Mercator - UTM

The database is created with the available software and is with extension *MDB. The particular layers with graphic objects
are organized in several sections, called Feature Datasets. These sections are on the base of “Arbitrary signs and symbols for
large-scale topographic maps in scales 1:10 000, 1:5 000 and 1:2 000” of the Ministry of Territorial Development and
Public Works, 1993, and are: survey network; built-up area; industry; overground ducts; transport equipment – railways;
transport equipment – roads; transport equipment – bridges, ford, ports; hydrography; borders and fences; vegetation and
soil zones; relief.
Every section contains a layer, called Feature class. All of the graphic objects which are from the corresponding group are
collected in this feature class and called Features. Every feature has attributive data. It could be separated on two groups –
main and specific attributes. The main ones are:
• Name of the dataset, from which are the features;
• Name of the feature which describes the graphic;
• Code of the feature, based on “Arbitrary signs and symbols for large-scale topographic maps in scales 1:10 000,
1:5 000 and 1:2 000” of the Ministry of Territorial Development and Building, 1993;
• Type of the feature – point, line, polygon, text.
The specific attributes are data typical for each feature. Every dataset has the following ones:
• Survey network – here are the points of Local Geodetic Network (LGN) and Geodetic Network (GN), permanent
stabilized on the terrain. They should be described with a number and an elevation. Like a point feature class, each of the
points has X and Y coordinates.
• Built-up area – these are all of the buildings in the built-up area and out of it. Here are indicated: type of the
building (massive, ramshackle, penthouse or under construction); area; names of the public buildings (schools, hospitals,
etc.); explanatory inscriptions (for greenhouses, sport complex, stadiums, etc.).
• Industry – explanatory inscriptions for the some of the features, elevation.
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• Overground ducts – two feature classes for the illustration of the electric transmission network are created – line
and point. The line feature class describes the path of the electric transmission network. In the point feature class are
included the pillars which should be illustrated on the real position in the scale of 1:5 000. It is necessary to be known the
coordinates of the pillars, which are written in the attributive table.
• Railways – these are railways, breast walls at the railways, stations and engine-shed, lift, tramway, and trolleyline. In the attributive table are written: the number of lines; relative height of excavations, embankments and breast walls;
explanatory inscriptions for the platforms and loading platforms; level of crossing between railway and road.
• Roads – these are automobile roads, paths in the parks and gardens, breast walls at the roads, bus stations. The
attributes, which are written in the table, are: for the type of the road (highway, I, II, III and IV class, macadam and soil
roads, field and forest roads, paths); width of the road way; level of the road crossing; type of the pavement; relative height
of excavations, embankments and breast walls.
• Bridges, ford, ports – they are described with: length and width of the bridge; explanatory inscriptions (for
example, type of the port equipments).
• Hydrography – the attributive data is: width of the rivers; elevation of the springs with a big capacity; explanatory
inscriptions; direction of the stream; height of the coasts and breast walls, excavations and embankments, dikes and others;
elevation of the level of rivers, lakes, reservoirs and sea; date of measuring of the altitude; area of water basins; etc.
• Borders and fences – type of the fence (massive, ramshackle).
• Vegetation and soil zones – explanatory inscriptions (beech, oak, pine, fir-tree, etc.); area; width of the forest
strip.
• Relief – elevations of contour lines; width and height of relief forms; length of relief forms (gullies); elevation of
marked or outstanding points of the land.
All explanatory inscriptions for names of built-up areas, geographic areas, mountains and others are compulsory element in
the creating of the database. Parts of them are as attributes in the attributive table of the features. For the others are created
complementary feature classes with points, lines or polygons. It depends of type of geographic object which is described
from the inscriptions. All geographic names are in Bulgarian language.

VISUALIZATION OF THE DATABASE
Map symbols from “Arbitrary signs and symbols for large-scale topographic maps in scales 1:10 000, 1:5 000 and 1:2 000”
of the Ministry of Territorial Development and Building, 1993, are used like a model for visualization of the features of the
database. For a part of the features are created new symbols. These are symbols for unknown objects up to now. For
example, the symbol for a wind turbine is a new one.
The function Representation is used for creating of symbols. A representation is a property of a feature class that allows you
to specify and store a series of rules that dictate the way the features in the feature class should be drawn. The easiest way to
create a feature class representation is to convert the standard symbology of a feature layer to a feature class representation,
which will automatically translate symbol categories into representation rules. Representation rules can then be added
removed or modified as necessary. Most properties of a representation rule can be modified for individual features by using
the representation editing tools. Typical modifications include adjusting symbol layer properties, adding geometric effects
and modifying marker placement styles.
The process of creating of symbols can be described in the following way: for the example is chosen the point feature class
from the hydrography. In the range, in which is made a digital, large-scale topographic map, belong the following features:
public fountain, well, fountain with trough. It is written a code for each of the features in the attributive table. The code
responses to “Arbitrary signs and symbols for large-scale topographic maps in scales 1:10 000, 1:5 000 and 1:2 000” of the
Ministry of Territorial Development and Building, 1993.
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Figure 1. Attribute table with code of graphic elements
For each code is given a symbol from the standard library of the software. After that is made a feature class representation
to the point feature class. For each code corresponds representation rule.

Figure 2. Representations
The standard symbol is edited with the Marker Editor and the result of this is the new, needed symbol. All features with the
same representation rule are visualized with this symbol.
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Figure 3. The cartography symbol made with representations
The Marker Editor contains different tools. They are for erase, select, add or remove vertex, create line or polygon, etc.
With this technology is created a library of symbols. They are used for visualization of the features in the range for which is
created a digital, large-scale topographic map.

RESULTS
The main purpose of the large-scale topographic map in scale 1:5 000 is to be used for researching and constructional
engineering in the road and railway building, planning of water-power and aquaculture systems, gas-pipes and petrol-pipes,
and for other needs from actual and reliable information in the economy.
The large-scale topographic map of Republic of Bulgaria (in scale 1:5 000 and for the highest mountain regions – 1:10 000)
has been created contiguous and systematic during the long period between 1953 and 1986, with the photogrammetric
method, based on aerial photogrammetric images for the territory of the country. With the end of map creating has been
finished the first series of the working process.
The first digital topographic maps appear in the end of 20th century. With the appearance of the satellite navigation systems
the classic orientation according to the topographic map becomes an old and difficult method.
The updating of the large-scale topographic map should be accomplished repeatedly according to the program which is
made with the priority for the territories with intensive changes, and to be synchronized with the regional and municipal
plans for development. The process of creating and updating of the large-scale topographic map in a digital type should be
connected with new legislation which is corresponded with the contemporary requirements, technologies and standards.
The confirmed specifications for the topographic cartography, which have been used during the last few decades, should be
changed. In nowadays, the data of the map is offered like a digital and is used for supplying of databases, for GIS analysis,
CAD operations and many other applications, not only for map-making. The digital model of the large-scale topographic
map should not be treated only like a map, but like a database in a geographic information system.

The cartographic visualization of the information from the database is the end step from the process of creating of a digital,
large-scale topographic map. The well-organized database is a prerequisite for optimizing the resources which are needed
for creating and updating of the maps. Even that the contribution of existing legislation is undeniable, the actualization of
this base is necessary because all the documents for creating, updating and supporting of the large-scale topographic map
should be actualized. It could be learned a lot from the world practice, which has a good experience in the structure,
requirements and sources for creating of the database for a large-scale topographic map.
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Besides the traditional topographic maps, the three-dimensional urban models get in many sectors of the economy. They are
created with the photogrammetric methods. This should be taken into consideration when the new legislation is being
created.

CONCLUSIONS
In nowadays the urbanization increases fast and the updating of the all topographic information should be done with the
digital technologies. Contemporary methods for cartography require a new legislation or just an updating the existing. The
digital technologies decrease much time for creating and updating of the large-scale topographic map and its precision. The
classic cartography is being added with a new systems for map-making. The images give big opportunities for analysis of
two-, three- and four-dimensional data. The technologies should be integrated in a digital government and a digital trade.
The creating of a new legislation should be based on the contemporary requirements for cartography of the surface. It is
necessary to be looked at the European and World practice in the cartographic visualization and the contemporary digital
technologies for map-making of the large-scale topographic maps. Not only the mapping, but even the cartographic design
and publishing will be synchronized with the contemporary technologies.
A well-organized geographic information system is the contemporary way for working on the problems which have been
put in the current paper. Structured and well-organized databases give good opportunities for management of the data,
planning, analyzing, and visualization and map-making for different purposes. Not only the software and hardware, which
are structural elements in a system like that, are necessary. The rules, procedures and well-trained designers are also very
important elements.
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Abstract
Development directions for geoinformation technologies in Bulgaria, based on the products of KB "PANORAMA". Short
description of most widely used products. Set of components for building custom applications in visual programming
environments. Spatial data infrastructure in accordance with the requirements of INSPIRE directive. Operations with
spatial data on the web. Digital classifiers, coding and classification systems. Technology for creating digital topographic
maps, developed according to ISO 19-100 set of standards. Vast range of quality control of the vector maps. Specification
for exchange of digital topographic maps in GML format. New tools for building corporate, regional and municipal
geoportals, supporting protocols OGC WMS and OGC WFS. Tools for connection with web services according to OGC
WMS and OGC WFS protocols. Effective solution of the problem of providing spatial data via the Internet, using web
browser on both mobile and desktop devices.

1. INTRODUCTION
"Geodetect" Ltd. (www.geodetect.bg) is the official partner of joint-stock company KB "Panorama", (Russia, Moscow) in
Bulgaria. KB "Panorama" is the leading Russian company in development and application of GIS technologies.
The project "Panorama" is a set of geoinformation technologies including professional GIS "Map 2011", professional
vectorizer of digital maps "Panorama-Editor", tools for developing GIS-applications for different platforms GIS ToolKit,
system for accounting and registration of landownership (SARL) "Earth and right"; program for publishing maps, remote
sensing data and database information on the Internet GIS WebServer; program for remote access to geographic data GIS
Server 2011; converters for data exchange with other GIS (DXF/DBF, MIF/MID, Shape, CAD/ZEM etc.) and specialized
applications (communication, navigation, ecological monitoring and other).
Communication with web applications uses GIS WebService and GIS WebFeatureService. They comply to OGC WMS
(OGC 03-109r1 ver. 1.3.0), OGC WFS (OGC 09-0251r1) as well as ISO 19100 set of standards. GIS WebFeatureService
supports REST and SOAP protocols and provides building of scalable, platform independent information systems. The
system can configure digital classifiers used for vector map symbology and attribution. Various coordinate systems and map
projections are applicable. Some programs are distributed with their source codes and the kernel is ported to Windows CE,
Linux (distribution, developed for the Russian armed forces), QNX and support Intel (32 and 64 bit), Intel, Sparc and MIPS
processor architectures. Customization can be done using system’s open application programming interface and various
application development environments – Borland C++ Builder, Delphi, Code Gear, RAD Studio, MS Visual Studio, C#,
GNU C++. Mobile applications use special library and compact data format.
This report reviews the exchange formats, protocols and standards, the entire range of desktop and client-server applications
and software components for building custom GIS application and their usage in Bulgaria.
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2. GEOINFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES USED IN BULGARIA
Professional GIS "Map 2011" is an universal geo-information system for authoring digital maps, performing some
measurements and calculations, overlay operations, constructions of 3D models, raster data processing, creating orthophoto
plans, building and editing DEMs and multilayer (geologic) matrix maps and quality matrices with their legends, means for
preparing graphic documents in digital and printed form, and also tools for work with database. The product supports map
atlas for quick jump between overlapping maps in different scales, coordinate systems and projections. The interactive
design of the systems is based on the built-in form, query and reports constructor. Supports various kinds of relations (oneto-one to many-to-one) between entities and DB records. Instruments for data analysis, charting, thematic mapping and
geocoding are available, too.
The distribution contains SDK with samples of built-in applied tasks. Vector data editing includes more than 100 modes.
Professional data quality control can be performed. Supports tens of map projections and datums as well as their EPSG
identification. GIS "Map 2011" allows creation of flood zones, using depth measuring and terrain data elevation models and
TIN models.
GIS "Map 2011" can be used for navigation by displaying current position on a map background, displaying threedimensional coordinates, speed of movement, distance, and other parameters as well as traversed path and a choice of routes
for the further movement. The software has extended support of OGC protocols which allows displaying data from WMTS
server. Data access is according to OGC specification OGC WMTS OGC 07-057r7 version 1.0.0. Tile queries are
performed in a multi-stream mode and cached on the client side, which speeds up image display.
KB Panorama constantly expands and improves its products and technologies for gathering and usage of geospatial data.
The company is up to date with the cutting-edge technologies such as gathering and automatic processing of data from
unmanned aerial vehicles, multispectral images and 3D scanners.
The latest advancements in digital photogrammetric technologies brought to development of software that can process the
imagery with less operator's work. The data can be prepared for usage in GIS "Map 2011" by Agisoft PhotoScan software.
It is an universal tool for building 3D models from images. The complex for automated recognition and vectorization is
used for data processing. This complex supports a set of algorithms for raster and vector features processing. Both types of
data are joined into a technology, applied within a project. Automated vectorization is based on patterns being digitized
beforehand.
The figure 1 (below) shows a comparison between the quality of an orthophoto plan, created by aerial images taken by
UAV Swinglet CAM and processed with products of Russian companies Racurs and Panorama, and satellite image (by
Google maps) on the same area (village Lozen, Sofia municipality).

Figure 1
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Vectorizer Panorama Editor allows creation of high-quality maps by using raster imagery or other raw cartographic
materials, materials of remote Sounding of the Earth, results of air and space photographing of a terrestrial surface, and also
of results of field geodetic measurements. Includes expanded means of quality control of the map, editing tools for raster
images, can transform raster and vector data and printing maps.
Creation of large-scale topographic maps in accordance with international standards and Bulgarian legal
regulations.
Figure 2 shows an indoor work - photogrammetric processing using PHOTOMOD software. PHOTOMOD is a product of
Russian company Racurs. It can perform stereovectorization using the same digital classifier, which is used later in
cartographic processing.
Figure 3 shows an outdoor work - updating a large scale map by applying both classic and up-to date technologies.

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4 shows part of large-scale (1:5000) topographic map. Its digital classifier is based on the mapping symbols, used in
Bulgaria. It was supplemented with semantic data. Thus allowing to create digital large scale topographic maps with quality
equivalent to (and exceeding) existing large scale topographic maps. This project fully confirms all the standards and best
practices and satisfies the requirements of the EU directive INSPIRE and ISO 19100 standards.

Figure 4
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Municipality GIS "Land and Realty" is a client-server multiuser GIS for real estates registration. This geo-information
system is intended for automated gathering, structuring and accounting of data for real estates - from apartments trough
buildings to the ground areas. Creation of graphic and attributive databases of plans of houses and separate apartments with
the subsequent binding to an electronic map of city.
GIS Panorama AGRO is a software for managing agricultural machinery. It provides gathering data from the onboard
sensors of the device being monitored, processing that data, localization on the map, preparing plans for the drivers,
summarizing the performed work and exchange the information with various planning and accounting programs.
All products work with vast range of data. Converting data from other international formats such as SXF, TXF, DXF/DBF,
MIF/MID, SHP, KML, GDF, GEN, DGN, MP, XLS, TXT, GRD, TIFF, JPEG, SID, NITF, EPS, EMF etc. and Bulgarian
formats CAD and ZEM is supported.

3. BUILDING USERS APPLICATIONS IN VISUAL PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENTS
GIS WebToolKit is a set of components for building geoportals operating with spatial data (vectors, rasters, matrices and
attribute information from a database as well as remote sensing data). The software uses the source code of GIS WebServer
application and can be used for creating a website or geoportal using interactive map and database. From the developer’s
point of view, it is a Visual Studio 2008 solution and uses C# programming language and AJAX.NET technology, which
allows client side data processing and supports various web browsers. In order to use GIS WebToolKit, one has to be
familiar with building web applicaions with ASP.NET in .NET Framework as well as client-side interaction with
JavaScript. There are two distributions of the software – for 32 and 64 bit versions of Microsoft Windows.
GIS ToolKit is a set of components for building GIS-applications in Borlands’ rapid application development environments
Delphi and C++ Builder, but can be used in other languages and environments (e.g. Microsoft C++, C#, Visual Basic).
Using more than 25 components and a set of classes of GIS ToolKit, the programmer gets convenient access to the
cartographical information in Delphi style. GIS ToolKit provides a complete set of functions to access a cartographic
database.
GIS Constructor Free for Oracle PL/SQL is designed for building GIS applications in Oracle Developer environment in OS
Windows, Solaris and Linux. It allows interaction with corporate management systems using Oracle RDBMS. GIS
Constructor contains a set of PL/SQL scripts that show the usage of server-side GIS libraries for dealing with maps in
Oracle environment. Map symbology can be customized as required and various coordinate systems and map projections
are supported.

4. PROVIDING SPATIAL DATA VIA THE INTERNET
GIS Server 2011 is program for remote access to geodata created by GIS "Map 2011", Panorama-editor (ver. 11 and 10),
GIS "Navigator 2011", GIS-view and other programs developed in GIS ToolKit (ver. 10 and higher). Allows remote access
to vector, raster and matrix maps. Connection uses TCP\IP protocol.
GIS Panorama Mobile is a program for navigation using vector and raster maps and digital elevation models. The program
provides track recording, construction of the shortest route by graph of roads, search for objects, viewing of semantic
characteristics, calculating coordinates of any points, and other operations. The program can be installed on a handheld
computer with OS Windows Mobile. Input maps can be prepared in the GIS "Map 2011" by converting from supported
exchange formats.

5. GEOPORTALS
GIS WebServer is an universal product for building various kinds of geoportals. Used for Internet/Intranet publishing of
maps, remote sensing data and database information.
The application has zooming/panning tools as well as changing size and contents of maps. Allows creation and editing of
point objects. Performs searching and filtering of database (DB) information, searching entities based on their DB records
and vice versa. The application uses technology of complex processing of the static data (background maps, rasters,
matrices, imagery) and dynamic data (real time navigation and monitoring, spatial data bank, displaying operative
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situation). The static information is displayed in the browser at the first call to it and cached. Later on the client receives
only the dynamic data.
Offers several types of object search: by name, district, address, crossroads (for large scale maps and city maps) . Can
display popup tips and process hyperlinks, measure distance and area. Reports can be generated and maps can be partially
exported as graphic files or hardcopies. RSS newsfeed channel is available, too. Using a graphical interface, the user can
setup background color, brightness, contrast, zoom window, layers visibility, toolbox etc.
Supports various database ventors: Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle, Microsoft Access etc.
It is possible to view geographic and numerical data on Apple devices (iPad, iPhone, iPod Touch). Mobile clients can see
the updates in real-time and make their own changes using tools, provided by GIS WebServer. This mode can be applied for
navigation and topographic monitoring.
GIS Webserver supports users authentication and data protection. GIS Server protects the information from illegal copying
or change and provides methods for geodata backup/restore.
Figure 5 shows a geoportal of Pleven's downtown. It consist of orthophotoplan with pixel size 0.07 m, CAD file and a 3D
model of Mausoleum-Ossuary "St George the Victorious", build with 3D laser scanner. All materials were created by
"Geocad-93"Lt. (www.geocad93.com).

Figure 5. www.geodetect.bg:8080/pleven/

6. FUTURE AND EDUCATION
KB "Panorama", (Russia, Moscow) and "Geodetect" Ltd. (the Bulgarian official partner of KB "Panorama") have signed
agreements with leading universities and private companies to conduct joint, scientific-methodological and scientificpedagogical activities, researches into the use of geoinformation technologies.
Major direction and fields have been determined for carrying on these agreements, with tendency to improve
geoinformation technologies in Bulgaria, not only as an individual country, but also as a part of the European Union.
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Abstract
In the last years, many rapid and complex technological developments have taken place in a great number of areas,
however, the significant population growth and migration flows, the globalization of the job market, the economical crisis
and the current high unemployment rates in some countries produce a very complex political, social and economical
scenario. In this context, the Higher Education Systems have a real challenge to contribute to the improvement of current
problems, in particular, they could help identify growth employment areas and allow for a better match between education
and labour market needs.
When facing the above mentions current problems, the modernization of universities and Higher Education Systems seems
to be an important and strategic feature in all countries. This issue has been recently addressed in a number of publications
and official reports. In Europe, the so called Bologna Process has taken a significant number of actions in order to
modernize and reform the higher education systems of the 46 signatory countries while making moves towards establishing
the European Higher Education Area (EHEA). Various reports and a great number of statistics have been gathered and
published what makes possible to evaluate the achievements and performance levels which have happened since the
Bologna Declaration in 1999. At national level, each country also gathers a great number of parameters related with the
key aspect of Universities´ activities such as those dealing with education, research and international mobility. Other
socioeconomic data provides the contextual information. All this information should allow us to understand what has
happened in the last decade and the current picture of the Spanish Higher Education System within the European Higher
Education Area. On the other hand, the European Commission has published an agenda for the modernization of Europe's
higher education systems, what represents the Europe 2020 strategy.
At the same time, the concepts and tools of GIS Technology have proved to be a very efficient way to address the spatial and
temporal analysis of complex phenomena in a great number of applications fields during the last 40 years. Current GIS
technology also provides a variety of options for building and deploying Web applications. This is a remarkable feature for
the dissemination of the main findings and maps on any study or engineering and research project.
This paper intends to describe the results of analyzing and mapping some key issues in Higher Education Systems with the
help of Geo-information related Technologies.
Keywords: Higher Education, Cartography, GIS, Webmapping

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, there is a general perception that our life is becoming more and more complex and dynamic due to the
globalization processes. This increasing complexity is produced by the interaction of many factors combined together,
among them is worth to mention the rapid technological developments, population growth, traditional uneven distribution of
wealth and resources, migratory flows, globalization of the labour markets, financial and economical crisis, high
unemployment rates, increase of life expectancy, etc.
In this context there is a real concern about how to face the new situation in order to maintain the social welfare state or life
quality standards of the citizens. In Europe, people think that is urgently needed to increase the competiveness and
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employability in the European Labourt Market and in pursuing this goal the Higher Education Systems can play a very
important and strategic role. For this reason the modernization and reforms that have taken place in Europe in the last years,
the so called Bologna Process, are briefly analyzed and reviewed. Besides that, the literature review of recently published
official documents let us to identify and evaluate the key strategic features of the Higher Education Institutions (HEI). This
will allow us to monitor the processes, to follow up the evolution of the strategic features throughout the years and to
measure and visualize the differences in performances in the different countries.

2. THE BOLOGNA PROCESS
Because their separate evolution there were very big differences among the Higher Education System in Europe, this in turn
produces a lack of comparability and compatibility of the distinct degrees and study plans. On the other hand, there is a need
to improve the knowledge, skills and competences of the European citizens in order to be more competitive in a globalized
market and economy. In this context, education can play an important role in order to have a better future.
The Bologna Declaration, is the main document in which is outlined the general guidelines and main features for the
modernization and reform of European higher education. This document was initially signed in June 1999 for the Ministers
responsible for higher education of 29 countries and afterwards, thus number has increased to 46 signatory countries in
2007. This process of reform is commonly known as the “Bologna process” and its main goal was to establish a European
Higher Education Area by 2010. In the meeting of Leuven (2009), it was made an evaluation about the progress and results
of the first decade of structural changes and reforms. These were described in detail for several official publications [1]. The
figures and statistical data reported in this documents as published by the “Eurydice Network” are used in the analysis and
mapping of this study. In Leuven were also established the priorities until 2020.
After the first 10 years of reforms, it has been acknowledged some achievements of the Bologna process, highlighting in
particular the increased compatibility and comparability of European education systems. This has been possible through the
implementation of structural changes such as the three-cycle degree structure and the use of mechanisms like the ECTS and
the Diploma Supplement. Nevertheless, the European Higher Education Area (EHEA) is not yet a reality and more efforts
and coordinated actions will be needed.

Figure 1. GIS Map: Implementation of the Three-cycle degree structure in Europe
Looking back to the first Bologna decade, the three-cycle structure has been extensively introduced in most institutions and
programmes in Bologna countries that didn’t have such structure in 1999. The figure 1 is a map which reflects this relevant
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structural change that has had the most significant impact on the higher education systems in continental Europe.
Nevertheless, reports still inform about the existence of programmes in some specific disciplines that do not follow the
Bologna cycle structure yet. The statistic data for the map was obtained from Eurydice [1].
One the most important “Bologna Tool” during this time of change is the European Credit Transfer System (ECTS). This
system was developed at the end of the 1980s to facilitate credit transfer in the Erasmus programme and thus to promote
student mobility. Later, in Berlin (2003), ministers agreed that ECTS should not only be used for credit transfer, but also for
credit accumulation. Finally, in Bergen (2005) they agreed on indicative credit ranges for the first two cycles. These were
the last steps to establish ECTS as a cornerstone in the implementation of the Bologna reforms. In subsequent meetings, the
ministers have recognized the important role of the ECTS system in order to increase comparability, transparency and
recognition of studies in different countries.
Though most countries have adopted the Bologna structure they haven’t done it in the same way. Most countries have
implemented Bachelor programmes of 180 ECTS credits as a dominant model, while in other countries use 240 ECTS
credits. The Master programmes have similar problem, many countries have a dominant Master model of 120 ECTS credits
and others have a duration of 60 or 90 ECTS. As a result of this mixed situation, combining the first two cycles we can
identify three main models about how the Bologna structure has been implemented in the different signatory countries. The
figure 2 shows a map with the dominant combined model in each country. The statistic data for the map was obtained from
Eurydice [1].

Figure 2. Main dominant models resulting of the Implementation of the Bologna structure in Europe.

3.- KEY ISSUES IN HIGHER EDUCATION SYSTEMS
Our labour markets increasingly require more graduates with the knowledge and competences provided by higher education
and we will have to invest substantially in our higher education systems to ensure that this demand is met [2]. The Literature
search of the different official documents has allowed us to identify the key elements to be considered when evaluating the
modernization and reforms of higher education systems. Figure 3 illustrate these elements which will be briefly described in
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this paragraph. Obviously, to understand the differences of performances among countries some contextual information has
to be added to the study.
In the Bologna model the new education systems should be focused in the student-centred learning methods. Besides that,
as described earlier, there is a commitment of countries to establish a three-cycle degree structure in higher education. This
Bologna structure model, together with the ECTS credit system will increase the comparability and compatibility of degrees
and diplomas among European signatory countries.
On the other hand, innovation in education has become a key factor when looking for efficiency in the students´ learning
process. The traditional educational and teaching methods are progressively enhanced with the capabilities of the
information and communication technologies. Multimedia and e-learning courses are becoming quite popular and
widespread. At the same time, some techniques such as coaching, mentoring, group dynamics tasks and skills, courses
taught in foreign languages are aimed to develop the so called transversal competences. All these measures together should
increase the effectiveness of the educational systems by reduction of the failure rate and decreasing the time of the students
at the university which, in turn, will allow costs reductions.

Figure 3.- Key Issues In Higher Education Systems
Research is one of the main traditional strategic activities of the universities in any country. In Berlin (2003) was decided
the inclusion of the doctoral level as the third cycle in the Bologna structure and also the promotion of closer links between
the European Higher Education Area (EHEA) and the European Research Area (ERA). The research production is an
indicator of the development level of a country. Some analysis and results of the more dynamic countries in research
activities will be presented in point 4 of this paper.
International Mobility is one the Strategic features of the XXI century Universities and higher education Institutions. In the
Bologna Declaration (1999), there was an agreement to support the mobility of students, teachers, researchers and
administrative staff. In Bergen Communiqué (2005) was mentioned the fact of reinforcing the social dimension and
removing obstacles to mobility. In London (2007) was promised to report on national action to remove obstacles to the
mobility of students and staff. Finally, in Leuven (2009) was set the target that by 2020 at least 20% of those graduating in
the EHEA should have had a study or training period abroad. Some analysis and maps dealing with mobility will be
presented later on in this paper.
In the meeting of Prague (2001) was mentioned the target of development of lifelong learning. Later in Bergen (2005) was
pointed out the need of creating opportunities for flexible learning paths in higher education, including procedures for
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recognition of prior learning. In the Leuven Communiqué (2009) is stated that Lifelong learning and employability are
important missions of higher education.
When modernising universities for Europe's competitiveness states it becomes very important to expand opportunities to
higher education to as large a proportion of the population as possible. The process to achieve this goal is commonly
referred to as the social dimension of higher education. This concept is defined in [2] as follows: "the student body
entering, participating in and completing higher education at all levels should reflect the diversity of our populations" [and
emphasises the] "importance of students being able to complete their studies without obstacles related to their social and
economic background" (London Communiqué 2007, p. 5). In Bergen (2005), was explicitly mentioned the need for
“reinforcing the social dimension”, while in London (2007) the signatory countries “Pledged to implement and report on
national strategies for the social dimension, including action plans and measures to evaluate their effectiveness;. Finally, in
the Leuven Communiqué (2009), was stated that “each country should set measurable targets for widening overall
participation and increasing the participation of under-represented social groups in higher education by the end of the next
decade”.
Some statistics of the key features, as extracted from the official documents, have been integrated in a GIS database in order
to be analyzed and to produce maps or any other visualization document helping us to understand the most relevant
distributions, patterns and spatial relationships.

4.- MAPPING SOME RESULTS
The work presented here, dealing with research, is based in a summary report [3] were the statistics reflects the research
output as published in scientific journals. In this study the Elsevier´s Scopus database was used as main source because is
quite common in most disciplines. For this reason the study has some limitations and shortcomings. Nevertheless, the use of
bibliometric indices it is still a representative example of the scientific activity at world level, thought we should study any
bias to prevent negative effects. These statistics will enable us to produce some distribution maps representing the research
activities in the distinct world regions
During the last years there have been big changes in the different regions of knowledge production. The map in the figure 4
shows the research production, as published in indexed journals of Scopus, of the 10 different geographical regions in the
years 1996 and 2008. China has experienced an exponential growth in the last years and Western Europe has recently
surpassed the North American region. These 3 regions together represent 75% of total number of published research
document in 2008. The same map also illustrates, with a choropleth map, changes in the regions production measured as the
relative variation in the percentage of total world production between 1996 and 2008. The North American region is
reaching a saturation level in term of production as it corresponds to a mature and well developed country. The big growth
of others regions, like Asia, is what caused big relative decrease of North America in terms of percentage of world
productions (from 31.5% in 1996 to 22.3 in 2008).as it´s shown in the choropleth map.

Figure 4. GIS Map presenting total research production by region in 1996 and 2008 and relative growths
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Though the total research production is an index of the development of a country, the use and impact of that production is
an indicator of its contribution to the scientific and technological progress. So, we need to balance total production with
visibility and the standard index for this purpose is the citations per document. When we consider this aspect, the North
American region is the most cited and most visible as a clear world reference, on the contrary, the Asiatic region is quite far
from in terms of impact values.
After having compared the regional distribution of the research production, another approach and more detailed analysis is
to consider the top 25 countries out of the 217 which produced science in 2008. By doing so, we can identify which
individual countries are performing well in this comparison quantity versus quality in the international community. The map
in figure 5 shows United States and China clearly as the 2 main producers. Another fact worth mentioning is that among the
top 25 countries, 13 are from Western Europe and 5 from Asia. However, if we rank these top 25 countries according to its
visibility, as measured for the citation index, there is a leading group formed by Switzerland, Netherlands, Sweden and
Belgium, followed by United States United, Kingdom and Germany. On the contrary, big countries like China, India and
Russia show low citation values. So, it seems that countries with a consolidated culture and structure in research have more
visibility, while the new emerging countries are initially increasing the production but to increase its impact or visibility
may require a bit more time. Another fact worth mentioning is that United States, United Kingdom, Netherlands and
Germany are the countries with more indexed journals in the databases and where are located the large editorial companies.

Figure 5. GIS Map presenting the Top 25 countries in published research documents 2008
The main source of information used in this mobility study is the so-called UOE data. This UOE data are collected from
national statistical offices and ministries by the three international data gatherers UNESCO, OECD and EUROSTAT.
Though there are some limitations in the datasets, they still allow to obtain relevant patterns and distributions. The “Europe
32” region is made of the 27 Member States of the European Union, the four members of the EFTA, and Turkey.
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Figure 6. GIS Map: Foreign students in the Europe 32 area in the academic course 2006-07
In the academic year 2006/07 a total number of 1 507 000 foreign students studied in Europe 32 region, what represents
around 50% of the world market share. This is a clear expression of the significant popularity of European higher education.
The 32 countries covered in this study have a share of less than 10% of the world’s population. The global landscape of
higher education is changing fast because a number of economically emerging states, such as China and India, that were
mainly ‘sending’ countries in the past, are now establishing as host countries of foreign students. Another fact worth
mentioning is that growth rate of foreign students is larger than the growth of total enrolment at tertiary level. The share of
foreign students of all students (total enrolment) in the Europe 32 countries grew, from 4.5% in 1998/99 to 6.9% in 2006/07
[4]. The figure 6 is a map which shows the distribution of the 1,5 million foreign students in the Europe 32 area. In absolute
terms, the countries with the largest numbers of foreign students are the UK, Germany and France. Together, these three
countries account for close to two-thirds of all foreign students. The map also reflects the distinct ratio of foreign students in
the universities of European countries. Apart from the particular cases of small countries, like Liechtenstein and Cyprus, are
United Kingdom, Switzerland and Austria the countries with higher percentages of foreign students.

5.- CONCLUSIONS
The main conclusions, based on the different aspects described in this paper can be briefly summarized as follows:
- In general, statistical data needs further refinement in order to enable a more comprehensive analysis and mapping, though
some measures and initiatives have already been taken in this direction.
- In the last years the three-cycle structure has been extensively implemented. ECTS credit system is a cornerstone
mechanism in order on increase comparability and compatibility and recognition.
- Innovation methods, based on the information and communication technologies, are growing and steadily integrated in
education at tertiary level.
- There have been big changes in the different regions of knowledge production. However, countries with a consolidated
culture and structure in research have more visibility, while the new emerging countries are initially increasing their
production, they are having more difficulties to increase its impact or visibility.
- Measures aimed to remove mobility obstacles and incentives to raise participation in mobility activities (financial support,
curricular support, personal support.
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- The social dimension of higher education is understood differently from one country to another.
Concepts such as ethnicity or socio-economic status are differently understood among countries. Besides that, very few
countries have set specific targets to improve the participation of under-represented groups in higher education.
- Many challenges still remain, as there are many related documents published recently and a huge amount of statistical
data. The quality of the data and clarity and specificity of the subject matter under study are key issues to get valuable
results. This has been an exploratory work, but overall, it has allowed us to identify strategic features in the EHEA and
define research topics for the future.
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Abstract
Cartographic communication between map-users, map-makers, experts (cartographers) as well as automatic systems is
very complicated at this time. There are many various terminological questions such as different definitions or classification
systems. These heterogeneities have caused by historic progress and isolated cartographic schools with various
approaches. They make all levels and types of communication more difficult.
The domain ontologies and reasoners represent a tool to improve the communication on the basis of a description of
essential concepts. This paper shows the prototype (second version) of ontology processed the selected definitions of the
concept “map”. It continues in the article presented in the 19. cartographic conference in Bratislava (Slovakia) in 2010.
The new version contains mainly newly processed definitions and the added properties.
The paper is divided in three main parts. First section is focused on the theoretical aspects of ontologies, including
reasoning, to introduce and explain these tools and approach of ontological engineering to cartographers and cartography.
The second part is devoted to the processed definition (concepts) and their analysis. The last sub-chapter shows the outputs
- the resulting ontological systems and inferred information and knowledge (the interconnections between definition and
their components).
The main target of this paper is to introduce ontologies as a one tool improving a description of cartographic information
and knowledge. As well the case of processing of definitions of the word ‘map‘ is shown.

INTRODUCTION
The main topic of this paper is cartographic communication. It does not mean only expert discussion of cartographers, but
the communication field is more wider. Cartographic communication covers various communication channels between
map-users, map-makers, experts (cartographers) as well as automatic or semi-automatic systems such as geographic
information systems (GIS). This communication process is very complex and complicated at this time. There are many
heterogeneities such as various terminological questions connected with different definitions or using of different
classification systems. These heterogeneities have caused by historic progress and isolated cartographic schools with
various approaches and basics. They make all levels and types of communication more difficult.
In this paper we would to focus mainly on communication connected with automatic systems. This form of communication
should keep some basic rules. The first and the most important rule is based on necessity of formalization of transferred
knowledge and information.
The domain ontologies and reasoners represent a tools to improve the communication on the basis of a description of
essential concepts. This paper shows the prototype (second version) of ontology processed the selected definitions of the
concept “map”. It continues in the article presented in the 19. cartographic conference in Bratislava (Slovakia) in 2011 (see
Cerba, 2011a).
The paper is divided in three main parts. First section is focused on the theoretical aspects of ontologies to introduce and to
explain these tools and approach of ontological engineering to cartographers and cartography. The second part is devoted to
the processed definition (concepts) and their analysis. The last sub-chapter shows the outputs - the resulting ontological
systems and inferred information and knowledge (the interconnections between definition and their components).
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THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF ONTOLOGIES
The term “ontology” is appearing in many cartographic texts more and more often. This part wants to show the essential
principles of ontologies, their using and application in cartography.
The term “ontology” is very old ¨C according to the (Hay, 2006) this word is about 2 500 years old. It was used by ancient
Greek philosophers (e.g. Socrates or Aristotle) to study and describe the nature of existence or being as such. During the last
decade of 20. century the ontologies began to come to information and communication sciences.
There are many different definitions of ontology (e.g. in Borst, 1997 or Gruber, 2009). Except classical Gruber's definition
(in Gruber, 1993) that starts an application of ontologies in information science, we can cited the definition published in
Fonseca et al. (2002): “Ontology is seen as an engineering artefact that describes a certain reality with a specific vocabulary,
using a set of assumptions regarding the intended meaning of the vocabulary words”. This definition sketches essential
principles of ontologies:
1Ontologies serve as a tools used for a form of description of real or abstract objects or processes.
2Ontologies as a kind of data source have to use formal recommended to use and distinction between two words connected
with ontologies ¨C formal (application of formal terms) and formalized (formal way of coding) ways of data structures. (this
point is emphasized by R. Poli in Poli, 2002).
3There is not possible to develop any universe ontology, because its properties depend on many various factors such as way
of usage.
For purposes of description of terminology and similar concepts the domain ontologies are used. The domain ontologies
(sometimes called sharing vocabularies) represents the most often used type of ontologies used to describing semantics of
data. The publication (Dolbear et al., 2005) explains that domain ontologies are intended to provide a source of predefined
concepts that provide descriptions about specific domain knowledge. They are intended to be reused by others wishing to
build their own domain or task ontologies with the aim of merging different knowledge descriptions about similar domains
or data.
Common domain ontologies using the standard data format OWL (Web Ontology Language) can contain five crucial
elements or groups of elements:
1Classes represent and describe particular parts of domain. They are also able to interconnect these parts. They form
together with individuals a hierarchy of ontology. The hierarchy is based on is-a (is a part) relation (e.g. a class Choropleth
map is a part of a class Cartographic method). There are two types of classes in ontologies ¨C primitive classes (described
by necessary conditions) and defined classes (described by necessary and sufficient conditions). To build ontological classes
the formulation of descriptive logic (such as union, intersection or quantifiers) are used.
2Individuals are very similar to classes. The indivisibility of individuals is the main difference between these two
components. While class can contain other class or classes, the same construction can not be implemented to individuals
(individuals cannot be divided).
3Properties or relations are designated for definition, interconnection, description and detail specification of classes,
individuals and their connections. There are two basic types of relations in ontologies: DataType Properties (connecting
classes or individuals with concrete data types) and Object Properties (describing relations between classes or individuals).
4Axioms express explicitly rules managing relation between elements of ontology. They enable to describe rules such as
equivalence, subsumption, disjunction etc. Ontologies use two specific axiomatic constructions ¨C closure axiom
(combination of existing and universal quantifier) and coverage axiom (definition of closed set of sub-classes).
5Annotations represent an analogy to metadata records. They are based on Dublin Core standard and enable not only to
describe the whole ontology but also its elements by properties such as label or language.
The methodologies as results of ontological engineering process plays the very important role during designing of
ontologies as well as during building and managing phase. There are many various methods such as On-To-Knowledge
(Fensel, 2002), METHONTOLOGY (Fernandez et al., 1997 ) or Uschold & King (Uschold & King, 1995) to construct and
maintain ontologies. It necessary to mention that most of the methodologies are based on detail preparatory phase which is
very often underestimated in practice. This phase can be composed of an identification of the ontology (title, purpose,
scope, coding, granularity), planning of conceptualization and an integration existing ontologies and other sources.
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Reasoner and reasoning represent last important terms used in ontological engineering and also mentioned in this paper.
Reasoning mean a processing of explicit information stored in ontology according to the of descriptive logic. The new
inferred ontology is an output of this process. This ontology can contain some new information and knowledges represented
by new relations or modified hierarchy. Reasoners are a pieces of software enabling the ontology processing. There are
many different reasoners, in this research the reasoners integrated to ontology editor Protege (e.g. HermiT, FaCT++) were
used.

CARTOGRAPHIC CONCEPTS
The ontology describing cartographic terminology have to contain two essential types of elements. Classes and individuals
(in some cases) will be covered by basic cartographic concepts. The relations between classes will be described by object
properties. Moreover it is possible to add other descriptive elements such as annotations or data properties that could
increase a semantic level of the whole system.
The first level of cartographic concepts have to represents fundamental categories of elements connected with cartography.
The following list shows a proposal of such classes that cover semantic, temporal and spatial aspects of concepts (some of
them are shown on Figure 2):
Person (cartographers, mappers etc.)
Cartographic products (map, atlas, book etc. and their components)
Abstract Item (technique, method etc.)
Event (development of a technique, publication of map etc.)
Geographic concept (place, country etc.)
Of course there are several open questions such as categorization of map symbols and other components of map. But it is
just a question of selected approach. Moreover the ontology constructed according to the above-mentioned methodologies
should be open and enables to move on classes.
The paper Smith, 2010 proposed the top-level classes of map ontology (it means an ontology focused on description of map
and other cartographic prodicts) ¨C Attribute, Graphic, Layout Element, Map, Map Projection, Production Medium, Spatial
Phenomenon and Visual Variable . The similar set of basic classes is contained in ontology published in Dobesova et al.,
2011.
The another question is connected to a population of ontology and a creation of other levels of ontology and individuals.
There are several sources of information and knowledge providing concepts, their definition and description.
As a core sources the cartographic expert publications (book, articles, paper, vocabularies etc.) have to be taken. The
computer tools (e.g. Text-To-Onto) could be used to text mining activities (more information about converting texts to
ontologies in Aussenac-Gilles & Kamel, 2009 ).
Standards, legislative rules and norms connected to cartographic sphere. This group includes except national norms, also
standards such as INSPIRE, WMS (Web Mapping Service) or SLD (Style Layer Descriptor).
The third group is composed of other ontological systems that could be re-used. There are some specific ontologies
focused on cartography such as Carto Expert (in Dobesova et al., 2011) or ontology describing various definitions of the
word “map” (in Cerba, 2011a). Also several more general ontologies (GeoNames, WordNet or Dbpedia), their parts or some
thesauruses (GEMET ¨C GEneral Multilingual Environmental Thesaurus) could be imported or could inspire.
The GIT (GeoInformation Technologies) industry (not only commercial companies but also organizations producing
open-source software and services) represents a strong player in the cartographic field. Therefore a terminology used in
different GIT products and their manuals should be also exploited.
Also the public, non-experts sources and results of crowdsourcing activities (e.g. Wikipedia) could be taken into
consideration. The last category can overlap several previous items (such as some ontologies are developed by voluntaries).
There are some publications defining and describing some cartographic concepts from the view of ontological engineering.
The examples of ontologies focused on various parts or disciplines of cartography are mentioned in Dobesova et al., 2011 or
Cerba, 2011a. The articles Kravets, 2009 and Hamdi et al, 2010 introduce basic rules and principles of building of formalize
cartographic concepts leading to cartographic ontologies. There are also some attempts to create a cartographic extensions
of common ontology standards (e.g. CartoOWL as the extesion of OWL in Karam et al., 2010).
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There are also the methodologies describing how to realize a conceptualization process. One of them that will be tested in
following steps of our research is called IDEAL Methodology. It is divided in to two basic steps analysis (the factual,
tactual, strategical knowledge and the meta-knowledge of the domain ) and synthesis (application knowledge to build a
static and dynamic model which leads the conceptual model of the system ). The paper Gomez-Perez et al., 1996 describes
the complete process of conceptualization of domain ontologies in detail. Richard A. Smith provided the overview how to
interconnect the METHONTOLOGY approach and development process of building cartographic ontologies (in Smith,
2010).
Each part of basic (top-level) concept should be interconnected to other classes of this concept. The relations will realized
through hierarchical rule (is-a; e.g. Nicolas Sanson is a Cartographer) as well as object properties (e.g. Guillaume Sanson is
son of Nicolas Sanson). The top-level concepts (and their sub-classes) can be also connected to each other (e.g. Person ¡æ
Geography concept: Nicolas Sanson was born at Abbeville). Several properties will cover more than one top-level concepts
(e.g. is defined as). For example in fragment of ontology describing the famous “cartographic celebrities” and their
activities there are used relations such as bornIn, diedIn, develop, create, publish, studiedIn. Also data properties such as
bornDate, creationDate, deadDate or name are implemented (Figure 2).

EXAMPLES OF CARTOGRAPHIC CONCEPTS IN ONTOLOGIES
In the University of West Bohemia (UWB) in Pilsen (Czech Republic) several ontologies that could be incorporated into
“cartographic ontologies portfolio” are developed.
During the 19th Cartographic conference in Bratislava (Slovakia) the Analysis of Definitions of Concept “Map” was
published (Cerba, 2011a). The analyse use the approach of domain ontologies to eliminate the vagueness in some types of
cartographic communication. The paper introduces the prototype of domain ontology processing selected definitions of the
essential cartographic concept “map”. Ontology contains three main groups of classes ¨C Definitions (including their
description through properties and metadata), Terms (and their combinations) a Questions (classification of definitions
based on used terms and other properties). Ontology enables to detect the most usual definitions (class Q_Some_Top_Terms
in Figure 1) _C these definitions contain four from five of the most frequented words in the definitions (the word were
acquired by text analyses) ¨C as well as the most extraordinary definitions (without above-mentioned terms).

Figure B. Visualization of a part of ontology describing fundamental terms of various definition of term

“map”..
Another ontology (or its fragment) is focused on a description of history of cartography (Figure 2). The ontology
contains a formalize description of famous cartographers.
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Figure 2. Example of description in ontology.
There are also other ontologies that are connected to cartography, but they do not work with basic cartographic concept. The
geomatics section of UWB cooperates on development of
Smart catalogue of educational materials focus on geoinformation technologies and environment. It is based on domain
ontology (CentraLab project). (Cerba et al. 2012)
Mapping between legends of various classification systems of land use and land cover data sets. The mapping is based on
parameters of different items of classification systems and their values. This parameters and items of classification systems
are stored in ontology and processed by reasoner. (Cerba, 2011b)
Description of spatial data sets to enable their semi-automatic harmonization. This ontology will be incorporated into
proposed expert system of spatial data harmonization. This approach is tested on selected European free data sets (projects
Habitats and Plan4business) and East Africa Case.

CONCLUSION
The introduced solutions and methodologies based on domain ontologies has a potential to improve the communication
between all subject participated in cartographic activities (e.g. creating of maps, maps using, history of maps and
cartography etc.). The main task of ontologies is to store a formalized the cartographic concepts in accessible form. It means
that the cooperation with cartographers and other information technologies is necessary. Cartographers have to
conceptualize the cartographic terms and define the relations. The technologies (e.g. reasoners, client solution, query
languages etc.) have to ensure the processing of ontologies and communication between users and ontology.
There are two main questions of the proposed solution:
1Discussion and definition of top-level concepts, their relations and basic set of properties. The final results should
represent a common base for every particular ontologies, that have to use these components and will be able to extend them.
2Development and integration of particular ontologies focused on various cartographic sub-domains (historical map,
famous persons, legends of maps etc.) and reflected different view of cartography.
The conclusions of this paper indicate that the ontologies have their unique place in the process of cartographic
communication and description of cartographic concepts on semantic level. Ontologies do not represent a strict form of
description data, such as UML diagrams or database schemas. It makes them suitable for storing such information, which,
for its generality could be defined just as an unstructured text strings in other types of data models. Ontologies are not
possible to saturate the complete process of data modelling or description of knowledge or information, but along with other
similar tools they can generate very strong platform serving to reduce the common heterogeneities and their consequences.
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Abstract
Man, as a conscious being, has always had a need for collecting and storing data on the environment in which he lives.
Drawings on cave walls are the beginnings of planetary libraries, universal database, the forerunner of modern information
technology. Geographic Information System is a special form of information systems, applied to geographic data. By
placing the maps and other spatial information in digital format, GIS data enables the organization to understand their
spatial relationships.
Horizontal objectives to support the development of European Union information society and environmental management
and sustainable development. Serbia acceded to it through various projects. In order to manage natural resources in a
sustainable manner requires accurate and timely information in order to react to changes in space. Participation in the
project of establishing GIS portal River Sava (with Croatia, Slovenia and Bosnia-Herzegovina) will enable the collection of
relevant data to facilitate management of the Sava river. In recent years, is warmer with less precipitation during the
months vegetation. In important for the Sixth Framework Programme of the European Union for the Western Balkans
project launched WATERWEB. He will provide strategic water management practices in three Western Balkan river basin,
the base models of exploitation of water and fertilizers for the four major crops, modern technology and procedures,
including the so-called irrigation. partial root drying, agronomic and economic evaluation of a new culture resistant to salt,
socio-economic assessment procedures for water management and irrigation and the use of GIS (geographic information
systems) database and the possibility of their modelling for the Western Balkans. Each field in Serbia will soon get a
"passport", geo-information system, which will find all the arable land in Serbia. The system should show whether the
particular land can be used for crop, vegetable, livestock, wine or fruit production.
INTRODUCTION
In the last half century, mankind has become richer in many sciences, theories, technologies, technical methods etc.
Numerous scientific discoveries have blended into immediate technological and practical solutions which basically change
the physiognomy of entire humankind and life itself. An exceptional challenge for social development is represented by
creating the conditions necessary in which modern informational and communicational technologies preserve the creation,
the spread and the use of information and knowledge.
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Informational technology represents the unity of means, methods, and procedures, being the major generator of changes.
The Republic of Serbia is clearly striving for European Integrations, supporting and initiating a total organizational
development as to respond to the civic needs and European Union standards in an adequate way.
Today, it is impossible to separate modern societies, their development, functioning and resource exploitation compliant
with global trends from geospatial data and technologies for their collection, manipulation and updating. The need to use
environmental data where human activities happen is an ever increasing one. Their adequate materialization is made
possible through GIS use based upon good quality, reliable and to date spatial data. GIS is a technology designed for
managing spatially oriented data and their update, processing, analysis, management, display and maintenance. GIS has
grown into an even more important means of decision support in various segments of life such as planning, infrastructural
development, education, living environment analysis, transport etc.
In the Technological Revolution Era, the use of analogous maps is rapidly decreasing, being largely replaced by the digital
ones. Changes have not only occurred in the making process but they have also appeared in their application bearing in
mind that modern technology is irreplaceable in terms of cartographic content interpretations. – GIS use in a way similar to
the way pilot candidates use flight simulation…, making possible for the planners and decision makers to explore a set of
alternative scenarios, creating a wider Figure of possible outcomes, without tolerating the irreparable consequences of
possible mistakes in real parcels- .( Burrough P. A, 1986)
Geo information is a phenomenon directly or indirectly linked with a particular Earth location. The greatest world
challenges have a geographical dimension, the global one which embraces natural disaster, pollution, global melt down, ore
rich land discoveries, infrastructure control etc, and the local one referring to cadastre and land registry, ecology and an
environmentally influenced analysis, vegetation supervision etc, making possible for map making, information joining,
concrete task visualization, complex problem solution and solution presentation. These possibilities separate GIS from other
information systems. GIS has not replaced but improved cartography.

REPUBLIC OF SERBIA AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
The horizontal goals supported by the European Union are relevant for all the developing technologies within Europe,
including the Republic of Serbia itself. A special significance is dedicated to the development of informational and
communicational technology, which has to contribute to the efficiency of trading and the competitiveness of the national
economy, advancing the exchange and accessibility of information especially e-banking( The Government of the Republic
of Serbia, 2008). A specific challenge within the economic development is represented through creating conditions where
modern informational and communicational technologies allow knowledge acquisition as well as information creation
spread and use. In the National Strategy of Sustainable Development, the Government of the Republic of Serbia has
set the following assumptions before informational and communicational technology:
-

defining a list of strategic informational systems that need developing,
clearly determining the connection between strategic informational systems and other elements and processes
of informational societies whose development they will assume,
boosting informational literacy,
preserving a systematic approach to a public information resource of national, practical and theoretical
importance ( The Government of the Republic of Serbia)

The need to manage the data, as a shared international resource, has not been met for a long time. For example, water
resource information is complex and changeable since the data is obtained in various ways out of a great number of
resources and for different purposes, from different local and international institutions.
The Danube River is one of the leading development potentials, ideas, and projects focused on the integration of Europe.
The Danube is an umbilical cord, the central European river hub, as its basin is a highly important ecosystem demanding
internationally utilized environment protection measures ( www. dunavskastrategija.rs/srp/dunav . inf. php.) Serbia’s
engagement in making and achieving the goals of the All Embracing Mutual Strategy for the Danube Basin Countries
project will contribute to strengthening the economy , improving the bilateral and multilateral cooperation. The Data
Warehouse Waterway –D4D project will contribute to this as well. This is a project part of the Interreg III programme
within the GIS Danube Forum.
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The task is an ever intensifying geographical exchange of data a s well as a better mutual cooperation in terms of controlling
the navigable Danube flow., including discovering new ways of presenting hydrological and hydraulic data for creating a
digital map( www. mmp.hr/userdocsimaages/2001/D4D). This would enable the creation of an electronically navigating
map for the internally navigable ways towards the Inland ECDIS standard, a rather standardized approach to the areas of
natural and ecological value. The maps that base themselves upon this standard are equal to analogous maps. The chief
values of ECDIS Maps are the following:
- information access concerning all the objects in their written, graphic or video form
- a detailed check of all the maps in all the resolutions and proportions;
- an easy and efficient data update;
- detail check in proportions required by a navigator;
- information accessibility on coastal objects, independently of international borders;
- navigationally synchronized adjustment,
- the possibility of connecting a radar display on the screen.

Figure 1. Example of Electronically Navigating Map Utilized In Accordance with ECDIS Standard
Creating digitally navigating maps gives way to the implementation of the River Informational Services ( RIS) which
include applications and give information to the internal navigation in Europe. An authorized approach to the distributive
data base makes it possible to the counties involved in the project the maintenance of the local server by using data. The
data base will form the foundation for further extra applications. Apart from data conversion into navigation maps
according to the European Inland ECDIS standard application formation in regard to international environment protection
cooperation and tourism development will be of vital importance.
The International Sava River Basin Commission ( ISRBC) has started the initial drafts for the Strategy for Sava River
Basin Geographic Information System Project. The Sava GIS geo portal should envisage applications which would allow
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an easy outlook and search of general purpose maps to, map integration relying on the common principals into different
public services accessible to all the users at the level of the Sava River Basin( Strategy for Sava River Basin Geographic
Information System 2007-2012. The International Sava River Basin Commission (ISRBC)). The project is of ultimate
importance in the field of flood protection. This is why a hydraulic Sava model has been made, envisaging the would be
tributary model primarily used for a neat flooded terrain outlook( Gazette, 2004).
As a result of the collaboration between the Military Geographic Institute and the Geodesic Department of the Serbian
Army with the similar institutions and the services of the NATO member states and the Partnership for Peace, the institute
has made a 1: 250,000 (TK 250) digital topographic map in accordance with the relevant international standard in a digital
form applying GIS technology. The map making preserves the compatibility of a proportional set of topographic maps and
a proportional set of
NATO topographic maps as well as data distribution in a digital
form.(www.vgi.mod.gov.rs/proizvodi).
The 2011 population household and flat conscription in the Republic of Serbia demanded a new technology application
while auditing the documents of statistic and conscription circles, so that the graphic conscription contents could be
standardized and utilized with international recommendations. This is why, for the first time, conscription circle
digitalization ( alpha numeric and graphic data) including the formation and the introduction of conscription circle geo
referential network were used in the conscription unit data base. By establishing a new application for checking, processing,
controlling and printing the conscription circles, interactive communication is preserved whilst updating the Spatial Unit
Registry. An automatic application for creating and controlling presents a novelty in the process of data preparation for the
necessary steps in the 2011 conscription( V.Djordjevic, N. Bozinovic,2011).
Because of its vast territory and in an attempt of preserving efficient long term protection, as a sustainable source of using
natural potentials, Djerdap National Park has resorted to implementing an integral geographic system( www.
npdjerdap.org/publikacije/gis). A unified data base of forest types, flora, fauna, paleontology, hydrology, geology, natural
landscapes of unique natural significance natural monuments, natural resorts, roads and pedestrians pathways. This will
enable the more efficient management and long term natural resource biodiversity protection, as well as an interactive
approach to data base control, natural resource recognition and evaluation, a statistic analysis of data and digital map
display.

Figure 2. Djerdap National Park
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Ministry of Agriculture, Water Management and Forestry experts have been creating a GIS which will include all tillable
land in Serbia. Such an interactive system has already been designed for vineyards, being designed for other crops as well.
The GIS map basis is a map, that is a satellite recording. The initial layer will include data on land property as the one that
follows will classify land quality. The system is meant to show whether or not a particular piece of land should be used for
farming or vegetable breeding etc (www.minpolj.sr.gov.) Mineral raw material exploitation uses these methods, including
the techniques and tools offered by modern technology. GIS applications make possible for the detailed map creation of the
would be or current superficial diggings related to different geological data with exploitable significance. With the help of
GIS technology, one could keep track of coal dump points, barren land, with a view of their influence on the living
environment.(www. rgf.bg.ac.rs).
The Belgrade Urbanization Department playing a part in the Belgrade Green Regulation Project has contrived a green
area geographic informational system ( GP GIS) aiming to protect, improve and form new green areas. By doing the
Mapping and Evaluating the Belgrade Biotope Project, the Belgrade GIS Biotope is formed, first of its kind in Serbia.
According to the legislative frame in the domain of sustainable planning, an adequate planning model is formed, whose
logic, organization and structure comply with the needs expected. The Belgrade GIS Biotope offers data on biotope
diversity and occurrence, including data on flora and fauna, as well as the biotope values from the biodiversity protection
perspective. The Belgrade GIS Biotope existence directly gives way to international legislation and regulation application,
an ecologically guided integration of principles into the process of urban planning with a real Figure of living environment
conditions necessary for the strategic assessment of influence on them and creating the protection strategy of Belgrade
biodiversity. The procedure of mapping and evaluating the Belgrade Biotope has been defined. In this way the preconditions
for the city’s important natural resource have been created a sway of coming nearer to the practice of European cities(www.
urbel.com).
Basic information on the possibility of building designated areas of approved storey structure, infrastructural equipment and
engineering capacity in a particular place has often been solely available to the employed in the responsible institutions and
municipal services. For open data accessibility to be made possible, the Ministry of State Government and Local Self
Government has developed the General Settlement Plan Oon the Web Project for Vlasotince, Lebane, Prokuplje and
Leskovac. The project object is to establish an efficient and unified civic approach to the spatial planning documentation (
Figure 1)

Figure 3. Leskovac 2010- General Plan; Sheet 4.3- Designated Area Plan (www.gradleskovac.org)
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The General Plan , the primary document for building in a settled territory, has been placed on the Internet as time limited
interactive map, ten years on average. In this way, what has been made possible is that the current document keeps pace
with all the implementation activities, including its realization in a particular site(www.gradleskovac.org.). The
Municipality of Vladicin Han in collaboration with Vlasotince Municipality has begun the implementation of the
Geographic Informational System (GIS) as an Efficiency Tool in the Competitiveness of the South of Serbia within
the PBILD Programme Project. Its aim is to contribute a balanced economic and social development of the South of
Serbia by creating conditions for drawing investments and new working posts opening (www. vladichinhan.org.rs).
Racing urbanization, an increased pace of natural resource exploitation, an increase in population, irrational water
consumption, pollution, disproportional traffic and traffic infrastructural development are just some of the problems of the
communal service. Planning and managing the distributive system is a complex problem. As the problem above have a
geographic reference, communal systems are increasingly using GIS. Digital theme maps in spatial planning represent a
real treasure to all institutions dealing with data distribution. Their cartographic contents are the basis for updating the
current situation and development planning. The strategy of traffic planning is connected with visualization using GIS
technology. The most vital goals of such an informational system would be transport control, pay toll, corridor and
motorway protection, traffic accident analyses etc. (www.grf.bg.ac.rs.)
The Public Postal Traffic Service of Serbia
Has developed the following services based upon the geographic informational system ( GIS).
- spatial planning data delivery of household number,
- spatial planning data delivery of street location,
- PAK spatial planning data delivery,
- alpha numeric data generation on the grounds of spatial household number position,
- alpha numeric data generation on the grounds PAK spatial position,
- data delivery of household number at the level of household number *
- data delivery of household number at the level of PAK
In order to analyse the territorial accesibility of postal service to the citizens, transport rationalisation and sent post items,
the Postal Service of Serbia has been developing the GIS Information System since 2002. It has done the geo positioning,
the map placement, of the entire street network of Serbia, that is around 100,000 km of streets and roads.Following the
address information at which delivery is done, The Postal System of Serbia has determined in geo referential terms around
900,000 household numbers in all bigger Serbian settlements. In an attempt of postal service users’ arrangement of mail
boxes, the base of all the households in Serbia has been formed, with the possibility of offering the information on the total
household number for every building in Serbia to all the GIS users. In rural areas where building enumeration has not been
carried out or where the household numbers have not been placed, the Postal System has PAK spatial positions on offer. A
PAK polygon represents a cluster of buildings belonging to one part of the street. With every PAK polygon is possible ,
besides the household numbers it refers to, that information be obtained concerning the number of households. The Postal
Service of Serbia has placed on the map over 100,000 PAK s in the entire Serbian territory. On the grounds of GIS data,
different analyses have been made possible:
- territorial object accessibility of objects and users,
- commercial material distribution planning,
- route planning,
- zone oriented address list,
- population density analysis aiming to plan infrastructure capacity,
- best location choice for new object materialization etc( the Postal Service of Serbia)
Digitalized geo information is a way of modelling the real world. As for the information not to be collected and generated
in a random fashion, geo spatial standardization is applied. Serbia is a full member of the ISO/TC 211, the technical
committee for geographic information standardization.

CONCLUSION
Geographic Information Technology is based on the use and management of geo spatial data and as such it sets an example
of the information society component involving activities in sectors at the local, national and international level. Geo spatial
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information is used in all the segments of human activity including water control, monitoring the living environment,
spatial planning, agriculture and forestry, traffic and so on.
For Serbia to get involved in the global information system, it has to give way to:
- general computer literacy,
- family, school, work internet access,
- network interconnection in local, economic, national and global terms,
- investigation and development in areas such as the information system ,e-banking, and informational
communication technology.
The Republic of Serbia will depend on the GIS tool use in professional and computer support to development plans. One
side of technological progress refers to portals, data bases, electronic services etc. On the other hand, it is essential that the
users’ educational level and the possibility of using a large amount of archive data be high. This is why it is needed that
education should directed at the direction of new technologies, following the educational standards of the European Union.
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Abstract
The paper deals with the possibilities of locating the archaeological sites using the expert GIS. Basis of the method
consists in creating a simulation model of the locality in the GIS environment. The core of the model is an expert
system, in which experience of experts in the field of archaeology are stored and which serves to adjust the model
parameters. The expert system is designed as a geo-database, the attributes of which have fuzzy character. The
individual model parameters are time and spatial dependent. The default data source is a digital terrain model of the
examined locality which is gradually followed by application of spatial analyses. The model is developed in ArcGIS
geo-database system using MS Access. Evaluation of the model is performed by the method of multicriterial analysis.
The project aims to assist archaeologists in search of traces of the extinct civilization. The model is designed as a
learning system, which means that after the successful localization of findings the parameters of the model will be
corrected in accordance with the reality. The initial values of the model can be set in such a way that the model is
applied to the location of known archaeological findings. The paper presents the design of an expert database system
and its integration into the simulation model in GIS. Simulation experiments are evaluated in collaboration with
experts in the field of archaeology. Final verification demonstrating the correctness of the model is confirmed or
disproved by possible findings of archaeological artifacts in a given locality. The results of the model are presented
in a specific location called Kocanov - an extinct village nearby Brno (Czech Republic).
Keywords: GIS, archaeology, expert systems, simulation, fuzzy logic.

1. INTRODUCTION
Expert systems find application wherever there is a problem or a complex range of uncertainty relations for which the exact
method of solution is either not available or is unable to provide solutions in the required time. In our case, the problemoriented expert system based on geographic information system (GIS) was designed.
Currently, geographic information systems are the main element of a non-destructive approach to the nature of spatial data.
Their use in various applied sciences is indispensable nowadays. This may include science and archaeology, which work
with spatial information associated with historical and contemporary world. The aim of this project is a certain appreciation
of the facts as to push the classical archaeology at the comprehensive link between past and present world. This work deals
with possibilities to link spatial information in GIS environment with archaeological knowledge of the past, such as
searching and obtaining the historical and contemporary documents, and evaluation of their use for archaeological
prediction. The main emphasis is on landscape analysis using the GIS spatial analysis and analysis resulting from historical,
ethnographic, archaeological and environmental research.
In this paper we deal with verification of each character issue at the site, its archaeological characteristics, reconnaissance,
searching for literary documents and map reconstruction. The next part deals with the issue of an expert system in ArcGIS
and a procedure for spatial analysis solution. The model is evaluated by the method of multicriterial analysis. All values of
the relevant parameters are in the form of fuzzy numbers. The parameters of the designed model are time dependent, which
is determined by weighting of each criterion. In the final section, we evaluate and interpret the results of tracking a vanished
medieval village of Kocanov nearby Brno city (Czech republic).
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2. RELATED WORKS
Computer aided archeology has its rich history. Recently, the supporting tools of information technology in archeology are
the most often applied expert systems and GIS. Of the many published works in this area, we selected relevant articles only.
In the article (Aoidh et all 2006) the archaeological heritage is solved through the web interface of GIS. System is designed
so that users need not to have any experience. Access is provided from both the mobile device and from the local
workstation (desktop).
Prediction model for locating the prehistoric rock art is presented in the article (Aubry et all 2012). It is about finding out
the conditions and causes that led to the formation of primordial artist works on specific rock formations. The proposed
prediction model uses knowledge of geology, geography and climatology. The basic element is a digital terrain model in
GIS environment.
Publication (Ch'ng E. 2009) explores the possibilities of virtual time travel-based knowledge in the field of experimental
archeology.
General study of the relationship data - information and knowledge of GIS is discussed in work (Z. Chen, 2008).
Article (Choi & Kim 1996) describes a design system for transport planning based expert system with GIS support. Both
systems have an essential role: expert system provides optimized transport and GIS topology of a traffic control network.
Visibility of different geographic objects on the basis of cluster analysis in the context of landscape planning is the subject
of research work (De Montis, Caschili 2012).
Article (De Reu et all 2011) is devoted to measuring of the relative positions between topographic archaeological sites in the
Bronze Age Barrows in case study in northeastern Belgium.
In work (De Runz et all 2010) a design of special anteriority index for the management and evaluation of fuzzy data in
archeology in the GIS environment is published. The index value is used to compare two fuzzy sets. By this method we can
compare the different relative fuzzy numbers to each other in archaeological findings over time.
Spatio-temporal analysis of GIS as a tool for creation of complex hypotheses in archeology is the content of the article (De
Runz et all 2010a).
In the article (Finke et all 2008) the Bayesian method for predicting of occurrence of archaeological sites is proposed. This
is an alternative method to kriging. In this work it is shown that the best results provides the mixed prediction method i.e. a
combination of inductive and deductive approaches. The outputs of the model prediction are verified by survey in field.
Publication (Forte et all 2010) deals with a virtual environment for 3D presentation of the results of archaeological research
in real time. The system is based on web technology and in addition to the presentation can be used for training and further
education in archeology and related cognitive sciences.
The project described in (Gruen 2009) deals with the possibilities of automation of photogrammetric methods and results of
remote sensing for reconstruction and visualization of historical buildings. This is a proposal for a new manufacturing line
in the area of virtual reality and 3D modeling. The method is presented on the example of the Tucume locality in Peru.
The article (Katsianis et all 2008) describes a case study exploring the possibility of 3D documentation of findings in
prehistoric settlements. It is a design workflow, in which data interpretation and analyze are proceeded by methods and
principles of object oriented programming and ontology.
Paper (Gardini et Kinitgh 1991) deals with the possibilities of using of artificial intelligence and expert systems in the field
of archaeology.
The project (Meyer et all 2007) describes the design of an information system based on web technologies. The aim of the
system is focused on disseminating information on cultural heritage using the virtual reality tools.
Publication (Orser 2009) deals with philosophical reflections on the possibilities of application of general systems theory in
the field of archaeology. The study attempts to prove that the greatest potential for world systems theory in historical
archaeology has its center of gravity in a survey of socio-spatial relationships between people.
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The work (Richards 1998) describes the current trends in computer aided archaeology. The publication contributes to
further development of applications of computer techniques in archaeology.
The article (Rua 2009) describes an experimental model that formed the basis of the dissertation. Its aim was to implement a
model of GIS in archaeological research. The goal is to design the concept of research in context of the present time, so that
despite the large activity of human activity today as far as possible preserved archaeological findings.
The aim of the project (Rua et Alvito 2011) is to develop methods and tools for testing and analysis of theories and
hypotheses of the historical scenarios using 3D modeling tools and virtual reality project. The system was developed in two
phases, the first one was devoted to create several three-dimensional (3D) models, each of them presents a different theory
or hypothesis. These models were based on the CAD system (models for the reconstruction of buildings) and geographic
information systems. In the second phase a simplified version of models was imported into virtual reality created.
Work (Styliadis et all 2009) focuses on applied research, including issues of metadata and modeling. Emphasis is placed on
the documentation, 3D modeling and metadata. The system is designed so that it can be used in the e-learning.
Publication (Verhagen et Dragut 2012) deals with object-based definition and classification for predictive archaeological
mapping.
Article (Vicken et all 2008) presents the possibility of e-Archaeology. It is an integrated expert system designed for
processing of archaeological data.
The work described in this article is mainly based on publications (Boroushakin et Malczewski 2009). It is the application
of multi-criteria analysis in GIS environment using the fuzzy logic.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The most common methods used in computer aided archaeology include:
 Anteriority index (De Runz et all 2010),
 Fuzzy logic (De Runz et all 2010, De Runz et Desjardin 2010a),
 Baeysian method (Funke et all 2008),
 Multicriterial analysis (De Runz et all 2010), (Boroushakin, Malczewski 2009),
 Expert system (Choi et Kim 1996), (Vicken et all 2008),
 Predictive modeling (Rua 2009), (De Runz et all 2010) (Verhagen et Dragut 2012), (Goláň 2003).
In our case, the combination of multi-criteria analysis methods, discrete simulation and expert system based on GIS is used.
The whole process is shown in Fig 1.
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Figure 1. Design of the GIS expert system
Inputs into the system are the spatial (map layers) or general information (text). The aim of spatial analysis is to identify
areas where there may be archaeological findings. These areas are further evaluated using multi-criteria analysis with
feedback. The process has character of a discrete simulation. If the process ends not correctly the parameters of the model
are corrected in the collaboration with experts in the field of archaeology. Finally, the area of the highest E - coefficient see equation (3) will be selected. Due to the uncertainty of archaeological phenomena the multi-criteria analysis operates
with fuzzy numbers, which are time dependent - see Chap. 2.4.

4. GIS EXPERT SYSTEM
4.1. Database design
The proposal is based on an analysis of conditions for establishment of settlements. The existence of settlements was
conditioned by factors that can be divided into the following categories:
1. geographical
2. climatic
3. environmental
4. social
All these conditions of existence of settlements have different weights depending on the specific time period.
Geographical conditions are given by the terrain features in the locality. It concerns the following attributes:
- Slope of the terrain (slope)
- Distance from water sources,
- Distance from major roads,
- Orientation to the terrain (azimuth)
- Solar radiation in terrain (solar)
- Altitude of the locality (altitude).
Climatic conditions are:
- The average of annual temperature,
- The direction and intensity of winds,
- Average annual precipitation,
- The average intensity of solar radiation
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Environmental conditions:
- The existence of water resources,
- Soil composition
- The likelihood of weeds and pests,
- The likelihood of epidemics
- The probability of occurrence of natural disasters.
Social conditions:
- The existence of the seat in the vicinity
- The existence of a significant object of secular power in the neighborhood (fortified, castle)
- The existence of significant power in the church building nearby
- The existence of significant communication around the site
- The existence of cult significance in the area (cross, calvary, chapel).
After analysis of conditions for establishment of settlements the data model of the database was created as ER diagram (see
Figure 2). The central entities are time and fuzzy. Due to the large number of attributes it would be very confusing Figure 2.
Therefore in the scheme they are drawn only key attributes represented by ovals with underlined names of attributes.
The data model was transformed into relational database tables in MS Access (see Figure 3). After debugging the database
schema has been imported into the personal geo-database in ArcGIS.
Time granulation into stages in the table Period (see Table 1) was designed according to the life style and civilizations of
technology progress at each stage.

Table 1. Period
ID
1
2
2
4
5
6
7

Name
BC
BC – 10th century
11th – 15th century
16th – 18th century
19th century
1900 – 1980
1981

id_clim

Comment
Period before Christ

climate
id_soc

id_geo

geographic

period

fuzzy

id_per
cardinality 1:1
cardinality M:N

society
id_fuz

environmental

id_env

Figure 2 Data model (E-R diagram) of the database (key attributes only)
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Figure 3. Database schema of the expert system
Other tables have the character of contingency tables. The columns contain the attributes in the rows are combinations of
different periods, fuzzy numbers of attributes and attribute weights. An example is shown in structure of the geographic
table - see Figure 4. A similar structure have the others tables. Values in the tables are of two types:
1. absolute values that represent the parameters for models of spatial analysis in GIS (distance, terrain slope, azimuth,
altitude)
2. relative (existence of a significant religious or secular object of power, etc.). In this case, the values have to be
converted from terms into fuzzy numbers.
Absolute values are converted during the evaluation of the model, the relative are created by normalization of value - see
next paragraph.
Period
1
1
1
1

Fuzzy
Low
Medium
High
Weight

Slope

Azimuth

Solar

Altitude

Figure 4. Structure of the Geographic table

4.2. Evaluation of the model
The set of sites with possible occurrence of archaeological phenomena is generally given by this equation:

L  GxCxExS   T

(1)

where
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G is a set of geographic,
C is a set of climatic,
E is a set of environmental,
S is a set of social
conditions in the locality,
T is a set of time-granularity (periods).
The output of spatial analysis is a set G of sites that can be described by this equation:

G  A  W  Sl  D  So  Az

(2)

where
A. W, Sl, D, So and Az are a set of parameters:
A - altitude,
W - distance from water sources
Sl - slope of the terrain
D - distance from main roads
So – solar radiation in field
Az - azimuth
Elements of sets G, C, E, S, T (see equation 1) are the attributes in the database of the expert system - see the previous
chapter. These elements are time-dependent - see Table 1 and have the character of fuzzy numbers. In our case we use
triangular fuzzy numbers representation - see Figure 5 Example of store numbers is in the database in Figure 4. Each
attribute has 4 values in a row of table. Three of them refer to a fuzzy number, the last is the weighting factor. This
coefficient expresses the relationship parameter for a particular period, which includes the searched archaeological
phenomena.

Figure 5. Two fuzzy numbers F, G and their membership f, g (De Runz et all 2010)

Evaluation of areas E is given by this equation:
n

 p w 
i

E a1 , a2 ,..., an  

i 1

n

i

E  0,1

(3)

where
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ai is i. parameter of the model
pi is value of i. parameter <0, 1>,
wi is weight value of parameter pi <0, 1>,
n is number of model parameters.
The values of all parameters in the database tables are converted into interval <0, 1> by the normalization dividing by the
maximal value. In areas with the highest value E there is the greatest probability of archaeological phenomena.
5. RESULTS
The proposed GIS expert system was tested in the search for extinct medieval village Kocanov. According to reports
(Eichler 1891), the village was found in the district of Brno - venkov (Czech republic) in the vicinity of the Veveří castle
among the villages Jinačovice, Moravian Knínice and Chudčice. In the first phase the maps were searched for - see Table
2. Then the maps were loaded into ArcGIS, where they performed spatial analysis. Basic feature for the spatial analysis was
the digital terrain model. The result of these analyzes is a set of areas with the possible occurrence of the extinct village
Kocanov - see Figure 6. The areas were evaluated using multi-criteria analysis according to the equation (3). The results are
in Table 3.
Table 2. The input data

Sources

Datum

Number
of sheets

2003

8

2002

2

Archive of surveying
and cadastre

1850-1872

18

Military Geography
and Hydrometeorology
Office, Dobruška

1950,1976

4

aerial survey photos,
8 bit, 1814 dpi

Geo-TIFF

Vector
SHP

Data source
(company)
Czech Office for
Surveying and Cadastre

Sources
representing spatial
features

Sources
representing
archaeological
features

Content

Format

Orthophoto
Fundamental Base of
Geographic Data
(3D)
Historical maps in the
form of mandatory
fingerprint scanned
imperial stable land
of Moravia and
Silesia

Geo-TIFF

National Heritage
Institute, Brno

2010

1

National
Archaeological list of
the municipalities a
period of prehistory
and the Middle Ages,
coat areas with
archaeological finds

Moravian Library,
Archaeological Institute
of the ASCR (Brno),
State District Archive
Brno-Country (Rajhrad)

1827-2010

10

loaned archaeological
literature
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Vector
SHP-

JPEG
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Sources of the
geological
character

Research Institute of
amelioration and soil
conservation,
Department of Soil
services Brno

2010

Map Services Public
Administration Portal,
CENIA
Moravian Library

Source from the
climatologically
science

1

Digital form a clear
map of valuated soilecological units at a
scale of 1:5000

Vector
SHP

2010

1

Map of potential
natural vegetation in
Czech Republic

Vector
SHP

2003

1

Landscape Atlas of
the Czech Republic

Figure 6. Areals after spatial analysis
Table 3. Evaluation of areals
Areal number
Evaluation

1
0,567

2
0,543

3
0,725

4
0,648

5
0,496

Table 3 shows that defunct community Kocanov is most likely found in the area 3 - see Figure 6.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The work presents new possibilities in classical archaeology and thus science is moved forward into other dimensions. On
the project cooperated the Archaeological Institute of the Academy of Science of the Czech republic (ASCR), further
institutions dealing with the history of Brno-country in short companies devoted to archaeology. The project demonstrates
the technical diversity of today, which can be used in "non-technical" sciences. We propose a roadmap for implementation
of spatial analysis and we have tried different results linked to each other with literary sources and historical documents. For
the spatial analysis we took advantage of the hydrological and topographic modeling, which resulted in the analysis of
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relief. In spatial analysis, we consider some quantitative and qualitative criteria, which were set according to historical
documents and archaeological sites. For historical documents we have come close to the location of the village with a
retrospective exhibition of notion of Kocanov municipality (Dreslerová, 1996). Retrospectively the development of
settlements and the formation of cultural landscapes also took place in the ArcGIS environment. To sum up, this project
evaluates results of spatial analysis of factors that issue from historical, ethnographic, archaeological and environmental
research. The method used demonstrated new possibilities of data collection and analysis to be verified and archaeological
objects, whether found or not. Use of ArcGIS extensions can present complex connection between past and present world.
Further usage of the project results serve for the purpose of archival video documentation of the Archaeological Institute of
the ASCR Brno-country, the historical archive of municipal offices at Jinačovice and Moravské Knínice to be used for the
presentation of the history of communities.
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Abstract
Platform and GIS tools are the ideal means of integrating the written and graphic documentation into a single
constructional information system, which allows to ensure effectively the structured availability of information to
constructional participants in all phases of construction. Once embedded information or data into the information system
and its ongoing updates are immediately structurally available to all users, such as information about the project changes,
etc. Using modern mobile communication means, type of laptop, tablet, PDA, iPod, mobile phone etc. the informations are
available through the web interface. Integrating of data and its structured availability significantly contributes to the
effectiveness and success of the implementation of construction. The process of construction of major capital equipment
(highways, roads, objects with spatial structure, industrial objects, flat constructions, etc.) is complex and is accompanied
throughout its course by extensive documentation. Documentation in the construction process consists of written and
graphical part. The article presents a concept of comprehensive constructional information system and realization of
technical information systems for monitoring of large structures in the Prague metro and urban water reservoir in Brno.
Keywords: GIS, Civil Engineering, Documentation, GIS of Structures.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the field of public administration the last several years can be characterized as a period of significant organizational,
procedural and technological changes, what means the dynamic start towards increasing the effectivity of the public
administration performance with broad and radical support of information and communication technologies (Czech POINT,
data boxes, basic public administration registries and others), in context of the government approved strategic and
conceptional documents “Effective public administration and friendly public services (Smart Administration)“, ans
“Strategy of service development for information society”. These changes could not exclude such important field as the
spatial data management and their exploitation in particular agendas and activities of the public administration bodies.
Within the dynamic process of eGovernment principles implementation in public administration, which takes place under
the coordination of the Ministry of Interior, there is a need to have as soon as possible the largest possible amount of
available data for the entire territory of the Czech Republic in digital form, so that could be electronized as many
government agendas, including those working with spatial data. Due to the fact that completion of the digitization of
cadastral maps in the CR in the scope of the Czech Office for Surveying, Mapping and Cadastre (the Cadastre) is planned
until 2015, The key government agencies, whose responsibility is the management of spatial data, suggested in 2008 to
build in cooperation of selected central and local government bodies, and under the coordination of the Ministry of Interior,
the Digital Map of Public Administration (DMPA) as a quick solution to this unfavorable situation, which could in a very
short time to serve as a presentation layer for the agenda and public administration information systems . DPMA legislation
is anchored in Act No. 111/2009 Coll. About Basic Registers, which states that "the territorial elements of the register of
territorial identification are displayed over maps of the state map series or over digital map of public administration, which
is formed by linking the cadastral maps and orthophoto, eventually also the appropriate technical maps of the village or
town, if conducted. The strategic objective of the DPMA project using EU funds is to create as soon as possible "digital
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map of public administration" in accordance with the Act on Basic Registers, including ensuring the subsequent
management of the digital documents used, thus providing a guaranteed uniform digital map base for consistent
performance of the agendas of territorial public administration (Kubatova, 2010). Detailed technical context and the
terminology are dealt with in (Čada, 2010). Problems of digital cadastre and basic registry system for public administration
are discussed in (Štencel, 2009).
The process of construction, especially the large investment units (highways, roads, objects with spatial structure, industrial
objects, surface construction, etc.) is complex and is accompanied throughout its course by extensive documentation.
Placing buildings, land use changing and protecting the important interests in the area can only be based on building permit
issued by Building Authority. To implement constructions, modifications and maintenance works can only be performed
under the building permit or base of notification to the Building Authority. The entire construction process consists of
several interdependent phases. It includes preparatory phase, implementation phase and commissioning phase of a
construction project. The legal participants in the preparatory phase of construction are an investor, construction authorities
and the affected property owners. Contracting parties in the implementation phase of construction are an investor, designer
and contractor (or consortium of contractors). Documentation in the construction process consists of written and graphical
part. Construction process is the integration of two mutually distinct but mutually conditioning components (aspects):
a)
normative component - the legal aspects and documents
b)
physical component - technical aspects and documents
The normative component includes general construction activities (Building Act) and special (the relevant technical
standards), including the necessary building regulations and other related documents (architectural drawings). The material
component includes a set of materials, technological equipment and methods that are necessary for the implementation of
particular structure.
The aim of the application of GIS tools in the construction industry is the possibility of a unified integration of data from the
entire course of construction and thereby achievement of their effective availability throughout the construction process, the
subsequent use of the building including the possibility of future use for the subsequent reconstruction. The solution to the
problem is linking these core elements of the process:
1. generally valid documents (legal regulations and technical standards),
2. engineering graphics (building documentation),
3. influencing factors in particular locality (geographic and climatic conditions etc.),
4. realization factors (constructional management).
GIS databases are accessible via standard web interface and therefore the effective access is ensured for all participants of
the building process. GIS and its utilization in construction was published in (Bartoněk, Bureš, Dráb, 2011). The system
model implemented in Cape Town is described in (Abbott 2003). It is an integrated system of spatial data connected with
cadastre of real estates serving as a GIS based municipal information system used for governemental administration.
Application of GIS in regional planning is dealt with in (Li & Zhang, 2011). Predictive methods based on regression
analysis for costs estimation in project design phase are presented in (Migliaccio et all 2011). An expert system for
optimization of construction management (of a structure) in a particular locality solves (Ooshaksaraie 2011). Problems of
CAD and GIS integration on ontological base for infrastructure management aid is solved in (Peachavanish et all 2006).
Another interesting GIS application for constructional risk management describes (Chen et all 2011).

2. CONSTRUCTION PROCESS AND ITS DOCUMENTATION
The entire construction process can be represented on the timeline and thus all the basic connections can be mutually
assigned. In the preparatory phase the investor lets the designer to elaborate his ideas of the structure in documentation of
the type of investment project studies, using the publicly available information in form of territorial analytical data (TAD) at
scales of 1:500 000 to 1:1000.
Territorial analytical data (TAD) are held in GIS systems and the data are publicly available through a Web portal, for
example, TAD portal of the Zlín Region. Fig. 1 illustrates a digital display of TAD in scale 1:25 000 showing the limits in a
broader context, Fig. 2 shows a sample of TAD in the scale 1:1 000 showing relation to specific parcels in cadastral map
scale.
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The following Fig. 3 shows the partial phases of construction on the timeline in the context of the corresponding types of
documentation. Also shown are the usual scales of graphic materials used and processed graphic drawings. In terms of
geographic data homogeneity an important factor is also their accuracy, which in the preparation, design and operational
phases is corresponding to the accuracy of the state map series of large scale, and to digital cadastral map standards. In the
Documentation for assignment of the construction (TD) the parameters of the structure geometric accuracy are defined in
terms of technical and qualitative conditions and it is then realized in the implementation phase.

Figure 1 TAD at scale 1:25 000

Figure 2 TAD at scale 1:1 000

If the data are continuously stored in a unified data warehouse of the constructional information system, they are very
effectively structurally available within the defined roles of participants in construction. Specific in information system of a
structure is the internal data structure divided into territorially bound documents, legal regulatory documents - generally
valid, local, time-dependent.
During the construction process the different types (degrees) of documentation are processed according to the purpose. The
main purpose of documentation of the "Investment Intent" (I I) type is the initial manifestation of investor´s conceptual
ideas about the construction, particularly in terms of purpose, spatial layout, location of structure in the area and its
connection to the technical infrastructure.
Type of documentation "Study" (ST) is a subsequent development of the investment intent to alternative solutions, with
evaluation of optimal design and alternative proposals.
Then follows the processing of documentation for planning decisions to be submitted to the building office which calls out
the public construction procedures with the participants.
"Documentation for land decision " (Preliminary Design - PD) takes into account the location of the building in area limits
and it should be negotiated with the territorial authorities, administrators, technical infrastructure and other participants. An
important part of the documentation is section of the documents containing statements of competent authorities, managers
of technical infrastructure, expertises and other comments. The process of planning permission ends by issue of permission
in which the specified constraints for the placement of buildings in areas that emerged from the process of land management
are specified in context of the investment intent. This is followed by designing phase, in which an investor selects a designer
who prepares the project documentation for building permit.
"Documentation for permission of construction " (Final Design - FD) is the technical development of PD in terms of
limiting conditions specified in the planning permission; the subject of specific solutions is the spatial location of the
building layout, connection to public technical infrastructure and communications, addressed are the site layout and
principles of construction organization. The part of FD is the evidence and drawing documentation prescribed by the
Building Act, which is submitted to the building office. Building Authority invokes the process of public building approval,
which includes consultation with interested parties to construction. Construction permitting process ends with the release of
a building permit in which the purpose and description of the building are specified and binding conditions for building
construction are set in the context of constraints resulting from the construction approval process.
The design phase ends by processing of "Documentation for assignment of the construction " (Tender Design - TD), in
which the FD is complemented by investor´s the technical quality conditions (TKP), and by other conditions of the tender.
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TD serves as a basis for the tender to contractors, for structure pricing and for evaluation of bids of competitors.
Winner of the tender becomes a construction contractor who carries out the construction by technical means on the basis of
processed "Documentation for construction realization" (Working Drawings and Documents -WDD), which is a detailed
technical documentation, such as manufacturing and assembly drawings, technological processes, etc. The WDD is
elaborated by the contractor or by the designer to contractor´s order.
The implementation phase ends after the completion of the structure by occupancy final approval, issued by Building
Authority. Development progress is regularly documented in the "As-built documentation" (As built Drawings - ABD),
which aims to document any changes to the WDD and FD, to prove that the implementation of the construction is in the
prescribed parameters and at location specified by the project in accordance with the planning permission and the building
permit. ABD, along with other documents and certificates is presented to the Building Authority for final building approval,
which assesses compliance of the realized construction with zoning and building permits. The issue of the building final
approval ends the building process and the structure can be used. ABD in terms of documentation closes the construction
process and is then used to update the basic thematic maps and large-scale and medium-scale maps in the TAD.

Design drawings 1:500 to 1:50,
Detail drawings, working
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standards

Cadastral map 1:1000,
Territorial analytical
data (TAD) 1:500 000
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Figure 3 Concept of structural information system

3. INFORMATION SYSTEMS OF STRUCTURE IMPLEMENTATION
A comprehensive integrated information systems documenting the building construction process are unfortunately rare.
Much more used are the small-scale information systems integrating the data arising from the implementation phase of
construction. In the implementation phase also the management and economic systems significantly enter into the
construction process. At this stage of construction the most of detailed documentation is created, especially in connection
with the data acquisition e.g. within the stability monitoring of new or existing surrounding buildings, underground water
and soil foundation, geological survey, risk assessment, safety assessment, monitoring and sighting the actual
implementation, evaluation and crumple zones comparing the actual state of the theoretical models, etc. Each of the eligible
participants in the implementation phase has its specific role in the information system and therefore it is necessary to
provide his access to relevant parts of the documentation. Unified GIS platform and tools are the ideal means of integration
of written and graphic documentation into a single constructional information system, which allows effectively to ensure the
structured availability of information to individual participants in any phase of construction. Once embedded information or
data into the information system and its ongoing updates are immediately structurally available to all users, such as
information about changes in the project, etc.
Using the modern mobile communication means of type notebook, tablet, PDA, iPod, mobile phone, etc., the informations
are available through the web interface (for input and output). Integrating data and structured information and its structured
availability significantly contributes to the effectiveness and success of implementation of construction. Following are the
examples of information systems of two structures - the metro in Prague and the retention reservoir in Brno using integrated
BARAB information system.

3.1. BARAB INFORMATION SYSTEM
The BARAB system portal is an information database system designed for the collection, archiving, processing the results
of constructional monitoring and its interpretation. The system was developed by ARCADIS Geotechnics, Inc. based on the
SQL server. Repeated measurements of many different quantities by various methods in many places produce a large
amount of data that must be stored together in order to allow for immediate assessment in mutual relations and to have it
available as a basis for decision-making process. It is therefore necessary that the information system and data were
available for buildings subjects as well as for other competent participants (authorities). Measurement results and partial
results of monitoring can be shared and be available to users based on identification of the measuring site by GIS tools or by
search and imaging tools of the portal. (Lossmann, Mikolášek, 2011)
Information System of Prague's Subway Tunnel Excavation during the TBM excavation (Fig. 4) integrates data (Vinter,
Kudláček, 2012):
 excavation - a geological and geotechnical sequence in the working chamber, the sequence of geological and
geotechnical tests of samples of muck,
 the final state of the lining – the checking spatial scan of the shape of the lining
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outcrop - a geological and geotechnical observation,
ensuring gunite, piles, negatives, anchors - measuring the spatial displacements and deformations, measurement of
tension forces, inclinometry, inspections,
overburden - multistage extensometry in borehole, inclinometry,
terrain in the construction - leveling,
Utility lines – inspections, leveling, relative convergence
area - inspections, leveling, measurement of spatial displacements and deformations, relative inclinometer
measurements, measurements on cracks, constructional and engineering prospection.

Figure 4 Excavation by TBM technology

Figure 5 BARAB information system by excavation

Fig. 5 shows a sample output from geodetic monitoring of urban buildings located above the tunnel. The results of
deformation monitoring during TBM tunneling are compared with expected values providing feedback, which is the basis
for decisions about tightening or loosening of security measures, about the adjustment of pressure in the working chamber,
about the modification of cavity fillings, etc.
Information system of the retention reservoir in Brno
From constructional point of view it is a circular underground reservoir with a diameter of 32 m and a depth of 20 m. The
purpose of retention reservoir is to protect water flows Svratka and Svitava drive before the regular pollution from the
sewerage network in a single storm events. The construction of retention reservoir is realized in a geologically complex
conditions. These risky geological conditions cause the need for the structure monitoring which includes the geodetic and
geotechnical parts. The aim of monitoring is to provide adequate and quality information about the actual movement of the
structure in particular complex geological conditions. Informations about the actual behavior of the structure, obtained in
advance, are the basis for decisions in the process of construction and risk management in key stages of construction. The
numerical values of actual displacements and deformations are the basis for verification of the theoretical models of
behavior
of the reservoir
structure in given
geological
conditions.
(Hořejš
et
al.,
2011).
Information system of the structure integrates the data of geodetic and geotechnical monitoring. To the object of retention
reservoir are stored the data of geotechnical sequence, inclinometer measurements, convergence measurements,
measurements of pore pressures in the rock, leveling of the bottom and peripheral wall of the reservoir. On the surface are
stored the data from boreholes and the data of buildings disorders passport. In addition, photo-documentation is stored
during construction. An integral part here are the results and minutes of regular monitoring council meetings, which are
considering the interpretation of measurement results and taking action decision. Fig. 6 shows a view of partial sample
drawings in project documentation of the retention reservoir, and Fig. 7 shows a sample display of results of the
convergence measurement of the perimeter underground wall.
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Figure 6 Example of graphic design documentation

Figure 7 Example of geodetic monitoring results display

4. CONCLUSIONS
Information systems of structures contribute to the effectiveness of the construction process by integrating a large number of
diverse data sets that can be effectively stored in an unified database environment, with possibilities to generate analyses on
them, to steer selective access to them and to display needed context by GIS tools. Complex information systems of
structures allow for reverse analyses of sub-processes in all phases of construction with respect to the contemporary
legislation and provide effective data availability and utilization possibilities for backward updating of land-use analytical
databases and state maps. They are also a source of information for the reconstruction of structures in a greater distance over
time. Integrating the data and its structured availability significantly contributes to the effectiveness and success of
implementation of construction.
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Abstract
This paper presents a framework for realtime airborne imagery and video stream augmenting by direct georeferencing and
GIS layer live projection. It is based on the combination of global and inertial navigation systems, GIS and 3D computer
graphic techniques. A tool for enhancing visually the aerial video images with georeferentiated content contributes
effectively during the decision making process at Emergency Management Centers (EMC). Furthermore, the broadcasting
of the augmented video is also considered in order to inform the details of the emergency to the affected population. On the
other hand, the storage of georeferenced videos allows location based video retrieval for subsequent analysis of the
emergency attendance.
Keywords: Emergency Management, GIS, Digital video, Augmented Reality, Semantic Annotation.

INTRODUCTION
The use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) within Emergency Management (EM) has enhanced the ability of
practitioners to respond and manage natural and human induced hazards in a more comprehensive fashion than ever before
[1]. In fact, GIS offer more efficient and fast data input, management, manipulation, geospatial analysis and output
information such as cartography what is of high value in decision making tasks. Therefore, GIS effectively provides value
in all four phases of the disaster management cycle: preparedness, response, recovery and mitigation (Fig. 1).
The requirements of EM tools significantly depend on the phase they are used. The response phase is highly sensitive to
time, since events happen quickly and real time information is crucial for decision makers. The rest of the phases take place
before and/or after the emergency occurs so the decisions are based on analytical studies of the data gathered over the time.

Fig. 1 Emergency Management cycle and Geographic Information System [1].
The objective of this paper is to present a system architecture and functional design to augment live video with GIS
information alongside numerical and visual geo-analysis information, in a real time highly demanding environment such as
Emergency Management (EM) and with reduced costs with respect to existing specialized solutions. This is done by
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drawing from existing developments in the fields of multimedia production, computer graphics, direct georeferencing in
remote sensing and GIS management. Overlaying in real time localization-related information to the live videos can
contribute to more effective search, rescue, evacuation and coordination processes in the response phase of emergency
management. Moreover, storing and aggregating semantically annotated videos will allow EM centers to perform in-depth
data analysis tasks required in phases as mitigation and preparedness.
STATE OF THE ART
The first step in an emergency situation often is to obtain as much information as possible concerning the area involved in
the event: : localization, damage and residual risk extent (e.g. areas with endangered/destroyed buildings), state of the
transport network (e.g. best routes to reach the event), etc. Supplying decision-makers with raw information streams on the
unfolding events is a very common practice which generally yields negative results [2]. Practitioners need to assimilate all
the aspects of the event in order to take fast and suitable decisions, and the interpretation of raw geographic information
may last too much. In fact, successful strategies depend on the availability of accurate information presented in an
appropriate and timely manner. Therefore, the technologies used in Emergency Management for successful mitigation,
response, preparedness and recovery are mainly based on Geographic Information Systems.
The first step is to identify the localization of the involved area. In response phases, this might be estimated through the
identification of warning calls by triangulating the cell-phone area or obtaining the GPS information from calling mobile
terminals [7]. This crucial information is very sensitive to the network infrastructure that can be damaged or overloaded.
Initiatives are in place (SANY, ORCHESTRA or OSIRIS European projects) supported by the Open Geospatial Consortium
(OGC) to establish a dynamic management of heterogeneous Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) for full situation awareness.
All sensors would report position via the web and with metadata registered. These networks would provide more complete
information to the EM Centers and would assure the information even in situations where common infrastructures would be
temporarily inoperable.
Once the localization of the event is obtained, decision-makers need to understand the scope of the emergency and the
secondary damages, monitor the event, plan the response, etc. For that purpose direct video captures of the events would be
highly helpful. Yet, available remote sensing technology suffers for stringent requirements on data quality and for the
bleeding edge novelty of sensors. Remote sensing data at video data rates is only available in very specialized situations
involving high cost geographic surveillance solutions platforms e.g. remotely controlled aerial vehicles in military settings.
The interpretation of video images captured by the helicopters or other sources is not always straightforward; it is often not
easy to understand which road, which side of the forest or which town is being displayed on the situation assessment screens
back at the EMC. Therefore, a need to georeference the incoming video signals arises. Geo-localization of standard fixedtime media such as photographs is currently commonplace in a number of applications targeted to end users. For timevarying media, geographic tagging of videos is increasingly becoming a powerful addition to the standard set of metadata
contributing to semiautomatic characterization and discovery of content.
Direct Georeferencing (DG) [3] is the process of assigning the exterior orientation and localization of each image frame or
scan line directly, without the need to use traditional aerial triangulation techniques. Currently this is achieved by measuring
the geographic position and orientation of the airborne imaging sensor directly using a navigation device such as Global
Positioning System (GPS) and Inertial Navigation System (INS) technology. GPS provides sufficiently accurate
measurements of position, while an INS computes a full position and orientation solution. When combined into a single
solution, the accurate GPS position measurements are used to control the errors in the INS, effectively helping it or “aiding”
it to have a higher accuracy than it could on its own. Such a system is often referred to as a GPS-Aided INS.
The real-time performances currently attainable in DG mean that continuous variations of reference frame can be coped
with by effective tracking of relative motion between sensor and scene in a number of dimensions effectively allowing
Direct Video Georeferencing.
The localization and orientation of the videos displayed on a situation assessment monitor at a remote location still is not
enough for managers to effectively evaluate the state of an unfolding emergency event. GIS layer overlaying can
considerably enhance the interpretation of the raw video. Moreover, real-time updated GIS layers containing the output of a
semantic analysis of the input images might contribute to a better planning in the decision making phase.
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Normally GIS layers are shown in nadir view. Overlaying GIS layers to video requires a proper transformation of the input
layers in geographic coordinates according to the point of view of the camera and based on elevation information of the
visible area in order to make it possible to render them in pixel coordinates. In the case of vector layers, vector to raster
transformations are needed as an additional step. The result is a video stream augmented with cartography features: a maplike video stream that if produced in near-real time can be accessed by situation assessment personnel as support content for
efficiently mapping and monitoring disaster situations [4]. A further application for a system based on the presented
architecture is population management in a large scale emergency such as a large scale fire: disasters like the Victoria 9th
February 2009 fires in Southern Australia that caused 173 fatalities in less than eight hours raise the need to have better
ways to communicate and handle population that can be concentrated in urban settings or disseminated in a wide area, to
avoid such losses. Communication network availability and proper message broadcasting to the general public represents a
central concern.
A significant contribution is in [5]. The paper notes that in an emergency situation, the presence of a telecommuni
cations‐based (at the most basic level, a telephone‐based) support service reduces stress levels, although priority must
always be given to emergency services in the use of the telephone/wireless network. When essential communication
services are down, coordination and activation of rescue operations in a disaster situation can become very difficult.
A system based on the architecture described in this contribution might be used to effectively prepare multimedia content to
be broadcasted on television networks in order to provide the general public with timely and useful information about an
unfolding event.
A further approach with respect to projecting GIS layers over a video stream in realtime is to project the video stream as a
texture over a 3D model together with other selected GIS vector/raster layers. The main difference between the two
approaches is the aspect of the obtained video images, since the second approach distorts the video stream and may
complicate the effective visual understanding of the images.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Focused realtime remote sensing is of significant value in Emergency Management: the fastest way to reach a specific area
often is a helicopter equipped with a camera that is sent to the interest point so that the command chain can take further
action depending on what they see on situation assessment screens. In order to quicken decision making tasks, processing
and visualization tools that contribute to fast data assimilation and comprehension are highly helpful.
This paper proposes a framework that enhances input live images with external information stored in a GIS concerning the
emergency or nearby locations. It efficiently renders vector and raster GIS layers into a realtime video image, allowing
users to integrate visual information related for example to the state of the communication and transport networks, to
population density and to dangerous ongoing events in a single video stream that can be broadcasted with standard means
such as wireless networks or digital television links. The architecture can also be extended to foresee the development,
performing realtime geographic and spatial analysis in order to complete the information shown on the screens in a
command and control center. In fire event monitoring, these tools would be able to track the evolution of the area covered
by the fire, notify if nearby protected regions are in serious hazard, etc. With all these tools the integration of diverse
information over live images with the aim of helping the response phase of an emergency management cycle can be
obtained.
Other phases of the cycle might use a system based on this architecture as well: Emergency Management Centers can also
use them as information sources during the design stage of the preparedness plans. The intelligent retrieval of the stored
data can be based on extended metadata including for example the localization of the video images computed during
acquisition.
GIS layer projection can be carried out according to the position and orientation of the camera based on an existing digital
elevation model (DEM). This projection task is really a key point in this application, yet the real time rendering and the
video georeferencing processes are equally challenging. The helicopter camera moves at high velocities and therefore the
processing has to take place in strictly controlled time windows.
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In summary, the proposed framework considers real time geographic data acquisition and fusion for addressing the needs of
intervention communities at large and for communicating with the general public via effective video production and
broadcasting. In particular, the framework includes 1) tools for prior knowledge access in the form of available vector and
raster geographic data archives, 2) tools for the acquisition and georeferencing of real time video streams produced on the
intervention area by e.g. drones, 3) tools for the efficient assessment of current situations in semantic terms, 4) tools for the
semantic integration of these different information contents referring to respectively past, present and future situations.
ARCHITECTURE
In this section the architecture of the proposed framework is described (Fig. 2). This system is composed by four main
modules:
1.

Video and Position Capture System: the system for capturing remote video images along with instantaneous
camera parameters in the form of metadata required for the georeferencing stage: position, orientation and lens
parameters.

2.

Realtime Georeferencing and Video Analysis Module: based on the camera parameters and a digital elevation
model (DEM) of the involved area, it calculates the field of view of the camera and generates the geolocalization
information for georeferencing the video images. Then, it can integrate different video analysis modules to enhance
the information available to the EMC.

3.

Realtime GIS Layer Projection Module: required GIS layer projection is performed according to the position and
orientation of the camera and based on a DEM.

4.

Video Output Generator: the input video, the geolocalization information and projected GIS layers are combined
by this module in an augmented reality video image stream e.g. for assessment at a remote control and command
center as well as to distribute them via streaming or broadcasting to the affected population. This module also
stores the generated data for future exploitation.

Fig. 2 Architecture of the proposed framework for augmenting and georeferencing aerial video imagery in realtime with
GIS data.
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1. Video and Position Capture System
The proposed architecture includes a video camera equipped with a GPS-Aided INS that can be used for Direct
Georeferencing of aerial video imagery and is typically comprised of four main components: an Inertial Measurement Unit
or IMU, a dual frequency low-noise GPS receiver, a real-time computer system and a post-processing software suite. The
heart of the system is the Integrated Inertial Navigation software that is implemented both in real-time on the computer
system and in postmission using a module of the post-processing software suite. The software implements the signal
processing algorithms that blend the GPS measurements with the inertial navigation solution. As a result it is produced a
position and orientation solution that retains the dynamic accuracy of the inertial navigation solution but has the absolute
accuracy of the GPS. Solutions based on other GNSS systems such as Galileo are also possible.
The inertial navigator solves Newton’s equations of motion on the rotating Earth by integrating acceleration and angular
rates sensed by the IMU. In order to do this, the inertial navigator must first be initialized with known position and velocity
from the GPS, and aligned with respect to the true vertical and true North. Once aligned the inertial navigator has
established a local-level mathematical frame of reference called the navigation frame, whose heading is known with respect
to North, and to which the orientation of the IMU is known, as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 Frames of the references used in Inertial Navigation System (INS).
After removing the rotation rate of the Earth (computed as a function of position), the navigator integrates the incremental
angles from the IMU to continuously compute the change in orientation of the IMU with respect to the navigation frame. It
then uses the orientations to resolve the incremental velocities from the accelerometers into the local-level navigation frame,
which integrates to compute the position change of the navigation frame over the Earth.
In order to accurately compute the ground coordinates of a point using Direct Georeferencing, a number of requirements
need to be met. First, the IMU needs to be rigidly attached directly to the camera to ensure there is not flexure between the
camera perspective center and the sensing center of the IMU. Then, the physical misalignments of IMU with respect to the
Camera need to be calibrated. The lever-arm offsets from the camera perspective center to the IMU and to the GPS antenna
need to be calibrated and the exact time of image exposure needs to be recorded by the GPS-Aided INS so that the
navigation parameters at that time can be computed. The position and orientation from the GPS-Aided INS navigation data
need to be transformed to the earth observing (EO) trace used by most photogrammetric plotters. This usually involves a
transformation from the geographic frame to a local level user frame, which means the appropriate transformation
parameters must be known or computed. Finally, the camera interior geometry (principal point, lens distortion, focal length)
must be well calibrated and stable.
2. Realtime Georeferencing and Video Analysis Module
A Real Time Georeferencing and Video Analysis Module needs to be implemented to compute the field of view of the
moving camera platform and the geolocalization of the video images. This last process is based on the camera video images,
on the associated metadata and on a digital elevation model (DEM) of the region of interest.
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The georeferencing task is based in the calculation of the camera field of view. The field of view, in advance FOV, is a very
common term in the optical instrumentation industry. The FOV represents the part of the world visible through the camera.
Therefore, objects outside the FOV are not recorded by the camera. For a lens used to form a rectangular frame, three fields
of view are needed to describe exactly the region that the camera is capturing; the horizontal FOV, the vertical FOV and the
diagonal FOV.
Once the FOV is known the next step of the Georeferencing Module is to calculate the latitude, longitude and elevation in
the central and edges points of the video image. Knowing the position of the real camera and its FOV, the geographic values
of the images are extracted from the digital elevation model of the involved area using 3D world ray tracing techniques.
Apart from georeferencing task, the module is designed to be able to integrate different kind of video analysis elements that
would enhance the semantic annotation capabilities and therefore the posterior richness of the semantic searches (e.g., fire
front segmentation).
On one hand, the FOV calculation and the camera position and orientation are key input parameters in the Vector/Raster
Layer Projection Module. On the other hand, the values of latitude, longitude and elevation will be used by Video Output
Generator Module along with the other metadata, obtained from visual analysis elements, to add location related annotations
to the video stream.
3.

Realtime GIS Layer Projection Module

Realtime GIS layer projection is the module that takes the raw GIS data and processes to assemble/render a camera’s
viewpoint matching overlay. This computationally intense task can be done in realtime due to 3D Scene Graph used
beneath. The 3D Scene Graph should be based on OpenGL that uses the graphic card among other performance increasing
features to reduce the processing time (such as OpenSceneGraph).
The camera-consistent projection of the GIS layers can be carried out according to the real position and orientation of the
input camera obtained in the “Realtime Georeferencing Module” and based on a digital elevation model (DEM). A 3D
terrain model can be loaded as a prebuilt object or generated on the fly using elevation and orthophoto layers of an interest
area.
Once the DEM is loaded in the 3D Scene Graph, a virtual camera matching the position and orientation of the real one can
be defined. Other values described in or generated from the real video stream metadata such as the field of view of the
camera are also needed to define the properties of the virtual camera. Then the desired vector and raster layers can be
projected into the terrain model to compose the AR overlay. This vector and raster feature layers are gathered from a GIS
database: raster layers are treated as textures while vector layers are converted to polygons allowing their manipulation as
3D objects.
A projection procedure can adapt views of these features to the elevation of the terrain according to the defined position and
orientation of the camera. Terrain caused occlusions are also taken into account (Fig. 4). The GIS layers can be rendered by
themselves as images with transparencies in order to overlay them to the real camera images. The rendering of the vector
layers can be carried out after the generation of a graphic card-friendly triangulated 3D geometry and in case of the raster
tiles these can be transferred to OpenGL texture units.
As a result, a virtual viewpoint matching representation can be generated where the desired feature vector and raster layers
can be composed in realtime.
4. Video Output Generator
1.

Data output and realtime cartography

The main product of this framework is the video stream with some vector/raster layers overlaid. These GIS layers are
selected by the EMC users and projected over the video according to the view point and position of the real camera. This
system manages to cartography in real time the video images captured form the remote sensing provider in order to enhance
the information received at control and command.
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Apart from the layers stored in GIS archive, realtime generated layers may also be shown over the video. For instance, in a
fire monitoring event, parallel image segmentation, object tracking and classification and even evolution simulation tasks
would be helpful to trace the unfolding event. This information could also be rendered as an additional GIS layer over the
video.
2.

Streaming and broadcasting

There are different desired outputs that combine input video, geometadata and AR overlays, in order to fit to some specific
uses.
Inside the EMC the main video wall should display a big resolution signal composed by the video and the AR overlay.
Technically this can be achieved setting up a multidisplay setup where this big resolution image is shown through diverse
projectors.
In the other hand, a video and overlay composed signal can be used for broadcasting purposes, like TV news or even
streaming widgets for news websites. This output signal needs to fulfill the broadcasting standard, that’s why the video
output generator sends the video flow through a SDI adapter card.
Moreover, a feed orientated to mobile devices can be served to remotely monitor the situation and take decisions based on
realtime updated information. This enables a team that works in the area to evaluate the situation on the spot and based on
external experts opinion that also have access to this information.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

Fig. 4 Ortophoto with vector overlay (a), and vector layer (b). Vector layer projection over the DEM according to the
example camera parameters (c). Vector layer projected output image with alpha channel for real video overlaying (d).
3.

Storage and semantic retrieval

Taking as input Real Time Georeferencing Module´s generated location metadata and video camera´s native metadata,
Video Output Generation Module could be used to create a MPEG-7 video integrating the video and the generated
metadata.
Multimedia Content Description Interface, or MPEG-7, provides standardized core technologies allowing the description of
audiovisual data content in multimedia environments [6]. The goal of the MPEG-7 standard is to allow interoperable
searching, indexing, filtering and access of audio-visual (AV) content by enabling interoperability among devices and
applications that deal with AV content description.
MPEG-7 and specifically Description Definition Language (DDL) allows the definitions of different Descriptors and
Descriptions Schemes according to the domain, which offers a high grade of flexibility in the modeling of annotations in the
emergency scope. Using these capabilities, a Georeference Descriptor Scheme could be used to store the calculated
georeferenced metadata. Alongside the designed Georeference Descriptor Scheme, MPEG-7 Visual Motion Descriptors
could be used to store camera motion metadata (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Camera motion parameters.
Storing the generated metadata would allow future semantic content searches, enabling the efficient access to the key scenes
that would help in mitigation and preparedness management stages.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the architecture for a complete framework integrating diverse technologies for developing new Emergency
Management tools has been described. It considers navigation and INS technologies for camera parameter capture in
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realtime; computer graphics techniques for video image geolocalization, analysis and GIS layer live projections; and
multimedia descriptors for location aware video coding and storage. A system based on the proposed architecture might be
used to georeference the video images captured from a remote sensing camera and enhance them by overlaying GIS layers
in realtime by virtual reality techniques.
Very specialized solutions exist for airborne imagery and video stream analysis that many emergency management centers
cannot currently afford. The proposed architecture based on multimedia management tools, georeferencing algorithms,
virtual reality techniques and GIS tools aim at providing EMCs with a solution for receiving and managing realtime
imagery with limited resources.
Furthermore, software based open architectures as the one proposed in this paper can facilitate the adaptation of the system
to the specific requirements of each user. In this case, the features of the camera, the video analysis required and the final
publication needs could be accommodated by the proposed architecture.
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Abstract
The purpose of this work is to offer the creation of the spatial usage map with the square method in the Municipality of
Prizren.
Establishment of the database for a certain space is of a great importance in GIS. This paper is realised through the square
method and other methods. Alfanumeric and vector database enables an easier study for the region we want to have access
to, not only in the geographical aspect, but also in other disciplines as in geophysics, socio-economical, engineering etc.
This work has to do with the spatial usage in the Municipality of Prizren through GIS with the square method where the
basis of the work is the usage of topographic maps, orthophotos and satellite images. The map of the Municipality of
Prizren dwellings has been done and the movement of the population from 1948 to 2009.
During this analysis we will present land division under usage and information about the expansion and density of the
population according to GRID model for 1km x1 km for the area of the Municipality of Prizren towards with the offered
conditions in the aspect of socio-economic development.
The work finishes with a brief summarization of spatial information for the area of the Municipality of Prizren about the
expansion of dwellings/settlements, their size by the number of the population, the distance from the main roads, the
distances from big urban centers etc.
Key word: GIS, square method, alphanumeric data, vector data, Municipality of Prizeren.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Cartography is a science that studies and shows on the maps the objects of nature dukuri, society, thinking and theory
worked by it. In this context cartography creates maps since it has clear concept about the object, purpose, tasks and
development directions accoring to which its theory and method are complied in a solid way.
The objective of cartography is the objective reality, state nd its devlopment in a time and space , mutual interactivity of the
objects and dukurive and their dynamics.
The duty of cartography is to perfectionise continuously the theory, methods, techniques and organizing works in order to
establish the creation and usage of maps.
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The purpose of cartography is to influence in continuous increasing of life and culture level, in environment protection from
degradations, misuses and nature and technical risks and hazards which pose in this context it compiles and is supported by
logical-scientific methods in order to show pricesely the reality and function the consumers requirements.

2.

THE METHODS OF RESEARCH WORK

One of the most important tasks of Cartography is the creation of maps and usage of the space by the means of Geographic
Information System (GIS). The creation of such a map with the help of GIS may be achieved in many ways, which normaly
differ from each other notably in the time which the method spends to realize such a map. In order that the establishment of
this kind of map is done in time and as quickly as possible, we are base our work on the method of square (km2). This kind
of method which is based on square has an optimal size of the squares that allows a considerable number of tematic maps.
The refracted relief has conditionized that in most of the times in the squares are available more than one category of spase
usage for the researchable space. Since during the essential studies in the field of GIS we have worked with the ArcGIS and
MapInfo software, then the same platform is used for the map usage in this work. The neccessary information have been
done by decoding from orthophotos of 2009, satellite images 2010 as well as in special cases we have face in difficulites to
decode the category of land (space) through satellite image, we have sustained in topographic maps 1:25000 as well as
terrain surveillance.
As an inseperable part of establishing this map with GIS is also the creation of database, as vectorial and alfanumerical
which are eternaly connected to each other and may be used every time depending on needs.
So, the application of GIS and Remote Sensing by the usage of square method (km2) is basics pillars in which the work is
done. Except these two pillars it was supposed that the topographic maps a certain territory are used as well as the method
of terrain surveillance.As an example in our work the Municipality of Prizren has been taken with an area of 640 km² (5.94
% from general Kosovo territory).
The researchable area contains 16104 squares and has been through some steps or phases.
The first step or phase in this work has been the crreation of square net (see picture 1)for the researchable area that is also
known as the establishment of vectorial base.
After the step one is finished, second step is about to follow which is made possible exactly from the first one where
alphanumerical base is compiled with the data taken from the research.
It must be stated that permanently from the beginning there is a connection between the vectorial and alphanumerical
(attribute) base.
Before beginning populating the alphanumerical base “Workspace” as it is called in the GIS vocabulary platform is
established, where together (with one click) may be called all the neccessary files (layers) for research, instead of calling
them one by one whenever it is neccessary. This way makes easies work so much that it also reduces unneccessary spending
of time and energy. Except the squares and orthophotos tool, satellite images, the topographic maps have been attached to
the “Workspace”.
After these mandatory steps, the conditions for taking out information on the categories for the researable area have already
been prepared, and in the meantime these data are set in the alphanumerical (attribute) database. Relatively good resolution
of the orthophotos and the satellite image has made it possible to relatively easily decode the area usage within 1km².

2.1

THE SOURCE OF DATA

Beginning from the fact that cartography itself includes a vast number of elements, then normaly that a great importance is
dedicated to the source of the data for those elements.
The establishment of database for creating the map of area usage in the municipality of Prizren has been done with the data
taken from the square net in which we have worked from the orthophotos 20cm per pixel and satallite image, its resolution
is about 0.5m per pixel. With this resolution it is understood the real size of the area photographed which in the orthophoto
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may be presented within a single pixel. During the work in the research we have not had any big difficulties in finding the
boundaries between the categories of space usage, determined before by us. It is worth pointin out that the researchable
area is not uniformed, but vary and such area has conditionized that withing one single square there is one to four
combinations. During the work for the determination of the combination inside the square the method of surveillance has
been used with free determination of the participation of the categories within the square.

3.
THE DIVISION OF LANDS ACCORDING TO THE CATEGORY OF USAGE AND THE
CREATION OF MAP
The division of the categories of space usage is done basing on land differentiation done by International Geographic Union
IGU. According to IGU, the differentiation will look as it follows:
Agricultural land which includes
1. Arable land
Orchards
Vineyards
Meadows
1. Forest
2. Sub water and building areas as well as unused lands in agriculture.
During the work (the creation of the map for space usage) some modifications have been done in dividing the categories of
space usage, while struggling to convetionise better to the researchable area.
 The meadow case, which according to the division of IGU enters to the sub category of agricultural land, is divided
as particular and
 The second one has to do with categorisation of three particular groups which enters to the third category as:
o Rural built area
o Urban built area
o Industrial area
The creation of land usage map according to the square method by means of GIS (look map 1)
For the territory of the municipality of Prizren it is of a great importance as for the geography field, spatial planning so for
the entire society in general.

Map 1: Land Cover
The method which we have used and prefer to be used is the square method. This method is easy and depending on the
resolution of the satelite image or orthophotos. This work has used the square with size 200x200 m , within which simple
and complex poligons have been worked.
These poligons represent the type of spatial utilisation and are coded according to the alphabet letters. The agrarian part is
based on the categorization done by the IGU. Category of coding looks as it follows:
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A- agrarian space (arable land, orchards,) , F- Forests, M-meadows, R-space built in rural areas, U- space built in urban
areas, I- industrial areas, T-other.
Land Covers
Agricultural Area
Forests
Inhabitants area
Bushes
Water
Bare land area
Total

nr of Grids
3356
5053
1397
4037
147
2114
16104

%
20.8
31.4
8.7
25.1
0.9
13.1
100

Table 1: Achieved results are given in the below chart.

CREATION OF MAP AND POPULATION DISTRIBUTION ACCORDING TO SQUARE
3.1.
METHOD
Creation of the map representing the population distribution via Grid method and with the help of GIS for the whole
territory of Kosovo is of special importance not only for the statistical issues but also for the Kosovo’s society in general.
This map would contribute in enrichment of the national geo-database and GIS. In this paper we shall present the methods
and the approach of creating the data and creation of dissemination of population based on the Grid 1km x 1 km. After the
digitalization of buildings from the orthophotos of 2004-2008 and update of them based on the satellite images of 2010.
Following the digitalization and data gathering processes, all the information have been entered into GIS and therefore on
this base of the thematic map has been created and presented in 1km x 1km Grid.
All these information have been collected directly from the households using door to door method. Initially it was created
the centroids with X, and Y values and the number of inhabitants for each centroid of the occupied buildings, followed by
the creation of the link of them with each specific 1 km x 1 km grid and finally it was created the vectorial base (grid with
data on the number of inhabitants).

Figura 1: Data producing process - from points to grids

Inhabitans per individual
square kilometre
1-10
11-50
51-100
101-250
251-500
500 or more
Uninhabited
Total

No:

%

15
39
32
43
52
73
400
654

2.3
6.0
4.9
6.6
8.0
11.1
61.1
100

Table 2. No of Grids by number of Inhabitants
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Map 2: Density of population

3.2. CARTOGRAPHIC SHOWING OF MODELS IN GIS
In each project worked with GIS, a great importance is shown to the data, its type and gathering. In the case of data
gathering we should know
What sort of data can be used in GIS:
 How to find it?
 How to develop it?
 How to create it on our own
 Where should they be set?
All the data in GIS can be categorised (divided) in three different models
 Charts (alphanumerical)
 Vectorial (spatial)
 Rasteric (images)
Alphanumeric

GIS Data
Vectorial

Rasterice
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Alphanumerical data (atributition or chart) are data that make a description by means of numbers or characters. These data
are saved in charts and the connection between them conditionizes the creation of some charts in a place (space on a
computer), for a certain aim that we know as base of alphanumerical database. This base may serve for doing many analyses
but on its own, it is not effective until it connects to the spatial database (vectorial on a computer). Such connection is done
by using unique codes, because each spatial object either defined by the user (analyst) or computer in a usual way it has its
unique codes that define that object. When this connection is created then the user except numeriacl calculations (analyses)
can show them into visual way.
Vectorial model (spatial) . As a base of vectorial model is the supposal that the real world can be parted cleraly into
elements where each of them consists in an object with its geometry from the dot, line or space. In principal, each dot o a
map and terrain shows its unique location using two or three numbers in the coordination system as: latitude and longtitude
as well as elevation. As we stated above, vectorial data consist of three geometric things: dots, lines and space.
 DOT is the simplest geometric. Dot itself is zero-dimensional and is shown by a couple of coordinates. Dot has no
boundaries, it only shows only the position of state of the object or occurrence.
 LINE consist of at least two dots connected together. Dots, represent the beginning, interruption of the line. Line is
one dimensional because it expands only on one direction, so line may show us the length of some object on a map
(vector) e.g. electric lines
 SPACE is shown through a single line that closes a space and creates a closed poligon. Circled line known as
“ring” must start and end in the same dot, so that the space is closed and defined. Areas are two dimensional
because they are expanded in two dimensions.
Vectorial model makes possible the exact presentation of the dot, line or poigon on a map.
Each presented element takes or has its exact (possibly) maximal coordiantes. With this method the punctuality of data
presentation is bigger with the method of raster. Vectorial method is used there where high punctuality of data is required
and in the meantime detailed information. This information help and support the coordinations, therefore it has vast usage in
geodesy (cadastre, cartography, etc) engineering, architecture, urbanism, infrastructure etc. Where big scale maps are used.
The raster method is based in dividing the area based on tetrahedron or square in a linear way. These squares are the
elements of a picture or as they are called pixels-picture elements. Each pixel has its elements, therefore based on its
density (resolution) the state and the position of an object in spase is determined. The method of raster is used more when
information on a map should be represented on a small scale with which the source of data have on a tematic map and
satellite photos.

THE COMPARISON OF VECTORIAL AND RASTERIC MODEL

3.3.

Cartographic representation with the vector model differs with rasteric model. Vectorial model is based on the reading of
coordinates for each dot set on a map.
While, rasteric model is based on the creation of square net which covers entire cartographed area. Vectorial model of data
enables the increase, decrease, movement and data compillation without differentiating or decreasing its punctuality. The
most known vectorial model, known for changing data and different applications is through (Drawing Interchange Format).
Rasteric model which are used for cartography from the internet are GIF and
JPEG (JPG) format. GIF format contains 256 colours (with 4-6 bytes per pixel) while JPEG (JPG) contains a bigger number
of colours with 15,16 or 24 bytes per pixel.
Proffesor Aronoff (1991) did the comparison between the presentation of rasteric and vectorial model.
The advantages of vectorial model are as follow:




The structure of database is more compact as in the rasteric model
Efficiency of the analyses result is bigger than in the rasteric model
Vectorial model is much more convenient for graphic presentations,because it is more similar to the drawing of the
map by hand

The disadvantages of vectorial model are:


The structure of data is much more complex than the rasteric method
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Compilation according to the layers exactly objects that are presented (e.g roads, dwellings, hidrography,
topography etc) is pretty difficult.
 Presentation of freequent spatial occurrences is not effective,
 Compilation of digital photographies, its restoration is not frequently good in vectorial model.
Advantages of rasteric model are:
 Data structure is simple
 Operations for presenting layers’ (objects) are simple and effective,
 It is convinient to compile and restore digital photography.
Disadvantages of racteric model are:
 The structure of database in the rasteric model is least compact so they frequently should compress
 Graphic presentation is less esthetic as in the vectorial model because in the rasteric model th presentation is done
in blocks
When all these advantages and disadvantages of the models are analysed we come into conclusion that in vectorial model
the punctuality of the data is bigger and the graphics is more qualitative, while for the database analyses and its
memorisation rasteric model has an advantage.
Where one model is used and where is the other used
In general,vectorial model has a vast expansion of usage where detailed data on a map are required. This usage is on big
scale maps, as cadastral plans with scale
1: 2500, then for data in urbanization plans and other infrastructure.
Rasteric model is used there where the area may be divided in squares (pixels-small inseperable square) as it is the
presentation of vegetation in maps and similar.rasteric model is used for geograpgical maps with medium scale maps and
small for tematic maps.
In this work spatial data are shown by areas or poligons as known in computers. Vectorial database of our work consists of
16104 squares.
Database constructed by DBMS (Database Management System) holds permanent connection with the square net and
enables quick and precise establishment of a very big number of tematic maps according to space usage (some of them will
be seen in the appendix of this work). The database of this work is open and there is a possibility to modify it depending on
the need of the user.

4.

ACHIEVED RESULTS

Identification of categories for each seperate category and in a combined way is done using decoding of
the categories of usage for the researched space. In this work analyses indicate that the squares with
usage category are 8409 and that 5053 squares or 31.4% are classified as forest space, 3356 squares or
20.8% are classified as arable land (agriculture land, meadows, orchards).
5.

CONCLUSION

All our work in this research has been focused on the establishment of a database (vectorial and alphanumeric) by means of
GIS or as it may differently be known as GeoDatabase, which in a very easy and quick way enables us to have knowledge
on how each area kilometre of our research space is used, based on the divisions having been done before, which in the
meantime was our goal. The entire research was not only done for presonal usage, this research (geo-database) may be used
by all interested individuals which in one way or other can serve them.
After this research is done we can conclude that the square method in effective GIS, important, quick, and easy to be used
for practical use, offers good and punctual results. Such a research can serve as support, base for similar research that can be
done in the entire territory of Kosovo.
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Abstract
In connection with the INSPIRE Directive implementation, the process of spatial data harmonisation is very important and
represents one of the key tasks of current geomatics and geoinformatics. All stakeholders including data producers and data
processors need to fulfil the requirements of the INSPIRE Directive as well as to enable combination, re-use, sharing and
distribution of their own data sets. One of the major problems of data harmonisation is, according to our experience, that
users are looking for a complex solution including suitable and complex software. But they are not aware that spatial data
harmonisation is represented as a chain of simple sub-processes.
This paper describes some underestimated parts of data harmonisation theory including the 5-steps harmonisation
framework, sequence of harmonisation sub-processes and multi-level spatial data description. The main focus of this paper
is the overview of technological tools to realise various harmonisation sub-processes. The paper mentions the open-source
ETL (Extract-Transform-Load) tool, HALE (Humboldt Alignment Editor; software developed in Humboldt project),
database solution (PostgreSQL) and an approach based on ESRI technologies. Furthermore, several cases showing the
application of these tools in various harmonisation tasks are presented. The paper is based on the results of many
international projects including Plan4all, Habitats, Humboldt, NASYP and HLANDATA. Each tool is shortly described and
the pros and cons are given. This should enable to get a comparison and to find out the right solution for particular data
harmonisation task.
It is explained that every harmonisation process is specific and it is necessary to divide it into characteristic sub-processes.
The automated processing of each sub-process can be performed in simpler way as best practice.

INTRODUCTION
Phrases including sustainable development, better decision making and planning, environmental protection and social
inclusion are often used in connection with outlining the strategy for Europe in terms of economic, political, social and
environmental issues. More attention is being paid to the role of spatial data and services and their significant power in
supporting political decisions on all governmental levels. A major step towards the interoperability of spatial data and
services in Europe was taken when the INSPIRE Directive entered into force in May 2007. Infrastructure for spatial
information in the European Community (INSPIRE) provides a legal framework for the interoperability of spatial data and
related services of Member states. Its main focus is environmental data. However, reference data including cadastral
parcels, addresses and transport networks are considered as key elements in supporting the integration of heterogeneous
environmental data from various sources.
The interoperability of spatial data in INSPIRE is based on a complex approach involving legal, organisational, semantic
and technical aspects. This paper focuses on the semantic and partly on technical issues; in particular on data harmonization.
The use of common data product specifications, set up by INSPIRE and based on ISO standards, enables combination, reuse, sharing and distribution of spatial data sets in a coherent way. In order to align existing data sets with the data product
specifications, a data harmonization process must take place. This has been identified as one of the major obstacles
hindering data interoperability.
Even though there are common rules in the form of data product specifications, the ways to meet these rules may differ
depending on the source data sets and other preferences. Data providers face this complex task, which can be simplified by
decomposing the data harmonization process into several basic steps.
Recent activities of Community co-funded projects, including Plan4all, Habitats, Humboldt, NASYP and HLANDATA,
have helped in understanding the data harmonization process from various thematic perspectives. The experience and
knowledge gained from these projects is shared in this paper. The data harmonization framework including various
approaches, tools and processes for data harmonization are described in the following sections.

DATA HARMONIZATION
Data harmonization is necessary for creating the possibility to combine data from heterogeneous sources (e.g. regional
datasets) into integrated, consistent and unambiguous information products (e.g. European datasets). Such datasets can be
then easily used in combination with other harmonized data for viewing as well as querying and analyzing. Data
harmonization is a complex task that has not a universal solution that will cover all possible scenarios. Ideal technical
solution (system architecture, software) is always determined by many specific facts like the way how are the original data
stored, size of the data and type of harmonization. Ideal solution depends also on current technical solutions used by
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particular organization and technical competence of IT staff (Jezek & Cerba, 2011). The Figure 1 provides an overview of
the components relevant for data interoperability as defined by INSPIRE.
From the technical point of view there exist several ways how to handle data harmonization. One of the approaches is ETL
Tools (e.g. Spatial Data Integrator, Hale). Other solution is based on usage of current capabilities provided by relation
database management systems like PostgreSQL with PostGIS. Another possibility is using commercial software like
ArcGIS. These possibilities were explored in detail with real datasets. The main focus is put on performance and
requirements of each solution.

Figure 1. Data interoperability components (D2.5)
Each component may contribute in a different way to the interoperability of spatial data. In practice, not all data
interoperability components must be taken into account during the process of data harmonization. It is difficult to say if
some component is more important but in every case there must be a precise understanding of both the source and target
data. The right definition and description of particular harmonization steps is not possible without this exact data grasp. The
key roles in this issue play domain experts, e.g. spatial planners in case of harmonization of spatial planning data. Further,
the complexity of the process of spatial data harmonization also requires the participation of GIT experts. In summary, the
harmonization process consists of the following steps (5-steps harmonization framework):
1. Theory of spatial data harmonization
2. Source data understanding
3. Target data understanding
4. Definition of necessary harmonization steps
5. Practical realization (additionally using ontology)
The following sections of this article introduce selected methods of spatial data harmonization sub-processes harmonization of taxonomies used ETL tools and outputs of domain ontology, portfolio of tools developed in Humboldt
project, solution based on database and harmonization with using of ESRI technologies.
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OVERVIEW OF HARMONIZATION APPROACHES
The spatial data harmonization process is very complex, therefore it is not possible to realize as a whole. It is important to
become aware that a complete spatial data harmonization is something like perpetuum mobile. Because harmonization
should be focused on several aspects of data heterogeneity and it is not efficient and in many cases really different and
heterogeneous spatial data also not possible to create fully harmonized data sets.
During a planning phase of harmonization it is necessary to define purposes on harmonization as well as requirements on
target data. This key information (together with knowledge of source data, experience of harmonization experts and data
experts) help to establish an effective harmonization process, that could be composed of various simple sub-processes.
The following parts of this article introduce various approaches of spatial data harmonization. The examples are based on
technological solution, but they also prefer several aspect of harmonization (for example the ontologies are more suitable to
harmonization of taxonomies and terminology than other mentioned solutions, but they are absolutely unfit for
harmonization of geometry or coordinate system).

Harmonization of taxonomies in Habitats Project
Different taxonomies (classification systems, legends, nomenclatures) represent an often repeated reason of spatial data
heterogeneity. For example in a cross-border projects there necessary to combine two or more data sets that cover same or
similar theme, but they use different classification system. Users need to transform one taxonomy to other or to create
mapping rules between two original taxonomies and one universal (or reference) classification system.
Because questions of a harmonization of taxonomies have semantic substance and core, in the project Habitats
(http://www.inspiredhabitats.eu/) authors took decision to use harmonization framework based on domain ontology.
Habitats project is focused on a social validation of selected INSPIRE Annex III data structures. In a case study of Habitats
project we applied principles published in Cerba, 2011 and transformed the real data sets (e.g. OpenStreetMap, CORINE
Land Cover or data published by Forest Management Institute in the Czech Republic).
The ontology (its contemporary version, April 2012) interconnects six taxonomies:
● CORINE (Coordination of Information on the Environment) Land Cover Bosard et al. (2000), CLC (2007).
● LUCAS (Land Use / Cover Area frame statistical Survey) LUC (2003).
● PELCOM (Pan-European Land Use and Land Cover Monitoring) Mucher (2001).
● IGBP (International Geosphere-Biosphere Program) Loveland and Belward (1997), Hansen and Reed (2000).
● GlobCorine Defourny et al. (2010), Bontemps et al. (2010).
● UMD (University of Maryland) Land Cover Classification Hansen et al. (1998), Hansen and Reed (2000).
The main output of the research is the ontological system that has three basic, interrelated components consisting of files in
OWL 2.0 format:
1. File Parameter.owl that is imported into ontologies containing various classification systems, describes the
properties of all classes of these nomenclatures. The file contains not only all the parameters (the current version
consists of nine parameters), but also their values and relations (object properties) that assign values to the
parameters of each class of classification systems. Current version covers nine properties with values arranged in
multi-level hierarchy.
2. Files containing all elements of the particular classification systems. All classes of ontologies are described
through the properties using the parameters and their values.
3. Ontology is used to transform each other classification systems (file Trasformation.owl) this ontology imports
files describing particular classification systems. After their evaluation (reasoning) is obtained multi-hierarchical
structure providing information about the interactions of described taxonomies. Relationships (equivalence or
subsumption) between elements of the derived inferred ontology can be processed into usable forms of
transformation rules in the process of harmonization of spatial data. The file Transformation.owl contains 975
logical axioms, 336 classes (327 subclasses and 231 equivalent classes) and 10 object properties.
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The inferred ontology is composed of five levels.
The mapping rules developed in ontology are implemented in a tool suitable for spatial data transformation. We have
made tests of various software (ESRI technologies, databases, open-source GIS), but finally we decided to use open-source
ETL (Extract-Transform-Load) product Talend Open Studio (TOS) with integrated Spatial Data Integrator.

Figure 2. Example of Harmonization Process
The scheme (Figure 2) shows the example of transformation of two input data sets (part of OpenStreetMap data and data
published by Forest Management Institute) to the CORINE Land Cover model (including classification system). The
harmonization is composed of several steps (creation of new attribute containing area), transformation of data models and
application of mapping rules (component tReplace).
The contemporary version of harmonization process enables just a manually re-writing of mapping rules into ETL system.
As one of future steps we will prepare a possibility of automatic generating of mapping rules from ontology in the format
used in TOS. Both applications work with a kind of XML (Extensible Markup Language) format, therefore XSLT
(Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations) templates and processor.
The proposed two-steps system for transformation and harmonization of classification system uses open-source
technologies and open (accessible and interoperable) data formats based on XML. The complete system is open (we are
discussing about a license that should be based on a open license such as GPL or Creative Commons) and modular,
therefore everybody can add a new taxonomy or improve the description through parameters and their values.
It is necessary to mention that in many case the expert intervention is indispensable. There are two main reasons – (1) a
harmonization process is so complicated that it cannot be fully realize by automatic tools, (2) the mappings among
taxonomies could be indefinite and vague, therefore expert decisions are very important.
Harmonization using ESRI tools in project Plan4all
Against the previously presented example which was focused on taxonomies, tools presented in this chapter are more
suitable for harmonization of geometries.
Recently finalized activities of the European project Plan4all showed the feasibility of spatial data harmonization using a
large scale testbed. The team of 24 partners from all over the Europe harmonized their local or regional spatial planning data
according to the INSPIRE specifications. The INSPIRE themes tackled included mainly Land Use and Land Cover but also
Natural Risk Zones. Variety of GIS and CAD platforms using different formats, data models including data classification
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and representation are currently being accessible through the Plan4all geoportal and OGC Web Services including WMS
and WFS. The harmonization procedures vary between partners. The common data specification (target data structure) was
given to all data providers. The partners were advised to use any techniques that suit the best for their data harmonization in
order to align them with the target schema. However, the harmonization steps were the same for all the partners. First, the
description of source data structures took place. Second, matching the source data schema with the target schema was
performed. Eventually, the source data were transformed into harmonized data and consequently published through OGC
services. Many partners successfully tested the harmonization performed directly in the database using SQL queries. Some
partners tested other solutions including Open Source transformation tools. The Plan4all D7.4 report (2011) summarizes all
the particular transformation cases of each project partner, the problems faced and the recommendations for further
development. One of the cases is presented in more detail in the following paragraphs.
The particular problem to solve in this example was following: there was designed INSPIRE compliant data structure for
land cover, by the Plan4all team. To show the way how to harmonize national data models for land cover into the designed
model, there was created an example of harmonization land cover data of Zemgale Planning Region (Latvia). This
harmonization was realized using ESRI technologies.
According to 5-step harmonization approach, there is of course necessary to understand both source and target data structure
(scheme). Identification of used coordinate systems and matching relevant land cover categories was the key part in this
particular case.
The harmonization process can be shortly outlined by following steps:
● Conversion of coordinate system
● Transform the source data geometry and attributes to match the target scheme.
○ Load both source data and target scheme to a workspace.
○ Convert (map) the source classification to the target classification.
○ Dissolve boundaries of neighboring areas with the same standard classification.
○ Import the data into target templates and create relationships.
Technical realization is based on ESRI technology: ArcGIS Desktop provides the complete framework, Geodatabase is used
as a database-based format for data storage and ModelBuilder allows to chain atomic geoprocessing operations into
complex process model, which solves above described task. Further description focuses primarily on process models in
ModelBuilder environment. Please see ESRI (2012) to understand the legend of following models.
The first used model (see Figure 3) contains a definition of transformation coefficients and transforms source data from
original coordinate system (LKS92) into coordinate system of target data structure (WGS84).

Figure 3. Model for coordinate system transformation

The reason, why the main model seems complex is caused by the nature of geoprocessing (each atomic operation needs
input and output data), but there are two fundamental parts of the model (both highlighted and explained in the Figure 4):
matching source attributes to target scheme and dissolving inner boundaries of polygons with identical target (standard)
classification.
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Figure 4.: Model for coordinate system transformation
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The third model (see figure 5) shows how it is possible to use an enumeration and apply it as a domain to a field. This
model is not unnecessary for harmonization but it depicts how to create a domain, which can protect important field,
particularly the standardClassification against incorrect input values.

Figure 5. Model for coordinate system transformation
There can be set some generalizable conclusions from this particular example:
● Model is very clear tool but even simple operations require a long model, whose sometimes are not easy to read.
● This technology is suitable for organizations whose already works with ESRI platform, but it is a quite expensive
solution – and there exists open source alternatives.

Hale
Hale - Humboldt Alignment Editor is software framework that has been designed in the scope of Humboldt project.
According to [cite http://community.esdi-humboldt.eu/] “HALE is a tool for defining and evaluating conceptual schema
mappings. The goal of HALE is to allow domain experts to ensure logically and semantically consistent mappings and
consequently transformed geodata. Furthermore, a major focus is put on documentation of the schema transformation
process and its impacts, e.g. in the form of lineage information attached to the resultant transformed data.” The detail
description of use case of this tool is outside to scope of this paper - many case studies of this tool has been also already
described - see [cite Reitz & Tepler, 2012, Horak et al. 2011].

Database solution
When we focus on subprocess that deals with conceptual schema transformation we can found that relational database
management systems (RDBMS) can offer a great capabilities to deal with this. Once we are able to import our data to
RDBMS we can utilize existing functions and SQL language to fulfill harmonization processes focused on change of
taxonomies and any related harmonization of attributes (rename, retype) as well as some of the geometry processing
(depending on available spatial functions of particular RDBMS). In this section we will briefly describe how to perform
reclassification mentioned in section Harmonization using ESRI tools in project Plan4all We will provide this description
according to general conventions used in RDBMS - the approach is identical no matter if you use particular spatial RDMS
(PostgreSQL + PostGIS, Oracle Spatial, Microsoft SQL Server).
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The overall schema is shown on Figure 6. In upcoming text we will reference the table names and columns in th figure
using words in italics. Lets assume that we have the table of original data (original_data) with attribute that hold the
information about the presence of the row in particular class of classification (class_id). The class id will probably be the
foreign key of the classification table (original_classes) where we store class ids including description.
If we have good understanding of both data models we should be able to add the classification mapping table
(classes_mapping). In the scope of this example we will map just identifiers of source classification to identifier to target
classification but in general reclassification can be based also on any numeric intervals for particular column. Whole
schema is shown on Figure 6.

Figure 6. Database schema
Finally if we want to get data in target classification we can use SQL queries. For example if we want to see data having
column values for both classification we can use query like:
SELECT
the_geom,
original_classes.class_id
original_classes.class_desc
target_class_id
target_classes.class_desc
FROM original_data
LEFT JOIN original_classes ON
LEFT JOIN classes_mapping ON
LEFT JOIN target_classes
ON

as
as
as
as

original_class_id,
original_desc,
target_class_id,
target_class_desc

original_data.class_id = original_classes.class_id
original_classes.class_id = original_class_id
target_classes.class_id = target_class_id

The result of the query can look for example like this:
the_geom

original_class_id

original_desc

target_class_id

target_class_desc

POLYGON

1

small river

1

river

POLYGON

2

big river

1

river

POLYGON

3

small lake

2

lake

POLYGON

4

big lake

2

lake
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This part just briefly touches approach of data harmonization using relational database and common SQL language. It is
worth to mention that this approach is really powerful and enables us to perform demanding harmonization even on huge
data-sets by utilizing indexes and efficient query planing. Many RDBMS have also spatial extensions (e.g PostGIS) that can
provide capabilities to deal with geometry operations as well. On other hand the learning curve of SQL and database
principles might be too steep for someone. Also the setup of software infrastructure and its maintenance might require
significant effort.

THE KNOWLEDGE OF SPATIAL DATA HARMONIZATION IN THE EUROPEAN EDUCATIONAL
PROJECT SDI-EDU
The SDI-EDU project (full name SDI-EDU for regional and urban planning) aimed on creation of “INSPIRE related”
educational content for spatial planners, architects, GIS experts etc. It means for people who are working with multi-level
spatial data that are often coming from different and heterogeneous sources. Generally speaking the content should covered
the various themes and topics related to the INSPIRE directive and its practical implementation. Due to this aim a question
of spatial data harmonization have been also faced. It was necessary to conclude this topic to the educational content as the
described target users need to practically solve the spatial harmonization in their daily work. The educational content
involved mainly the experience and knowledge gained from the projects which were mentioned in the introduction chapter
(e.g. Plan4all or Humboldt). As target users need also the real tools for INSPIRE implementation (metadata, spatial data
harmonization) the strong focus was put on preparation of practical "how-to" examples. These examples were demonstrated
during the project workshops which took place in various European countries. The participants of workshops where the
selected harmonization tools and techniques were presented found them useful for their routine work. The feedback was that
one of the biggest advantages of the SDI-EDU solution is that it is fully INSPIRE compliant and it also demonstrates that
for spatial data harmonization an open source solution could be used. The SDI-EDU content covers many topics related to
the European INSPIRE Directive implementation. Some lessons are more suitable for managers, public servants, officers.
On the other hand several lessons are very technical as it is assumed that it is necessary not only to say that INSPIRE exists
and need this and this but also to show that the implementation requires deep knowledge of informatics as it is in a case of
harmonization of heterogeneous spatial data.. Sometimes the managers said that they would like to have more lessons
suitable for them with more political information. Sometimes the feedback was that IT specialists responsible for practical
implementation of the INSPIRE directive will need more detail lessons etc. However the most of final users found SDIEDU educational content (including the lessons on spatial data harmonization which are described in this article) as very
useful and based on this experience it can be said that the point of spatial data harmonization is quite crucial for most people
working with spatial data.

CONCLUSION
If we summarize the previous paragraphs describing various spatial data harmonization approaches, we will get some basic
general rules for spatial data harmonization related to software.
1. Spatial data harmonization can be realized by any software being able to process spatial data.
2. A choice of software depends of many different factors such as type of harmonization, frequency of harmonization
steps, character of spatial data and last but not least on costs.
3. Costs of harmonization are not related only to purchase of software, but there are also costs on training or
maintenance.
4. The selected software must be in compliance with other used systems.
5. Every user should consider an application of web services or free or open-source software products, because they
could be suitable for many purposes.
The paper The Overview of Spatial Data Harmonization Approaches and Tools could provide a basic introduction of
various ways of spatial data harmonization. The main of this paper is represented by a description of practical application of
harmonization in international projects. It shows that harmonization is not only a buzzword of contemporary geomatics and
geoinformatics, but it help to solve particular problem of spatial data integration such as interconnection of data in some
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cross-border application. This paper tries to connect a theory of harmonization (described in Jezek & Cerba, 2011 or Cerba,
2011) and practical deployment.
All authors were supported the project Plan4all.
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Abstract
The paper “Lifelong Learning of Geomatics and Geoinformatics” introduces and summarize the educational activities in
the field of geomatics and geoinformatics. Most of the described activities are realized in the cooperation of the Section of
Geomatics of Department of mathematics in the University of West Bohemia in Pilsen, Czech Republic and Czech Center of
Science and Society (CCSS). The educational portfolio of both institutes is very large, but in the paper we would like to
focus just on lifelong learning that represents the very important part of educational process. It is related above all to the
rapid technological development, changes in legislation, globalisation and ageing of population.
The target of lifelong learning is not only to transmit a necessary knowledge but to provide a possibility to obtain
competences (as a balanced combination of skills and knowledge) and vocational qualification to particular position. Both
partners tries to combine all types of education (such as e-learning, training, classes) as well as various technologies (such
as multimedia, geoinformation technologies, Web 2.0 tools and social media). The programme of particular courses comes
of effective combination of top-down approach (requirements of educators) and bottom-up approach (requirements of
clients – learners and their employers). Many of activities presented in the paper has been realized and tested in
international projects like SDI-EDU, Habitats or CentraLab.
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The paper is divided to several sections describing general view of lifelong learning, examples of particular activities
including technological background and conclusion including lessons learnt, future steps and intentions.

INTRODUCTION
In comparison to classical education, lifelong learning has its own specifics. The student of a lifelong learning
program/course usually already have their own career in part or full time job. The student is therefore bound to a particular
place, which is mostly far from an educational institution, which offers lifelong learning. Job issues in combination with
student’s other activities, such as family and community live, indicates that the most critical part of a lifelong education is
time issue. Thus, maximum of study activities should be realized in asynchronous and stand-alone mode, even if the
personal contact among the teacher and student is of course irreplaceable. The following article describes both conceptual
and practical aspects of lifelong learning. Firstly, the paper discusses the role of universities in lifelong learning. Then the
paper describes examples of author’s particular activities in the field of lifelong learning, including technological
background of the activities and finally summarizes experiences gained from these activities.

LIFELONG LEARNING AND THE ROLE OF UNIVERSITIES
Lifelong learning is the key term of contemporary education. Its importance is emphasized by the adoption Lifelong
Leaning Policy and Lifelong Learning Programme (1720/2006/ES) by European Commission. The lifelong learning means
an education during all stages of lives, that aims for development of knowledge society and economy as well as to meet the
essential human need connected with getting to know new things, self-actualization and self-realization. The lifelong
learning is very diverse. It can represent common education of special professional training. It could be focused on various
levels of schools and students.
Lifelong learning activities of European Commission are mention in web site Education & Training (European
Commission) and in the document Communication From The Commission : Adult learning: It is never too late to learn (EC,
2006).
In the field of geomatics (and other technical sciences) the lifelong learning is also connected with other aspects. First of all
it is necessary to mention the rapid progress of geomatics as a scientific discipline as well as practical activity. This progress
is connected not only with new pieces of knowledge but also with new methodologies and technologies. These innovations
press geomatic experts to search and adopt new information and to participate in various education activities.
In the Czech Republic, there are three main subjects providing lifelong learning in the geomatics sphere:
● Commercial companies and state institutions focused on geomatics. These subjects prefer mainly training
activities connected with particular software or hardware products or provided data sets.
● Association of professionals and other non-profit organizations (e.g. Czech Center for Science and Society or
Czech Association of GeoInformatics). These subjects are participating in several international projects (e.g.
SDI-EDU, Plan4all, CentraLab or Metaschool) and provide information on actual trends and need in
geomatics in international framework. Also their education and training activities tends to be independent of
any particular tools.
● Universities and research organizations. Also these subject participate in many international projects and
activities of international cooperation. The close link to contemporary research and trends as well as education
experience constitute main advantages of education activities offered by universities. On the other hand there
are several reproaches that universities provide education activities which are not in accordance with needs of
practise.
The last sentence of previous paragraph reflects the main conflict between subjects participating in lifelong education
process. While universities and similar institutions prefer an education (providing of wide spectrum of knowledge and
information that supports wide range of knowledge), the users and commercial subjects required clear training activities
connected with several particular activities. The main task of all lifelong education partners is to find a border between
above-mentioned approaches that will be flexible and acceptable to partners of single activities.
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In the Geomatics section of Department of mathematics (Faculty of Applied Sciences, University of West Bohemia in
Pilsen, Czech Republic) we are also interesting in lifelong education process. The results of our research and activities are
divided into four parts:
4. Courses for combined form of study programme Geomatics.
5. Education materials supported above-mentioned courses. The part of multimedia materials were developed in
the project Multimedia Geomatics. Also some students participate in a formation of educational materials in
pursuance of their thesis (e.g. Castkova, 2010).
6. Participation in projects (e.g. SDI-EDU, Plan4all, Multimedia Geomatics).
7. Publications (e.g. Cerba et al., 2012, Cada et al., 2011a, Cerba et al., 2010, Cerba et al., 2009, Baranova et al.,
2008)

EXAMPLES OF PARTICULAR ACTIVITIES INCLUDING TECHNOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
As was mentioned above, there are three main types of subjects, whose offer lifelong learning. Even if authors are from
non-profit organisation and university, they have also experiences from types of courses provides by commercial companies
- mostly as trainee, but also as the trainers, because some these courses (particularly from ESRI Virtual Campus http://training.esri.com/) are integrated into university courses thematically focused on geographic information systems.
The following chapter describes experiences gained by the article authors during their participation in several projects
focused of lifelong learning and also outlines other related activities, whose are performed by authors in the field of lifelong
learning. Each project introduction describes its concept and focuses also to technical background (such as multimedia,
geoinformation technologies, Web 2.0 tools and social media).

Multimedia Geomatics
The project was aimed to support multimedia materials to various courses of Geomatics study program. This national
project was realized by the Geomatics section of the University of West Bohemia in Pilsen, Czech Republic in the year
2011.
During the project the current study materials were updated and the new materials were created. The form and content of
these materials were influenced by the student’s requirements.
The first stage of project consists of input survey. The students were asked for several questions about quality, accessibility
and suitability form of current study materials.
The main conclusions from the input survey were the following (later published in Cerba et al., 2012). The study materials
have to be:
● available before the lecture
● suitable to print
● accessible online at one place (central storage)
● supplemented with audio records of lectures
These conclusions helped the lecturers to create new or updated materials for teaching Geomatics. All staff members of
the Geomatics section were included in the project. Their cooperation resulted to new materials for 16 courses.
The output survey was given to the students at the end of project time period. The students were asked for similar questions
like in the input survey with the accent to evaluate the difference between old and new materials. The results of output
survey showed the slight improvement of student’s evaluation.
In conclusion, there were created huge amount of multimedia materials to support Geomatics teaching during the project.
The section of Geomatics is intended to continue on the improvements of study materials. The rest of the courses will be
updated to multimedia materials in the next projects.
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CentraLab Project
CentraLab project transfers the approach and methodology of the MedLab project to meet the needs and objectives of
Central European region, in an ambitious exchange of best practice between two of the more peripheral zones of European
Territorial Cooperation. The project aims to transform Central Europe into a broad-reaching laboratory for innovation,
including the social and organisational as well as technological dimensions. CentraLab is based on an approach that has
emerged in the arena of ICT under the name "Living Lab". In this model, technological research and development bring
infrastructures into real-life contexts to enable a "co-design" process with end users.
The CentraLab pilot Environment and Education is developing so-called “smart catalogue” that will be able to transform
users' requirements to formalized language that could be used by knowledge base to search relevant study material. In the
pilot there will not be produced any new educational stuff, we want to re-use and integrate existing free solutions such as
tutorials, presentation, texts, articles, book, video or audio files.
The contemporary version of knowledge base (as a main output of pilot) has a form of domain ontology. It contains
following classes (interconnected with 14 object relations):
● Materials (list of different educational materials, including links to the materials),
● GIT Application (software used in particular materials),
● Keyword (list of key terms of educational materials, terms are adopted from GEMET thesaurus),
● Source (person, project or organization that developed or/and publish a material),
● Type of output (presentation, text, hypertext, audio, video...),
● Lang (a list of languages that are used in materials).
The proposed solution is based on international standards (OWL /Web Ontology Language/ 2.0, XSLT /Extensible
Stylesheet Language Transformations/ 2.0, GEMET thesaurus) and it is open. Therefore every user can implement
catalogue to his/her product. Also the updating of knowledge base (adding new materials) is possible. The interregional
cooperation is supported also by using UTF-8 (UCS Transformation Format — 8-bit) standard (able to use various types of
characters and alphabets) and by ontology elements Lang (and its sub-classes) and object properties useLanguage and
hasLanguageVersion, that refer to multilinguality.
Not only partners of projects but above all other cooperating organisations, institutes and public are invited to participation
on catalogue. In the future there following plans to improve and supplement the knowledge base:
6. Addition of education materials developed in projects Habitats, SDI-EDU, Naturnet, Plan4all, Humboldt and
Geomatics Multimedia.
7. Work out the ontology (semantic relations between materials, sources, used application and type of material)
8. Optimization of XSLT styles transforming information from knowledge base to the simple user interface.
9. Further development of user interface based on HTML 5 (HyperText Markup Language) and CCS 3
(Cascading StyleSheets) standards.

Future steps and intentions
Experiences, gained from described projects, were of course already presented at several conferences (Cerba et al., 2012,
Cada et al., 2011a, Cada et al., 2011b, Cerba et al., 2010, Cerba et al., 2009, Baranova et al., 2008) and also in this paper.
But the interest of authors in lifelong learning and in wider context in Geomatic curriculum, led authors to organise
educational section at the conference Geomatics in projects 2011, organized by the University of West Bohemia. There have
arisen important an even controversial questions about the geomatic curriculum and about the way, how to get the necessary
skills. Therefore a special so-called “sprint section” is prepared for the year 2012. The idea of the sprint section is straight
and simple. Each participant of the section have max two minutes and two slides to present his or her answer to a
straightforward question: What is your vision of geomatic curriculum in the future? The effect of the section will strongly
depend on participating speakers - thus there is nowadays strong stress to pick up relevant speakers from both commercial
and educational segments.
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CONCLUSION
Even the personal contact between tutor and student is important irreplacable in some situations, fundamental lifelong
learning activities should be primarily asynchronous (see the Introduction). Thus lifelong learning tends to methods, used
also in e-learning. See some important findings from realized projects:
6. Asynchronous character of lifelong learning actually increases the importance of personal contact and
consultations between student and tutor. The biggest (and most common) mistake in the students approach to
lifelong learning is his/her passive approach to consultation - students expect that the tutor will teach them
new material during the consultation, while they should be prepared to face to face consultation, ask the tutor
to specific questions and let the tutor to lead them in their stand-alone learning by explaining bottle-necks and
complex parts of the materials.
7. Students in lifelong learning are usually highly motivated, but:
1. tends to courses focused to proffesional training rather than courses with wider content.
2. their initial motivation often weakens during the study, because their other time consuming activities
8. Even in a multimedia age, text accompanied by pictures is still the best study material.
9. Recorded audio/video could be very helpful, but it is important that it is divided into short and well described
parts - otherwise the orientation in such a material is problematic and much slower than in text. Another
problem arises when the student is not English native speaker, because a lot of potential study materials are in
this language and it is much more difficult to understand audio then a text.
The author Karel Jedlicka was supported by the project CZ.1.05/1.1.00/02.0090 NTIS - New Technologies for Information
Society.
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Abstract
The field of Geomatics and especially Geographic Information Systems (GIS) is very reactive as it is under the influence of
information technologies. The traditional GIS are more replaced by web-based architectures as it brings some benefits like
the computations in cloud, current access of users, reducing of costs, etc. There are also other circumstances like the
political ones which affect the educational process in the area of GIS. The particular example could be the European
directive INSPIRE (Infrastructure for Spatial Data in Europe) which brings many demands on daily work of GIS specialists.
For an effective GIS vocational education it is necessary to have a modern educational platform. Such platform must among
others provide the students with GIS tools for making of spatial analysis and computations. The paper describes the modern
platform for GIS vocational education. It is a geoportal based solution developed in the European SDI-EDU project.

1. INTRODUCTION
The European INSPIRE Directive [1] adopted in March 2006 defines the standards for future European Spatial Data
Infrastructure. With implementation of INSPIRE initiative there will be strong need for capacity building and transfer of
experience among architects, spatial planners, European Regions and municipalities, etc. The main concept of building of
Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) is to move spatial data into web environment and to use web services for building network
of distributed geoportals. The SDI-EDU project [2] (full name “SDI-EDU for regional and urban planning”) aims to transfer
experience from European research projects dealing with building of SDI and spatial planning towards the end users. The
focus is also on social networks as one of the main dissemination and communication tool. The main aim of this activity is
to communicate (to give information and to retrieve some feedback) the SDI-DU development through the SDI-EDU
educational geoportal. The retrieved feedback should serve as input information for further development [3].

2. IMPLEMENTATION OF TOOLS FOR ONLINE RESPONSE USING WEB 2.0
2.1. WEB 2.0
The concept of "Web 2.0" began with a conference brainstorming session between O'Reilly and MediaLive International
[4]. There are many definitions of what Web 2.0 is. For the purpose of this report we have selected the following one:
“Web 2.0 is the network as platform, spanning all connected devices; Web 2.0 applications are those that make the most of
the intrinsic advantages of that platform: delivering software as a continually-updated service that gets better the more
people use it, consuming and remixing data from multiple sources, including individual users, while providing their own
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data and services in a form that allows remixing by others, creating network effects through an "architecture of
participation," and going beyond the page metaphor of Web 1.0 to deliver rich user experiences.” [4]
Web 2.0 can be described according to the report by [5] and research of O’Reilly and Forrester. Web 2.0 is composed of a
set of:
 Technologies - building blocks of web 2.0, e.g. Ajax, XML, Open API, Microformats, Flash/Flex and other
techniques for creation of web applications.
 Applications - allow easy publishing, information sharing and collaboration. They include blogs, wikis, podcasts,
RSS feeds, tagging, social network sites (e.g. Facebook, MySpace), search engines, Massive Multiplayer Online and
others.
 Values - they build on the knowledge and skills of the user – user as a content producer/provider, user providing
feedback, comments, reviews of the existing content, users who access, read and watch the existing content, user
who does not benefit from web 2.0 applications and values.

2.2.1. SimpleCMS Editor
Generally, an essential part of the educational geoportal solution is the Content Management System (CMS) editor. Our
solution – SimpleCMS, is focused on usability and simplicity for end users and its mind. Main advantage in comparison
with other CMS systems is simple approach for solving complex tasks. Clarity and security of the implementation is the
main target.
SimpleCMS editor was implemented initially in Czech, English and Latvian interface. Furthermore it was translated into all
remaining partner languages including Bulgarian, Greece, Italian and Lithuanian.

Figure 1. SimpleCMS Editor – editing of News
SimpleCMS provides access to the following features and/or provides access to the following options. The user must have
sufficient privileges to be able access the below described functionality.

2.2.2. Menu
User can define its own menu and submenus. Any menu or submenu can be an external link (link pointing to any place on
the Internet and not into the SimpleCMS itself), where the redirector functionality is implemented and users can return back
to the SimpleCMS using visible controls.
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Figure 2. For returning back to the geoportal homepage it is possible to use the SimpleCMS “redirector”
Any menu can be set as homepage. Only one homepage per SimpleCMS instance is possible. Menu ranking can be
reordered in any way to best fit any updates that might be required during the usage.

2.2.3. Article
Articles are composed from the perex and the content. Using WYSIWYG editor is comfortable for authors-beginners and
support full inline html. Next, the editor allows inserting of various multimedia content that user can think of like videos,
photos, etc. There is a special support for inserting dynamic maps. Each article can be enhanced by adding various file
attachments.

2.2.4. Message
Each menu can be accompanied by the message item. This is simplified article that contains just one view on short text that
does not implement detailed view so it could be described only as a “perex”. Since the messages are always on top over the
articles they can be best used as the menu description. Also the WISIWIG editor with rich functionality is used.

2.2.5. RSS
The SimpleCMS supports RSS feeds including any RSS feeds from remote sites. It allows a nice and handy way of
promotion of our services that we want our user to know about.

2.2.6. Translations
The controls of the SimpleCMS can be translated into various languages. The gettext localisation system provides easy
translations to the selected languages and possibility to use already created vocabularies from any other open-source project.
It makes translating work really simple.

2.2.7. Remote articles promotion
Each menu in the SimpleCMS setup is automatically generating RSS feed for grabs to others. Also optional connectivity to
Posterous1 is possible, so the web presentation can be presented on all various social networking sites (for example
Facebook).

3. The SDI-EDU educational geoportal

1 https://posterous.com/
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The SDI-EDU portal is designed and implemented as a virtual database based on social networks principles of the
Geoportal4everybody and principle of web services using URM [6]. It integrates different technologies like GIS, e-learning,
multimedia, and virtual reality. Important part is integration of social networking tools. These services are not implemented
on SDI-EDU portal directly but are implemented as virtual services on different places in Europe. The access is guaranteed
through a single access point at http://portal.sdi-edu.zcu.cz.
The tools implemented in the training platform for education are as follows:
 SimpleCMS tools
 Uniform Resource Management including:
o MICKA – metadata catalogue system
o HSlayers – tools for creation of web GIS applications,
o PyWPS – OGC WPS standard implementation in Python,
o Geohosting including DataMan, MapMan, Metadata extractor,
o BizBiz – videoconferencing tool.
As external applications could be used by different desktop GIS tools, main support in education will be for Janitor and
Topol, but these tools are not direct part of solution, they are more related to educational content. The portal is implemented
with initial menu and content, all could be later updated by project team. Selected part will be also possible modified by
external users.

Figure 3. Authorization module supports authorization into all components of the educational platform [3]
Single access point is based on GeoPortal4everybody bus component and SimpleCMS Social Network Content Manager.
Bus includes single authorization and interconnection of components

3.1. User response using SimpleCMS
SimpleCMS also supports social validation of presented content using standard forum tools. Every registered user can
comment selected article and to attend the discussion. These methods are currently used by most web based portals. We
suppose these two possibilities for using of the implemented tools:
1. User feedback to the lectures
2. User clarification of problems related to the specific theme
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Figure 4. Posting of the new comment using SimpleCMS [3]

4. BIZBIZ EDUCATIONAL TOOL
The last part of the SDI-EDU project’s educational platform is the BizBiz tool [7], [8]. BizBiz is a learning video tool for
SDI-EDU training platform. It is integrated into URM portal. BizBiz is a web browser based e-conference collaboration and
learning tool which allows conference members to watch live video enabled presentations remotely from their computers. It
does not require users to install special software apart from modern web browser and java virtual environment and most of
the configuration connected with webcam and screencast is done automatically. Additional equipment is headphones, and
optionally, a webcam.
BizBiz focuses on providing a learning platform for spatial planning and GIS but can be used also in other applications.
BizBiz is free of charge and published under open source (Affero GPL) licence in source forge.
In its foundation BizBiz is an open system, which focuses on the ease of use and low costs for the users as well as system
maintainers. It uses popular standards and formats such as HTML5 and Flash where unavoidable. The advantage of this
approach is the ease of use and setup, as well as low restrictions on hardware, because ordinary PC with a broadband
connection can be used for conferences up to 30 participants. The costs for the users are virtually irrelevant.
The downside of this system is reduced quality of video and audio when compared to other telepresence and embedded
systems, since the RTMP protocol uses unicast addressing methodologies where every video stream is transmitted
separately thus having an increased network bandwidth usage. Adobe Flash video codec support for live video broadcasting
is also limited, but it is sufficient for most usage scenarios, which previous usage feedback shows. The system's network
traffic has been modeled using discrete event simulation as well as statistical and analytical approaches and total bandwidth
predictions for different usage scenarios have been made [3].
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Figure 5. BizBiz main page

4.1. Training Process Using the BizBiz Tool
The training process can be realized as:
 online video lecture,
 recorded lecture,
 publicly available resources.
Online video lecture is very effective method. But there is one shortcoming – there is fixed date and time when online video
lecturing is being conducted. Therefore there may be situations when many potential audience members cannot participate.
Recorded lectures enable watching the lecture in acceptable time for every interested person. Therefore recorded lectures
also play important role in training.

4.2. Lecture Life Cycle
Every lecture’s life cycle consists of several stages:
 upcoming lecture – when a lecture has been created by lecturer and published in BizBiz lecture list,
 live lecture – when a lecture is online,
 archived lecture – after end of online lecture.

4.2.1. Live Lecture
The lecture is online. There are several ways how the lecturer can manage the lecture.
Simple lecture without feedback
In this case the lecturer takes full part in this event – he/she uses webcam, shows slides on WB, draws on slides, shows
maps and pre-recorded video files. Audience mainly has means to watch and hear the lecturer on their personal computers
and contact with the lecturer and others by chatting.
Lecture with feedback
There are many possibilities:
 The lecturer can allow video browsing to some students. It can be done by mechanism of permissions. In this way
the lecturer has feedback with those students whom he allowed video browsing. Then after little dialog between the
lecturer and those students, the lecturer can switch off these permissions and switch on for other student/students.
Thus the lecturer can organize feedback with audience.
 The lecturer can achieve feedback with audience by switching on permission to draw on slides to one or more
students. It can be used when the lecturer shows maps on WB.
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 The lecturer can use BizBiz feature polls and surveys. It allows the lecturer to make polling about interesting
questions.
 Using BizBiz feature student test mode the lecturer can separate students in separate sandbox. The lecturer can join
each one and monitor their work lecture recording. For example each student can draw the solution of some exercise
on a blank slide and only he and the lecturer can see it [3].

4.2.2. Archived Lecture
This is a stage when the lecture is ended by the lecturer. After that, no user can join the lecture, until it is started again. Each
lecture after ending can be prepared by lecturer for playback. Audience can playback them individually.

Figure 6. Using of BizBiz – a live lecture with feedback

4.3. Other possibilities
It is possible to use e-learning video tool BizBiz directly in the social net Facebook. It allows the users of Facebook not only
chatting, but also by means of the features of the abovementioned sharing videos, audios and power presentations on-line.
BizBiz is possible to use not only as classic learning tool but it also allows organizing round table meetings. The moderator
of round table meeting is advisable in case to optimize video stream. It is done by permission mechanism in BizBiz by
switching on/off permissions to those meeting members who want use web cameras together at the same time.

Figure 7. Using of BizBiz – discussion between two Facebook users

5. CONCLUSIONS
For two years, SDI-EDU had been supporting a training of GIS experts. The education curriculum covers most important
topics useful for GIS staff who are responsible e.g. for the INSPIRE implementation. The educational content is structured
to meet the requirements of IT specialists and managers as well. The content was translated and adapted to be in accordance
with national specifics of project partners’ countries. Thus the project and the SDI-EDU platform let the regions participate
actively in the implementation of the INSPIRE Directive. The SDI-EDU platform for vocational e-learning is designed and
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implemented as a virtual database based on social networks principles of the GeoPortal4everybody and principle of web
services using Uniform Resource Manager. It integrates different technologies and methods like GIS, e-learning,
multimedia, and virtual reality. Important part is integration of social media tools. These services are not implemented on
SDI-EDU portal directly but they are implemented as virtual services on different places in Europe. The access is
guaranteed through a single access point at http://portal.sdi-edu.zcu.cz. Single access point is based on
GeoPortal4everybody bus component and SimpleCMS Social Network Content Manager.
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Abstract
Usually, there are no control points with known elevation on a newly created Digital Elevation Model (DEM) which results
from a digitizing and an interpolation procedure. A comparison can possibly be implemented between elevations on the
DEM and elevations on the digitized contour lines at the same positions. This would lead to conclusions for the ability of
the interpolation method to approximate the relief represented by these contour lines, at their positions. However, this is not
a sufficient proof of the ability of the interpolator to work correctly, since there are interpolators which do not interpolate at
the primary data positions (i.e. positions of contour lines), but keep the primary data as they are. Therefore, quality
examination and assessment is inapplicable. Actually, in most of the cases, there is an existent DEM, without any other
information accompanying it (metadata) and consequently, an attempt for managing its quality is impossible. The elevation
error, resulting from a DEM generation procedure using an analogue topographic map, is possible to be allocated to the
two main steps involved in this procedure: the manual digitizing and the interpolation (digitizing contour lines from an
analogue map, interpolating these data for the DEM creation). This is feasible, following the methodology described in this
paper and with the condition that both the real analogue map and the digitized version of it, exist in digital format. The
implementation of this procedure is fully controlled, as there are available in digital form, both the real contour lines of the
map and the digitized ones. Seven interpolation methods are examined for their behaviour, concerning elevation accuracy.

INTRODUCTION
The knowledge of the quality of results during the application of different interpolation methods is useful especially when
there is a question on the ideal or proper method to be applied [Burrough 1986, Balce 1987, Carlisle 2005, Corte et al. 1990,
Chuanfe et. al. 2010, Erdogan 2010, Fisher et. al. 2006, Li 1988, Li 1992, Li 1993a, Li 1993b, Ostman 1987, Robinson
1994, Tempfli 1980]. Usually, on a newly created Digital Elevation Model (DEM), result of a digitizing and an
interpolation procedure, there are no control points with known elevation. A comparison can possibly implemented between
elevations on the DEM and elevations of the digitized contour lines at the same positions [Haneber 2006, James et. al. 2007,
Oksanen et. al. 2005, Ostman 1987, Qiming et. al. 2004, Steven 2005, Taramelli et. al. 2008, Wechsler 2006, Zhiwei et. al.
2008]. This would lead to conclusions for the ability of the interpolation method to approximate the relief represented by
these contour lines, at their positions. However, this is not a sufficient proof of the ability of the interpolator to work
correctly, since there are interpolators do not interpolate at the primary data positions (i.e. positions of contour lines), but
keep the primary data as they are. Therefore, quality examination and assessment is inapplicable. Actually, in most of the
cases, there is an existent DEM, without any other information accompanying it (metadata) and consequently, an attempt for
managing its quality to be impossible [Carter 1988, Carpenter 1991, Canters 1994, Legates et al. 1986].
The research presented in this article, deals with the issue of the elevation error in a DEM and allocates the total of this error
to its components, as it concerns the different stages of the DEM generation procedure (digitizing contour lines from an
analogue map, interpolating these data for the DEM creation). The implementation of this procedure is fully controlled, as
there are available in digital form, both the real contour lines of the map and the digitized ones. Seven interpolation methods
are examined for their behavior, concerning elevation accuracy.
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2. THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
2.1. The Methodology Followed
The methodology suggested in this article is quite simple and it is based on the assumption that the triangulation
interpolation method, gives the best results as it concerns the elevation quality and provides a DEM, nearly identical to the
real terrain.
The beginning data, available for this research is a file of contour lines in digital format. These are the “real” contour lines
used to generate the “real” DEMs to be used in the research (Figure 1). A DEM is generated from this data file, using the
triangulation method and the result is compared to the beginning data in order to have a coincidence of the contour line
elevations and the DEM elevations at the same positions. If so, then the procedure continues further on, otherwise, the DEM
generation procedure is repeated, taking into account to achieve coincidence of the elevations, by combining the data file
and the generated DEM. The final result is the “real” DEM to be used in the research and it is considered to be an exact
representation of the terrain.
The digital contour lines then, are plotted using a very high precision plotting device, and this plotted version of the
contours, is digitized typically following the rules and the experience for digitizing. These are the “digitized” contour lines
used to generate the “digitized” DEMs.
Further on, the “real” DEMs and the “digitized” DEMs area used to give the necessary data for this research.

Figure 1. Real Contour Lines

2.2. The Seven Interpolation Methods
The research examines the following seven methods [Golden Software 1992]:
 Inverse Distance to a Power Method
 Kriging Method
 Minimum Curvature Method
 Nearest Neighbor Method
 Polynomial Regression Method
 Radial Basic Function Method
 Shepard’s Method
Each of these methods, show some advantages and some disadvantages. The selection of one of them is a function of
criteria and priorities of every application at each time [ESRI 1992a, ESRI 1992b, Golden Software 1992, Schut 1976].
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The first method, the inverse distance to a power, is rather fast but frequently, presents the “bull’s eye” phenomenon
[Golden Software 1992]. This phenomenon, is actually the creation of small peaks within the DEM, looking like eyes of a
bull. These peaks do not exist in real but is rather a failure of the method.
The kriging method is quite flexible and effective. Yet, for a large amount of data it is comparatively, slow due to the
complexity of the mathematical operations that are needed. As a consequence, it is not a method wide applicable and used,
for all situations [Burrough 1986].
The third method of the minimum curvature is a fast method and its results are usually smooth surfaces. It finds
implementation on many data sets.
The nearest neighbor method is a simplistic applicable method but not a result satisfactory one. As it is obvious from its
name, this method does not really interpolate, but gives to the grid point, the height of the nearest data height [Golden
Software 1992].
The next method of the polynomial regression processes the data in such a way, attempting to present the trends and the
patterns that may exist. It is usually used to construct trend surfaces because its result generalizes the investigated surface
and disappears the local details. It is one of the fast methods.
The sixth method is the radial basic function method. It is flexible and its results are as qualifiedly as the kriging method’s
results.
The last examined method, the Shepard’s method, is alike with the first method, the inverse distance to a power method, and
in addition, it has the advantage not to present the “bull’s eye” phenomenon, as it uses a factor for smoothing during the
interpolation.

3. PRIMARY RESULTS – ACTUAL ERRORS
3.1. “Real Contour” DEMs and “Digitized Contour” DEMs Comparison
Further on, the existence of real contour lines and their equivalent digitized ones in digital form, is developed, in order to
research the influence of the interpolation method on the final result, the DEM and the quality of its elevations.
The seven pre-mentioned methods are applied on these set of elevation data (real and digitized contours), and the two
created DEMs (“real” DEM, “digitized” DEM), are subtracted to provide the elevation error, effect of the digitizing
procedure.
The statistical results of the elevation errors, being the effects of the digitizing procedure, are presented in Table 1 (Table 1).
The same statistical results of the elevation absolute errors are presented in Table 2 (Table 2).
Table 1. Elevation Error Statistical Data of the Seven Interpolation Methods

Method
Inverse Distance
Kriging Method
Minimum Curvature
Shepard's Method
Nearest Neighbor
Polynomial Method
Radial Basis Function

Mean
Value
0.1866
0.1982
0.2134
0.1808
0.0000
0.2664
0.2014

Standard
Deviation
0.6521
0.5727
0.7211
0.8017
0.1002
0.9066
0.5574
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Minimum
Value
-2.5692
-1.8675
-2.7339
-2.1709
-4.0000
-7.1567
-1.6742

Maximum
Value
2.6649
3.2034
3.0708
4.7395
4.0000
1.4649
3.2476

Table 2. Elevation Absolute Error Statistical Data of the Seven Interpolation Methods

Method
Inverse Distance
Kriging Method
Minimum Curvature
Shepard's Method
Nearest Neighbor
Polynomial Method
Radial Basis Function

Mean
Value
0.4334
0.4100
0.5004
0.5727
0.0000
0.7417
0.4075

Standard
Deviation
0.5116
0.4302
0.5482
0.5747
0.1002
0.5842
0.4187

Minimum
Value
0.0000
0.0000
0.0011
0.0000
0.0000
0.0032
0.0000

Maximum
Value
2.6649
3.2034
3.0708
4.7395
4.0000
7.1567
3.2476

It is shown from these statistical data, that the methods of inverse distance to a power, kriging and radial basic function are
the methods with the less influence on the primary data, during the digitizing procedure, for a DEM generation.
It is also shown that the nearest neighbor interpolation method has a zero mean elevation error. This is actually not a true
situation. It is a result of the logic this method works. It gives to all elements of the DEM, the nearest elevation value (from
the left or the right contour). The deviations due to the digitizing procedure are not so influential, therefore, nearly all the
errors measured as a subtraction of the two DEMs, are zero.
There is a strong relation between the mean elevations and the standard deviations of the two DEMs (“real” and
“digitized”), as it can be seen in Figures 1 and 2 (Figures 1, 2). This relation is also a good index of the digitizing procedure
quality.

Figure 1. Linear Correlation between the Mean Elevations of the “Real” and the “Digitized” DEM
A possible existence of a correlation between isolated elevations and isolated elevation errors is examined. There is no such
correlation, as there is also no correlation between the isolated slopes of the landscape and the isolated elevation errors.
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Figure 2. Linear Correlation between the Standard Deviations of the “Real” and the “Digitized” DEM

3.2. Real DEM and “Digitized Contour” DEMs Comparison
Having the ability to keep in digital form, the real DEM (not “real” contour lines DEM), a comparison between this DEM
and all the other “digitized” DEMs, resulting from interpolation on the digitized contour lines, will provide the elevation
errors due to the procedures of digitizing and interpolation (total elevation errors).
The statistical results of these elevation errors, effect of the digitizing and the interpolation procedure are presented in Table
3 (Table 3). The same statistical results of the elevation absolute errors, are presented in Table 4 (Table 4).
It is shown from these statistical data, that the methods of inverse distance to a power, kriging and radial basic function are
the methods with the less influence on the primary data, during the digitizing procedure, for a DEM generation.

Table 3. Elevation Error Statistical Data of the Seven Interpolation Methods
Method
Inverse Distance
Kriging Method
Minimum Curvature
Shepard's Method
Nearest Neighbor
Polynomial Method
Radial Basis Function

Mean
Value
0.1937
0.2195
0.2303
0.1778
0.1371
-0.3050
0.2210

Standard
Deviation
0.7304
0.6140
0.9721
0.7603
1.2381
1.8464
0.6054

Minimum
Value
-2.1412
-1.6572
-2.7596
-3.7695
-2.8435
-15.3490
-1.4510

Maximum
Value
2.9231
3.1212
3.7720
16.4231
3.2708
33.9848
3.0789

Table 4. Elevation Absolute Error Statistical Data of the Seven Interpolation Methods

Method
Inverse Distance
Kriging Method
Minimum Curvature
Shepard's Method
Nearest Neighbor
Polynomial Method
Radial Basis Function

Mean
Value
0.5237
0.4787
0.7667
0.6302
0.9547
2.7895
0.4727

Standard
Deviation
0.5215
0.4690
0.7189
0.6662
0.8245
1.4506
0.4626
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Minimum
Value
0.0000
0.0000
0.0016
0.0000
0.0000
0.0369
0.0000

Maximum
Value
2.9231
3.1212
3.7720
16.4231
3.2708
33.9848
3.0789

4. SECONDARY RESULTS – PERCENTAGES OF THE TOTAL ERROR
Further on with the research, an attempt takes place to allocate the total of the elevation error into percentages concerning
the two stages of the DEM generation: digitizing procedure, interpolation procedure. The data available to do so, is the
Error1: the elevation error due to the first stage (digitizing) and the Error2: total elevation error due to both stages
(digitizing and interpolation).
Calculating the percentage of Error1 on Error2, we have the “%–contribution” (Percentage A) of the digitizing procedure
into the total elevation error generated during the DEM generation procedure. This quantity is the contribution of the first
step (digitizing) into the elevation quality of the DEM.
Subtracting the Percentage A from the Total (100%), we have the “%-contribution” (Percentage B) of the interpolation
procedure into the total elevation error generated during the DEM generation procedure. This is the interpolation procedure
contribution to elevation quality of the DEM.
These results are presented in Tables 5 and 6 (Tables 5, 6).
Table 5. Integer Percentages on the TOTAL Elevation Error of a DEM
Method
Percentage A (%)
Percentage B (%)
Inverse Distance
57
43
Kriging Method
70
30
Minimum Curvature
56
44
Shepard's Method
66
34
Nearest Neighbor
3
97
Polynomial Method
21
79
Radial Basis Function
71
29
A: Percentage of Mean Error due to Digitizing
B: Percentage of Mean Error due to Interpolation
It is shown from the results (Tables 5, 6) that the interpolation methods kriging and radial basic function present high
percentage of their total elevation error to be an effect of the digitizing procedure (this is a confirmation of the good attitude
of these methods in the interpolation procedure). On the other hand, the nearest neighbor method, presents a very low
percentage of its total elevation error to be the result of the digitizing procedure. This is a confirmation of its unaccepted
attitude in the interpolation procedure.
The possibility of a correlation between these percentages values and the elevations of the generated DEM is examined, but
it is shown that there is no such a relation. The same result stands for the possibility of a correlation between the percentage
and the slope values of the DEM.
Table 6. Statistical Results of Percentage A (due to Digitizing)

Method
Inverse Distance
Kriging Method
Minimum Curvature
Shepard's Method
Nearest Neighbor
Polynomial Method
Radial Basis Function

Mean
Value
57.328
69.928
55.780
66.471
3.293
20.548
70.974

Standard
Deviation
33.991
31.022
33.691
32.694
11.548
24.670
30.210
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Minimum
Value
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Maximum
Value
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
84.274
100.000
100.000
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5. REMARKS – CONCLUSIONS
It is obvious from the results of this research (Tables 5, 6), that the digitizing step of the DEM generation procedure,
introduces the important portion of the total elevation error. This is a conclusion, widely reported in research publications
[Chrisman 1990, Hunka 1978, Jackson et. al. 1990, Keefer et. al. 1988, Marble et. al. 1990, Melling 1991, Ore 2001, Otawa
1987, Peuquet et. al. 1990, Richardus 1993, Vozelinek 1994, Warner 1991]. Actually, in five of the seven interpolation
methods the percentage this step on the total error is more than 55%. The two cases from the interpolation methods, which
do not follow this observation, are the nearest neighbor method and the polynomial regression method, which are not
included in the main interpolation methods, which are usually used.
Further more, the interpolation methods of Kriging and radial basic function, give the best results as it concerns the
interpolation step of the procedure. Both of them present a Percentage B value of 30%, meaning that two thirds of the total
elevation error in a DEM, is a causation of the digitizing procedure.
Except of the best mean values for Percentage A, these two methods present the best values for their standard deviation of
their distributions. This consolidates the fact that they are the two of the best interpolation methods and should be preferred,
if the conditions of coarse are the appropriate ones.
What should be mentioned here is that the research is based on certain parameters, standard and common to all interpolation
methods used. These parameters are: DEM resolution, distance for data acceptance in the interpolation step, number of
sections used for the data selection). Changing these parameters, one can see the influence on the results and especially on
the ratio of the Percentage A and Percentage B. This is an observation that should be further researched.
Also, there is a research in progress, concerning other digitizing step methods, apart from the manual digitizing procedure,
such as scanning digitizing on the computer display or automatic raster to vector conversion.
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Abstract
An important aim of the social studies and geography courses in the primary and secondary school are to gain the ability of
reading, analyzing, understanding maps and map concepts. Pupils in our education system learn map concepts in primary
school between 4 (10 age) and 7 grade (13 age) in social studies courses firstly. There are many maps regarding as
geographical and historical themes in social studies textbooks that is designed or developed by Turkish Ministry of
Education. To analyze current situation and map use in social studies courses, a study been done with social study course
teachers in earlier research. By this study we have concluded that children could not understand scale factor mostly. Beside
on this result a study has been done by using an exercise attached in 6th grade social study textbook with 21 pupils, and an
alternative exercise which designed by researchers instead of textbook, with 19 pupils. Before these exercises we applied
pre-test to evaluate if pupils know scale factor generally or not, and after we applied these exercises. We compared these
exercises and test, and we obtained some results related to why pupils could not understand scale factor easily. In this
paper we are going to analyze results in terms of the quality of exercise and teaching method.
1. INTRODUCTION
In Turkish Education system pupils begin to learn map concepts at 4th grade to 7th grade. In previous work, we have done a
study with social study teachers who are responsible with 4th to 7th grade pupils’ social study courses. We asked some
questions to investigate;
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how teachers teach map concepts,
if there are some problems with current maps,
which are the most difficult legend, symbolization, text, scale factor or color for learning and teaching with maps…and etc.
After analyzing the results of this study, we have determined that learning and teaching scale factor is the most difficult for
teachers and pupils at 4th to 7th grade.
2. DESIGN AND STRUCTURE OF THE STUDY
Pupils learn scale factor at 6th grade firstly. For this reason we have designed a new study for this group of pupils to
investigate the difficulties about learning scale factor. There are some exercises about every topic in social study textbooks
to facilitate learning and to ensure effective and permanent learning. We have intended to analyze, if the exercises about
scale factor are efficient or enough for teaching and learning scale factor or not, by this study. We test both the exercise in
textbook (Figure 3.1) and an alternative similar exercise which is prepared by writers (Figure 3.2). To test these exercises
about scale factor we chose experimental method which is used in social study researches frequently. In this method there
are two groups called test group and control group. Exercise in textbook applied to control group, and the other exercise
applied to test group. The experimental method helps to compare these groups and analyses which exercise is more effective
to teach scale factor.
3. APPLICATION
The study applied at a private school in two different 6th grade classes. We determined one of these classes is control group
(21 pupils), the other is test group (19 pupils). Firstly scale factor explained both groups by the same social study course
teacher. And then we applied a pre-test to both group, to determine what pupils know about scale factor at the beginning.
After pre-test we applied exercises to both group.
These 7 questions were asked in pre-test and 20 minutes were given to answer.
What is map?
For which purposes we are using maps?
What is scale factor? What is large scale and small scale?
Which is larger scale than other?
1 : 25 000
1: 1 000 000
Which is smaller scale than other?
1 :1 000
1 : 50 000
Why are we using different scales for making maps?
Sometimes we can see some roads, buildings on a large scale maps. Why can’t we see a road or a building on a smaller
scale map?
After pre-test the exercise on textbook applied to control group. This exercise has three different maps with three different
scales about Istanbul/Turkey. And there are some questions about these maps. Here are the maps and questions related with
these maps:

Figure1. The Exercise on Textbook
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On which map you can see “Süleymaniye” mosque? Why?
On which map you can’t see “Haliç”? Why?
Roads and streets in which clearer on the map?
Can you arrange maps according to their scales?
On which map you can see wider areas?
Could you understand which one is small or large scale map, if there were no scales written on maps? The other exercise
which was applied to test group, contains three maps and related questions. While designing the exercise we note that the
maps and questions are clear. While learning and teaching scale factor, mapped area is important for children. If mapped
area is familiar with children, scale factor can be more understandable (Mcclure, 1992; Koc, 2008). Here are the maps and
questions.

Figure2. The Alternative Exercise Designed By Writers
Which map has the smallest scale? Can you arrange the maps according to their scales?
Can you compare map B and C. Roads in which clearer on the map?
Which is smaller in scale? Map A or B? Why?
Which is larger in scale? Map B or C? Why?
Why couldn’t we see “Kule Site AVM” on map A? Why?
On which map you can see roads, buildings like mosque, post office and etc.
4. RESULTS
While analyzing pre-test results, we divided questions three parts. In the first part of the questions we wanted to evaluate
what 6th grade pupils know about maps, with the help of the first two questions (1st and 2nd questions). Both groups gave
approximately similar answers (Table 1a, 1b). Pupils in both groups know what maps used for exactly, but only 6 pupils
from control group and 5 pupils from test group could answer what is map exactly. The second part of the test consist of
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three questions (3rd , 4th and 5th questions). The aim of this part of the pre-test is to evaluate what pupils know about scale
factor. The answers of the 3rd and 4th questions were considerably well in both groups (Table1a, 1b). But in 3rd question
pupils answers were different. Only %14 of pupils from control group, and %5 of pupils from test group answered correctly.
We thought that in 4th and 5th questions pupils answered easily because of the expressing scale as ratio. Because they
answered that when denominator is bigger, the scale is smaller, and vice versa. We have seen this information to students,
sometimes mistaken. Expressing scale factor by ratio prevented the students make comments. For this reason, scale factor in
order to ensure students' comments hid in the alternative exercise which designed by us. In the last part of the pre-test we
wanted students to compare maps of different scale. While answering 6th and 7th questions pupils used similar expressions;
there is more detail in large-scale maps, when the denominator is small the map is large scale, there are more errors on
small-scale maps...and etc. We have seen these statements sometimes confused by pupils because of memorization. We
have seen that scale factor is teaching with some rules like these statements by the teacher. Then pupils memorize these
rules than answer without making comment. After pre-test we determined that both group have similar knowledge about
scale factor at the beginning. In both groups, the concepts of map and scale factor cannot be said can be fully expressed by
pupils.
.
Table 1a. Pre-Test Results
Control Group
(21 pupils)
Pre-test
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
21
3 (14%) 20 (95%) 21(100%) 9 (43%) 12 (57%)
6 (29%)
Right
(100%)
Partially
15 (71%) 0 (0%)
9 (43%) 0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
Right
0 (0%)

0 (0%)

8 (38%)

1 (5%)

1 (5%)

11 (52%) 9 (43%)

No Answer 0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (5%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (5%)

0 (0%)

3

4

5

6

7

1 (5%)

19(100%) 18(95%)

8 (42%)

8 (42%)
0 (0%)

Wrong

Table 1b. Pre-Test Results
Pre-test
Right

Test Group
(19 pupils)
1
2
19
5 (26%) (100%)

Partially
Right

14 (74%) 0 (0%)

Wrong

0 (0%)

No Answer 0 (0%)

11 (58%) 0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

7 (37%)

0(0%)

1 (5%)

10 (53%) 9 (47%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (5%)

2 (11%)

After pre-test we have applied the exercises on textbook to control group and the other alternative exercise applied to test
group. The results of these applications are on Table 2 and Table 3. While analyzing results we divided questions two parts.
The first part of the exercise was about understanding small or large scale concepts (1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th questions). The
other part was about comparing different maps with different scales (5th and 6th questions). The result of the 4th question
was considerably well (%86 of pupils). Because of the expressing scale as a ratio, the numbers was effect pupils again and
for this reason the success of this question was high. But the other answers of the first part were not as good as answers of
the 4th question. The result of the 1st question %33, the 2nd %24 and 3rd was %43. We saw pupils were confusing the
knowledge while commenting different scaled maps. This thought supported by the second part. The wrong answers
increased in 5th and 6th questions. Approximately half of the pupils could not interpret maps exactly.
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Table 2. The results of the exercise on textbook
Exercise on

Control Group (21 pupils)

textbook

1

2

3

4

5

6

Right

7(%33)

5(%24)

9(%43)

18(%86)

9 (43%)

13 (62%)

10(%48)

9(%43)

0(%0)

0(%0)

0(%0)

Partially Right 11(%52)
Wrong

3(%14)

5(%24)

3(%14)

3(%14)

10 (48%)

8 (38%)

No Answer

0(%0)

1(%5)

0(%0)

0(%0)

2 (10%)

0 (0%)

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Right
Partially Right
Wrong
No Answer

1

2

3

4

5

6

Control Group

Figure 3. Graphic of the exercise on textbook results (Table 2)
We divided the results of alternative exercise two parts too. From the first part of the exercise (1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th
questions) which was about understanding small and large scales, the increasing of right answers could be seen (Table 3).
Although the scale factor didn't show on maps in this exercise, pupils have commented the maps without seeing scale factor.
This has enabled pupils to use their knowledge about scale factor. The mapped area was familiar with every person in
Konya. This allowed pupils to comment more easily. The answers of the second part of the exercises were similar with the
first part. Maps were so clear, appropriate scales chose to compare easily and familiar with pupils then there is no factor to
confuse knowledge. Pupils who gave wrong answers make comments to every question. But they learn scale factor
wrongly, then they answered wrongly. But commenting maps with their selves is important for effective and permanent
learning. This was accomplished by this alternative exercise.
Table 3. The results of the alternative exercise
Test Group (19 pupils)
1
2
3
Right
13 68%) 12 (63%) 14 (74%)
Partially Right 0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
Wrong
6 (32%) 7 (37%) 5 (26%)
No Answer
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
Alternative
exercise
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4
11 (58%)
0 (0%)
8 (42%)
0 (0%)

5
14 (74%)
0 (0%)
5 (26%)
0 (0%)

6
12 (63%)
0 (0%)
7 (37%)
0 (0%)

7
12 (63%)
0 (0%)
7 (37%)
0 (0%)

80%
70%
60%

Right

50%

Partially Right

40%

Wrong

30%

No Answer

20%
10%
0%
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Test Group
Figure 4. Graphic of the alternative exercise results (Table 3)
5. CONCLUSION
Teachers teaching method, exercises on textbooks, pupil’s willingness to learn are the most important factors in learning
and teaching efficiently. For effective learning exercises with maps must be well designed. To learn which exercises are
more contribute for effective learning, these exercises must be tested with several methods.
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Abstract
During 2008 and 2009 was developed an international project on the possible use of Chernoff faces in School Cartography,
with the participation of Argentine and Hungarian researchers, organizing a survey that finished with positive results, but
also with some questions without a clear answer. This situation motivated Hungarian colleagues to organize a new project
together with Austrian specialists in 2010 and 2011. The results of the Austrian survey were compared with the results
obtained by Argentine and Hungarian pupils in 2009, finding answers to the previous contradictory results. A new
Hungarian questionnaire was applied in grades 5 to7 of two Elementary Schools in Budapest, studying how younger
children read the data represented using Chernoff faces and pictograms modified according to the Chernoff principle. This
Hungarian survey determined the grade of acceptance between the younger pupils, as well as the grade of practical
usability of these alternative methods in School Cartography.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 What are the Chernoff faces?
This method for data representation was created by Hermann Chernoff (Professor Emeritus of Applied Mathematics,
Department of Statistics at Harvard University) in 1973 (Figure 1). The essence of his method is the use of the features of a
human face to represent different variables (Chernoff, 1973). According his article up to 18 themes or variables can be
represented using a face. During a theoretical research made in 2008 (Reyes, 2009) participant researchers concluded that at
same time six (6) variables can be represented with a Chernoff face in interest of a faster and easier reading of data (e.g.
represented on a map).
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From 1977 the Chernoff faces began to be introduced to cartography abroad. The first and more famous (today considered a
classic) example is the map entitled “Life in Los Angeles, 1970”, designed by Eugene Turner and drafted by Richard Doss
from the Geography Department at the California State University in 1977 (Figure 1). Turner wrote about this map: “It is
probably one of the most interesting maps I've created because the expressions evoke an emotional association with the
data. Some people don't like that.” (Turner, 2004).

Figure 1. Herman Chernoff (2008), the first face from 1973 and a fragment of the first thematic map (Turner, 1977)

1.2 Hungarian-Argentine research project (2008-2009)
The Chernoff faces were not created for the data representation on maps. By this reason, the characteristics of this method
need to be adapted to the cartographic requirements before using it on a map and in specific in School Cartography.
In 2008 Argentine and Hungarian researchers began a two years project entitled “The possible uses of the Chernoff faces for
data visualisation in School Cartography”. During the first year was followed the theoretical research (Reyes, 2009) to draft
and to exchange principles and general lines to follow during a school survey, which was made in the second year (Reyes et
al., 2010).
In this survey, 818 pupils from 8 schools of the province of Buenos Aires and 1038 pupils from 12 schools in three
Hungarian provinces (all of them from 12 to 15 years old) answered a questionnaire designed according to the specific
characteristics of each educational system between March and June of 2009 (Juliarena , Garra, Rey, et al., 2009). The
questionnaire was formed by four questions to examine four aspects of the use of Chernoff faces:
- Use of “traditional” Chernoff faces
- Use of Chernoff faces applying cartographic principles
- Applying the Chernoff principle on pictograms
- Drawing of thematic data by pupils on an outline map using Chernoff faces
The results of the Argentine-Hungarian survey can be read on the Table number 1 in the point 3.2 (Results of survey in
Austria) of the present paper, comparing them with the results obtained in the Austrian survey in 2011. Apart from the
positive results explained in earlier papers (Reyes, 2010), some contradictory and unexpected experiences were noted when
the Argentine and Hungarian results were compared:
- Question applying the Chernoff principle on pictograms: the Hungarian pupils’ obtained the best result between the four
questions of the questionnaire, while it was the second worse result in the Argentine questionnaire.
- Reading of data represented by changing only the shape of a face (“traditional” Chernoff face) did not provoke more
significant difficulties than if the representation is made changing the size and the fill (applying cartographic principles).
On other hand, the survey was made for older (13-14 years old) pupils, but one of the conclusions of the previous theoretical
research was that use of the faces can be more successfully for children in early grades of Elementary Schools, an idea that
was reaffirmed by some of the opinions written by the Hungarian pupils to comment their own answers.
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In interest of giving answer to all those questions that remained open, colleagues from the Department of Cartography and
Geoinformatics at Eotvos Lorand University (Budapest) decided to follow the research in a new international project with
the participation of the Research Group on Cartography at the Institute of Cartography and Geoinformatics of the Vienna
University of Technology.

2. ORGANIZATION OF THE AUSTRIAN-HUNGARIAN RESEARCH PROJECT
In 2010 both institutions began a project entitled “Further research and survey related to the theoretical and practical results
of previous international projects about the possible cartographic uses of the Chernoff faces”, financed by the bilateral
agreement for research between Austria and Hungary. This research project presented different characteristics in relation to
the Argentine-Hungarian one:
-

The theoretical research was planned according to the results obtained during the Argentine-Hungarian project and
it was focused to the optimization of the method for School Cartography.
Both research teams organized a survey in their respective countries in 2011, which were planned to complete each
other and not to compare their results.
Austrian colleagues organized a survey similar to the Argentine-Hungarian one, and compared their results with
the results obtained in 2009, finding answers to clarify the previous contradictory results.
Hungarian colleagues organized a new survey for pupils in earlier grades (grades 5 to 6) in two selected
Elementary Schools in Budapest. This test filled the gap left during the 2009 survey, studying how younger
children can read the data represented using the method and the grade of acceptance between them.

Reading the last two characteristics it can be deduced that the present project was divided into two subprojects with results
separated from each other, but completing each other and the previous Argentine-Hungarian project at same time.

3. AUSTRIAN RESEARCH SUBPROJECT
3.1 Design of the questionnaire in Austria
After the study of the results obtained in the theoretical research and common arrangements, Austrian colleagues followed
similar principles to design their own questionnaire, that is to use similar solutions than in the Argentine-Hungarian project
(the same number and content of questions, colour, symbols, paper size, pupils with similar cartographic knowledge), in
interest of facilitating the comparison of results in both surveys.
The questionnaire was formed by four questions and it was printed in black and white and A5 format. Considering the
specific characteristics of the Austrian educational system, the questionnaire was designed for pupils of grades 3 and 4 (13–
14 years old) in Austrian Secondary Schools (AHS, allgemeinbildende höhere Schule – academic secondary school and HS,
Hauptschule – general secondary school) with some experience using maps and school atlases.
The questions were penned as follows:
1) Question using “traditional” Chernoff faces (only the shape of a face can be changed to represent data and all the faces
are unfilled): The selected data were the “Tourism in Austrian provinces” to compare the number of tourists, the overnight
stays of domestic and foreign guests and the length of stay. There were two simple and one more difficult question (Figure
2).
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Figure 2. Question using “traditional” Chernoff faces
2) Question with Chernoff faces applying cartographic principles (size of the face varied according to the represented data):
The theme was the agriculture in the Alpine countries and the number of farm animals in Austria (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Question with Chernoff faces applying cartographic principles
3) Question applying the Chernoff principle on pictograms: In Austria the same pictogram (a tree) was chosen, changing
similar parameters: leafage, trunk, etc. like in Hungary and Argentina (Figure 4). The topic was the data about forestry in
some neighbouring countries (growth of the forest area, the proportion of forests and the gross value added of forestry).
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Figure 4. Question applying the Chernoff principle on pictograms
4) Question to draw thematic data on an outline map using Chernoff faces (Figure 5): In the last part the pupils have to draw
their own Chernoff map with a table containing basic data and a legend. Data were about the cinema, theatre and museum
visits in some Austrian counties. The shape of the face was given, pupils had only to draw the eyes, lips and eyebrows on
the outline map.

Figure 4. Question to draw thematic data on an outline map using Chernoff faces
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3.2 Results of the survey in Austria
The questionnaire in Austria was applied between March and June 2011 and 11 schools from eight Austrian Federal States
participated, the majority of the answers arriving from Lower Austria (Niederösterreich). A total of 1793 pupils answered
the questions of the test, and the majority of participants were 13 years old (42,7%, 766 pupils) and 14 years old (33,5%,
601 pupils). From them 52,5% were girls (942 pupils) and 46,3% (830 pupils) were boys.
Table 1. Results of the surveys made in Argentina (2009), Hungary (2009) and Austria (2011)

QUESTIONNAIRE

Question using
“traditional”
Chernoff faces
Question with
Chernoff faces
applying
cartographic
principles
Question applying
the Chernoff
principle on
pictograms
Question to draw
thematic data on an
outline map using
Chernoff faces

MAIN RESULTS OF THE SURVEY
ARGENTINA (2009)
HUNGARY (2009)
Answers
Answers
Correct with one
No
Correct with one
No
answers or more answer answers or more answer
errors
errors

AUSTRIA (2011)
Answers
Correct with one
No
answers or more answer
errors

493

313

12

828

207

3

1584

209

0

285

527

6

665

367

6

1514

273

6

294

520

4

908

123

7

1329

461

3

540

257

21

798

211

29

1474

297

22

The Austrian results were proportionally better than in Hungary or in Argentina (Table 1). The number of correct answers is
also interesting because in Austria the understanding and using of Chernoff faces on maps were the best (more than 80% of
pupils answered the first, second and fourth questions correctly). But they gave the least right answers about this principle
on pictograms (only 74% of the pupils), while this was the best result in the Hungarian survey with 87% of the pupils.
In Figure 5 can be compared the results obtained in the three surveys. Based on these statistics can be determined that the
Austrian results confirmed the results obtained in Hungary during the school survey in 2008.
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Figure 5. Diagram comparing the percentage of correct and incorrect answers by questions in the Argentine, Hungarian
and Austrian survey
Other of the most interesting results was the comments and feedbacks of the pupils in the Austrian survey. A total of 1208
pupils (67,4%) wrote their opinions, which researchers categorized as positive, negative or neutral (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Proportion of positive, negative and neutral comments during the Austrian survey
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4. HUNGARIAN RESEARCH SUBPROJECT
4.1 Design of the questionnaire in Hungary
The new questionnaire was designed considering the specific characteristics of the Hungarian educational system: in
Elementary Schools pupils began to learn some basic map concepts (mainly related to orientation and sketches of their
classroom and immediate environment) from grade 3, but they learn more detailed these concepts in grade 5. The situation
with the school atlases is similar: they begin to use “My First Atlas” from grade 3, but the use of maps and school atlas
became more systematic from grade 5. The final decision was to apply the questionnaire for pupils in grades 5 to 6, when
they have at least a minimal experience using maps and school atlases in the classroom.
The new questionnaire was planned to complete the results obtained in 2009, giving answer to a main question: Will the
pupils select the alternative methods of representation (in this specific case the Chernoff faces and the pictograms designed
according to the Chernoff principle) if they have the same information represented using traditional methods of thematic
representation?
Table 2. Description of the Hungarian questionnaire
TASKS

First task

QUESTIONS
Which is the region of the country
with the highest number of
Secondary Schools?
Where is the number of elementary
schools lower: in Central
Transdanubia or North Hungary?
Which is the region of the country
with the highest number of pupils
in elementary schools?

Second task
Where is the number of Secondary
School pupils lower: in West
Transdanubia or Northern Alföld
(Great Hungarian Plain)?

METHOD OF
REPRESENTATION
Traditional method:
Simplified bar graph
Alternative method:
Pictogram made according to the
Chernoff principle
Two traditional methods applied
together:
- Choroplets (hatching)
- Proportional circles (change of
size and fill)
Alternative method:
Chernoff faces

The Hungarian questionnaire was designed with two tasks including two-two questions and two thematic maps by task: one
map made with a traditional method of representation and a second map using an alternative method of representation. The
content of this test is described in Table 2, and the questionnaire (which because of financial limitations was printed in a
black and white A5 format) is presented in Figure 7. Based on our theoretical research and practical experiences during the
previous survey, we decided to ask not about provinces (19 plus Budapest), but regions of Hungary (only seven). The same
data were represented in two maps: the first one using a traditional method of representation (A map) and the second one
made using a Chernoff pictogram or Chernoff faces (B map). Pupils had to answer the questions specifying which of both
maps they used to give the answer (A, B or both). Intentionally, researchers planned questions with easy answers
(demanding only basic knowledge about map reading from the pupils), because our main aim was to determine which
method of representation they prefer to answer the question.
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Figure 7. Questions and maps in the Hungarian questionnaire

4.2 Organization and results of the survey in Hungary
Two elementary schools (both placed in Budapest) were selected to participate in the survey. The participation was
anonymous, not only for the pupils, but also for the schools. School no. 1 is a small institution in the 2nd district that can be
considered an “average” elementary school. School no. 2 is a nationally recognized, “elite” institution, with a 100 years
long high level tradition in all the fields of education and its’ pupils have won multiple national and international
competitions.
The survey was applied between April and May 2011, counting with the participation of 106 pupils (52 from School no.1
and 54 from School no. 2), and from them 55 were girls (52%) and 51 boys (48%).
The general results of the survey are presented in Table 3, using percentages to present how many pupils selected the
traditional or alternative method of representation to answer a question. Together with the general results presented in the
table, specialists also calculated the partial results by each question and by schools, which are presented by different
diagrams on the website of the project (http://cartography.tuwien.ac.at/chernoff/). Based on these diagrams we can have
more genuine background information about the results of the survey.
In both tasks the number of correct answers surpassed considerably the incorrect ones: summing up both schools the 1st task
was answered correctly by 97% and 81% of the pupils, while the 2nd task was answered without any mistake by 98% and
87% of the pupils.
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Table 3. Comparison of results obtained in both Hungarian schools, considering the total of answers and only correct
answers separately
SELECTION OF THE METHOD OF REPRESENTATION IN BOTH SCHOOLS
First task
Second task
1st question
2nd question
1st question
2nd question
T.M.
A.M.
T.M.
A.M.
T.M.
A.M.
T.M.
A.M.
78
25
82
21
56
44
54
47
All the
answers
(74%)
(24%)
(77%)
(20%)
(53%)
(42%)
(51%)
(44%)
Difference
53 (50%)
61 (57%)
12 (11%)
7 (7%)
Only correct
75
25
63
20
54
44
46
44
answers
(73%)
(24%)
(73%)
(23%)
(52%)
(42%)
(49%)
(47%)
Difference
50 (49%)
43 (50%)
10 (10%)
2 (2%)
T.M. – Traditional method of thematic representation
A.M. – Alternative method of thematic representation

Figure 8. Results represented by schools (Hungarian survey): The two diagrams on the top represent the results obtained in
school 1, and the two diagrams on the bottom correspond to school 2 (diagrams were made using only the correct answers)
Analysing the results of both schools can be affirmed that in the 1st task the largest number of pupils selected convincingly
the traditional method of representation, in this case a stylized bar chart, because this diagram let them read quicker and
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clearer the differences between the represented data. In the 2nd task the results varied and the number of pupils selecting the
traditional or alternative method was relatively the same. In this case more children were more perceptive to the message
transmitted by the Chernoff faces, which let them recognize quicker and easier the differences of the represented data than
using the two combined traditional methods in the other map.
Interesting results were obtained when researchers examined the answers given by each school separately (Figure 8):
- Task 1: In school no. 1 the number of pupils that selected the pictogram map surpassed 2,1 and 2,3 times the number of
pupils that chose the same map in school no. 2.
- Task 2: In school no. 2 the number of pupils that selected the Chernoff faces was larger than the number of pupils that
chose this method in school no. 1.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Both research teams worked out suggestions related to the possible use of Chernoff faces in School Cartography that can be
applied in a more general context. Resuming our proposals we can affirm that:
- The alternative methods of representation (in this specific case the Chernoff faces and pictograms made following the
Chernoff principle) cannot and should not substitute the role of traditional methods of representation in thematic
cartography, but they can also play a significant role in the spreading of map use (reading) for those children and young
people, who by different reasons do not dispose of the knowledge and practice needed to use the traditional methods of
representation without any kind of difficulty.
- Chernoff faces can be used in atlases and maps made for children in lower grades of elementary schools. An essential
condition for their successful use is that that the planning and making of faces should fulfil the cartographic principles
followed by the traditional cartography along centuries, and they should convey a clear and understandable psychological
message, making adequate use of the feature salience and natural correspondence (Nelson 1997–2007).
- Chernoff pictograms are recommended to be used in school atlases for older students, or in atlases working out specific
themes for the general public, because their graphic design can wake up better the attention of users with less knowledge
and practice using maps.
The final results of our project can be accessed on the project website (http://cartography.tuwien.ac.at/chernoff/), including
also more detailed information: questionnaires, results in tables, etc.
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Abstract
The report shows the role of topographic maps in learning to assess the ecological condition of the territory by the
representation of natural objects. Environmental indicators obtained from topographic maps by analyzing the major classes
of natural objects and their properties are identified—both picked from the map directly and derived ones.
“Topographic mapping” and “Ecological mapping” are the curriculum integral courses of the higher education program for
specialists in cartography. In our strong opinion these courses are organically interrelated and inherently cognate. In our
study approach topographic maps are used as a base for learning natural and socio-economic features of a territory along
with the other information sources (gazetteers, geographic maps and atlases, aero- and space imagery, remote sensing data
etc.). Moreover, the maps are used for anticipatory estimation of ecological situation of a territory, and are operated in two
aspects: a) – to bound data and objects geographically and to determine coordinates, and b) – to obtain ecologically
meaningful information.
Within the limit of the report we would like to show the ecological appearance of the topographic maps’ elements dwelling
on the issue of natural objects and their information value for ecological diagnostics of a territory. Analysis of nature
components and landscape differentiation of a territory is a vital part of its environmental assessment. It is based on the
study of topography, hydrography, vegetation, and grounds. All of these components of the geographic envelope are
displayed on maps and have great ecological value in the formation and regulation of the environment. Status of the nature
objects is an important indicator of both natural processes and results of human activities. The location and characteristics of
natural objects, being analyzed with the use of topographic maps, yield an expression of environmental state of a territory as
a whole, as well as its parts individually.

TOPOGRAPHY
The Earth’s shape specifies to a large extent both natural processes and economical activity. Relief and its dynamics are the
organizing factors for functional relationships of the environment components—and the former reflects the intensity of such
relationship. The most essential connections are found in such fields as: endodynamics (associated with the movement of
matter and energy in the bowels of the earth); nature genetics (between the relief and geological-geographical sphere);
hydrodynamics (defining the external energy-and-mass carry); complex mutual junction of natural and anthropogenic
components of the system; morpholythology and morphodynamics (between the relief forms and sediments of different
origin); geochemistry and biogeochemistry (assuring the metabolism within the multitude of relief forms and elements,
lithological base, and biota); and others.
On topographic maps relief is depicted with contour lines, absolute and relative elevation marks, and out-of-scale pointlocalized representation of relief meso- and macroforms. Various methods of relief map-based analysis enable one to study
the morphometric features on micro-, macro-, and megalevels. They are: ruggedness, orientation, slope angles, and other
characteristics necessary for assessment and forecasting the environmental effects. It is for relief analysis when
morphometry is widely used.
Relief morphology—easily traced on topographic maps—plays important role in the processes of ecological state formation.
The state is determined by the nature of the processes: water-erosive (gullies, ravines, gutters), karst (sluggies, caves),
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gravitational (landslides, landslips, screes), cryogenetic (thermokarst, solifluction, polygones). Let us give some illustrative
examples.
Ravine prevalence is counted in number and aggregate length of ravines on a unit of area. The jeopardy of gully erosion is
estimated by combination of current values of ravine density and prognostic ones. Slope steepness is one of main
morphometric features of gully erosion as it is a determinant of water-flow speed and eroding power. Doubling the surface
inclination doubles the alluvium volume (catchment area and other things being equal). Slope exposition and agricultural
activities are the factors of ravine processes as well. Higher ravine prevalence corresponds to the long-standing and
intensive land-reclamation regions. Areas of ploughed land in Russia’s European part with its developed system of farming
and agriculture tend to decrease 100-150 thousands hectares annually. Here, amount of ravines exceeds 2 million, and their
total area is over 6 million hectares.
courses of temporary torrents (erosive furrows,
gravitational hollows)
hanging ravines and hollows, transverse and
bottom ravines
stone-filled rivers
screes, talus belts
landslip
modern landslides: break line is well seen;
3m is the steep height
young landslides: break line is seen, but
smoothed; 2m is the edge height
old landslides: break line is implicit, the
surface is matted
Figure 1. Significations for some denudation forms of relief
Karst prevalence, karst jeopardy, active karst areas are counted similarly to ravine prevalence. While changing the surface
and the underground karst affects drainage, ground waters, rivers and lakes, vegetation cover, and economical activity.
Environmental problems are aggravated when sluggies are used as dumps for different kinds of waste.
Landslides and their spread are, as a rule, connected to the slope steepness, excessive moistening, and features of the
ground composition. Landslide jeopardy rises on slopes steeper than 19° (5-7° for clay soils). Conditions for landslide
initiation are formed to a considerate degree by human activities.
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Figure 2. Abrasive landslide bank on topographic maps of different scales
Slope exposing, its direction and steepness—have an impact on moisture and sunlight dispencing, on vegetation spreading
and growth, on soils composition, on denudation processes intencity.
The maps give us possibility to search geosystems of potentially unstable state. It includes threat evaluation considering
such emergency situations as earthquakes, tsunami, floods, landslips, pollution from potentially hazardous facilities (atomic
power stations, dangerous substance storages, pipelines, etc.).
Digital elevation models at times derived from topographic maps are used effectively for assessment of ecological state of a
territory.

VEGETATION
Vegetation on topographic maps is the indication of important processes that interact with all the other environmental
components and carries out a range of significant actions. Vegetable superorganism formats natural framework
(environment formation function), nay, it is simultaneously an indicator of ecological condition and a regulator for natural
complexes (environment protection function). One can distinguish a list of vegetation values that are: protective, climatic
and microclimatic, distributing, transporting, indicative, recreational and aesthetic ones. In biocentric approach, vegetation
is one of subjects of ecological state assessment.
The representation of vegetative cover is subdivided on topographic maps into natural and artificial ones. Forests are
depicted in detail with their condition (young growth, sparse growth, crooked forest, wind-fallen trees, burn-outs, glades).
The other vegetative forms are also described minutely: bushes, moss, lichen, grass.
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Figure 3. Example of vegetation and hydrography combination on topographic maps
One of the most significant qualities of vegetation is the ability of growth, self-reproduction and propagation. These
qualities of vegetation discriminate it as a backbone component of natural complexes. Processes of abiotic environment are
also under influence of vegetation, due to spread and interactivity of the latter.
Continuousness of forest cover, bushwoods, dominants of different zonal biomes, images of other vegetative communities
and their characteristics on topographic maps comprehend the information on the biological productivity and extent of
biomass reserves. These two indices are the indicators of moisture and heating. Environment forming and stabilizing
functions are in direct relation with the phytomass productivity. Thereby, increasing the density of forests at 10% causes the
increase of precipitation amount at 4% and rises average annual flow layer to 10-15 cm, that by-turn affects the length and
water content of the local rivers. One hectare of forest catches up to 250 kilograms of sulphur oxide, 200 kilograms of
chlorine, 100 kilograms of fluorine, etc.—and produces annually up to 6-20 tons of oxygen. Optimal value of forest cover is
40-60% (for populated regions)—and counter condition is the evidence of ecological stress.
Environment-protective role of the vegetation is pronounced in the areas with unstable moisturing, with geodynamic and
anthropogenic activity (vulnerable and disturbed natural complexes)—the places where any perturbation may provoke
decay.

HYDROGRAPHY: RIVERS, LAKES, SEA COASTS
Water acts as one of environment’s main components—building, saving, and transforming the milieu.
The image of water objects on topographic maps is joined to a separate part (two parts for Conventional signs of larger
scales) and counts more than 100 signs. One of elementary stream parameters obtained from topographic maps—river
length—is one of the most informative at the same time. Lots of ecologically meaningful characteristics are dependent on
this parameter: water balance, erosion, alluvium flow. As for the length—it is related to the catchment basin area.
Properties of topographical objects obtained from the maps directly can be combined ore modified and converted to derived
ones. For example, the rate of water flow is dependent on the inclination of the river's bottom and characterizes the water
discharge and the longitudinal profile of the riverbed. The width and depth of the river determine the mass of water,
references to the salinity and pollution rate, etc.
Characteristics of the hydrographic net reveal many circumstances of the local environmental condition. Its morphology
features (length, density, and convolution) put a substantial influence on the flow formation, climate of the surroundings
(temperature, humidity), rivers’ water content, river behavior, and its ability to self-purification and restoration. The count
of primary morphometric, behavioral, and water cycle features brings us to a classification of water objects in
environmental protection—what could be useful for ecosystem assessment.
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Lakes and swamplands accumulate fresh waters and regulate the river flow. Direct interaction of water and shore transforms
the frontier landscapes, develops near-water and water habitat, forms biological and sanitary state of water reservoir, and its
piscatorial value.
Shore profiles (precipitous, abrupt with beaches, profound) depicted on topographic maps help us to sort the river strips by
prevailing processes of washout or soiling.

Figure 4. Representation of overflows on topographic maps
The intensity of the riverbed deformations and their display forms describe us potential ecological stress—that must be
taken into account during shore land reclamation.
Water streams and their floodplains are the corridors for living organisms’ migration, organic and inorganic substances’
transportation—that must be considered in pollution spread forecasts.

GROUNDS, SWAMPS AND SALT MARSHES
The system of topographic signification covers mineral grounds of different mechanical structure, and saline lands—as
grounds. Swamplands (biogenic grounds) are labeled to grounds for convenience and due to its passability characteristics.
The grounds are shown where vegetation is absent or appears rarefied.
Exposed grounds indicate active denuding processes and reflect the influence certain climatic conditions. Depicting swamps
usually combined with the images of kills, verdure, and microrelief. Ecological value of swaps is extremely important.
Swampland performs sanitary, environment-protecting, environment-forming functions: it constitutes hydrologic rate and
climate, accommodates specific species of animals and plants. Typical combination of higher humidity and high level of
underground waters contribute to organic matter growth.
Swamps retain water (storing function)—it regulates underground and surface flow, water rate, hinders erosive processes.
Atmospheric and water-born pollutions are held in swamp complexes, then buried during the peat accumulation, and
extracted from the circulation. It is known, 1 hectare of swamplands absorb as much carbon dioxide as 7-10 hectares of
forest do.

NATURAL FRAMEWORK
Objects of nature and their complexes are the executors of main ecological functions, and, above all, they form the natural
framework – a peculiar system for nature functions’ stabilizing. The structure of the natural framework implies three types
of elements: environment-forming (for riverheads, big forests and swamps); transit corridors (rivers, forest belts); and buffer
zones.
Natural framework knots are the landscape objects and regions that effect the other environmental elements. Thereby, the
flow is being formed from the riverheads; big complexes of swamps, forests and lakes accumulate and redistribute matter
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and energy from neighboring areas. Rivers and forests, riverbed net and other prolate communicative objects bind the
territory as a common geodynamic system.
The natural network elements can be represented in natural boundaries of regions of different levels (micro-, meso-, macro-,
and megaregions) on the topographic maps of appropriate scales (scale groups).
Plotting a territory "natural framework" on the basis of topographical maps is considered as an important technique of ecodiagnostics. Environmental frameworks that highlight the natural complexes are responsible for the implementation of
critical environmental functions, set the degree of preservation of the natural landscape, and identify reserves of formation
and regulation of a persistent landscape are constructed for the territory.

***
There is more to the work than assessment of territories’ ecological state with natural objects—it is extended in the aspect of
evaluation of the anthropogenic impact, which is important for general eco-diagnostics of the territory.
During their studies the students master not only the listed theoretical aspects but practical tasks as well:
Analysis of the topographic signification from ecological point of view;
Outlining complexes with environment-forming, environment-breaking, and environment-regulating functions on
topographic maps;
Demographic pressure assessment;
Estimation of transport impact on nature of a territory;
Cartographic assessment of environment disturbance and stress in a region;
Cartographic assessment of a catchment basin area ecological state;
Development and cartographic substantiation of ecological framework elements’ renovation project.
The report is illustrated with conventional signs and examples of topographic maps, as well as derivative maps constructed
on topographic base.
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Abstract
The paper deals with evaluation of present state of cartographic works for schools in the Slovak Republic. The first part is
dedicated to the analysis of the educational standards and student books from the cartographic point of view. The second
part deals with foreign and domestic producers of cartographic works on the market in Slovakia. This is followed by
progressive evaluation of cartographic works with emphasis on atlas production after 1993 and determination of main
trends of their development in the actual process of the school reform. The final part represents the comparison of
cartographic production in the Slovak Republic from the context and formal point of view. In the general evaluation of
atlases, one common feature stands – permanently increasing emphasis on the thematic maps. But they quickly become
outdated. The solution for their updates could be done by the means of digital cartography, for example, through the
“eBrief Case”.

INTRODUCTION
Despite the period of electronic media and virtual reality, geographic atlases and maps are and certainly will be an
indispensable teaching aid. The long tradition of publishing school atlases and maps in the former Czechoslovakia has
affected their appearance and also content. Wall maps and atlases have changed only very slowly regarding their content
and formal aspect – in the case of a new issue it is usually change of color of the uniform cover and updating statistical data.
Besides relatively sufficient number of wall maps, there were only two school geographical atlases available – Atlas sveta
[Atlas of the World] and Atlas ČSSR [Atlas of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic] from a single publisher – Kartografie
PRAHA, a. s. [Cartography Prague, a. s.]. Slovak versions were published by Slovenská kartografia, n. p. Bratislava [Slovak
Cartography, n. p. Bratislava]. Only after the independence of the two republics in 1993 and their transition to a market
economy, more school geographic atlases and maps from new publishers began to appear. These new atlases and maps have
brought significant changes in terms of cartographic interpretation and also from the formal point of view (binding, scope
and other changes). The fundamental change was especially in the content of thematic maps and also their number has
increased.
Cartographic works from new publishers became competitive for traditional publishers. Enhanced and innovative
production of school cartographic products has brought also number of questions and problematic solutions. Because of the
extent of the paper, we deal mainly with a comparative analysis of the school geographical atlases after the year of 1993.

EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS AND PEDAGOGIC DOCUMENTS FROM THE CARTOGRAPHIC
POINT OF VIEW
Relationship (not only) to cartography at all levels of education is being traditionally formed mainly through the teacher’s
personality and educational materials (textbooks, workbooks, atlases, wall maps, globes, etc.). Today, more and more
importance is given to mandatory pedagogic documents that regulate the outputs from education which accurately
determine a set of knowledge and skills of pupils and students (Nogová, Hájek, 1999).
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In terms of development of this issue, we can distinguish two developmental periods which can be called as the period of
seeking the face of the school reform in Slovakia.
The period during the years 1993 – 2007 can be understood, in terms of educational materials for geography at primary
schools and high schools, as the period with their full coverage - for each grade there were textbooks, workbooks, atlases,
wall maps and other aids available. Content of the geography subject matter at primary schools and high schools in basic
features corresponded with the university curriculum of geography. Students who decided to continue studying geography
at university did not have problems with the content adaptation.
The educational standards were elaborated for primary and secondary schools and their principle was in defining the basic
content or subject matter (content dimension) and levels at which pupil or student should master the content (operational
dimension). Operational dimension consists of three categories of mastery:
- 1st level - requirements for remembering and understanding geographic terms and phenomena,
- 2nd level - requirements for application of acquired knowledge,
- 3rd level - knowledge aimed at the ability of analysis, synthesis and comparison of relationships among
geographic phenomena or the use of knowledge in non-standard situations.
For proper learning of the geographic knowledge, the essential tool for educational standards is to have properly established
set of maps - 90% of the requirements of educational standards presume the use of maps according to different levels
(Nogová, Hájek, 1999).
The period from 2008 to the present is characterized by the adoption of the new Education Act and the State Educational
Program which defines the general objectives of schools, general content of education and educational standards for each
educational level. The State Educational Program is the starting point for creating an individual school education program
of the school. Moreover, there were also approved model school education programs (Humajová, ed., 2008). This process
has not fulfilled the expectations of teachers so far. It is accompanied by a number of negative phenomena – e.g. reducing
also the number of geography lessons, the lengthy development of new "reform" textbooks with a significant reduction in
the content, the total lack of textbooks and therefore the heterogeneity of various teaching materials prepared by teachers
individually, etc. There is a general consensus that this reform was prepared quickly and areally.
Current educational standards for primary and secondary schools (formulated requirements for the output of the topic from
the class or grade according to the nature of the subject) are composed of two parts (http://statpedu.sk).
The content of the educational standard specifies the minimum content of education. Its main objective is to unify,
harmonize or ensure the compatibility of the minimal content of education for all schools. The content part is made of the
subject matter which is adoptable by all students. The subject matter is formulated in four categories: 1. factual knowledge –
an essential element of knowledge that students need to know to be familiar with a particular discipline of knowledge and so
that they could solve problems in it, 2. conceptual knowledge – mutual relations between knowledge, 3. procedural
knowledge – how to do something, methods of research, 4. metacognitive knowledge – cognitions in general.
The output part is the formulation of outputs that determines at what level should a pupil master the minimal subject matter
and what he/she should perform. The output standard is formulated in terms of operationalized objectives and that it is
declared by active verbs which also convey the level of adoption. The output levels are aimed at competences – that is a
combination of knowledge, skills and abilities. The levels follow the development of cognitive skills to recognize or recall
information from long-term memory, understand and construct terms or concepts, apply, analyze, evaluate and ability to
create. It is a demand for output from the level of education as well as requirement for the entry to the next stage of
education. It describes the product of teaching, not the process.
Requirements of cartographic nature (to orientate in the map, to read the map with comprehension, etc.) can be found in the
thematic units in the content and output part of the educational standards of the subject called "vlastiveda" (subject that
combines homeland geography, history and literature) at the first level of primary schools (ISCED 1), geography and
history at the second level of primary schools (ISCED 2) and at high schools (ISCED 3a). An interesting area for
cartography is provided by new cross-cutting topics of the State Educational Program – regional or environmental
education. Educational standards of these subjects in the detailed structure can be found on the website of the National
Institute for Education in Bratislava (http://statpedu.sk).
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At the secondary vocational schools, where the subjects of geography or cartography is taught only in specialized way
depending on the orientation of a particular school and the subject of history is rarely or marginally taught in other subjects,
the situation is even more difficult from the perspective of cartographic aids. Information on the State Educational Program
for this type of school as well as educational standards of their subjects can be found on the website of the State Vocational
Education Institute in Bratislava (http://siov.sk).
Specific situation is at universities. Educational materials for students are ensured by departments themselves which
purchase literature, textbooks or create their own study materials or atlases for primary and secondary schools (e.g.
Dubcová et al., 2010a, b, c, d). In faculties, which prepare geographers and cartographers, along with the classic school
atlases or wall maps the students work also with thematic atlases (e.g. Landscape Atlas of the Slovak Republic, 2002,
Population Atlas of Slovakia, 2006, Atlas of Religions, Religious Communities and Religiosity in Slovakia, 2000, Historical
Atlas of the Lutheran Church in Slovakia, 2011) or state map series in printed or electronic form. There is an increase, also
in relation to own educational process (along with priority scientific-research focus of the university), in use of various
information technologies (e.g. data projectors, interactive boards, computer rooms, etc.) with the possibility of presentation
and teaching in the area of GIS, remote sensing, GPS, etc. One of the changes to which also the segment of universities
begins to gradually respond is also focusing on the output from education. Documents such as "educational standard" are
currently in preparation. The project of this type with the support from the European Union is currently being solved at the
Constantine the Philosopher University in Nitra.

HOME AND FOREIGN PUBLISHERS OF CARTOGRAPHIC WORKS ON THE SLOVAK MARKET
Monopolistic producer of the school cartography in Slovakia was for a long time Slovenská kartografia, n. p. Bratislava
[Slovak Cartography, n. p. Bratislava] which is currently in liquidation. Two companies quite quickly became his
successors and currently they represent the main cartographic production for school practice on the market.
Vojenský kartografický ústav (VKÚ), a. s. Harmanec [Military Cartographic Institute, a. s. Harmanec] (http://www.vku.sk)
provides school atlases for primary and secondary schools with soft and hard cover most of which Ministry of Education,
Science, Research and Sport of the Slovak Republic (hereinafter referred to as the Ministry of Education) approved and
ranked in list of recommended books. The company MAPA Slovakia Plus Bratislava (http://www.mapaslovakia.sk) has also
a rich school program and offers atlases, wall maps, and workbooks. Although these are not recommended by the Ministry
of Education, they are popular in schools in terms of their content and graphic design. Currently, the production of both
companies is being used in schools.
Atlases and maps are produced also by other publishers or companies, but with no direct impact on school practice. In
Slovakia, there are also subsidiaries of different foreign companies such as Stiefel Eurocart, SHOCart, Ottovo nakladatelství
[Otto’s Publishing House], Freytag & Berndt, Cartographia, etc. The company Stiefel Eurocart entrenched the best in
schools especially with wall maps.

DEVELOPMENT OF SCHOOL CARTOGRAPHY AFTER 1993
Production of atlases for schools after 1993 also went through several changes which in the new economic conditions was
associated with several factors – e.g. the emergence of a competitive environment, the gradual disintegration of the
monopolistic Slovak Cartography, n. p. Bratislava, the emergence of several companies oriented on the cartographic
production, the penetration of foreign companies on the Slovak market, gradual structural and content changes in the
educational system and especially the existence of a broad market of customers in the field of education. The offer of atlases
has significantly changed as well as their content and visual aspect.
World – Current Atlas (Slovak Cartography, a. s. Bratislava, 1993)
By its conception in a simplified form, it corresponded to the traditional Atlas of the World (Cartography Prague, 1970,
Slovak Cartography, Bratislava, 1981). It was innovated by its soft cover, smaller extent and some accessories. The cover
was represented by a satellite image of the Earth from a height of 36,000 km. In its internal structure it offered a physical
map of Earth's hemispheres at a scale of 1: 100 000 000 and the world - political distribution at a scale of 1: 80 000 000.
The core of the atlas is represented by the maps of continents essentially in the same structure and scale (1: 20 000 000, 1:
40 000 000, 1:80 000 000).
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The innovation of this atlas was the overview of countries of the world (national flag, area, population, capital and its
population, official language and currency, ethnic structure of population expressed in %, and register of cities).
Remarkable peculiarity was also a notice for users of the atlas about the changed geographical names and rules of writing
the names of the Earth's surface and objects on it.
Atlas was recommended by the Ministry of Education as a teaching aid for teaching geography at primary and secondary
schools.
School Atlas of the World (VKÚ, š. p. Harmanec, 1997)
This product, which was also published based on licensing collaboration with the Cartography Prague, was an innovative
successor of the issued series of world atlases prior to 1993 (e.g. Atlas of the World, 10th edition, 1981). It brought
innovations in cover and detailed information about the methods used to display maps of the atlas. Moreover, the paper of
the atlas as well as the overall color scheme was improved. In terms of methods of cartographic interpretation, almost whole
scale of methods was used.
By opening the atlas itself, there was the world from the viewpoint of cartographers which brought aerial photo and base
map at the same scale of 1 : 10 000 (advantage of comparison) and examples of other types of maps (city map, tourist map,
city road maps and Europe road map as examples of generalization). This was followed by information about the solar
system. Compared to the atlas from the year 1981, the map of Earth’s hemispheres was left out and replaced by two-page
physical map of our planet. Thematic physical maps of the world were complemented by the development of continents and
relief of ocean bed. Specific attention was devoted to maps of the Earth’s atmosphere and hydrosphere as well as biosphere
and natural landscapes.
Thematic world maps of the human geographical character were complemented mainly by using the lines of main directions
of transportation of selected mineral resources. Maps of oceans also enriched the atlas and maps of continents were updated
and supplemented by sections of selected areas. The continents were introduced by regions with other additional
information.
The atlas also contained the general geographic map of the Slovak Republic, map of territorial and administrative division
of Slovakia. The atlas contained also interesting information about Slovakia and there was also a brief glossary called From
the Dictionary of Geographers. After this part, there was a pictorial supplement entitled The World from the Viewpoint of
Geographers with quality images of typical landscapes of continents and our homeland. Atlas was closed by the register
with 13,000 geographical names. The inner part of the back cover was represented by a map of time zones.
During the years 1995 – 2001, the Military Cartographic Institute in Harmanec issued two sets of atlases. The first set was
released, processed and printed in Military Cartographic Institute in Harmanec based on licensing collaboration with the
Cartography Prague in 1995. Atlases for primary and secondary school: General Geography, World, Europe, America, Asia,
Africa – Australia – Oceania, the Slovak Republic, were recommended as a teaching aid by the Ministry of Education.
These atlases, apparently under the influence of the license conditions, have also retained the original content structure of
the world atlas published in previous periods. Graphically, however, changed the cover and partly the content was
innovated.
In the atlas of General Geography, there were information about the solar system, the orientation on the globe, examples
of different types and scales of maps and also examples of understanding qualitatively different types of maps (general
geography map, political map, map of agriculture and map of mining and industry). The world maps of the physical
character were prepared using standard scales 1 : 80 000 000 and 1 : 120 000 000. Compared to the already mentioned Atlas
of the World (Slovak Cartography, Bratislava in cooperation with Cartography Prague, Bratislava, 1981), it has much better
color scheme.
The atlas – World is introduced by the physical world map at a scale of 1 : 80 000 000. The rest of the atlas is devoted to
human geographical maps at scales from 1 : 80 000 000 to 1 : 120 000 000. A specific feature of this atlas is the frequent
use of graphically distinct symbols on the maps of mineral resources and agriculture and lines of direction on the maps of
mining and transport of mineral resources as well as on the partial industrial maps of the world. Atlas is complemented by
time zone map and tables showing the world mining and production and world production of crops and livestock. When
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comparing the contents of both atlases, there is an interesting question regarding their names – General Geography (content
relates to the physical geography) and the World (content relates to human geography).
The atlases – Europe, America, Asia, Africa - Australia - Oceania represent the continents according to uniform
structure. Initial physical map of the Earth is, however, called not only as a physical map, but also as the lithosphere which
is followed by general geographical maps of continents, their political maps, agriculture, mining and industry, maps of
regions, maps of selected regions of Europe and Asia. The end of the atlases consists of outline maps of the continents
(physical and administrative map). Each Atlas shows a characteristic fauna on its cover, only America and Africa atlases
contain maps of natural plant cover and characteristic plants. Scales used in the atlases correspond to the abovementioned
Atlas of the World and the maps of agriculture and mining often use symbols. The cross-sectional analysis of this series of
atlases points out to certain inconsistencies (name of atlases, names of maps, internal content, etc.) despite the uniform
concept.
From the viewpoint of elaboration, there is specific atlas of the Slovak Republic in this series. The initial general
geographical map of Europe is quite crowded (especially by transport lines, very intensive is the color of mountains) and
there are no names of the countries. Map of Slovakia at a scale of 1 : 1 000 000 is also quite unclear and it is again
dominated mainly by transport lines and the color of the highest hypsographic levels. Description of water courses and
additional information on the colorful background disappear. Distribution of additional maps is very disproportionate and at
the expense of content quality (e.g. two pages contain 6 maps at scales 1 : 1 500 000, 1 : 4 000 000, 1 : 3 500 000, 1 : 2 000
000 with absolutely non-standard color of vertical topography where the plain is blue and mountains are red and it is out of
proportion to only one geological map on a separate page and also without specifying the scale). Soil map of Europe is the
colorful mosaic of the legend of geological structure of Europe. Moreover, the unused space on the maps of waters,
vegetation and environment provides enough space for either more information or to enlarge the scale of maps. The positive
fact is the inclusion of the map of environment, but without the information about already known environmental
regionalization of Slovakia. Human geographical maps represent cartographic interpretation of information on density,
natural increase, types of industry, agriculture, crop and numbers of livestock. The scales vary from 1 : 2 000 000 to 1 :
6 000 000. Map of transport network and tourism could also carry more information. At the end of the atlas, there is a plan
of the Bratislava City at a scale of 1 : 75 000 with the names of major streets and also two outline maps of Slovakia in two
different numerically unspecified scales. The entire set of atlases lacks registers.
The second set of atlases was published in the same publishing house during the years 1999 – 2001, but with
recommendations of the Ministry of Education as textbooks for teaching geography at primary and secondary schools by
which they were included in the list of recommended books. This set of maps was also linked to the requirements of the
educational standard of geography (Nogová, 2001, Nogová, 2002) in the way that individual school atlases correspond to
the topics of educational standards. In addition to atlases, there were also workbooks published. By the means of digital
technology, these atlases were published again during the years 2005 – 2006.
The issue of the Earth, its visualization, nature, people and their activities is elaborated in the School Atlas – Earth Landscape - Man - Map. At first glance, the atlas is interesting by its color scheme (but sometimes at the expense of
information quality). The initial parts of the atlas maps are devoted to the maps of stars, the issue of the Earth and the Moon
including the most important points and lines on the Earth’s surface. Attention is paid from the development of the map
display to the mapping of the landscape from outer space (remote sensing). The atlas also contains basic information on the
movements of continents, the earth structure and names of continents. The physical maps of the Earth are graphically
processed very attractive (e.g. a combination of maps and photographs), but the maps lack scale. The map of oceans, seas
and icebergs lacks the description of ocean currents and also description of the greatest ocean depths is missing. Map of
waters is complemented by the overview of the longest rivers and largest lakes in the world. Map of flora and fauna is
complemented by the pictograms of animals which are sometimes difficult to read on the colored background. Compared to
the physical maps, the map of settlement and discovering the Earth and map of the Earth's major languages and races
contain more information. The map of religions does not contain the name of religions as well as the fact that Jerusalem is
the religious center of three religions, etc. The maps of population movement and life expectancy are also interesting. The
economy of the world is represented by the transport map and the map of economic development of countries (according to
this map, the Czech Republic and Slovakia are among the rich countries ...). The final page of the atlas is illogical providing
information on solar system. The atlas lacks register.
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School Atlas – World is the common atlas for teaching regional geography of the world (Europe is dealt with only on two
context pages because there is a separate atlas for Europe). The atlas represents physical and political map of the world
along with high quality images. Other parts of the atlas are devoted to oceans followed by illogically placed natural regions
of the world and maps of climate, waters, soils, types of natural landscapes and vegetation areas. The human geographical
maps include the maps of nations, density, economy and transport – all of which are processed at a scale of 1: 160 000 000.
Many of them (maps of oceans and human geographical maps) provide a lot of information. The continents are presented on
physical and political map which are complemented by maps of climate, vegetation areas, population, and economy (the
scales are different, maps of continents are usually at a scale of 1: 80 000 000). Other maps are more detailed and introduce
selected parts of selected countries. Atlas has a readable register.
School Atlas – Environment represents in school cartographic production a rare work that has been missing for a long
time. Atlas can be divided into two main parts.
The first part presents some characteristics from a global point of view (distribution and dynamics of population, population
density, national parks and global environmental problems). These maps are very information-rich and also complemented
by marginalia (graphs, photographs, satellite images). Weaker aspect of this atlas is its color when quite often e.g. colors in
legend do not match the colors in the map. The map of global environmental problems does not provide their clear
classification (global problems are mixed with regional issues). The second part of the atlas is focused on Europe's
environment particularly in terms of the impact of human activities on the environment. Map of vegetation of the
neighboring countries of Slovakia does not name them and it is only framework information on the types of present and
original vegetation. The environmental aspect is not clear from the relative representation of forests. Maps of endangered
fauna are relatively difficult to interpret and the pollution of the North Sea is interpreted in very small scale. Environment of
the Slovak Republic is not an issue of this school atlas – it provides cartographically expressed information about the living
environment, level of education of population and conservation. Environmental regionalization is not included. The Tatra
National Park is presented in more detail and it is illogically followed by the Sagarmatha National Park and the Grand
Canyon National Park. All three national parks are elaborated on full-pages and provide especially visually interesting
information. Register of the atlas is very brief containing only names and terms related to the environment.
School Atlas – Slovak Republic is the last evaluated atlas from this set of atlases – textbooks. The initial map deals with
the location of the Slovak Republic in Europe while Slovakia is presented also by the view from the cosmos. This
ortophoto-mosaic of Slovakia from Landsat satellites is not, due to the visualization of the most important rivers of
Slovakia, completely "blind" (could be complemented by description, the two-page space could be used better).
General geographical map of Slovakia is richer and includes four profiles through the area. Nature of Slovakia is
cartographically presented through each of its components – it is again complemented by pictures, charts, drawings, etc.
Color of maps is intensive, but they are readable.
Human geographical part is devoted to population, industry, agriculture and transport. In these parts, the method of
cartograms (also the averages for Slovakia could be used) and diagrams is mainly used. Only marginal attention (map at a
scale of 1 : 2 000 000) is dedicated to the environment which refers to the quality of environment in Slovakia. Maps of
tourism and cultural heritage conclude this part of the atlas. In this section, there is a rich use of symbolic point symbols and
sketches of historical landmarks (the current use of quality line drawings and quality photos in the single atlas can be
discussed).
Specific features of this atlas are cartographic outputs of four regions of Slovakia where the combination of methods of
color hypsometry and pictograms combined with the photos is very visual. These areas are presented in a uniform scale of 1
: 750 000. The atlas contains also the map of Slovakia with the current territorial and administrative division at the scale of
1 : 1 000 000 with additional relevant statistical data. The atlas is concluded by the maps of individual regions of Slovakia.
Each region is documented by administrative map in a scale 1 : 500 000 with pictures, statistical data on area and population
(using the method of fragmented coin), plan of the downtown of regional city as well as photographs and line drawings of
typical building landmarks of the region. Atlas is complemented by a rich register.
School Atlas – Europe can be in terms of the content divided into three main parts. Maps of Europe create about one
quarter of the whole atlas and other parts are devoted to individual countries. Atlas begins with general geographical (but it
is physical) map of the world, then there is Europe from satellite image and it also gives the characteristics of the countries
along with the capital, area in km2 and population. Special features of this atlas are also two transverse profiles through
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Europe. Maps of Europe are processed at a standard scale of 1 : 40 000 000 and richly supplemented by marginalia (tables,
figures, diagrams, etc.). Atlas presents the map of Central Europe at a scale of
1 : 3 750 000 in more detail, two pages
are devoted to Slovakia and they are always followed by general geographical map and two human geographical maps
(population and economy) of each European country. Maps of individual countries are readable. Conclusion of the atlas is
devoted to Russia and register.
The offer of geographical atlases on the market was complemented also by atlases from another Slovak publishing house MAPA Slovakia Plus Bratislava, s. r. o.
Slovakia – Geographical Atlas (MAPA Slovakia Bratislava, s. r. o., 1997)
This atlas is non-standard in terms of its size approaching the format of A5. The cover of the atlas depicts painted Tatras
with the Podtatranská basin. Internal two-page offers satellite images of the Earth with the location of Slovakia and general
geographical map of Europe showing the individual countries.
Another part of the atlas is devoted to physical maps of Slovakia. Maps are processed in non-standard scales of 1 : 1 075
000, 1 : 2 250 000, 1: 3 000 000, and 1 : 1 150 000. Regarding the content, they are focused on geomorphological units,
vertical topography, geology, climate, river basins, mineral resources, mineral waters, soils and karst areas, protected areas
of nature and composition of forests. In terms of methods of cartographic interpretation, the method of color hypsometry,
method of quality areas and very often the method of point symbols are used. Physical geographical part is divided from the
human geographical part by the panorama map of High Tatras with descriptions of point heights and selected topography.
Human geographical part is devoted to the current territorial and administrative division, the administrative establishment of
the Slovak Republic until 1848, population density, ethnic composition, agriculture and industry.
This part is followed by the plans of the Bratislava and Košice Cities which due to non-standard scale of 1 : 140 000 000
provide a basic spatial understanding of the inner-city of both cities. Atlas is supplemented by general geographical map of
Slovakia at a scale of 1 : 1 075 000 with a rich content of cultural-historical objects (castle, manor house, ruins), caves, spas
or airports, ports and border crossings. This map of Slovakia is, according to the depicted map layout, divided into detailed
segments at a scale of 1 : 465 000. Register of this atlas is unique because of the fact that municipalities and cities of
Slovakia with their population (status as of 1st January 1997) are marked with the district mark to which they belong.
This atlas is, despite its non-standard issues (format, scales, partly even content) and due to appropriate choice of colors,
easy to read. Currently, it is used to a lesser extent in schools.
Europe – Geographical Atlas (MAPA Slovakia Plus, s. r. o., 2005)
The cover of this atlas represents a mixture of symbols characterizing Europe. The first page contains unusually the photo of
white church Sacré-Coeur built in the period of 1876-1919 which is one of the landmarks of Paris.
The introductory maps are maps of the world – physical and political map at a scale of 1: 90 000 000. Europe is presented to
the reader by its satellite imagery at a scale of 1 : 17 000 000. The same scale is shown on the physical map of Europe.
Thematic unit of climate is devoted four partial maps at a scale of 1 : 36 500 000 with the information on maximum and
minimum values. Waters is depicted by one map at the same scale with European watershed and watershed of individual
seas. Other characteristics of waters are presented in tables (largest seas, bays, straits, rivers, waterfalls, etc.). Maps of
geology, surface and conservation are also complemented by tabular data. Pictograms are used to interpret plants and
animals. Also in human geographical part of the atlas of Europe, there is a similar way of processing. This part is unlike
previous atlases complemented by the map of cultural monuments (1 : 19 500 000) which are supplemented by a brief
description. A specific feature is the maps of inclusion of the European countries into NATO, the Council of Europe and the
European Union which are richly documented with the text. At the end of this part, there are brief characteristics of each
country.
The beginning of the second part of the atlas regarding the Europe's regions is always a photo-mosaic of the region and the
physical and political map of the region at scales from 1 : 4 700 000 to 1 : 8 200 000. Contextually, the final part of the atlas
contains also the physical and political map of North Asia and the Arctic and register.
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The atlas lacks a separate map of Slovakia which is presented as a part of Central Europe. The disadvantage of the atlas is
the lack of human geographical maps of regions (e.g. population, mineral resources, economy, etc.).
World – Geographical Atlas (MAPA Slovakia Plus, s. r. o., 2006)
The first atlas presents the universe with different types of galaxies, types of stars and nebulae. Separate part is dedicated to
the solar system (Sun, individual planets, moons and comets as well as other bodies in the solar system) which is richly
documented by photographs and models (e.g. Earth moving around the sun, lunar eclipse, the body structure of the Moon,
Sun, planets and other).
The part called the World begins with satellite imagery of Western and Eastern Hemisphere as well as the Earth’s satellite
image at a scale of 1 : 90 000 000. Thematic physical maps of the world are accompanied by development of continents and
relief of ocean bed, tectonics, volcanism and earthquakes, climate, hydrosphere, climate zones with diagrams, vegetation
areas, vegetation with phytogeographic regions with centers of origin of cultivated plants, zoo-geographical regions at
different scales - prevails the scale 1 : 100 000 000. The world on human geographical maps is shown in less detail. It
consists of only four maps - political map (1 : 90 000 000), population density (1: 100 000 000), races and nations (1:
100 000 000) and non-traditional representation of the world population by the anamorphosis of the map.
The focus of the atlas is represented by individual regions of the world with a very rich thematic content, satellite images,
photo gallery of attractions, additional texts and brief characteristics of individual countries. There is a register at the end of
the atlas
Slovak Republic - Geographical Atlas (MAPA Slovakia Plus, s. r. o., 2nd edition - 2005, 3rd edition - 2010)
The issues are different from each other at first sight. Atypical format of soft cover of the first edition from 1999 was
replaced by a hard cover of A4 format in the second edition in 2005. The name of the atlas was changed from Slovakia to
the Slovak Republic. In 2010 the third edition was published again in soft cover and the cover was adjusted and
supplemented by examples of maps from the atlas, and other thematic maps were complemented. While the first edition
from 1997 is made up of only classical map outputs, 2nd and 3rd edition is richly supplemented by orthophotomaps, high
quality photos, profiles, images, texts and maps usually processed at a scale of 1 : 1 000 000. It includes maps of Slovakia
and regional cities (center of the cities), a list of cities and largest municipalities as well as a detailed map of Slovakia at a
scale of 1 : 375 000 according to map layout. Overall, the emphasis was given to better readability of maps and better
quality of paper. Because of its content consisting of many thematic maps, visualization of information and easy readability,
it has gained considerable popularity at primary and secondary schools.

CONCLUSION
At the beginning of the third millennium, the primary and secondary schools in Slovakia have available a range of
geographic atlases from two publishers which conception, content and visualization of information is considerably different.
There is a considerable diversity of atlases at schools which is reflected in different distribution channels for the distribution
of atlases, financial resources of the school in terms of their purchase and views on the usefulness of atlases by teachers.
As for the overall assessment of all of the above mentioned school atlases, one common feature stands out – the everincreasing emphasis on thematic maps and visual documentation. This is reflected both by increasing number of thematic
maps and constantly expanding range of their thematic focus. But there is a fundamental question and problem: how to
ensure the availability of actual thematic information presented by school geographical atlases? It is quite clear that these
atlases cannot continually expand its scope by presenting more and more topics. Moreover, the fact is that the content of
many of the thematic maps becomes rapidly outdated. The need for more frequent variations of atlases is currently not
feasible due to the financial understatement of the Ministry of Education. The strategic decisions of the Ministry of
Education, Science, Research and Sport of the Slovak Republic about directing the education in Slovakia are significantly
governed by political turbulences (Humajová, ed., 2008).
One of the possible solutions for the future of school cartography in Slovakia can be the current project of the Ministry of
Education, Science, Research and Sport of the Slovak Republic titled as "Portál eAktovka" ["eBrief Case Portal"] which
ambition is to make teaching materials and scientific literature freely available in digital form free of charge for all who
register on the portal (http://www.eaktovka/sk). There is a potential scope for the dissemination of current digital maps
which could be, based on specified conditions, obtained by users including schools.
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Despite the massive use of information technology, we believe that school atlases will remain the most important
cartographic material for teaching geography. General geographical maps represent introductory and irreplaceable preface
with the studied field. Thematic maps should be used for representation of basic natural and social characteristics.
Geographical atlases are considered not only a very important source of obtaining information about objective reality, but
also a means for maintaining the current position of geography as a school subject based on which pupils and students gain
not only new knowledge about the landscape of the Earth’s sphere, but also build up a positive relationship to it – so
important for sustainable life on our planet.
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Abstract
Wetlands are one of the most changeable landscape systems. The investigations of the wetland systems give good
opportunities for investigation of natural process and anthropogenic impact over a short period of time. The conception of
ecosystem services develops the chance for evaluation of the conditions in space and time of the changeable world.
Biosphere Reserve “Srebarna” is one of the most famous and rich of landscape and biological diversity Bulgarian
protected territories. There are more a sixty year observations and research on different components (with emphasis laid
upon bird diversity) in the wetland. These long data recordings allow evaluating the ecosystem services.
Investigation of the spatial characteristics and dynamics of the ecosystem services is relevant problem connected with
transformation in the wetland system and parameters of the ecosystem services as a result of the natural evolution and long
human impact. The research deal with treats two basic states of the wetland and relates ecosystem services based on the
aerial photos and satellite images from different periods. The states show the situation in the wetland system and level of
ecosystem and landscape services before and after the time of significant anthropogenic impact.

INTRODUCTION
Landscapes and ecosystems provide a number of different services. The human population and economic will collapse
without fresh waters and air, generous soils, balanced climate conditions etc. Costanza et. al. (1997) determined the general
groups of ecosystem services:
- Supporting Ecosystem services –nitrogen cycle, soil formation, primary production etc.
- Provisional (Product) Ecosystem services – food, water, foil ores etc.
- Regulation Ecosystem services – climate conditions, flooding protection, water quality, nature hazard etc.
- Culture Ecosystem services – cultural, educational, aesthetic etc.
The team of researchers from the United States, Argentina, and the Netherlands has put an average price tag of US$ 33
trillion a year on these fundamental ecosystem services, which is largely taken for granted because they are free. That is
nearly twice the value of the global gross national product (GNP) of US$ 18 trillion (Costanza et al. 1989; Costanza, et al.
1997).
Lake Srebarna concentrated unique landscape and biological diversity. The wetlands nature systems provide a broad range
of ecosystem services. They are connected with water, plant and animal riches. Some of the most important are food
providing, decrease of flooding, protect shorelines, habitat for wildlife, regulation of different processes, recreational and
cultural goods, etc. Functions – aggregate value of services generated by wetlands throughout the world is 4.9 trillion $ per
year (Farber, S. and R. Costanza. 1987; Costanza et. al., 1997). Millenium Ecosysem Assessment (2005) accentuates the
ecosystems and human well-being and the processes connected with degradation of the ecosystems.
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RESEARCH OBJECT
The lake Srebarna is situated in northeastern Bulgaria, near the village of the same name, 18 km west of Silistra and 2 km
south of the river Danube. It is of the biggest saved wetlands along the Bulgarian sector of the river Danuve. Diversity of
the reserve and surrounding territories is determined in Corine Biotope Project in 13 habitat types (Management plan of
Biosphere Reserve “Srebarna”, 2001).
The lake is highly nature protected area. The protection status includes breeding place for waterfowl (1942), Nature reserve
(1948), Wetland of international importance protected as Ramsar site (1971), Biosphere reserve protected by UNESCO
(1975), Monument of World Culture and Nature Heritage (1985), CORINE site (1992), Ornithological place of international
importance (1997) and part of the NATURA 2000 (2007). The whole area of “Srebarna” biosphere reserve is 902 ha. It
includes lake Srebarna, the territory between lake and river Danube covered with grass formations and Danubian island
Devnya (Komluka). The Ramsar convention (1971) determined the lake as a permanent fresh water lake or open water body
in category “O”. The wetland is defined as a lake –marsh type wetland in classification of Zhelezov (2010).
The importance of the wetland system is determined from the diversity of the rare and protected waterfowl species as
Dalmatian Pelican (Pelicanus crispus), cormorants (Phalacrocorax carbo and Halietor pygmaeus), Mute Swan (Cygnus
olor), six heron species (Ardea alba, Ardea cinerea, Ardea purpurea, Ardeola raloides, Egretta garzetta etc), etc. The lake is
an important place for the birds (goose and duck), which migrated from the North Europe during the autumn-winter period.
The vegetation diversity refers also to rare species. The hydrophyte formations (Phragmites sp. and Typha sp.) provide
nesting conditions and are related with ecosystem services in wetland (Zhelezov, 2011).

RESEARCH PROBLEM
This research is based on long observations and investigations in the Biosphere Reserve “Srebarna”. The spatial models are
based on the aerial photos, old maps and satellite images from different period. The development of spatial models is
connected with analysis of primary information, data from the field and in-door work, processing of the maps and aerial
photos from different periods. The dynamic of the complex of ecosystem services is studied over a period of fifty-four
years.
The spatial data include two elements – graphic image and attribute data connected with graphic image. The analytical and
modeling process are the core in this research. Head-Up Digitizing technology has been used for creation of the digital
vector model. The first part of the research is connected with generation of the spatial model. The second part is
identification of the ecosystems services groups. The third part is determination and modeling of the regions where different
ecosystems groups are best presented. The last part (fourth) is analysis of the changes in the ecosystem services based of the
general states on the lake from 1948 and 2002. The first is shows the ecological situation until the building of the artificial
dike between the river Danube and the lake. The second presents the situation after construction of the artificial connection
between the river Danube and the lake in 1994.

SPATIAL MODELING PROCESS
Spatial modeling process is connected with presentation of the spatial patterns in the natural and economic systems. There
are also opportunities for investigation and modeling of the spatial transformations using the tools of spatial analysis. The
development of the processes in space in many cases is preventive for realization of the prognosis in different time scales.
Maxwell, Constanza (1997) present the conception that the spatial (geographic) modeling of ecosystems is essential if one's
modeling goals include developing a relatively realistic description of past behavior and predictions of the impacts of
alternative management policies on future ecosystem behavior. They are based on Risser et al.(1984); Costanza et al.,
(1990); Sklar and Costanza (1991). Development of these models has been limited in the past by the large amount of input
data required, the difficulty of even large mainframe serial computers in dealing with large spatial arrays, and the
conceptual complexity involved in writing, debugging, and calibrating very large simulation programs. These limitations
have begun to erode with the increasing availability of remote sensing data and GIS systems to manipulate it, and the
development of parallel computer systems. Although the importance of advances in the parallel processing field have been
recognized in the field of spatial modeling (Casey and Jameson, 1988), the conceptual complexity involved in building
complex models in a distributed computational environment remains a major barrier to the utilization of these systems in the
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environmental sciences. Maxwell and Constanza (1997) proposed to address this issue through the development of a spatial
modeling environment to support ecological/economic (or other, e.g., biological/social/physical) model development for
state-of-the-art parallel and serial computer systems. This system, which links graphical tools for developing self-contained
component models with module databases and parallel code generators, will support modular, reusable model development,
and allow scientists to utilize state-of-the-art parallel processing architectures without investing unnecessary time in
computer programming (Maxwell, Constanza, 1997).

Figure 1 Spatial model of the zones with ecosystem services types in BR “Srebarna” based on the aerial photo from 1948
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Spatial Ecosystem and Landscape Modeling
Some of the landscapes and ecosystems for example wetlands change in significantly for the short period of time. This fact
determined these ecosystems and landscapes as more dynamic (Zhelezov, 2007). Using the modeling of the nature system
we can specify the character of transformation. They are representative for the nature of the process in the landscapes and
ecosystems and give orientation for the reason of their development.
The dynamic spatial model describes the changes in a spatial pattern from a certain time to a new spatial pattern at time t+1,
such as:
Xt+1 = f ( Xt , Yt )
where X(t) is the spatial pattern at time t and Y(t) is a set of array, vector or scalar variables that may affect the transition. It
is related with space-time model in theoretical and practical aspects. These types of models determined the parallel changes
in space. Many forms of dynamic spatial modeling are utilized within the broad field of ecology (Sklar and Costanza, 1991).
The spatial modeling tools described here are applicable to a wide range of modeling tasks in the biological, social,
economic, and physical sciences (Maxwell, Constanza, 1997).

SPATIAL MODELING OF THE ECOSYSTEM SERVICES TYPES BASED ON THE AERIAL
PHOTOS FROM 1948
The model based on the aerial photo from 1948 shows the ecological situation in the wetland system as a result of natural
evolution of the system. The level of human impact is low. The waters from the river Danube flooded regularly in the lake.
The nature wetland system transferred from lake-marsh type in the riparian in a short period of time. The exchange of the
waters and species between the lake and the river Danube is most intensive. There are data only for simple activities as
fishing, and reed cutting. Some rare extreme processes (fires and high waters level of river Danube) cause heavy damages to
the nature system.
The ecosystem services can be determine in three aspects – supporting, provision and regulation. There were no data for
cultural ecosystem services, because the importance of the landscape and biological diversity were not evaluated. Figure 1
shows in general the spatial parameters of the ecosystems types.
The zone of the regulation ecosystem services covered the broad area between the river Danube and the lake in the North.
Whore area transformed into a comfortable bay during the time of high water level in Spring (Cherry waters). This zone
protected village in southwestern shore area from flooding. The zone is a good area for migration of the fish in two
directions.
The zone of supporting ecosystem services covered the open water bodies and the area of the interaction between water and
hydrophyte formation in the wetland system. They have an important role for the development of the whole life and natural
cycles in the system.
The zone of provision ecosystem services is observed from the point of view of most important and accesssible of people in
the region of the wetland system. There are two villages – Srebarna in southwestern direction and Tataritsa in northeastern
direction. The fishing is traditional activity in the region. There was data for using of the reed in building of the house roofs
and some home objects. That’s why we determined this zone in southwest area close to the villages. There is a simple
element of culture ecosystem services in this aspect, but they are not well develop at that time.

SPATIAL MODELING OF THE ECOSYSTEM SERVICES TYPES BASED ON THE SATTELITE
IMAGE FROM 2002
The second investigated ecological state showed the situation in the wetland after a period of strong anthropogenic impact
(more then sixty years). The activities connected with drastic human influence are:
- the building of the artificial dike along the Danube bank, which interrupted the natural connection and interaction between
the lake and the river in 1948;
- the opening of the dike in the western part of the Ajdemirska lowland at the 13-metre-elevation of the river bank and the
building of the second protection dike in 1978;
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- development of the activities for industrial cutting of reed (the 1960s and the 1970s);
- cessation of the cutting process and increasing of the eutrophication processes, expansion of the hydrophyte formations,
closing of the main water body and decreasing of the separated water bodies (the 1980s);
- the building of the artificial canal between the lake and the river Danube in 1994.
The wetland system can be considered as one manages nature system at present. This is the way for saving and providing of
the specific condition for development of the unique biodiversity in the reserve.
The zones of different ecosystem type are shown on Figure 2. There is an exact space differentiation of every ecosystem
services type. Some of the ecosystem services types covere same areas.
The zone of regulation ecosystem services changed the position in northwestern direction as a result of the opening of the
dike. The main part of regulation of Danube water is a result of the function of the dike and channel. There are years with
high waters, when the Danube water flooded the opening area.
The zone of supporting ecosystem services has the same position. It is changed as a result of the fluctuation of the
hydrophyte formation and main water body.
The zone of provision ecosystem services includes the area along the channel “Dragajka” and the artificial channel in
northeastern part of the wetland. This is the main direction of flow of fresh waters form the river Danube and migration of
fish species. The concentration of the nesting waterfowl species is very high in these areas. The traditional zone close to the
village is also part of this type of services, but it is not so important to the people as in the past ecological situation (until
1948).
The zone of culture ecosystem services is coordinated with the provisional ecosystem services in terms of a permitted sport
and fishing activities. There is a zone for fishing in the northwestern part of the reserve (Management plan, 2001). The
broad area of culture ecosystem services is developed along the hill Kodzha bair in the western site of the reserve. It is
connected with building of nature-historical museum, ecologic station and eco path from the village to the river Danube
with place for observation of bird populations, especially colony with Dalmatian pelican.
The investigation of the spatial models also shows some connections between provision and supporting ecosystem services
types in southern and northeastern part of the wetland. This is a result of broad spatial spreading of the processes in these
types of ecosystem services.
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Figure 2 Spatial model of the zones with ecosystem services types in BR “Srebarna” based on satellite image from 2002

CONCLUTIONS
The present research studies the two basic ecological states of Srebarna wetland system and related ecosystem services.
They are connected with parameters and character of anthropogenic influence. The spatial position and specific ecosystem
services also change as part of the whole process of transformations.
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The two models based on the aerial photo from 1948 and satellite image from 2002 shows the spatial dimensions of the
different ecosystem service types. They present the changes of the position of the zones with ecosystem services types. The
formation of the new type ecosystem service (culture) is researched as well.
The development of the complex monitoring system in the reserve must include analysis connected with ecosystem
services. These types of investigations are not only important for the protection and conservation activities in the protected
area. They are a key element for sustainable development of the region and optimal use of the recourses of the wetland
system and surrounding territories.
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Abstract
Spatial and cartographic modelling and analysis studies such as generalisation, thematic mapping and multi-scale
representation usually require extracting relevant groupings of buildings. For this purpose, minimum spanning tree (MST),
Delaunay subgraph, DBSCAN and Chameleon clustering algorithms are employed in order to detect local building clusters
in urban areas. Effectiveness of these approaches are tested using a topographic dataset at 1:25 000 scale. First, urban
blocks are created to constrain clustering process from topological aspect. Second, a proximity matrix is computed with the
minimum Euclidian distances between building polygons. Finally building groups are obtained from four methods using the
proximity matrix: MST, Adaptive Spatial Clustering based on Delaunay Triangulation (ASCDT), Chameleon and DBSCAN
algorithms. Findings of the study demonstrate ASCDT and DBSCAN are superior in finding meaningful building groups in
urban blocks.

INTRODUCTION
Spatial and cartographic modelling and analysis studies such as generalisation, thematic mapping, morphologic analysis,
landmark determination and human way finding require extracting relevant groupings of buildings. Since these groupings
are not directly available in geospatial data sets, clustering approaches are required to be employed. For this purpose,
hierarchical and graph-based clustering algorithms are usually used.
(Regnauld, 1997) uses minimum spanning tree (MST) in recognition of building clusters for cartographic generalization. It
is based on criteria of regularity on the distances between neighbour buildings and alignments of buildings along roads.
Anders and Sester (1997) apply database interpretation to model generalization for automatically deriving built-up areas in
medium scale topographic geo-data sets from buildings in cadastral map, which is based on a semantic data model and
spatial proximity operators. (Ormsby, 1999) recommend multi-variate clustering for phenomenological generalization.
(Karl-Heinrich Anders 1999) use graph-based clustering techniques to analyze settlement structures for updating and
generating multi-scale representations of spatial data sets. They use relative neighbourhood graph (RNG) and split up it into
sub-graphs in accordance with local density of all adjacent nodes, namely mean distance of all adjacent nodes. The edge to
the node with greatest difference is removed and clusters are obtained with this method. It is solely based on geometric
similarity, and semantic similarity is excluded. (Karl-Heinrich Anders, 2000) present a parameter-free graph-based
clustering approach for typification, which excludes semantic similarity. (Regnauld, 2001) uses proximity, size and
orientation of buildings to cluster them by means of MST for typification. (Anders, 2003) presents a new unsupervised
clustering approach called hierarchical parameter-free graph clustering (HPGCL) for finding groups of neighboured objects
in generalization. The HPGCL algorithm can find clusters of arbitrary shape and needs neither parameters like thresholds
nor an assumption about the distribution of the data or number of clusters. In the HPGCL algorithm the nearest-neighbourgraph, minimum spanning tree, relative neighbourhood graph, Gabriel graph, and Delaunay triangulation are used. (Elias,
2003) use cobweb algorithm, a hierarchical clustering technique, for discovering landmarks in spatial databases. (Jiang,
2004) proposes spatial clustering to be used for mining knowledge in support of generalization processes in GIS. His case
studies focus on three important aspects: (1) clustering in support of selection and typification, (2) hierarchical clustering
and dendrogram for multi-representation, and (3) cluster validity techniques for quality assessment of generalizations. (Yan,
Weibel, & Yang, 2008) employ three principles of Gestalt theories, i.e. proximity, similarity, and common directions as
guidelines and six parameters, i.e. minimum distance, area of visible scope, area ratio, edge number ratio, smallest
minimum bounding rectangle (SMBR), directional Voronoi diagram (DVD) to describe spatial patterns, distributions and
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relations of buildings for generalisation. (H. B. Qi 2008) present an approach to identification of building groups. It is based
on the analysis of manual building grouping process, which leads to the basis of this approach that constraints are used
hierarchically in building grouping process. In the approach, contextual features, such as road networks and river networks,
are used to partition buildings on the whole map into different regions in the first instance. Then, for each region, MST is
employed to represent proximity relationships among buildings and Gestalt factors, i.e. proximity, common orientation and
similarity, are sequentially used as weights to segment a region into different groups. (Xiang Zhang, 2011) employ MST
and inconsistent edges of MST are removed based on proximity to obtain building groups.
The aim of the study is to obtain proximity-based groups of buildings using Chamelon, ACSDT and DBSCAN algorithms
in comparison to available approaches as a pre-process in recognising building patterns for generalisation and multi-scale
spatial representation.

METHODOLOGY
A large number of clustering methods are reported in the literature. It is difficult to provide a crisp categorization of
clustering methods because these categories may overlap so that a method may have features from several categories(Miller,
2009). In this study, following clustering approaches are used:
Given a connected graph G = (V, E) with real valued edge weights, an MST is a subset of the edges T  E such that T is a
spanning tree whose sum of edge weights is minimized. After constructed MST then inconsistent edges of MST graph
detected and removed by using mean and standard deviation of 2-step neighbours (ZAHN, 1971). Objects in a connected
graph are considered as a cluster.
Chameleon is hierarchical algorithm and developed by (Karypis, Han, & Kumar, 1999). Chameleon's key feature is that it
accounts for both interconnectivity and closeness in identifying the most similar pair of clusters. Chameleon finds the
clusters in the data set by using a two-phase algorithm. During the first phase, Chameleon uses a graph-partitioning
algorithm to cluster the data items into several relatively small subclusters. During the second phase, it uses an algorithm to
find the genuine clusters by repeatedly combining these subclusters according to relative closeness and relative
interconnectivity.
DBSCAN is a density based clustering algorithm because it finds a number of clusters starting from the estimated density
distribution of corresponding nodes. It is proposed by (Martin Ester, 1996). This requires two parameters: ε (eps) and the
minimum number of points required to form a cluster (minPts).
ASCDT algorithm employs both statistical features of the edges of Delaunay triangulation and spatial proximity definition
based upon Delaunay triangulation to detect spatial clusters. Normally, this algorithm can automatically discover clusters of
complicated shapes, and non-homogeneous densities in a spatial database, without the need to set parameters or prior
knowledge. In addition, the algorithm is robust to noise (Deng, Liu, Cheng, & Shi, 2011).
The choice of clustering algorithm depends both on the type of data available and on the particular purpose of the
application. If cluster analysis is used as a descriptive or exploratory tool, it is possible to try several algorithms on the same
data to see what the data may disclose.
Building groups are obtained through MST, Chameleon, DBSCAN and ASCDT in blocks (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Workflow diagram of grouping of buildings

IMPLEMENTATION
In the experiments, 1: 25 000 topographic map was used. First, blocks were automatically created by means of road
geometries and their symbol sizes (Basaraner & Selcuk, 2008). After that in each block, proximity matrix of buildings was
calculated using nearest distances between building polygons and Delaunay triangulation was constructed using building
vertices in GIS software. Triangles within buildings were then removed. All clustering processes were performed in C++.
In DBSCAN, we assigned eps = 25 m and minPts = 2. It means that minimum number of objects of a cluster is 2 and
distance between each building and its nearest neighbour cannot exceed 25 m. We propose that minPts should be always
chosen 2 regarding contextual building generalisation where a group of buildings are processed. The scale of a map will
determine the size on the earth of a 0.5 mm misplacement, point diameter, or line width on the map, and so the limit of
potential accuracy for any map can be estimated from the map scale (Dana, 2008). Accordingly, the positional accuracy
threshold (PAT) is 25 m for a 1:50 000 scale map so eps value was assigned 25 m.
During the implementation of Chameleon algorithm, product of relative interconnectivity (RI) and relative closeness (RC)
parameters was used as threshold which was assigned 0.1. Threshold value was empirically determined by evaluating the
results on 13 different blocks. 1-nearest neighbour graph was constructed at the beginning phase.
MST was created using nearest distances between buildings. Then inconsistent edges were detected and removed by
utilising from Equation 1,

(1)
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where f = 2
and
n = 3. wi denotes length of edge. Note that both left and right sides of an edge were considered
separately.
In ASCDT, first, Delaunay triangulation was constructed. Global long edges and local long edges were determined
respectively and removed from the DT graph by utilising from Equations 2 and 3,

(2)

(3)

where β = 1.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In all figures, red colour corresponds to outlier and members of a same cluster were shown with same colour. For block 13
and 18, solely Chameleon and DBSCAN generated good results with respect to perception. Although the complexity of
building distribution in block 29, DBSCAN seems giving relatively better results. In block 55, only DBSCAN succeeded in
finding perceivable groups (Figure 2, 3, 4 and 5).
Chameleon algorithm tends to produce larger and imprecise groups. Although ASCDT seems very strong to detect clusters
of point data it seems very weak with polygon data. While MST is the widely used for grouping of buildings, best results
were generated by DBSCAN. If a building is connected with long edges to other two buildings, MST cannot remove both
edges. In some cases 2-step neighbour lacks to include buildings which should be in the group, so this value (i.e. 2-step) can
be increased or n and f values can be reduced. In Chameleon algorithm, it is important to generate preliminary groups of
buildings so a method in addition to 1-nearest neighbour can be developed for this purpose. It is difficult to determine global
threshold value for RI*RC. For ASCDT alternative approaches should be tried for generation of DT such as using centroids
or interpolating points on the edges of buildings in order to get better results. Note that buffering with half of PAT (i.e. 12.5
m) gives exactly same results with DBSCAN if eps is 25 m and minPts is 2.

Figure 2. MST results

Figure 3, Chameleon results
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Figure 4. DBSCAN results

Figure 5. ASCDT results

CONCLUSIONS
Different approaches for grouping of buildings were tried based on proximity criterion. Although MST is common method
for the grouping, DBSCAN and Chameleon produced better results. On the other hand buffering approach gives exactly the
same results with DBSCAN if minimum number of members of cluster is 2. It is thought that other criteria such as shape,
size, and orientation are used in addition to proximity criteria, the clustering approaches can produce meaningful groups of
buildings.
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Abstract
The present paper will examine many of the problems and characteristics that a cartographer should consider when
starting the preparation of a 3D map of any kind and particularly one used in architectural applications. Moreover, it will
present problems of perception as an important factor in selecting appropriate techniques and methods for conveying
cartographic information in a more contemporary form, like 3D mapping. The wide range of applications of 3D maps will
be reviewed in order to justify their potential for a mass entry into the modern world. In addition, the fundamental
principles of 3D modelling and its application for mapping purposes will be presented. The principles and methods for
creating a 3D vector map with application in 3D GIS and their characteristics, as well as precision and application for
architecture will be examined. The paper will also consider the advantages and disadvantages of photorealistic
representation.

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays the amount of information is so large that visualization has become a tool for transforming data from various
sources in graphic form by which users intuitively, through their sensory perceptions, find demanded relations, patterns,
anomalies easily. An effective visual interpretation has the advantage of presenting illustrative information and allows users
to focus on its key components more quickly, which is a prerequisite for faster and better analysis and decision making
[Maceachren A.M., Canter J.H., 1990].
Modern cartography can be presented as a visualization of geospatial information in different levels of details, dimensions,
formats and applications and the maps - as tools of representation of reality in a way that is visual, digital or tangible.
Building 3D maps is possible through the combination of cartography and computer graphics. With the progress of
hardware and software technologies, the implementation of the graphics is becoming easier and faster. 3D mapping gives
the opportunity for displaying many different effects. Software applications allow easier providing of different perspectives
and thus the user is facilitated by visual perception data. Interactivity is an important feature for achieving effective
visualization. Due to it, the user is able to handle larger amount of data in exceptional processing capabilities.
For the better perception of the 3D maps from the user as from the compilers a contributions for creating cartographic
design principles is needed.
One of the first attempt for describing the variables in modeling cartographic products is made in “Cartographic design
principles for 3d maps - a contribution to cartographic theory” by [Haeberling C., 2004].The research is made by the
Institute of Cartography, ETH Zurich. The list contains 19 proposition cartographic design principles for 3D maps that
follow the order of the design process – modeling, symbolization and visualization. At the same time, there are two main
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features of modeling – the degree of abstraction and dimensions that define the proportions of objects, by which a 3D map
is always affected. [Haenberling C., 2004].
An innovative technology for creating 3D maps established as cheap and easy is “From paper to virtual map” developed in
[Bandrova T., Ivanova K., 1999]. The technology is represented shortly by eight steps that include the design of all three
object categories that a 3D map contains – main, secondary and additional content [Bandrova T., 2005]
Depending on the user requirements, the output data available and the map’s application some of the steps can be excluded.
There is a theoretical base for developing a 3D modeling symbol system that includes the requirements and stages for
symbol design, developed by [Bandrova T., 2001]. There are six steps for creating a 3D map symbol that provide
cartographers with a standard approach for developing symbol system for 3D city map [Bandrova T., 2005].
In the following study a 3D map for architectural applications of cadastral district of Sofia, Bulgaria and the surrounding
area has been developed. Afterwards, an architectural project is designed using the map to help analyse the way the building
is positioned within the surrounding area.
The aim of the paper is to develop the logic of transmitting information using 3D maps with built symbol system and visual
effectiveness of reconstruction which is achieved through various modelling techniques.

USERS’ REQUIREMENTS
The technical process of making a 3D map is crucial since the introduction of data in all four steps of the construction design, modeling, visualization and symbols influence the final shape. All steps are performed interactively. In the process
of construction of each map product the users’ needs should be taken into account. The user’s cognition and experience and
the reason for using the product (e.g. purposes, location, time) must be considered. At this stage the understanding of the
future users, their needs and the themes they are interested in indirectly influence the choice of the map type.
The readiness and requirements of users for 3D urban models are explored in [Zlatanova S. and Bandrova T., 1998]. For
that reason a questionary related to preferences for 3D visualization is conducted among several production companies with
urban specialization. As a result a classification that distributes the objects into four groups is suggested and particularly:
juridical objects (e.g. people, institutions, companies), topographic objects (e.g. buildings, streets, utilities), fictional objects
(e.g. boundaries) and abstract objects (e.g. incomes, taxes, deeds). These results are useful for creating 3D GIS of urban
areas.
The requirements for user interface display references for high realistic photo textured objects despite the problems in
texture acquisition, processing and mapping. As for the 3D symbols, they are expected to represent real objects and
phenomenon in order to navigate and orientate the user in the 3D model, as they do in the real world [Zlatanova S. and
Bandrova T., 1998].
Еngineers and architects need a photo-realistic models of buildings and cartographic models of urban area (cadaster or
other) so the visualization of new buildings to be introduced better. 3D maps are the best method for doing that. They can
be used to gather information needed to restore the facades of unique buildings.
For example the London Management Framework, established by the London Plan, seeks to designate, protect and manage
twenty seven views of London and some of its major landmarks [http://www.london.gov.uk/]. For that reason a 3D map of
the affected areas is being created and all the newly designed building in those areas are implemented in the model in order
to protect those views with the highest accuracy possible. In that case the dynamic characteristics and the precision of the
model are of the highest importance. The photorealistic visualization and the 3D symbol system are secondary and in most
cases are not even demanded.

TECHNOLOGY FOR CREATION OF 3D MAP
The modeling process includes the transformation and unification of different topographic and thematic information and
images (DTM, vector data, raster textures). From the initial raw data a compound 3D model of earth's surface can be
obtained, especially when implementing dynamic and interactive functions in 3D map. While building a sign system,
graphic characteristics are applied to individual objects in the model. These are the shape, size, color, brightness, texture and
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other graphic characteristics. Also the actual ground plan can be changed when generalization is necessary. Graphic image
of each object class is defined as in the creation of classical map legend and cartographic generalization rules must be
considered. The structure of the legend does not affect the type of objects while they are being created. The model surface is
converted into 3D map model.
The final step is the visualization of the 3D map model. This is achieved through a program or attachment. Finally mapping
objects appear to the user because of the projection parameters and the inevitable interaction of light and shadows. Because
of this, for the final rendering is necessary the implementation of a camera and the parameters of the output file format to be
established.
Cartographic modeling of 3D maps has many options for image acquisition. These options are grouped by type of elements
that characterize specific moments in the modeling process - modeling of a digital terrain model, of objects outlook,
perspective, weather and natural phenomena and others that affect the display of the map visualization.
Maintenance of a wide range of tasks, elimination of certain tasks and improvement of the model are hard to be
implemented in the conceptual data model. In general, a topographic data model must be as comprehensive as possible (in
terms of information). This allows the performance of a wider range of tasks specific for this area. However, the
maintenance of the relevance of a higher amount of information is more difficult and expensive. A balance between richness
of information and the costs of acquisition, update and storage of information is needed. A possible decision of that problem
is the inclusion of a specific database depending on the number of applications that are using these data. This way the
utilization is increased and efforts are minimized. This gives the possibility for different presenting of information, so the
model should be kept as close to the reality as possible.
There are some specific requirements for data structures. First, the overall performance (in terms of requirements for data
storage and time for response) must be acceptable in the management of a large amount of data. Secondly, the data structure
must ensure their compatibility and allow verification. Third, the structure must support the computing and analytical
operations. Fourth, possibility of updating the data structure is required [Penninga F., 2008].
The present model is built in five steps according to “From Paper to Virtual Map” technique. The sources are digital 2D
maps so steps 1 and 2 are missed. As for step 4 - Reconstruction of the Digital Terrain Model (DTM), its accomplishment
will lead to complicating of the model. The small area it covers and the flat terrain make a DTM unnecessary.

1. Including third coordinate.
The source for creating the map is digital cadastral plan of the study area. Many different studies of the area are made,
including both field and office activities, in order the information to be implemented.
The output data are in *.DWG format. The file contains vector data for the existing elements of cadaster and attached
bitmap in *.TIF format containing old cadastral plan of the area. The data is processed in AutoCAD Civil 3D 2011 Imperial
environment (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Excerpt from cadastral plan of Sofia, Banishora area
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Geodetic measurements
The area is checked if the plan contains all the existing objects. It is determined that two buildings are not included in the
cadastral plan. For their supplementation and for the determination of the third coordinate geodetic measurements are made.
This way 3D information for the existing objects is collected requisite for the creation of 3D map. The existing geodetic
control of the area in local Sofia coordinate system is used. Coordinates and elevation of the situational points are taken
from the cadastral plan. The detailed points are determined by position and elevation and the calculations are based on the
geodetic control, which is unified for horizontal and vertical measurements.

Processing the measurements
To determine the coordinates of the detailed points is used the software TPLAN. After the procession an accuracy
assessment is made for every station and coordinate differences are calculated. Data is entered in AutoCAD Civil 3D 2011
Imperial environment. The points defining the contours of new buildings are connected and the relative heights of the
buildings are calculated.

2. Designing the main content (buildings, streets etc.)
Considering the type of output data, the desired final result and all stages in the process of creating that 3D mapping
includes, it is necessary to select the most suitable software for data processing and visualization of the 3D model. In this
case is used Garphisoft ArchiCAD 13 software. The reason the selection of that software is that the final model required for
architectural applications with data built in the same environment. This way maximum compatibility of the models is
achieved.
Garphisoft ArchiCAD 13 workspace (Figure 2 a, b)

Figure 2a. 2D workspace.

Figure 2b. 3D workspace.
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Elevations are entered by their relative value derived from the geodetic measurements. As it was already mentioned, the
peculiarities of the specific task, namely making a 3D map for architectural applications, the flat terrain and small size of
the area lead us to the estimation that building of a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) and conjunction of the objects with
elevation system is unnecessary for the project objectives and wouldn’t affect the visualization of the model. This would
only compound and complicate the final product and the creation process without substantial results for the particular
application. Therefore, the model is in conjunction only by position with local Sofia Coordinate System.
If the creation of the map ends here, the architect is able to obtain a lot of metric information as distances, volumes, spread
of light, etc. from the model without need of 3D symbolization, phototextures and photo-realistic visualizations. The next
three steps are aimed at the creation of more realistic visual perception of the mapped area.

3. 3D symbolization of the 3D map
The theory about symbol creation and design for 3D map is described in [Bandrova T., 2001]. The summary of this theory
is shown below:
Steps for creating symbolization for 3D maps:
 Gathering information about the object (qualitative and quantitative characteristics, images, textures).
 Analyzing information and collecting data for every object.
 Design of symbols using visual and metric analysis and computer graphic techniques.
 Visualization of the symbols in virtual space.
 Obtaining summarized information about an object.
Requirements for 3D symbols:
 To resemble the real objects.
 Minimum number of polygons should be used in the design.
 To have the actual object size.
 To have different aims depending on the users’ requirements.
 Simplicity of the signs.
 To characterize small objects.
 To have quantitative differences.
How to construct:
 Object primitives – cylinder, box, cone.
 Curve forms and rotation of objects.
 Editing the geometry of the symbol at different levels.
Positioning the symbol:
 Copy – exact copy. Changing the original object does not change the copy.
 Model – changing the original changes the copies.
 Specimen - changing the original changes the copies; changing a copy doesn’t change the original. Unilateral
connection.
For the creation of 3D symbol system for this particular map are used several approaches. The specifics the real objects are
taken into account for the creation of each element, its sizes and software capabilities.
Area symbols (Figure 3 and 4)
 Roads
 Sidewalks
 Tram lines
 Lawns
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In the preparation of area symbols textures are used to recreate the specific features of the objects that are represented with
their real size because of the lack of scale in 3D maps.
3D symbols constructed similarly to the real objects – public transport station
This symbol is designed by the recreation of the real object’s typical characteristics. This is made for maximum
representation of the reality by the symbolization. The actual sizes of the object are preserved. (Figure 3)

Figure 3. Public transport station – building 3D symbol.

3D symbolization built by objects from the Graphisoft ArchiCAD 13 Object Library (Figure 4)







Vegetation – in the area of the map there is only deciduous vegetation. Therefore from the library of Graphisoft
ArchiCAD 13 is selected Tree Deciduous 12 13 which resembles the existing trees the most. The height of the symbol
is 6.5 meters determined for middle height for the trees in the area. The middle height for the trees in the area is
determined approximately according to the floors of the surrounding buildings. The position of the trees is taken from
the cadastral plan and after a check in place the missing ones are removed.
Trash-can – the object from the Graphisoft ArchiCAD 13 Object Library is chosen so as to be maximum similar to the
real object. The colors are chosen with the same consideration. The positions are set approximately after check in place.
Street lights – maximum similar to the real object. The height of the symbol is 7.3 meters determined approximately
according to the floors of the surrounding buildings. The position of the lights is taken from the cadastral plan.
Traffic lights – maximum similar to the real object. The height of the symbol is 7.0 meters determined approximately
according to the floors of the surrounding buildings. The position of the lights is checked in place.
Tram and people – these objects are supplemented in order to increase the realism of the model. The default settings are
preserved and the sizes are real. This is also an opportunity to use the same model in ubiquitous mapping and
cartography.

Figure 4. 3D symbolization
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Dividing floors by color
Buildings in this particular 3D map can be divided into two types: those that are representing the ground plan after the
newly designed building is placed and those that will be replaced by the newly designed building. The architectural project
includes an entire cadastral district. Therefore, the buildings in this area are visualized by dividing their floors by color. The
colors fade with the increase of the floor because of the bigger proximity to the natural source of light – the Sun (Figure 5).
The method is established in [Bandrova T., 2001].
The other buildings, placed adjacent to the district, are covered by photorealistic textures in order to obtain clear view of
how the newly designed building looks into the ground plan, which is the ultimate goal of the project.

Floor 5
Floor 4
Floor 3
Floor 2
Floor 1

Figure 5. Dividing floors by colors
The colors of the buildings are taken from Graphisoft ArchiCAD 13 Material Library. This refers also for the materials of
the roofs, sidewalks, roads, etc.

4. Preparing of phototextures.
To achieve photorealistic view of the 3D man is necessary to develop suitable texture library. Texture is synthesized or
scanned image attached to the geometry of an object or symbol in order to display its qualities. [Zlatanova S., 2000].
Texturing is an important step in the creation of 3D models. Photo-realistic textures provide the most realistic view of the
environment in the area. They also give information about details and characteristics of materials that are not part of the
geometry. There are two types of data that can be used for photo-realistic textures – aerial photos of the terrain and roofs of
buildings and land photos, taken from the street level, that include facades of buildings and other surfaces.
In this case the second type of photo-realistic textures is used. Images are made with digital camera Sony Cyber-Shot 5.5
Mpx at an average level of solar activity. The key element for each facade are captured – windows, balconies, entrances.
The textures are processed by using Adobe Photoshop CS2 software. Elements are transformed into orthogonal projection.
Due to “contamination” of the sight with tree branches, electrical wires, etc. images are cleaned. To get the entire wall of the
building elements are cloned as many times as necessary.
This way photo-realistic view of all facades in orthogonal projection is achieved (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Exemplary building facades
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5. Photo-realistic visualization of the 3D map.
Placing phototextures.
To achieve photo-realistic view a library of phototextures is created. While trying to place the textures at the relevant
surfaces (walls), a problem with the definition of a local coordinate system, required for the positioning of the textures, was
established.
Architects use photo-realistic textures in the design of buildings rarely because every element is designed separately.
Probably for this reason there is a problem with the definition of local coordinate system for different surfaces in the
specialized architectural software Graphisoft ArchiCAD 13.
Therefore, for photo-realistic texturing and final visualization of the model is used the software Artlantis Studio 3specialized one for creating high-quality images, videos and presentation materials.

Light and shadow
The sunlight settings are very detailed. The user can choose location, day and time for the visualization of the model. This
way the sunlight falls at such an angle and with such an effect as if the viewer is at the chosen place in the fixed time.
The contrast of shadows can also be adjusted. In our case it is reduced to minimum. This adjustment is better for a city map.
Higher contrast level is expedient for the visualization of 3D terrain models, like 3D mountain maps for example.
Clouds parameters are not changed.

Camera
The focus distance is fixed depending on the desired view and object area. No artificial sources of light are added. An image
from the library or outside the program can be chosen. The user can choose the visible layers.

Data types
The following software product are used: utoCAD Civil 3D 2011 Imperial, TPLAN, Adobe Photoshop CS2, Graphisoft
ArchiCAD 13, Artlantis Studio 3.
File types used: *.tif, *.jpg, *.dwg, *.gsi, *.kpt, *.kor, *.dpi, *.pln, *.atl.
Full comparability between software and file types is achieved.

APPLICATION
The architectural project is positioned over the photo-realistic 3D map of the ground plan. This gives the opportunity for
analyzes and evaluation of the final result of the project. The information achieved through the visualization is perceptible
for professionals (facing the architects) and unqualified users (contractors, buyers, tenants, etc.). Interactivity and the real
sizes of the objects in 3D maps make information clear and accessible, close to natural human perception of reality.
At the same time the architect is able to achieve accurate metric measurements from the model for the needs of the
planning. The view of the ground plan before and after the positioning of the newly designed building gives to the user clear
idea of the size and conception of the project and the effect on the tendency for future planning and design in the area.
(Figure 7 a, b)

CONCLUSIONS
The application of 3D mapping in architecture gives very good results. 3D models of reality give users the opportunity to
acquire clear and accurate view for the results of design, which cannot be achieved by other cartographic methods for
visualization.
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The specialized architectural software finds good application in 3D cartography and provides the desired accuracy of the
model. The accurate geodetic measurements and precise modeling of the ground plan enables the architect to get clear view
of the area before starting the design and thus to develop clear guidelines for the project since the beginning. Future
development of these maps should be made on the base of analysis how architects use and accept them.
The 3D maps, designed and created for architectural needs are very detailed with all elements of the environment including
transport devices and people. This point gives evidence to cartographers to include such products to one of the most
attractive tools for visualization of geo-information in the field of ubiquitous mapping. This will give us opportunities to
keep such models for future needs, for reconstructions, design and for heritage needs.

Figure 7 a. Visualization of the existing ground plan.

Figure 7 b. Visualization of the architectural project in the ground plan.
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Abstract
The main goal of the Konya Closed Basin Project is to investigate land subsidence within the basin. The vertical changes
have been investigated through GPS measurements and InSAR images taken at different dates. In order to decide whether
the land subsidence is significant for land use in residential and agricultural areas within the basin, a GIS system is
necessary. For this purpose GoogleEarth, MapInfo and Generic Mapping Tools (GMT) were chosen as GIS software
packages. At first, a preliminary study has been performed using 1: 100 000 and 1: 250 000 topographic maps which are
scanned and registered. A continuous mosaic of map sheets created from them is overlaid on the terrain in the Google
Earth. GPS deformation network was designed over the mosaic map considering land use and hydrogeological properties
of the KCB. Other data that the system contains are GPS points, wells, at which water depth is measured, InSAR images,
geologic layers created from geological maps, and land use maps created by using NVDI method. The geology maps are
digitized in MapInfo. After the completion of data collection, GIS analyses will be undertaken in order to evaluate land
subsidence potential of the basin.

INTRODUCTION
Konya Closed Basin (KCB) with an area of 7% of the Turkish territory is located in the central Anatolia. Its surface water
bodies do not reach the sea. Fig. 1 displays the KCB border with the black line and topographical and hydrological
properties can be seen in. The basin, which has a population of nearly 5 million people, meets the approximately 10% of
agricultural and industrial production of Turkey. The water needed for agricultural activities and daily use of people living
in the basin area has mostly been supplied from groundwater sources. A study performed by The State Hydraulic Works
reveals that there has been about 100 000 deep wells in KCB and only 27 000 of them are legal (Iscioglu, 2008). The
observations of 24 wells that have been observed since 1960s show an average withdrawal 77 cm per year in the
groundwater table (Ustun et al., 2007).
Considering the leveling height changes up to 50 cm at some benchmarks of Turkish Vertical Reference Network in the
period of 1973-2005, an initial study on the monitoring of land subsidence effects in the KCB was started. A GPS network
of 6 control stations has been monitored in terms of vertical deformations. After 6 GPS campaigns that are undertaken from
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2006 to 2009 land subsidence reaching up 5 cm has been determined in the areas where underground water has been heavily
used (Ustun et al., 2010). By means of correlation analysis, it has been seen that there is a significant correlation between
the magnitude of land subsidence and the use of groundwater.

Figure 1: Konya Closed Basin and the project area (green border)
In 2010, with the aim of monitoring and detecting of effects of land subsidence in the KCB, a project proposal was
submitted to The Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey (TUBITAK). The part of Konya Closed Basin
covering Konya city center and plains of Cumra has been selected for a case study (see Fig. 1). In the same year, the studies
of the project were started with the new GNSS network design for a broader research area including Konya city center.
Besides the GNSS technique for measurement of surface deformations, geodetic (e.g., InSAR and leveling), geotechnical
(magnetic settlement observations in the boreholes near the GNSS stations) and hydrological observations of groundwater
levels will also be performed. All vector and raster data compiled, collected and processed from different sources over the
duration of project will be analyzed to assess the subsidence effects on the infrastructure systems and the residential areas
by means of Geographic Information Systems (GIS). In this context, data management, modeling and risk assessment for
detecting and monitoring of land subsidence in the KCB require to built a three dimensional and time dependent (3D/4D)
geoinfomation system (Breunig, 2001).
This paper presents the studies related the design and establishment of GIS for the KCB. The preliminary studies include the
compilation of vector data and topographic, geological and hydrological maps and the registration process of them. The
diversity of projection, scale and datum of these maps requires a special concern for the representation of data and the
project results within unique reference system. In this study, data compilation, organization, datum transformation and
software aspects are dealt with.
GIS COMPONENTS OF KCB PROJECT
In the KCB project, the following data are collected and compiled for the considered GIS study: Topographical base maps
of 25K, 100K and 250K, hydro/geologic maps of 100K, 200K and 500K, as well information of active fault lines about the
basin, hydrological data including the positions of deep wells, groundwater level monitoring stations and surface water
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bodies (e.g. river, lake and obruk), the station coordinates of GNSS and leveling network, InSAR and remotely sensed
imagery data. All data are stored and organized using the Mapinfo and Google Earth. In addition, to create some GIS layers,
such as terrain reliefs based on the SRTM (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission) data, GMT (Generic Mapping Tools)
software package is also used (Wessel and Smith, 1991). For this study, 3 arc-second resolution of the SRTM data filled
with local topographic maps as taken reference for topographic representation of the basin (JPL, 2008; Bildirici et al.,
2010).
Maps and vector data obtained from different sources are transformed to WGS84 datum, and latitude longitude coordinate
system. Doing so, all data are compatible with Google Earth. In order to interpret the influence of agricultural activities on
land subsidence occurrences, land use maps are created by remotely sensed imagery. For this purpose, Erdas software are
used to process Landsat TM imagery data.
DATA COLLECTION AND ORGANISATION
Topographic Maps
The topographic maps of 250K and 100K covering the KCB are collected and scanned. The map set consists of 9 and 12
sheets for 250K and 100K maps, respectively. Although these sheets are produced in the UTM (Universal Transversal
Mercator) system, their datum systems for coordinates are different: ED50 (European Datum 1950) and WGS84 (for those
produced after 2002).
All sheets are registered under MapInfo GIS environment. The actual map area is a quadrangle in the UTM system. In order
to create a seamless mosaic, the actual map area of these sheets must be rectangular; otherwise there will be gaps on the
edges of the sheets. To achieve this, all sheets are transformed into equidistant cylindrical projection, mostly called
geographical coordinate (latitude/longitude) system in GIS software. With this process, datum transformation from ED50 to
WGS84 is also applied. After performing these operations of projection and datum transformation, the actual map areas are
cut and the rectangular image files are created. These files are re-registered in the MapInfo, and thus, a seamless mosaic has
been generated. Same files are also registered in GoogleEarth, and the images are draped over the terrain using the image
overlay function. 250K and100K mosaics are shown, in oblique view in Google Earth, as seen in Fig. 2. It can be said that
the results of spatial matching seems good since there are no gaps and overlays at the edges.

Figure 2: 3D oblique view of topographic mosaic map for 250K (left) and 100K (right)
In terms of colors and contrast, the sheets can be distinguished in the mosaic. The reason is that the production dates of the
sheets are different. Although all 100K sheets are produced considering the same regulations, the resulting analog maps are
not the same. In Fig. 3, a part of the 100K mosaic map is shown, where 4 sheets meets. The edge matching seems
appropriate, however the changes of the color and contrast between individual sheets is remarkable. Same problem occurs
also in the mosaic of 250K maps. Here, one of the sheets is produced according to the old regulations of the manufacturer,
General Command Mapping of Turkey, so the symbolization, and datum differs from the other sheets. This situation can
also easily be identified in Fig. 2. In this work, all sheets are scanned in the same device with the same resolution. After
scanning, no modification, in terms of image processing, is applied. In near future we plan to do some enhancements in the
scanned files, in order to minimize the differences between the sheets of same symbolization.
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Figure 3: Color and contrast differences on a 100K topographic mosaic sheets
Hydro/Geologic Maps and Data
A hydrogeologic map shows hydrologic features as rivers, streams, lakes and according to the mapping purposes other basin
characteristics like artificial deep wells. A 200K paper map of the basin had been prepared by State Hydraulic Works of
Turkey in 1972. It helps us to recognize hydro/geologic characteristics for designing the GNSS network and drilling
boreholes for geotechnical analysis. When selecting the GNSS station places, this map has taken as reference to investigate
the interaction between surface deformation and groundwater levels. Most of the GNSS stations are chosen close to the
groundwater level monitoring stations which are operated by the State Hydraulic Works. The borders of hydrogeologic
areas associated with ground characteristics and the positions of ground water monitoring wells are included in GIS
environment as vector and raster data layers.
In Turkey, geological maps are produced at different scales by General Directorate of Mineral Research and Exploration.
The most detailed map set is 100K geologic sheets. 12 sheets including the KCB area are supplied and scanned. The images
are registered by MapInfo. Then, geological features are manually digitized. There are 27 different areal features in the
maps. A sample view of the geological maps is seen in the left panel on Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: A part of the geological 100K map sheet K27 (left), a map showing the active fault systems and seismicity of the
project area (right panel, Eren, 2004)
The image files of geological map sheets are arranged like the topographical maps, and defined in Google Earth format as
ground overlays. Doing so, the geological sheets are draped over the terrain, and 3D visualizations are obtained.
Tectonic faults located in KCB area are mostly depicted in geological sheets at the scales of 500K. In order to design GNSS
and leveling network and to evaluate the land subsidence in KCB area, local tectonic activity should be taken into account.
Therefore more precise fault data is necessary. The first study was carried out by using 500K geological maps and then
these data are detailed by means of 250K topographic maps (Eren, 2004). The original study on the fault systems and
seismicity of the project area is displayed in the right panel on Fig. 3. The vectorized data from geoglogic maps and the
historical records about the seismicity for the study area are imported into the GIS environment by MapInfo tools.
GNSS Network
A GNSS network to detect and monitor vertical deformations for Konya city center and surrounding areas was designed and
established in basis of topographic, geologic and hydrogeologic properties of thought study area in Fig. 1. Three
dimensional displacements at 28 GNSS stations will be observed during the project lifetime of three years. It is expected to
collect 10-12 campaign data in this period. The station coordinates and associated station-ground properties are recorded in
the database with different layers. The records in the database about these stations as well as InSAR deformation maps are
considered 4D geodata in the GIS environment. The stations of GNSS network displaced in Fig. 5 are evaluated in three
separate groups according to the nature of the ground:
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Figure 5: Topographic map of the project area. Red lines show active fault systems. Black, blue and green symbols denote
the GNSS stations to measure the ground displacements.


The mountainous areas not expected significant point-wise displacements: Spatial deformations and displacements
in the lowland plains will be referred to these stations.



The areas not expected subsidence, left the basin floor (savanna): In the limestone formations, outside the area of
agricultural activities and settlements, the ground subsidence is not expected. The stations in these areas are used to
estimate the behavior fault systems surrounding the basin.



The lowland areas expected subsidence: These units consist of the agricultural and residential areas, especially
Konya city center. The intensive use of groundwater are observed in that places. The ground characteristics are
identified in terms of geotechnical and hydrogeological parameters of soil and rock materials.

SAR Data and Interferograms
For mapping the Earth’s surface topography and its temporal changes, the InSAR (Interferometric Synthetic Aperture
Radar) is a state-of-art technique that uses the remote sensing radar images taken at different positions and times. It enables
to look at certain region on the earth in every 35 days and surface deformations in LOS (Line Of Sight) can be detected
using the differences of phase returning to the spacecraft or aircraft sensor (Massonet, 1998; Burgmann et al, 2000).
Spatially and temporarily, in observing ground surface vertical deformations, InSAR has a great potential since presenting a
unique pixel density with ~100 pixels/km2.
In this project, the ASAR image set of ENVISAT satellite from 2003 to 2009 is used to investigate subsidence and its timedependent changes in the basin by using differential interferograms. The location of the study area is covered by the track
207 and frame 2853, track 207 and frame 2835, track 436 and frame 2853. The several interferograms having good
coherence show significant deformations for the first track and frame, 207 and 2853. Before the interpretation, the
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preliminary results will be validated by other geodetic techniques like GNSS. The valuable interferograms can be attached
easily as raster image. The InSAR processing softwares, such as DORIS (Kampes and Usai, 1999) and GMTSAR (Sandwell
et al., 2011) are capable for geocoding the final interferograms to the Earth fixed coordinate system, e.g. WGS84 or
exporting them to the GoogleEarth kmz/kml files.
Land Use Data
When taking into consideration of the land use and agricultural quality, 48% of the KCB has the sustainable agricultural
units that would produce quality products. Approximately 10% of total groundwater reserves of Turkey have been
abstracted in the KCB, annually (Iscioglu and Hamarat 2004). The agricultural demand on this water is increasing every
year.
Irrigation is one of the factors that create stress on ground water sources. In this context, the changes in the agricultural land
units and water bodies are investigated by using remote sensed imagery. The results are land use maps as part of layers of
KCB-GIS. Landsat TM images taken in 1989, 1998, 2003 and 2010 are used and processed to produce this kind of maps.
The classified images with respect to Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) can be used to identify different
areas (Rouse et al, 1973; Tucker 1979). The identified classes are water, rock, grassland and green area (agricultural usage).
Figure 6 shows the results of classification, while Table 1 summaries the numerical changes of land use. As seen in the table
and figure, the increase in green area shows the agricultural activity, therefore increase in irrigation. The water required for
irrigation is gained from the ground water. The correlation between land use changes and surface deformation obtained
from InSAR technique will be analyzed spatially using GIS tools. For these purposes, the intermediate results of these
works will be registered as independent layers within the frame work.
Table 1: Field classes with respect to the NDVI values and their changes between 1989-2003
Area (km2)
NDVI
1989
1998
2003
2010
Value
Water
-1
39
20
36
40
Rock & Soil
-0.1–0.1
17437
16859
17045
16396
Grassland
0.2–0.4
907
1251
1219
1464
Gren Area
0.4–1
285
538
368
766
Total
18668
18668
18668
18668

CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY
In this study, we introduce the data components of GIS for a project related with detecting and monitoring land subsidence
occurrences in the Konya Closed Basin. There are many environmental factors triggering land subsidence. In KCB project,
a diversity of data are collected and integrated within a GIS framework. Only, this kind of environment can achieve to
combine, manage, and analyze data that comes from different sources. At the current stage of the system, input data have
been collected and combined. Because the collected raster and vector data are distinguished from each other by their spatial
and temporal references, in some cases a conversation for data integrity has been required throughout the project duration.
The integration and representation of spatial data will be presented in basis of the WGS84 coordinate system as default.
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Figure 6: NVDI classification at different dates the features. (The classes: water (blue), rock & soil (brown), grassland
(light green), green area (green)
With this project, it is aimed to build a component based 3D/4D information system. This environment will help us to
spatial and temporal management of geodata and forecasting possible consequences of land subsidence effect in the KCB.
To do this, it requires several GIS software tools in storing, analyzing, visualizing and representing geodata. GoogleEarth,
MapInfo and GMT are considered main software sources to perform different goals.
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Abstract
The development of the digital production techniques were rapidly improved around 1980-1990 due to the requirements of
desktop publishing. Both hardware and software components were essential in the development of the technology, but the
first milestone of this process was the release of personal computers.
In the cartographic visualization, the GIS technologies were invented in the 1970s. However, for a very long time the
development focused on the input part and on the analysis. The need for real map production features (to produce paper
maps which conform to cartographic traditions) in GIS software environment was raised after most of the paper maps were
converted into digital ones. On the other hand, the non-GIS based map production could easily use the development of the
DTP technologies about ten years earlier. The DTP features supported all those necessary visualization features that were
widely used in traditional cartography.

INTRODUCTION
To create maps and other cartographic products using digital methods we should have knowledge not only on cartography,
but the knowledge of several computer programs (including operation system, file management, printing) and their
relevance for our work. The technology of “analogue” cartographic production (including map printing) was developed in
the 20th century. The production of colour maps became widely used when the offset printing replaced the other printing
techniques (like lithography) after the beginning of the 20th century. The colour printing technology was continuously
improved, although theoretically it remained the same until the digital methods were invented. This new technology very
soon influenced the visualization of printed maps especially in the beginning, when the digital technology had some
weaknesses.

EARLY COMPUTER MAPS
Computers became important devices since the 1960s, when more and more researchers had access to information
technology on different levels. Computers at that time were very expensive devices: only large companies or state
authorities (including research and higher education institutions) could access them.
One of the main weaknesses concerning the cartographic visualization was the lack of good computer (graphic) screens.
The very early screens were alphanumeric; they could show only characters, and graphics were not possible at all.
GIS was initiated in 1960s, when the governmental level statistics in United States claimed a tool for analysing and
visualizing the statistical data. US Census is one of the best known examples of the early use of information technology
methods in statistics.
William Garrison was a recognized geographer at the University of Washington, when he came up with an idea to make use
of statistics and computers to study and better understand and represent statistical problems. Waldo Tobler, a student of
William Garrison invented a model called Map In – Map Out (MIMO) in 1959, which would apply computers to
cartography. This model was the basis for GIS and contained all the basic features of GIS software (like geocoding, data
acquisition, data analysis) available and in use today.
The Canada Geographic Information System was developed in the 1960s. Roger Tomlinson worked at an aerial survey
company in Ottawa, focusing on producing large-scale photogrammetric and geophysical maps. The co-operation between
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IBM offices and Tomlinson brought the geographic knowledge to the table as IBM brought computer programming and
data management. This was the first idea to convert the national land management to an IT driven environment.
The most famous institute of the early GIS was the Harvard Laboratories, which was founded in 1964 by Howard Fisher in
Harvard University. The close relationship to the best known information technology institutes (MIT, Yale) inspired the
research, but in the first years architecture, urban development and resource management were more important than the
geography based research. Their famous application was the SYMAP (Synagraphic Mapping System) in 1965, which was a
set of different modules for analysis and manipulation of data for production of choropleth or isoline maps. Fisher called
this application as a mathematical cartography, but the term automated cartography was much better accepted in the
International Cartographic Conferences.
Due to the very limited visualization functionality of computer screens, the main output devices were computer printers. In
the 1960s and 1970s, there was not too much focus on output devices in informatics. At that time, line printers and matrix
printers were nearly the only opportunities to make output from digitally stored data. These devices were produced to print
text (characters) based on simulating the well-known “output device”, the typewriter using impact printing. However, these
devices were driven by the computer at a much larger speed than any human could do. What was much more important in
the cartographic point of view is the print size. In the industrial and scientific environment, where financial resources were
available, such kind of large format line matrix printers and (later) dot matrix printers were used. This large output size
(wider than the 80 columns of an A4 sheet) became available in the 1970s. The SYMAP technology was used only in
research institutes, where line printers were available. This printing technology has never been used together with personal
computers, although the technology was long time used in business environment. Finally, the large speed laser printing
replaced the old technology. Dot matrix printers were developed around 1970. The very first printers used 5*7 dot matrix to
form the characters; later the 9*9 dot matrix became standard. In the 1970s and 1980s, dot matrix impact printers were
generally considered the best combination of expense and versatility, and until the 1990s, they were by far the most
common form of printers used with personal computers.
Line printer maps were not comparable to professional cartographic products made by traditional map production
techniques, but due to the complexity and time consuming of the map production process even the low quality digital maps
were useful. The automatic production of statistical maps showed also the potential of the GIS, but it was evident that such
maps would not replace the professional looking maps, created by traditional map production techniques (Figure 1.)

Figure 1. Experimental choropleth map of a Hungarian county, created by the COMAPO software on ICT 1905 mainframe
computer (1972)
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The very first special output device used in cartography was the pen plotter. Compared to nowadays printers, pen plotters
were very slow and cumbersome to use. Users constantly had to worry about a pen running out of ink. If one pen ran dry at
the end of a plot, the entire plot had to be re-done, which was very time consuming. Plotters could only draw lines; they
could not reproduce raster or photographic images (areas could be filled only with hatching). Despite these limitations, the
high resolution and colour capability made the pen plotter the colour hardcopy output device of choice until the late 1980s,
especially in technical drawings and CAD graphics, which consisted of simple lines like cadastral maps. Only the inkjet
technology has made pen plotters obsolete.
In drum technology, the papers were fixed and a pen was moved in a single axis track, and the paper itself moved on a
cylindrical drum to add the other axis or dimension. Where the paper was fixed on a flat surface and the pens were moved to
draw the image was called a flatbed plotter. This type of plotters regularly can use several different colour pens to draw
with.
CalComp was incorporated in 1958. This was one of the first companies in the United States to market peripheral products
designed specifically to work with computers. CalComp’s appearance coincided with the first wave of acceptance of
computers by such mainstream businesses as banks and insurance companies. In 1959, the company developed the world’s
first drum plotter, but few expected the instrument to grow into CalComp’s strongest product line.

Figure 2. HP7475A plotter
The HP 7470 model was a small low-cost desktop pen plotter created by Hewlett Packard in the 1980s. It used a
revolutionary “grit wheel” design, which moved the paper held in place by a wheel with embedded grit and a pinch roller.
The HP 7470 had originally only two pens, one on either side. It was much less expensive than the previous flatbed design,
which was very heavy but had four pens. The HP 7475 used a rotating carousel with six pens. This design was also scaled
up for very large pen plotters (Figure 2.)
When the personal computers became affordable, having larger storage capacity, and GIS software were used more
frequently, cadastral maps were the first map types in state cartography to process digitally. Cadastral maps were ideal
concerning the digital processing: they used only straight lines, practically no map symbols, no (or very few) areas to fill,
and they used only limited colours. Another advantage of cadastral maps was that these maps were not regularly copied.
Normally, there was only one hand drawn copy which was updated.

THE DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Although the development of GIS was vital for the conversion of cartography to digital, one aspect of this process (the
output side) is regularly neglected or not mentioned at all. The opportunity of the automation of the whole map production
process became possible with the development of desktop publishing (DTP) in the personal computer era. The main aim of
the DTP is to manage different text (rich formatted text, tables) and graphic information (illustrations, equations, photos) of
a page in a computer environment as it is usually necessary when producing books, magazines or any other publication
(especially where we have lot of different typefaces in various sizes). Such computer programmes were available for about a
decade before the personal computers were released, but these systems were so costly that only very large international
publishing companies were able to afford them (mostly in North America, Japan and Western Europe).
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DTP was the individual alternative of the traditional, professional publishing and printing industry. DTP replaced the first
part of the very expensive infrastructure of the printing industry making it a really personal activity: having a personal
computer and a suitable DTP software, one was able to design any product on the screen. The most important development
of DTP was the invention of the technical part of the process: laser printers were used for proofing and image setters (laser
plotters) for the production of printing films. Image setters were very expensive, but when the technology became available
around 1985, it was easily available as an affordable service (like the photocopy machines). The most significant advantage
of DTP was the integration of the typographic and graphic knowledge of publishing in software which gave the user enough
freedom in the design.

Figure 3. Aldus Pagemaker 1.0 screenshot (Mac version), source: http://www.makingpages.org/pagemaker/history/
The first DTP software on personal computers was the Aldus PageMaker (released in July 1985 for Apple-McIntosh
computers and in 1986 for IBM PCs). The first black and white personal laser printers (HP Laserjet, Apple LaserWriter)
were also launched at that time (1984-1985). Although these early laser printers were quite expensive for home users and
had only relatively low resolution (300 dpi), due to the special invention, the Postscript language, the laser printers were
essential to use as a proofing device before we started the printing process in a print shop. Other software products were
also very important, like vector graphics and image manipulation software, because the DTP offered the integration of
different page elements. However, the manipulation was possible only in the original software component (Figure 3.)
Postscript is a page description language (developed by Adobe, which was established in 1982); it was the first widely
available product that allowed for control over a large number of fonts and graphical objects. The main advantage of
Postscript is the device-independency and that Postscript is not related to any concrete operation system. Postscript devices
(laser printers, image setters) have a raster image processor (RIP), which performs the instructions of the Postscript file, so
the quality of the printed output depends on the resolution of the output device. RIPs were built-in in the output devices,
which increased the price and prevented home users from affording a Postscript device. Postscript was treated as a
professional application, and Adobe earned considerable amount of money on licensing Postscript language for printer
manufacturers.
Other important feature of the Postscript language, especially concerning the desktop publishing, is the handling of
typefaces as vector structures, so the characters are scalable and rotatable. Practically, users can manage all kinds of graphic
manipulation. Previously, all industrial DTP systems, different operation systems used raster fonts, which gave very limited
options: only few fonts could be used and only some predefined sizes were allowed to use. In a later period, more features
of raster fonts were added, but the printing time of these extra elements was very long.
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What DTP requested for a computer based system was also useful for map production. The technological part of map
production was a very complicated process: required special and very expensive devices (reproduction cameras, precise
treatment of drawing materials, screens etc.) and the potential human errors were not easy to avoid. For example, in
Hungary, at that time only few state institutes had such infrastructure (Cartographia, the main and practically the only civil
map publishing company, the Military Cartography Institute, the Hungarian Geological Survey and the Department of
Cartography). The entire map drawing technique was based on special transparent films, which were produced in Western
Europe. When the whole map production industry changed to the digital production line, the Western European companies
stopped the production of these special films. This made the traditional map production process impossible in the beginning
of the 1990s, unless the Hungarian cartographic institutes started to transfer their map production technique to digital.

SCREEN MAPS
Screen map images had a special role in the early digital cartography. These raster maps were regularly designed for the
screen to make cartographers understand the special requirement of modern visualization.
Such kind of maps were presented even on hobby computers in the 1980s, but due to the very small screen resolution and
colour palette (not larger than 320*200 pixels) these images could be used mostly for games only. (Figure 4.)

Figure 4. Radarsoft Maps World, a Commodore screenshot (1985)
These early maps were mostly made by computer specialists instead of cartographers; cartographers could have been asked
to contribute as experts, but the special requirements of screen maps were very unusual for the traditional cartographers at
that time. The task required some time for cartographers to be familiar with the digital environment and the very special
limitations.
The screen resolution of the home and personal computers improved relatively slowly in the 1990s, because the
manufacturers were rather focusing on hardware elements like processors, hard disks, and memory chips.
In the early PC era, there were very strict limitations:
 Hard disks were very small, they were not able to store too many images (the first hard drives with more than 1
GByte were launched in 1992).
 The screen resolution was limited; this was partly physical limitation, but was also due to the poor performance of
early graphic adapters. The first colour graphic adapter for PC's was the CGA (Color Graphics Adapter), which
was released together with the first PC in 1981. The resolution was 320*200 pixels with 4 colours. The next
standard was the EGA (Enhanced Graphics Adapter) in 1984, and later the VGA (Video Graphic Array) in 1987
(640*4801 pixel resolution with 16 colours).
 Colour depth was also a critical factor in the beginnings. Even in the early 1990s, colour palette with 256 colours
was the most common, which was much less than perfect for the photographs and very good quality images.
 Screen maps were regularly generated in computer software from a vector database, but they could also be
scanned. Scanners were unusual peripherals at that time. They became more affordable when a fast and cheap
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interface between the PC itself and a scanner was developed: this was the Universal Serial Bus (USB) released in
1996.
The real screen map is optimized for the computer screen. The most sensitive map feature is the text: this should be clearly
legible on the screen. Due to the limited screen resolution, maps should be well generalised. The very first interactive global
map service was the Xerox Parc Map Viewer in 1993; the program allowed the user’s computer to create on-demand maps
from a geographic database. Each interaction with Map Viewer would request a new map from the server that was zoomed
in on a specific point. Individual maps were generated in a raster graphic file and presented as a web (HTML) page.

Figure 4. Xerox Parc Map Viewer
The first CD-ROM atlases were also produced at that time (an American company, DeLorme produced the first consumer
CD-ROM street atlas called Street Atlas USA in 1991, and the first world atlases were also produced at that time). CDROM was a very important storage device. The 640 Mbyte capacity was comparable to or much higher than the storage
capacity of the hard drives. This large storage space encouraged the software developers to add contents like audio, photo
and video to develop the multimedia product. Even the manufacturers used raster maps or vector maps in their CD atlases,
but the required storage place was not too large. Such products were also sold on floppy disks (especially because CD-ROM
was not yet widely used), and most users would buy only the floppy disk version. Hungary produced the first vector based
world atlas in 1994 in cooperation with various institutes (private firm, map publishing company, national institute). The
whole map database was smaller than 10 MB, so the rest of CD-ROM was filled with photographs. The product was not
very successful; the Hungarian market was not prepared for CD-ROM products.
The screen maps and CD-ROM products lost their importance around 2000, when the development started to focus on the
Internet. MapQuest introduced its online mapping site based on a large database in 1996, which included most streets in
North America.
The actual era started by Google in 2005, when the company effectively added a map-based search engine through Google
Maps, and the stand-alone Google Earth became a de-facto standard of on-line map services.
The visualization issue of screen maps became important only when the screen resolution and the colour depth was good
enough to be comparable to traditional paper maps. When this happened, the users continued insisting on having a printing
function in the software product no matter whether it was a special stand-alone product or an Internet service. It is still a
challenging problem to manage a professional on-line service or a commercial map product also including a perfect printing
function.
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EARLY DIGITAL MAPS IN HUNGARY
The conversion process of the Hungarian cartography into a digital era was affected by various factors. Although the limited
access of Eastern and Central European countries to the high technology of computer products made it difficult or
sometimes impossible to follow the developments, the Hungarian cartographers tried to do their best. The first research on
automated map production was carried out around 1972: thematic maps were created by computer printing (dot-matrix
print) and plotters (Figure 1). At that time, only the state offices had a chance to access IT devices; the government
established a special company on servicing governmental needs in 1974. It was a wise decision to concentrate the limited
financial resources (the Hungarian currency was not convertible and Hungary had no many experts in this field).
The conversion of state topographic maps into digital form started in 1987, when the 1 : 200 000 scale military topographic
maps were digitized in AutoCAD environment. At that time all topographic maps were classified (including the civil ones),
so the digital version (which did not include the contour lines) was not for sale, and was only used in military environment.
Even if it had been available for sale, there were very few PC's in the country and they were mostly used by state institutes
and authorities. The classification of state topographic maps was discontinued when the political system changed around
1990. The digital version of the 1 : 100 000 scale civil topographic maps (EOTR – Hungarian Unified Map System) was
much more influential, because it was digitized by the first and most famous Hungarian GIS company (Geometria Ltd.).
This product was named OTAB (National GIS Database) and was especially available for sale; the content of that database
was similar, contour lines were also omitted. This product was widely used by the foreign and multinational companies,
which started their activities in Hungary at that time.
This was the time when the first paper maps were published by using totally digital methods. Small map publishing
enterprises were formed by the former Cartographia employees, who had all cartographic knowledge and market
connections. Naturally, it took some years until these cartographers became familiar with the digital techniques. In the first
years, few paper maps (small city maps) were also made by IT experts, who had no previous cartographic experience. City
maps and road maps were the most common map types produced by the early digital cartographers.
The first fully digital version was the DTA-50 (Digital Cartographic Database), which was the digital version of the 1 : 50
000 scale military topographic maps. The digitizing process was completed in 1996. The process was speeded up by the risk
of the Balkan wars; the US Defence Mapping Agency and NATO provided financial support to the digitizing process.
Hungarian cartography has turned to digital including not only the map producing, but also the development of GIS
companies.

CONCLUSIONS
The last two decades of the 20th century were a very challenging era in cartography not only in Hungary, but all over the
world. The technological development, the new digital techniques considerably changed cartography, gave much more
emphasis on the geographic information systems. This was the time when the technological development partly
overshadowed the visualization part of cartography; most companies were focusing on converting the existing paper maps
into digital form and the importance of visualization was re-discovered when the GIS software became capable to manage
enhanced visualization and map production features.
The project is supported by the European Union and co-financed by the European Social Fund (grant agreement no.
TÁMOP 4.2.1/B-09/1/KMR-2010-0003).
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Abstract
Wetland nature systems are among the most endangered systems in spite of the fact that they have a great influence on
human wellbeing, providing the majority of important ecosystem services. Wetlands along Danube River are marked by
changes in water level during the year. Water level fluctuations create a variety of habitats with diverse communities. A
range of changes in water regime, soil properties and some other factors delineates habitats. Water level during the
vegetation period as well as the intensity, timing and the extent of floods influence primary production and other processes,
e.g. mineralization, decomposition, colonisation with plants, as revealed by different studies. Chernopolska (Karaboaz)
wetland system is situated between rivers Iskur and Vit. It is one of the biggest systems in Bulgarian sector of river Danube.
The system has been transformed as a result of human activities. The present investigation is focused on the results of the
transformations based on old maps. Reconstruction models have been built by using the information from the old maps.

INTRODUCTION
The transformations of the spatial and ecological parameters of the wetlands change the natural evolution of the system.
These facts and new situation laid development and realization of the conception for reconstruction model. Creation of the
models reconstructs the parameters of wetland system until the time of strong anthropogenic impact. We can extract the
information for status of the wetland system based on these models. The present management and sustainable development
of the territory is related with exact understanding of the nature conditions. The other key element is character of
anthropogenic impact. The future reconstruction and renovation activities must be coordinated with clear investigation of
the wetland system before and after process of transformation. The modeling of the two states of the wetland in two
different years and periods of transformation is element of complex integrate management of the regions. These models are
useful in the process of building of the strategies and plans for optimization of the activities connected with economical
grow. Some of them can relate with the activities in European strategies and Trans European regional development as
Danube strategy and Danube European region.

RESEARCH OBJECT
Chernopolska (Karaboaz) wetland system is situated in the central part of Danube plain between mouth areas of rivers Iskur
on the west and Vit on the east. Spatial configuration of the wetland covered the territory of biggest Danube flood terrace in
Bulgaria. The projection is 24-25 km in direction west-east and 6-12 km in direction north-south. The southern border can
be traced in direction south-southeast in the line Gigen-Brest-Guliyantsi, following the hypsometric line of 50 m.
The biggest Danubian marshes and lakes are situated on the territory of the lowland based on the data from researches of
Petkov (1909) and Bonchev (1929). There is information for the marshes Dezna (3409 dka), Vitra (9271 dka), Krajste
(13127 dka), Trupkata and Strupcheto in the paper “Marshes in Bulgaria” (Bonchev, 1929).
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Figure 1 Reconstruction model based on the map from 1916

The number of different anthropogenic impacts connected with building of dikes and drainage of the wetlands has been
realized in the region. The active time for transformations is during the period 1929-1970. The western dike system along
river Iskur is built at the beginning of the period. The dike divided Beshlijsko marsh and stopped the permanent flooding
process from river Iskur in east direction. The small marshes in the southern part of the wetland started to dry as result of
this action.
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SPATIAL MODELS
Spatial model should conclude and show the real world in determinate form and size. Some of the scientists in modeling
theory present the real world as a Cosmos with data. In spatial aspect we can model different system from local to regional
and global system. They include different parts of human knowledge – natural and social, theoretical and practical, virtual
and real. The most important is opportunity for connection of two or three of these parts (Ziegler et al. 2000).
Kirkley et al. (1987) investigated models and the role of the models in physical geography. The models presented the effect
of the actual or hypothetic net of processes and forecasts with one or more consequences. The simulated situation can be
simple and can include only changes in equation or mechanical presentation of the frame. In other direction the simulation
situation may show the analog of the real world. Most of the models determine any net or forecast.
The state of the wetland systems in present investigation can be characterized by the deterministic models of Gurney, Nisbet
(1998). These types of models are used in determination of the conditions and status of systems. The test of the models is
connected with opportunity of model to give decisions.
The basic state is determined as Xt – state in a given period of time. The next state is determined as Xt+∆t. Using this
formalistic situation we can determine that Xt+∆t= f(Xt). The last state is result of influence of different complex of factors.
Regarding of influence of every single factor we can conclude that every new state is determinate of influence of the group
of factors or Xt+∆t = I+ α Xt. The state Хt is a result of influence of whole sum of factor for any given period of time.

X t  X 0  t  Rt t

 R t  R
t

t

or

X t  X 0  Rt , where R is limitation for the period of time in the borders
t

1
R  lim  r (t ' )dt '
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The model describes the different states of the wetland systems. It also includes the influence of the different factors in
system. The classical philosophy of these types of models is based on the natural evolution and changes in a certain period
of time. The principle of the model is relevant if we change the nature factor or group of factors with the complex of
anthropogenic impact for the research territory. This change is necessary because the anthropogenic impact is a key agent in
the transformation process of the wetland.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study is based on the models and modeling process, which are created on old maps from different periods. The
building and development of spatial models is based on analysis of primary information, data from field work and
processing of the maps from different periods. The part of the basic information has been transformed in the form for
permanent preservation and option for actualization. The spatial data include two elements – graphic image and attribute
data connected with graphical image. The modeling process is a core part of this research. Head-Up Digitizing technology
has been used for creation of digital vector models. There are several levels: Scanning of the basic maps; Georefering and
choice of coordinate system; Digitizing of the objects contours; saving of the digital objects and attributive data.

RECONSTRUCTION MODELS OF THE STATE OF CHERNOPOLSKA (KARABOAZKA)
WETLAND SYSTEM BASED ON THE MAP FROM 1916
The preliminary observation the model of the Chernompolska (Karaboazka) wetland system shows four basic subsystems:
- Mouth flooding area of river Iskur with Beshlijsko marsh;
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Figure 2 Center-periphery model

- Main wetlands with basic water bodies Dezna, Vitra and Krajste;
- Mouth flooding area of river Vit;
- Southern wetlands – Sropcheto, Trip etc. (south of main wetlands).

The investigation of the reconstruction model (Figure 1) gives information about:
- Broad flooding area of the wetland Beshlijsko blato in western part of the region.
- Broad flooding zone along river Iskur.
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- Wetland area with open water body north of village Dubovan.
- Wetland area with open water body west of village Zagrazhden.
- Clear connections between flood area of river Iskur and wetland system in the lowland.
- Broad channel for water outflow in river Danuve, northeastern part of the wetland system.
- Broad flood area along river Vit.
- Connection between flood area of river Vit and wetland system in the lowland.
- Clear connections between main water bodies Dezna, Vitra and Krajste.
- Clear inflow and outflow of water in the system.
The spatial parameter of the water bodies and hydrophyte formations are showed in Table 1. The basic transformations can
be observed in two general directions: 1. Decreasing of the areas with water bodies; 2. Changes (interruption) of the
connections in the system between main water bodies and between lakes and rivers.
Year

Dezna and
Vitra km2

Krajste
km2

Stropcheto
km2

Trip km2

Beshlijsko
blato km2

1916
1939

15,12
12,07

13,48
11,53

1,87
1,12

1,61
1,04

8,12
1,01

Iskur –
flooding
area km2
14,69
4,24

Vit –
flooding
area km2
6,95
-

Hydrphyte
formations
km2
15,05
6,31

Table 1 spatial parameter of the water bodies and hydrophyte formations based on the reconstruction model

Center-periphery model of Chernopolska (Karaboazka) wetland system
The centre-periphery (or core-periphery) model is a spatial metaphor which describes and attempts to explain the structural
relationship between the advanced or ‘centre’ and a less developed ‘periphery’ (Marshal, 1998).
The centre-periphery model has led to two main debates. The first concerns the elaboration of a theory of modes of
production, which attempts to conceptualize different economic forms in terms of the relationship between production and
distribution in each mode. The other tries to tease out the exact links between particular areas of the centre and periphery
through examining the articulation of different modes of production. Both debates may often appear to be excessively
theoretical - or at least of little practical significance. The centre-periphery model is also implicated in various types of
world-system theories (Frank, 1978, Amin, 1976)
The reconstruction model of the Chernopolska (Karaboazka) wetland system gives opportunities for development of the
model for organization of the space popular as “center-periphery” model and connected with second conception for this type
of models (Figure 2).
The center of the system comprises the main water bodies - Dezna, Vitra and Krajste while the periphery zone includes:
- Eastern – flooding area of river Iskur and Beshlijsko marsh.
- Western – flooding area of river Vit.
- Southern – region of small wetland Stropcheto, Trip etc.
The described “center-periphery” model is based on the ecological situation of the wetland system in 1916. The parameters
and state in development can be determined as a result of the natural evolution.

RECONSTRUCTION MODELS OF THE STATE OF CHERNOPOLSKA (KARABOAZKA)
WETLAND SYSTEM BASED ON THE MAP FROM 1939
The investigation of the reconstruction model (Figure 3) gives information about:
- Reduction of the area of Beshlijsko blato.
- Transformation of flooding zone along river Iskur.
- Decreasing of the waters in water body north of village Dubovan.
- Decreasing of the waters in water body west of village Zagrazhden.
- Interrupting of the connections between flood area of river Iskur and wetland system in the lowland.
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Figure 3 Reconstuction model based on the map from 1939

- Changes in water masses in the channel for water outflow in river Danuve, northeastern part of the wetland system.
- Transformation of the flooding area along river Iskur and cover with grass formations.
- Interrupting of the connections between flood area of river Vit and wetland system in the lowland.
- Changes in the connections between main water bodies Dezna, Vitra and Krajste.
- Changes in the areas with inflow and outflow of water in the system.
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CONCLUTIONS
The present investigation reconstructed the Chernopolska (Karaboazka) wetland system using the opportunities and
advantages of the spatial modeling. There is a significant transformation of the water bodies, flooding areas and areas with
hydrophyte formations. The main factor for these changes is anthropogenic impact and building of the dikes between river
Danube and lowland territory in one side and rivers Iskur and Vit and lowland in other side.
The “center-periphery” model shows the different elements and subordination in the wetland system. There is data for
breaking of regular connections between center and periphery in the wetland system.
The research showed only the beginning of the process connected with transformation of the wetland area in area covered
with grass formation and agriculture. The activities developed in this direction include the period before and after 1939. The
water bodies are drained at the moment. There is only a small area with hydrophyte formations and high level of
underground waters.
The high level of biologigcal and landscape diversity has been lost. The inclusion of a part of the territory in NATURA
2000 (protected area BG0000335 “Karaboaz”) is an appropriate method for conservation and protection. Another possibility
is the establishment of a project for reconstruction of the wetland system using the example of the project “Wetland
Restoration and Pollution Reduction” for Protected area “Kalimok-Brushlen” in Brushelnska lowland and Natural park
“Perisna” in island Persina.
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Abstract
Towns and cities reflect social, economic, environmental and technological processes in the change of their spatial
structure. Research in understanding, representation and modelling of the complex urban system has a long tradition in
geographic research and planning. However, the recent availability of data obtained by the high resolution spaceborne
remote sensors facilitates more detailed mapping of urban areas. In this contribution, analysis of urban expansion based on
very high resolution satellite imagery on the example of the town Trnava, Slovakia is presented. The WorldView2 satellite
data were used to develop urban land cover map for 2011 using the extended CORINE Land Cover nomenclature. Visual
image interpretations were made by on-screen digitizing and resulted in individual vector data layers. The analysis was
aimed at the measurement of key attributes of urban structure and comparison with the Urban Atlas data. The results
quantify urban land cover patterns, enable description of the spatial trend and demonstrate the potential of multitemporal
satellite data to provide useful indirect indicators of the impact of urbanization on landscape (e.g. soil sealing).

INTRODUCTION
Urbanization is one of the fundamental characteristics of the European civilization. Urban areas around cities have always
been important factors in the development of different regions. Given the large and ever-increasing fraction of the world’s
population living in cities, and the disproportionate share of resources used by urban residents, cities and their inhabitants
are key drivers of global environmental change. In recent decades, the pace of the landscape changes related to urban
development, their frequency and increasing devastating effect on the natural landscape resources lead to growing attention
from researchers, planners and policy makers.
Urbanization gradually changes traditional landscape patterns and creates new landscapes that are highly dynamic. Antrop
(2000) defines urbanization as a complex process that transforms the rural or natural landscapes into urban and industrial
ones forming star-shaped spatial patterns controlled by the physical conditions of the site and its accessibility by
transportation routes. Research in the understanding, representation and modelling of the complex urban system has a long
tradition in geographic research and planning (Bhatta et al. 2010, Antrop 2004, Weber, Puissant 2003, Solon 2009).
Towns and cities reflect social, economic, environmental and technological processes in the change of their spatial structure.
For many years, different scientists and governmental bodies have collected urban land cover data, but for the most part
they have worked independently and without coordination. In the early 1990s, the demand for standardized land use and
land cover data increased in European countries and the CORINE Land Cover project (CLC) was implemented in most of
the EC countries as well as in the PHARE partner countries in Central and Eastern Europe (Heyman et al. 1994). Standard
methodology and nomenclature of 44 classes were applied for mapping and database creation in 1:100 000 scale using the
25 ha minimal mapping unit. Soon after CLC 90 came to use, the need for an updated database became the impulse for
realization of the IMAGE&CLC2000 project. In the years 2007-2008, the CLC2006 data layer was developed for 38
European countries. All participating countries used a standardized technology and nomenclature to ensure the compatibility
of results for the environmental analysis, landscape evaluation and changes.
However, accurate and operational modelling of urban growth and land use change still remained open with some major
challenges. Europe’s urban areas, which accommodate more than three-quarters of region’s population, have grown rapidly
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in recent decades. In order to monitor city centres and the wider surroundings transformation, the Urban Atlas classification
system has been used since 2008 (Meirich, 2008). Developed as a land monitoring project under GMES (Global Monitoring
for Environment and Security), the Urban Atlas is a digital mapping tool providing the pan-European, reliable and intercomparable urban planning data with high-resolution maps in the scale of 1:10 000. Thematic classes are based on CLC
nomenclature. The Urban Atlas cities are mapped using in total 20 classes including 17 urban classes. The minimum
mapping unit is 0.25 ha for the Artificial surfaces - surfaces with a dominant human influence but without agricultural land
use. These areas include all artificial structures and their associated non-sealed and vegetated surfaces. Basically, the level 3
and 4 subclasses of the class 1.1 Urban fabric is distinguished on the basis of their soil sealing levels (>80%, 50-80%, 3050%, 10-30% and <10%). For classes 2 – 5 (Agriculture and semi-natural areas, Forests, Water), the minimum mapping unit
is 1 ha.
Numerous studies have used satellite images for mapping the urban land cover and land use along with modelling of green
spaces and surface impermeability. Recently, the monitoring of the sealed soil percentage in urban environments is of great
interest as a key indicator of sustainable land use. (Kampouraki et al. 2006) However, this approach tends to reduce the
important part of the urban geographic space to a single dimension of degree of soil-sealing density, thereby hiding
important spatial patterns in land use and landscape features. For example, the class Discontinuous Medium Density Urban
Fabric can be represented by tenement houses surrounded by woody vegetation as well as small individual family houses
with gardens. The recent availability of data from high-resolution spaceborne remote sensors facilitates a more detailed
mapping of urban areas and contributes to a better representation of the spatial heterogeneity of towns and cities. Remote
sensing can provide synoptic views with high detail and high temporal frequency and its products can be also used to map
major urban features, land cover types, detailed land use or urban infrastructure, from which secondary socioeconomic
parameters and the invisible elements of urban infrastructure can be derived (Herold et al., 2003, Angel et al. 2007).
In this contribution analysis of urban expansion based on very high-resolution satellite imagery on the example of the town
Trnava, Slovakia is presented. The WorldView2 satellite data were used to develop urban land cover map for 2011 using an
extended CORINE Land Cover nomenclature. The analysis was aimed at the measurement of key attributes of urban
structure and its comparison with the Urban Atlas data.
METHOD
In general, the application, performance, and outputs of urban growth mapping depend strongly on the quality and type of
the data available for parameterization, calibration and validation. The WorldView imagery dataset was acquired in August
2011 and is comprised of a multispectral image with the near infrared, red, green and blue spectral bands (2 m spatial
resolution) and a panchromatic image (0.5m spatial resolution). A pan-sharpening procedure was used to combine red,
green, blue and panchromatic bands into a single RGB image with 0.5 m spatial resolution to facilitate detailed visual
interpretation.
Visual image interpretations were made by on-screen digitizing and resulted in individual vector data layers. In this process
the Quantum GIS (QGIS) software - an Open Source Geographic Information System offering common GIS functionalities
provided by core features and plugins was used.
Areas smaller than 2,500 m2 were added to the adjacent unit with the next lesser number of the same sub-class. Mapping
scale on screen was between 1:3000 and 1:5.000.
Image interpretation and classification required a clear definition of what is considered an urban area versus a rural area. In
general, an urbanized area is characterized by a built-up land including the central city and its immediate suburbs with a
specified population possessing a specific socioeconomic relationship with the surroundings. It was the reason why our
research was focused on the CLC classes 1xx Artificial surfaces (Heymann et al. 1994).
In order to develop a more detailed classification system for urban land cover patterns, certain guidelines of criteria for the
evaluation must first be established:
1. The minimum mapping unit should be 0.25 ha with a minimum width of 10 m (comparable with the Urban Atlas
project).
2. Aggregation of subclasses must be possible.
3. Subclasses can be obtained from the use of a larger scale (minimum area to be checked by ground surveys).
4. The classification system should be suitable for the use with the data obtained at different times of the year.
5. The classification system should be applicable over European cities.
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The extended classification system is based on the 4th level of the CLC nomenclature proposed by of Feranec and Otahel
(2004). For the purpose of this paper the CLC classes 123, 131, 241, 312, 313, 321, 322, 324, 331, 333, 334 and 412 were
excluded (Table 1). On the 5th level the following classes were recognized:
 11211 Discontinuous built–up areas with multiflat houses with significant share of trees – Discontinuous
built–up areas formed by alternation of multiflat houses and woody vegetation (trees and shrubs)
 11212 Discontinuous built–up areas with multiflat houses with significant share of grass vegetation –
Discontinuous built–up areas formed by alternation of multiflat houses and lawns or flowerbeds
 11213 Discontinuous built–up areas with multiflat houses with significant share of gardens – Discontinuous
built–up areas formed by alternation of multiflat houses and vegetable gardens with fruit trees and lawns
 12111 Areas of services – Schools, universities, hospitals, shopping centres including parking places, cultural
centres, etc.
 12112 Production and warehouse areas – Areas of industrial companies, agricultural farms, storage areas,
cooperatives, warehouses, open spaces within the production area with solid/paved, open spaces with artificial
surfaces.
 12211 Roads and adjacent areas without the accompanying continuous woody vegetation– Paved roads
outside settlements including road edges with herbaceous vegetation or sporadic woody vegetation including the
adjacent areas (bridges, overpasses, parking lots, and the like).
 12212 Roads and adjacent areas bordered by tree rows – including adjacent areas (bridges, overpasses,
parking lots, and the like) and the accompanying woody vegetation les than 10 m wide.
 12221 Rail network and associated land – Lines of railroads of minimum width 10 m with associated transport
facilities (small stations, maintenance activities for trains, etc.)
 12222 Accompanying woody vegetation on rail communications – Woody vegetation on rail edges wider than
10 m.
 12223 Accompanying grass vegetation on rail communications – Grass vegetation on rail edges wider than 10
m
 12213 Motorway – motorway lanes occasionally with vegetation between them including adjacent areas (bridges,
stopping places and the like) with vegetation on motorway embankments with the width below 10 m.
 12214 Road network within settlements – Roads within settlements including footways, areas covered by grass
with the width below 10 m adjoining roads, parking lots, driveways to family houses, etc.
 12215 Accompanying woody vegetation on road communications – Woody vegetation on road and motorway
edges wider than 10 m.
 12216 Accompanying grass vegetation on road communications – Grass vegetation on road and motorway
edges wider than 10 m
 13311 Construction of residential areas – Areas with construction of tenement or individual family houses
 13312 Construction of production and service areas – Areas of industrial buildings, production floors,
shopping, cultural or educational centres under construction.
 13313 Construction of water management structures – Areas of water reservoirs, ponds, canals and the like
under construction or extensive reconstruction.
 13314 Construction of communications – Areas of roads and railways under construction or extensive
reconstruction.
 14131 Other settlement greenery – Open spaces with synanthropic herbaceous vegetation as a rule in the
vicinity of settlement communications, which are potential building plots. Occasionally, they may be used for
cultural evens (circus, fairs).
 14132 Greenery in production and service centres – Continuous greenery (grassland, woody vegetation areas,
ruderal vegetation) with no or sporadic occurrence of small buildings and other built–up production and service
areas.
 21111 Arable land of small–sized plots – Production block or cultural portion consisting of arable land parcels
smaller than 1 ha
 21112 Arable land of medium–sized plots – Parcels of arable land with areas between 1 and 30 ha
 21113 Arable land with large plots – Parcels of arable land with area over 30 ha
 22111 Vineyards of small–sized plots – Part of production block with dominance of single vineyards smaller
than 1 ha (>80%) and sporadic occurrence of fruit trees
 22112 Vineyards of large–sized plots – Production block with vineyards larger than 1 ha
 22211 Extensive orchards – Areas of extensively used old fruit orchards with high–trunk trees
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 22212 Intensive orchards – Areas of intensively used fruit orchards usually with low–trunk trees
 24211 Gardens within settlements – Gardens within settlements with distinct representation of fruit trees or
woodbines (with exception of gardens adjacent to family houses classified in 11221)
 24212 Areas of annual crops grown with permanent cultures outside settlements – Gardens or crofts situated
outside settlements
 24332 Remnant forests and shelterbelts – Groups of other than forest woody vegetation or linear non–forest
woody vegetation wider than 10 m surrounded by arable land or grassland
 31112 Bank vegetation – linear woody growths wider than 10 m skirting streams and water bodies
 51111 Rivers and brooks – natural streams including their banks with a minimum width of 10 m
 51121 Canals –Artificial canals or trained streams with the minimum width of 10 m
 51221 Ponds – Smaller water areas primarily destined to fish breeding (systems of ponds)
 51222 Water reservoirs – As a rule, larger water areas primarily used for accumulation of water for purposes of
energy production and irrigation
Definitions of other classes are identical with those for the fourth hierarchic level (Feranec, Otahel 2004).

Table 1: Extended CORINE Land Cover Nomenclature
CORINE - 3th level
111 Continuous urban
fabric
112 Discontinuous
urban fabric

121 Industrial or
commercial units
122 Road and rail
networks and
associated land

4th level (Feranec, Otahel 2004)
1111 Areas of urban centres (11111)
1112 Areas of ancient cores (11121)
1121 Discontinuous built-up areas with multiflat houses
prevailingly without gardens

1122 Discontinuous built-up areas with family houses
with gardens (11221)
1123 Discontinuous built-up areas with greenery (11231)
1211 Industrial and commercial units
1212 Areas of special installations (12121)
1221 Road network and associated land

5th level

11211 Discontinuous built-up areas with multiflat houses with
significant share of trees
11212 Discontinuous built-up areas with multiflat houses with
significant share of grass vegetation
11213 Discontinuous built-up areas with multiflat houses with
significant share of gardens

12111 Areas of services
12112 Production and storage areas
12211 Roads and adjacent areas without the accompanying
continuous woody vegetation
12212 Roads and adjacent areas bordered by tree rows
12213 Motorway
12214 Road network within settlements
12215 Accompanying woody vegetation on road communications
12216 Accompanying grass vegetation on road communications
12221 Rail network and associated land
12222 Accompanying woody vegetation on rail communications
12223 Accompanying grass vegetation on rail communications

1221 Rail network and associated land

124 Airports

1241 Airports with artificial surfaces of runways (12411)
1242 Airports with grass surfaces of runways (12421)
132 Dump sites
1321 Solid waste dump sites (13211)
1322 Liquid waste dumps (13221)
133 Construction sites 1331 Construction sites

141 Green urban areas 1411 Parks (14111)
1412 Cemeteries (14121)
1413 Other urban green areas
142 Sport and leisure
facilities
211 Non-irrigated
arable land

13311 Construction of residential areas
13312 Construction of production and service areas
13313 Construction of water management structures
13314 Construction of communications

14131 Other urban green areas
14132 Green areas in production and service centres

1421 Sport facilities (14211)
1422 Leisure areas (14221)
2111 Arable land prevailingly without dispersed (line and 21111 Arable land of small-sized plots
point) vegetation
21112 Arable land of medium-sized plots
21113 Arable land with large plots
2112 Arable land with scattered (linear and point)
vegetation (21121)
2113 Greenhouses (21131)
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221 Vineyards

2211 Vineyards

222 Fruit trees and
berry plantations

2221 Orchards

22111 Vineyards of small-sized plots
22112 Vineyards of large-sized plots
22211 Extensive orchards
22212 Intensive orchards

2222 Berry fruit plantations(22221)
2223 Hop plantations (22231 )
231 Pastures
2311 Grassland (pastures and meadows) prevailingly with
trees and shrubs (23111)
2312 Grassland (pastures and meadows) with trees and
shrubs (up to 30%) (23121)
242 Complex
2421 Complex cultivated pattern without scattered houses 24211 Gardens within settlements
cultivation patterns
24212 Areas of annual crops grown with permanent cultures
outside settlements
2422 Complex cultivated pattern with scattered houses
(24221)
243 Land principally 2431 Agricultural areas with significant share of natural
occupated by
vegetation and with prevalence of arable land (24311)
agriculture with
2432 Agricultural areas with significant share of natural
significant areas of
vegetation and with prevalence of grasslands (24321)
natural vegetation
2433 Agricultural areas with significant share of natural
24331 Agricultural areas with significant share of natural
vegetation and with prevalence of scattered vegetation
vegetation and with prevalence of scattered vegetation
(24331)
24332 Remnant forests and shelterbelts
2434 Agricultural areas with significant share of ponds and
with presence of scattered vegetation (24341)
2435 Agricultural areas with significant share of
permanent crops, and with presence of scattered
vegetation(24351)
311 Broad-leaved forest 3111 Broad-leaved forests with continuous canopy
31111 Broad-leaved forests with continuous canopy
31112 Bank vegetation
3113 Broad-leaved forests with dicontinuous canopy
(31131)
3115 Plantation of broad-leaved forests (31151)
321 Natural grasslands 3211 Natural grasslands prevailingly without trees and
shrubs (32111)
3212 Natural grasslands prevailingly with trees and shrubs
(32121)
411 Inland marshes
4111 Fresh-water marshes with reeds (41111)
4112 Fresh-water marshes without reeds (41121)
4113 Saline inland marshes with reeds (41131)
4114 Saline inland marshes without reeds (41141)
511 Water course
5111 Rivers
51111 Rivers and brooks
5112 Channels
51121 Canals
512 Water bodies
5121 Natural water bodies (51211)
5122 Artificial reservoirs
51221 Ponds
51222 Water reservoirs

STUDY AREA
The focus of the study is the urbanized area of the town of Trnava, situated in central part of the Trnavska tabula Loess
Plain, Slovakia. The study area is located about 50 kilometres northeast of the capital city Bratislava with a size of about 40
sq km. By the end of the year 2010, the total population amounted to 67,368. The area consists of urban and agricultural
types of land use, including residential areas with different density and socio-economic structure, industrial factories with
various urban built-up cover types like buildings, roads, parking lots, footways, and large arable fields.

RESULTS
In the territory of interest, occurrence of 41 land cover classes was recognized while urbanized areas represent in total 28
classes (Fig. 1, Tab.2). In the course of development, Trnava maintained the character of a compact town with
comparatively definitely distributed functions until the present. The oldest royal borough in Slovakia preserved its historic
core delimited by the town walls in the east and the west with an area of about 2.3 ha (class 11121). Clearly distinguishable
residential zones are closely beside.
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In spite of the fact that the prevailing part of population live in housing estates in tenement houses, regarding the spatial
structure of residential constructions, localities with individual family houses with gardens prevail – class 11221 covers 322
ha and simultaneously it is represented by the greatest number of polygons. The city part of Modranka situated south of the
centre with the character of a rural settlement provides specific conditions for residence.
Production and warehouses as part of urbanized areas occupy the largest area (class 12112- in total 494 ha). A significant
part corresponds to the new industrial companies (such as PSA Peugeot Citroen); companies built in the socialist era while
their original business activities changed (such as SACHS, Johns Manville) and areas of businesses that have closed in the
consequence of social and economic transition (sugar mill). Greenery (14132), occupies relatively large areas. It stands for
spaces available for the possible future expansion of industrial companies or it is the result of natural succession in areas of
older businesses with reduced activity or closed. This class also includes extensive greenery in the area of the local hospital.
As far as the amenities of the settlement are considered, service areas play an important role as well. Apart from schools and
health care structures, shopping centres and malls with large parking lots represent them. Other 50 ha areas of production
and services under construction (13312) demonstrate the trend of the increasing density of urban fabric in the core of the
town and expansion of the periphery. Additional arable land is taken by the ongoing construction of family houses (13311)
and road infrastructure, particularly the northern bypass of the town (13314).
Table 2: Representation of CLC classes on the 5th level at the study area
CLC CLASS
11121
11211
11212
11213
11221
11231
12111
12112
12121
12211
12212
12213
12214
12215
12216
12221
12222
12223
13211
13311
13312
13314
14111
14121
14131
14132
14211
14221
21111
21112
21113
22112
23111
24211
24221
24311
24332
31112
41111
51121
51221
TOTAL

FREQUENCY
21
33
37
8
161
1
97
40
7
7
9
2
7
20
28
3
10
3
2
9
7
3
20
4
20
42
13
6
16
57
21
1
2
4
12
1
12
2
2
9
2
762

SUM AREA (sq meters)
486282
647090
1103167
69370
3218893
3123
1728994
4940958
91350
409915
159686
68395
1562574
173607
313653
652171
96535
23181
166231
251959
507153
104823
633280
133733
290323
1396818
484072
135572
126871
8387339
13215155
27534
14967
105913
256569
15698
203519
129134
90301
198537
151783
42812482
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CLASS SHARE
1.14%
1.51%
2.58%
0.16%
7.52%
0.01%
4.04%
11.54%
0.21%
0.96%
0.37%
0.16%
3.65%
0.41%
0.73%
1.52%
0.23%
0.05%
0.39%
0.59%
1.18%
0.24%
1.48%
0.31%
0.68%
3.26%
1.13%
0.32%
0.30%
19.59%
30.87%
0.06%
0.03%
0.25%
0.60%
0.04%
0.48%
0.30%
0.21%
0.46%
0.35%
100.00%

MEAN PATCH (sq meters)
23156
19609
29815
8671
19993
3123
17825
123524
13050
58559
17743
34197
223225
8680
11202
217390
9654
7727
83115
27995
72450
34941
31664
33433
14516
33258
37236
22595
7929
147146
629293
27534
7483
26478
21381
15698
16960
64567
45151
22060
75892
56184
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As Trnava is situated in an intensively exploited farming landscape, agricultural areas with large blocks of fields (classes
21112 and 21113) prevail. They cover more than 50% of interest territory. Areas with natural vegetation important in terms
of ecology, the Protected Area of Trnavské rybníky (Ponds of Trnava) are situated in the south-west of the territory.

Fig. 1 Map of the town Trnava with extended CLC nomenclature derived from VHR satellite data

Comparison of the detailed LC map with the map of Trnava compiled under the Urban Atlas Project
(http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/data/urban-atlas, Fig. 2) demonstrates some disparities above all in interpretation
of the continuous and discontinuous urban fabric. Distinct differences were also found in the area of road communications
and adjacent areas, as in the Urban Atlas they were mapped with a constant width regardless their real area. High rate of
conformity was confirmed for classes of water bodies, railway, production areas and arable land. Table 3 brings a
comparison of the representation of CLC classes on the 5th level in classes used in the Urban Atlas map.
The main disadvantages of Urban Atlas Figure can be better seen in a close-up comparison (Figure 3) – frequently
underestimated width of roads, commission of roads and paths below minimum mapping width and omission of other
features (e.g. the river), lack of thematic richness with urban fabric classes distinguished only by sealing levels (sometimes
incorrectly). All these deficiencies are likely to be artefacts of automatic procedures employed in the production of the map.
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Fig. 2 Map of the town Trnava derived from Urban Atlas

Fig.3 Detailed comparison of CLC level 5 map (left) and Urban Atlas map (right)
Tab.3 Comparison of the representation of CLC classes in classes used on the Urban Atlas
URBAN ATLAS

1%
1%

50000

0%
2%
0%
0%

30000

0%
2%
2%
1%
0%

20000

0%
1%
0%
0%

14200
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5%

14100

0%

13400

5%
7%
8%
0%
2%

13300

-

12230

52%
6%
5%
12%
1%

12220

-

12210

1%
1%

12100

11230

3%
31%
40%
64%
33%

11220

40%
51%
44%
23%
58%

11210

11121
11211
11212
11213
11221

11100

CLC

-

-

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
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11231
12111
12112
12121
12211
12212
12213
12214
12215
12216
12221
12222
12223
13211
13311
13312
13314
14111
14121
14131
14132
14211
14221
21111
21112
21113
22112
23111
24211
24221
24311
24332
31112
41111
51121
51221

16%
1%
0%
21%
2%
1%
0%
4%
3%
0%
3%
1%
1%
1%
0%
2%
0%
-

4%
1%
0%
1%
4%
9%
0%
1%
4%
0%
4%
6%
0%
2%
0%
0%
0%
5%
0%
1%
0%
-

0%
1%
0%
0%
13%
0%
0%
4%
-

10%
-

64%
88%
18%
9%
3%
12%
1%
12%
9%
25%
7%
21%
0%
5%
0%
16%
95%
18%
80%
5%
26%
8%
1%
0%
6%
14%
5%
99%
10%
5%
10%
-

13%
-

6%
3%
1%
35%
41%
69%
49%
33%
11%
2%
24%
57%
4%
1%
0%
2%
6%
3%
3%
1%
5%
5%
1%
1%
0%
5%
2%
9%
1%
8%
3%
6%
-

0%
0%
0%
0%
1%
0%
0%
79%
9%
11%
0%
0%
3%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
-

1%
4%
5%
22%
2%
0%
2%
11%
9%
71%
12%
83%
2%
5%
6%
1%
0%
1%
-

0%
0%
0%
4%
3%
6%
0%
-

2%
0%
1%
3%
6%
2%
0%
0%
3%
1%
54%
0%
49%
0%
6%
30%
1%
0%
0%
4%
2%
77%
95%
28%
1%

100%
3%
0%
0%
1%
0%
0%
0%
14%
0%
78%
3%
1%
0%
29%
63%
3%
-

4%
2%
76%
34%
51%
15%
3%
53%
65%
9%
39%
17%
4%
84%
11%
94%
3%
1%
2%
9%
3%
12%
78%
95%
99%
94%
87%
48%
9%
77%
11%
51%
-

1%
6%
10%
0%
5%
5%
5%
0%
-

3%
5%
99%

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

CONCLUSION
The patterns of urban landscape are constantly changing. Planners and policy makers are in a growing need of the new
significant data and their scientific interpretation as urban growth is one of the most important driving force of landscape
changes and the emergence of new landscapes. The recent availability of data from high-resolution spaceborne remote
sensors offers even more detailed mapping of urban areas. Our results quantify urban land cover patterns, enable description
of the spatial trend and demonstrate the potential of multitemporal satellite data to provide useful indirect indicators of the
impact of urbanization on landscape (e.g. soil sealing). The aim of our future research will be to identify an appropriate
methodology focused on the derivation of the extent of built-up areas – (sealed soil) and green space surfaces in urban
environments in each land cover class that form the typical urban patterns in Slovakia.
The classes of land cover categorization developed in the classification system presented in this report can be related to
systems for classifying land capability, vulnerability to certain management practices, and potential for any particular
activity (e.g. urban planning, soil protection) Since land use and land cover patterns change very quickly, especially in
urban areas, presented classification still remains open to suit the needs of particular users.
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Abstract
The issue of spatial data quality and representation of uncertainty related to it has again attracted attention in relation to
the INSPIRE Directive. Therefore, a number of approaches and methods of uncertainty visualization has been developed
based for example on Bertin’s theory of graphic variables and combining both static and dynamic elements of visualization.
Despite partial achievements and existing conceptual approaches to uncertainty visualisation, relatively little is known
about specific influence of certain visualization on end users, especially on their ability to use the given visualization in an
effective and unambiguous way.
The presented paper describes the process of test development for selected methods of cartographic visualization of both
positional and thematic uncertainty. The web-based testing application MuTeP was used enabling parallel testing of
heterogeneous user groups, automatic recording of test results, and semiautomatic processing for final evaluation.

1. INTORDUCTION
Uncertainty is one of potentially critical factors of geospatial data visualization which is not usually considered to appear in
the map field. Users have tendency to accept the computer created maps as more reliable and usually do not take into
account the original data quality, generalization level, modelling, and other issues of the whole cartographic production
cycle. Currently using of geographic information systems (GIS), mashups and other exploratory tools became ordinary for
experts from various fields of science and also wide public. These tools enable geospatial data collection, analysis, and
visualization but even increase the possibility of data uncertainty or poor quality, when more data sources are combined
with insufficient or no data quality metadata.
Efforts to develop visualization methods and tools that can help understand and cope with information uncertainty have
been under way for almost twenty years but so far without a comprehensive understanding of the parameters that influence
successful uncertainty visualization. Aforementioned issue is described, evaluated in the following chapters of the paper.

2. UNCERTAINTY VISUALIZATION
MacEachren (1992) presented three possibilities of uncertainty representation (visualization) to be used separately or in
combination:
• Map pairs in which a data map is depicted side- by-side with a map of uncertainty about the data – we call this
representation maps compared in accordance with Slocum et al. (2005).
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•

Bi-variate maps in which both the data of interest and the uncertainty estimate are incorporated in the same
representation – we call these maps combined.
• Sequential representation in which user might be informed about uncertainty with an initial map which is followed
by a map of data – this type of representation is sometimes called “interactive” (Slocum et al. 2005, Pang et al.
1997) and out of the framework of this paper.
The first and second types of representation are often called “static” thus applicable in digital and analogue (printed) form,
the last representation is “dynamic” and can be effectively used only within digital environment.
Besides the representation issues there has also been proposed a number of methods to visualize thematic and positional
uncertainty. MacEachren (1992) has suggested the use of Bertin’s graphic variables to depict uncertainty and added even
specialised variables for depicting uncertainty including crispness, resolution, and transparency. Gershon (1998) grouped
these into intrinsic and extrinsic visual variables depending on whether the variable is visually separable from the variable
depicting the actual attribute. While extrinsic variables are separable, intrinsic variables are not. Another logical step is to
describe how these variables including possible additions or modification, might be logically matched with different
components of data uncertainty (Buttenfield 1991, MacEachren 1992, Leitner and Buttenfield 2000). MacEachren (1992)
for instance stated that the graphical variables size and colour value are most appropriate for depicting uncertainty in
numerical information, while colour hue, shape, and perhaps orientation can be used for uncertainty in nominal information.
He also emphasised the colour saturation as important for uncertainty visualization. Saturation can be varied from pure hues
for very certain information to unsaturated (light grey) hues for uncertain information. The role of graphical variables in
mapping ecological uncertainty was further developed and documented by Buttenfield (2000).
Based on their review and synthesis of literature on uncertainty visualization MacEachren et al (2005) identified seven core
challenges requiring interdisciplinary efforts to be accomplished. One of these challenges deals directly with assessing the
usability and utility of uncertainty representation and interaction methods and tools. Despite reasonable amount of work
done in the field of uncertainty visualization testing (Evans 1997, Leitner and Buttenfield 2000), there is still a wide gap
between the uncertainty visualization theory and widely accepted use of uncertainty representation with known effects on
users.

3. CARTOGRAPHIC COGNITION
Cognitive cartography encompasses the application of cognitive theories and methods to understanding maps and mapping
and the application of maps to understanding cognition. Cognition includes perception, learning, memory, thinking,
reasoning and problem-solving, and communication (Montello 2002).
Different ways of displaying the same spatial information can dramatically affect problem-solving performance. Spatial
cognition research uses distinct concepts of informational and computational equivalence of representations (Simon, 1978).
The definition of these two concepts is as follows: “Two representations are informationally equivalent if all of the
information in the one is also inferable from the other, and vice versa. Each could be constructed from the information in the
other. Two representations are computationally equivalent if they are informationally equivalent and, in addition, any
inference that can be drawn easily and quickly from the information given explicitly in the one can also be drawn easily and
quickly from the information given explicitly in the other, and vice versa” (Larkin and Simons, 1987, p.67)..
Alternative cartographic visualizations follow the premise of information equivalency. The possibility to visualize (code)
the same spatial information in an alternative way which is informationally equivalent offers a valuable input material for
comparison of cognitive processes used for decoding. Such comparative principle enables better understanding of human
cognitive apparatus. Differences in representations deal not only with various visual forms but also with different operations
necessary for their decoding and interpretation.
Three different components of information processing operation can be distinguished - search, recognition, and inference.
Search is based on simple sensory inputs seeking to locate sets of elements that satisfy the specific conditions. Recognition
matches the condition elements to data elements located through search. Recognition depends on a match between the
elements in the spatial data and the conditions of cartographic rules (matching of certain spatial patterns). Inference
executes the associated action to add new (inferred) elements to the spatial data structure. Inference thus deals with the
interpretation of represented information based on both the externally represented information (map) and personal
knowledge.
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4. COGNITIVE AND USABILITY TESTING ENVIRONMENT
Usability of cartographic products became an discussed issue in the last years. There is a need for some kind of empirical
research, which is in most cases very tedious and time-consuming. Three main methods of primary usability data collection
can be mentioned: observation, interviews, and questionnaires (Kumar, 1999) Contemporary research on use and user issues
with spatial information employs in-person methods that require direct interaction with one or more users. Recently there
was no multidisciplinary digital environment enabling both cartographic inputs and psychological measurement and testing
available. Therefore an interactive web based testing tool (Multivariate Testing Program - MuTeP) was designed and an
early prototype developed. The tool was devised in order to test a wide variety of cartographic inputs from isolated symbols
or symbol sets to complex map compositions both static and interactive and allow measurements of various characteristics
of user actions (interactions??).
Application core was developed above the framework of Google Web Toolkit and the cartographic part relies on Open
Layers libraries. Overall architecture consists of three basic modules – client, server, and database. Important is that the
client module works within standard web browsers (Internet Explorer, Firefox, etc.) see fig.1. Server module processes the
client requirements, returns demanded data or information and store the measured characteristics.
Basic test functionality includes the test person identification and pre-test calibration of individual computer and personal
cartographic and computer abilities. Within the prototype test environment there are three basic types of tasks – 1. forms
with pull-down menus with predefined testing answers; 2.visual choice scenes, where the test person is forced to choose one
or more possibilities of visual variables; and 3. localisation tasks, where the test person must place the symbol to the right
position or draw the line or polygon to fullfil certain task see Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Example of testing environment.
At the beginning the overall content is downloaded from the server to the client site and initialized. The test person passes
the tasks and each interaction (e.g. mouse click) is recorded on the event log. Most valuable are reaction times and
positional accuracy, which are primarily stored in the database and further statistically processed. The technological
background of the system is described in detail in Kubicek and Kozel (2010).

5. EXPERIMENTS
We have realised several testing experiments focused on different issues of uncertainty cartographic visualizations. Each
experiment will be described and discussed separately in following sessions.

5.1Thematic uncertainty visualization - basic methods comparison
We used soil sampling data originally collected and interpreted by Lukas et al. (2009) for visualization purposes. Soil depth
samples were collected in irregular grids, in which the points have been selected subjectively.
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A combination of regular kriging interpolation method and interpolation uncertainty values is used for maps compared.
Both variables (soil depth and uncertainty) are visualized using the hue saturation graphic variable (see fig.2) and lighter
values are used for higher uncertainty. Kriging is widely recommended for uncertainty visualization because this method
not only generates estimated field values (soil depth) at unsampled locations, but also provides information about their error
variances (Zhang and Goodchild 2002). These properties are further explored as a source of uncertainty and used for
alternative visualization source data.
Alternative approach is applied for maps combined. Whitening is a visualization method based on the hue-saturationintensity (HSI) colour model and is supposed to be psychologically appealing (Jiang 1996) when hue is used to visualize
values of thematic space and whiteness (paleness) is used to visualize uncertainty. A 2D legend was designed to accompany
the visualisations. Unlike standard legends for continuous variables, this legend has two axis: (1) vertical axis (hues) is used
to visualise the predicted values and (2) horizontal axis (whiteness) is used to visualise the prediction error (Hengl 2007).

Figure 2. Examples of different attitudes to uncertainty visualization
Thus the test was focused on the following user’s abilities:
•
simple decoding of predicted value (soil depth interpolation results);
•
uncertainty level decoding (soil depth uncertainty );
•
comparison of combined values (both soil depth and uncertainty, fig.2).
While the tested level of soil depth and uncertainty was identical for both visualization types, the placement of testing
polygons was different both for tasks and visualization methods in order to avoid the carryover effect (see Hope and Hunter
2007 for comments). Correctness and processing time were recorded in order to enable further statistical processing.
Results on the second level of testing can be divided according to the tested variables. For simplification only correct
answers were taken into account, thus a pair comparison for both methods (maps combined and maps compared) is always
available. As for uncertainty level decoding there were significantly better results for maps combined (whitening) than for
maps combined. This result is valid both for homogeneous groups (group 1 and 2) and for heterogeneous group (1-3
together, fig.5).
Decoding of predicted value testing (soil depth) brought slightly better results for maps combined (whitening) but without
statistical significance. Again this is valid for both three tested groups if considering only correct answers. It is arguable
whether slightly better results for whitening method are conditioned by the fact, that test participants had faced the
whitening method within the first level testing (intuitiveness).
The last part of testing dealt with comparison of combined values (both soil depth and uncertainty at the same time) and was
the most controversial as far as the correct answers are concerned. Only 43% answers were correct for both methods at the
same time. 64% correct answers were valid for maps compared and 56% for maps combined (see discussion for further
details). Significantly better results were achieved by whitening methods, participants were not only quicker, but also more
confident about the result – the standard deviation was only ½ in comparison to maps compared (fig. 6). The significant
results were valid even if we took into account only 1 correct answer for a pair.
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Comparison of both methods – maps combined and maps compared – did not reveal significant differences for simple
decoding of predicted value (soil depth). We can thus expect that there is no difference whether we use lighter-darker value
for prediction (as in case of maps compared) or different hues across the spectrum (as in case of whitening). This
assumption has not been significantly approved yet.
Another result to be discussed deals with response times of tested subjects on different complexity of information. Leitner
and Buttenfield (2000) quoted that adding attribute information of any kind should slow down subject response times.
However, adding attribute certainty did not increase response times in their original research. No significant differences in
response times were found in comparing one class maps with attribute certainty maps. This finding implied that map readers
do not assimilate attribute certainty in the same way as they assimilate added map detail. Inclusion of certainty information
appeared to clarify the map patterns without requiring additional time to reach a decision.
Basic methods comparison was discussed in detail in Kubicek and Sasinka (2011)

5.2 Positional uncertainty
The issue of spatial data quality and representation of uncertainty related to it has again attracted attention in relation to the
INSPIRE Directive. In accordance with development of theoretical aspects of cartographic visualization and methods of
uncertainty propagation in models, the generally accepted opinion is that uncertainty has to be presented to users in an
unambiguous and understandable way. Therefore, a number of approaches and methods of uncertainty visualization were
developed based for example on Bertin’s theory of graphic variables and combining both static and dynamic elements of
visualization. Despite partial achievements and existing conceptual approaches to uncertainty visualisation, relatively little
is known about specific influence of certain visualization on end users, especially on their ability to use the given
visualization in an effective and unambiguous way. Studies published in psychological literature prove, that users react to
presented information differently depending on method of presentation, specific task and context. The presented paper
describes the process of test development for selected methods of cartographic visualization of positional uncertainty,
utilization of multivariate testing software tool for test processing, and its consequent evaluation. Results of testing are
further discussed in comparison with similar published studies.
Uncertainty of geographic data and its visualization can be viewed from different angles. While conceptual and theoretical
base is quite wide, visualization tools and pilot projects are rare, and there are only few studies dealing with user’s ability to
cope with uncertainty visualization efficiency. The presented paper is focused on cognitive testing of positional uncertainty
visualization. Following the approach of Hope and Hunter (2007), the static test has been performed investigating
participants’ comprehension of information portrayed in two different uncertainty representations (scale and graduated
representation). Five forms of multiple-choice questions were generated for each of the two representations. These forms
were considered to be typical examples of displays representing the corner of a building in each of five possible locations:
Definitely in cadastral parcel A (answer A); Probably in parcel A (B); Equal chance of being in either parcel (C); Probably
in parcel B(D); and Definitely in parcel B(E). Participants were asked to select which of these alternatives best de-scribes
the building corner’s position (fig.2).
The web-based testing application was used enabling parallel testing of heterogeneous user groups, auto-matic recording of
test results, and semiautomatic processing for final evaluation (see fig.3 for MUTEP test background). The testing
environment for all participants of the test was comparable. Forty test participants were divided into two main groups. The
first group (20 participants) was represented by cartography students and graduated geographers; therefore, higher map use
skills were expected in this group. The second group was constituted by university graduates within different fields of
science and with varying cartographic experience.
Two different variables were studied during the test –time taken to accomplish the task and whether or not the task was
completed correctly. Both variables were used in the evaluation. Consequently, statistical t-test was applied to the results in
order to evaluate the significance.
Test results were limited by relatively small number of participants taking the test. Nevertheless, the results of descriptive
statistical analysis show some trends which can be summarised as follows:
– Overall 92% of responses were in agreement, indicating that test participants were generally able to understand the
information portrayed in the positional uncertainty displays. Agreement was stronger for answer A (definitely in
parcel A) followed by answer C (equal chance of being in either parcel) and answer E (definitely in parcel B). For
both uncertain zones (answers B and D), the agreements were weaker indicating that subjects were not reliably
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responding when the building corner was probably in one of the two zones. Both findings are in accordance with
conclusions stated by Hope and Hunter (2007).
Comparing groups with various map use skills showed that more highly-skilled participants achieved better results
in both types of visualization (shorter time of completion). Also the completion time improvement is more
progressive when the same type of visualization is used (see fig. 3 for details). However the t-test did not confirm
significant differences.
Completion is strongly affected by the so-called „learning effect“. Introductory task for new visualization type has
always much longer completion time. This effect is valid for each change of visualization.

There still exists a gap between uncertainty cartographic visualization research and practical usage of un-certainty for
decision making. Studies in psychology reveal new knowledge about human perception processes and should be combined
with contemporary cartographic research in order to establish a broad interdisciplinary platform for map usability. Details of
aforementioned test are further described in Kubicek (2011) and Kubicek and Sasinka (in press).

Figure 3 Completion time for particular tasks and visualizations. Abbreviations: V1 – visualization 1 (graduated
representation), V2 – visualization 2 (scale), O1-5 – experienced users, tasks 1 – 5 (A-E), L1-5 – inexperienced users, tasks
1 – 5 (A-E).

5.3 Applied thematic uncertainty – intrinsic and extrinsic methods comparison
Third testing was focused on differences in understanding of intrinsic and extrinsic methods used for uncertainty
visualization. Used example was practically oriented on snow avalanche hazard. Natural hazards management is one of the
fields where the provision of uncertainty information is not standard practice yet. However, from the perspective of property
owners and municipalities, the assignment of parcels to high hazard zones can have severe financial consequences. Hence,
the question about how accurate such hazard zones can be defined is a much discussed question that raised a lot of attention
during the last years (Kunz 2010).
Most applied uncertainty visualizations in the field of natural hazards are simplistic univariate representations where hazard
related data are displayed in one map and inherent uncertainties are depicted in a second map display (Kunz, 2011). Trau
and Hurni (2007) analyzed the suitability of visual variables and visualization techniques for uncertainty depictions in
hazard prediction maps. Kunz (2011) distinguished between univariate displays where data and uncertainty is displayed in
separate maps that have to be compared and bivariate displays where thematic data and inherent uncertainty are displayed in
one single map. Bivariate approaches are further divided into extrinsic (see Gershon 1998 for further details) techniques
where additional geometry is added to the symbolization and intrinsic symbolization where a visual variable of the
symbolization is modified to depict uncertainty. In bivariate displays uncertainty visualizations can either be applied on top
of the assessment results visualizations in form of proportional circles (see Figure 4 left), , density of speckles (see
Djurcilov et al., 2002 for details) of texture overlay and contour lines (extrinsic visualizations) or directly be mapped to the
assessment results visualization in form of changes in saturation (see Figure 4 right) or transparency (intrinsic
visualizations).
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Figure 4. Examples of tested uncertainty visualizations. Extrinsic variables – proportional circles (left) and intrinsic
variables – changes in saturation (right).

Figure 5. Task 4 – choose the road sections less endangered by avalanche natural hazard.
Both visualizations were tested separately on two age and gender equivalent groups of students. Like in the first experiment
we tested three basic users’ abilities:
 simple decoding of predicted value (avalanche thickness);
 uncertainty level decoding (avalanche presence uncertainty );
 comparison of combined values (both avalanche and uncertainty).
Both simple tasks (value and uncertainty) were tested only once, while the combination of both values was tested three
times in order to avoid randomness of results. Our decision was influenced by results of the first testing where the
combination of values had been most problematic to decode.
Simple tasks were followed by more complex task. Test respondents were asked to mark the road sections less endangered
by avalanche natural hazard. This task is very much alike the combined value decoding but within an application context. In
this case no legend was available and respondents had to rely only on their overall grasp of uncertainty visualization and
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overall intuitiveness of visualization method. The test ended with another simple decoding task (combined value and
uncertainty) but the other type of visualization was used in order to assess the role of experience and learning.
Uncertainty visualization using intrinsic variables (colour and saturation) reached better results for the basic decoding tasks.
Respondents using this method were both quicker and also were able to make decision within lower variability. Complex
task with road section choice was evaluated separately because of its different cognitive merits. Both correctness and
answer time were evaluated and tested. Only 39% of answers were correct in case of intrinsic variables. On the other hand
81% answers were correct for extrinsic variables which are more than twice so much.
Therefore we can conclude that combination of colour and saturation is more efficient for a quick decision in case of simple
decoding tasks. This is rather unexpected results when we take the fact that users must work with a more complex legend of
3x3 cells. Simple decoding of saturation is likely easier than for proportional circles. Unfortunately these results were not
statistically significant and need further research. However, in case of more complex task the results were different.
Extrinsic variables visualization reached better result both in answer time and in correctness of answers.
Last task was testing the complementary visualization without prior knowledge. Results supported better intuitiveness in
case of intrinsic variables. This type of visualization (colour and saturation) reached better results both for answer time and
answer correctness. Comprehensive publication about the efficiency of intrinsic and extrinsic cartographic variables in
uncertainty visualization is under preparation.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PLANS
At the beginning was mentioned importance of uncertainty visualization issues. In accordance with development of
theoretical aspects of cartographic visualization and methods of uncertainty propagation in models, the generally accepted
opinion is that uncertainty has to be presented to users in an unambiguous and understandable way.
Studies published in psychological literature prove, that users react to presented information differently depending on
method of presentation, specific task and context.
The presented paper describes the process of test development for selected methods of cartographic visualization of both
positional and thematic uncertainty. Testing was focused on cartographic aspects and differences between basic uncertainty
visualization methods – maps compared and maps combined and also on the cognitive issues dealing with the differences
between intrinsic and extrinsic graphic variables.
We have realised that using intrinsic variables for uncertainty visualization will bring better intuitiveness by users. Results
will be further tested to be proved on general level.
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Abstract
Outdoor sports television broadcasts often require additional information besides the video images to enhance the
understanding of the status of the competition. A realtime photorealistic simulation of the ongoing event based on the
localization provided by a GPS and the terrain information in a GIS is proposed in this paper. The system developed is
based on the high performance graphic toolkit OpenSceneGraph for the generation and rendering of the simulation in
realtime. It also considers the adaptation of the output for broadcasting and streaming without requiring any special
hardware what makes it affordable also for tight budget producers.
Keywords: TV broadcasting, Virtual Reality, GIS, GPS, Digital Video.

INTRODUCTION
Sport event broadcasting often needs to enhance the information obtained by production cameras. Outdoor sport events are
not easy to be covered by cameras due to the big extension they can take and non-passable areas they may take place.
Therefore, expensive solutions as hiring special vehicles such as helicopters, boats or quads are usually taken. Nonetheless,
they cannot always offer the views so that the users could understand exactly what is going on. There is a need for new
technology solutions for low budget productions or sport events with non reachable locations by the cameras.
The solution presented in this paper produces a 3D photorealistic simulation in real time that can be broadcasted so as to
offer unachievable views or best competition understanding views. Our system is based on GPS information of each
participant and terrain information taken from a GIS. But, apart from simulations, it can also supply further information
such as the distance to the finishing line, the geographic interest points of the nearby, the terrain profile of the competition
and so on.
SPORTS EVENT BROADCASTING
Outdoor sports broadcasting has specific requirements that differ from other outdoor television productions:
 The action covers a vast area
Most of the sports competition that take place outside a stadium such as bike races, marathons, sailing or golf
extend over a vast area. This makes more difficult the continuous visual tracking of the participants without the
hiring of special vehicles to carry the cameras as helicopters, boats or quads.


The points of interest (participants) may do large displacements
When the displacements of the participants are very large, it is not easy for the cameras to take the best views that
help the watchers to keep track of the competition development. Moreover, it is highly probable that there will be
unreachable locations due to the relief of the terrain or the conditions of the roads.



Required graphics are specific to each sport and need realtime updates
For proper coverage of sporting events can not miss a complete graphics module which reports the updated status
of the competition, intermediate results, developments of the participants, incidents, times, etc. Several systems
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for graphics and character insertion exist, but apart from very specific and expensive systems, low cost
production systems provide limited graphic capabilities not enough to cover a sporting event.
These specific features turn sport events into costly television productions in terms of the required widespread deployment
and the need of expensive resources. Yet, both broadcasters and sponsors are aware of the great audience sports
competitions have. Therefore, they are interested in new production paradigms for their broadcasting in order to enhance the
quality of the content and ensure profitability.
Virtual reality techniques have been first used in sports broadcasts for overlaying virtual advertising. Virtual advertising is
the use of high-power computers to place still or video images into live video broadcasts in real time so that they look as if
they are part of the original scene. Television exposure is the advertisers' most important benefit of any small advertisement,
for which they sometimes pay millions of dollars per season. There exist expensive solutions that require a profound
calibration process to produce accurate and realistic virtual elements for live broadcasts such as the products offered by
VizRT2. However, current low-cost graphics hardware has proved to perform well in countless applications for realtime
rendering [1]. The combination of low-cost hardware with image analysis for automatic calibration has arisen more
affordable and flexible approaches concerning virtual reality overlaying.
Apart from virtual advertising, computer vision techniques can help the sports broadcasters to illustrate, analyze and explain
the competition by the generation of images and graphics that can be incorporated in the broadcast. This provides visual
support to the commentators [2] and enhances the comprehension of the audience. There also exist some approaches that,
aided of image analysis, segment people or balls from the background and estimate their 3D position in realtime (e.g. tennis
Hawk-Eye [3] unpublished [4 ] or Viz Arena1).
In this paper an approach for outdoor sports events simulation in realtime is described. The real localization of the
participants is taken from GPS devices and a 3D scenario is built based on GIS layers (elevation data and ortophotos) in
order to obtain a photorealistic view. There are some sports like bike races, marathons, triathlons, rowing races or rallies
where the awareness of the geographic localization of the images, the relative position between the participants or the
distance to the finishing line helps to understand the status of the competition. Furthermore, this GIS based simulation
framework can also estimate and publish elevation related information such as the degree of the slope, covered distance,
distance between participants and so on.
GIS AND GPS BASED FRAMEWORK
The realtime photorealistic simulation requires the development of a high performance graphic application. On one hand,
the 3D scenario composed of participants and 3D terrain objects must be defined. On the other hand, the rendering of the
scenario according to the view point selected must be carried out. The rendering is a time demanding issue since it is the
computational process of generating an image from 3D information. A terrain object itself contains a great amount of
polygons that the rendering process should manage. Thus, the graphic application needs to be designed on top of selected
graphic toolkits for speeding up the rendering task.
The core of the framework is based on OpenSceneGraph3, an open source 3D graphics programming platform. It is widely
used on virtual reality environments due to its support for many performance increasing features like OpenGL support, view
fustrum, small feature and occlusion culling, multi threading and database optimization. The definition of the scenario and
the rendering engine have been developed on top of it, in fact, different plugins or modules have been developed around
OpenSceneGraph core to ensure a better compliance with the requirements of the framework.
The process starts loading a digital elevation model (DEM) and ortophoto based pre built 3D terrain object. Although the
great size of the entire model, paged database and level of detail performance techniques enable the platform dealing with
all the polygons in realtime. The terrain object is the base of the selected sports scenario and participants and other related
objects are loaded on top of it.
For a realtime positioning of the participants in the 3D scenario, a GPS reading driver has been developed. It decodes the
raw sentence coming from the participants and performs a world to local coordinates´ conversion in order to place their
2 http://www.vizrt.com/
3 http://www.openscenegraph.org
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equivalent virtual models inside the 3D scenario. Additionally, buffering and low pass filtering techniques have been
introduced to avoid displacement flickering when GPS glitch or small data blackouts happen.
A virtual camera is also defined whose six degrees of freedom can be manipulated from a production interface. This can be
controlled from diverse implementations, being the joystick and midi tables the most common ones. This way, the
production director can choose the viewpoint that best fits the understanding of the audience. The director takes the control
of the camera as if it were a helicopter. Moreover, predefined points of view can be prepared beforehand and switch
between then in realtime as if they were independent camera inputs.
If required, additional graphics can be overlaid to the scenario with the aim of enhancing the watchers’ understanding of the
competition. It is possible to superimpose a road map coming from a GIS-vector layer, extrude 3D buildings from a shape
file or display custom geometries to represent the distance differences between two participants or their trajectory trails.
Finally, the scene graph engine processes all the geometry and layers to render the output. This is a costly computational
process, so in order to achieve the results in realtime some optimization tasks are carried out in the GPU. View fustrum
culling defines the volume visible by the virtual camera and discards all the elements that laid outside, as they will not be
visible in the final image. In this same manner, occlusion culling handles the polygons that are occluded because they get
behind other opaque objects, and small feature culling gets rid of the objects that do not contribute to the final image
because they are very small in comparison with the surrounding objects.
Once the final rendered image is ready, it is necessary to link with the corresponding output module. Broadcast module is
the responsible of adapting the signal properties to match the standard broadcast specifications. This is accomplished
through a SDI card (Blackmagic DecLink Studio4) that features a PCI Express connection port to manage the bandwidth
required in a HDTV emission. Technically, it is important to accelerate the data transference between the GPU and the SDI
card. That goal has being achieved by an advanced OpenGL method called Pixel Buffer Objects (PBO). It is used to render
the output to an intermediate frame buffer and then asynchronously move this data to the SDI video card.
On the other hand, the streaming module relies on FFmpeg libraries to encode the output to be transferred via web. Render
To Texture (RTT) method is used to blit the final image into a texture and then it is split into several blocks to encode to
H264 using multithreading in a streaming compatible MPEG-4 [5] format.
The relationship between all the described modules of the presented framework is synthesized in Error! Reference

source not found..

Fig. 6 Architecture of the sports event simulation and broadcasting in realtime.
4 http://www.blackmagic-design.com/
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SETTING UP AND RESULTS
The described system was designed to generate realtime outdoor sports simulations so different competitions were selected
to test and validate its performance in real broadcasting environments. The sports must have taken place in vast areas, a
GPS-based localization system for the tracking of the participants had to be feasible and the local broadcaster (public
television of the Basque Country, EiTB5) needed to have interest in producing it.
With the aim of validating the platform in aquatic environments were selected regattas. Rowing races are a pretty followed
sporting event in the Cantabrian Sea. For terrestrial environments, running and bike races where selected due to their having
the largest audience in the region. The Behobia-SS6 half marathon, the Tour of the Basque Country and the Bilbao
Triathlon7 were the chosen competitions.
The localization system was provided by G93 Telecomunicaciones8 (microwave link services for TV and sports) and it
consisted of a GPS device and a transmitter. Sometimes the GPS sentences were sent to the ground station through the
wireless communication technology General Packet Radio Service (GPRS). At other times, they were multiplexed with the
images of the video cameras and sent by OFDM (Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing) radio link. On all occasions,
the GPS sentences were updated every second at the ground center. However, television viewers had a perception of
continuous participants movement thanks to the algorithm implemented to predict the movements the participants made
during that time. This algorithm is adaptive, in other words, it takes into account the participants’ previous positions, speed
and orientation [6].
5. Rowing race
Rowing races are commonly broadcasted aided by a helicopter. However, the pictures that the helicopters take do not
always correctly show the boats’ relative positions (Fig. 7). This time proved to be of much help the realtime simulation
system since the virtual cameras provided views which helped the understanding of the competition more than the physical
cameras’ views (Fig. 8).
The additional information added also provided highly relevant information. The channels are regulated in the competition
and the organizers place beacons on the sea marking the start and end of each boat’s lane [6]. Drawing the lanes in the
virtual scenario improved the understanding of the competition. These lanes were also labeled with their respective dynamic
boats’ name for their better identifying.
The complete localization device that included the GPS and the transmitter was mounted on the stern of each boat.
6. Marathon
This setup was prepared for the 47th Edition of the Behobia-San-Sebastian, a race with 25000 participants. Two motorbikes
equipped with a video camera and a GPS receiver transmitted the images and position information to the central unit
through a - radio link. These motorbikes followed the head of the race and the chasers so both groups could be displayed on
the simulation.

5 http://www.eitb.com/
6 http://www.behobia-sansebastian.com
7 http://www.bilbaotriathlon.com
8 http://www.g93.es/
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Fig. 7 Images captured from a helicopter in a rowing race.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8 Some views created by the system, in (a) the output after being broadcasted is shown.

Fig. 9 Realtime simulation of the marathon event.

Fig. 10 Realtime simulation of the triathlon event.

The additional information designed for the marathon consisted in overlaying objects on top of the terrain 3D-model that
helped the interpretation of the localizations (Fig. 9): the race route with different colour scheme to represent the variations
in the relief, the most characteristic interest points (race’s kilometric points, provisioning points, etc.) and main village
names. On the other hand, an altimetry chart was also generated based on a DEM and previously generated race route vector
layer where the positions of the participants were shown in realtime.
7. Bike cycling and triathlon
Using a similar setup like in the previous case, two new competitions had been broadcasted: the Tour of the Basque Country
2011 and Bilbao’s triathlon. Once again, two motorbikes equipped with a video camera and a GPS receiver transmitted the
image and position information of the followed competitors and at the swimming stage a catamaran was also used for that
purpose. The virtual terrain included an overlay with the race’s route and kilometric points, but this time the 3D objects
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representing the participants could be switched in realtimedepending on the competition’s stage (swimming, cycling or
running) (
Fig. 10).
8. Results
In all three implementations, the system worked perfectly in realtime and the output signal was integrated on the
professional platforms in order to broadcast live. The public television of the Basque Country (EiTB) has been making use
of it in the broadcasting of these sports from 2006 to 2011. It confirms that the described system is a valid application for
enhancing outdoor sports broadcast and in addition it complies with all the image requirements of video broadcasting
standards.
The usability of the system to broadcast other sports would require the adaptation of the localization system to keep track of
the real position of the participants along with the redefinition of the 3d scenario: new 3d objects for representing the
participants and new designs for the specific additional information to be shown.
The GPS-based localization system used in the testing was too heavy to be carried by runners or cyclist. The weight was
mostly owing to the transmitter. Yet, there exist lighter GPS devices that can be accessed via internet without the need of
heavy transmitters. This solutions would provide more accurate positioning, will not require motor-vehicles with a GPS to
follow the participants and more participants could be tracked.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a complete realtime photorealistic simulation framework used for sports event broadcasting has been
described. The system includes the entire value chain of a television production: data capturing, processing, video
generation and publication of the output. The most outstanding features that make it suitable for the nowadays needs of
television producers are the lack of high hardware requirements and the realtime behaviour. The obtained results have been
validated by the integration of the system in the public television of the Basque Country (EiTB) at row racing, bike racing,
triathlon and marathon broadcastings from 2006 to 2011.
The use of GIS has enabled both the photorealistic view of the realtime simulation and accurate information concerning the
status of the event. Direct access to the elevation information and vector layers about the trajectory of the competition
permit computing this accurate status information. They also permit designing more realistic interaction of the virtual
participants with the terrain object.
The system has been used to improve outdoor sports events broadcasting since it can provide views of the event that
enhances the comprehension of the competition and can add additional information to the simulation. Yet, it can also be
used as the unique system for broadcasting far or unreachable areas when hiring special vehicles to carry the cameras cannot
be afford due to the tight budget of the production.
GIS and navigation systems (GPS in this case) can be used for realtime virtual geographic environment generation covering
the needs of knowledge areas far from cartography or environmental analysis. In this paper an approach for sports
production has been presented but other areas such as weather, cultural heritage or e-learning would also benefit from their
usage.
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Abstract
Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) encompasses policies, institutional framework, organizational guides, data, technologies,
standards, delivery mechanisms, as well financial and human resources, to acquire, process, store, distribute, improve
utilization, than to increase access, availability, and sharing georeferenced data, and to realize and get faster services for
all users.
Nowadays in Macedonia, almost all organizations develops digital spatial datasets organized in all SDI levels, from
corporate SDI (CSDI), through the local SDI (LSDI), state/provincial (SSSDI), national SDI (NSDI) and regional SDI
(RSDI), up to the global SDI (GSDI).
Macedonian NSDI is still in a stage of preparatory activities, with already developed strategy for its implementing.
Strategic vision and mission, business case, governance structures, legal framework, interoperability infrastructure,
outreach and capacity building, implementation roadmap and NSDI strategy are almost defined. INSPIRE directive was
defined as framework of Macedonian NSDI. Because of big number of actors and lack of inter-institutional cooperation,
progress on development of NSDI is growing very slowly.
From the year 2006, through the global mapping project, Macedonia give direct contribute to GSDI development.
According to rules for regular data updating, on November 2011, the second version of Macedonian global map data has
been published.
Other types of SDI’s are developing based on institutional needs in subnational level.
On the other side, within the high education system in Macedonia, SDI is more less unknown item for GIS curricula’s and
students of surveying, geography etc. Obtained results from the research on level of including the INSPIRE directive in high
education system of Macedonia, powered by Geo-SEE association in year 2011, show very low level of knowledge
regarding to SDI in Macedonian public universities.
Key words: Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI), National SDI (NSDI), Global SDI (GSDI), INSPIRE, Macedonia.

1.

INTRODUCTION TO SDI

The impact of global trends has a large importance in all human life fields. As one of the most important aspects is fully
recognition of the environment from micro-regional up to national, regional and global level. Right management with
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environment has direct impact on society developing, which also means direct impact on human life. Unsustainable are
environmental analyzes with non-harmonized or non-standardized organized spatial data by the responsible state institutions
for data collecting, structuring, archiving, and sharing.
The general principle for casting of responsibilities between the state relevant institutions in a field of spatial data, are the
principles of multi-usable official data and no-duplicate the same data by two or more institutions. Those principles can be
realized by utilization of the latest GIS technology, based on integrating between information and communication
technology, the real needs and on day situation, as three main components for developing Spatial Data Infrastructures
(SDI’s) of all levels, from sub-national (local) up to global level. Those are the basics of more rentable utilization of spatial
data, i.e. rentable functioning of whole national system.
Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) encompass policies, institutional framework, organizational guides, data, technologies,
standards, delivery mechanisms, as well financial and human resources, to acquire, process, store, distribute, improve
utilization, than to increase access, availability, and sharing georeferenced spatial data, and to realize and foster services for
citizens (Idrizi B., 2009). From this definition of SDI, it is so clear that the basic elements of SDI are:
• Institutional framework, including
– legislation, organisation, policies and practices
– rules for financing and pricing and for handling of security, vulnerability and integrity.
• Standards, including methods for
– describing spatial data
– searching spatial data
– ordering and transfering spatial data
• Fundamental spatial data sets, including
– geodetic frame
– official digital mapdata
– data on real properties, population, buildings and more; and
• Technological framework including
– human and technical resources
– meta data and catalogue services
– information network, data distribution, services which makes it easy for users to search, order and collect spatial
data.
Nowadays, almost every country develops its own SDI’s in a various levels, from local up to national, with aim to
incorporate them in international level. Most important aspect during developing of SDI’s is the fully recognition of micro
regional data from one side, and the regional, national and/or international needs-standards from the other side. Based on the
level of included data and covered area, the hierarchy of SDI’s can be categorized in many levels, which are listed below
and shown in the figure 1 (Rajabifard A., 1999):
- Global Spatial Data Infrastructure (GSDI);
- Regional Spatial Data Infrastructure (RSDI);
- National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI);
- State or Provincial Spatial Data Infrastructure (SSDI);
- Local Spatial Data Infrastructure (LSDI); and
- Corporate Spatial Data Infrastructure (CSDI).

Fig. 1. Hierarchy of SDI’s: a) ambrella view, b) building block view (Rajabifard A., 1999)
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Structuring of spatial data in local, national and global datasets can be realized based on two main ways, “bottom up
approach” and “top down approach”. The first approach generally is in use during developing of local SDI’s based on
specific micro-regional data with aim to include all local data within the dataset, while the second way can be utilized in a
case of developing of national, regional and global datasets where the database should include all necessary data according
to the type of data infrastructure.
Comparing the SDI’s of all levels, the regional and local SDI’s are developing even faster than national, regional and
global ones, because of much more complex procedures for data harmonizing which comes from many sources with
different standards and included big number of actors. National spatial data infrastructure (NSDI) can be developed by own
standards defined by different countries, or can be utilized the international/continental initiatives as EU INSPIRE directive,
euro maps by EUROGEOGRAPHICS, global map Australia ext., as well as the transcontinental/global initiatives, as global
spatial data infrastructures (GSDI), global mapping ext.
Within the spectrum of spatial data infrastructures from local up to global level, in a national level it is necessary developing
of National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI), as synthesis of sub-national infrastructures from one side, national interests
from other side, and theirs compatibility in regional-global level in the third side. NSDI incorporates ICT technology, data
collection technologies, legislation and management, within the framework of establishing e-government aimed at enabling
effective gathering, managing, transfer and utilization of georeferenced spatial data, which encompasses the establishment
of metadata system, spatial data sets, spatial data services, and networking services and technology, as well as transfer of
spatial data, access, utilization, coordination, monitoring, processes and procedures (Idrizi B., 2009). Integrating of spatial
data in to one unique standardized spatial data infrastructure in a national level known as NSDI, generate the simple and
faster access to needed spatial data, more transparency, high level of cooperation between responsible state institutions,
increasing the conscience for importance by spatial data, and much utilization of spatial data by all stake holders, clients and
customers, i.e. many and multi utilization for scientific, practical and commercial purposes. Setting up of the NSDI has a
direct impact on the way of organizing of local (sub-national) spatial data infrastructures. This is due to the hierarchy
principle from up to down, which means that all infrastructures has to be organized to be fully compatible with NSDI, as
well harmonizing of all phases from data collecting up to data shearing.
In the link of SDI’s from local up to global level, the separate countries NSDI’s should be developed with the same
standards by using of regional/continental or global ones. In this way the European Union (EU) has already established own
standards called INSPIRE (Infrastructure for spatial information in Europe), as a base and obligatory framework for all its
members during developing their NSDI’s. Same continental standards have been powered in other continents also, which
can be seen in the figure 2.

Fig. 2. Continental initiatives for NSDI’s with unique standards (Crompvoets, 2011)
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Partnership among various levels of stakeholders that is essential to realize sound decision - making for sustainable global
development is facilitated through the sharing structured data, followed by related information and knowledge within the
Global Spatial Data Infrastructure (GSDI). The GSDI supports ready global access to geographic information, achieved
through the coordinated actions of nations and organizations that promote awareness and implementation of complimentary
policies, common standards and effective mechanisms for the development and availability of interoperable digital
geographic data and technologies to support decision making at all scales for multiple purposes. GSDI encompass the
policies, organizational remits, data, technologies, standards, delivery mechanisms, and financial and human resources
necessary to ensure that those working at the global and regional scale are not impeded in meeting their objectives
(www.gsdi.org, April 2012). GSDI is applicable for solving major global problems through creating monitoring and early
warning systems for natural disasters, monitoring and management of natural resources changes, assessment of the trends of
environment changes, then local, national and multinational physical development planning, informed decision-making of
policy makers with a strategic database ext. Advanced capabilities of researching based on Global Map (international
project which supports GSDI) data set are (Idrizi, 2006):
- all data of Earth is in one place,
- with the same attributes,
- in the same format,
- in the same coordinate system
- in the same scale, and
- with similar accuracy.

2.

SDI IN MACEDONIA

GIS as a system for managing spatial data in the Republic of Macedonia, began to be used in the late 90s, when the
application of this technology are considered luxuries in the operation of institutions whose activities directly or indirectly
was linked with spatial data. This was due to the low level of knowledge for GIS technology and the advantages of using it,
as the economic aspect and the aspect of quality of spatial data, as well as the difficult economic situation in that
period. At this time, the main activity toward using digital data was digitizing existing maps by converting them
from analog to digital-vector form.
The beginning of the 21st century can be characterized as a period of upheaval in the way of thinking related
the application of
GIS technology
in Macedonia. Many public
sector institutions have
shown interest
in introducing GIS applications in their work, most of which started with projects that considered as priorities for their
institutions or who tried to find donations. On the other hand, the private sector has developed with larger steps, following
the contemporary trends and developments, that these opportunities are then presented and offered to state institutions as
possible platforms for developing their GIS applications. In this regard, the private sector has developed to such an extent
that it has the capacity to provide opportunities to develop a complete integrated GIS system at the state level. In the
second half of the first decade of this century, the development of geo portals emerged as a challenge for all institutions.
Including of the National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI) in the Strategic Plan (year 2007) of the State Authority
for Geodetic Works (today's Real Estate Cadastre) and then in the Law on Real Estate Cadastre as a separate chapter, is
a twist in the organized development of spatial data at the state level. For the first time in these documents
is predicted connecting all spatial data from all relevant governmental institutions at one point by building a national spatial
data infrastructure of Macedonia. With this, many state institutions were animated to reflect on organized development of
GIS systems in the country, and for the first time the term Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) has been introduced,
clearly distinguishable from the previously well-known expression GIS.
Depending on the available financial opportunities and professional staff within the institutions, currently all
state institutions of Macedonia work projects for developing of GIS systems and are actively involved in developing
the NSDI. In the following table, will be supplied spatial data, i.e. GIS databases that are available to the state institutions in
Macedonia. Due to lack of continuous communication and transparency between all relevant GIS actors in Macedonia, the
data in the table below may be considered with about 95% accuracy.
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Table 1: Available spatial data in Macedonia
Data set

Producer

Scale/
Resolution

Topographic maps

AREC

1:25,000
1:25,000 -1:1,000 000
1:1,000,000

Format
A-Analogue
S-Scanned
V-Vector
R-Raster
D-Digital
V
S
S

Can be

Cadastre maps

AREC

1:500 – 1:5000

30%V, 70%S

2

State, municipalities and settlements

AREC

V
V

2
2

Register of names of streets, and other
infrastructural objects + object

Central Registry

1:1000, 1:2500,
1;5000
1:1,000,000
Data base (only
textual)

D

3

Address model for Skopje

City Skopje

V

1

1/discovered,
2/viewed,
3/downloaded
2

Address model for municipalities

AREC

Protected natural sites

MOEPP

1:25,000

R/V

National and cultural heritage

MOC

1:25,000

S

Global map

AREC

1km
1:1.000.000

R
V

2

DTM

AREC

20m

V

2

DSM/DEM

MAFWM

5m

R

2

DEM
DEM

ASP
MOEPP

50m
20m
10m

R
R
R

3

MOEPP

1:100.000

R/V

1,2,3

Black/White

AREC

0.5 m (1:25000)

R

2

Colour

MAFWM

0.5 m (1:5000)

R

2

Colour for bigger cites

AREC

0,1-0,2 m

R

2

Black/White
(Satellite images)

MOEPP

10 m

R

2

Multi spectral
Geological map

MOEPP
ASP

50 m
1:250.000

R
R/V

2
2

Environmental GIS dataset for managing and
conservation of the Ohrid lake watershed area

AREC

1:25.000

R/V

2

GIS Application of Geological maps

MOE

1:50,000
1:200,000

R/V
R/V

Statistical registry unit

AREC

1:1000
1:2500

V

Statistical units

SSO

Statis. unit levels

V

Statistical data

SSO

Georeferential text
data

D/V

3

Cadastral class (1-8)

AREC

1:500; 1:5000

30%V
70%S

2

Land quality class

MAFWM

1:500; 1:5000

A

2

Ortho photo images

CORINE

A
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Cadastral culture

AREC

1:500; 1:5000

30%V
70%S

2

Database on land use
Vinyard Cadastre

AREC
MAFWM

1:25.000

A,S,V,D

2

Annual rapports

IFPH

S

2

GIS application for energy network

EVN Macedonia

D/V

3

Water and sewage
network
GIS application for telecom network

Water supply for
all cities
Telecom

R/V

2

R/V

2

Set on noise, waste, air, water and soil

MOEPP

Database (only
textual)
1000
2500
1000
2500
1000
25000
1:25,000

D

3

Set on water and air (numeric data)

HMI

Spatial plan

ASP

1:50,000
1:100,000

V/S
D/V

2/3

Urban plan
Occurrences and occasions-risky and
dangerous situations

LSG
CCM

1:1000-1:10,000
1:25,000

D/V
D/V

2

River monitoring system
Hydrostatic Mezzo Model for numeric
weather conditions,
RETIM (system for satellite pictures)
Biodiversity (spatial and attribute data)

HMI
HMI

MOEPP

Ecological maps
Data for protected and unprotected areas with
significant natural values

MOEPP
MOEPP

Acronyms utilized in upper table:
AREC
ASP
CCM
HMI
IFPH
MAFWM
MOC
MOE
MOEPP
SSO
LSG
-

1/2

D
S

2

1:25,000

D/V

2/3

1:25,000
1:25,000

V
V

2/3
2/3

2x2 km resolution for
territory

Agency for Real Estate Cadastre
Agency for spatial planning
Centre for crises management
Hydro-meteorological Institute
Institute for Public Health
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Water Management
Ministry of Culture
Ministry of Economy
Ministry of Environment and Physical Planning
State Statistics Office
Local Self Government

As it can be seen in upper table, there are still mixed data, from analog up to vector data and GIS datasets, with the different
permission levels for access. Even they cannot be found in the web pages of institutions.
All available digital spatial data can be found in many formats and in many database types. There is no standardized way
and format for developing of GIS systems within the state institutions. During developing, harmonizing and compatibility
with existing databases, even within the same institutions were not took care. That’s way the spatial data between the
separate datasets except the spatial overlapping, they don’t have any joint data (attribute) for linking between itself.

3.

MACEDONIAN NSDI

First beginning of National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI) of Macedonia is Strategic plan of SAGW for the period
2007-2010, where NSDI for the first time was recognized as project to be powered in Macedonia based on European
INSPIRE directive. As result of the strategic plan, in year 2008 a special chapter for NSDI within the Law for Real estate
cadastre has been added.
Agency for real estate cadastre of Macedonia is the responsible institution for establishing Macedonian NSDI, as a set of
activities that enable quality collection, administration, sharing and use of geo-referenced spatial data. Macedonia’s NSDI
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vision statement is to facilitate the access, sharing, use and distribution of standardized spatial data/services in an efficient,
effective and harmonized way in order to fulfill the needs of the private/ public sectors as well as citizens, contributing to
economic growth and sustainable development in the country. In other side, Macedonia’s NSDI mission statement is to
establish a technological, institutional, legal and administrative framework for inter-organizational collaboration that will:
 support e-Government
 integrate geo-information from different sources in one network
 avoid duplication of spatial data acquisition
 be in line with INSPIRE
 establish effective business processes
 meet the needs of the stakeholders
 promote the access, sharing, use and distribution of spatial data (www.katastar.gov.mk, April 2012)
Based on responsibilities of the governmental institutions, national coordinative body for NSDI developing has defined key
stakeholders of Macedonian NSDI, listed in the bellow table, which have been worked on defining the Macedonian NSDI
strategy. Unfortunately, the list is not completed with all real potential stakeholders, because there are more institutions
which are dealing with spatial data, discover the INSPIRE directive and have direct or indirect benefit from NSDI. Many of
them can be found even in web portals, without need for deep research in national level.
Table 2: Key stakeholders of Macedonian NSDI for creating the strategy
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Agency for Real Estate Cadastre
Agency for Spatial Planning
Authority for Legal and Property Affairs
Central Registry
Centre for Crisis Management
Centre for Regional Development
Chamber of the Authorized Surveyors
City of Skopje
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Water Supply
Ministry of Culture
Ministry of Defense
Ministry of Economic Development
Ministry of Environment and Physical Planning
Ministry of Finance
Ministry of Information Society and administration
Ministry of Interior
Ministry of Justice
Ministry of Self Government
Association of Local Self Government Units (ZELS)
Ministry of Transport and Communications
State Statistical Office
State University Skopje – Faculty of Civil Engineering
Representative body for Public Utilities (such as: electricity company, water supply company)
Representative body for private sector
Representative body for Macedonian Citizens

Till now, the national coordinative body for NSDI developing has already defined:
 Strategic mission and vission
 Business case
 Governance structures
 Legal framework
 Interoperability infrastructure
 Outreach and capacity building
 Implementation roadmap
 NSDI strategy.
On March 2012, the NSDI strategy for the Republic of Macedonia has been promoted for public and published in the web
site of the responsible institution www.katastar.gov.mk. The strategy goes through the costs and benefits of creating an
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NSDI and then lists the main areas in which work will be needed in order to implement such an infrastructure. The
estimated cost for NSDI implementation in Macedonia will be €1.5m initially and then €0.5m per year, or if digitizing costs
are added, €2m and €0.6m per year, and on the other side the benefits are likely to be in the order of 4:1 of the costs
incurred however, in financial terms. The objectives of the NSDI Strategy are to transform the way spatial data is shared
within Macedonia so it can underpin social and economic development to the benefit of all. An incremental and sustainable
implementation path is needed so stakeholders move from the current state of scattered and unconnected collections of
spatial data to an integrated and harmonized infrastructure for sharing spatial data (www.katastar.gov.mk, April 2012).
The institutional framework defined in the strategy includes the elements that make up the governance and organizational
aspects, which will help to the various individuals and groups of people for organizing in order to manage the NSDI and
make it happen, by taking into consideration the skills, competencies and knowledge that those will need. The implementing
of the Macedonian NSDI will be governed by:
- Responsible Minister
- NSDI council (19 key stakeholders)
- NSDI committee (management unit)
- Working groups (4 working groups).
Based on the roadmap which was defined in the NSDI strategy, implementation of NSDI was planned to be realized within
next 4 years (www.katastar.gov.mk, April 2012).

4.

MACEDONIA WITHIN GSDI

Macedonia has already contributed in to developing of GSDI, through participating and submitting its data within the
Global Mapping project. At March 08th 2006, at the web page of International Steering Committee for Global Mapping
(www.iscgm.org) was published the Global Map data of Macedonia as a first European country (Idrizi B., 2006). Its dataset
encompasses the digital data at a scale of 1:1.000.000 (equivalent to ≈1-km resolution) and consistent with Global Map
specifications 1.2, by including eight layers, i.e. four vector layers (transportations, boundaries, drainage (hydrography) and
population centers) and four raster layers (elevation, vegetation, land cover and land use data) (Idrizi B., Biljarska N., 2008).
One year later, Macedonia has contributed in to developing the new raster datasets of Land cover and Percent tree cover, as
new global layers within the global map dataset.
Based on the rule for regular data updating every five year of own dataset within the global map, the Macedonian NMO has
developed the Macedonian national/regional version 2 and published it on November 1st 2011 (www.iscgm.org, April
2012). Because of essential changes of the GM specifications, the second version was developed based on Global Map
Specification 2.1. Unfortunately, in this moment, Macedonian NMO doesn’t have capacities for developing raster datasets
based on the Global Map data specification requirements. Due to this situation, Macedonian GM V2 dataset includes just
four vector data layers (transportations, boundaries, drainage (hydrography) and population centers), without updating raster
layers. In the next figure, are shown the layouts of Macedonian GM dataset.

Figure 3: Layouts of Macedonian Global Map dataset (Idrizi B., Biljarska N., 2008)
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5.

INSPIRE IN HIGH EDUCATION SYSTEM OF OMACEDONIA

INSPIRE is a Directive proposed by the European Commission in July 2004 setting the legal framework for the
establishment and operation of an Infrastructure for Spatial Information in Europe. The purpose of such infrastructure is to
support the formulation, implementation, monitoring activities and evaluation of Community policies linked with the
environment at all levels, European, national and local, and to provide public information (http://inspire.jrc.ec.europa.eu).
The rules defined on ISNPIRE directive has to be followed by all European countries which are not member of EU also, as
one of the conditions for their membership in it.
In first half of the year 2011, Geo-SEE association (South-East European Research Association on Geo Sciences) realized
the research project regarding the level of including the INSPIRE directive in the high education system in Macedonia
(www.geo-see). The main objective of this project was detecting of (Idrizi B., Izeiroski S., 2011):
- actual situation with the curricula’s of university education in geo sciences,
- including of INSPIRE directive in university curricula’s,
- including of SDI (of all levels – subnational, NSDI, GSDI ext.) in university curricula’s,
- knowledge of students in the field of SDI of all levels,
- knowledge of students for the INSPIRE directive,
- knowledge of students about the Macedonian governmental responsible institution for powering the NSDI, and
- knowledge of students for another major initiatives as GMES, GEOSS and GSDI.
With this research project, Geo-SEE association assumed to initiate including of INSPIRE directive in the university
curricula’s, because the implementing of National Spatial Data Infrastructure is one of key points for fruitful cooperation
between all geo sciences and better governance with our geography, as well as one of main association objectives!
Research project was implemented in two parallel but separate parts. First part was evaluation of geography, geodesy,
geology, agronomy and forest students in the third year of study, by using anonymous questionnaire with some specific
questions (in total 20 questions), as: do you know what is INSPIRE, have you ever heard about the INSPIRE during your
studies in the university, what are the contents of INSPIRE, how did you learn and who told you for INSPIRE, which
countries should implement this directive, do you know the link between the INSPIRE and the sciences which are you
studying in the university almost three years, what is SDI, what is NSDI, what is GSDI, what is GEOSS, what is GMES ext.
The second part of research project was analysing the curriculums of geography, surveying, geology, agronomy and forest
departments, within the public universities in Skopje, Tetovo, Bitola and Shtip. In total, seven departments of public
universities have been included as target groups.
The obtained results from the project, shows very low level of knowledge for INSPIRE directive which the young students
can obtain during their studies in upper mentioned departments in Macedonian public universities. This situation is coming
as result of the actual curriculum contents, where the INSPIRE directive is not mentioned! Even some of target groups
didn’t want to collaborate with project and didn’t distribute questionnaires to their students. As output of the project, next
results have been recognized:
- INSPIRE directive is unknown term for students
- SDI’s (of all levels) are unknown term for students
- GMES, GEOSS and GSDI are unknown term for students also
- INSPIRE directive and spatial data infrastructures cannot be found in university curricula's
- Major international spatial data initiatives cannot be found in university curricula's
- European directives, initiatives and standards for SDI cannot be found in university curricula's also!
The final results from this research project were presented at the INSPIRE conference 2011 held in Edinburg
(http://inspire.jrc.ec.europa.eu/events/conferences/inspire_2011/?page=conf_prog).

6.

CONCLUSIONS

GIS as a system in the Republic of Macedonia, began to be used in the late 90s. The main activity toward using digital data
in that period was digitizing existing maps by converting them from analog to digital-vector form. The beginning of the 21st
century can be characterized as a period of upheaval in the way of thinking related the application of GIS technology
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in Macedonia. In this period, governmental institutions started to develop own datasets with support by private sector. In the
second half of the first decade of this century, the development of geo portals emerged as a challenge for all institutions.
First beginning of National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI) of Macedonia is Strategic plan of SAGW for the period
2007-2010, where the European INSPIRE directive was recognized as base for it’s developing. First law in Macedonia
where SDI is used for the first time as expression was the Law for Real estate Cadastre of year 2008, where a special
chapter for NSDI has been added. Based on this law and all other relevant documents, Agency for Real Estate Cadastre of
Macedonia is the responsible institution for establishing Macedonian NSDI.
On March 2012, NSDI strategy for the Republic of Macedonia has been promoted and published, which should be governed
by: Responsible Minister, NSDI council (19 key stakeholders), NSDI committee (management unit) and 4 working groups.
Based on the roadmap defined in the NSDI strategy, implementation of NSDI was planned to be realized within next 4 years
(www.katastar.gov.mk, April 2012).
Macedonia gives direct contribute in to developing of GSDI, through participating in Global Mapping project. On March
08th 2006, the Global Map dataset of Macedonia was published as a first European country. One year later, Macedonian
global raster datasets of Land cover and Percent tree cover have been included in the global GM dataset. Its active and
positive role in this way, Macedonia confirmed by publishing its own GM version 2 on November 1st 2011 as regular data
updating five years after first version.
Beside the state institutions and private sector, where the INSPIRE directive is very well known rule, in public university
curricula’s it is unknown expression. Lack of knowledge for INSPIRE among the students; Lack of knowledge for SDI
among the students; Lack of knowledge for international initiatives among the students; Lack of knowledge for European
directives, initiatives, projects and standards for SDI among the students; University curricula's without European directives
and standards for SDI; University curricula's without detailed explanation of SDI; and University curricula's without
practical courses for SDI, are the recognized conclusions from the research project for Including the INSPIRE directive in
high education system of Macedonia, powered by Geo-SEE association on year 2011. Based on the project results, as
necessary was defined immediately changing of the university curricula's by including the European directives, initiatives
and standards related to spatial data!!!
Based on all upper given information, in general, can be concluded that SDI in well-known expression within the GIS
community in Macedonia and all relevant organizations, as well as the developing of spatial data infrastructures are driving
in a right way.
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Abstract
It is made a review of the classical techniques and devices used for mapping underground galleries and natural caves. A
new method is proposed and realized by the means of modern technologies in the Pepelyankata cave nearby the village of
Bosnek, Pernik Province.
A GPS receiver is used to determine the coordinates of the starting point. Another device - a combination between a laser
rangefinder, a compass and an inclinometer, is used to measure the traverse and certain points inside the cave. All of the
measurements are transferred wirelessly to a PDA device and represented by a suitable mobile GIS-enabled software. Some
other data, including photos made by the PDA’s integrated camera, is collected as an additional attribute information.
Back in the office, the results are superposed on an old map of the cave, an orthophoto image and topographic map of the
region for further analysis.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, caves are considered to be among the last geographic frontiers on Earth. As they provide a first-hand view of the
subsurface, rock structure and underground water as well as biology, oil and mineral distribution, their value is getting more
and more appreciated. However, no matter what studies are to be done or problems to be solved, all of them are referenced
to certain locations and exact points in a cave. The ultimate goal is a three-dimensional map that shows the cave layout to
help in understanding the cave and lead to further studies and to target promising areas for advanced exploration (Palmer,
2007).
The basic stages of mapping a cave are collecting the data, managing it and drafting the map (Dasher, 1994).

2.

CLASSICAL METHODS AND DEVICES IN CAVE MAPPING

A typical cave survey is divided into several jobs – locating and marking the survey stations, lighting the target points,
holding and reading the instruments, notekeeping, sketching, often in a combination with exploration, checking mazy and
side passages, and overall coordination and leadership. Usually these responsibilities are handled by two to five people.
Choosing surveying instruments depend on different criteria – ruggedness, accuracy, cost, transportation size, ease of
learning, ease of using and includes compass and/or clinometer. The compass-tape-inclinometer method is a classical
technique, widely used even nowadays for its ruggedness, sufficient accuracy, low cost, compactness and so on. In
comparison, theodolite survey is extremely accurate, however it is quite fragile, large and expensive. It is much the same
with 3D laser scanners which offer a complete and accurate gallery modeling at the expense of their large transportation
size, fragility and high cost. In terms of the final target – a cave map, different means are classified in an official grading
system (

Table 1).
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Table 1. UIS Mapping Grades
Grade

Description

-1
0
1
2

No map available
Ungraded
Sketch from memory, not to scale
Map compiled from annotations, sketches and
estimates made in the cave. No instruments used.
Directions measured by compass, distances
measured by cord, pace or body dimensions.
Significant slopes estimated.
Compass and tape survey, using deliberately
chosen and fixed situations. Slopes measured by
clinometer or horizontal and vertical components
of line.
Compass and tape survey. Directions and slope by
calibrated instruments, distances, by fiberglass or
metallic tape, or tacheometry.
Survey or triangulation using calibrated, tripodmounted instruments for directions and slope.
Distances by calibrated tape, precise tacheometry,
or calibrated DistoX type
Survey by theodolite or comparable means

3

4

5

6

X

Precision
length, [m]
-

Compass,
[o]
-

Clino,
[o]
-

Expected
accuracy, [%]
-

0.5

5

-

10

0.1

2

2

5

0.05

1

1

2

0.02

0.25

0.25

1

variable

3.

EXPLORING AND SURVEYING PEPELYANKATA CAVE.

3.1.

Choosing instruments.

variable

Pepelyankata is a natural dry cave nearby the village of Bosnek, Pernik Province. As limestone is the host rock in the
region, there are many other cave formations nearby, including the longest cave system in Bulgaria – Duhlata. For the aim
of this study there are prepared two GNSS handhelds and a laser rangefinder:

Trimble® GeoExplorer® 3000 GeoXH™ – a GPS-enabled mobile device that supports postprocessed positioning
accuracy up to 1 cm. It is used at the cave entrance to coordinate the starting point of the whole survey.

Trimble Juno™ SC – one more GPS enabled PDA (Personal Digital Assistant) device which, however, because of
its compactness is used to store and manage measurements inside the cave. Its features – 3.5” touch screen, 533 MHz
processor, 128 MB RAM, 128 MB flash data storage, internal all-day battery (2600 mAh) and lightweight (240 g) and small
size (12.9 cm x 7.4 cm x 3.0 cm), as well, is suitable for the task.

Trimble LaserAce™ 1000 – the device with the most important role in this survey as a combination of laser
rangefinder, compass and inclinometer. Its technical specifications – up to 150 m passive range of laser and accuracy of 10
cm, compass accuracy of 2o and inclinometer accuracy of 0.2o, are comparable to current widely used surveying
instruments, however its lightweight (464 g) and 3-in-one compactness appears to be much more attractive. Dust proof and
water resistant casing (IP63) are suitable enough for the harsh conditions inside Pepelyankata. Although it provides
powerful standalone measurements previewed on its backlit LCD display, in this case it is combined with the Juno handheld
connected via Bluetooth.
As these devices allow collecting data in the harsh environment of a cave, the right software enables the task to be
completed in a fast and efficient way. That is why the solution is completed with a suitable GIS-enabled software for the
Juno handheld:

DigiTerra Explorer™ (DTE) 6 Professional – compared to the other two, lower versions – Basic and Advanced,
version Professional supports the full mobile and desktop GIS and GPS functionality of DTE software. As it allows using
map backgrounds, displaying and editing data in a wide range of vector and raster formats, integration with external sensors
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(like laser range finders), built-in cameras, topological, preview and editing tools., it is the right choice for the task. In
addition, the software supports different coordinate systems and projections, including the Bulgarian UTM Zone 35 N,
WGS 84. Offering a native support for mobile computers (Windows® Mobile/CE OS's) and for desktop computers
(Windows® 2000, XP, Vista, 7), DTE is a plug-and-play software and so doesn’t require any installation. It is distributed on
a SD/miniSD card which is put in the slot of Juno. It supports a variety of languages including Bulgarian, English, French,
German, Italian, etc.

3.2.

Collecting the data.

The work inside the cave was divided between three people – an experienced caver to lead the team throughout the cave and
to point out its special characteristics that must be surveyed in order to get a complete cave layout, and two surveyors to
operate with the Juno handheld and LaserAce. At the very beginning, at the cave entrance outside the cave, it is coordinated
the starting point of the whole survey. The achieved accuracy by GeoXH after 20 minutes at the point was 7 cm. Inside the
cave measurements are organized as a standart mine traverse using LaserAce.
Survey stations are chosen due to line-of-sight and any special features and then marked with small rocks or natural
formations. Once foresight stations are marked, measurements are done by one person himself, lighting target points and
reading and verifying records. Мeasured distances, azimuth and inclination angles are transmitted directly to the Juno
handheld via Bluetooth where the new measured points are previewed and recorded (Figure 5). Sketching and notekeeping
are also done on the handheld.

b)

a)
c)
Figure 5. a) Collecting the data with b) LaserAce 1000 rangefinder and c) Juno handheld.
In advance, it has been created an attribute table in DTE so that point coordinates are not the only recorded information. The
table is filled with the exact measured values – angles and distances, photo captures and additional notes (Figure 7). The
software allows adding new attributes and editing old whenever needed (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Creating new data field
Figure 7. Cave surveying attribute table of DTE
The whole process of exploring the cave and collecting the data is completed within two days – the first one mapping
upstairs, and the second day downstairs.

3.3.

Managing the data.

DTE workspace contains a variety of tools for
data import/export (the File menu bar, Figure
8), sketching (the Edit menu bar), data preview
(the View menu bar), feature information (the
Query menu bar), GPS functionality (the GPS
menu bar) and different tools for raster
orientation,
survey
settings,
polygon
modification (the Tools menu bar), etc. The
workspace frame consists of shortcut buttons
for the layers list, attribute table, GPS, faster
preview and easy map navigation on the map
screen.
All stations and measured points are
previewed real-time in the DTE workspace,
organized in different layers according to their
type - point, line, polygon. Measured points
are recorded in a point layer, and cave sides
and the traverse line – in a line layer (Figure
9Error! Reference source not found.). Data
is labeled due to its layer and corresponding
attribute information (Error! Reference
source not found.). By selecting a feature its
attribute table is easily previewed.

The File menu
bar Edit menu bar
The
The View menu bar
The Query menu bar
The GPS menu bar
The Tools menu bar

Figure 8. DTE mobile workspace, shortcut buttons frame and menu bars
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a)

b)

Figure 9. Map Window of DTE: a) The line layer, including both measured upstairs cave sides (labeled as Left and
Right) and traverse line (Centre); b) Both line and point layers, measured side points and stations are labeled with
The Layer dialog box is where a list of all the loaded layers is shown (Figure 11). It is used to manage the layers in the map
and set various layer properties. In this dialog box layers can be added, edited, reordered, turned or on off, saved, removed.
The Scale, Source, Classes and Labels are additional dialog boxes that can be opened to view and change properties of the
selected layer.
Feature labels and symbols can be turned off or displaying feature’s information of up to 3 chosen fields from the
corresponding attribute table (Figure 10). Their visibility also can be limited by defined scale value. As labels are usually an
important part of map contents, DTE supports different fonts, text sizes, bold, italic, underline and other designing tools.

Figure 10. Feature labels can be formatted
in many different ways

Figure 11. Layer dialog box
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3.4.

Drafting the map.

Quick and structured data is achieved still inside the cave due to the mobile GIS-enabled solution. As the task is basic
surveying no special symbols are used, although DTE supports a variety of markers and possibilities to load new sets
(Figure 12).

a)

b)

Figure 12. DTE supports a variety of a) Point symbols and b)Linetypes.

The measurements are saved as a DTE map file in a user defined
directory. Back in the office the results are previewed with the desktop
version of DTE. DTE desktop screen and tools are much similar to
those in the mobile version, except the difference in their positions, also
the full path of the open project and coordinates of the current cursor
position shown in DTE desktop.
Both mobile and desktop DTE Professional support a variety of vector,
raster and table file formats to import as layers:
Vector: BNA, CRD, DAT, DGN, DXF, LOG, MAP,
MIF/MID, SHP;
Raster: BIL, BMP, ECW, ERS, JPG, JP2, LAN, PCX, RAS,
SID, TIF;
Table: DBF, MDT, TAB, TXT.
For further analysis the cave map could be superposed on an aerial
orthophoto image, topographic map, old cave map, etc., in order to
show its relation to the surrounding landscape, local geology, regional
drainage and so on (Palmer, 2007). A raster layer could be modified by
its brightness and contrast features, and setting a certain colour or the
entire layer transparent as well (Figure 13).
Figure 13. Raster options
On Figure 14 it is shown the map drafted inside the cave and a topographic map (.jpg) and an orthophoto image (.tif) loaded
as background layers. Eventhough they have been georeferenced in advance, it is also possible to be done by DTE. A full
list of loaded layers can be seen on the left part of the screen, where they can be inserted, selected, labeled, edited,
reordered, turned off, deleted.
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Figure 14. DTE desktop screen

4.

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS

After all data is collected, managed and the cave map iss drafted, objectively, there could be drawn the present benefits of
the proposed method of cave mapping and supposed future opportunities:

The LaserAce 1000 rangefinder: could be used as a standalone 3-in-1 solution compared to tape/rangefinders,
compass and inclinometer. No need of preventing tape kinks or cleaning of mud to read. Just one person is needed to
operate with LaserAce in comparison to the classical techniques. Its point-and-shoot simplicity allows capturing a point
with one single shot and immediate visualization of the measured data;

The Juno handheld: excludes the need of paper and pencils for sketching and notekeeping, and more people for
these activities. This also means not only less tools to bring, but no problems with their damages or losts inside the cave,
and their further storage;

DTE: its support of external sensors allows using rangefinders, cameras and many more devices to collect a wide
variety of information. The range of supported file formats allows loading additional vector, raster and table data for further
analysis, field navigation, new explorations, etc., file exporting for easy integration with other software applications and
GIS databases.

LaserAce 1000, Juno and DTE: the seamless combination between LaserAce and Juno via Bluetooth allows
measurements and their consistency to be easily checked. The amount of recorded data depends on the Juno’s flash memory
and SD card expansion which compared to the classical tools are practically inexhaustible. The solution gives the
confidence of a fully automated calculation process which protects from any personal mistakes when coordinating measured
points. Collecting spatial 3D data makes possible both plan and profile view to be drawn wherever needed. All data can be
easily updated later, including new features and additional attribute information . It is a compact, lightweight and rugged
GIS-enabled solution for easy and quick work done still inside the cave. Mapping could be done even by one single person
person.
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5.

CONCLUSION

The proposed method, including handheld devices, a rangefinder and software with GIS functionality, provides a powerful
modern tool for spatial data collection in harsh environments. Compared to the UIS Grading System, classical and modern
surveying methods, the proposed one is the optimal solution that allows cave mapping in a reliable and easy way.
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Abstract: On the official website of the International Cartographic Association (ICA) (icaci.org) two web maps were
published in order to portray information about the ICA national and affiliate members on the world map. These maps show
the world in Mercator projection, which is a poor choice for the general purpose world maps. Because we believe that
promotion of the proper use of map projections to everybody and everywhere is of great importance, we created new maps
that show the world in Winkel Tripel projection, which imposes as a far better choice of map projection for the world maps.
Maps presented in this paper were made by AmMap – a free tool for creating interactive maps. Since all base maps
supplied by the default version of this tool use Mercator projection, we described the workflow that can be used for
authoring any particular map in chosen map projection and ensures its successful implementation with AmMap.
Keywords: web map of the ICA national and affiliate members, Mercator projection, Winkel Tripel projection

1. INTRODUCTION
Either consciously or unconsciously, each map has to start with the choice of map projection – a mathematically described
method of how to represent the Earth’s surface on a flat plane. The task of cartographer is to ensure that the right type of
map projection is used for any particular map. A well-chosen map projection takes care that scale distortions remain within
the certain limits and that map properties match to the purpose of the map.
Although, a great variety of map projections have been in existence for many years, one cannot avoid the impression that
today we have been content with using only few of them. For example, the Mercator projection continues to be used
inappropriately as a world map in atlases, wall charts and mapping websites. The Mercator map projection is conformal and
has a valid use in navigation but very seriously distorts areas near the pole, which it cannot even show. It should not be
used, although it frequently is, for depicting general information or any area-related subjects on the map of the world.
Before the advent of computer-assisted cartography the absence in usage of different projections could be justified by the
expense and difficulty of creating a new base map using a different projection. But with the advent of computer-assisted
cartography, a map can be centered anywhere in the globe, drawn according to any of map projection formulas, and can use
cartographic data files (such as coastline boundaries) having a level of generalization appropriate to the scale and purpose of
the map. Therefore, anyone coming from cartography background should promote the proper use of map projections to
everybody and everywhere.
On the official website of the International Cartographic Association (ICA) (URL1) two web maps were published in order
to portray information about the ICA national and affiliate members on the world map. These maps were created by
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AmMap (URL2) – a free tool for creating interactive Flash maps. All base maps supplied with this tool use Mercator
projection, so both of the ICA members maps were created in this projection.
This paper resulted as response to the selection of Mercator projection for the ICA members’ maps on the ICA website.
Here we propose the replacement of the existing maps with the new maps created in Winkel Tripel projection. The parallels
in this projection are slightly curved lines, and distribution of deformation of area and angles between the equator and poles
is very favorable, which makes this projection a well-chosen for the general purpose mapping of the world.

2. SELECTING MAP PROJECTION FOR THE WORLD MAP
When making a map, first the points from the physical earth’s surface are transferred onto ellipsoid (sphere) surface
according to established rules, and afterwards the ellipsoid (sphere) is projected into the plane. Map projections serve this
purpose. The goal of studying map projections is to create a mathematical basis for the production of maps and solving
theoretical and practical tasks in cartography, geodesy, geography, astronomy, navigation and other fields (Lapaine and
Kuveždić, 2007).
In various publications on map projections (Snyder and Voxland, 1989, Snyder 1993) one can find a display of great variety
of map projections from which the choice for a particular map can be made. A well-chosen map projection takes care that
“extreme distortions are smaller than would occur in any other projection used to map the same area” (Snyder and Voxland,
1989) and that the map properties match to the purpose of the map. Yet, a map projection may have none of these general
properties and still be satisfactory, or it can be widely used despite being considered a poor choice for a particular map.
Hereafter, several map projections that have been used for the world maps will be presented (according to Frančula, 2004).
The general characteristics that qualify them as a good or poor choice for the world maps will be shortly described.
On the world maps composed in cylindrical projections time zones are well depicted. The Mercator map projection
(Figure 1) is conformal cylindrical and has a valid use in navigation. It is also suitable for world map of winds and ocean
currents. In other cases, vertical cylindrical projections have the limited application for the world maps, especially due to the
fact that in these projections areas near the poles are seriously distorted. Therefore, Marcator projection should not be used,
although it frequently is, for general reference world maps (Monmonier, 2004). These criticisms resulted with evident
decrease of the usage of Mercator projection in modern atlases. On the other hand, Mercator projection is today increasingly
used in various web maps and many major online street mapping services (OpenStreetMap, Google Maps, Yahoo Maps).

Figure 1. Map of the world in Mercator projection, often and inappropriately used as a world map
From the group of pseudocylindrical projections, the projections with pole projected as straight line are used more for world
maps, than the projections with pole projected as point. If, however, justifiable reasons exist why it would be necessarily for
the pole to be projected as a point, then equivalent Mollweide projection (Figure 2) can be recommended (Frančula, 2004).
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Figure 2. Map of the world in Mollweide projection, which was also used for
logo design of the International Cartographic Organization (ICA)
Mollweide projection is also used combined with Sinusoidal projection to develop other projections such as the Goode
Homolosine projection, in order to reduce distortion in pseudocylindrical projections (Snyder and Voxland, 1989)
(Figure 3).

Figure 3. Map of the world in interrupted Goode Homolosine projection, used for numerous world maps, especially in
Goode's School Atlas (1923; many later editions), which is today known as Goode’s World Atlas
From pseudocylindrical equal area projections with pole projected as line, in Frančula (2004) two Eckert projections were
recommended – Eckert IV projection and Eckert VI projection (Figure 4) as well as sinusoidal projection by Kavrayskiy.
Eckert originally proposed six new pseudocylindrical projections for the world map, which are known as Eckert’s
projections I – VI (Snyder and Voxland, 1989). In all six projections the pole is projected as a line half as long as the
Equator. In the first two projections, meridians are broken at the Equator. This is their greatest flaw, so they are not used in
practice.

Figure 4. Map of the world in Eckert IV projection (left) and Eckert VI projection (right), often used in thematic and other
world maps in numerous atlases and textbooks and for sheet maps
The Robinson projection is pseudocylindrical, neither conformal nor equal area projection. It was presented by Arthur H.
Robinson of the University of Wisconsin in 1963 and it uses tabular coordinates rather than mathematical formulas to make
the world map "look" right (Snyder and Voxland, 1989). The meridians in this projection are curved gently, avoiding
extremes, but thereby stretch the poles into long lines instead of leaving them as points (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Map of the world in Robinson projection
From projections with pole projected as point and parallels projected as curves, equal area Hammer-Aitoff projection and
arbitrary Aitoff projection are used for the world maps. Aitoff projection (Figure 6) was created by modification of
transverse equidistant azimuthal projection (Snyder and Voxland, 1989). In this projection, the pole is point, relation of
length of the Equator to the length of central meridian is 2:1, and according to distortion characteristics, the projection is
arbitrary. According to Frančula (2004), the greatest applications for the world map have projections with meridians and
parallels projected as curved lines and pole projected as a line.

Figure 6. Map of the world in Aitoff projection, created by modification of
transverse equidistant azimuthal projection
From the group of arbitrary projections, in his research Frančula (1971) proposed the Winkel projection with standard
parallel 50°28’ as the best choice for the world map projection. Parallels in Winkel Tripel projection (Figure 7) are slightly
curved, equally spaced along the central meridian and concave toward the nearest pole. This arbitrary projection is created
as the arithmetical mean between the Aitoff and the equidistant cylindrical projection. Since the Aitov projection was
created by modification of the transverse azimuthal equidistant projection, the Winkel projection is made of three
projections, and this is why it is called triple. This makes this projection very well suited for general purpose mapping of the
entire world.

Figure 7. Map of the world in Winkel Tripel projection
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3. NATIONAL AND AFFILIATE MEMBERS OF THE INTERNATIONAL CARTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION (ICA) ON A WEB MAP – THE PROCEDURE OF CREATING
On the official website of the International Cartographic Association (ICA) (URL1) two web maps were published in order
to portray information about the ICA national and affiliate members on the world map (Figure 8). These maps were made
by AmMap (URL2) – a free tool for creating interactive Flash maps. All base maps supplied with this tool use Mercator
projection, so both of the ICA members’ maps were created in this projection.

Figure 8. Old web maps of the world in Mercator projection
portraying information about the ICA national members (left) and affiliate members (right)
In previous section we introduced several map projections and their general characteristics, in order to indicate to the reader
some good and poor choices for the world maps. According to specified characteristics, the Mercator projection imposes as
poor- and Winkel Tripel projection as the well-chosen map projection for the world map. Because we believe that anyone
coming from cartography background (ICA in particular) should promote the proper use of map projections to everybody
and everywhere, we propose the replacement of the existing maps with the new maps created in Winkel Tripel projection. In
this section the procedure of creating new ICA members’ map in Winkel Tripel projection will be described, and the
resulting map implemented with AmMap will be presented.

3.1. Transforming World Countries Vector Data to Winkel Tripel Projection
The National Cartographic or Geographical Information Organizations, National Mapping and Cadastral Institutions, or
coordinating National Cartographic Committees who are representing their nation in ICA are called national members.
Organizations, Institutions or Companies who are supporting the mission and activities of the ICA are affiliate members
(URL1). To portray the information about the ICA national and affiliate members on the world map it is necessarily to have
data about world countries in vector form.
Natural Earth (URL4) provides free and public domain map datasets available at three scales (1:10m, 1:50m, 1:110 million)
in both raster and vector form. The available vector datasets include individually selectable layers such as matched
boundary lines and polygons with names attributes for countries. This vector data are available in ESRI shapefile format,
the de facto standard for vector geodata. The data use Geographic coordinate system (projection), WGS84 datum also called
Plate Carrée or Equidistant Cylindrical projection.
Transforming world countries vector data from Geographic coordinate system (projection) to Winkel Tripel projection was
achieved by GRASS GIS (Geographic Resources Analysis Support System) (URL5), free and open source GIS software for
geospatial data management and analysis, image processing, graphics/maps production, spatial modeling, and visualization.
Since the vector data for the world countries are given in geographic coordinates, to accept these coordinates it was
necessary to define a new geographic location which corresponds to equidistant cylindrical projection. A geographic
location in GRASS GIS is some geographic extent of interest that contains data sets that must all be in the same coordinate
system. For the new geographic location, new coordinate system (equidistant cylindrical map projection on sphere),
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working area and resolution were assigned. Vector data were loaded in created geographic location. For transformation of
loaded data into the Winkel Tripel projection, a new geographic location in targeted projection was created (Winkel Tripel
map projection of a sphere). Module v.proj implemented in GRASS GIS was used for projection conversion of world vector
map and small corrections concerning data geometry and topology were made (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Projection conversion: map of the world countries in Equidistant Cylindrical projection (left)
and projected to Winkel Tripel projection (right)
Maps of the world which served as illustrations in second chapter were also made in GRASS GIS following the described
procedure.

3.2. World Map in Winkel Tripel Projection and AmMap
AmMap is a tool for creating interactive maps (URL2) that are based on Flash technology. It can be downloaded together
with pre-created base maps (such as map of the world countries, and more than one hundred maps of various countries) and
freely used. The only limitation of the free version is that a small link to AmMap website will be displayed in top left corner
of the published map. However, it must be emphasized that the process of “creating” map with this tool, primarily applies to
the customization of features displayed on the base map – such as changing fill and border color of the country areas,
placing names, adding text, enabling or disabling navigation and zoom bar, and performing similar tasks. Since all base
maps supplied with AmMap use Mercator projection, the only type of the world map that can be created by this tool is
Mercator map. AmMap cannot be used to define different projections, or to transform data from one projection to another.
The default base maps in AmMap are provided as Flash ShockWave files (SWF). SWF files (URL6) can be displayed using
Adobe Flash Player, which is available free of charge for common web browsers. The SWF file can be generated by Adobe
Flash Professional from its master document format (FLA file). Once the SWF file is published it can no longer be edited. It
is, therefore, unknown how the maps used in AmMap were created. This step is important for implementation of any
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particular custom map to successfully work with AmMap. The workflow which would enable successful implementation of
the new base map in Winkel Tripel projection into AmMap is shown on Figure 10 and described below.

Figure 10. Workflow for implementation of the new base map in Winkel Tripel projection into AmMap
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First, the vector data about world countries in Winkel Tripel projection were imported to the stage of a new FLA document.
Imported data were previously prepared in a way that each country forms closed polygon, which facilitates further
manipulation. Each country polygon is converted to a symbol. A symbol in Adobe Flash is a media asset that can be reused
anywhere in the document without the need to re-create it. Here, the movie clip type symbols were used to store content of
the map, i.e. the countries of the world. By selecting the polygon that represents one country and by setting the unique name
of the symbol in the Name field, each county of the world was manually transformed to a movie clip symbol. Finally, map
of the world was published to SWF file. The base SWF map in Winkel Tripel projection created in this way, can serve as a
template map that holds map content (i.e. countries of the world) that would respond to user interaction when the map is
published on Internet.
In combination with Flash, an XML (Extensible Markup Language) document can be used as an external data source. XML
is a markup language that defines a set of rules for encoding documents in a format that is both human-readable and
machine-readable (URL7). Thereby, XML takes care of the content of the map and Flash manages the presentation. With
this combination a template SWF map can be populated by an external XML document. If the content of the movie clip
symbol (i.e. countries on the world map) needs to be changed, it can be achieved by updating the XML document without
the need to open the Flash document.
XML data is stored in plain text format, which provides a software and hardware-independent way of storing data. Adding
content to base map is made by customization of two XML files that are provided with AmMap – the data XML file and the
setting XML file. Data XML file contains the data that will be displayed on the map, structured by the set of XML tags. For
example, tag <map> in XML data file describes the root element of the document saying: "this document is a map". Tag
<area> describes child elements of the root saying areas are world countries. Areas are movie clip symbols which were
previously created and published in base-map SWF file. Each movie clip symbol carries a unique name that must
correspond to name given in XML data file. XML settings file is used to control the look and behavior of the map. The
settings file of the Winkel Tripel map had been configured to allow a user to navigate the map. When user selects one
county, it will change the colour and the name of the county will be displayed.
The mechanics of bringing XML into a Flash map is managed with ActionScript. ActionScript is an object-oriented
language used on web pages in the form of embedded SWF files. The ammap.swf is a SWF file provided by AmMap which
contains the Action Script required by Flash to handle the graphics and logic embedded in the map.
Finally, map can be embedded into a web page (HTML document) using JavaScript SWFObject – a free and open-source
code JavaScript that simplifies the way to embed Flash in a Web page. JavaScript is a scripting language, which was
designed to add interactivity to HTML pages. With a few lines of JavaScript code, an external XML data and XML settings
file can be read and the data content can be updated to the web page.

3.3. Two new web maps of the ICA national and affiliate members
The look of the web map that portrays information about the ICA national members is presented on Figure 11. The
countries that are coloured in blue represent ICA members. When user selects one county, the name of the county will be
displayed and further information about the National Cartographic or Geographical Information Organizations, National
Mapping and Cadastral Institutions, or coordinating National Cartographic Committees who are representing their nation in
ICA will be displayed.
The look of the web map that portrays information about the ICA affiliate members is presented on Figure 12.
Organizations, Institutions or Companies who are supporting the mission and activities of the ICA are affiliate members are
represented with red circle on the map and by selecting the red circle further information about organization or institution
can be obtained.
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Figure 11. Web map of the world in Winkel Tripel projection
portraying information about the ICA national members

Figure 12. Web map of the world in Winkel Tripel projection
portraying information about the ICA affiliate members

4. Conclusion
On the official website of the International Cartographic Association (ICA) (URL1) two web maps were published in order
to portray information about the ICA national and affiliate members on the world map. These maps were produced in
Mercator projection, which according to its characteristics, was as poor choice for the general purpose world maps. Because
we believe that anyone coming from cartography background (ICA in particular) should promote the proper use of map
projections to everybody and everywhere, we propose the replacement of the existing maps with the new ones that show the
world in Winkel Tripel projection, which is a far better chosen map projection for the world map.
We created two interactive web-maps in Winkel Tripel projection to portray information about the ICA national and
affiliate members on the world map. These maps were made by AmMap – a tool for creating interactive maps that are based
on Flash technology. Since all base maps supplied by the default version AmMap use Mercator projection, and since
AmMap cannot be used to define different projections, or to transform data from one projection to another we described the
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workflow that can be used for authoring any particular map in chosen projection that ensures its successful implementation
with AmMap.
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Abstract
Creating a digital atlas is more than creating a series of maps. It means leveraging good cartographic design, using
accurate data and providing a virtual place where all these maps will reside. Using latest GIS software and high detailed
and accurate data the project is set to create the first Romanian Digital Atlas – a collections of map layouts that can be
easily used in both educational purposes and local administration government. As Romania is divided, from administrative
point of view, in 42 counties, 42 maps were created as cartographic products.The map layout was also consolidated for
entire Romania and based on the map document an Internet Map Service was published to be used in the digital atlas web
mapping application. This is the first attempt to create such an atlas, a digital atlas for Romania, where all the maps are
freely available for download and use.

INTRODUCTION
After 1990 the cartographic activity in Romania slowly decreased and with it the production of cartographic products
decreased also. In our current day-to-day activity we see more and more the need to use a map – to answer a question, to get
directions, to better understand a phenomenon, to find patterns, and so on. But if I were a common citizen or a teacher…
where would I find a map? Where is the map that points to the maps?
Nowadays Google seems to have the answers to all of our questions. Of course when it comes to geographic information
(N)SDI is a big word that promises to fulfill all of our geographic cravings. Still, we just wanted to put ourselves in the
shoes of the common citizen, so one day we asked ourselves: If I would need a good, up-to-date, accurate and most of all
free map, where would I find one? So we went to Google and typed in the magic box: “hartajudețului”, which in English
means “county map”, and we got approximately 1.400.000 results in under a second (0.22 seconds to be precisely). We
began browsing through the pages, searching for county maps but soon realized that this would discourage anyone. We
found maps, but not the maps we expected.
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Figure 1. A sample of the discovered maps
Switching to “Images”, with the thought in mind that a picture’s worth a thousand words, actually led us to the following
conclusion: Currently we cannot find a map collection that will comply with the following: is complete (will include all
Romanian counties), is consistent (uses the same cartographic rules and layouts throughout the entire series of maps), has
the same size and/or format, is suitable for high detail printing, is up-to-date, is focused on geography only (we found maps
that were used as billboards, with just a tiny map in the center and lots of commercials around that map) and most of all is
free for downloading and printing.

Figure 2. Google image search result for county maps
Considering all of the above a project with the following objectives was initiated:
a. Create a series of maps for all 42 Romania counties;
b. Use of the same cartographic representations and layouts is a must throughout the entire map collection;
c. The maps must be suitable for high detail printing and will be large in size (A0);
d. The original data used for these maps must be at least 1:10.000 and up-to-date – based on this data generalization
procedures will be applied when necessary;
e. The resulted maps must be provided in an open and wide spread format (GeoPDF) suitable for both digital displays
and hardcopy printing. Mobile environments are also considered.
f. The resulted map series must be available for download at no cost;
g. The maps must be easily discovered in both web search engines, geoportals and social media.

INPUT DATA AND METHODOLOGY
Vector data used in the project was provided by Esri Romania – Digital Map of Romania 1:10.000 which includes the
following layers:
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Table 1. Digital Map of Romania 1:10.000 – selected layers for the project
No. Layer
Geometry Summary
Localities
Polygon
Polygons depicting localities according to official boundaries
1.
Administrative Units
Polygon
Polygons depicting administrative units according to official bndrs.
2.
Counties
Polygon
Polygons depicting counties according to official boundaries
3.
Administrative boundaries Polyline
Polylines depicting all administrative boundaries
4.
Roads
Polyline
Polylines depicting road network nation wide
5.
Railroads
Polyline
Polylines depicting railroad network nation wide
6.
Hydrography
Polyline
Polyline depicting hydrography (down to channel level)
7.
Hydrography
Polygon
Polygons depicting major rivers
8.
Lakes
Polygon
Polygons depicting lakes
9.
Geographical names
Point
Points depicting geographical names (also contains heights)
10.
We also used in the project raster data for the elevation background. The raster data used was ASTER GDEM 29, which
was downloaded from http://www.ersdac.or.jp/GDEM/E/4.html. The ASTER GDEM covers land surfaces between 83N and
83S and is comprised of 22,702 1 x 1 tiles. Tiles that contain at least 0.01% land area are included. The ASTER GDEM is
distributed as Georeferenced Tagged Image File Format (GeoTIFF) files, and in geographic coordinates (latitude,
longitude). The data are posted on a 1 arc-second (approximately 30-m at the equator) grid and referenced to the 1984
World Geodetic System (WGS84)/1996 Earth Gravitational Model (EGM96) geoid. The basic characteristics of the GDEM
collection are summarized in the following table:
Table 2. ASTER GDEM Characteristics
No. Characteristic
Tile size
1.
Pixel size
2.
Geographic Coordinate System
3.
DEM Output Format
4.
5.
6.

Special DN Values
Coverage

Summary
3601 x 3601 (1o x 1o)
1 arc-second
Geographic latitude and longitude
GeoTIFF, signed 16-bit, in units of vertical meters reference to the
WGS84/EGM96 geoid
-9999 for void pixels, and 0 for sea water body
North 83o to South 83o, 22.702 tiles

ASTER GDEM tiles for Romania were downloaded and mosaicked thus assuring the elevation background for the maps. To
enhance the cartographic quality of the maps the hillshade was also derived based on the ASTER GDEM and an appropriate
color ramp was generated for entire Romania. The color ramp was created to accommodate the minimum and maximum
elevation values across entire country ( ~ 0 meters minimum values to ~2544 meters maximum values).

Figure 3. Elevation color ramp used in the maps
Creating the color ramp was a re-iterative process in which we had to make sure that the colors will be displayed correctly
in both digital displays and hardcopy printouts.
Another tedious and re-iterative process was establishing the cartographic design of the maps, evaluate the results and
further refine the maps. In this step the following actions were performed:
- Define basic and advanced cartographic representation;
- Define the map layout ;
- Identify and produce additional map elements (legend, scale, disclaimers, etc.)
9Advanced

SpaceborneThermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer Global Digital Elevation Model Version 2
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An important element of the map was the legend, as the only explanation of the map (Figure 4.)

Figure 4. Map legend
The entire process for creating the maps could be outlined in the following steps:
- Identifying all necessary data for the project – taking into consideration the purpose of the maps, the intended
audience, the terms of use and constraints for the data and the format/size of the map;
- Gathering all necessary data;
- Organizing the data;
- Data generalization (where necessary);
- Establish cartographic design (cartographic representation for elevation data and vector data, map layouts, map
elements, labeling, etc.);
- Apply the cartographic design and further refine it;
- Produce the first maps and printouts to evaluate the results;
- Apply all modifications as identified in the review process;
- Produce the final maps
The result of the project is a map collection of 42 items, each item representing a high-detail printable and viewable county
map. An example of such a map may be viewed bellow:

Figure 5.Vrancea County Map
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WEB MAP CATALOG AND DISSEMINATION
Having finished the maps the next step was to promote the map collection and make it accessible for download. In order to
achievethis aWeb Map Catalog was build and published on the Internet. In the promoting campaigns we used so far
newsletter in which we announced the launching of the Map Collection and that this collection can be easily downloaded
from our website http://www.arcgis.ro. As a direct result of the campaigns we registered in a week more than 100 signups,
56 downloads and roughly 500 unique visits (Figure 6). We found the figures quite encouraging considering that the
newsletter campaign was focused on a group of users and plan to release a press announcement in a news portal soon. Each
resource has its own web page that includes information about the resource, additional media files and also social media
buttons that can be used to promote a resource (figure 7).

Figure 7. Social media integration
The Web Map Catalog was developed to allow a publisher to easily add new items, in our case maps, and briefly document
those items making them discoverable. This has to be done without the hassle of filling in ISO compliant metadata forms
but rather to offer quick and representative information to the user. The Web Map Catalog can be easily seen as a Content
Management System for maps in our case or for Geographic Information in an extended case.

Figure 6. Site statistics after a newsletter campaign
The Web Map Catalog includes the following modules:
a) A resource gallery that can be browsed (Figure 8)
b) A map module
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c) An administration module (for publishing new resources, managing and editing existing resources)
d) A search module
e) A site statistics module

Figure 8. Web Map Catalog Gallery

CONCLUSIONS AND ROAD-AHEAD
The results of this project, that were obtained so far, are significant and encouraging but also led to anobvious conclusion: in
order to maintain users on the web site, new content has to be published continuously. Moreover the content type of the
catalog has to become more diverse and user oriented.
Several conclusions can be outlined:
- The project was a success and it has fulfilled its purpose – to create an up-to-date, freely accessible and
downloadable Mapping Catalog;
- People/Users usually enjoy great maps but browsing through thousands or millions of pages can be discouraging;
- Creating a great product does not guarantee its success. An important part of a projects success is promoting the
results through all available media;
- Users will not come back to the catalog if new and interesting content is not frequently added;
- Social media may prove to be a quick and cost-free mean to promote your work.
Still there is much work ahead that needs to be done. Some future steps can be outlined:
- Extend the Digital Atlas by adding new map collections for several thematic areas;
- Update the maps as new information is available or changes occur (new highways);
- Extend the content of the Digital Atlas by adding Web Map Services, Routing Services, etc.;
- Create a Web Map Service using the same cartographic representation (provide an interactive map);
- Reference the existing resources in NSDI Metadata Catalogs;
- Use Google to promote the content by means of SEO.
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Abstract
Determining the ‘best’ legible label size is a critical concern that involves testing different design aspects besides the needs
of the actual map user. These aesthetic criteria and users’ efficiency can contribute to a better perception and legibility of
maps. A number of screen maps were presented to the participants and they were asked to indicate their preference
regarding the different label sizes. In a second user study, the participants’ reaction times, during which they had to locate
a target label with a certain size, were registered. Both areal and point data were integrated in the user study to determine
their influence on the rules for label sizes. Based on the findings of both user studies, the correlation between the preferred
and most efficient sizes was identified. These results allow defining rules that contribute to more efficient maps with a
higher aesthetic level.

INTRODUCTION
Bertin (1970) defined six visual variables (size, shape, orientation, colour, value and texture) that contribute to the overall
design of the map. These six visual variables, and their associated perceived properties, are considered the basics rules for
symbolizing data. Fairbairn (1993) also considered map labels as the fourth data type in addition to points, lines, and areas.
The properties of size as visual variable make it a dominant variable in the visual attention. Size can provide selective,
quantitative, and order perception. Size is the only visual variable that works for all quantitative attributes. Selective size
allows map readers to distinguish between large sized symbols and symbols with a small size. When size indicates a
numerical value, the interpretation of the size symbol is linked to the changes of the represented value. Size is limited by the
ability of the map reader to estimate the difference between sizes. The perception of order is closely related to the
hierarchical structure of the visualization. Applying these rules on the map labels results in several functions of map
typography (Fairbairn, 1993).
The typographic design follows similar rules as for the other data types; however there are slight variations in this.
Changing the size of a label can be done in a number of ways. First, the size of the labels can be adapted by changing the
font size which is often expressed in points. Another option to increase the size of the labels (and thus their importance) is to
depict them in bold. Finally, variation in the case styling (lower case versus upper case) also influences the actual size of the
map labels (Deeb et al., 2012). Although the change in the dimensions of labels is typically measured in dots, it can only be
compared quantitatively for similar fonts (shapes). Slocum et al. (2005) distinguished two levels of size variation: size
changes of the entire symbol and size changes of the individual mark of the symbol. The first case is applicable when
symbolizing labels with a constant size, depicted in the same font and with the same case style that use similar x-heights.
Using uppercase for the first letter of the label and lowercase for the rest of letters creates mixed sizes due to the differences
in x-height and cap height. A familiar example of size properties is the labeling of communities; the larger the community,
the larger the label. This allows distinguishing between cities, towns, and villages. Representing the population in ranked
sizes gives direct information about the community’s importance. The distinction between cities, towns and villages
represents the selective property of label size. When applying visual variables on thematical data, Garlandini and Fabrikant
(2009) found out that the variable size is the most efficient variable under users’ interaction display. Thus, it is important to
link the influence of size on the users’ performance regarding typographic design.
Bratz (1970) investigated the typographic variables shape and size on paper maps to evaluate their influence on the users’
search time (efficiency), both for individual labels and the complete searching task. Bratz aimed to answer two essential
questions. Firstly, how does the size of map typography’s influences the users’ search time? Secondly, what dimensions
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should the type have for certain map scale? Her study described users’ performance on paper maps and described rules
regarding the labels’ size and the map’s scale. Kraak and Ormeling (2010) described the difference between texts in a book
and on a map. Furthermore, they defined rules for texts design on maps to improve their readability. They presented size as
one of the leading variation to show hierarchy. van den Worm (2001) clarified that the legibility of web maps is primarily
determined by text size and suggested that the minimum size of textual elements on these screen maps is 8 points.
Furthermore, he indicated that bold sizes provide better legibility. Deeb et al., 2011 also compared the preference of two
user groups (experts and non-experts) regarding the use of bold labels and found out that both groups have an incompatible
viewpoint on the normal and bold size design. Labels are flexible symbols that need special care in their design in order to
acquire the higher level of quality, particularly when considering digital maps.
This paper presents a user study attributing the label size characteristics. The study was made in two steps. Firstly, users
determined the aesthetics of label size measured by their preference of map design. Secondly, users determined the
efficiency of label size measured by millisecond. Combining the results from the two steps led to setting the suitable criteria
for different design purposes.

METHOD
In order to visualize thematic maps, areal data was employed. The names of the areas were the same on all maps while the
label design changed in size for each designed map. The designs used Arial font and labels sizes of 8, 10, 12, and 14 points.
Both normal and bold sizes were applied. Labels were all depicted in lowercase. The maps used in this user study had a
simple design without background colours. This ensures the limitation of the influencing factors on the users’ cognitive
processes and on map perception (Board and Taylor, 1979). Maps were designed at the scale of 1:100,000.Two groups of 50
map users each followed the test. To control the learning process, each group followed a part of the test. 16 map displays
were presented to 50 participants. Of each 50 participant 25 were female and 25 were male. The average age is 24 years.
An online test was constructed to test users’ reactions to label size design. Two different displays were presented to
participantsas each group followed one stimuli. At first participants had to choose one of two maps which are presented
simultaneously on the screen. An example of such two maps are illustrated in Figure 1. Their preference is registered in a
database as an evaluation of the size aesthetics.
In a second user study, the participants had to locate a target label (see Figure 2) on these maps. The time needed to
complete this task is registered as a measurement of efficiency. The target labels had the same length (seven letters) and
were distributed in the four corners of the map. The users’ search strategies can be either random (they don’t follow a
special method of scanning the map), or systematic (they scan the map in geometrical manners) (Lleras and Von Mühlenen,
2003). By clicking on the target, the time between the map appearance and the clicking is register in the database.
Combining the results of the two experiments, two kinds of data thus are registered: the users’ aesthetical evaluation of
different label sizes and the users’ efficiency regarding the use of different label sizes.

Figure 1. Example of two maps used in the first experiment: size 12 versus 8 points
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Figure 2. Example of a map and its target label used during the second experiment

RESULTS AND DISCUSION
The data from both experiments were collected and compared systematically. Studying the aesthetics of label size design,
the four tested size (8, 10, 12, and 14 points) of Arial font were compared pair wise between normal and with bold size. The
users’ preference of regarding these sizes is depicted in Figure 3. Comparing normal and bold size preference of 8 point,
map users slightly preferred bold over normal: 52% against 48%. The difference in the users’ preferences varies more for
the larger labels sizes (10, 12, and 14 points). When the size enlarges, the preference of normal increases as follows:
 For size 10 points 62% of the map users preferred normal size 10 point over 38% of bold size.
 For size 12 points 70% of the map users preferred normal size 12 point over 30% of bold size.
 For size 14 points 74% of the map users preferred normal size 14 point over 26% of bold size.
The illustration clearly shows that the users’ preference of size 8 almost equal between normal and bold, whereas the
variation of preference enlarges steadily as the label size increases from 10 to 14 points. For a small label size, such as 8
points, the difference between a normal and bold font is less clear, especially when these labels are depicted on a screen
with a limited resolution. The increase preference of normal label size could be linked to the map scale in which labels were
presented. The ratio between bold preference and normal preference for size 10 is 2/3, the same ratio for size 12 is 3/7, and
for size 14 is 3/8.

Figure 3. Frequency of the users’ preference (%) of label size (normal versus bold)
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The users’ performance was studied by measuring reaction time related to the four tested sizes and the use of a bold font. A
different trend than with the preferences values is noticed (see Figure 4). The bold sizes result in a higher level of efficiency
indicated by shorter reaction times to locate the target label. There was not striking trend for users’ performance regarding
normal sizes registered. The largest reaction time was recorded for size 10 normal followed by size 8 normal then size 14.
Thus, the most efficient normal size is 12 points. For the bold sizes it was most difficult to locate the labels depicted in the
smallest size (8 points). Similar, but smaller, reaction times were recorded for bold size of 10, 12, 14 points. The variation in
the registered performance measures for the same size is different for each size. The variation between normal and bold for
8 points size is about 4 seconds, for 10 points this is about 6 second), for 12 points it is about 2 seconds, and finally for 14
points this is about 5 seconds. These variations indicate the needs to consider thoroughly whether using bold or normal size
for the design.

Figure 4. Average of users’ performance of label size (Normal versus bold typography) measured in seconds.
Comparison of the preference and performance results is presented in Figure 5 and the related responses are demonstrated in
Table 1. Matching users’ preference with their performance can be done using the comprehensive results. A systematic
trend was found for users’ preference on the one hand, but on the other hand a random trend was registered for the users’
performance. The shortest reaction time was registered for size 12 point (both normal and bold) and the longest reaction
time was for size 8 point (both normal and bold). So it can be considered that 12 point is the most efficient label size and 8
point is the least efficient size over the four tested sizes. When analysing reaction time measurements and preference values
related to labels depicted in a normal fond, size 12 can be identified as the most efficient and has the higher aesthetic
evaluation. When analysing reaction time measurements and preference values related to the bold fonts, the results show a
linear trend for both an efficient and aesthetic size design. As the efficiency increases, the preference values decrease.
Therefore it can be considered that both bold sizes of 10, 12 a consensual sizes combine both efficiency and aesthetics of
bold label design.
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Figure 5. Comparison between users’ preference (percentage of frequency) and performance (seconds) for both normal
versus bold typography.
Table 1. Test measurements for both aesthetics (frequency of choices) and efficiency (seconds).
Size
size 8
size10
size12
size14

Preference
normal
bold
24
26
31
19
35
15
37
13

Performance
normal
bold
11.515
8.324
12.351
5.952
7.597
5.914
10.778
5.746

CONCLUSIONS
Cartographers always aim to present the most qualitative product. All of these products contain textual element to convey
most of the involved data. The map users try to retrieve information from the map image in an efficient way.. Both the
aesthetics and effectiveness are important to consider in order to create these high qualitative cartographic products. Label
aesthetics is the most important when the map design is oriented towards attracting users. Besides that, label efficiency is
required to create more effective maps, which is almost all cases applicable. Therefore, it is crucial to consider both
elements in the map design. Setting the label size criteria involves thorough studies for both the map use and map users. The
study does not directly address the best label size for both aesthetics and efficiency. Our result cannot be generalized for all
fonts, because different font implies different measurements of the same point size, the study results are only valid when
using Arial font. The results from two subsequent experiments indicate the following regarding the application of label
sizes:
 The normal size design has more attraction than the bold size design and acquired higher assessment.
 For a size of 8 points, the users’ preferences are almost equal for the bold and normal sizes.
 The preference of bold size decreases as the size increases for the sequential sizes of 8, 10, 12, and 14 points.
 On the contrary of bold size, the preference of the normal size increases as the point size increases.
 The bold sizes are considerably more efficient than the normal sizes, which corresponds to what van den Worm
(2001) suggested for web mapping design.
 The time measurement registrations indicate that the most efficient size is 14 bold (in Arial). In addition to that,
there is a trend that attributes the influence of bold design onto the users’ efficiency towards the label perception.
 The efficiency of normal size does not have a significant trend over the four sizes (8, 10, 12, and 14 points), but it
is worth mentioning that the most efficient normal size is 12 points.
 A comprehensive comparison for the four sizes showed that the most efficient and aesthetic size is 12 normal size.
Both 10 and 12 bold sizes are considered as the most efficient and aesthetic bold size.
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 The least variance between the efficiency of normal size versus the bold size was registered for the size 12 point in
the group of the four tested sizes (8, 10, 12, and 14 points).
Further tests shall be conducted to describe different typographic size design for different fonts and different types of maps
(thematic versus. topographic maps). Studying label size is a sensitive issue which is influenced by the scale of the map.
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Abstract
Various spatial applications usually entail spatial data modelling at different levels of detail (LoDs), points of view (PoVs)
and purposes of use (PoUs) as well as spatial data integration from multiple sources. So there is an increasing importance
of creating a multi-resolution spatial database for map and geoinformation producers in order to provide more
comprehensive location-based services and multiple products more easily towards the increasing demands of society. In
this article, multi-resolution spatial data modelling is systematically and briefly described in a broader perspective as well
as semantic, geometric and graphic heterogeneities are investigated for selected building and facility objects.
Heterogeneous nature of spatial objects in a multi-resolution database is shown for some subclasses of buildings and
facilities by the diversity of definitions of same real world phenomena in different aspects.

INTRODUCTION
Heterogeneity is a term used to refer generally to the differences, disagreements and dissimilarities among members of an
identified community of people or collection of ideas, phenomena and physical objects. In the context of spatial data,
heterogeneity is associated with or caused by the inconsistencies between data sets resulting from different surveying
techniques, errors in measurement, different definitions of precision, fuzziness of spatial objects, and variations in the use of
terminology and nomenclature. As databases are set up by different users for different purposes, at different times and using
different technologies, heterogeneity is an inherent property of database systems (Yeung and Hall, 2007).
With the worldwide spread of the GIS, the paradigm of single purpose data production has changed. The possibility of reusing and combining data and information from various sources created the need to constitute a framework where people
can communicate, access and use data without specific efforts of humans and machines. Such a framework, called Spatial
Data Infrastructure (SDI) encapsulates policies, institutional and legal arrangements, technologies, data that enables sharing
and effective usage of geoinformation. SDI can be established at global, supra national, national, regional, cross-border, and
local levels. In ideal case these levels are connected accommodating the relevant components of the others (Toth, 2007).
Determining how to allow disparate heterogeneous geographic systems to share and integrate spatial data and
geoinformation in a cost-effective way is one of the most difficult problems in the geospatial world. Therefore, building
truly interoperable distributed geographic information systems to share spatial data is imperative. Further, heterogeneity of
GISystems and the difficulty of sharing geoinformation cause a spatial data duplication problem. Many agencies and
companies are trying to maintain spatial databases that coexist but that are not integrated. There are many duplicate data and
processes that occur in separate departments and applications. The costs attributed to redundant spatial data and duplicated
efforts are huge, because spatial data set creation is expensive and complex. Thus, it is necessary to reduce overlaps of
spatial data. The last decade in particular has seen an enormous investment in spatial data integration initiatives (Shi et al.,
2011). Database integration for the development of federated systems generally involves two steps: schema integration and
object (or data) integration. Schema integration comprises the transformation of existing local schemas into a global schema
for the data to be integrated. This is identical with the problem of integrating independently developed ontologies into a
single ontology in an artificial intelligence setting. Object integration can be defined as the solution of conflicts between
inconsistent and contradictory data instances which are representing the same real world entity (Volz, 2005). To enable the
creation, maintenance, and use of such vast repositories of spatial information, a variety of methodological issues must be
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addressed. Besides methods for data modelling, data management and retrieval, as well as data distribution - including, for
instance, standards for data documentation and exchange - techniques for multi-resolution modelling and generalisation of
spatial data are of premier importance (after Weibel, 1997).
Investigation of the heterogeneities in multi-resolution spatial databases can help developing methods for obtaining different
geographic and cartographic representations of same spatial phenomena using generalisation techniques as well as
integrating spatial data from different sources. Although there are a lot of studies related to generalisation and multiresolution/representation representation database (MRDB) (Li, 2007; Mackaness et al., 2007) there are few systematic and
in-depth studies examining how an object representation can differ in a multi-resolution spatial database. Therefore, the aim
of this study is to introduce the broader perspective for the concept of multi-resolution spatial database as well as to propose
specific database contents (class structure) for some building and facility objects and investigate their semantic, geometric
and graphic heterogeneities.

SPATIAL MODELLING
In order to represent real world phenomena in a GIS we need to design a model that describes these phenomena in the best
way for particular purposes. This process is called spatial modelling (Kainz, 2004). A model is an abstracted representation
of a real world phenomenon or process and shows a relevant subset of reality. Two kinds of spatial models can be
mentioned pertaining to real world: Digital geographic model (DGM) and digital cartographic model (DCM). DGM and
DCM can be defined as geometric and semantic spatial model, and graphic spatial model respectively (Basaraner, 2007).
They are structured as databases or datasets in a GIS environment (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Spatial modelling (modified from Kainz, 2004)

3. MULTI-RESOLUTION SPATIAL DATABASES
Databases are intended to store representations of real world phenomena providing the information needed to support
application requirements. Databases are often shared by several applications that perform various processing tasks and
hence have different requirements in term of how information is kept, described, organized (in terms of data structures),
coded, what constraints, processes, and rules apply, how it is presented. Consequently, the same real world phenomenon
may well be represented in a database in different ways for different purposes. This also applies in the spatial domain where
for instance, the same river may be seen by some applications as having a linear extent and as having an area extent by
some other applications and finally as a collection of objects, each one defining a river segment for another application.
Many factors are driving the elaboration of representations for the same phenomenon to be stored in a spatial database. The
point of view (PoV) characterises the user vision of the real world. Resolution or level of detail (LoD) is second essential
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factor (Vangenot, 2004). It can be mentioned three kinds of resolutions disregarding temporal dimension for an object-based
(vector) spatial database: semantic resolution, geometric resolution and graphic resolution (Bedard and Bernier, 2002;
Basaraner, 2007) and the last factor is the purpose of use (PoU).
A multi-resolution spatial database can be defined as a spatial database storing the same real world-phenomena at different
LoDs, PoVs and/or PoUs (Figure 2). Here, LoD corresponds to scale or resolution, PoV can be considered as topographic
(general purpose) and thematic (specific purpose) and PoU can be spatial analysis (via geographic datasets or DB) and
spatial visualisation (via cartographic datasets or DB). A multi-resolution spatial database is needed mainly for automated
update propagation between different datasets to maintain their consistencies as well as multi-resolution spatial analysis
and visualisation to increase the efficiency of the applications. Different datasets are stored in one database and the objects
in the different datasets are linked in a multi-resolution spatial database (Bedard and Bernier, 2002; Hampe et al., 2004;
Basaraner, 2007).

Figure 2. Multi-resolution spatial database concept

4. METHODOLOGY
The general concept of the study is given in Figure 3. Database/dataset contents have been defined with both topographic
and thematic aspects. Base level corresponds to high resolution or large-scale (1:5K). Level 2 and Level 3 corresponds to
medium resolution/scale (1:25K and 1:50K respectively). In these databases or datasets, an object can have 18 different
versions. Topographic data utilises as base data for thematic databases. A thematic object can be obtained using original or
slightly modified geometry and the (subset of) attributes of related topographic object as well as using additional taskoriented attributes and/or geometry. In addition to topographic datasets, two kinds of thematic datasets are considered: city
and tourist. Main users of city spatial databases are likely the administrators and the habitants of a city as well as the visitors
coming for business while main users for tourist spatial databases are the visitors who come to a city for recreational and
leisure purposes. Although their distinction is somewhat unclear, this distinction is made because of emphasizing the
importance of task-oriented or thematic geographic and cartographic specifications to meet the specific needs of users and
the role of generalisation in this context. If city and tourist maps or databases are examined, it can be seen that city maps are
more generic and focus on different kinds of city related objects with an equal importance while tourist maps or databases
focus on the significant objects for tourists. Figure 4 shows the examples of different representations of same buildings and
facilities in different spatial databases.
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Figure 3. Topographic and thematic databases/datasets in a multi-resolution spatial database

Figure 4. Multiple representations of some building and facility objects in different spatial datasets.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
Spatial data are investigated with respect to the point of view (PoV), the level of detail (LoD) and the purpose of use (PoU)
(Table 1). “University”, “Monument” and “Hotel” classes are examined with respect to class definitions in a multiresolution spatial database. Then “University” class are examined with respect to class definitions, semantic, geometric and
graphic prpoperties.
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Table 1. Various versions in a multi-resolution spatial database
Version
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Database

14

CARTO

LoD
Base

GEO

2

3

Base

15
16
17
18

2

3

PoV
Topographic
Thematic / City
Thematic / Tourist
Topographic
Thematic / City
Thematic / Tourist
Topographic
Thematic / City
Thematic / Tourist
Topographic
Thematic / City
Thematic / Tourist
Topographic

Corresponding Scale

Thematic / City

1 : 25 000

Thematic / Tourist
Topographic
Thematic / City
Thematic / Tourist

PoU

1 : 5 000

1 : 25 000

Spatial Analysis

1 : 50 000

1 : 5 000

Spatial
Visualisation

1 : 50 000

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Sample object types (i.e. some subclasses of building and facility class) from proposed database contents are given in
Appendix 1. Multiple semantic, geometric and graphic definitions of a spatial object type (i.e. University) are shown in
Appendix 2. Topographic databases have more general semantic definitions whereas thematic databases have more
specialised semantic definitions. It can be seen that “University” object type has different definitions depending on the
database/dataset. In Appendix 2, it can be seen that ThemaGEO City databases have more specialised attributes such as
“Establishment_Year” and more specialised class, i.e. “State University”. Depending on the level of detail, coarser semantic
definitions may be used for attributes and class. So, some attributes are deleted and only general ones are defined.
ThemaGEO Tourist databases have more schematic geometric and graphic representations since it is more important to
show the location of objects in a more aesthetic form in these databases.
“University” is defined with multi-polygon geometry in LoD Base but aggregated/amalgamated and simplified single
polygon geometry in LoD 2. Simplification effect increases in LoD3. A cartographic database is visually more attractive
than a geographic database while latter is richer from semantic aspect and more accurate from geometric aspect.
“university” is portrayed with the combination of area and point symbols in thematic cartographic databases. Symbols, i.e.
graphic representations of spatial objects are created using geometry and visually representation of semantic information by
means of visual variables and text.

CONCLUSIONS
Various spatial data applications increase the importance of more systematic and collective modelling, production and
management of spatial data such as the data integration for SDI and multi-scale map production. This study introduces the
broader perspective and shows the examples from a multi-resolution database. Spatial modelling at different levels of detail
(LoDs) requires introducing the heterogeneous nature of spatial data in multiple geographic and cartographic
databases/datasets integrated within a multi-resolution spatial database. Heterogeneities of multi-resolution spatial data lead
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to different representations that are used to define geographic and cartographic databases/datasets. The point of view (PoV)
is critical for this kind of modelling aside from semantic, geometric and graphic multiplicity. PoV concept corresponds to
topographic and thematic models while the purposes of use (PoU) determine the requirement which is spatial analysis or
spatial visualisation, corresponding to geographic and cartographic datasets respectively. Future work is to improve the
database definitions and make a detailed investigation of all objects throughout multiple resolutions as well as to develop
methods for schema and data integration.
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Appendix 1. Sample object types in a multi-resolution spatial database
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Appendix 1 (cont.). Sample object types in a multi-resolution spatial database
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Appendix 2. An example of semantic, geometric and graphic representations in a multi-resolution spatial database
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Abstract
The main objective of this study is to illustrate the collectivizing process of the spatial communication including spatial
cognition and presentation between cartographers and specialists experienced on epidemiology. In this context, adequacy
and compatibility of the thematic maps, which are designed by cartographers, for requirements of the specialists was
examined in a joint study of cartographer and specialists working on epidemiology. As a result of these examinations,
thematic maps were re-produced by considering the comments of the specialist and presented in this study. Finally, the
importance of the communication between the specialists working on the common interdisciplinary studies was emphasized
by introducing the different phases of map production progress.
1. INTRODUCTION
The effective use of Geographical Information System (GIS) technology allows epidemiologists to examine epidemiological
factors on maps easily and in an efficient way by the help of the mapping and spatial analysis executed based on permanent
databases formed in this manner. However the success of the GIS applications on epidemiology and the efficiency of the
communication of final results are strongly related with the success of interdisciplinary works between epidemiologists and
cartographers.
Maps are one of the most important fundamental tool for communicating spatial information. Therefore, maps should be
designed accurately based on their aim. As the technology develops, the use of web tools to design screen maps become
widespread and this development facilitated map design and increased the map sharing. At this stage, the use of GIS
technology among various disciplines became crucial and the accuracy/reliability of the spatial information communicated
via maps appeared as new challenges to be considered.
Epidemiology is the scientific study of the spread and control of diseases as a function of time and location. It examines the
incidence or prevalence, distribution and determinants of an infection, disease or other health-related event in a population.
In this context, patterns of a disease on people in their healthy and un-healthy periods are followed and their histories of
illness are tracked by the epidemiologists especially by considering the location and temporal aspects since the illness
phenomenon of illness has a spatial dimension (Busgeeth and Rivett 2004; Jerrett et al. 2003). The use of GIS has
significantly added value to epidemiological studies with its capabilities on capturing, storing, managing, manipulating and
displaying spatial data. Additionally, several tools for executing spatial analysis (buffer, overlay, proximity, network and
etc.), programming environments to customize and extend existing algorithms and to create new analysis tools, and
mapping and visualization tools to communicate the results of analysis make GIS to be considered as an indispensable part
of researches on medical geography (Dogru et al., 2007).
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This study was developed within the context of EnviroGRIDS Project supported by European Union 7th Framework
Programme (URL 1). The main objective of this study is to illustrate the collectivizing process of the spatial communication
including spatial cognition and presentation between cartographers and specialists experienced on epidemiology. In this
context, adequacy and compatibility of the thematic maps, which are designed by cartographers, for requirements of the
specialists was examined in a joint study of cartographer and specialists working on epidemiology. As a result of these
examinations, thematic maps were re-produced by considering the comments of the specialist and presented in this study.
Finally, the importance of the communication between the specialists working on the common interdisciplinary studies was
emphasized by introducing the different phases of map production progress.
2. MAP DESIGN FOR EPIDEMIOLOGY
In this part of the study, maps, which are designed by using epidemiological data of EnviroGRIDS Project, were designed
as examples by cartographers (Gökalp, 2011). Data, which is used in this application and is non-geometric obtained by the
Ministry of Health, includes the potential and exact numbers of cases and deaths related to the water and food borne
diseases on the basis of the province in entire Turkey between the years of 2005 and 2008. Geometries of Turkish
provinces, regions, and lakes in the vector format were also used as geometric data.
GIS application was revealed based on structured relational database linked with geometric data by using ArcGIS software.
This application is used in the design of all thematic maps produced for the scope of this work. Tabular data was organized
depending on the various classification procedures and classes which are generated by and geographic areas were organized
in the first step of the application in order to obtain regional results using the data by province. The exact number of cases in
female related to water and food borne diseases in 2007 was mapped according to region by using regional data derived
from province-based data. As shown in Figure 1, information of the geographic regions in this map was visualized with hue;
information depending on the number of cases was also visualized with the use of size visual variable of proportional
symbol.

Figure 1. Absolute number of the female cases related to water and food borne diseases by geographic regions in 2007
In addition, the map presented in Figure 1, another map indicating number of female cases by provinces were produced as it
is represented in Figure 2. In this example the number of cases was presented as three main classes as absolute data with
graduated symbol.

Figure 2. Absolute number of the female cases related to water and food borne diseases in 2008
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In another production process, thematic maps were produced by forwarding of the fact that capable of transmission of
different information depending on the method used for classifying data. In this example, the same data of the subjected
representations is designed using the of classification methods such as quantile (a), the geometric series (b), manual (c) a
natural break (d) and the degree of frequency (f).
As well as the above shared maps, thematic maps, which communicate a combination of information, were also designed in
this study. For this purpose, pie and bar charts, which are used to present proportional or absolute data, were used by
applying size and hue visual variables in order to communicate more than single information on a map. Additionally, value
of the colour was also used to communicate census information (for the year 2008) as the background information (see
Figure 3).
3. ASSESSMENTS IN TERMS OF EPIDEMIOLOGY
At this stage of the study, assessments of the specialists experienced on epidemiology were considered to understand the
usability and efficiency of designed maps in terms of communication of the epidemiological data/information. As a result of
the assessments done to improve the existing products, maps were redesigned by considering the requirements of the
specialist.
One of the main epidemiological assessments is about the classification methods used to simplify the data to be mapped.
Although it is possible to apply standard classification methods, such as standard deviation, natural breaks, quantile and etc.,
in GIS, the use of those methods does not result in meaningful results. Specialists suggest classifying the epidemiological
data, such as annual incidence rates of a disease, manually based on predetermined threshold values as endemic and
epidemic levels.

Figure 3. Potential and absolute cases related to water, food-borne diseases in 2008 according to gender.
When the map presented in Figure 2 assessed, it is stated that the visualization of the incidence rates should be taken in to
account while indicating the spread of the disease rather than visualization of number of case. Incidence rate is defined as
the number of new cases per population in a given time period (Hennekens and Buring, 1987). In other words, incidence
rate may be considered as new cases appeared in a specific period and the possibility of contracting disease for healthy
people. Therefore epidemiologists prefer to use incidence rate instead of the number of cases. The map presented in Figure
5 is designed by considering the suggestions. In this map, annual incidence of water and food borne diseases were presented
for the women cases by using the size as visual variable. The incidence rate is expressed by hundred thousand. As can be
seen comparing Figure 2 and Figure 4, visualization of incidence rate and case numbers resulted in communication of
spatial information in different ways.
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Figure 4. Annual incidence of the absolute female cases related to water, food-borne diseases in 2008
When the map presented in Figure 3 is evaluated in terms of communicated information, it is realized that the excessive use
of visualization techniques makes maps more incomprehensible for the user. Therefore, although it is possible to use various
visualization techniques for communicating different information in a single map, the optimization of the used methods is
strongly recommended to facilitate the communication of the information. The map presented in Figure 5 designed by
considering suggestions. In this context, an optimization of the presented information was done as well as visualization
techniques. Pie chart and value of the colour used to visualize the gender ration and annual incidences of water and food
borne diseases respectively. Additionally, size also used the represent the number of cases for each pie chart.

Figure5. The design proposed for the map presented in Figure 3

4. CONCLUSION
In interdisciplinary studies, specialists from various disciplines work individually or together. In some cases the
communication between these specialists are provided by joint studies. This paper aims to emphasize the potential problems
originated by lack of communication. In this context communication of the spatial information via maps was considered as
case study.
As it is emphasised in this study, although methodology used to design maps are appropriate cartographically, in some
cases, the information communicated by maps can be false. Therefore, communication of the specialists at each level should
be considered as a significant parameter affecting the success of the executed study.
As a conclusion the map production process is important in especially all level of collaborative studies. In addition to
cartographic design criteria, requirements of the specialists should be considered seriously during map production process,
because a cartographically well designed map may lie unless it is produced as a collaborative work with specialists.
Additionally, it is possible to visualize any kind of data. However, the accuracy, legibility and reliability of the information
communicated via maps are main requirements of map design.
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Abstract
Due to the sub-dimensioned road infrastructure, poor connections, and low quality of the asphalt cover, the urban road
traffic confronts with numerous jams and an acute lack of parking places. As the urban morphology was generally set up in
the ‘70s, the local public administration faces a series of issues regarding the fluidization of road traffic. The interventions
upon urban morphology aiming at fluidizing urban mobility mainly refer to the increase of the number of parking places to
the detriment of sidewalks, construction of certain flyovers and underground passages, as well as the replacement of traffic
lights with roundabouts. At the same time, the modification of the urban tissue induced by commercial or residential
development creates new poles of demographic attraction that also have an impact upon population mobility within
Craiova.
Under these circumstances, public administration relies or should rely on spatial analysis of the data processed in a GIS
system. This system can be used for monitoring traffic, different works or even urbanistic regulations that generate an
impact upon road traffic based on the utilization of the calculation of the indicator of the traffic blocking potential.

INTRODUCTION
Territorial development triggers a certain transformation degree of the geographical space, especially of natural
environment, due to anthropogenic interference, as well as different modifications of territorial structure, demographic
dimension, and human activities (Alpopi, 2009). Thus, in order to achieve certain well-established targets and to reduce
territorial disparities and environmental dysfunctions, there has to be established the operational components based on
logical, mental, conceptual elements, which enable us to organize and operate with information generated by feed-back
reactions (Zotic, 2005). All territorial planning projects must be analysed by means of cost and benefit, both for
environment and inhabitants of the region, and sustainability principle (Turner et all, 2003).
If from the demographic viewpoint Craiova obviously registers a regress (almost 320,000 inhabitants in 1992 and about
246,000 inhabitants in 2012), we cannot assess the same thing about urban sprawl. The first stage of urban sprawl of
Craiova occurred in the ‘70s, when the city underwent a forceful and large industrialization process. Once industry
developed, there also increased the demand for qualified labour force, and, consequently, it was built the largest district of
Craiova (Craiovița). Until 1990, commutation to and from the workplace was well-organized and based on public
transportation. After the communist period, public transportation did not come with adequate offers, routes, and means of
transportation. On the other hand, economic activity reduced at a large extent and, thus, the demand for public transport to
industrial platforms followed the same tendency. From this point of view, the critical time intervals on the main roads of
Craiova (Calea București and Bvd. Decebal) are between 7.00 and 9.00 A.M. eastwards and 16.00 and 18.00 P.M. towards
the centre of the city. Economic growth, mainly marked by the tertialization of urban activities, modified the drivers of
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urban sprawl and urban morphology, induced a far greater number of vehicles that had direct implications on road traffic,
leading to the increase of the potential for traffic congestion, lack of parking places, and implicitly, of costs.
The situation of urban road traffic in Craiova is not exclusively conditioned by internal factors (Avram, 2010); in order to
accurately identify the causes and possible solutions, one must thoroughly study the metropolitan area of the city. In the last
two decades, the urban sprawl of Craiova city was achieved by joining new residential areas to the previously-built ones,
through mono-specialized centres within the perimeter of the rural-urban fringe (the perimeter between the main urban pole
and the secondary urban poles), which were mainly residential or through sprawl along both sides of the road infrastructure
connecting Craiova with Filiași, Balș or Segarcea (Avram, 2009). Thus, the volume of urban traffic is and will even greater
be conditioned by commuting to and from residential zones.

METHODS AND DATA
In order to gather the data necessary for the present research study, we worked together with the representatives of local
public administration, directorate of local taxes and duties, habilitated environmental monitoring service. We also took into
consideration certain data rendered in specialized literature, as well as the data gathered during our own previous
observations regarding the volume of traffic in certain monitoring spots (Avram, 2010). The correlation and processing of
data referring to urban road traffic was achieved starting from the analysis of the regional, county, and local projects of
territorial planning. The modelling of the obtained indicators was thus achieved taking into account both public and private
transportation as the aim of the study is to come with certain initial results that can be used by local authorities. Generally,
the objectives of local public administration regarding urban road traffic are mainly related to the improvement of social
situation, environment, and economic indicators (Arampatzis et all, 2004).
Spatial modelling of data allowed us to identify the drivers that influence traffic volume at the largest extent within the
urban perimeter. The features of the resulted models may be grouped in four categories: travel motive, spatial distribution of
the flows of auto vehicles, way of travelling and traffic volume (Miller et all, 1996). In order to generate the thematic maps,
spatial models and territorial planning projects, it was crated a GIS data base, using the soft ArcGis 9.3, based on different
layers regarding road infrastructure, built-up spaces, details about the quality of roads, features of the crossroads controlled
by traffic lights, roundabouts, etc. At the same time, there were taken into account the main places exerting demographic
attraction within the urban space of Craiova city.
Among the main indicators used to highlight traffic values we mention the road traffic density according to the following
formula (Masatu, 2007):
(1) K=Q/V
K = density (number of auto vehicles / km)
Q = auto vehicles flow (number of auto vehicles / hour)
V = mean travelling speed (km/h)
Due to the fact that Craiova city presently undergoes a large tertialization process of economic activities, in this study, new
shopping centres were considered as generating great vehicle flows. The capacity of the shopping centres to attract
customers and, of course, vehicles, was rendered based on the formula (Mercandino, 2006):
(2) S = (SV x I x K)/ (SM x G)
S = number of attracted vehicles
SV = surface of the shopping centre
I = annual income/m2
K = coefficient of transit without shopping (1.1 – 1.3)
SM = mean spent amount of money/ buyer
G = number of days the shopping centre is opened
Besides commercial centres, the attraction force generated by other categories of zones (population facilities areas,
educational institutions, local public administration, etc.) was assessed according to the gravitational model (Mercandino,
2006), which starts from the premises that travelling converges towards different urban areas based on the principle of
gravitational attraction, namely i or j. This gravitational attraction is directly proportional with the attraction power exerted
by different zones on each individual through Pi or Pj and inversely proportional with distance di,j, everything being
multiplied by the gravitational constant G.
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(3)
The spatial evolution of the city and the new trends of urban sprawl were assessed on the basis of satellite images that were
processed with the soft ENVI 4.8; the soft enabled us to render the spatial metrics that led to the observation of the
functional zones within the urban space and the rural-urban fringe. This stage also allowed us to establish the limits of the
metropolitan area of Craiova city.

RESULTS
As we established from the very beginning, in order to accurately identify and locate the problems of road traffic in Craiova
city, the data were elaborate at the level of the entire metropolitan area. Starting from the previously achieved maps (Avram,
2010), we were able to notice that the most important arteries of the city, mainly Calea București and Calea Severinului,
registered a greater traffic volume compared to the previous situation, which means that most of the vehicles are just in
transit through Craiova or come from the secondary urban poles or rural-urban fringe and converge towards different places
of interest located within the main urban pole.
By creating a polyline layer, based on the plans 1:10,000 of the metropolitan area of Craiova, which aimed at accurately
mapping road infrastructure, and a point layer for rendering the values of travel times, we succeeded in achieving the
isochrone map of travel (Fig. 1) within the metropolitan area. Using the extension of spatial analysis we modelled the data
referring to the speed of travel on the main roads, from the centre of the main urban pole outwards, counting the necessary
travel time. We could notice, as it was normal, that the lowest travel speeds are registered on the main arteries of Craiova.
Depending on the selected road artery, the necessary time to get out of the urban perimeter was between 3.5 minutes and 15
minutes for relatively short distance. Once the genuine urban area is left behind, the travel speeds get higher as the speed
limit increases to more than 50km/h and traffic volume decreases. Road quality is also a decisive factor for the improvement
of travel speed within the legal framework. We improved the initial map by evaluating the times of travel, by increasing the
number of determinations made along the main roads, both at the entrance and exit of the rural settlements and in controlled
and uncontrolled crossroads, in order to correctly render the impact they induce due to the reduction of the travel speed.
Thus, we determined that, in spite of the presence of different settlements located along the roads, most of the inhabitants of
the metropolitan area can reach the main urban pole in about 40 minutes, while the secondary urban pole Balș presents a
less than 30-minute accessibility. The northern area, within Melinești settlement, presents a negative, if we may say so,
accessibility, towards the main urban pole, due to the relatively greater distance and poor quality of the asphalt covering the
road. The modelling of the traffic volume at the level of the entire metropolitan area confirmed that most of the vehicles are
in transit, coming either from or going towards Bucharest through the secondary urban pole Balș or Severin – Timișoara
through the secondary urban pole Filiași.
Once established the data for the entrance places in the main urban pole, we worked on different layers in order to
determine the travel conditions and environmental externalities for the urban tissue and road infrastructure. The TIN created
for 3D modelling of the topographic conditions enabled us to establish the exact limits of the city and the roads according to
the morphology of the terrain, along the Jiu River valley and terraces, as well as the intersection of arterial roads that cross
different hydrographical bodies. These aspects are important when referring to the processes that may generate a negative
impact upon the road quality and to the fuel consumption on high-slope roads (Fig. 2).
The modelling of built-up areas with attribute features referring to the utilization of those buildings, as well as their height,
represented an important element in the analysis of territorial planning and the impact upon or because of road
infrastructure. The destination of the buildings allowed the analysis of their attractiveness capacity for road traffic; thus,
shopping centres and public institutions display the highest values. The height of the buildings is important for
environmental impact and development of urban canyons able to modify urban topoclimate.
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Fig. 1 The necessary travel time from the centre of the main urban pole towards the outer limits of Craiova metropolitan
area
The map rendering the general analysis of the situation of Craiova emphasizes the capacity of the northern ring road of the
city to take over part of the transit traffic on the direction Bucharest - Timișoara (Fig. 2). On the other hand, the field
analysis allowed us to determine the fact that the presence of this artery led to the increase of urban sprawl at least in the
area located in its immediate proximity. In this case, the road network played the role of a driver in spatial urban sprawl,
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which, in its turn, generates an intensification of road traffic, as it is used also by local people not only by transit vehicles.
The southern ring road (in the stage of project for the moment) will probably have the same impact as the northern one, but
there are certain limitations imposed by the geomorphologic conditions and present of different water bodies.

Fig. 2 Main arterial roads within Craiova city
The same situation was noticed along what it is presently considered the south – south-east ring. However, here, the local
public administration played a decisive part in a stage development of different residential projects. Consequently, in about
five kilometres, there are three major residential projects (Fig. 3). The residential area – ANL houses, developed with state
budget funds, has a high value and is the first on this access road, being located in the immediate proximity of Romanescu
Park; thus, it offers a high quality of life. The residential area – ANL apartments, also developed with funds allotted from
the state budget, was mainly built for young people. The last major residential project is Ethos private residential area.
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Fig. 3 A. Residential area – ANL houses; B. Residential area – ANL apartments; C. Ethos residential area
Within the urban perimeter we used the main arterial road Calea București (Fig. 4) for rendering the spatial models that
condition the development of urban road traffic in Craiova city. This artery, besides the fact that it is one of the most
representative roads for transit vehicles, ensures the connection between the administrative centre of the city and residential
areas located in its eastern part; the connection between the western side of the city and the industrial platforms located in
the urban periphery and eastern city periphery; the main connection with the single shopping centre (Fig. 5) in the city
(Electroputere Parc), but also with other commercial centres, such as Kaufland and SUCPI. Along this artery, the traffic
volume reaches its peak between 4 and 6 pm, during the working days the number of vehicles per hour being of about
2,500. During this interval, the main source of vehicles is represented by daily commutation workplace – residential area;
however, once the shopping centres opened in this area, traffic volume has continuously increased ever since, as the
attraction force exerted by them is quite high.

Fig. 4 Main features of the arterial road Calea București within the urban perimeter of Craiova city
In the case of Electroputere shopping centre, the territorial planning and modification of the traffic parameters, had, as it
was expected, a negative impact. The two newly-built entrances to the shopping centre increased the potential of traffic
congestion as there were used crossroads controlled by traffic lights and the distance between them is of about 100 m (Fig.
6); this contravenes the intention of local authorities to make traffic more fluid along this road and maintain the travel speed
at the maximum legal value of 40 - 50 km/h. Even if all the other connected roads have the give way sign, the multitude of
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places exerting demographic attraction, inadequately managed crossroads, and the increased traffic volume presently restrict
the travel speed at about 20 km/h along this sector.

Fig. 5 Electroputere Parc Shopping Centre

Fig. 6 Crossroads controlled by traffic lights in the neighbourhood of Electroputere shopping centre
For the central sector of Calea București - km 0 and Calea Severinului, in order to make traffic more fluid, local authorities
decided to build a fly over, which is almost finished (Fig. 7). The passage of the tram on this fly over makes traffic more
fluid along the connected roads and it allowed the construction of a roundabout crossroad under the fly over. However, there
is a negative aspect of this project – at the eastern entrance of the fly over there is an important crossroads that takes over all
the aforementioned traffic volume (Calea București); moreover, there is also the traffic coming from an important point of
the city, namely the railway station, as well as the one coming from Al. I. Cuza street and Arieșului street. A possible
solution for this problem would be the construction of a road tunnel connecting this area to the railway street, below Calea
București. However, the morphology of the terrain (Calea București), the road following a former river bed, imposes certain
restrictions and, in this case, we think the optimum solution in terms of cost/benefit analysis would have been another fly
over. Thus, it seems obvious that the present fly over directed towards Calea Severinului should have been built across this
intersection in order to be able to take over the traffic coming from Calea București without increasing its volume along the
connected arteries.
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With regard to the elaboration of territorial planning projects, mainly referring to the implementation of certain solutions for
the road infrastructure, there must be taken into consideration a several decades interval and the following aspects –
economic vitality; safety and security; accessibility and mobility; environment quality; quality of life; connectivity;
efficiency of projects; systemic integration (Steiner and Butler, 2007).

(Source: Craiova Mayoralty)

Fig. 7 The fly over downtown Craiova city

CONCLUSIONS
More than ever, present urban road traffic is the result of the mutations of urban planning, of demographic and economic
aspects, which influence travel behaviour. The consequences of territorial planning should be analysed over long time
periods according to the indicators of urban growth. In order to achieve a sustainable development and smart growth, the
intervals allotted for the planning and implementation of projects must be considered on the background of emergencies and
concordance among regional, national, and even European territorial planning policies.
The analysis of the impact generated by urban planning upon road traffic in Craiova revealed a clear interdependency of
these two elements. As a main component of territorial planning, infrastructure is an indisputable driver of urban sprawl.
We come across situations when urban sprawl generated the development of road infrastructure and, in the next stage,
excessive anthropization induced traffic problems that required different interventions for the systematization and
adaptation of the street network. The second model emphasized by the present study is the case when the rehabilitation of
the asphalt cover of certain roads, crossing either the urban space or the rural-urban fringe, represented the triggering factor
for urban sprawl or incipient stages of urban regeneration.
The utilization of the softs ArcGis and ENVI allowed the modelling of the data gathered in the field and the
individualization of the critical issues of the urban traffic that must be taken into consideration by local community. Due to
the quite rigid urban tissue, urban traffic problems can be mainly dealt with the creation of one way roads and the
construction of parking places, which means less vehicles parked on the roadway. Presently, we mention the attempt to
make traffic more fluid on the main east-west arterial road of the city, respectively Calea București - Calea Severinului, but,
as there are a series of spots characterized by a high value of the gravitation indicator, the number of vehicles is
continuously increasing. At the same time, the projects aiming at the improvement of the traffic volume and regulation of
the vehicle density are characterized by a poor management generating an unwanted effect. The travel towards and from the
workplace, mainly what was left of the former industrial platforms, continues to represent the main cause that generates
traffic jams. Another significant issue of the urban road traffic is the absence of a high capacity parking (500 – 1,000
vehicles) in the central area able to take over the vehicles that are usually parked on the roadway and thus induce traffic
problems.
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Abstract
This study predicts traffic noise in an urban environment using SoundPLAN noise prediction software. Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) are utilized for building a database for the roads incorporating their traffic and physical
characteristics. The database is injected into SoundPLAN and the CoRTN algorithm that is embedded in the software is
utilized to predict traffic noise. The result is a visual map of traffic noise levels that is displayed in a GIS along with
commercial buildings blocks and residential houses in the Adelaide Central Business District, South Australia. The traffic
noise map can be utilised for urban planning processes and decisions.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Traffic noise has been recognised in recent times as a potentially serious human health problem and is as important as other
environmental factors that are considered in transport planning decisions (Ouis 2001). The WHO Night Noise Guidelines
for Europe (2009) report that sufficient noise exposure, especially in the night, can cause health problems such as sleep
disturbance, insomnia, increase in use of medications and biological effects such as increase in heart rate and awakening.
Noise induced sleep disturbance is regarded as a serious health problem and can lead to further consequences for health and
well-being. The Central Business District (CBD) of Adelaide, South Australia is a growing city centre that aims to attract
more workers, students, residents and tourists, whilst still maintaining its convenience, naturalness and vibrancy. Growing
cities often correspond with a major increase in vehicles travelling on urban networks and a decrease of the usual quiet
hours during the night. Traffic noise modelling can represent noise levels and stimulate discussion of a future noise
environment (Lee et al. 2008). Complex acoustical phenomena resulting from traffic can be represented efficiently with
powerful graphics using noise prediction software, which often incorporates visualisation of the noise impacts in thematic
colours as an output (Lee et al. 2008). This study builds a database of road characteristics for the Adelaide CBD and injects
the database into SoundPLAN version 7.0 (Braunstein + Berndt GmbH 2010) to generate traffic noise surfaces. Traffic
noise surfaces are imported into a GIS for map generation to provide further understanding of the city’s acoustical
environment. The maps may potentially be used to aid planning processes and assist in noise pollution mitigation measures.

2.

METHODOLOGY

The CoRTN algorithm was utilised to predict noise levels from traffic for the city of Adelaide. The model is embedded into
the SoundPLAN noise prediction software (Karantonis et al. 2010). A database was built incorporating essential parameters
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for traffic noise modelling. The main parameters are traffic volume, percentage of commercial vehicles and vehicle speed.
The Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) statistics were extracted from traffic data. In addition, parameters representing
the physical conditions of the roads were incorporated including information on one way or two way roads ways, number of
lanes, left and right distances to carriageway (edge of road) and road slope. Using GIS, the database was linked to a roads
layer of the Adelaide CBD and preparation for input into SoundPLAN was achieved using ESRI’s ArcGIS software. The
roads layer along with other GIS layers such as elevation contours and buildings were imported into SoundPLAN. A
Geodatabase was created in SoundPLAN using the imported GIS layers that was subsequently utilised to predict the spatial
distribution of traffic noise levels. The traffic noise levels were imported into ArcGIS and a day time traffic noise map was
generated for the Adelaide CBD. Figure 1 represents the traffic noise modelling process in this study.

Figure 1. Approach to the traffic noise modelling process for this study

3.

FIELD STUDY

A field study was conducted to analyse traffic measurements. Traffic noise measurements were taken for the intersection of
two CBD streets (Pulteney Street and Grenfell) using a noise logger. The measurements were taken over a one day period
from 7.00 am to 7.00 pm on Thursday the 5th of August 2010. The intersection experiences high levels of public transport
and is one of the busiest intersections in the city of Adelaide.
The field measurements were conducted using a Class 2 environmental noise logger in accordance with Australian Standard
AS IEC 61672.1 Electroacoustics – Sound level meters – Specifications. The logger was used to measure A-weighted sound
pressure levels over one minute intervals between 7.00 am and 7.00 pm, at a location 5 metres from the intersection. The
measurement location was selected such that it was away from reflective surfaces other than the ground. The measured
LAeq,1min and LA10,1min data was obtained from the logger via the provided software package in tabular form (*.csv
format).

4.

CORTN MODEL

The Calculation of Road Traffic Noise (CoRTN) algorithm is one of the most widely used methods for the prediction of
road traffic noise. The current issue is used in widespread applications (Woolley, 1999 p. 181). The A-weighted statistical
descriptors L10 for a one hour period and an average L10 for an 18-hour period are the Basic Noise Levels (BNLs) that are
calculated in the CoRTN model (Garcia ed. 2001).
The model, which assumes a line source and constant traffic speed over each line segment, has been used as the sole
assessment instrument for road traffic environmental impacts by authorities in Britain (Steele 2001). In Australia, use of the
CoRTN model is recommended by the Department of Transport, Energy and Infrastructure (DTEI 2007) and the New South
Wales Road and Traffic Authority (2005). The method applied in this research is based on determining the BNL of each
road segment. Moreover, a Final Noise Level (FNL) at the receiver is derived by combining the adjustments to the BNL
with other adjusted BNL’s from other road segments (Woolley, 1999 p. 183).
The method is designed to calculate the L10 value at one specific site based on traffic parameters, site layout and geometry
(Woolley, 1999 p. 187). L10 is a statistical percentile sound level that is used to determine the noise level which is exceeded
for 10% of the time (Ouis 2001). The predictions method may be summarized in Eqs. 1:
L10 (1 or 18 hour) = BNL + Csh + Cg + Crs + Cd +Cc + Cs + Ca + Cr
(1)
where BNL is the reference basic noise level calculated at a distance of 10m from the effective source location
Csh is the correction for speed and heavy vehicles
Cg is the correction for gradient
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Crs is the correction for road surface
Cd is the correction for distance attenuation
Cc is the correction for ground cover
Cs is the correction for shielding from obstructions such as barriers and earth mounds
Ca is the correction for angle of view
Cr is the correction for reflection from structures opposite the road from the receiver
The BNL is calculated at a distance of reference of 10 m from effective source line (3.5 metres in from the outside edge of
the nearest lane of moving traffic) corresponding to no heavy vehicles, an average speed of 75 km/h for passenger vehicles,
zero road gradient and a conventional road surface (Garcia ed. 2001). The BNLs are described mathematically in Eqs. 2:
(2)
L10(1 h) = 42.2 + 10 log q dBA
L10 (18 h) = 29.1 + 10 log Q
dBA
where q = total vehicle flow in a one hour period
Q = total vehicle flow over an 18 hour period (6 to 24 hours)
The Correction for mean traffic speed and heavy vehicles is described in Eqs. 3:
(3)
∆pV = 33 · log ﴾ v + 40 + 500v﴿ + 10 · log ﴾1 + 5pv﴿ - 68.8 dBA
where v = mean speed, km/h, during the relevant period
p = percentage of heavy vehicles in traffic flow during the relevant period
Correction for gradient is Cg = 0.3 G
(4)
where G is the percentage gradient. The gradient correction takes into account the additional noise produced by
vehicles working against gravity (Woolley 1999, p. 198).
For Australian conditions, different surface correction factors are applied to the BNL depending on the type of road surface.
The correction factors recommended in the Ausroads AP-G63 Guide to the Selection of Road surfacing (2003) are widely
used. For this model, a Dense Graded Asphalt surface has been assumed for all roads in the study area, and therefore no
road surface correction factors has been applied. Correction factors (including gradient, shielding and angle of view) are
automatically calculated by SoundPLAN based on the building layouts and topography inputted in the model. Additionally,
the ground cover correction factor was calculated by SoundPLAN based on the assumption of the ground in the Adelaide
CBD area being 60% absorptive. The CoRTN algorithm has been validated for Australian conditions and found to typically
over predict road traffic noise levels by 1.7 dBA (Saunders et al. 1983).

5.

TRAFFIC NOISE ANALYSIS AND MODELLING

Traffic data was obtained from the Transport Systems Centre of the Institute for Sustainable Systems and Technologies
(ISST) at the University of South Australia. Daily traffic counts for the year 2009 were provided for each intersection in the
Adelaide CBD with traffic volume detectors. The data was in .csv format which includes the intersection number, date,
daily intersection total and error records. GIS data, essential for building a spatial model with road and traffic
characteristics, was provided by the Adelaide City Council (ACC). The data is in a form of a Geodatabase with feature
classes including roads, buildings and topography. GIS was utilised to build the spatial model and subsequently injected
into SoundPLAN to carry out predictions of traffic noise. The main parameters that were considered for constructing the
database and input into SoundPLAN are listed in Table 1:
Table 1. Main parameters built in database
Parameter

Description

AADT
Percentage of Commercial Vehicles (% CVs)

Average Annual Daily Traffic
Percentage of heavy vehicles in a 24 hour period for
each road
Average speed in km/h for each road
One way or two way
Number of lanes
Distance to left carriageway in meters
Distance to right carriageway in meters

Speed
Road ways
Road lanes
Left width
Right width
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5.1 Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT)
Total traffic counts for each intersection with detectors in the Adelaide CBD were provided for each day in the year 2009.
To generate Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) values for each intersection from the total counts, an algorithm by
(Stazic & Vogiatzis, 2009) was utilised. The first four steps in the algorithm use relational algebra. The algorithm involves
the following steps:
1.

Sum the vehicle volumes for the given detectors excluding erroneous data based on a known filter for analysis. In this
case, the filter is that one cannot count more than 200 vehicles in any given five minute period for the given detector.

(5)
2.

Count the number of events (records) associated with each given detector for the analysis period. In this case, the value
represents the total number of items/events.

(6)
3.

Calculate the total expected events (the number of events assuming that each record is written). Here, T is the number
of five minute periods in an hour (12), H is the number of hours in a day (24), D is the number of days in the given
year (365 or 366), and d is the number of detectors installed at the intersection which are not queue length detectors.
(7)

4.

Count the number of error events associated with the period.

(8)
5.

Calculate the total number of missing records (these will be considered ‘error’ records).
(9)

6.

Calculate the total errors by summing the error count with the missing records
(10)

7.

Calculate the total ‘nominal’ events, that is, the total number of non-erroneous events.
(11)

8.

Calculate the average volume per detector.
(12)

9.

Calculate the imputed intersection total.
(13)

10. Calculate the AADT based on Vimputed.
(14)
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A database file was generated with AADT values for 104 intersections in the Adelaide City Council area, each
corresponding to an intersection name and a unique intersection number. As a result, the traffic noise map is limited to the
roads in which traffic data is available. The CoRTN algorithm in SoundPLAN assumes the source of noise is a line rather
than points and therefore AADT values were assigned to road segments. GIS was utilised to link the database to an
intersections layer and hence AADT values assigned for each intersection. Processing of AADT data to represent lines was
achieved using the simple arithmetic tools in the database. The AADT values for intersections with four roads intersecting
were divided by two as vehicles from two roads only can drive through an intersection at one instance. Intersections with
three roads intersecting were multiplied by 2/3. It is notable that this is not the most accurate approach and a more reliable
method will be weighting individual roads and hence having weighted traffic volumes based on these roads. However, this
weakness in methodology is acknowledged and main aim in this study is to highlight the advantages that GIS can bring into
noise modelling. Finally, an average AADT between every two traffic monitored intersections was calculated for each road
and assigned to its unique number in the database. A join operation was then used to link the database to the roads GIS
layer.

5.2 Percentage of Commercial Vehicles (%CVs)
Classification of vehicles types is an important parameter as heavy vehicles (buses and trucks) tend to be noisier than
passenger vehicles and thus they affect the noise propagation model. Three methods were considered in this study to
classify the vehicles at each road in the Adelaide CBD. These were: counting in the field, counting from bus timetables and
use of previous data. Due to the large spatial extent of the study area and the numerous numbers of roads, it is a difficult
task to manually count the number of heavy vehicles for more than 150 intersections. The second approach is more
practical and involves calculating the number of buses travelling along specific roads in the Adelaide CBD each day using
bus route timetables. Although most heavy vehicles in the Adelaide CBD consist of buses, this method was trialled for one
location with many difficulties encountered in identifying the exact number of buses travelling along each road section per
day. Mainly bus timetables were used for this method; however it was discarded because of the time consuming process
and its lack of accuracy. Finally, previous data was used in order to identify the percentage of CVs for the Adelaide CBD
roads. The data was provided by AECOM (private company), as part of their 2006 Adelaide Road Traffic Noise Map
project. Based on consultation with the ACC and on empirical evidence obtained by AECOM, it was estimated that 70% of
CVs are public buses. Using this information, AECOM (2006) conducted a comparison of peak hour bus load data against
peak hour traffic data for the major CBD roads. In their results, they estimated a conservative value of 3% for the
percentage CVs for most modelled roads. However, other roads experienced underestimation and their corresponding
values were published in Table 2. Using the information from AECOM (2006), all roads were assigned 3% for CVs with
exception of the roads mentioned in Table 2.
Table 2. Percentage of Commercial Vehicles (AECOM 2006)
Road Name
King William Street
King William Road
King William Road
Pulteney Street
Sturt Street
Grote Street
Grote Street
Currie Street
Grenfell Street
North Terrace
Botanic Road
Rundle Road

From
Wakefield Street
North Terrace
Victoria Drive
Rundle Street
West Terrace
West Terrace
Morphett Street
West Terrace
King William Street
King William Street
East Terrace
East Terrace

To
North terrace
Victoria Drive
Pennington Terrace
North Terrace
Whitmore Square
Morphett Street
Victoria Drive
King William Street
East Terrace
East Terrace
Hackney Road
Dequetteville Terrace

%CVs
10%
7%
5%
6%
8%
5%
8%
10%
10%
5%
5%
8%

A validation method was conducted in order to validate the accuracy of the previous classification data from AECOM
(2006) that is used and integrated in this study’s model. One week classification data using tube counts that was conducted
by ISST for a single site in the Adelaide CBD was obtained. The data incorporated vehicle counts and classification taken
every 15 minutes with hourly steps for one week (18 September 2010 to 25 September 2010) at Grenfell Street in the
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Adelaide CBD. Direction of traffic counts was Westbound and the Ausroads94 classification scheme was used which
included 12 classes. The total counts for all vehicle types (classes 1 to 12) and heavy vehicles (classes 3 to 12) were
calculated and percentages of heavy vehicles were generated for each day from 20 September 2010 until 24 September 2010
as shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Percentage of heavy vehicles from one week tube counts at Grenfell Street
September 2010

Total counts

Total Heavy Vehicles

% Heavy Vehicles

Monday 20
Tuesday 21
Wednesday 22
Thursday 23
Friday 24
Average

8048
8636
9088
8886
9953
8922.2

1269
1287
1330
1366
1474
1345.2

15.8
14.9
14.6
15.4
14.8
15.1

In comparison, percentage CVs for Grenfell Street from the AECOM data is 10% whilst the 2010 tube counts from DTEI
shows an average of 15%. It is evident that %CVs for the roads in Adelaide that were employed by AECOM for their
model in 2006 was either not of high accuracy, or there has been a change in traffic mix between 2006 and 2010. At one
location, very accurate counts of traffic and classification can be achieved. On the other hand, identifying the %CVs for all
the roads in the Adelaide CBD was achieved using semi empirical methods and a strong method of estimation. Despite
these differences in %CVs that are identified, classification data from AECOM was still used for the 2009 model. No other
data was available to maximise the accuracy over more roads in the Adelaide CBD and therefore the 2006 data was utilised
with recognition of its errors. However, using equation 3, a difference of 1dB was achieved between 10% CVs and 15%
CVs and therefore this variation in the percentage CVs data is not considered overly significant.

5.3 Other parameters
For speed, it was estimated that the average speed of vehicles along the CBD roads is the posted speed limit for each road.
In the Adelaide CBD, the posted speed limit for most roads is 50 km/h with the exception of a few with a posted speed limit
of 60 km/h. The number of lanes and whether the road is one way or two way was identified using aerial imagery and
assigned to each road that was modelled. For the one way or two ways road parameter a value was used as an on/off trigger
in which a value of 1 signifies a two ways road and a value of 0 signifies a one way road. Another element of the road
profile is the distance to left and right carriageway where it was approximated that each lane is 3.5 metres wide and using
the number of lanes, the distance to the left and right carriageway was calculated. Finally, a Digital Ground Model (DGM)
was generated in SoundPLAN to calculate the gradient and subsequently roads were fitted to the DGM.

5.4 AADT for day and night
The day time and night time periods defined by the Road Traffic Noise Guidelines (Department of Transport, Energy and
Infrastructure 2007) for South Australia are: Day time - 7 am to 10 pm; Night time - 10 pm to 7 am.
The AADT value for each road was multiplied by 0.9 to obtain day time traffic flow for daytime and multiplied by 0.1 to
obtain night time traffic flow for night times. This method was utilised by AECOM (2008) based on previous traffic counts
suggesting that 90% of traffic volume in a 24 hour period occurs during the day.
To validate the method used by AECOM (2008), traffic volume data for a 24 hour period for a single intersection was used
to calculate the total number of vehicles during day time and night time. Traffic counts for the intersection of Pulteney and
Grenfell Street at 5 minutes intervals were obtained from the ISST for Thursday 5th of August 2010. The total counts from
all detectors for all 24 period were calculated for the day time and night time period. Consequently, a percentage was
calculated for both day time and night time. Results are summarised in Table 4.
Using traffic counts for one location, it is evident that the day time is when most vehicles are on the road. Following on
from assigning 90 % of the AADT to day time and 10 % to night time for each road, day time traffic flow and night time
traffic flow were divided by 15 (7am to 10pm) and 9 (10pm to 7am) respectively, to obtain hourly day time traffic flow and
hourly night time traffic flow.
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Table 4. Summary of traffic counts for intersection of Pulteney and Grenfell on the 5th of August 2010
Time period

Total counts for all detectors

Percentage

24 hour
Day (7am to 10 pm)
Night (10 pm to 7am)

45641
41216
4425

90.3 %
9.7 %

5.5 Day time and night time correction
The New South Wales Transport, Road and Traffic Authority (2005) use a correction of –3.0 dB derived from their study
for converting basic L10 which the CoRTN method uses to Leq. Kean (2008) indicates that a comparison between Leq levels
from CoRTN (obtained by L10 -3 dB) and measured Leq present almost the same results. Leq is a widely used noise index
around the world which represents the equivalent sound pressure level over a specified period of time. In the case of this
study, Leq (15hr) was used to represent noise levels for the period 7am to 10pm. Converting L10 to Leq will provide the
ability to compare the results and the noise environment of the city of Adelaide with other cities. Prior to applying the
corrections, the difference for each measured 1-minute period between L10 and Leq was calculated and subsequently the
average difference and standard deviation in differences were calculated. The average difference is -3.2 dB (A) and the
standard deviation is 0.996. From these results, a -3 dB (A) correction value was applied for both hourly day time traffic
flow and hourly night time traffic flow.

5.6 Modelling in SoundPLAN
A Geodatabase was created in SoundPLAN and three GIS layers were imported: roads, elevation contours and buildings.
The roads layer incorporated the traffic parameters and road profile for roads in the Adelaide CBD. Buildings are important
as they act as barriers to noise and play a major role in the attenuation of traffic noise. They also represent occupancy that
can be used for estimation of population exposure in the future. The buildings layer represented the spatial location of
buildings in the Adelaide CBD. Height of buildings was also determined by multiplying the number of floors by 3.5 metre
(an estimate for height of floor). The contours layer was used to build a Digital Ground Model (DGM) in SoundPLAN
using an interpolation method and automatically generating an elevation surface. The generated DGM was employed to
assign terrain elevation for both roads and buildings based on their coordinates (location). Subsequently, a situation/model
was created in SoundPLAN for day time. For the day time situation, the attributes of the roads layer incorporating the
traffic and physical characteristics of the roads were assigned to the corresponding columns in SoundPLAN. Table 5
summarizes the related roads attributes for day time to SoundPLAN.
Subsequently, the model was run for the day time situation. The calculation took approximately 84 hours running in the
background on a computer utilizing a dual core E6560 2.33 GHz processer with 4 Gigabyte of RAM at AECOM. The
results were exported into GIS files and imported into ArcGIS. Using ArcGIS, noise traffic maps were designed and
exported.
Table 5. Assigning attributes of day time traffic and physical characteristics to SoundPLAN
Roads Layer

SoundPLAN

Description

Hourly day time
% CV
Speed
Left width to carriageway
Right width to carriageway
One way

Q1H
P1H
Speed v
Left width to carriageway
Right width to carriageway
one way

Hourly AADT for day time
Percentage of heavy vehicles
Average speed of vehicles
Road profile
Road profile
On-off trigger for one way traffic
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6.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

6.1 Field Study
A moving average based on a ten minute interval was computed at one minute intervals (i.e. average Leq was calculated for
Leq measurements from 7 .00 am to 7.10 am and next calculated average is from 7.01 am to 7.11 am and so on). Average
Leq was calculated to remove the “noise” in the measured noise levels as the measurements in some instances are influenced
by sources other than vehicles. As vehicles are the most dominant source of noise at the measurement site, maximum,
minimum and average values were calculated to better understand the traffic noise levels result from vehicles. The results
are summarized in Table 6.
The results show that noise exiting from vehicles is approximately 70 dB (A). In the morning peak hour (7.30 to 9am), noise
levels reach as high as 65 dB (A) to 75 dB (A). From the observations in the field study, heavy trucks and motorcycles
were sighted and in several instances people came close to the microphone and spoke into microphone just out of curiosity,
leading to higher values. Thus the application of a moving average smoothed the noisy data.
Table 6. Summary of measured noise levels for L10, Leq and average Leq
L10 dB (A)
Leq dB (A)
Maximum
Minimum
Average

85
66
74.4

83
63.5
71.2

Average Leq dB (A)
74.5
63.3

6.2 Traffic noise maps
The road traffic noise map generated for the Adelaide CBD present the noise levels for the day time period (7 am to 10 pm).
Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate the spatial distributions of noise levels in the day time period.

Figure 2. Day time Road traffic noise map
for Adelaide CBD
Figure 3. Day time road traffic noise map
for residential buildings in south east
portion of Adelaide CBD
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In Figure 2, areas with high noise levels are observed surrounding the major roads of the ACC area; a result somewhat
expected. Major roads north of the CBD such as North Terrace and Grenfell Street have noise levels of 65 dB (A) to 70 dB
(A). Most of public transport routes travel through the northern roads of the CBD and therefore contributing to higher
levels of traffic noise. Traffic noise levels decrease as the noise propagates away from the source. Therefore, pedestrians
experience high levels of noise at about 65 dB (A). Additionally, high noise levels are experienced in the front of the
buildings façades but decrease on the side facades and behind the buildings. Hence, a strategy to reduce noise exposure is
to plan bedrooms at the rear of buildings. Grass areas such as Victoria square present a higher noise level than that is
observed near the buildings and this is because there are no barriers that might significantly attenuate the noise levels. A
recent trend to construct multistorey residential apartments facing squares such as Victoria and Hindmarsh (surrounding the
Pulteney / Grenfell Street intersection) clearly has issued related to sound levels at these locations. Further these squares are
maintained as "green spaces" which is promoted for relaxation activates for office workers and residents.
Almost all of the residential areas in the north of the CBD are near major roads with high levels of traffic such as North
Terrace and Grenfell Street. However, the largest population areas are in south of the CBD and with higher concentrations
in the South West and South East of the CBD. Figure 3 presents a map of a sector in the south east of the Adelaide CBD.
A GIS buildings layer was used to spatially delineate residential landuse and to visualise and quantify the traffic noise levels
of residential buildings. Traffic noise originating from the roads is highest at the roads and decreases gradually with
distance. People residing near major roads such as Carrington Street and Halifax Street, which are dominantly East – West
in orientation are exposed to noise levels of 55 dB (A) to 65 dB (A). Residents located adjacent the minor roads, which are
dominantly North – South in orientation are exposed to lower levels of noise of about 40 dB (A) to 55 dB (A). Predictably,
it is evident that people residing along the major roads are exposed to the highest levels of noise. The relatively quiet areas
are mainly where there is no major traffic flow such as areas in between the minor roads in the Adelaide CBD.
This study focuses and applies a general methodology highlighting the advantages that GIS can bring to the assessment of
noise and urban planning. Two main weaknesses of the applied methods included: 1) the unweighted traffic volumes for
different streets and 2) the lack of independent measurement data to calibrate the results.
In future work, previous traffic data would be collated and used to weight individual roads. Moreover, more data
measurements can be collected and used to calibrate the noise model. One approach could be running the model without
application of road correction factors (similarly to this study) and then compare predictions to measured levels at a number
of locations in order to derive the correction factors. This is a more suitable approach rather than using an average -1.7
dB(A) correction which comes along with a reasonably large standard deviation.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Traffic noise levels from roads in the Adelaide CBD were generated using the CoRTN model that is embedded into
SoundPLAN. Traffic characteristics and the roads’ physical conditions were represented spatially using a GIS and imported
into SoundPLAN to run the model. The results are visualisations of the traffic noise levels for day time in the Adelaide
CBD. The levels were imported into a GIS to generate a traffic noise map. The traffic noise map can aid in identifying
whether people are living in the best places. It is evident that people residing near roads with major traffic flow are exposed
to high levels of noise. Residents at North Terrace for example are continuously exposed to high noise levels and may
experience annoyance and discomfort. Residential areas south of the CBD are exposed to somewhat acceptable levels of
noise. This is a result of having less traffic volume and very few buses in this area. Recreational areas in the city are also
exposed to high levels of traffic noise. In particular, Victoria square is exposed to high levels of noise of about 55 dB (A) to
65 dB (A) as these are located near major roads with continuous high levels of traffic.
Many additional tools using GIS and noise simulation software can be employed for further use of the generated noise maps
and for additional analysis. One important analysis that is attempted by many urban planners and researchers is to
investigate and quantify the percentage of the population exposed to different levels of traffic noise within city boundaries.
Noise maps represent noise levels at a spatial location taking into account the traffic and physical characteristics.
Nowadays, GIS residential data is available representing where people live (both in two and three dimensions), how many,
their age groups and other attributes such as sex, income, ethnicity and education. All this information is valuable and using
GIS analysis, one can potentially quantify the noise levels that reach residents in their houses in cities. Moreover, the
emergence of 3D analysis and visualization also introduces the avenue of modeling noise in a 3D environment. Noise
attenuates with increasing distances and taking into account its inverse logarithmic behavior, one can model its gradual
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vertical decrease on 3D buildings and assess the noise levels that people are exposed to at higher levels. These methods
require further analysis and can be a next step to build from this study. 3D noise surfaces can be integrated into a 3D
buildings model to delineate the noise levels in a 3D visualization environment. These visualizations can assist urban
planners, residents and visitors to better understand their acoustical environment at different times of the day.
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Abstract
The author analyzes the statement, the activities and the possibilities for environmental mapping in Bulgaria based on
Geospatial data collection, analysis and dissemination for informed decision making.
In order to reach these tasks a brief historical overview on environmental mapping in Republic of Bulgaria is made in the
paper. The current status of environmental mapping policies is described, including: National policies and implementation;
Official national data and projection; Information sharing policies; Organizations providing various spatial datasets; Type
of data; Use of maps on environmental decision making processes; Relevant national public and private administration
institutes, officials; Dedicated undergraduate and graduate programs, curricula, and Relevant education and training
centres.
The main findings show that the perspectives for environmental mapping in Bulgaria are close connected with participation
of Bulgaria in GEO, based on the activities in GMES operation capability, as well as in projects under the 7th Frame
Program, such as OBSERVE and BG-NET.

A BRIEF OVERVIEW ON MAPPING IN REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA
The foundation of the cartographic and topographic activities in Bulgaria was laid during the Russian-Turkish war (in 18771878). At that period the Russian specialists did the first cartographic, astronomical and geodetic measurements. A 1:42K
mensural method was applied and some city maps and fortification plans were performed.
On December 3rd 1891 the Fourth Regular National Assembly accepted “The Law for Organization of the Bulgarian Armed
Forces”. Based on that law, prince Ferdinand issued his edict №170/ Dec. 27 1891 for Establishment of Military
Topographic Section. Its main purpose was to finalize the works performed by the Russian Topographic Corp as well as
teaching new Bulgarian topographers.
On January 17th 1906 the section was ranked as a separate institution and was renamed to Military Cartographic Institute
(MCI) associated to the Ministry of the War.
Historical dates:
- In 1919 MCI was renamed to Geographic Institute (GI), obtaining status of a separate department at the Ministry of the
War.
- In 1952 GI was renamed to Central Military Cartographic Base (CMCB).
- In 1953 CMCB was moved to the town of Troyan.
- In 1980 CMCB was renamed to Military Cartographic Institute (MCI).
- In 2000 MCI was renamed to Central Military Cartographic Base (CMCB).
- In 2007 CMCB was renamed to Military Geographic Centre (MGC).
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In 1919 a General plan for creating the National Geodetic Network was endorsed and geodetic activities began. It included
creating First- and Second order points. Geodetic points were built till 1924 and geodetic measurements finished in 1929.
The estimation of the network finished in 1934.
Later on, the network was developed up to Dobrudja and South Thrakiya regions and increased to 6500 geodetic points.
In 1926 two self-writing tide-gauges started in Burgas and Varna and creation of the Main Leveling Network began.
Earth-photogrammetry method was first applied in 1930. Three working groups were formed then.
Another topographic imagery method – aerial imagery - was applied at that period, too. In 1942 it became the main method
for performing topographic imagery.
Creation of 1:40K map started in 1899. The map was based on the Russian map of the same scale. It was one-color map
with Bulgarian labels and symbols.
Using the above maps, 50K and 126K color maps were created and printed in 1905 as well as 200K map of the Balkan
Peninsula.
From the beginning to 1919 its main purposes were to improve existing maps and their publishing in various scales.
During the wars (1912-1918) the main activities of the Institute were to supply the troops with cartographic data.
In order to satisfy the growing demand of maps, a plan for developing large scale (25K, contour interval - 10m) imagery
method was started. The actual work began in 1932. About 62% of the territory was processed till 1944. The remaining part
was finished in 1952.

CURRENT STATUS OF ENVIRONMENTAL MAPPING: POLICIES
National policies and implementation
Two state organizations have a dominant role for National Geographic Information Infrastructure:
- The Military Geographic Service, responsible for the survey of the country at scale 1:25,000 and producing topographic
maps at scales 1:25,000, 1:50,000, 1:100,000, 1:200,000, 1:500,000 and 1:1,000,000. It also maintains the State
Geodetic network.
- The Geodesy, Cartography and Cadastre Agency is an executive agency of the Ministry of Regional Development and
Public Works. The Agency is responsible for the provision of large scale topographic maps (scale 1:10,000 and 1:5,000)
and the cadastre. It maintains the State Levelling Network.
A new approach was developed called the “Sustainable Development Concept related to National Spatial Data
Infrastructure” which was approved by the Bulgarian government in 2004 (Decree of the Council of Ministers 761). Key
topics in this concept are building partnerships, interoperability and integration. The approach is interdisciplinary and is
focusing on the environmental sector. The above mentioned decision of the Council of Ministers aims reach unified national
data for the territory, resources and population. A national plan is under development to reach this objective.
In 2008, the Council of Ministers adopted a Resolution to approve the Action Plan for the implementation of the INSPIRE
directive and a Resolution to nominate the State Agency for Information Technology and Communications (SAITC) as the
institution responsible for the implementation of INSPIRE. At the end of 2009 due to administration restructuring, SAITS
joined the Ministry of Transport, Information Technology and Communications. The National Assembly passed the Spatial
Data Access Act on February 24, 2010.

Information sharing policies
Organizations providing various spatial Data Sets
1. Ministry of Defense
Current tasks of the Military Geographic Service (MGS) are determined by Bulgaria’s obligations as an EU and NATO
member country. The responsibilities are defined by NATO Geo Policy, the Law of Geodesy and Cartography and some
government decrees.
There are three main directions in MGS activities:
- topogeodetic works,
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cartographic works,
pre-press and printing.
2. Ministry of Regional Development and Public Works
The main functions of the Geodesy, Cartography and Cadastre Agency are as follows:
- Pursuant to the Cadastre and Property Registration Act.
- Pursuant to the Geodesy and Cartography Act.
The Ministry of Agriculture and Food (MAF) and the Ministry of Environment and Waters (MoEW) have their own
departmental cadastres.
3. Ministry of Agriculture and Food
The Ministry of Agriculture and Food (URL1) has accumulated a big amount of geodata during the agrarian land reform in
Bulgaria. A lot of norms were created by the same ministry for collecting the data. This Ministry maintains the agricultural
cadastre after restitution of the agricultural lands and forests in Bulgaria was carried out. It also has up-to-date digital
orthophotos in relation to direct payments to farmers per unit area.
4. Ministry of Environment and Waters
The Ministry of Environment and Waters, (URL2) with its Executive Environment Agency (EEA) (URL3) manages almost
80-90% of all environmental information. This Ministry also hosts the Bulgarian Geological Survey (called Division of
Subsurface and Underground Resources). Part of this division is the department of Geology and Permits for Exploration
which holds databases on geology and geomorphology (Geofund project). The Ministry of Environment and Waters, the
Executive Environment Agency and their 15 regional bodies and municipalities administer environmental protection in
descending levels of authority. For this purpose MoEW oversees the collection and dissemination of information concerning
the state of the environment and the environmental impacts of various activities. The EEA, as an administration to the
Minister of Environment and Waters, is responsible for the collection, processing, storage, and publication of environmental
information.
5. Relevant Ministries, Administrations, Universities, Academy
Several other ministries or administrations also deal with EO data, such as the Ministry of Interior Aerospace Monitoring
Center (URL4), the Ministry of Transport, Information Technology and Communications (URL4), the Ministry of
Economy, Energy and Tourism (URL6), the Ministry of Health (URL7), etc. Local administrations and municipal bodies
play an important role in the implementation of environmental policy.
Several Universities (University of Architecture, Civil Engineering and Geodesy; University of Mining and Geology “St.
Ivan Rilski”; University of Forestry) and the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences (URL8) (National Institute of Meteorology
and Hydrology; National Institute of Geophysics, Geodesy and Geography; Institute of Oceanology; Space and Solar
Terrestrial Research Institute; Geological Institute) collect, process, store and provide EO data for research purposes and
various applications.
6.
Organizations providing various spatial services and maps
1. Military Geographic Service (MGS)
Topogeodetic activities:
- geodetic support of Bulgarian Armed Forces (BAF),
- setting up and maintenance of the national geodetic network,
- setting up and maintenance of national GPS network,
- setting up of special geodetic networks,
- maintenance of vertical obstructions database,
- field survey,
- geophysics-related activities (gravimetry, geomagnetism),
- technical assistance to military GPS users within BAF,
- providing geodetic data,
- updating topographic maps,
- cadastre of military installations and training areas,
- topogeodetic archive.
National geodetic network is designed and developed in four classes containing:
- 101 first class points,
- 257 second class points,
- 1764 third class points,
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- 4727 fourth class points.
National GPS network is designed and developed in two classes containing:
- 113 first class points,
- 344 second class points.
The process of making and updating topographic maps is performed by the two modern technologies:
- GPS technology – MGC owns receivers allowing to use and update the information on the field.
- Remote sensing technology – updating topographic originals using air and satellite imagery. It uses dual monitor
photogrammetry stations equipped with Erdas Imagine and Socet Set software.
Cartographic works are subdivided into:
- cartographic works of national importance,
- cartographic works for providing armed forces.
Cartographic works of national importance are:
- map processing of national territory as well as the maps of Bulgarian Antarctic base. Scale range: 1:25 K and smaller.
Cartographic works for providing armed forces are:
- to create and update topographic maps according to NATO standards,
- to create special maps,
- to participate in Multinational Geospatial Co-production Program,
- to create and maintain Geographic Information System of Bulgarian Armed Forces.
Map series, produced by MGS:
- National topographic maps:
- scale range: 1:25K to 1:1M;
- aeronautical maps.
- Special maps:
- geodetic data maps,
- roadmaps,
- administrative maps,
- geologic maps,
- military training area maps,
- orthophoto maps.
- NATO standard maps:
- JOG (Air and Ground, scale 1:250K);
- TLM (1:50K);
- Special maps to support international military trainings.
- Nowadays all information has been created and computed in MGS is in digital formats. All information is structured,
coded and maintained in a geodatabase cover all national territory. The mail parameters of geodatabase are:
- base scale: 1:25K,
- standard – internal standard with possibilities for converting data in DIGEST standard,
- coordinate system: WGS-84,
- vertical datum: mean sea level,
- format: ESRI Geodatabase.
Using digital data already gathered, MGS can perform some geospatial analyses and can produced all digital cartographic
products.
- Some example analyses:
- calculating the visibility between two points as well as plotting vertical profile,
- calculating area of visibility/invisibility,
- calculating aspects,
- slope analysis,
- route analysis,
- 3D simulations.
- Cartographic products in hard copy and digital format:
- ortho photo maps and images,
- model of terrain – DEM and DTM,
- Vector maps in all scales from 1:25K to 1:1M, in National and NATO standards.
2. Geodesy, Cartography and Cadastre Agency
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Pursuant to the Cadastre and Property Registration Act:
- creation and maintenance of cadastral map and cadastral registers for the whole territory of the country,
- drafting acts and regulations in the field of cadastre and geodesy, as well as programmes and concepts on future
development,
- implementation of cadastral activities in close coordination with these of the property register, UCATTU (Unified
Classification of Administrative-Territorial and Territorial Units), BULSTAT (Unified Classification of identification of
juridical persons), ESGRAON (Unified System for identification of physical persons), registers of state and municipal
properties,
- administrative and technical servicing the public, state administration, municipalities and other users of cadastral
information,
- maintenance of the state geodetic, cartographic and cadastral fund,
- maintenance of register of physical and juridical persons, licensed to carry out activities in the filed of cadastre, geodesy
and cartography.
Pursuant to the Geodesy and Cartography Act:
- creation and maintenance of topographic maps in scales 1:5,000 and 1:10,000 for the territory of the country,
- maintenance of the state levelling network and the mareographic stations network;
- maintenance of the geodetic networks of local purpose;
- creation and maintenance of topographic databases and the geographic information system;
- implementation of technical activities related to establishment of the geographic names in the Republic of Bulgaria,
keeping a register of names, creation and maintenance of databases and information system;
- cooperation with the state administration, and other organisations in the country and abroad.
3. The Type of data:
Orthophotos, Maps (topographic and thematic) in various scales, Aerial and Satellite images (incl. scanned copies),
Geodetic data (Geodetic control points and leveling control points - Reperes), Environmental studies, Hydrometeorological
studies, etc.

Use of Environmental mapping processes
The Environmental mapping applications have been used in the following main environmental policy areas:
• Sustainable Land Management (Land use and land cover change detection and mapping, Assessment and strategic
development of national soil dataset, High nature value farming lands mapping, etc.)
 Forest management (Identifying and mapping of Biologically Important Forest)
 Management of NATURA 2000 sites
 Waste management (Construction of regional landfills)
 Risk assessment and mitigation (River flood management, Trans-boundary Air Pollution, Critical loads, etc.)
Organization name
Geographic Information System - Sofia Ltd.
“Regional Environmental Center – Bulgaria” Foundation
Agency for Sustainable Development and Euro integration – Ecoregions (ASDE)
Association for Geospatial Information in South East Europe
Balkani Wildlife Society
Bulgarian Biodiversity Foundation
Cartographic Studio DavGEO
ESRI Bulgaria
Executive Agency "Electronic Communication Networks and Information Systems"
Executive Environment Agency
GEOCONSULT Ltd.
Geodesy, Cartography and Cadastre Agency
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Organization Type
Governmental
NGO
NGO
NGO
NGO
NGO
Commercial (private)
Commercial (private)
Governmental
Governmental
Commercial (private)
Governmental

Geodetect Ltd
Geological Institute Bulgarian Academy of Science
Institute of Oceanology
Institute of soil science "Nikola Poushkarov"
ITS Bulgaria
Military Geographic Service
Ministry Of Interior
Ministry of Interior, Aerospace Monitoring Center
National Institute of Geophysics, Geodesy and Geography
NIMH - BAN
Remote Sensing Application Center
Space and Solar Terrestrial Research Institute
University of Architecture, Civil Engineering and Geodesy
University of Forestry
University of Mining and Geology "St. Ivan Rilski"

Commercial (private)
Academic
Academic
Scientific research
NGO
Governmental
Governmental
Governmental
Governmental
Academic
Scientific research
Academic
Academic
Academic
Academic

Table 1. Relevant national public and private administration institutes, officials
Institute
University of
Architecture, Civil
Engeneering and
Geodesy, UACEG
University of
Mining and
Geology “St. Ivan
Rilski”
University of
Forestry
Sofia University
“St. Kliment
Ohridski”
(Department of
Geology and
Geography)
Agricultural
University of
Plovdiv
Shoumen
University
“Konstantin
Preslavski”,
(Department of
Geography)
South-West
University “Neofit
Rilski”,
Blagoewgrad,
(Department of
Geography)

Undergraduate
program

Graduate program

Training

Web site

Curricula

5 years

Yes

Yes

URL10

URL10

4 years

Yes

Yes

URL11

URL11

4 years

Yes

Yes

URL12

URL12

4 years

Yes

Yes

URL13

URL13

4 years

Yes

Yes

URL14

URL14

4 years

Yes

Yes

URL15

URL15

4 years

Yes

Yes

URL16

URL16

Table 2. Dedicated undergraduate and graduate programs, curricula and personnel – Relevant education and training
centers
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EXAMPLES OF GOOD PRACTICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MAPPING
Draft Preliminary assessment of flood risk. More information: http://wp.moew.government.bg/purn/drbd/?lang=en;
http://wp.moew.government.bg/purn/earbd/?lang=en; http://wp.moew.government.bg/purn/bsbd/?lang=en;
http://www.wabd.bg/bg/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=987&Itemid=72

Fig.1. Examples of maps developed for Preliminary assessment of flood risk.
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CORINE Land Cover Bulgaria - http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/figures/corine-land-cover-2006-bycountry/bulgaria
EUFODOS - European Forest Downstream Services - http://www.resac-bg.org, http://www.eufodos.info/
HELM - Harmonised European Land Monitoring - http://www.resac-bg.org, http://www.fp7helm.eu/

Fig.2. A map for Fire Detection produced by a Satellite- Based Automatic Fire Detection and Analysis Tool
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Fig.3. A map from the National Database and spectral library for vegetation index and agriculture data

Fig.4. Maps for the monitoring of snow cover and snow melting process
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Bulgaria is not yet a member of the GEO community and this is one of the main short-term goals in the near future. Another
important objective is the development of NSDI and implementation of the INSPIRE Directive. A survey showed that the
main problems regarding the environmental mapping in Bulgaria are incomplete/limited data, lack of availability of data,
high prices of data, outdated data, and incompatible data formats. Another problem is a lack of control of coordination in
data providing, a lack of data quality control system, a lot of uncoordinated and unrelated environmental mapping activities
(cadastre, land use, environment, water resources, forest resources, risk management etc.).
The main findings show that the perspectives for environmental mapping in Bulgaria are close connected with participation
of Bulgaria in GEO, based on the activities in GMES operation capability, as well as in projects under the 7th Frame EC
Program, such as OBSERVE and BG-NET.
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Abstract
The basic rule of geodesy says: “one measurement is no measurement”. It is crucial to have verified coordinates of survey
control points and measurements. There has been set up a methodics for accepting GNSS measurements for cadastral
purposes in Czech Republic. This methodics requires two independent measurements. GNSS measurements in different
times (interval of at least one hour) or combination of GNSS and terrestrial measurement is accepted as independent
measurements. Fulfilling these rules is time consuming and does not allow exploiting all potential of global navigation
satellite systems.
Thus the paper proposes a method of obtaining two independent positioning from a single GNSS measurement based on
computing positioning from a large number of available satellites. The principle of the method is based on separating the
measurements from GPS NAVSTAR and GLONASS satellites while computing the positioning. Therefore there are two
different positioning (one from GPS NAVSTAR the other from GLONASS), whose can be considered as independent.
The paper describes designed methodics for obtaining two independent positioning from a single GNSS measurement.
Further the paper describes an experiment in which the hypothesis has been tested. Finally there are interpreted results
from the experiment in the paper.
Based on the results it is possible to say that the hypothesis was true and that the method can be used, if there are enough
satellites (at least four GPS NAVSTAR and four GLONASS) and the observation time is sufficient.

INTRODUCTION
Due to the development of GNSS space segment and as their reliability increases, it becomes possible to consider obtaining
two independent positioning from a single GNSS measurement using GPS NAVSTAR (the GPS) and GLONASS
separately. An important contribution to this issue will also be second-generation GNSS Galileo developed by the European
Union or the Chinese Compass system, for details see [1]. Deployment of GNSS for geodetic applications has a number of
specific requirements. Besides the rapid and reliable determination of absolute position in the selected coordinate system, it
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is also a principle of necessity of two independent methods for determining the position. This issue of an independent point
positioning is deeply described in the Decree of the Czech Office for Surveying, Mapping and Cadastre No. 31/1995 Coll.
as amended [3], which implements Act No. 200/1994 Coll.
Independent determination of point position is set out in paragraph 9.4 of Annex Decree [2]. It must be calculated from two
independent measurements using GNSS technology or from a GNSS measurement and geodetic measurements. Coordinates
of the point must also meet the characteristics of accuracy specified for the trigonometric pointsii and net densification
pointsiii and cadastral regulation (specified by decree [2]) and for detailed points positional point field and detailed points,
specified by decree [3].
Two independent GNSS measurements can be acquired by two procedures allowed in [3]:


Two GNSS measurements with at least one hour delay between them. In a case of an unfavourable constellation of
satellitesiv measuring the delay must be increased to three hours (see [2], paragraphs 9.5 and 9.6 of Annex).



Post-processing of a single measurement, but using the differential correction of mutually independent sources (for
example, using a network of reference stations and another independent reference station or use of two
independent networks of reference stations (see [2], paragraph 9.7 of Annex)).

The paper presents another method of obtaining dual independent positioning from one GNSS measurement. The method
consists in using two separate GNSS independently (implemented on two currently operational systems GPS and
GLONASS). The aim of the paper is to test hypothesis whether the measurements produced by the method are independent
and whether the method is reliable.
DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED METHOD
The following method was proposed to test the hypothesis whether it is possible to obtain two independent GNSS
positioning from one GNSS measurement:
1.

First, signals of satellites from two global navigational satellite systems (NAVSTAR GPS and GLONASS) were
recorded during each one observation at the measured point. These points already have had known coordinates
from the terrestrial measurements, for purposes of verification of proposed method.
Next, time and spatially corresponding data is downloaded from reference station providing both GPS and
GLONASS data.

2.

During the following post processing, coordinates are computed from phase differences acquired from:
a.

GPS satellites (further called GPS coordinates),

b.

GNSS satellites (further called GLONASS coordinates),

c.

both GPS and GLONASS satellites (for the control, further called GNSS coordinates).

All the calculated coordinates are converted to S-JTSK through local transformation key (according to [2],
paragraph 9.11 b) of the Annex).
3.

All computed coordinates are transformed from ETRS-89v to S-JTSKvi. Then a difference in position and a
difference in heights between GPS and GLONASS coordinates are computed. Also average coordinates viiare
computed.

4.

Verification of the applicability of the proposed method is performed by comparing positional and altitude
differences of:
a.

GPS and GLONASS coordinates,

b.

GNSS coordinates of one point in the different time intervals (availability of multiple single point
measurements at different times is listed in tables 1 and 2).
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c.

average coordinates to known coordinates. This comparison is subsequently used for statistical tests,
whose evaluate the usefulness of the proposed method.

MEASUREMENTS PROCESSING USING THE PROPOSED METHOD
Surveying
Two GNSS campaigns were realized on the surveying base of the University of West Bohemiaviii for purposes of
verification the proposed method. These campaigns were realized in years 2010 and 2011ix. The reference station PLZEx.
Campaigns were realized using dual-frequency GNSS receiver Topcon Hiper +, which receives signals from both GPS and
GLONASS satellites. Coordinates were calculated using post processing static method. The time spent at each point was
approximately 20 minutes in the first campaign in year 2010 and approximately 12 minutes in year 2011. Detailed
information of each measurement is given in tables 1 and 2.

519_1
519_2
603_1
603_2
604_1
604_2
608_1
608_2
610_1
610_2
5002_1

7
9
9
9
9
10
9
9
8
8
9

3
5
4
5
3
4
3
4
2
5
4

20 min
21 min
20 min
20 min
22 min
20 min
21 min
21 min
20 min
20 min
20 min

Time delay

Measureme
nt time

Point and
measureme
nt number
GPS
satellites
GLONASS
s.

Table 1. The measuring time and the number of GPS and GLONASS satellites in 2010.

3h 57min
4h 07min
4h 11min
4h 29min
4h 21min
2h 56min

230_1
230_2
231_1
231_2
501_1
501_2
502_1
502_2
503_1
503_2
601_1

8
8
7
9
8
8
8
8
9
7
9

6
9
7
9
7
8
7
7
9
6
6

10 min
10 min
11 min
10 min
12 min
11 min
12 min
13 min
13 min
12 min
12 min

Time delay

Measureme
nt time

Point and
measureme
nt number
GPS
satellites
GLONASS
s.

Table 1. The measuring time and the number of GPS and GLONASS satellites in 2011.

3h 45min
3h 16min
4h 06min
2h 47min
2h 48min

Computation of ETRS coordinates and their transformation to projected national coordinate system
(S-JTSK)
Calculation of ETRS coordinates was realized in post-processing software for GNSS measurements Topcon Tools v 2.8.
GPS coordinates, GLONASS coordinates and even GNSS coordinates for control purposes were calculated.
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The software TranGPSxi was used for coordinate transformation using local transformation keys whose fulfil the
requirements set out by decree [2]:
 transformation key Nečtiny 2010: 4 identical points, standard deviation 0.0112 m,
 transformation key Nečtiny 2011: the same 4 identical points, smaller standard deviation 0.0107 m caused by the
change form ETRF 1989 to ETRF 2000.
The resultant S-JTSK coordinates are given in table 3.
Table 3. The measured GPS coordinates and GLONASS coordinates converted to S-JTSK.
Point
and GPS coordinates
GLONASS coordinates
measurement Y
X
h
Y
X
h
number
(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)
230_1
834687.75 1044014.21 548.40 834687.07 1044014.92 549.75
230_2
834687.74 1044014.21 548.35 834687.73 1044014.18 548.34
231_1
834619.24 1044932.26 566.09 834619.23 1044932.26 566.05
231_2
834619.25 1044932.27 565.97 834619.25 1044932.28 565.98
501_1
834665.94 1044812.10 568.10 834665.94 1044812.09 568.03
501_2
834665.95 1044812.13 568.17 834665.94 1044812.10 568.10
502_1
834677.70 1044158.40 549.31 834677.67 1044158.40 549.25
502_2
834677.69 1044158.44 549.44 834677.71 1044158.40 549.39
503_1
834656.75 1044057.93 548.66 834656.55 1044057.88 548.50
503_2
834656.77 1044057.91 548.70 834656.74 1044057.91 548.73
601_1
834730.75 1044583.90 568.56 834730.74 1044583.90 568.49
519_1
834259.49 1043457.52 489.33
519_2
834259.49 1043457.54 489.38 834259.49 1043457.53 489.36
603_1
834590.05 1044214.33 548.57
603_2
834590.06 1044214.33 548.65 834590.06 1044214.33 548.68
604_1
834491.71 1044139.15 551.32
604_2
834491.71 1044139.17 551.32 834491.69 1044139.16 551.37
608_1
834329.33 1044035.19 538.63
608_2
834329.32 1044035.21 538.70 834329.41 1044035.33 538.94
610_1
834303.45 1044098.15 536.45
610_2
834303.45 1044098.12 536.46 834303.44 1044098.13 536.47
5002_1
833703.75 1044008.69 589.50
5002_2
833703.76 1044008.69 589.47
Comparison of average coordinates and known coordinates
Table 4. Known coordinates and also positional differences (dx, dy) and altitude difference (dh) of coordinates
Point
Known coordinates
Average coordinates
Differences
Differences
and
between
GPS between known
measu
coordinates and coordinates and
rement
GLONASS
average coords.
coords.
numbe Y
X
h
Y
X
h
dx
dy
dh
dx
dy
dh
r
(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)
(m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m)
834687.4 1044014. 549.0
0.68
0.34
230_1
56
7
0.71 1.35
0.38 0.73
834687. 1044014. 548.3 1
75
18
4
834687.7 1044014. 548.3
0.01 0.03 0.01 0.02
0.00
230_2
3
19
4
0.01
834619.2 1044932. 566.0
231_1
0.01 0.00 0.04 0.02 0.01
834619. 1044932. 565.9
4
26
7
0.10
26
27
7
231_2
834619.2 1044932. 565.9 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00
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501_1

5
834665.9
4
834665.9
5
834677.6
8
834677.7
0
834656.6
5
834656.7
6
834730.7
5

27
1044812.
09
1044812.
11
1044158.
40
1044158.
42
1044057.
90
1044057.
91
1044583.
90

7
568.0
6
568.1
3
549.2
8
549.4
2
548.5
8
548.7
1
568.5
3

0.01

0.01

0.00

0.01

0.06

0.02

0.02

0.04

0.07

0.01

0.04

0.01

0.06

0.02

0.01

0.04

0.05

0.00

0.20

0.05

0.16

0.12

0.02

0.01

0.03

0.02

0.01

0.00

0.07

0.01

0.01

834259.4
9

1043457.
53

489.3
6

0.00

0.01

0.02

0.07

0.07

0.05

834590.0
6

1044214.
33

548.6
8

0.00

0.00

0.03

0.01

0.03

0.05

0.00

0.01

0.02
0.07
0.09
0.05
0.06

0.06

834665.
96

1044812.
09

568.0
7

834677.
70

1044158.
33

549.3
1

834656.
77

1044057.
85

548.6
8

834730.
74

1044583.
91

-

834259.
55

1043457.
60

489.4
1

834590.
05

1044214.
30

548.6
3

834491.
70

1044139.
12

-

834491.6
9

1044139.
16

551.3
7

0.02

0.00

0.05

0.01

0.04

834329.
34

1044035.
18

-

834329.4
1

1044035.
33

538.9
4

0.09

0.12

0.24

0.07

0.15

610_2

834303.
47

1044098.
12

536.4
5

834303.4
4

1044098.
12

536.4
7

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.03

0.00

5002_1
5002_2

833703.
79

1044008.
67

-

501_2
502_1
502_2
503_1
503_2
601_1
519_1
519_2
603_1
603_2
604_1
604_2
608_1
608_2
610_1

0.03
0.11
0.10
0.03

0.02

GPS and GLONASS coordinates are considered as independent for the purpose of validation of the methodology. See
known coordinates, average coordinates and also positional differences (dx, dy) and altitude difference (dh) of coordinates in
table 4. These differences are then statistically evaluated (see equations (1) and table 5). The mx, my, and mh from this table
are the selective medium coordinate errors in the individual coordinates and mx,y is the mean coordinate error in Decree [3],
paragraph 9.12 of the Annex.

mx 

 dx

2

c 1

,

my 

 dy

2

c 1

,

mh 

 dh
c 1

where c is the number of differences.
Table 5. Characteristics of the accuracy of the test file.
mx
my
mh
mxy
(m) (m)
(m) (m)
0.044 0.061 0.065 0.053
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,

m xy 

(m x2  m 2y )
2

,

(1),

Interpretation of results
Two measurements were realized on each point (except the point n. 601), with a time delay described in table 1 and 2.
These measurements were used as additional independent GNSS positioning, during the test of the proposed method of
acquiring two independent positioning from one GNSS measurement.
The first possibility how to verify the functionality of the proposed method is to compare the obtained average coordinates
from different times. If there was sufficient number of satellites for separate processing of GPS and GLONASS satellites in
both measurements (condition fulfilled for points 230, 231, 501, 502 and 503), it shows that the accuracy of newly proposed
method is comparable to existing allowed methods according to degree [2], paragraph 9.5 and 9.6 of the Annex – see table
4.
Computation of separate coordinates of GLONASS satellites could not be realized at many points from 2010. The reason
was a lack of GLONASS satellites above the horizon because the of GLONASS space segment incomplete configuration.
Standard deviations of local transformation keys are insignificant in view of achieved variations in positioning.
Furthermore, degree [2] accepts precision characteristics calculated in S-JTSK. Therefore the verification of proposed
method was realized in S-JTSK.
For the practical usability of the proposed method, it was important to verify, if the method can identify inaccurate
measurement by itself, without the knowledge of known coordinates. Upon the tested population of the measured
differences of GPS coordinates and GLONASS coordinates, it has been proven, that in a case of differences bigger than the
limit coordinates errors (defined as ux = 2 mx amd uy = 2my), also the absolute coordinates were incorrect. It was a case of
point n. 230 in the tested population of data. The calculated GPS – GLONASS coordinate differences at this point did not
fulfill the criterion dx < ux or dy < uy and therefore the point coordinates were automatically marked as outlying observation
and coordinates of the point are considered as incorrect. The identified reason of such a big coordinate differences was the
large horizon occultation.
After exclusion of outlying observations, the mean coordinate errors mx, my and mx,y were calculated (see table 5). The
resultant mean coordinate error mx,y = 0.053 is far below the limit coordinate error ux,y under paragraph 12.10 of Annex of
decree [3].
SUMMARY
The paper presents method and results of its testing at the surveying base in Nečtiny. The usability of proposed method still
is limited in present. There still exist areas and day times in which not a sufficient number of GPS and GLONASS satellites
are above the horizon, at least in the Czech Republic. But, due to the rapid development of both functional systems GPS and
GLONAS and due to the development other GNSS (Compass, Galileo), a significant increase of satellites above the horizon
can be expected in the near future. Thus it is possible:
 to expect improvement of conditions for the practical use of proposed method based on a combination of multiple
global navigation satellite systems (currently realized using post processing software).
 To consider development of algorithms based on real time kinematic methods, whose would process differences
from different GNSS separately.
Subsequently it can be assumed that such a development in the area of GNSS will allow using proposed methods of
positioning points for a range of GNSS surveying activities, thereby streamlining and improving the quality of existing
procedures and technologies.
The authors thank to Ing. Jaroslav Slabý from the GEODIS company for his helpful suggestion with the post processing
software Topcon Tools.
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1
Accuracy of coordinates and altitudes of trigonometric points are given basic medium standard deviation which is set to
0.015 m. Permitted deviation must not exceed 2.5 times this value. Altitude mean error is set at 0.1 m in a case of
trigonometric determination.
1
Accuracy of coordinates and altitudes of net densification points is given by the fundamental medium standard deviation
which is set to 0.02 m Tolerance must not exceed 2.5 times this value. Mean error in determining the altitude is set at 0.1 m
1
E.g. PDOP is bigger than 7.
1
See its definition e.g. here: http://spatialreference.org/ref/epsg/4258/html/
1
S-JTSK is a projected coordinate system used for cadastral data in the Czech Republic. See its definition e.g. here:
http://spatialreference.org/ref/esri/102067/html/
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1

Average coordinates are accepted by Czech Office for Surveying, Mapping and Cadastre (COSMC) for cadastral purposes,
if the differences fulfill above mentioned accuracy limits.
1
Geodetic control on the surveying base Nečtiny has been built since year 2000. Control points with permanent stabilization
and multiply over determination (by surveying) were used for the purposes of the GNSS campaign so as their known
coordinates could be further used for method verification. More about the way of computation of these point coordinates see
[4].
1
It was necessary to deal with changing the definition of reference frame of ETRS implemented in in January 2011 by
COSMC (ETRF 1989 was changed to ETRF 2000), more here:
http://www.cuzk.cz/Dokument.aspx?PRARESKOD=998&MENUID=0&AKCE=DOC:10-ETRS89_FAQ.
1
The reference station PLZE is maintained by University of West Bohemia ant it is connected to association of reference
stations VESOG [5] and networks of reference stations CZEPOS [6] and TopNET [7]. Data form the station were used also
for last contribution of the first author at ICC in 2008 [8].
1
http://obchod.geodis.cz/photo_full/program-trangps
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Abstract
This study aims to develop a Geographic Information System (GIS) based methodology for managing and analyzing Road
Traffic Accident Data in Greece, in order to resolve the current data management problems, and to support the decision
making process, in the field of Road Safety. In Greece, Road accident data are being collected by many different entities
such as Local Road Traffic Police Departments, Hospitals, Organizations or Insurance Companies.Databases are not
linked to each other, leading to mismatches, re-collection of the same data, and loss of time and information. Furthermore,
Road Traffic Accident Data usage in Greece is limited to mainly serve statistical purposes only, while its contribution in
decision-making process is narrowed. Taking into consideration these facts, GIS were accounted as a proper tool to
manage the road accident data, and support the decision making process in the field of Road Safety, in Greece. In order to
implement the methodology, the city of Veria was chosen as a case study area.
Key Words: GIS, Road Safety, Accident Analysis

INTRODUCTION
Road Safety is considered as a significant topic worldwide, both at national and international level. Simultaneously, due to
the evolution of Geomatics in recent years, considerable number of studies has been carried out, focusing on the
development and implementation of geographic information based tools,in the field of Road Safety.
The consequences of Road Traffic Accidents aresignificant for the social, economic and political level of a city or acountry.
The importance of Transport Safety, especially Road Safety, is stated clearly in the latest White Paper of the EU, for the
future of Transportation in Europe (European Commission, 2011).
The national efforts of nation, to address the problem, more or less systematical, aim the reduction of the number of road
accidents and the severity of their impact. An important step towards this direction is the investigation the causes of
accidents, and the identification of possible differences according to the location of an accident. Some of the strategies are
common in many states, but it is clear that each country adapts and refines the abovementioned, basedon the local
characteristics, culture and needs.
At this point, it should be noted, that Road Accidents are a result of the combined effect of three factors, which are:
 The User of the road, which is the most important factor
 The Vehicle
 The Environment, which includes the Road Environment and the Supervision (Policing)of the System.
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(World Health Organization, 2004)
The stakeholders involved in Road Safety, are illustrated in the literature as «three e's» (enforcement, engineering,
education),which are: the Enforcement or Road Traffic Police, which is the authority responsible for controlling and
policing the system, the Engineers, who are responsible for the design and construction of road infrastructure and
environment, and, ultimately, Education, which plays the most important role in cultivating the driving culture and behavior
(Khan & others, 2004). It is obvious, that there should be a mutual collaboration between these sectors, in the direction of
improving the level of Road Safety.
GIS allow today the concurrent management of large amount of spatial and attribute data, and provide a variety of
processing capabilities and spatial data analysis tools, while offering prospect for standardization and automation of various
processes. According to the above mentioned, GIS can contribute accident reporting,data analysis, and especially to the
investigation of factors affecting the level of road safety. Particularly, the use of GIS contributes to the identification of
factorsthat would not be noticeable using other conventional methods of statistical analysis (not location based).
In general, it is established that GISis a reliable decision-making and prioritizing tools, supporting more focused
interventions and leading to better use of available resources. Also, GIS can enhance interactivitybetween all the involved
sectors/ stakeholders in road safety,setting a "common language", taking advantage itsdata representation and illustration
abilities.

SIMILAR STUDIES – INTERNATIONAL PRACTICES
Internationally, spatial analysis of road traffic accidentsdraws major concernfrom all stakeholders. For this reason, various
studies and applications have been carried out in the last fifteen years,from universities or official authorities.In these
studies, simultaneous management of spatial and attribute data is being achieved, focusing on the spatial approach ofRoad
Safety. Also, most of these studies are trying either to discover specific correlations between road accidents and various
location attributes (land uses, demographics) or to identify which GIS methodology-tool is the most appropriate for
analysis.
Erdogan and others, examined the differences between fixed distance accident density and Kernel density analysis, in a
motorway located in Turkey. Kernel density leads to more reliable results (Erdogan 2008). Anderson, in 2006, has presented
a study in which, a comparison between three spatial GIS based methods (Kernel density estimation, network analysis and
area wide analysis) for road accident hot spots identification in urban areas, is demonstrated. The case study area was North
London, and the results showed that network based tools can illustrate hot spots in more realistic way (Anderson, 2006).
Larsen came up with similar outcomes, examining the results of applying planar-based tools in accident analysis in
Philadelphia. The results showed that the use of planar methods lead to more clustered accident locations than it is in reality
(Larsen, 2010). The source of the problem, as it was illustrated in two latter studies, is that accidents occur in a network, and
the tools for analyzing the phenomenon are identifying the incident space as continuous.
Mitra in 2008 performed an accident analysis in Inland Empire (Region of California State) using spatial and socioeconomic data. The output indicated that there are certain correlations with specific locations such as schools, bars or pubs
and high-density population areas (Mitra, 2008). Additionally, Truong presented a methodology, based on spatial
autocorrelation analysis of pedestrian-vehicle accidents to identify and rank unsafe bus stops, in the Adelaide metropolitan
area. Results indicate that the proposed methodology is able to detect spatial patterns of crash data and reasonably identify
and rank unsafe bus stops in pedestrian-vehicle crash hot spot areas (Truong, 2011). Wang, in his doctoral thesis,
investigates the relationship of traffic accidents and traffic congestion. The results are mixed, but seem that traffic
congestion may lead to more accidents but reduced accident severity (Wang, 2010).
Except studies from universities, many authorities have developed their own specialized GIS systems, for managing and
analyzing road traffic accident data. The US Federal Highway Administration has initially developed a GIS analysis system,
in 1999, with several tools for analyzing accidents that occur in highways (FHA, 2001). Furthermore, the “Metroplan
Orlando” has developed a GIS system for observation of road accidents in three jurisdiction counties, including urban areas
(Metroplan Orlando, 2009). In Finland, the “Statistics Finland”, has developed a GIS based application called “Map
Application”, that is using the existing road accident database. The “Map Application” is used to assist the site accident
identification, to support road accident analysis and to improve road safety (Tormanen, 2010).
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PRESENT SITUATION IN ROAD ACCIDENT DATA MANAGEMENT IN GREECE
In Greece, the entities, which officially and systematically collect Road Accident Data, are the Road Traffic Police
Department, the Hospitals, and the Insurance Companies. Though, the kind of data being collected, as well as the method
and the time of collection, differ from case to case. More over, the databases created by each party, are not linked to each
other, leading to mismatches, re-collection of the same data, and loss of time and information. In the following figure, the
entitiesthat collect Road Accident Data, are being presented, together with the forms used in any case, as well as the
databases and the final outcomes from each one.

Figure 1: Present situation in road accident data collection in Greece, (Palaskas S., 2005)
From the figure, it is obvious, that for every accident, there are many forms filled by different entities. As is was stated
above, many information are being recollected, while the same time, the results may differ from case to case, due to the
different methods followed in any case.

METHODOLOGY – PROPOSED SYSTEM – CASE STUDY
The methodology developed, aimsfirstly the exploitation of available road traffic accident data and the illustration ofcurrent
trends, and secondly, the possibility of adding new data, so that the system is always up to date. The update feature is
crucial, as road traffic accidents is a phenomenon that is expressed dynamically in space and time.
The approach which was adopted, can be divided in three steps, which are:
1. Data processing
2. Provision of digital cartographic features
3. Geocoding
The update and analysis processes are not considered in the three steps of the methodology, as the former is not necessary
for the application, and the latter can be implemented in many different ways.
Thus, at the first step (data processing), the available data has to be imported into a manageable database. At this point, it
should be underlined, that in the case of Greece, the road traffic accident data is available in printed form. To enable data
processing and exploitation, a database has to be created, based on the relevant official form, which is used for the data
collection.
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The basic accident data parameters in all the accident forms can be summarized in the following broad categories (Khan,
2004):
 General information: Year, Month, Day of the week, Hour etc.
 Location: Street Number, Intersection No, Geo- graphical/GPS co-ordinate, Milepost, Area Name etc.
 Road user: Age, Sex, Road user type, Alcohol consumption, Seat belt use, Car passenger position, Driving license
category, Date of Issue,etc.
 Injury details: Extent, No of persons Injured, Injured Person Details, Evacuation means etc.
 Road environment: Road type, Road category, Weather conditions, Lighting conditions, Road surface, Road
surface conditions, Traffic control etc.
 Vehicle: Vehicle type, Vehicle age, etc.
 Accident: Accident type, Maneuver type etc.
The imported data should be coded, in order to be able to perform any kind of manipulation process. The coding has to be
based on the fields of the official form, in order to be compatible with existing data. During the import process, attention
should be paid in order toavoid errors or omissions that could lead to unreliable results. For this reason, tools for input check
on the database, like acceptable values or drop down lists, are highly recommended.
Concerning the presented system, the most important data element is the location of the accident. And the exploitation of
this information consists the main difference between the solely statistical analysis and geographical and geostatistical
analysis. The location reference of anaccident can be recorded in several ways, according to the authority that collects the
accident data. In Greece, the Traffic Police, stores the location of an accident, based on the postal code, given that the
accident occurred in urban environment, or based on the kilometric point, if the accident occurred in regional road.
Therefore, the use of geocoding tool is required. Nevertheless, in other countries, the location reference can be given by the
coordinates of the accident,simplifying the procedure.
In the next step, the available digital features of the study area are examined, in order to identify if they meet certain
conditions. The conditions are:
 The road network should be linear and geometrically correct
 The data must contain road numbering or kilometer pointing, so the address locator can be created
 If multiple data features are used, they must be in the same reference system
Ultimately, using the geocoding tool that combines the address locator with the stored data, each one of the accidents is
placed to the incident location point. Each accident point contains its attribute data, in order to perform further analysis. In
this way, accident data import process, and generally data management, is being systematized, and moreover, the spatial
dimension of the accidents, is emphasized, something, which until now was not examined, or it was partial and empirical.

Figure 2: The result of Geocoding
To perform further analysis, it is necessary to apply some spatial analysis tools, which are contained in GIS software. For
the analysis of road traffic accidents, there are not any specific tools established yet, because it is a relatively recent
approach to the problem, in comparison to the spatial analysis of crime that exists for many years (Anderson T., 2006). Only
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the last fifteen years, many studies werecarried out, examining which methodology is the most reliable, in order to draw
safe conclusions. The methodologies or tools, which are commonly used for road traffic accident spatial analysis, are:
 Accidents per km
 Aggregated Accident Rate
 Central Feature
 Kernel Density Estimation
 Spatial Autocorrelation
 Spatial Correlation
In order to assess how the developed methodology can be applied, a case study area was chosen. The case study area
consists of two separate spatial levels, which are the city of Veria (urban road network) and Egnatia Motorway (district road
network), so to investigate the outcome of the methodology in urban and non-urban environment. Based on the
methodology presented, the steps for the application, in the case study area were:
1. In collaboration with the local Road Police Authority, the road accident data that have injuries and deaths were
recorded. Accident data were derived from the “Abstract Forms”, which are generally filled within three hours
from the accident, for the years 2006, 2007 and 2008.
2. Thereafter, because the data was in handwritten form, it was imported in a database that was designed. The data
was coded. The coding that is used, is the same that the Road Police Authority uses to compile the monthly road
accident reports.
3. The digital background used was from Urban and Regional Planning and Development Engineering Department,
Faculty of Engineering, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki that is based in the city of Veria.
4. Then, two Address Locators were created. One for the city of Veria and one for the Egnatiamotorway.
5. Ultimately, the procedure is finalized applying the geocoding tool, to place each accident to each location based on
the address or the kilometric position.
The software that is used for the application of the methodology was ArcGIS 9.2. The results of the geocoding procedure
are presented in the following figure. About 2% of the data were not geocoded because their location was not recorded.

Figure 3: Geocoded accidents in the case study area

In the next two figures, the application of two different tools is presented, in the city of Veria. On the left, accidents within
50 meters were collected to a single point in order to count the accidents that are close to each other, and on the right,
Kernel density is applied within 150 meters. It is obvious that the two methods highlight similar locations, more in the case
of Kernel density because of the larger radius space.
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Figure 4: City of Veria - Aggregated accidents

Figure 5: City of Veria – Accident Kernel density

Regarding the Egnatia Motorway, in the next three figures, is presented the application of three methods. In the first, the
accidents within 2 kilometers, were collected to a single point, and were classified into 3 classes. In the second, a Kernel
density estimation method was applied, in order to estimate the accidents density within 2.5 kilometers. In the last figure,
the black spots in Egnatia motorway were calculated. To estimate the black spots, firstly the kernel density within 2.5 km,
was calculated, separately for each type of accident (Fatal, serious injuries, slight injuries). Then, each density layer was
reclassified into 10 classes. In the final step, the three layers were combined into a single one, using the “Weighted Overlay”
tool, using this equation: P=X+3Y+5Z (X: slight injury accident, Y: serious injury accident, Z: Fatal Accident) (Geurts K.,
Wets G., 2003).

Figure 6: Egnatia Motorway – Aggregated accidents

Figure 7: Egnatia Motorway: Accident Kernel density

Figure 8: Egnatia Motorway – Black spots
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It is illustrated that there is a single location that in all figures is emphasized. Actually, this location proved to be
problematic and in the last two years, some countermeasures have taken place.

CONCLUSIONS
The current Road Accident Data Collection and Elaborating System in Greece, is related to several weaknesses. For
instance, there are many different entities collecting the same data, using different methodologies in order to achieve that.
These entities maintain different databases, which are not linked to each other. All the weaknesses mentioned above, lead to
re-collection of the same data, loss of data and mismatches of results (due to the different methodologies), resulting to low
reliability of the Data Collection Process.
Regarding the utilization/usability of the collected data, their digital import and analysis, is narrowed to serve statistical
purposes, and especially for showing the tendencies throughout the years. As for the spatial reference of the accidents is
concerned, according to the current structure of the Road Accident Data Form, and the current Data Processing Procedure, it
is not easy to be examined.It is being underlined, that practically, non specific methodology for finding the Black Spotsis
being followed. As a result, during the procedure of setting priorities by the Authorities, the Prioritization Procedure of the
Authorities, does not take into consideration spatial factors, spatial factors either are not taken systematically into
consideration at all, or, when they are, the criteria are mainly empirical (due to the Authorities’ good overview of the Study
Area).
By using GIS tools, and specifically the proposed methodology, many of the problems, mentioned above, can be managed.
The implementation of the methodology can contribute in many levels. First of all, the Road Accident Data Collection and
Elaboration Procedure can be standardized. Secondly, the spatial dimension of the Road Accidents can ariseinto a major
factor, for analyzing the facts and setting priorities. In such a way, Spatial Analysis can be implemented and Black Spots
can be pointed out, supporting more reliable and focused surveys. More over, all of the resources can be managed in a more
efficient way, reducing the time needed to process the data.
In the following figure, the current procedure and the proposed one are being presented and compared. It is obvious that,
due to the proposed methodology, the procedures were simplified, and the cooperation between the different parties
involved, can be implemented in a more harmonic way.

Figure 9: Current accident data management workflow

Figure 10: Proposed accident data management workflow

Finally, regarding the future aspects of the proposed methodology, there are several improvements that can be implemented
in order to have a more user-friendly and automated system and to make data accessibly for all the interested parties.
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First of all, for the import of data,configured forms can be used, while for the process of the data, specific tools, based on
the local needs, can be developed.More over, a web-based platform can be created, in order to give the users the ability to
fill in the forms via Internet, and also provide accessibility to all the interested parties, enhancing the cooperation between
them and making the data and the results visible to the public. In that way, the new technologies can be used in order to
improve the analysis of Road Accident Data, a phenomenon with profound effects on the Society.
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Abstract
This research was developed by the Laboratory of Cartography, Department of Geography, from the Federal University of
Rio de Janeiro. The main objective of this paper is to evaluate the use of high resolution images (IKONOS and Geoeye), for
planimetric cartographic updating of the Fundão Island area. In the last six years, the island landscape was completely
changed, with the building of new and large research centers, sensibly changing the urban landscape, as well as increasing
the density of flotation population and an enormous intensification of vehicles traffic. These problems show the needs to be
accomplished through a cartographic updating, practically year by year, once the most actualized cartographic support
came from 1998, in 1:10.000 and 1:2.000 scales. The applied methodology started covering the surface island and
surrounds with a control point network acquired by GNSS. The image orthorectification was accomplished with the points.
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Other points were used as check points of the georeferency. The results show that independent on the spatial resolution, for
each different georeferencing models and control point distribution, different relative behaviors to the check points
displacements occurred. For each image type it was defined the best distribution to assist the updating process. With the use
of those images, an updated map will be built for each time, showing the evolution of the urban landscape.

1 – INTRODUCTION
The Fundão Island was initially designed to house the Cidade Universitária (University Complex), gathering the several
Colleges that compose Universidade do Brasil (University of Brazil), such as the College of Medicine, at Praia Vermelha,
National School of Engineering, at Largo de São Francisco, among others.
The idea of building a single place to concentrate all activities of the university dates back to 1935, when the studies to
choose a place that allowed the agglutination of the entire university complex of the University of Brazil started.
Ten years of studies (from 1935 to 1945), conducted by several committees, considering several places, according to which
the University was to be urban and have conditions to house in a same campus all of its organizations of education,
research, culture, technical assistance, residencies, sports, administration and services, in addition to museums, libraries,
gardens, patches, etc. The places, in the area of the city of Rio de Janeiro, were the following: Ilha Universitária,
Manguinhos, Ilha do Governador, Fazenda Boa Esperança, Ilha do Governador (another area), Vila Valqueire, Niterói,
Quinta da Boa Vista, Praia Vermelha, Gávea and Castelo.
In 1948 it was defined that the Cidade Universitária would be established in an artificially created island in the bay of
Guanabara, located in the Manguinhos Estuary, Inhaúma Cove – formed by rivers Jacaré, Farias and Timbó.
From 1949 to 1952, eight islands: Fundão, Baiacu, Cabras, Pindaí do Ferreira, Pindaí do França, Catalão, Bom Jesus and
Sapucaia were leveled and connected, totaling a surface of 5.9 million square meters. The then president Juscelino
Kubitscheck, in 1959, named, by means of Decree 47,535, the island resulting from the fusion of the archipelago of the
eight islands, as Island of the University Complex of the University of Brazil (Ilha da Cidade Universitária da Universidade
do Brasil).
Currently, the Ilha da Cidade Universitária has about 60 academic units and related institutions, in addition to technical,
sports and administrative segments of the University of Brazil, in a structure that is quite different from the original design.
The urban network and the architectural complexes of the university complex occupy approximately 30% of the island’s
total area. Its population is about 60 thousand people, who walk around the several organizations that form the complex.
With the purpose of turning the Cidade Universitária into a technology hub, several other scientific and cultural research
institutions, some of which complement or are integrated into the University’s activities, were installed by means of
agreements of assignment of use of areas of the plot of land, which is managed by the federal government. Thus., important
institutions were installed in the campus, such as the Nuclear Engineering Institute of CNEN (Comissão Nacional de
Energia Nuclear – National Committee of Nuclear Power), the Petrobras Development and Research Center (Centro de
Pesquisas e Desenvolvimento da Petrobras - CENPES), the Eletrobras Research Center (Centro de Pesquisas da Eletrobras CEPEL), the Mineral Technology Center (Centro de Tecnologia Mineral - CETEM), the Technological Center of Rio de
Janeiro (Parque Tecnológico do Rio de Janeiro – in implementation) and the Cia Cmdo da 1a RM, of the Brazilian Army,
which had its area exchanged with the City Council of Rio de Janeiro. On the other hand, Project UFRJ 2020 sets forth an
intense development of the teaching units, as well as the urban equipment, which shall be placed at the users’ disposal.
For its turn, the environs of the Ilha Universitária is also an area of great changes, both physical and anthropic, which for
their turn exercise pressure on the area of the Ilha Universitária, producing very adverse effects, such as those caused by the
increase of urban violence. These surroundings can be delimited by the area currently occupied by Complexo da Maré,
Ponta do Galeão and Ponta do Caju. Each one of them has a certain effect on the central element, causing different impacts.
The purpose of this work is to present not only the evolution of its landscape, by means of a set of high resolution images,
but also to show the feasibility of its use for the planimetric and possibly altimetric update of the changes occurred, by
means of a network of points determined by means of GNSS, allowing a georeference that is accurate enough to be used.
Thus, a process of follow-up of the urban evolution of the area shall be established and approved, one that is economically
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feasible due to having a lower cost than the photogrametric processes but which is sufficiently accurate to be properly
followed up on.

2 – CHARACTERIZATION OF THE AREA
Curiously, the area of the current Fundão Island is contained in a single sheet of of Map 1:10 000 of the City of Rio de
Janeiro, namely sheet 262E, delimited by coordinates (-22º 52’ 30”; -43º 15’ 00”) and (-22º 50’ 00”; -43º 11’ 15”).
Figure 1 shows sheet 262E, on scale 1: 10.000, prepared by the then Foundation of Development of the Metropolitan Area
(Fundação do Desenvolvimento da Região Metropolitana – FUNDREM), of 1975.

Figure 1 – Sheet 262E of Map 1: 10.000 of the City of Rio de Janeiro (FUNDREM, 1975)
As historical information, figure 2 shows a map of 1948, with the correspondence in the 1998 sheet.

Figure 2 – Correspondence between the islands that originated the Ilha Universitária.
Figure 3 shows in 1950 the works in progress for the leveling of the eight islands.
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Figure 3 – Landfill in progress – 1950

4 – METHODOLOGY
4.1 – Determination and Acquisition of the Control Points
The control and checking points were chosen by the criterion of existence in the images. Initially, 40 points were chosen, so
that during the field work there was margin to change or even discard points. The minimum number of points desirable for
the performance of the work was set at 30 points.
The possibility to use 23 points acquired as control in a work conducted by Laboratório Espaço, of the Geography
Department of UFRJ (Federal University of Rio de Janeiro) was verified, since they would comply, through the criteria used
for the acquisition thereof, with the methodology proposed by this work, thus saving a quite reasonable time.
The acquisition works were performed with the differential process, using a base point located at the Fundão Island itself,
the coordinates in WGS84 of which are, respectively, φ = -22° 51´ 25,22540" and λ= -43° 14´ 02,14807"; h =
10,1147m (accuracy= 0,5mm; 0,6mm; 2,1mm) .
To develop the control and check point acquisition, 4 GPS Astech Pro Mark II receptors of one frequency were used,
providing an accuracy quality appropriate for the project, since the maximum tracking distances are not greater than 2400
meters. In previous tests, it was verified that in e maximum, permanence time of 1 hour per point, with frequency
acquisition of 1 second, the accuracies would be around 3 mm, with sufficient enough accuracy for the scale of 1:10.000, set
at 0.75 m. It was used also the Brazilian Continue Monitoring Network (RBMC), for point processing, to compare the
results. The RBMC permits a frequency of 15 seconds.
During the field work conducted for the acquisition of the points, 14 points were actually tracked. The distribution of the
points can be seen in figure 4.
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Figure 4 – Distribution of the Control and Checking Points

4.2 – Digital Elevation Model
The digital elevation model used was generated according to the distribution of the level curves resulting from the mapping
on 1:2000 scale, of Instituto Pereira Passos (IPP, 1996), from City Council of Rio de Janeiro, with meter-by-meter level
curves and quoted points, generating an accuracy according to the Brazilian cartographic accuracy standard of 0.50 m, also
sufficient for the work.
The digital ground model was generated using the TIN model, according to the linear adjustment method. The model met
the specifications for mapping 1: 10.000, with a maximum planimetric variation of 0.6 m and 0.4 m in altimetry.

4.3 – Applied Methodology
The images were called IK2003, IK2005, GE2009 and GE2011, corresponding to Ikonos images of 2003 and 2005, with
resolution of 4m, and the Geoeye images of 2009 and 2011, with resolution of 0.46m.
The methodology used set forth the preparation and processing of all images, submitted to an orthorectification process,
with the use of 20 control points and 14 checking points, in order to determine the displacements occurred. Three sets of
points were submitted:
- In the first set, all control points were placed along the outer margin of the Island, and the checkpoints were distributed
inside it.
- The second set was inverted in relation to the previous one, that is, the control points were placed in the inner part and the
checkpoints were spread around the edges of the Island;
- The third set was a hybrid set. At each point chosen as control point, a close-by point was chosen as checkpoint.
Thus, for each image 3 orthorectifications were processed, generating a total set of 12 processings.
Each image was orthorectified by means of the Rational Function (Extract from image) module, of the PCI software, which
used the points acquired in the field and the DEM of the City Council of RJ. The panchromatic band was used for
orthorectified, and set the resolution of the IKONOS images being 4m and the GeoEYE images 0.5 metros.
Within the criteria set out, 6 points were used for the orthorectification of the Ikonos images, while for the Geoeye images,
4 points were used. The rms obtained in the two Ikonos images was close to 1.42m, while in the two Geoeye images, the
rms obtained for the two images was 0.89m.
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The Ikonos images of 2003 and 2005 needed a greater number of points, mainly at the North part of the Fundão Island, and
the orthorectification was prepared by the polynomial method.
Subsequently to the orthorectification, a point file was created, based on the orthorectified image. Such points had their
coordinates inserted for comparison, by means of program ArcGis 9.3. Certain records were excluded, due to the fact that
they had not been validated in the shape of original points or in the validation shape.
The analysis of the results was developed on the differences of coordinates obtained between the coordinates of the
checkpoints and the coordinates obtained by the GNSS differential acquisition, which determine the vector resulting from
the direction thereof. Thus, the values of the average errors shall be determined, as well as the direction of displacements of
the resulting vector.
The confrontation of the values with the Brazilian Cartographic Accuracy Standard (PEC) indicates the behavior of the
process applied to each image and the distribution of the associated support points. Figures 5,6,7 and 8 show the four
images used by the work.

Figure 5 – Ikonos image 2003

Figure 6 – Ikonos image 2005

Figure 7 – Geoeye Image 2009

Figure 8 – Geoeye Image 2011
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5 – RESULTS
The several processings performed to obtain the orthophotos were considered to be of excellent quality. Each image had the
identification of the support and checking points identified at the possible pixel level, and the distribution of control points
for orthorectification was subsequently applied.
The worst results occurred with the images of 2003 and 2005, considering the resolution and identification of the points
with lesser accuracy. However, the results of the checking presented a maximum displacements of 2.35m and an average
dislocation of 0.84m.
In the images of 2009 and 2011, the results were more consistent, with maximum displacements of 0.89m and average
displacement of 0.57m. The displacement vectors showed a trend of specific orientation for each image. This trend was
taken into account due to the dimensions of the area to be orthorectified.
Figures 9 and 10 show the images of 2003 and 2011, with the juxtaposition of sheet 262E of 1998, transformed into the
geodesic system SIRGAS 2000. We can observe in these 3 documents the transformation of the urban landscape, as well as
certain physical changes suffered by the current island. The images of 2003 and 2009 were used to show the situation of the
evolution in intermediary periods.

Figure 9 – Orthorectified image of 2003

Figure 10 – Orthorectified image of 2011
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Figure 11 shows, in relation to the image of 2011, which are the main structures that will be updated to show the map of the
Fundão Island with the current alterations.
The vector structuring work will still be developed over the next few months, applying the current Brazilian Spatial Data
Infrastructure (CONCAR, 2008).

Figure 11 – Main structures changing from 2003 to 2011.

6 – CONCLUSIONS
The application of high resolution images to support the cartographic update of the Fundão Island is characterized as
feasible, considering that the accuracies specified for the 1: 10.000 scale were reached.
However, we must stress that the work was prepared as an update on an already existing cartographic basis, limited to the
scale of application. The digital ground model prepared also suffered a 1:2.000 mapping which, in altimetry terms, caused a
compatible accuracy in the results.
Unfortunately, there was not enough time to present the updated sheets for each period (2003, 2005, 2009 and 2011), but the
project is in progress and by September of this year they shall be finished.
The data and surveys prepared are available for consultation at the website of the Cartography Laboratory of the Geography
Department of UFRJ, http//:geocart.igeo.ufrj.br.
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Abstract
The high-precision and high-resolution surveying is not an easy question. The newest tools for those tasks are the
unmanned systems, especially the aerial systems.
The author built and developed a small and low-cost aerial surveying system, which fundamentally was based on a
commercial model airplane and open-source hardware/firmware. The adaptation of these latter components allowed the
semi-automatic or automatic stabilization and navigation of the airplane along a trajectory during surveying flights.
The current used camera system is a small compact digital camera, which provides digital photographs with true-colour
palette. During the flights, the camera was triggered automatically regarding to the requirements of the survey.
With this configuration, very-high resolution photo mosaics were taken during several survey projects.
This paper introduces the structure of the represented aerial system, especially the open-source autopilot system and some
results.

INTRODUCTION
The use of UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) in geomatics and photogrammetry was increased rapidly in the last few
years, as well as the development of mathematical algorithms and sensors to achieve the more and more precise navigation
and stabilization of UAVs. We can find examples for high-end systems, e.g. WeControl in Switzerland or MAVinci in
Germany and very successful research projects (Eisenbeiss, 2004 and Gruen et al., 2010), but these systems are hardly
available for researchers in several cases. As we can see the increasing tendency of the open-source software in the field of
GIS, we can find a similar tendency in the development of UAV control systems. Based on these open-source systems, we
can develop a small unmanned system (both aerial, ground or water-based vehicle) to perform data acquisition.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF UAV
At the beginning of the project, the main goal was a low-cost platform which can capture aerial images with onboard
sensors and demonstrate the capabilities of an open-source firmware. One another goal was to fulfil the necessities of other
research at the university which rely on high-resolution aerial photographs. To these purposes, the development of the
discussed UAV-system was begun 1.5 years ago.

The platform
While the author wasn’t experienced model pilot, the selected platform had to be an easily controllable and repairable fixed
wing airplane with high payload capacity. A commercial model airplane (Easy Star) developed and manufactured by a
German firm (Multiplex GmbH) fulfilled these requirements and several successful examples can be found where this
model airplane was the used platform (Aber et al., 2010 and DIYDrones, 2011). Other advantage of the fixed wing solution,
compared to helicopters or multirotor platforms, was the longer endurance time above the target area (Eisenbeiss, 2004 and
Bendea et al., 2007).
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The platform is characterized by a traditional configuration: fixed wing glider airplane, rear-mounted horizontal and vertical
stabilizers but driven by a pusher, electric motor, placed on the top of the fuselage to avoid the breaking of the propellers in
case of crash landing. Due to this configuration, it is more resistant to weather conditions, such as wind and gusts than other
platforms. After some test flights without payload, the original wings were replaced by the bigger wings of another model
airplane (Easy Glider – manufactured by the same company) to increase the area of the wings (Figure 1.). The original wing
size was equal to 24 dm2 and with this improvement the surface of the wings, as well as the payload capacity and gliding
capability, was nearly doubled (41,6 dm2 according to the manuals, printed by Multiplex GmbH).

Figure 1. Small Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (sUAV) on the ground
It can be easily transportable in cars because of the removable wings and usable by one operator (the ideal case two
operators) on the field. The main technical data are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Technical specifications of the airplane
SPECIFICATIONS

EASY STAR XXL

Wing span
Wing surface
Length
Weight (without cameras)
Payload capacity
Motor model
Max. power
Propeller
Stall speed
Max. range
Max. endurance time

1.8 m
0.416 m2
0.917 m
0.9 kg
Max. 0.25-0.30 kg
HXT 2835
270 W
Master Airscrew Triblade pusher 6”×4”
~5 m/s (~18 km/h)
1.5 km
45 min

Navigation and stabilization system
The used navigation and stabilization system is the result of an open-source project which created the hardware and the
firmware also. The airplane equipped with the UAV Development Board (UDB) hardware (Figure 3.) which consists of a
dsPIC30F4011 controller, an MMA7260 three axis accelerometer and two dual axis IXZ500 gyroscopes, thus it can be a
three axis IMU (MatrixPilot, 2011). With some input/output ports, it can be a ‘bridge’ between the RC receiver and the
servos, and provide connections with other devices, such as GPS and telemetry units or a small onboard data logger
(OpenLog).
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The compact design is its main advantage, while this board is the smallest among the available open-source hardware and
consists all necessary electric components to function as an inertial measurement – controller unit and this is also the
cheapest one. The board is designed basically by William Premerlani (MatrixPilot, 2011). The physical dimensions of the
unit are equal to 70×38×25 mm and the weight is only 16 g, thus it is very easy to build into model airplanes.

Figure 2. UAV Development Board v3
Photo: Sparkfun Electronics – www.sparkfun.com
The firmware (MatrixPilot) is programmed by Peter Hollands and the other members of the MatrixPilot Team. It is easily
downloadable from the website of the project (http://code.google.com/p/gentlenav/) under the terms of the GNU General
Public License. The current version which runs on the most of UDBs is the MatrixPilot v3.1.
The basic function of the code is the stabilization or automatic navigation (controllable by the operator) of the airplane
along a predefined trajectory (up to 400 waypoints). Some additional feature of the firmware: it supports different type of
airframes, such as traditional and V-tail airplanes or delta-wings (helicopter and multirotor code is still under development).
It can stabilize a camera if servos are installed on the camera pod and with an additional servo it is also possible to trigger
the camera on a predefined coordinate or continuously between two waypoints along the flight route.
The main disadvantage of the code is the handling of the waypoint’s coordinates. First of all, it has to be written in
geographic formats above the WGS84 ellipsoid and if the trajectory changes, it has to re-upload the entire code into the
memory of the microcontroller, not only the waypoints. (MatrixPilot, 2011)

Used camera
The current camera is a small point-and-shoot, compact digital camera (Nikon L14) with 7 megapixels resolution
(Figure 3.).
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Figure 3. Nikon L14 camera in the camera pod under the right wing
During survey flights, the camera is fastened by a screw to the camera pod and a small servo is also attached to trigger the
camera mechanically in flight. The servo is controlled physically by the UAV Development Board which sends periodically
an electronic pulse based on a predefined trigger period time in the firmware code. This period can be defined manually
before the flight during the upload of the current code.

Table 2. Technical specifications of the pocket-camera
SPECIFICATIONS

FlyCamOne-2

Dimensions
Weight
Mode
Resolution
Focal Length

90.5×61.5×27 mm
150 g
Still photo, Continuous mode, Video
at maximum 7 megapixels in photo mode
6.3 – 18.9 mm

SURVEY FLIGHTS AND RESULTS
One of our survey flights was carried out to create a high-resolution DEM on almost flat terrain near Pilismarót (Hungary).
With this DEM, we can support geomorphologic research which focuses on the Danube riverbed migration and changes.

Field work
A web-based photogrammetric mission planner was developed to ensure the fast and easy mission planning on the field.
This mission planner supports several different methods to plan the trajectory of UAV, camera input parameters and other
related settings. With this tool and a notebook, the planned trajectory can be changed during the field work via mobile
internet if the first survey flight don’t result sufficient images.
During the field work at first, ground control points (Figure 4.) were placed on the ground and measured with real-time
kinematic correction GPS with sub-centimetre accuracy. After that a previously planned trajectory or an on-the-field
planned trajectory was uploaded into the onboard memory of the microcontroller and the UAV flew the desired trajectory
repeatedly. Usually, it is worth to download the logged flight data and photos after the flight to check the results and the real
trajectory of UAV because some cases environmental impacts (like wind) can cause drifts in flight lines and this may result
blurred photos or good photos about wrong area.
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During the flight near Pilismarót, the UAV was programmed to fly at 70 m above ground level which resulted aerial photos
with 2 cm spatial resolution (focal length was equal to 6.4 mm). The trigger period was set to nearly 1.8 sec to perform 70%
forward overlap between images.

Figure 4. Ground Control Point on the spot

Post-processing
To minimize the time of post-processing, the photos were processed with Hypr3D tool to get a mesh which can be
georeferenced. The workflow of the Hypr3D process is described in another paper (Mészáros – Gede, 2012).
The mathematical base of the georeferencing process is a three dimensional Helmert-transformation. To perform this
transformation two additional open-source programs were used: ScanView (ScanView, 2011) to label and measure control
points in the point cloud created by Hypr3D and JAG3D (JAG3D, 2012) to calculate transformation parameters and
coordinates of the points in the geodetic coordinate system.
During the process we have to search and sign the easily noticeable ground control points in the point cloud with ScanView
and save their relative coordinates. If the created model was downloaded in PLY format which stores the coordinates and
RGB colours based on the pixel values of original photographs of the point cloud, it is mandatory to delete these colour
values and store only the coordinates in a simple text file which has to include the coordinates of control points, too. The
real world geodetic coordinates of control points have to be saved in another text file in the same sequence than their
relative coordinates in the previous file. These two file are the input data in the JAG3D tool which performs the calculation
of the Helmert-transformation parameters and the geodetic coordinates of all points. Based on these new values a
georeferenced DEM can be generated in several GIS software, like Global Mapper or Quantum-GIS.
The spatial resolution of the final DEM (Figure 5.) is equal to 5cm which is sufficient to the predetermined geomorphologic
research.
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Figure 5. DEM of the area (elevation legend: blue – 105 m; red – 112 m)
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Abstract
Urban sprawl represents one of the most significant landscape transformations with the increasing rate of negative impact
on the environment. Urbanization is one of the major environmental problems at the present time and in the near future.
The study of changes in urbanization is crucial for urban planning, environmental protection and resource management.
Remote sensing data is one of the main sources of information for mapping and monitoring land use/cover and its change,
particularly related to urbanization. This study focuses on the investigation of urban areas in Sofia city, Bulgaria using
satellite imagery and Open Source Software. In order to examine an appropriate method for mapping urban areas, the
automatic image classification is performed by ORFEO Toolbox (OTB) - Monteverdi Application for MS-Windows. The
extraction of urban areas is tested using unsupervised and supervised classification techniques.

INTRODUCTION
Urban sprawl is regarded as one of the common trend facing urban Europe. Mapping and monitoring of urban areas is of
great importance. The European Environment Agency (2006) reports that today, approximately 75% of the European
population live in urban areas and by 2020, approximately 80% of Europeans will be living in these areas. The rapid change
in urban land use completely transforms the landscape and impacts for both the cities and the surrounding ecosystems. As a
result, a number of environmental problems are emerged, such as landscape fragmentation, pollution of air and water, etc.
The measurement and monitoring of urban development is crucial to understand land cover and land use dynamics over
different spatial and temporal resolution for effective land management.
Remote sensing data is being widely used for mapping and monitoring of urban areas. The spatial patterns of urban land
cover over different time periods, can be systematically mapped, monitored and accurately assessed from satellite data
along with conventional ground data. The image classification process is used to produce land cover maps through
supervised or unsupervised classification techniques (Löffler, 1994; Jensen, 2005). Normally, multispectral data are used to
perform the classification and, indeed, the spectral pattern present within the data for each pixel is used as the numerical
basis for categorization (Lillesand and Kiefer, 1994). In multispectral satellite imagery every object or phenomenon has a
typical combination of digital values. The goal of automatic classification is to collect and categorize these values in
meaningful groups respectively map units (Löffler, 1994). Supervised classification involves knowing the identification and
location for land cover types prior to the classification process. A known site that represents a homogeneous area is used for
training the classification algorithm. During the classification process, every pixel is reviewed by the algorithm and is
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assigned a class to which it has the highest likelihood of being a member (Jensen, 2005). Unsupervised classification does
not require initially identities of land cover types. The computer groups image pixels into unique clusters based on spectral
similarity using a clustering algorithm. In post-classification, the sets of clusters are manually relabeled and coded by the
analyst who tries to achieve the desired land cover characteristics (Jensen, 2005). This can save a lot of effort and time.
Further, the use of GIS analysis can provide good tools of producing quality land cover data that meet map accuracy
standards.
In the last years, Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) development play an important role in scientific research and
applications. The concept of Free Software is based on the freedom to study, use, copy, modify, and redistribute computer
software (Stallman, 2010, Free Software Foundation, 2012, Open Source Initiative, 2012). A lot of geospatial FOSS desktop
(GRASS GIS, QGIS, gvSIG), and webmapping (degree, GeoServer, MapServer, MapBender, geomajas, etc.) applications,
geospatial libraries (GDAL/ORG, FDO, GEOS, GeoTools, OSSIM, PostGIS), metadata catalog (GeoNetwork) and other
related geospatial project (e.g. Public Geospatial data) were developed or are today under development with financial,
organizational and legal support of the Open Source Geospatial Foundation (OSGeo, 2012,
http://www.osgeo.org/content/foundation/about.html).
Although some desktop FOSS GIS (e.g. GRASS GIS) have functions for satellite image analysis as rectification,
classification, and filtering, there is a deficit in development of free and open source comprehensive tools and software for
satellite image processing. For this reason, there is a great interest in the exiting open source library ORFEO ToolBox
(OTB) and OTB - Monteverdi Application. Beside the wide range of functionalities (e.g. image access, geometric modeling,
filtering, image segmentation, feature extraction, classification, change detection) (Christophe et al., 2008; Simler et al.,
2009), the both open source tools help the practical use of satellite imagery for different scientific and application purposes
enabling users to benefit from the contribution of developers.
The objectives of this study are to identify and map urban areas with automatic image classification using ORFEO Toolbox
(OTB) - Monteverdi Application open source software for MS-Windows, and to test feature extraction and classification of
urban areas in Sofia city, Bulgaria.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study area of Sofia city, the capital of Bulgaria, is situated in the central part of West Bulgaria with the geographic
location 23°14'~23°26'E and 42°36'~42°46'N (Figure 1). The city has an area of around 492 sq. km and ground altitudes
ranging from 500 to 699 m above sea level. In 2011 the population is almost 1.3 million people. Sofia city is the most
urbanized area and the region with the most developed economy, concentrating more than 17% of the population and 18%
of the industrial production in Bulgaria.

Figure 1. Study area of Sofia city, Bulgaria. Spot 4image RGB 342(2006)
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The remote sensing data used includes multispectral images from Landsat ETM+ (acquired in 2000) and SPOT 4 (2006).

ORFEO ToolBox (OTB) and OTB-Monteverdi Application
ORFEO ToolBox (OTB) is a multi-platform (Linux, MS-Windows, Mac OS) and multi-purpose open source library for
remote sensing image processing.
It is distributed under a free software license CéCILL
(http://www.cecill.info/licences/Licence_CeCILL_V2-en.html) (Orfeo Toolbox, 2012). OTB is developed by the French
Space Agency (Centre National d'Études Spatiales, CNES) in the frame of ORFEO Accompaniment Program (The ORFEO
ToolBox Software Guide, 2008). OTB provides a lot of functionalities as standard remote sensing preprocessing orthorectification, cartographic projections, image fusion, pan-sharpening, radiometric correction, registration, filtering denoising, enhancement, blurring, image segmentation - region growing, watershed, level sets, classification - K-means,
SVM- Support Vector Machine, Markov random fields, feature extraction (vegetation indexes, built-up indexes, textures,
lines, interest points), basic change detection, spatial reasoning, information extraction for integration in GIS and mapping
systems, etc. (The ORFEO Tool Box Software Guide, 2008).
Monteverdi is a tool for image processing developed as a user-friendly OTB-Application (The Orfeo ToolBox Cookbook,
2011). The application package includes the following main components: I/O operations (e.g. extract region of interest,
concatenate image bands), geometric process (reprojection, estimating sensor model based on ground control points, vector
data transform, etc.), calibration (optical, SAR), filtering (band math, connected component segmentation, feature
extraction, mean-shift segmentation, change detection, etc.), learning functions (supervised and unsupervised classification,
object labeling). For the purposes of our work we have tested and used the OTB-Monteverdi Application for MS-Windows.

Mean Shift Segmentation Algorithm
Image segments are relatively homogenous with regard to one or more characteristics (e.g. textures, gradients etc.).
Therefore the image segmentation is useful for visual pattern recognition. For image segmentation we used the OTBMonteverdi Mean Shift segmentation module. Mean shift algorithm uses given spatial radius and a color range to build a set
of neighboring pixels for a given pixel (The Orfeo ToolBox Cookbook, 2011). The mean shift location (the spatial and color
center) in the search window is then computed and the algorithm iterates with this new spatial and color center (The Orfeo
ToolBox Cookbook, 2011). The clustered image is used for supervised clustering based on the Support Vector Machine
(SVM).

Unsupervised classification
The unsupervised classification module of the OTB - Monteverdi Application is based on K-Means algorithm. K-means
clustering is one of the popular unsupervised learning algorithms. The classification is performed through a previously
known certain number of k-clusters (Arthur & Vassilvitskii, 2006). The procedure includes definition of k-centroids, one for
each cluster. The k-cluster centres are randomly distributed set. Pixels will be assigned to the nearest centroid according to
the distance between the points and the means (Wang, 2011). The next step is to recalculate the positions of the k-centroids
(Arthur & Vassilvitskii, 2006). If a change occurs on means, we need to repeat assigning each object to the group that has
the closest centroid and to recalculate the positions of the k-centroids until the centroids no longer move. This results to a
separation of the objects into groups from which the metric to be minimized can be calculated (Wang, 2011).
The Monteverdi GUI allows users to modify parameters of the K-Means algorithm (e.g. number of classes, maximum
number of iterations, convergence threshold) in order to control the clustering process (The Orfeo ToolBox Cookbook,
2011). K-Means clustering in OTB-Monteverdi calculates clustered and labeled image.

Supervised classification
In supervised classification the computer is informed by the user, which objects should belong to the respective reflection
properties of a class. This requires some knowledge about the study area or at least about representative units (training
areas) (Löffler, 1994). The supervised classification module of OTB - Monteverdi is based on SVM (Support Vector
Machine) (The Orfeo ToolBox Cookbook, 2011). The SVM method seeks to separate optimal surface in a high dimensional
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feature space between two classes. This separation is done by determination of subset of training areas which are located on
the boundary between the two classes. SVM can be extended to classify more than two categories. (The Orfeo ToolBox
Cookbook, 2011). The SVM model is derived through interactively description of learning polygons. The SVM algorithm in
OTB - Monteverdi Application allows user to create a random validation set which is used for validation of the
classification results (Image Classification Tutorial using Orfeo Toolbox, 2012).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The image segmentation allows groups of pixels to be considered as a single object, or a class, within the image. The image
segmentation was performed using Mean Shift algorithm. The images of SPOT 4 and Landsat ETM+ were segmented to
generate image objects based on criteria of homogeneity. The derived homogenous image segments were based on given
spatial radius, color range and minimal region size (Figure 2). The results of Mean Shift segmentation are clustered, labeled,
filtered and boundaries images. The clustered image obtained from the segmentation was used for supervised classification.

Figure 2. Mean Shift segmentation results on a part of Spot 4 image of Sofia city, Bulgaria
Unsupervised classification technique of satellite imagery was used for extracting thematic information on land cover. This
image processing step was the conversion of spectral data to thematic information. Classification was performed to group
image pixels into a simple set of clusters (classes). The classified map is a suitable input into a geographic information
system (GIS) for further processing and analysis.
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K-Means unsupervised classification algorithm was applied in order to define clusters (classes) that represent statistical
distributions of intensity values in the image pixels. K-Means, specified in the OTB – Monteverdi software, uses input
parameters set by the user on the initial number of classes, the convergence threshold, and maximum number of iterations
which is required, in order to identify class signatures. K-Means algorithm was applied to Landsat ETM+ and Spot4 images
to calculate clusters (classes) in the final output. Different number of classes (5, 15, 25) were derived in the classification
with: maximum number of iterations set to 100 and convergence threshold set to 0.0. The received thematic maps are shown
on Figures 3, 4 and 5.

Figure 3. Thematic maps with 5 clusters/classes produced by unsupervised classification of a part of Spot 4 (left) and
Landsat ETM+ (right) images of Sofia city, Bulgaria

Figure 4. Thematic maps with 15 clusters/classes produced by unsupervised classification of a part of Spot 4 image of Sofia
city, Bulgaria
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Figure 5. Thematic maps with 25 clusters/classes produced by unsupervised classification of a part of Spot 4 image of Sofia
city, Bulgaria

Figure 6. Thematic map’s fragments (25 classes) of classified built-up areas - a: block of flats in western part of Sofia; b:
airport; c: houses with gardens in southern region at the foot of Vitosha Mountain
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The assessment of the unsupervised classification maps shows better results in classification with more clusters/classes.
Despite the large number of classes, the classified built-up areas have good visual correlation with multispectral satellite
image, as well as there is no increase in noise in the thematic image (Figure 6).
Training data were used to perform the supervised classification. Training areas were identified on the segmented images.
Four land cover classes were chosen according to their appearance in the study area: built-up areas, water, forest and
agriculture. The training sets were selected interactively to train the classifier. The classification results achieved by the
Support Vector Machine (SVM) are shown on Figures 7 and 8.

Figure 7. SVM classification results for Landsat ETM+ image of Sofia city, Bulgaria.
Red: Built-up Areas; Blue: Water; Green: Forest; Yellow: Agriculture
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Figure 8. SVM classification results for Spot 4 image of Sofia city, Bulgaria.
Red: Built-up Areas; Blue: Water; Green: Forest; Yellow: Agriculture

CONCLUSIONS
The ORFEO Toolbox (OTB) - Monteverdi Application open source software for MS-Windows was used in presented
application of urban areas mapping within the joint research project funded by the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences and the
Slovak Academy of Sciences. The OTB - Monteverdi application is showcased in image segmentation, supervised and
unsupervised classification of Spot 4 and Landsat ETM+ images. Tested approaches have speeded up the urban areas
extraction and mapping. A lot of functionalities are available in OTB - Monteverdi that cover the whole range of image
processing, including change detection. The OTB – Monteverdi open source software offers a very easiest and fastest
method to classify satellite imageries for urban areas assessment, analysis and change detection for mapping, development
and planning, etc.
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Abstract
Variety kinds of disciplines increasingly integrate remote sensing and geographic information science techniques to
discover the relationships between earth and human needs. It is possible to acquire fast, low cost, accurate and spatially
rich data via remote sensing. Due to the spatial resolution of remote sensing data, maps with different scales can be
produced for the use of topographic or thematic mapping issues. This paper aims to review the use of remotely sensed data
for numerous kinds of mapping studies. In this context, this issue was examined in terms of the map production process
including recognition, generalization and symbolization of the remotely sensed data depending on the aim, scale and also
communication of the spatial information/knowledge by considering cartographic design issues.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The term of remote sensing should be redefine by considering its interactions with other disciplines, for deriving useful and
significant information from remotely sensed data. Remote sensing should not only be considered as a data acquisition
method for its own purposes, but it should also be considered as a set of methods used for extracting the useful information
which can be a base data source for the use of cartography and Geographic Information System (GIS). Those three terms,
remote sensing, GIS and cartography, can partly coincide in mapping by means of their common interests, dependencies or
limitations. As technology develops, influence of one technique to another has become greater and this introduced new
concept called information revolution. If remote sensing takes place at the centre of that technological revolution, it will
naturally force cartography to provide new solutions for presenting the data/information and GIS, as a tool to store, manage,
analyse and visualize the data , will gain much more importance.
The objective of this paper is to examine the use of remote sensing technology for mapping with different purposes by
explaining the relation between map, cartography, remote sensing and GIS. In this context, current remote sensing
techniques and their capability for monitoring and mapping environmental phenomena is investigated by available literature
and the use of remote sensing data for mapping is examined in terms of the map production process covering recognition,
generalization and symbolization of the remotely sensed data depending on the aim and scale of the final products.
Additionally, final maps produced by using remote sensing data are going to be examined in terms of communication of the
spatial information/knowledge by considering cartographic design issues.

2. WHAT IS MAP?
To start with a basic definition of map in geography, it is a representation of an earth surface area by describing the spatial
relationships between natural and physical land features belonging that space. As indicated in Visvalingam’s article (1998),
according to Robinson et al (1984) "This graphic representation of spatial relationships and spatial forms is what we call a
map". The Chambers Twentieth Century Dictionary also defined a map as "a representation, a scheme or epitome of the
disposition or state of anything". Bertin’s (1983) definition states that; if cartography is to take advantage of developments
in visualisation technology for exploring and communicating spatial reality through two-way maps, then it should regard
maps as depictions of spatial, rather than geographic, phenomena. It is possible to define maps in many ways however ICA
definition of map should be considered as one of the fundamental definitions stated as “A map is a “symbolised image of
geographical reality, representing selected features or characteristics, resulting from the creative effort of its author's
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execution of choices, and is designed for use when spatial relationships are of primary relevance” (ICA, 1996). As a
conclusion map should be considered as fundamental tool to communicate spatial information.

2.1 Map Types
Maps may be classified in two folds: first by content and second by scale. There are numerous kinds of maps that it is not
easy to classify them into broad categories. In general, maps can be considered as general and thematic maps in terms of the
content of the map. General (reference) maps can be explained that they represent spatial relationships between different
geographic features emphasizing their location relative to each other (topological relations). On the other hand, thematic
maps show the spatial variation of particular variables, emphasizing the pattern of the distribution. In other words thematic
maps focus on a specific theme to be presented as map. This categorization depends on the cartographer. For instance, if a
cartographer, who intends to produce a vegetation map, shows the location of various plant communities in relation to a
number of other geographic features, the map is properly considered a general map. However if one focuses on something
about the relationship of the plant communities to each other such as the differences in plant communities associated with
changes in elevation or in soil type, the map is more likely to be considered thematic [URL 1].
As mentioned above, maps were representations of a two-dimensional surface any real-world location or object. Thus, they
cope with the 2-D location of an object without considering its elevation. However topographic maps are more about the
third dimension, topography, by including contour lines to show elevation change on the surface of the earth or below the
surface of the ocean. These maps represent the shape of the earth's surface; can be counted as general maps if they also
contain features like cities, rivers, and roads [URL 2].
Map scale depicts the relationship between distance on the ground and distance corresponding on a map. In other words, it
refers to the size of representation. Maps are considered in different scale ranges vary from smallest to largest for different
use cases (global to local) (see Table 1). However, maps are mainly classified as large, middle and small scale maps in
practice. The scale intervals of this map classification vary in different literature. These intervals are considered as
following in Turkey:

Large-scaled maps: ≥ 1 : 10 000

Mid-scaled maps: 1 : 25 000 and 1: 300 000.
Small-scaled maps: ≤ 1 : 1 000 000.

Examples of maps varying from large to small scale their use cases are presented in the Table 1.
Table 1: Categorization of maps by scale (URL 3)
Scale
Ground
Use cases
distance of
1cm on map
Largest

1:10 000

100m

1:25 000
(Local scale)

250m

Bushwalking, in-car navigation, environmental
impact assessment, agriculture, emergency
response, adventure touring

1:50 000
(Local scale)

500m

Bushwalking, fauna surveys, 4 wheel driving,
emergency response, adventure touring

1:100 000
(Regional
scale)

1km

Emergency response, planning, GPS navigation,
reports/books, 4 wheel driving, adventure touring

1:250 000
(Regional
scale)

2.5km

4 wheel driving, route planning, GPS navigation,
mineral exploration, environmental planning,
reports/books, emergency management, tourism

1:1 million

10km

General reference, tourist maps, wall map

1:2.5 million
Smallest

General reference, tourist maps, wall map

1:5 million

50km

General reference, tourist maps, wall map

1:10 million

100km

General reference, tourist maps, wall map
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2.2 Accuracy of a Map
Accuracy is the main criteria for quality assessment of a map, because a map without its accuracy parameter will not be
reliable or useful in practice. The concept of accuracy of a map is considered as geometric and thematic dimensions.

2.2.1 Geometric Accuracy
As Celikoyan et al. (2004), stated, “geometric accuracy can be derived using the errors between the geometric results and
the real values. The real values can be calculated precise surveys or taken from maps of larger scale than the scale which is
used in the study. This choice depends on the dimensions of the study area and the scale of the study”.
Lunetta et al. (1991) declared that geometric error sources can be grouped as; the use of base maps with different scales,
different national horizontal datum in the source materials or different minimum mapping units which are then resampled to
a final minimum mapping unit. The only way for a map user to assess the geometric reliability of the final map, is to
produce map legends by sticking to the geometric properties of original source data in terms of carto-bibliographic
information. Moreover, for the case on producing map by there can be some extra information which gives an idea about
root-mean-square error related with the resampling process. Additionally, when the legend also covers a text summary of
data types, it will be helpful for identifying portions decreasing the reliability and provides better source for decision
making.

2.2.2 Thematic Accuracy
The thematic accuracy of a map describes how well the label of a region on a map matches the corresponding region on
earth (Denham et al., 2009). Rossiter set out some questions to investigate a thematic accuracy of a map in his technical
note in 2004 as follows:
1. What is the error frequency: how does the map not agree with reality?
2. What is the nature of the errors: which classes are not mapped correctly, and with which other classes are they
confused?
3. What is the magnitude of errors: how serious are they for a decision maker?
4. What is the source of the errors: why did they occur?
Accuracy assessment techniques have been improved both in remote sensing and mapping fields for almost 40 years.
Accuracy assessment concept got more complex parallel to the importance of understanding the map accuracy. One of the
most used accuracy assessments is based on error matrix analysis. Error matrix is such a matrix which summarises the
sample data and shows the correspondence between the map labels and the reference data (Denham et al, 2009).

3. REMOTE SENSING CARTOGRAPHY AND GIS INTERACTIONS
There are many areas which remote sensing, cartography and GIS intersect. To model this common relationships Fisher and
Lindenberg (1989) suggested a “model of three-way interaction as shown in Figure 1. This figure represents the area of
interests of each discipline and how they coincide. It will be useful to examine their individual and dual relationships to
understand the overall overlapping area of interests in the figure.

Figure 1: Remote Sensing Cartography and GIS Relationships (Fisher and Lindenberg, 1989)
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3.1 Remote Sensing and GIS Relationship
As van der Wel and others (2000) explained, If remote sensing is considered a data acquisition and processing technique
supplying an input for GIS, the additional information provided by remotely sensed data may reduce data cost when
compared to conventional data collection methods. Remote sensing technology is currently used as one of the most
important data source of GIS applications with different levels of scale and resolution. GIS, provides better quality final
maps as a result of analysis and visualisation of the data obtained remote sensing technology. Another important aspect is
environmental modelling where GIS and remote sensing interactions strongly required. However, data integration is not
always easy to handle, since the data sources and types used in a GIS application varies. In most cases, generalization of
both remote sensing and GIS data is required to provide an efficient integration at a common spatial base. Additionally, the
structure of the data is another challenging issue in terms of vector to raster or vice versa transformations and the accuracy
of the transformation methods. Other requirements for remote sensing and GIS data integration can be listed as optimum
cost, knowledge, experience, training and supplementary equipment.

3.2 Remote Sensing and Cartography Relationship
The usability of satellite data in terms of cartography can be tested with the following criteria (Albertz, 1991); (1) to
produce and subsequently update topographic maps, (2) to derive satellite image maps and (3) to generate thematic maps.
Topographic map production from satellite data has some specific requirements related to the geometric accuracy. With the
development of the remote sensing technology, particularly in terms of operating of remote sensing satellites with high
spatial resolution, the topographic map production by remotely sensed images facilitated. In addition to topographic
mapping, remotely sensed images with medium and low resolution are available to use in terms of thematic mapping
especially for global or regional observation of the earth and environment. In this context, classification of land use and land
cover information classes became possible to extract. Here, visualization may be the key point to improve the interpretation
of remote sensing data in cartographic manners. However although images with high spatial resolution are now operable,
producing large scale maps still a challenge and a research subject of cartography. On the other hand the cartographic
quality of the maps produced via remotely sensed images another issue to be considered in terms of generalization and
symbolization of the data to make it simple and legible to understand (van der Wel, 2000).

3.3 Cartography and GIS Relationship
GIS and cartography interactions are mainly based on use and interpretation of map in a GIS. Map is used while collecting,
analysing, and presenting data in a GIS application. In all part of these map use, cartographic primitives and convention
have to be well known by the developer or the user of GIS for the success of GIS application.
According to Kraak and Ormeling (1996) GIS gives cartographers new responsibilities such as visualizing and contributing
that knowledge based information system or tagging data sets, dealing with meta data, combining geographical data etc. The
word quality is a significant issue since GIS is turning into multidisciplinary technology with a lack of conceptual
fundamentals. For this reason, there is an outgoing question whether GIS is a tool or science. That means “who is
responsible for geographical data application and methodologies in GIS or does GIS provide understandable interface for
inexperienced user group?” At these circumstances, a cartographer has to fill this knowledge gap (van der Wel, 2000).

4. MAPPING WITH REMOTE SENSING DATA
Both cartography and remote sensing plays an important role in thematic mapping. Since two disciplines developed
independently, theories that they use while producing thematic maps are not the same. It can be clearly said that cartography
considers thematic mapping as a challenging task in terms of generalization and the visualization of the data whereas remote
sensing considers it as pattern recognition process. In cartography, transformation of spatial content and attributes from
reference map to target map is done based on a scale change with generalization operators. However in remote sensing,
classifying pixels having the same spectral characteristics by statistical approaches is the main concern. The most
remarkable problem here is that; it is really hard to produce homogenous areas, as done in traditional maps, because of
complexity of the earth and high resolution imagery showing large spatial variability. Thus, map generalization may be the
key solution for this issue (Wang et al., 1991).
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In map generalization, there are spatial and thematic domain transformations. Transformation of points, line and polygons is
related in spatial domain when attribute transformation is about the thematic domain. In conventional generalization, spatial
transformation based on a scale change, mostly line generalization, was considered. On the other hand, thematic
representation gains importance in thematic mapping from remote sensing images. This brought many other raster
representation functions such as feature selection and feature smoothing. However this process might not include
conventional map generalization techniques or a scale change. The argument here should be that the image classification
classes whether corresponds to specific cartographic objects or not (Wang et al., 1991).
It is not possible to apply generalization process directly from remotely sensed data. As Wang et al. (1991) offer, a new
procedure for mapping satellite imagery has to be established and it can be handled as image-to-entity generalization and
entity-to-land-use generalization.
It is important to examine the current operative satellite sensors producing data for various mapping purposes. Some of the
remote sensing satellites taken into consideration in this study are presented in the Table 2 together with their main
characteristics. These are Landsat 4-5, Spot 5, Ikonos 2, Quickbird, Worldview 1-2, CARTOSAT, Geoeye and ALOS.
Table 2: Satellites and Spatial Resolutions
Sensor
Launch Date
Resolution (m)
Revisit Interval
(days)
Landsat 4

7.16.1982

TM: 30; MSS: 80

16

Landsat 5

3.1.1984

TM: 30; MSS: 80

16

Spot 5

5.4.2002

PAN: 2.5 or 5; MS: 10

26

Ikonos 2

9.24.1999

PAN: 1, MS: 4

3

Quickbird

10.18.2001

PAN: 0.61; MS:2.44

3

Worldview 1

9.18.2007

PAN: 0.55

1.7

Worldview 2

10.8.2009

PAN: 0.46; MS: 1.8

1.7

CARTOSAT

5.5.2005

PAN: 2.5

5

Geoeye

9.6.2010

PAN: 0.41; MS: 1.65

3

ALOS

1.24.2006

PAN: 2,5; MS:10

2

Other satellites such as NOAA and MERIS are used for especially global environmental mapping of large areas. Based on
their spatial resolution (1,9 km for NOAA and 3 km for MERIS), they can be used to produce small-scaled maps for
especially global monitoring purposes.
Some special techniques are used to extract data/information from remotely sensed data that will be the main content of the
produced map. Some of those techniques can be listed as: Principle Component Analysis (PCA), band arithmetic operations
(mostly band ratio), Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), classification and object recognition. Principle
Component Analysis (PCA) is used to decrease band correlations and to compress the information into less number of
bands, band arithmetic operations are usually used for change detection analysis. PCA is mostly applied for multi-spectral
satellite data to emphasis the necessary information by using the decorrelated data. Another frequently used technique called
NDVI, is a kind of a band arithmetic technique which uses the bands sensing in near infrared and red region. Thus, any
satellite system operating in red and near infrared region of the spectrum can produce NDVI information such as
Mediumspectral Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS), Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS),
Landsat and SPOT. Classification process is to group the objects having same characteristics into one class and it offers to
gain a general idea about the desired features belonging to the study area. Object recognition is also an important issue
considered in mapping. It consists of segmentation, shape classification and edge detection steps and high spatial resolution
satellite (i.e. Quickbird, IKONOS, WorldView, etc.) data is convenient for that method.
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4.1 Case Studies
A general overview of the case studies applied is given in this part of the study. In this context, three studies are shown so as
to represent three main map scale interval: large, middle and small scaled maps. The case studies are about the use of
satellite imagery for both global and local mapping applications and the methods, data and equipment differ from study to
study.

4.1.1 Large-scale mapping applications (local)
The first case study considered in this paper is on Mapping Cyanobacterial Blooms in Lake Champlain using
QuickBird, SPOT, and MERIS Satellite Data (Wheeler et al., 2005). The reason that it is difficult to monitor
algal blooms for many reasons, such as; being patchy and dynamic in distribution, having high growth rates and affecting by
wind, storms and water currents, researches (Wheeler et al., 2005) has aimed to investigate the utility of satellite imagery to
detect and quantify cyanobacterial blooms in Lake Champlain. The objectives of the project are; (1) investigation of the
spectral and spatial capabilities of existing satellites, (2) development of “groundtruthing” methodology (3) simultaneous
satellite image acquisition and field assessment of blooms and (4) developing a local bio-optical model relating spectral
parameters measured by the satellites to cyanobacteria biomass in the lake. Quickbird, Spot and MERIS data were used to
this feature.

Figure 2: Quickbird, MERIS and SPOT imagery (Wheeler et al., 2005)
First, water samples (chlorophyll and phycocyanin fluorescence) were taken along 5-15 km transects during the satellite
pass to calibrate pigments. Then, regression methods were formed to link satellite radiances and cyanobacteria
concentrations based on band ratios and principal components. For the next step, principal components analysis (PCA) was
performed on the SPOT image and a correlation was made between SPOT PCA band 1 and field chlorophyll data. PCA
analysis was also performed for the QuickBird image. The derived algorithm from the analyses was used to extrapolate
chlorophyll a and phycocyanin concentrations for the whole area (Wheeler et al, 2005). The results of the study were
presented as thematic maps as displayed in Figure 3 and Figure 4. As it is seen in the figures, the data obtained by the use of
remote sensing technology is used mapping the spatial information effectively.
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Figure 3: Left image: 20 m. SPOT MSS Data regression model based on satellite derivatives and chlorophyll-a
concentrations. Right image: 2.4 m. Quickbird Satellite Data based on NIR/RED ratio and chlorophyll-a concentrations
(Wheeler et al., 2005)

Figure 4: 300 m. MERIS Satellite Data showing chlorophyll-concentrations (Wheeler et al., 2005)

4.1.2 Medium-scale mapping applications
The second case study considered in this paper was executed within the Florida Coastal Everglades Long-term
Environmental Research Program (Phase II) (Gaiser et al, 2011). This research has been carried out to monitor organic
matters between the years 2007 and 2012. Florida Coastal Everglades Long-term Research programme focusing on
understanding how dissolved organic matter from upstream oligotrophic marshes interacts with a marine source of
phosphorus, the limiting nutrient, to control estuarine productivity in the estuarine ecotone. The study aims to understand
how land use changes affect local ecological dynamics in south Florida. Long term NOAA and Landsat data were used
besides GIS and other relevant data. One of the thematic maps produced within this study is presented in Figure 5. This map
is a vegetation map of the study area.
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Figure 5: Vegetation Map from LANDSAT imagery (Gaiser et al, 2011)

4.1.3 Small-scale mapping applications (global)
The last case study considered in this review paper is applied for Accuracy Assessment and Monitoring for NOAA Florida
Keys mapping (Walker and Foster, 2009). This study describes the methodologies, analyses, and results for an independent
accuracy assessment of a thematic benthic habitat map produced by NOAA for the Lower Florida Keys. The study is a
combination of field works, dGPS-referenced video review and NOAA satellite data. The accuracy assessment was
conducted within a 179 km² corridor and 503 sampling stations. Each sampling station was assigned to a Detailed map
category of Geomorphological Structure and Biological Cover and to a Major map category of Structure and Cover,
moving one level up the hierarchical classification scheme. Error matrices were prepared for the Major and Detailed levels
of Geomorphological Structure and Biological Cover. The overall, producer’s, and user’s accuracies were computed directly
from the error matrices by using Tau coefficient the accuracies found out to be 0.879 ± 0.043 and 0.845 ± 0.035 at the
Major and Detailed levels of Structure, and 0.768 ± 0.042 and 0.749 ± 0.040 at the Major and Detailed levels of cover
(Walker and Foster, 2009). Figure 6 indicates one of the final maps produced in this study.
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Figure 6: Nearshore NOAA Lower Keys benthic habitat map classified by Detailed Structure with the Accuracy Assessment
locations classified by their Accuracy Assessment ID for Detailed Geomorphological Structure (Walker & Foster. 2009)

5. CONCLUSION
This study is executed to examine the use of remote sensing technology for mapping with different purposes by
explaining the relation between map, cartography, remote sensing and GIS. The results of the some case studies, reviewed
by literature, were also presented as the sample maps produced by using remote sensing technology as the data source. As it
is presented in case studies, remote sensing technology is efficiently used as the data source of several issues. It is currently
possible to obtain data with a large variety of spatial and spectral resolution by using remote sensing technology. These data
is also used to present the results of the studies as maps. GIS is an efficient tool which uses the remote sensing technology
as a data source to examine and mapping the research issues. However the map production requires a special formation on
cartography.
In most of the GIS applications, the remotely sensed data is directly used for mapping after processing. The common
technique used to generalize the remotely sensed data is classification by pixel values. The classified data is then visualized
by the use of colour or pattern in mapping. Although these techniques are available to use for mapping in most cases they
are not sufficient to produce cartographically well designed maps. Generalization of remotely sensed data should be
considered as a research issue by cartographers to support existing GIS and remote sensing integration studies. Additionally
proper visualization of the data and its labelling is another research issue of cartographers in terms of symbolization.
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Abstract
Foliage content of biochemical compounds such as chlorophyll, nitrogen, cellulose, lignin or soluble phenolics can be used
as one of the indicators of tree stress. However spectral property of soluble phenolic compounds have not been sufficiently
analysed and their relationship with phenolics content in foliage has not been sufficiently described yet.
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The goal of the presented analysis was to study how soluble phenolic compounds in Norway Spruce foliage samples affect
their spectral properties, and to find wavelengths suitable for a determination of statistical relationships among quantitative
spectral parameters derived from spectral libraries and phenolics contents determined in the laboratory.
The relationships were tested for selected wavelengths, for the whole spectra and for selected indexes (BNA, BNC) using
regression analysis and multiple stepwise regression.
Although any functional method or spectral index that could be applied successfully for the determination of soluble
phenolic compounds content have not been found yet, the presented results are quite unique and contribute to investigations
that have been infrequently carried out. In spite of the fact that the needle samples of different age and from different
canopy levels were collected, low variability in a content of soluble phenolic compounds across the test sites was found and
this may be the main reason why any general relationships have not been derived yet.

1. INTRODUCTION
Phenolic compounds (phenolics) play an important role in vegetation protection from pathogens and herbivores (Hagerman,
2002). According to Provenza et al. (1990, cit in Skidmore, 2010) a high concentration of phenolic compounds and tannin
causes proteins shrink and thus plants are not digestible for animals. Phenolic compounds accumulation in vegetation
foliage is considered to be a non-specific indicator of vegetation stress that is caused for example by atmospheric pollution
(Luis & Yamamoto, 1990; cit in Soukupová et al., 2000). A plant reaction on stress leads to the phenolic compounds
production increase that is usually accompanied by an increase of a bark lignification (Oven & Torelli, 1994; cit Soukupová
et al., 2000). Derivates of phenolics create complexes with heavy metal ions and decrease their toxicity (Laecher, 1995; Cit
In Stejskalová, 2003). Phenolic compounds content also influences decomposition of vegetation fall of and plays an
important role in nutrients cycle in ecosystems. Karolewski (1990; cit in Stejskalová, 2003) supposes that increased amount
of phenolic compounds separates a health part of the needle from a necrotizing part with an effort to prevent water loss.
Content of biochemical compounds such as chlorophyll, nitrogen, cellulose or lignin in foliage can be used as indicators of
the actual tree physiological status and the tree previsible damage. Imaging spectroscopy has been often applied for
estimation of relations between foliage spectral and biochemical properties of chlorophyll or nitrogen contents (Dawson et
al, 1994; Ollinger et al., 2002; Ustin et al, 2009). But it can also be used for the estimation of other important biochemical
compounds in foliage such as lignin and cellulose (Kokaly, 2009; Serrano et al., 2002), tannin (Soukupová et al., 2002), or
polyphenolic compounds (Skidmore, 2010).
Near and middle infrared wavelengths intervals are usually used for these ecosystems studies. Strong water absorption
features that can cover weak spectral signatures of phenolics compounds are present in these spectral ranges.
Research concerned with phenolic compounds in mopane trees (Colophospermum mopane) and meadows associations in
Krüger national park was carried out by Skidmore et al. (2010). Samples from 109 sites were collected. One foliage sample
was taken from sunlit part of mopane trees in the high of 1,5 – 2 m. Wavelengths of 710, 804, 1641, 1714, 1738, 2146 and
2182 nm were used for the phenolic compounds spectral analysis that were taken from the work of Ferwerda et al. (2006)
and Mutanga & Skidmore (2004). Phenolic compounds and nitrogen were analysed using neural networks method.
Soukupová (2001) used in her study wavelengths 1454 nm, 1680 nm and 1983 nm as suitable for phenolic compounds
content determination.
Some chemical compounds contained in foliage can have significant spectral properties in the same often very narrow
spectral range. For example lignin, tannins and cellulose have such a similar spectral properties that they are explored and
evaluated altogether in some studies (Dawson et al., 1999, cit. in Soukupová, 2002). While methods for other biochemical
compounds determination like chlorophyll or nitrogen is often described in literature and successfully used phenolic
compounds spectral determination has been so far studied rarely.
Thus, the goals of the presented study were following: 1) to analyze spectral reflectance curves of Norway Spruce dry
foliage samples in order to specify suitable wavelengths for phenolic compounds determination, 2) establishing of a
statistical relationship between the NIR spectra and laboratory determined phenolic compounds content.
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2. STUDY AREA DESCRIPTION
Study area is located in the mine reclamation region of the Sokolov Basin (West Bohemia, the Czech Republic). Long-term
intensive mining of brown coal that influences by a significant way landscape not just in an immediate area is the main
feature of the region. Anthropogenic forms like open pit mines, dumps, sludge lagoons have become dominants of the
region, air and soils have been polluted.
Especially in 50-ies and 80-ies of the last century strong soil contamination in the area was caused by sulphurous dioxide
and heavy metals (arsenic, mercury). Coal material weathering caused surface acidification that impacts soil quality, surface
and underground water quality and has a negative influence on living organisms and ecosystems. In the frame of
recultivations deciduous trees (e.g. Almus incana, Acer pseudoplatanus, Fraxinus excelsior, Quercus robur or Quercus
petrarea) and coniferous trees (such as Picea abies, Pinus sylvestri and Larix decidua ) have been planted in 5 years cycles
(Frouz et al., 2007). As a result of large-area afforestation one-age vegetation grows in the region that is impacted by a
different level of contaminant concentration. That is a reason why the vegetation in this area is valuable for research
purpose (Sokolovská uhelná, a.s, 2007).
Four study sites of Norway Spruce growths named Habartov, Erika, Mezihorská a Studenec were selected located on soils
with low pH, and high heavy metals contamination (arsenic, mercury) – see Tab. 1 and Fig. 1. There are trees at the age of
41 – 60 years on three study sites (Habartov, Erika, Studenec) and at the age of 61 – 80 years on Mezihorská site.
Tab. 1 Study sites characteristic (Source: authors)
age of trees altitude number
(years)

(m a.s.l.) of sampled trees

Habartov

41 - 60

470

15

Erika

41 - 60

500

10

Mezihorská

61 - 80

660

15

Studenec

41 - 60

660

10

Soil samples were collected for each study site for soil contamination determination. Very low pH values were found on all
the sites bellow a critical value of 3.5. The lowest pH values were found on Erika site (2.53) and Mezihorská site (2.81).
The highest heavy metals contamination (mercury, arsenic) were found on Habartov and Erika sites.

Figure 1: Map of study sites (Source: authors)
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3. MATERIAL AND METHODS
3.1 Fieldwork
The field campaign was carried out in selected study areas in July 2009. On each site, samples of Norway spruce needles
were collected from 10 – 15 trees from two levels – the upper, sunlit production part of the crown (at the height of 10 – 12
m) and from the middle, sunlit part of the crown. Needles from the 2007 and 2009 grows were cut to 2 -5 mm pieces
(excluding the end parts of needles) and placed into coded test tubes. In order to preserve their biochemical properties, the
samples were immediately placed into a cooling box (0°C) and after return to the laboratory to the freezer (-20°C).
Thereafter the test tubes with the samples were weighted and stored with -70°C until the next processing. Parts of branches
with needles corresponding to 2007 and 2009 growths were also collected in the field. They were hermetically closed in
plastic bags containing moistened cellulose and placed into a cooling box. Later on they were dried out and milled for
further laboratory analyses.

3.2 Laboratory determination of the content of phenolic compounds
The content of phenolic compounds was determined in the laboratory of the Department of Experimental Plant Biology of
the Faculty of Science, Charles University in Prague. The samples collected from the studied trees were frozen with liquid
nitrogen and homogenized in a mortar. The extraction of soluble phenolic compounds lasted 1.5 hour and was done using 8
ml of boiling 80% methanol. The total amount of phenolic compounds was determined by means of the reaction of Folin –
Ciocalteau agent (Singleton a Rossi, 1965; cit in Soukupová, 2002) and gallic acid that was utilised as a standard. The
concentration of phenolic compounds was expressed in milligrams of phenolics per one gram of weight of a fresh sample
(mg/g).

3.3 Laboratory spectral measurements
Spectral curves of dried and milled needles from 2009 were collected with the spectrometer NIR 6500 in the Crop Research
Institute under supervision of Dr. Václav Dvořáček. The spectral reflectance of dry matter of all collected samples of
needles (approx. 200 samples) in the spectral region 400 – 2 500 nm with the interval of 2 nm was determined by this
measurement.

3.4 Data processing
3.4.1 Regression analysis and multiple stepwise regression
Measurements from the spectrometer NIR 6500 on 2009 samples were used for investigating a relation between the content
of phenolic compounds and their reflectance on investigated wavelengths. The most suitable wavelengths found in literature
are summarized in Tab. 2.
Table 2: Spectral wavelengths used for phenolics analysis (Source: authors)
wavelength (nm)
source
710

Ferwerda., 2005

804

Ferwerda., 2005

1454

Soukupová, 2002

1641

Ferwerda., 2005

1680

Soukupová, 2001

1714

Ferwerda., 2005

1738

Ferwerda., 2005

1983

Soukupová, 2003

2146

Ferwerda., 2005

2182

Ferwerda., 2005
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Multiple stepwise regression analysis aiming at finding a relation between reflectance and the content of phenolics was
carried out using the software package Statistica. Not only wavelengths listed in Tab. 2 but all other spectral wavelengths
were used in order to find a statistically significant relation between the variables.

3.4.2 Calculation of BNA and BNC indices
The method of normalization of the spectral depth for analysis of biochemical compounds was applied on the data measured
with the spectrometer NIR 6500. The first derivation of the spectral reflectance was calculated in the software package
ENVI. In the next step, the spectral interval 1736 – 1770 nm was chosen due to the absorption maximum in this region and
presence of the wavelength 1738 nm that was previously used for the analysis of phenolic compounds. The continuum
removal method was applied on this spectral interval. Using the Dispec extension of ENVI
(http://www.itc.nl/personal/vdwerff/software.html), the area under the continuum curve was determined as well as the
centre of the absorption feature (1756 nm).
The values derived by means of continuum removal method were subsequently used for a calculation of the Band depth
Normalized to band depth at the Centre of the absorption feature (BNC) and Band depth Normalised to Area of the
absorption feature (BNA) indices according to Kokaly and Clark (1999):
(1) BNC  (1 (R R i)) (1 (R c R ic))
where R is the reflectance of the sample at the spectral band of interest, Ri is the reflectance of the continuum line at the
spectral band of interest, Rc is the reflectance of the sample at the absorption feature center and Ric is the reflectance of the
continuum line at the absorption feature center. The band center is the minimum of the continuum removed absorption
feature. The band center was determined for each spectrum separately and could therefore vary between different spectra.
(2) BNA  (1  ( R Ri )) A)
where R is the reflectance of the sample at the spectral band of interest, Ri is the reflectance of the continuum line at the
spectral band of interest and A is the area of the absorption feature below the continuum line.
The indices were calculated for all wavelengths and were further used for regression analysis.

4. RESULTS
An average content of phenolic compounds and its standard deviation were calculated for each test site. The average values
are similar (compare Tab. 3). Lower values about 80 mg/g are typical for one year old foliage samples. Higher content of
phenolics was determined in 3 years old foliage samples. Any difference in the content of phenolics was not observed
between upper and lower branches.
Table 3: Average content of phenolics derived from 2009 data in mg/g (Source: authors)
branch age
Habartov Studenec
Erika
Mezihorská total
Upper
1
79,13
78,65
83,35
77,83
79,85
level
3
119,91
117,56
111,05
133,92
121,16
1
79,47
78,17
77,65
80,72
79,33
Lower
level
3
113,01
125,21
122,40
124,57
119,73
Average content

96,79

99,90

98,61

104,26

100,02

The level of variability was also similar for all sites. An average standard derivation equals to 30 mg/g. Higher variability is
observed with 3 years old foliage, especially in case of the site Mezihorská where the highest value was achieved (37 mg/g).
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4.1 Regression analysis
Very week relation was observed between the content of phenolic compounds and NIR 6500 spectroscopic measurements
on selected wavelengths (see Tab. 2). The best result with the coefficient of determination R2=0.38 was achieved at 804 nm.

4.2 Multiple stepwise regression analysis
Multiple stepwise regression analysis was also applied on selected wavelengths (see Tab. 2). The coefficient of
determination R2=0.45, F(10.17)=14.59, p<0.01 and a standard deviation of 23.13 were achieved.

4.3 BNA and BNC indices
Based on the spectrometric measurements obtained from the NIR 6500 spectrometr, the BNA index was calculated in the
range of 1736 – 1770 nm. This interval of wavelengths was selected with respect to the absorption feature in this region and
previously applied wavelength of 1738 nm for detection of phenolic compounds. The most significant relation between the
BNA index and the content of phenolic compounds was achieved for the wavelength of 1762 nm where the coefficient of
determination reached 0.22 (compare Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Relation between the BNA index and the content of phenolics (for wavelength of 1762 nm)
(Source: authors)

Figure 3: Relation between the BNC index and the content of phenolics (for wavelength of 1762 nm)
(Source: authors)
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Multiple stepwise regression analysis was applied in the same spectral region with the following statistical results:
coefficient of determination (R2) 0.27; F(3.53)=6.63; p<0.0006 and standard deviation 25.16.
Moreover, the BNC index was applied on the same data. The strongest relation was determined for the wavelength of 1754
nm (see Fig. 3) with the coefficient of determination of 0.19. Multiple stepwise regression was also applied on all
wavelengths. The created model explained 45% of total variability with F(16.40)=2.06; p<0.31 and standard deviation of
25.13.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Studies dealing with analysis of phenolic compounds and imaging spectroscopy are few, e.g. Ferwerda et al. (2006) or
Skidmore et al. (2010). Thus, it was not possible to follow existing methodologies or to anticipate possible problems that
might appear. Skidmore et al. (2010) described the relation of phenolic compounds and spectral reflection of vegetation
using neural networks. In this study, another approach that was often used for detection of other biochemical compounds
such as chlorophyll or nitrogen (Schlerf, 2010), lignin and cellulose (Kokaly et al., 2009, Serrano et al., 2002) or tannin
(Soukupová et al., 2002) was applied.
A spectral index that could be effectively used for detection of phenolics has not been introduced in literature yet.
Regression analysis and multiple stepwise regression analysis for the whole spectrum of studied wavelengths together with
indices BNA and BNC were utilised in this study.
Regression analysis was carried out on selected wavelengths mentioned in the literature and subsequently on all
wavelengths available. The best result was achieved for the wavelength of 804 nm (R2 = 0.38) and 1641 nm (R2 = 0.27).
These results do not show a statistically significant relation. Multiple stepwise regression analysis revealed similar level of
dependency (45%) and a standard deviation of 23.13.
Kokaly and Clark (1999) applied BNA and BNC indices for determination of content of biochemical compounds including
phenolic compounds. For analysis of phenolics they used a spectral region from 1736 to 1770 nm. The same interval of
wavelengths was applied in this study. Using multiple stepwise regression, 45% of variability was described in the case of
the BNC index and only 27% in the case of the BNA index. The results are comparable with those obtained by the
regression analysis.
There can be various reasons for weak dependencies we obtained in this study. The collected dataset showed very low
variability in the content of phenolic compounds. It may be connected with the fact that all the trees at the selected sites
were nearly equally aged and the stress caused by air pollution and by the content of toxic elements in soils was
comparable. Soukupová et al. (2001) proved the variability in phenolic compounds content caused for example by different
age of the needles in the study that investigated the content of phenolics in several spruce species. It can be concluded from
the results of their research that the concentration of phenolics is lower in one-year old foliage of tree branches. Increasing
concentration of phenolics in different parts of plants is connected to their natural evolution, ageing of needles and presence
of stress factors (Giertych a Karolewski 2000, cit. in Stejskalova, 2003).
Thus, an important recommendation for further investigation can be drawn from the presented study. It is necessary to
choose the study sites characteristic with significantly different conditions in order to achieve higher variability for collected
samples. Specifically, trees of different age, in different elevation and under a different stress should be selected.
Additionally, it is also important to have control sites that are not affected by any sort of environmental problem and where
the vegetation don’t show any symptoms of stress .
Acknowledgement: The present research is being undertaken within a framework of the grant No. 205/09/1989, funded by
the Czech Science Foundation.
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Abstract
The urbanization is critical for environmental protection and resource management of the Bulgarian Black Sea coastal
zone. The urban landscape pattern of Burgas region has undergone a significant change during the last 20 years, as a
result of the rapid built-up areas growth mainly related to tourism development. This study aims to quantify and analyze the
spatial and temporal dynamics of urban landscape of Burgas coastal zone for the period 1990-2006. An integrated
approach of remote sensing and GIS was applied to detect and analyze the urban landscape dynamics in study area. The
focus is placed on two aspects: detection of urban land cover changes at municipality level and capturing the spatiotemporal trend in the landscape pattern associated with urbanization for this region. Land cover data were obtained by
visual interpretation of satellite imagery under the CORINE Land Cover 2000 and 2006 projects. The remotely sensed data
used includes multispectral images from Landsat TM, Landsat ETM+, IRS-P6, SPOT 4 and SPOT 5 acquired in 1990, 2000
and 2006. Results indicate that a substantial urban area has been extended during 1990-2006, along with the shrinking of
arable land and woodland. The observed types of change identified in the study were sprawl of economic sites and
infrastructures, urban sprawl and urban land management. Besides, the results provide an estimate of the extent, pattern
and direction of urban landscape dynamics in the study area.
INTRODUCTION
Urbanization is one of the major global environmental changes. According to the latest United Nations’ projections (2011),
the process of urbanization in the future will be enormous. Between 2011 and 2050, the urban areas are expected to absorb
all of the world population growth over the next four decades. The urban environment is central to the research interests of
global environmental change. At a global scale, urban land use changes are cumulatively transforming land cover. The
urban land use/cover change has an impact on, and is affected by, climate change, ecosystem processes, loss of biodiversity
and even human activities.
Urban sprawl is critical for biodiversity, environmental protection and natural resource management of coastal zones. The
Black Sea coastal zone in Bulgaria is an area of substantial importance due to its significant natural and economic resources
as well as to its sensitivity with respect to unfavourable ecological impacts. At the same time, this is one of the areas, which
has endured the most sizeable and rapid landscape change during the last 20 years. The urban landscape pattern of Burgas
region has undergone a considerable change in recent years, as a result of the growth of built-up areas mainly related to
tourism development. Urban landscape dynamics monitoring of the Bulgarian Black Sea coastal zone appears to be an
essential factor to the integrated coastal zone management.
Remote sensing proves to be a basic component of environmental monitoring. Remotely sensed data are widely used to
provide information on urban land cover characteristics and their change (Shackelford & Davis, 2003; Gamba et al., 2005;
Maktav et al., 2005; Netzband et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2009; Seifert, 2009; Esch et al., 2010; Taubenböck et al., 2010;
Wurm et all., 2011). Direct observation of urban land cover change with satellite imagery provides a uniform approach to
measuring and assessing the urban landscape development at various spatial and temporal scales. Both, remote sensing and
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geographic information system (GIS) are a powerful tool for monitoring and analysis of landscape dynamics as well as for
identifying trends of landscape change pattern.
The landscape dynamics is dependent on the capacity and the suitability of the natural systems, but is also reliant on social,
economic, political and technological changes that constrain the evolution of a territory. The causes and consequences of
urban development mostly have a reference to space. Thus, for assessment of urban sprawl, not only spatial information on
the current status is required, but also continuous knowledge on changes. The present study aims to quantify and analyze the
spatial and temporal changes of urban landscape of Burgas Black Sea coastal zone in Bulgaria for the period 1990-2006
based on remote sensing data. The focus is placed on two aspects: analysis of spatial distribution and temporal pattern of
urban landscape dynamics at municipality level, and identification of “hot spots” that experience the greatest urbanization
pressure.

STUDY AREA
The study area of Burgas coastal zone is located in the Southeast Bulgaria and is approximately bounded by the coordinates:
41°58'N to 42°53'N and 27°14'E to 28°02'E (Figure 1). It includes six coastal zone municipalities: Burgas, Nesebar,
Pomorie, Sozopol, Primorsko and Tsarevo, with a total area of 2,728 sq. km or almost 2.5% of the national territory. Its
northern border passes along the Balkan Mountain ridge, its southern border coincides with the state border with Turkey,
and the Black Sea forms the natural eastern border. The relief features show great diversity extending over part of the
Eastern Balkan mountain range, the Burgas Lowland and the Strandzha Mountain. The Black Sea coast is deeply indented
with Burgas bay being the largest in Bulgaria. Both well preserved natural landscapes and strongly anthropogenized areas
are observed in this region. The total population of the region is 286,258 (including 201,966 of the town of Burgas) in
February 2011 or 3.9% of the national total. Most economic activity, and the majority of the population, is concentrated in
the Burgas Lowland. Potential for the development of tourism and recreational activities is considerable.

Figure 1. Study area of Burgas coastal zone, Bulgaria. Fragments of Landsat ETM+ images RGB 453 (2000)
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
An integrated approach of remote sensing and GIS was applied to detect and analyze the urban landscape dynamics in
Burgas coastal zone. It focuses on two priority issues: detection of urban land cover change at municipality level and
capturing the “hot spots” in the landscape pattern associated with the greatest urbanization pressure for this region.
Urban land use/cover change data for Burgas coastal zone was obtained by visual interpretation of satellite imagery in GIS
environment applying the methodology and nomenclature of the CORINE Land Cover (CLC) project (Heymann еt al.,
1994; Perdigao and Annoni, 1997; Bossard еt al., 2000; Feranec et al., 2006; EEA, 2007; Büttner and Kosztra, 2007;
Steenmans and Büttner, 2007). The remotely sensed data used under the CLC2000 and CLC2006 projects includes
multispectral images from Landsat TM (acquired in 1990), Landsat ETM+ (2000), IRS-P6, SPOT 4 and SPOT 5 (2006). A
wide variety of ancillary data was used, such as digital topographic and thematic maps, orthophotos, very high resolution
satellite images, statistics, and in-situ data from multi-year field observations. The following geometric criteria for land
use/cover change identification were used: a minimum area of 5 ha and a minimum width of 100 m.
GIS technology assisted the reclassification of urban land cover changes into urban landscape change types. This
transformation was performed in conformity with a conversion table (Feranec et al., 2010) where land cover changes were
grouped and classified according to the major land use processes. The spatial change data for Burgas coastal zone was
overlayed (intersected) with the municipalities’ boundaries for the extraction and analysis of urban landscape change for
each municipality. For better understanding the spatio-temporal trend in the dynamics of urban landscape, land cover
characteristics were analyzed using thematic maps representing built-up and non-built-up areas.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The analysis of urban landscape dynamics in Burgas coastal zone for the period 1990 - 2006 took place according to the
land use/cover state in 1990, 2000 and 2006. The produced maps (Figure 2) show the structure and spatial distribution of
land use/cover in the study area.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 2. CORINE Land Cover 1990 (a), 2000 (b) and 2006 (c) in Burgas coastal zone, Bulgaria

The statistics of land use/cover in Burgas coastal zone (Table 1) represents the distribution in 2006 of artificial surfaces
(5.17%), agricultural areas (36.37%), forest and semi-natural areas (54.87%), wetlands (0.92%), and water bodies (2.68%).
Analysis of urban landscape change in Burgas coastal zone shows that the urban area expanded substantially along the
Black Sea coast during the period 1990-2006, mostly to the detriment of arable land and woodland (Figure 3). Urban
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changes are mainly located in the one-kilometer strip of land along the coast, where they cover 83.6% (438.9 ha) of the total
changed area.

Table 1. CORINE Land Cover 1990, 2000 and 2006 in Burgas coastal zone, Bulgaria
1990
Land Cover (CLC)
Artificial surfaces
Arable land
Forest and semi-natural
areas

Area (ha)

2000

Percentage
(%)

2006

Area (ha)

Percentage
(%)

Area (ha)

Percentage
(%)

12252.9

4.49

12285.1

4.50

14093.9

5.17

100897.0

36.99

100890.4

36.99

99231.2

36.37

149768.8

54.90

149743.3

54.89

149691.1

54.87

Wetlands

2556.2

0.94

2556.2

0.94

2510.8

0.92

Water bodies

7307.0

2.68

7307.0

2.68

7307.0

2.68

272781.9

100,00

272781.9

100,00

272834.0

100,00

TOTAL:

Figure 3. Urban landscape change in Burgas coastal zone, Bulgaria for 1990-2006
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Table 2 shows that the total area of urban landscape change in Burgas coastal zone was 32.3 ha for 1990-2000 and was
increased almost 20 times to 622.3 ha in 2000-2006. This landscape processes were closely connected with the overall
socio-economic situation in Bulgaria. The period before 2000 coincides with the first 10 years (after 1989) of transition of
the country from planned economy to market economy. One of the most important processes of social and economic
reforms that were carried out in this time was the restitution of land ownership. Completion of land restitution in 1998,
directly contributed to large-scale construction and rapid urban development along the Black Sea coastal zone after 2000.
Table 2. Urban landscape dynamics in Burgas coastal zone, Bulgaria
1990-2000
ha
%
6.6
20.43
-

Urban landscape dynamics
Enlargement of residential areas
Enlargement of industrial and commercial areas
Enlargement of transport units
Enlargement of mineral extraction sites
Enlargement of construction sites
Enlargement of sport & leisure facilities area
TOTAL:

2000-2006
ha

%
43.6
43.7

7.01
7.02

25.7
-

79.57
-

52.8
8.1
185.1
289.0

8.48
1.31
29.74
46.44

32.3

100.00

622.3

100.00

The main urban changes during the second period 2000-2006 were enlargement of sport and leisure areas, and construction
sites. A considerable development of transport units, industrial and commercial areas, and residential areas was occurred.
Table 3 shows the urban landscape dynamics for each municipality of Burgas coastal zone.
Table 3. Urban landscape dynamics 2000 – 2006 in Burgas coastal zone municipalities, Bulgaria
M unicipality

Enlargement
of residential
areas (ha)

Enlargement
of industrial/
commercial
areas (ha)

Enlargement
of transport
units (ha)

Enlargement
of mineral
extraction
sites (ha)

Enlargement
of
construction
sites (ha)

Enlargement
of sport &
leisure areas
(ha)

Burgas
Nesebar
Pomorie
Sozopol
Primorsko
Tsarevo

5.1
21.4
17.1

43.7
-

25.1
27.7
-

8.1
-

20.3
164.8
-

121.8
119.7
47.5

97.2
286.6
5.1
119.7
49.1
64.6

43.6

43.7

52.8

8.1

185.1

289.0

622.3

TOTAL
(ha):

TOTAL
(ha):

The results indicate that the urban area expanded the most considerably in municipalities of Nesebar, Sozopol and Burgas.
At the same time several “hot spots” can be identified, which experience the greatest urbanization pressure: the town of
Nesebar with the Sunny Beach Resort and the village of Ravda (Figure 4); the town of Sozopol (Figure 5); the
industrial/commercial region of town of Burgas (Figure 6); the town of Primorsko and the town of Tsarevo with the villages
of Lozenets and Sinemorets. Different factors are driving urban sprawl along the Black Sea coast. In all “hot spots”,
excluding Burgas, the tourism development is the main driving force for urban sprawl during the period 2000-2006. This
includes construction of hotels, second homes, sport and leisure facilities areas, and a small airport for charter planes. The
municipality of Burgas, and mostly the town of Burgas, has a dominant role in economic development of the study area.
The main driving forces for urban sprawl in Burgas municipality in 2000-2006 are industry, transport and tourism. New
urban development patterns can be observed around the northern and southwestern periphery of town of Burgas, near
seaport and along transportation corridors.
Urban sprawl in Burgas coastal zone was assessed within the framework of the land and ecosystem accounts method
developed by the EEA and ETC/TE (EEA, 2006a). The land accounting methodology is based on the CORINE Land Cover
database and permits the measurement of land use change related to relevant socio‑economic land use processes, called
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land cover flows. This approach facilitates the interpretation of the results and was applied in previous research works
(Feranec et al., 2009 &2010). The classification of land use changes was derived using the following definitions of the Land
Cover Flows (LCF) (EEA, 2006b): LCF1 - Urban land management: Change of use e.g. from residential to commercial;
LCF2 - Urban sprawl: Residential land development (CLC class 1.1 - urban fabric) with loss of non urban land; LCF3 Sprawl of economic sites and infrastructures: Development of land for economic and infrastructure land uses (including
sport and leisure facilities) with loss of non urban land. The identified land cover flows indicate that the dominant type of
landscape change in Burgas coastal zone for 2000-2006 is the sprawl of economic sites and infrastructures (including sport
and leisure facilities), second is the urban sprawl and next is the urban land management.

Landsat ETM+ RGB 453 (2000)

CORINE Land Cover 2000

IRS-P6 RGB 342 (2006)

CORINE Land Cover 2006
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Figure 4. Urban landscape dynamics in Nesebar, Bulgaria

Landsat ETM+ RGB 453 (2000)

CORINE Land Cover 2000

IRS-P6 RGB 342 (2006)

CORINE Land Cover 2006

Figure 5. Urban landscape dynamics in Sozopol, Bulgaria
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Landsat ETM+ RGB 453 (2000)

CORINE Land Cover 2000

IRS-P6 RGB 342 (2006)

CORINE Land Cover 2006

Figure 6. Urban landscape dynamics in Burgas, Bulgaria
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CONCLUSIONS
This study presents the results obtained from the spatio-temporal analysis of urban landscape dynamics in Burgas coastal
zone in Bulgaria. It is based on the CORINE Land Cover 2000 and 2006 database. The results provide the basic spatial
characteristics of identified landscape changes concerning area, patch distribution, and land use processes related to relevant
socio-economic processes.
The urban landscape pattern expands substantially and its change include 622.3 ha in 2000-2006 (22.8% of the total study
area). Urban sprawl is mostly located in the one-kilometer strip of land along the Black Sea. The towns of Nesebar,
Sozopol, Burgas, Primorsko and Tsarevo are identified as “hot spots” due to the greatest urbanization pressure. Tourism
development is the main driving force for urban sprawl in all “hot spots”, but for Burgas the leading driving forces are
industry and transport. The dominant type of change identified in the study is sprawl of economic sites and infrastructures.
Other observed landscape change types are: urban sprawl and urban land management.
Results are essential for exploiting the growing potential of remote sensing technologies for effective monitoring of
dynamic urban areas to support decision making with spatial, quantitative, consistent and comparable data needed for
sustainable development of coastal zones.
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Abstract
The ineractive web-mapping system for satellite based agricultural application in Bulgaria and Romania was developed in
the frame if the PROAGROBURO project. To achieve the project objectives a large amount of geospatial data was collected
in the form of satellite images, maps and vector layers. Furthermore, the field measurements and descriptions were linked
with the exact location where they have been made. There was a strong need to be able to analyse the data in an integrated
way. Thus, a geodatabase was necessary with corresponding web-interface and applications providing data access to each
of the partners. Using the newest Internet technologies a set of tools for creating and online publishing of geospatial data
was successfully implemented. The system components were developed entirely with standard compliant free and open
source software like GDAL/OGR, GeoServer, OpenLayers and PostgreSQL+PostGIS. GMES recommendations and
INSPIRE directive were taken into account when designing and implementing the system.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Within the PROAGROBURO project (http://proagroburo.meteoromania.ro/) it was envisaged a collection of large amount
of geospatial data in the form of satellite images, maps, and vector layers. Furthermore, field measurements and descriptions
were linked with the exact location where they have been made. Another specific of the project was that each of the three
partner organizations collected similar type of data for Zhiten (Bulgaria) and Fundulea (Romania) test areas, which data,
however, were analyzed in an integrated way. Thus, a geodatabase (GDB) with common web-interface and applications
providing data access to each of the partners was necessary to design and create.
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Methodological Requirements (MR) for the structural organization of the GDB (MRGDB) contain the project partners’
requirements for the PROAGROBURO geospatial system (Roumenina et al. 2011). The following relevant European
initiatives were taken into account when formulating the requirements:
 INSPIRE directive (Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European Community) aims the creation of a
European spatial information infrastructure that delivers to the users integrated spatial information services. These
services should allow the users to identify and access spatial or geographical information from a wide range of
sources, from the local level to the global level, in an interoperable way for a variety of uses. INSPIRE services
shall be Web Services (W3C) using the SOAP protocol to exchange messages, and WSDL to describe the services.
INSPIRE services are regulated to fulfill OGC (Open GIS Consortium) standard requirements for service interface.
Most of the geographic information used in the context of PROAGROBURO is in raster format, such as satellite
images and most of the end products. Currently INSPIRE data specifications, metadata, and network regulations do
not directly cover these datasets (INSPIRE Directive, 2007).
 GMES (Global Monitoring for Environment and Security) has the objective to rationalize the use of multi-source
data to get a timely and quality information, services, and knowledge, and to provide autonomous and independent
access to information in relation to environment and security. GMES also represents the European Union
contribution to GEOSS (the Global Earth Observation System of Systems). GMES therefore needs to ensure the
interoperability and harmonization of the various EO data sources and their related products, to underpin and ease
the establishment of services, not only within each thematic domain but also in a transverse fashion
(http://www.gmes.info/index.php).

2.

data

The GDB uses the UTM projection WGS84 and stores:





Reference dataset serving as base maps (including in the web-interface) and supporting information in satellite
images and field data analysis.
Input satellite images from Landsat 4 (5) TM, EO-1/Hyperion and Ali, SPOT 5 HRG, SPOT-VEGETATION, and
simulated PROBA-V data;
Input field measurements data;
Derivative data from the processing and analysis of the input data.

2.1. THE REFERENCE MODEL OF LAND COVER GEO-SPATIAL DATA FOR THE SELECTED
TEST AREAS.
The reference dataset represent a cartographic model of land cover which includes the essential information needed to
characterize the natural conditions and the land-use in the test area in appropriate scale. The reference model includes
information for corresponding formats, type, attributes and sources. The reference model of land cover geo-spatial data
consists of raster and vector layers and has the UTM projection (WGS84, zone 35N) as a geographic reference.
This GDB component consists of cartographic model of LU/LC Raster layers data (topo maps, orthophoto image, Landsat 5
TM, Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) DEM, and ASTER Global DEM) obtained from Military Geographical
Service – Bulgaria, Romanian Military Topographic Directorate, Ministry of Regional Development and Public Works, GIS
System security division - Bulgaria, Romanian National Agency for Cadastre and Land Registration Romanian Ministry of
Environment, USGS Center for Earth Resources Observation and Science (EROS). Vector layers data (settlements,
administrative units, road and rivers network, water bodies, geology, soils, contour lines, elevation points and land cover)
obtained from Military Geographical Service - Bulgaria, Romanian Military Topographic Directorate, The European Topic
Centre on Land Use and Spatial Information - Corine Land Cover (CLC) 2006.

2.2. REMOTE SENSING DATA COMPONENT OF THE GEODATABASE
The EO-1/Hyperion images were obtained from USGS Center for Earth Resources Observation and Science (EROS) after
submission of Data Acquisition Requests (DAR) (http://eros.usgs.gov/). The scenes were processed to Level 1Gst and
terrain corrected through use of a digital elevation model (DEM). They were provided in 16-bit radiance values in
Geographic Tagged Image-File Format (GeoTIFF). The images were delivered in UTM projection. The PROBA-V dataset
was provided by the System Performance Simulator (SPS) team of VITO (http://www.vito.be) (Table 1).
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The SPOT VEGETATION images are provided by VEGETATION User Services (VITO), Belgium, as daily (ID_S0031049)
and 10-day (ID_S0031050) synthesis products (VEGETATION FAQ section, 2012). Each image covers both the territory
of Romania and Bulgaria. The products are delivered in *.hdf file format and consist of 4 spectral bands (B0 (430-470nm),
B2 (610-680 nm), B3 (780-890 nm), MIR (1580-1750 nm)), NDVI and service information (Solar azimuth angle, Status
map, Solar zenith angle, Time grid, Viewing azimuth angle, and Viewing zenith angle). All layers are archived in single zip
file. The images were acquired throughout the period October 2010-July 2011. Thus, 30 SPOT VEGETATION S10 images
and 304 SPOT VEGETATION S1 images were provided. The images are in PLATE CARREE 1KMG projection with
spatial resolution of 1 km. The data were unzipped and converted to GeoTIFF file format, UTM 35N projection, WGS84
datum.
Table 1. Satellite data used for simulation of PROBA-V SD and periods of the conducted sub-satellite experiments

Image type/
Level of processing

Data origin/provider

Acquisition
date

Test area

Landsat TM/1GST
SPOT 5-HRG/1A
Landsat TM/1GST
EO1-ALI/1GST
EO1-ALI/1GST
EO1-Hyperion/1GST
EO1-Hyperion/1GST
SPOT 5-HRG/1A
SPOT 5-HRG/1A

Archive of United States Geological Survey (USGS)
Project for data acquisition under the CNES-I.S.I.S Programme
Archive of United States Geological Survey (USGS)
DAR to United States Geological Survey (USGS)
DAR to United States Geological Survey (USGS)
DAR to United States Geological Survey (USGS)
DAR to United States Geological Survey (USGS)
Project for data acquisition under the CNES-I.S.I.S Programme
Project for data acquisition under the CNES-I.S.I.S Programme

26.03.2011
21.04.2011
13.05.2011
08.06.2011
07.07.2011
17.04.2011
13.05.2011
22.05.2011
23.07.2011

Zhiten
Zhiten
Zhiten
Zhiten
Zhiten
Fundulea
Fundulea
Fundulea
Fundulea

2.3. Creation of field data component of the geodatabase
Ground measurements of the biophysical and biometric parameters of winter wheat have been taken in Zhiten (Bulgaria)
and Fundulea (Romania) test areas: fAPAR, LAI (calculated by: (1) plant samples and (2) AccuPAR LP 80 ceptometer),
Above Ground Biomass fresh and dry weight (AGBf and AGBd respectively), chlorophyll content, Total Projective Cover
(TPC), crop height and density, phytosanitary review, Available Water Content (AWC/0-5cm), and meteorological data
(from automatic meteorological station Davis-Vantage Pro2 of the NIMH-BAS in Zhiten test area).
Each plot that was sampled during the sub-satellite experiments was represented by a single value for each parameter
measured. The data from each plot was organized in a table form. These tables were linked to the corresponding GIS
features (point vector layer marking the location of the plots).

2.4. Creation of derivative data component of the geodatabase
Derivative data part of the geodatabase includes mostly raster images, maps and graphics. The NDVI, NDWI, LAIExp, and
LAIInterp images from PROBA-V SD, and SPOT VEGETATION were created. Different thematic maps were created:
Aspect, Slope, Solar Radiation, Geology, Soils, Land Cover, GPS points, and spatially interpolated maps of groundmeasured fAPAR and LAI.
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3.

METHOD AND RESULTS

Information about the raw satellite scenes available as well as of the derived products was gathered and made available in a
standard format. The geodatabase is available on-line, through PROAGROBURO geospatial system, being updated as new
satellite images/products are acquired. Each record of the database describe the characteristics of each satellite image:
platform, sensor, date and time of data acquisition, duration of pass, spectral band, coordinates of the area covered,
projection, calibration, size, bits/pixel, image file format, physical location (machine, directory), origin of data, type
(raw/processed), type of processing applied, algorithm used, quicklook available, cloudiness. Queries are very easy to
conduct, using the catalogue component of PROAGROBURO geospatial system. The most challenging task was to
integrate into the system the long time series of SPOT VEGETATION S1 and S10images. Special routines were developed
(using Python, PHP, and GDAL library) to process the data
automatically. The developed script gathered both tiles, for each
day, for each product and satellite platform. The files were
processed in term of: merge, clip, reproject, and optimize for web
publishing. Each dataset was converted from HDF to GeoTiff file
format and reprojected to UTM35 projection. The NDVI files
required an extra step to convert from 8bit (Digital Number (DN)
values between 0-255) to Float (float values between -1 and 1).
For Zhiten test area a GDB in ArcCatalog 9.2/ArcInfo has been
developed. An example of the structure of the GDB for the field
data gathered in Zhiten test area is presented in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Structure of the geo-database for the field data
gathered in Zhiten test area.

3.1. CREATION OF LINKS BETWEEN GEODATABASE`S COMPONENTS, INQUIRY AND
RETRIEVAL TOOLS.
All the information gathered and processed needs to be integrated and make available for analysis through an online
geospatial system. Depending on the privileges, the project users are able to access the system using a simple web browser
(like Internet Explorer or Mozilla Firefox) to:
 Add new data along with a description (metadata) formatted in a standard manner (e.g. ISO 19139, ISO 19115, and
Dublin Core);
 Search the database using simple or complex criteria (like keywords, title, description, geographic location,
temporal constrains, etc.);
 View the data online in a georeferenced environment, along with other ancillary data/maps, including satellite
archives (high resolution: SPOT, LANDSAT; coarse resolution: SPOT VEGETATION), aerial images, maps (e.g.
topo, geology, soils etc.), mapping services (e.g. Google Maps, Yahoo Maps, Bing Maps, OpenStreetMap), and
GIS vector layers. The users are able to online interact with the map through a number of functions like “zoom in”,
“zoom out”, “pan”, “zoom to full extend”, and “query”; interactively adjust the map opacity; overlay two or more
datasets in the same viewer; measure distances; print the mashup; create bookmarks;
 Access the data through standard web services like WMS, WTMS, WFS, KML, and CSW;
 Download the selected data/maps in standard file formats (GeoTiff, HDF, CSV, and GML).

3.1.1.

System architecture

The PROAGROBURO geospatial system was developed following a distributed architecture (Figure 2). The main
components of the system are listed bellow:
- Database management service;
- Catalogue service;
- Data delivery and portrayal service (GIS server);
- Software clients.
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Some complementary components are dealing with coordinate transformations and search and retrieve elements using a
georeferenced vocabulary of well-known place-names (gazetteer service). The components were developed entirely with
standard compliant free and open source software.

Figure 2. PROAGROBURO geospatial system architecture

3.1.2.

Catalogue service

The PROAGROBURO geospatial system integrates data from several sources. When the volume and diversity of data
increase, the rapid and intuitive retrieve of specific information from the system (by a user or a client application) becomes
a challenge. In order to comply with this challenge a geospatial catalogue service was implemented. Catalogue services are
the key technology for locating, managing and maintaining distributed geo-resources. With a catalogue service the client
applications are capable of searching for geo-resources in a standardized way (i.e. through standardized interfaces and
operations) and retrieve back relevant information’s.

3.1.3.

GeoNetwork Opensource

PROAGROBURO catalogue service is powered by an application called GeoNetwork Opensource (http://geonetworkopensource.org/). GeoNetwork is a standards based, catalog application to manage spatially referenced resources through
the web. It provides powerful metadata editing and search functions as well as an embedded interactive web map viewer.
GeoNetwork was developd in Java and provides support for an important number of catalogue protocols (e.g. OGC-CSW
2.0.2 ISO Profile, OAI-PMH, and Z39.50) and map services interfaces (e.g. WMS, WFS, WCS, and KML). Also, has outof-the-box support for a large range of metadata standards (e.g. ISO19115, ISO19119, ISO19110, ISO19139, FGDC, and
Dublin Core).

3.1.4.

Data management

PROAGROBURO users (with appropriate privileges) are able to log into the system through a secure webpage to
add/delete/edit the database content (a first set of maps and satellite images were pre-registered along with the catalogue
deployment). For each dataset, the user has to fill up a standard form with data related information, called metadata. The
dataset itself can be also uploaded through the same interface or, in the case of large datasets, through FTP.
The catalogue provides template metadata in respect to the existing standards (ISO 19139, ISO 19115, and Dublin Core
etc.). When needed, a simpler metadata template can be defined. The standard metadata profiles have the advantages to be
interoperable with other similar systems. This way, the PROAGROBURO catalogue can be automatically harvested by
other spatial data catalogues deployed around the world, increasing the PROAGROBURO data visibility.
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3.1.5.

User management

The catalogue includes functionality for data access control, based on user roles (defining which information users or user
groups can view, edit, publish, etc.).

3.1.6.

Data search

Data search represent the most important function of the catalogue. The users are able to search the PROAGROBURO
dataset archive by using a number of different methods.
The default search (simple search) allows the users to search text within the entire record, such as keywords, title,
description and/or geographic location. Quotes can be used around text
to find exact combinations of words. Text and operators (and, or, not)
are not case sensitive. For the geographic search (Figure 3), two options
are available for selecting a particular region to limit the search: (1)
select a region from a predefined list; (2) select your own area of
interest on the map in an interactive way. The search engine will look
for maps only in the selected geographic area.
Advanced search add more specific search criteria as it offers different
elements to look for datasets. Advanced search allows the users to
apply further restrictions on the basis of additional parameters as data
source, time period depicted on the map, data categories and data
format. The output result can be also customised in term of sorting
method and hits per page. The output of a search will provide the user
with a list of the maps that should fit his request. For each record
(dataset), the result page shows the title, an abstract, thumbnail,
keywords (or other custom information) and data access options as
buttons.
Figure 3. Example: geographic search

3.1.7.

Data delivery and portrayal service

Represent one of the main services of the system and is bringing GIS functionality into the web environment. The
geospatial server application helps the users to access and display the GIS datasets and to perform layer selection, different
queries and spatial analysis. Geospatial server works with the web server application. The web server receives requests for
maps and passes them to geospatial server to create. Geospatial server generates the requested map image/vector/grid and
hands it to the web server, which transmits it back to the user.
The map server functionality within PROAGROBURO system is provided by GeoServer. GeoServer is a Java (J2EE)
implementation of the OGC's Web Feature Server specification. It is free software, available under the GPL 2.0 license.
GeoServer supports efficient publishing of geospatial data to a numerous types of formats, including: WMS (Web Maping
Service), WMS-C/WMTS/TMS (tiled web map services), WCS (Web Coverage Service), WFS (Web Feature Service),
KML (Keyhole Markup Language), GML (Geographic Markup Language), Shapefile, GeoRSS, PDF (Portable Document
Format), GeoJSON, JPEG, GIF, SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics), PNG, GeoTiff. Through gazetteer service, the geospatial
server is able to retrieve the known geometries for one or more features, given their associated well-known feature
identifiers (text strings), which are specified at run-time through a query (filter) request. An access control service provides
a solid base for user authentication management.

3.1.8.

Web Map Service (WMS)

Web Map Service (WMS) is a standard protocol for serving georeferenced map images over the Internet that are generated
by a map server using data from a GIS database. The specification was developed and first published by the Open
Geospatial Consortium in 1999.
WMS specifies a number of different request types, two of which are required by any WMS server:
 GetCapabilities - returns parameters about the WMS and the available layers
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GetMap - with parameters provided, returns a map image
Request types that WMS
optionally support include:
 GetFeatureInfo
 DescribeLayer
 GetLegendGraphic

providers

may

PROAGROBURO WMS service is using Styled
Layer Descriptor (SLD) to describe the rendering
of vector and raster.
PROAGROBURO partners can access the
datasets published through WMS service using
the web or desktop clients. Figure 4 illustrate the
access to the same dataset through a simple web
client, a common GIS desktop client
(Quantum GIS) and a popular world viewer
(Google Earth).
Figure 4. Example: PROAGROBURO data access using Google Earth

3.1.9.

Web Feature Service (WFS)

Web Feature Service Interface Standard (WFS) provides an interface allowing requests for geographical features across the
web using platform-independent calls. The XML-based GML furnishes the default payload-encoding for transporting the
geographic features, but other formats like shapefiles can also serve for transport. The WFS specification defines interfaces
for describing data manipulation operations of geographic features. Data manipulation operations include the ability to:
 Get or query features based on spatial and non-spatial constraints
 Create a new feature instance
 Delete a feature instance
 Update a feature instance

3.1.10. Web client (web mapping application)
Web client is the most important client (public face) of the PROAGROBURO geospatial system. Technically, the
PROAGROBURO webmapping application was developed using state of the art web and webmapping technologies. The
users can access the application with a web browser, such as, Internet Explorer or Mozilla Firefox. The system compatibility
was successfully tested on Windows (XP, Vista, and 7), Mac OS X (10.5 and 10.6) and Linux (Ubuntu 10.x and Fedora 13)
platforms, with the following browsers: Internet Explorer (8, 9), Mozilla Firefox (3.x, 4.x), Safari (5.x), Google Chrome
(13.x), Opera (11.x). In order to run smoothly, the IM application requires a minimum 1024×768px screen resolution and a
browser with activated support for JavaScript and CSS (Cascading Style Sheets).

3.1.11. Functional areas
The PROAGROBURO webmapping application allows users to analyze the satellite images and the results of the
measurement campaigns in a geospatial context. The application has a simple user interface, with several functional areas.
The webmapping application functional areas are:
1. Map. The map is the main component of this module;
2. Layer list. The layers list is used to determine the way the map is composed and displayed. The left panel contains
four more tabs to switch to (Field Measurement Information, Legend, Help, Credits);
3. Pan-zoom control. This is a navigation tool to zoom and pan around the map;
4. Map toolbar. This contains all the instruments needed for the map navigation (zoom, pan, etc.);
5. Transparency slider. The slider allows changing the transparency percentage of the active layer.
6. Calendar. The calendar allows displaying satellite images from the archive at a specific date.
7. Header. This includes links (left) to the PROAGROBURO project main website and the catalogue service.
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3.1.12. The map
The map represents the focal point of the PROAGROBURO webmapping application. It is the place where field
measurements, satellite images and the cartographic content are loaded. The map allows moving to the user’s area of
interest by means of panning and zooming.
Zooming enlarges or reduces a map to see it more clearly or to get a better overview. Panning describes the process of
repositioning or re-centering the map. Both Pan and Zoom tools are implemented in the map interface. Additionally, the
“Map toolbar” includes more sophisticated tools for map navigation. The map includes three type of information: (1) field
measurements; (2) reference data (topo maps, vector data, satellite images, maps from international mapping services like
Google Maps); (3) satellite images.
The layers can be switched on and off at any moment from the “Layer list”. The map is refreshed after each performed
action. A progress bar is displayed while new information is loaded onto the map.

3.1.13. Left panel
This is a collapsible panel with four tabs. The layers list is used to determine the way the map is composed and displayed.
Layers are grouped in thematic categories.
The base maps represent the context geospatial information. The application allows only toggling between these layers. It is
possible to choose between Google Map (street map with location names), Google Satellite (satellite images with location
names - displayed by default), Google Physical (shaded relief), OpenStretMap (street map with place names) and No
background. The other layers have two associated checkboxes. The first allows the user to control the map composition by
turning on and off the layer visibility. The second is for defining the layer as the active layer. The user can adjust the
transparency for the active layer using the transparency
slider from the “Left panel” bottom bar.
When clicking on an observation symbol on the map, the
“Info” tab will automatically opens (Figure 5), displaying
the full observation details (including photos if available).
A list with all the observation recorded on the same point
is also displayed in the Info panel.
Help tab contains an overview on how the application is
used. The Credits tab includes acknowledgments for the
data and the software used to create the
PROAGROBURO webmapping application.

Figure 5. Example: Query measurement point for information

3.1.14. Map toolbar
This toolbar contains all the instruments needed for the map navigation (zoom, pan, etc.). A tooltip is displayed when the
mouse cursor is placed over the tools.

Figure 6. Map toolbar
The Map toolbar (Figure 6) is described (from left to right) bellow: (1) Zoom in one level; (2) Zoom out one level; (3)
Zoom out to the maximum extent; (4) Zoom box (to click and drag a rectangle defining the area on which to zoom in); (5)
Pan (to pan by moving the mouse pointer over the map display and then clicking, rather than dragging the pointer) and Info
(to click on meteorological symbols for full observation details); (6) Go back to previous map extent; (7) Go back to next
map extent; (8) Information; (9) Measure distances and areas; (10) Print map.
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3.1.15. Transparency slider
The slider allows changing the transparency percentage of the active layer. To increase the transparency percentage of the
layer move the slider to the left and to decrease the transparency level move the slider to the right.

3.1.16. Calendar
The calendar allows displaying satellite images from the archive. When changing the date, map layers in SPOT
VEGETATION groups will be immediately replaced with satellite images from that day. For the PROAGROBURO project
we realized a true interactive webmapping application, based on open standards and open software. OGC (Open Geospatial
Consortium), ISO (International Standards Organization), CEN (European Committee for Standardization), and INSPIRE
specifications will be carefully followed when implementing the services.
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Abstract
After establishing the National permanent GNSS stations network – AGROS (Active Geodetic Reference Base of Serbia)
end-2005, the network is being implemented in nearly all industries. The most prominent implementation is in the field of
Real Estate Cadastre establishing and maintenance.
In past six years, the AGROS is being developed in line with global trends in the field of GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite
System). The paper presents the national network of permanent stations of Serbia, activities, services and future
development. By including four GNSS stations of AGROS in the EUREF Permanent Network – EPN, as well as obtaining
the status of EPN LAC (Local Analysis Centre), the Republic Geodetic Authority was granted a significant recognition and
kept the leading role in Southeastern Europe in the field of GNSS technology. The presentation will provide insight into the
current status of the permanent stations, the realized exchange of data between the permanent stations of the neighboring
countries and the current activities at the AGROS control centre Part of the text related to services will give display of
all the services of control center AGROS provides at this time with a focus on services that are developed within the control
center of a national network of GNSS stations in Serbia.
This paper presents AGROS network development and status in 2011.
Key words: AGROS, GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System), EPN (EUREF Permanent Network), EPN LAC (Local
Analysis Centre), EUPOS

1.

Introduction

This paper will attempt to present the development of the control center in the Republic Geodetic Authority since
its establishment, with all developed applications and services that are in use today. All these applications and
technical innovations have been implemented with the aim to improve the functioning of the Agros network, to increase the
transparency in the work of the system itself and raise users productivity on higher level in the same time. The control
center of a national network of GNSS stations of Republic of Serbia with headquarters in the Republic Geodetic
Authority has been established in stages from March 2008.
Start of the first phase of establishing the control center is associated with the date 03.03.2008. and it lasted for four days,
until the March 7th. At the same time has been completed the installation of all applications required by the national network
of permanent stations in the premises of the Serbian Republic Geodetic Authority. Immediately after the installation
process, the control center of AGROS network has started with working in the street Vojvode Misica boulevard number
39, on the third floor of the Republic Geodetic Authority in Office 320, where it is located today. In the first phase there was
a connection with the permanent stations of the central and southern territory of the Republic of Serbia. Permanent data
from the GPS stations in northern part of the territory of Serbia in the first stage of establishing the control center,
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was diverted from a server room that was situated at the Faculty of Technical Sciences in Novi Sad, where the control
center of a national network of GNSS stations was before its transfering to Belgrade. The geometry of the network and the
number of users (surveying organizations and companies who use services of AGROS system) is given in the folowing
Figure.
Number of stations in the first phase of establishing the control center of a national network of GNSS stations of
Serbia was 32, while the number of active users was 92. Number of users represents the number of enterprises,
organizations and does not refer to the number of user names.
The second phase of establishing a control center of national network of permanent GNSS stations required the shuting
down of control centre at the Faculty of Technical Sciences in NoviSad, replacing the receiver and antenna at locations in
the northern part of the territory of the Republic of Serbia and redirecting the data to a control center in Belgrade. The
second phase was began and ended at 28.01.2009.godine. From this date, a national network of permanent stations is
under the complete control of the Republic Geodetic Authority.

2. The activities of the control center
From the moment of establishing a control center in the premises of the Republic Geodetic Authority, the control center has
conducted a series of activities. The first activity of the control center related to the testing and analysis of the work of
permanent stations. This activity is consider the testing of the lines directed to sites where receivers and antennas have been
placed , then testing and analysis of the locations themselves, and the quality of collected data, etc. The result of
these activities was the reorganization, distribution and the shuting down of the stations from specific locations. There had
been exclusion of some stations from the network of AGROS system (Active Geodetic Reference Base of Republic of
Serbia) which was based on the results of the analysis performed for the station located in Kraljevo and Novi Sad, while
the cells in Vrsac and Ljig moved to the new locations. The station in Vrsac was moved to Zitiste, while the station in
Ljig transferred to Gornji Milanovac. The example of incorrect position of station in Kraljevo, as well as the disposition
of cells that had problems in the work to the establishment of control center in the premises of the Republic Geodetic
Authority is given in the folowing Figure.
It should be noted that during these analysis of the work of a national network of permanent stations of Serbia, in certain
location was detected interference problem with second GPS frequency, which led to the involvement of relevant
institutions to locate and eliminate sources of radiation that led to poor
performancies of permanent stations in the system AGROS.
After these activities the final space distribution of the GNSS stations of national
network of Serbia is shown in the picture.
In the very beginning of functioning the control center in Belgrade, have been
made and published supporting documents in the form of guidelines and as a
instructions that explains the meaning of terms and services, for the needs of users
of the AGROS system. All documents can be downloaded from the
website www.rgz.gov.rs/agros.
After the initial problems was identified and solved, the control center of a
national network of permanent stations of Serbia, approached the analysis of the
system
function using
the module AGROS
Rover Integrity. Rover Integrity module allows you to track and analyze the
performance of the receiver within the network of GNSS stations. The module
is used in order to carry out the following analysis:


Reliability rover positioning based on network corrections,



and the analysis of time required for debugging the receiver in the
network (TTF - time to fix).

Research was performed on all services used
services provided by the national network AGROS will be a more words in further text.
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The results of this study are statistical reports that are generated by Rover Integrity module, in the form of graphs
and tables. Examples of these reports, obtained by this application module, are provided in next pictures.
All tests of initialization time, the quality of network adjustments, the reliability of positioning themselves, accuracy
of permanent stations coordinates and time needed to eliminate errors in the receiver were deployed at different
locations along the entire territory of the Republic of Serbia at a high level and whith quite uniform degree.

2.1. Statistics of the current situation
Before the presentation of service provided by the national network of GNSS stations of Serbia the current status of the
network are going to be presented. In fact at this point the total number of companies and organizations that use services
of active geodetic basis of Serbia's is 252. The graph shows the increase in the number of users per month since the
establishment of a network of permanent stations, so since 2006.
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3. Services of AGROS network
A national network of permanent stations of Serbia using a commercial software package GPSNet of the company Trimble
®. Services that contained within this software package are:

Services in real time
VRS
RTK
RTCM3Net
DGPS

Services in
the retrospective
processing
VRS
CORS
iGATE

Connecting with a system of permanent stations of Serbia is possibleover the Internet via a GPRS Services provided by the
network of permanent stations of Serbia AGROS are available on the entire territory of Serbia. All services are available to
users so that users can use them according to their needs.

3.1. RTCM3Net service
RTCM3Net is one of the possibilities offered by a system of permanent stations of Serbia for the selection of adjusted data.
The system assumes that the receiver is able to independently calculating network corrections, if it has any,
accurate GPS RTK message type RTCM 3.1. Messages are received from the central the so called master station and
together with the positions and ionospheric and geometric corrections with 6 nearest permanent stations.
How does this service work?
The receiver sends NMEA sentences and thus provides a central point of the cell, then the system selects
the nearest permanent stations, as well as the master station. The system calculates the bandwidth of the
transmission channel so that, depending on the of this range system can increase the number of stations on which it
calculates the position.

3.2. VRS service
Service is available only in networks whose central program unit is defined by package of Trimble programs. This
service can be usedin the system of permanent stations of Serbia. Service can be used ifall stations are directly connected to
the control center and if the permanent stations are coming all the information. Server in the control
center continuously collects observational data and creates the so called lively database of regional correction. This data
is then used to build and create the position of VRS users in the field.
How does this service work?
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The receiver on the field sends its approximate position to the controlcenter with a standard NMEA sentence with
GGA message. This format was chosen because almost all receivers support the following format. Control Center with the
corresponding
central
software
unit
receive
the
information, checking
it, and using
RTCM
correction network messages send the data via theVirtua permanent stations which is created on the position that the user is
sent from the field.

3.3. RTK service
This service is available through a system of permanent stations in the service SB. The idea of this service is to simulate
the rover under the principle base-rover. By this idea is completely clear that the user does not send NMEA data to a control
center but performs direct communication with a permanent station.
How does this service work?
The user on the field in choosing this service and connecting to a control center via GPRS, from the
system automatically gets the connection that is achieved with the nearest permanent station. Selection of the
nearest permanent stations exercised by the central software unit.

3.4. DGPS service
These services are mainly intended for GIS applications and are available in all options, as well as the VRS RTK.
Operation and function is similar to the above
services depending on the choice of service.

3.5. Post processing service
It is designed for users who require high precision both in horizontal and in a vertical sense. Functioning of these service is
based on communication via a web browser for CORS and VRS services. By entering the correct username and
password and following the steps it is easy to realize benefits of these services.

3.6 iGate protocol
In fact customers coming to the office from the field, connecting to the Internet, if there equipment or program
that manage the data collected supports iGate protocol, automatically downloads the necessary data from the server, and
stores the selected directory on there computers ready for processing. By using this service the user is not obliged to take
care of user name, password, approximate coordinates of which need to be be entered to generate the data, the
user also does not have to take into account whether he uses local or UTC time, easily program or equipment that
supports this protocol in communication with the central unit of the software handle all the requests.

3.7. automatic data post processing
In addition to the default service that provides a software package GPSNet, a control center of a national network of
GNSS stations of Serbia is, in cooperation with colleagues from Sweden, correctly their national network
of SWEPOS implemented the service of automatically post processing.
Service for automatic data post processing was developed in the national network SWEPOS in which was implemented in
the fall of 2002 while the development of this service began back in 1999. The purpose of this service is to enable users of
the service a national network of the Republic of Serbia in the area which are not covered by the signal of mobile
operators. The service is based on the Bernese software package.
As can be seen from the attached schematic illustration service works by all information and requests submitted to the
control center. The control center collects
data from the data archive and directly from CORS stations that are
integrated and sent to a specially made out application (by colleagues from Sweden) that runs the Bernese application and
generate a report that is forwarded to the user.
How this process seems to the users of this service?
In locations where there is no signal by the mobile operators user collecting data in static mode outside
of AGROS. After coming to office sends its data by (in RINEX format) e-mail to agros@rgz.gov.rs where the data checked,
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tested and sent to Bernese software package for processing. Application by defined values using 5 nearest stations of
AGROS system from which calculate the position of the receiver. In this way the user is confident in the quality of the
result obtained within defined date in AGROS system.

4. Applications of the control center
4.1. Registration form and control of the remain time
The first application that was developed by the of the control center is a web page through which users can control the
remaining time, and the application form for using the services a national network of permanent stations of Republic of
Serbia.
Since the price-list of services of AGROS system offers users the opportunity to use the services of a national network in
the
form
of
prepaid of postpaid accounts and
that eventually showed
that
most
users
use prepaid service payments appeared the necessity of making web site that gives insight into the condition of spent the
remaining time. Display of possibilities using the checking option of the remaining time for work in AGROS network is
given in the figure below.
Using the assigned user name and password to the address http://agros.rgz.gov.rs/ user may at any time to find out
the status of his account and therefore control his spending of time. For the control consumption of the remain
time using the option that was developed by Trimble and is located in within software package GPSNet in the part related to
the reports, which are created in real time with the most important characteristics of the field work. This application (the
rest of the time) was developed in the programming language perl 2008.
Registration form is an application that is designed to facilitate the communication of new users and of the control center as
well as for better evidence and awareness of users. Application Form is designed as a form that is displayed on the web site
(Figure ). The form fields are filled with personal information, information about the company as well as information about
the type of receiver and antenna with a number of certificates of correctness of measuring device and expiry dates of
certificates.
As can be seen in Figure each user by Gap filling with basic and most needed information in order
to undoubtedly knew about what the user is a word and by selection of option save sending the form to the administrator of
the network who after receiving the forms send information via e-mail to confirm the receipt of the request for use of the
system AGROS and information about necessary documents that must be delivered to administrator in order to enable the
user to work in a national network of GNSS stations of the Republic of Serbia.

4.2. Coverage areas
Since the beginning of the establishment and development of a national network began back in 2002 when there was no
software support for GLONAS satellite system, the control center of national network has developed the application that
provides the level of utilization of the area in order to be able to plan an upgrade to the new AGROS system consistent with
new satellite systems. The application has been made in the programming language FORTRAN. The application works by
using information and data provided by GPSNet software package. In matter of fact, from
the exactly defined log files software package downloads information (user names and absolute position of the receiver) that
keeps a separate database and make visualization of real field situation that is stored in the .dwg format. Here we draw
attention that for the users who was during the day several times reported to the system from the territory which horizontal
distance does not exceed 5 km uses adjusted absolute position value. Purpose of the program is to show parts of the territory
of the Republic of Serbia, where the mostly or widely used correction created by the national network of GNSS stations of
Serbia-AGROS. Display of system usage for the periods from March 2008, January-December 2009 and January to
December of 2010 is given on picture below.
Besides graphics and tabular presentation with various statistical data which is created by this program, also is possible to
monitor the number of connections on a daily basis and monthly basis, and to monitor the number of connections for each
service separately, showing total time spent at different service and so on.

4.3. Quality Control
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For the needs of daily activities and obligations control center of national network of GNSS stations of Republic of Serbia
has developed a several applications for control of the work of permanent station, whose reports on a daily basis are used to
control the operation of the AGROS system itself.One of these applications is a quality control of permanent stations. The
application is built in Java and provides information in alphanumeric form on the status of an antenna and receiver as well
as on the environment in which equipment is installed. Information on the environment include insight into the effects of
reflection, radiation, frequency interference, etc. Visualization of the alphanumeric data was done in MatLab
program. Graphical views are generates for the amplitude of the L1 and L2 frequencies, reflections on the same frequencies,
the availability of satellite, ionospheric delays on both frequencies, azimuths and elevation of satellites and so on Next
Figure.

The same application
with less information is
designed for users
of the
system AGROS. It is free and can be downloaded at www.rgz.gov.rs/agros . On the
address, given above, is also made a techical user guide with main purpose to
help users to understand the report which is generated on the server of
AGROS system.
By downloading the application from the Internet addresse www.rgz.gov.rs/agros and
if your computer has installed the display masks for Java Run Time module you will
receive a user interface window of a program as in the picture. By
entering your RINEX navigation and observation
file collected in
the
field
and selecting the location where you want to save your report by clicking the
button Create you send your data to the server that will in a short period of
time generate report and place them on your computer on locations that you have previously selected . The report comes in
PDF format and analyzing the report with instructions that can be downloaded from the the Internet address shown in above
text you will have a complete insight into the work of antenna, receiver, your position and the AGROS system itself.

4.4. Undulation of the geoid
Scope of Activities the Republic Geodetic Authority is defined by the Law on State Survey and
Real Estate. The law defines two importantactivities of the Republic Geodetic Authority, such
as surveying and mapping. Based on this, the project defines determination of the
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geoid (quasigeoid) for the purpose of surveying and cartography. This implies that the accuracy of the
geoid (quasigeoid) should be 3 cm.
The application that was developed within a national network of GNSSstations of the Republic of Serbia is an
application called Undulation of the geoid . The application is developed in Java environment and is intended
for calculation of Undulation of the geoid in elected positions. Using this application is not free, and will be
charged per item of the current price list that can be downloaded from the address www.rgz.gov.rs/agros. Figure.
Undulation of the geoid is created on the basis of grid with geodetic coordinates for the territory of the Republic of
Serbia. Grid is built on the basis of existing data available from the Republic Geodetic Authority. All types of coordinates
and map projections are supported which are used in the Republic of Serbia, so that the user enters the coordinates of
any given type value in elected positions. Of course the application will eventualy going to be developed and supplemented
by survey data that are performed daily.

4.5. Alarm service
The following service which is designed for user needs is named the alarm service. The idea for the development of this
service came from colleagues from the Swedish national network SWEPOS. Use of this service is free. Alarm service
works by sending information of the work of a national network of permanent stations of Republic of Serbiaby text
message and
viewing
the station at the web
address
www.rgz.gov.rs/agros.
In this way users is allowed to plan their daily activities besides the possibility to inspect the work of the
system AGROS . In order to user use the services of this application it is necessary to fill the registration form after which
user will receive on his email address a user name and password with which he is going to be able to access the system
and have
possibility
of
choice of receiving information
from
all station
of AGROS system or
from
certain stations in his area of interest. Service operates in real time. Figure.

4.6. Bernese daily solutions
Daily activities in the framework of the control center and the analysis of results obtained from the adjustment of network in
the Bernesesoftware package. Daily solutions obtained on the basis of rapid ephemeris. Are developed some applications
to check daily basis and download data from clearly defined ftp server (CODE, IGS...). Downloading the data from a
server
system
AGROS, checking in
already explained the applications
developed within the control center, and the data stored on the computer
that performs the
process
of the
adjustment
in
the
Bernese software
package. After completion of data processing the program creates a spreadsheet and
graphs of the obtained results which are analyzed and checked.

4.7. GpsMap
The application that was developed in 2009. intended to visualize the field's position
using Google Maps. In addition to visual display positions of users in real-time 'and the
work's historical background as well as a text report of all the general information can
be obtained based on information provided by the server sends real-time control center.

4.8. Monitoring service
Development of a new service that will provide even greater transparency of the control center of a national network of
GNSS stations of Republic of Serbia, as well as the possibility of insight into the work of system to each user in real
time. In this way the user will be able to see if it is a problem that occurs on the field related to AGROS system or
something else.
New service called monitoring service will be developed in cooperation with colleagues from the Swedish national GNSS
network SWEPOS. For purposes of this service it initially appears will be established a rover station. Thestations will
simulate the work of the rover (user) in the field. The service will be free and will work through the internet web page on
which at any moment will be able to see and monitor the rover station, the time of initialization, the positional and
vertical accuracy and so on. Servis je u funkciji od 15.11.2011.godine
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4.9. Development of backup center
By signing the contract of business and technical cooperation between the Republic Geodetic Authority and
private company Vekom began the period of development back up center of a national network of GNSS stations in
Serbia. The first step after signing the contract on business and technical collaboration has been implementation of
the stations of previously private network Vekom Net in the system of national GNSS network of the Republic of Serbia AGROS.
Implementation required
the deployment
of stations to
locations
designated
by the Republic Geodetic
Authority, redirecting all data from permanent stations of Republic of Serbia on the backup server and shuting down some
specific stations at locations that were not included in the system of national GNSS network of Republic of
Serbia. After these operations has been created a unique system named AGROS. In this way, users will have the opportunity
to work on two servers, to use a single tariff system according the official pricelist of the Republic Geodetic Authority, and
also increased reliability and safety when working in the field.

4.10. Development of local analysis center in the EPN network
The Republic Geodetic Authority and its activities during the previous year, he proved that he can join the community and
applied to, within its scope, structure such a local computer center EPN. Candidature of the Republic Geodetic Authority
has received and granted him the subnet that the future will be processed in the Republic Geodetic Authority. This network
consists of 19 EPN stations that were the definition of geodetic datum EUREF campaigns in Serbia 2010, when he realized
ETRF frame of reference in the Republic of Serbia. Furthermore, this network has entered the 25 EPN stations in the
immediate environment, which have been addressed in only three local data center. It will also enter into this subnet and 4
(four) points out AGROS network Plandište, Dimitrovgrad, Novi Pazar and Sabac, which are nominated and are currently in
the process of becoming permanent stations of the European Network (EPN). Currently the local computer center EPN in
RGA, in the test phase, and official results will be the local data center start to produce from the 1640th GPS week. The
local computer center EPN in the Republic Geodetic Authority will work within AGROS control center.

4.11. Cooperation with neighboring networks
In accordance with the recommendations EUPOS, a national network of the Republic of Serbia signed an agreement to
exchange data with the Hungarian national network. With national networks of Romania, Macedonia, the exchanges of data,
and is soon expected to sign the contract. It also performs the data exchange with colleagues from Bulgaria networks.
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5. Implementation of coordinate reference system ETRF2000
According to the legal provisions Republic Geodetic Authority has been obliged to of the first January 2011 switch to a
new coordinate system ETRF2000. For this purpose, the control center of a national network has taken a number of
activities.
The first activity was the introduction of new SREF (Serbian Reference Frame) points into the definition of a new
coordinate system. So in addition to already existing EUREF points more points added to SREF network properly
distributed along the territory of the Republic of Serbia. The following activity in the preparation of EUREF campaign was
to control the quality of the data especially in terms of altitude. This activity had to be performed with the view that the in
measuring campaign in year 2010 took part the EUREF receivers and antennas from different manufacturers.
After performed test measurements the control center of a national network of GNSS stations of Republic of Serbia was
carried out the processing of the obtained results by Bernese software package. The final results gave valuable information
about different types of antennas that were later taken into account when processing the measurement campaign. During the
measurement campaign, a national network of control center of Republic of Serbia has made all necessary preparations in
the Bernese software package to perform data processing of collected data in the shortest period of time. Reports of
processed and verified results from the side of EUREF working group can be found at www.rgz.gov.rs/agros. Once
processed and accepted the results, the control center approached the implementation of the new coordinate system in the
network of permanent stations AGROS. All operations related to setting of GPSNet application for the new coordinate
system were conducted in the late evening so that users on the field can smoothly carry out their daily activities.
After completed settings accessed the analysis of the work of AGROS system, respectively the analysis of work of GPSNet
software package. It has been tested the work of sinhronaiser, generators, speed of process of initialization and other
parameters that are relevant for users in the field. In addition to this analysis also was performed the analysis of results that
users will going to get on the field by implementating of the new coordinate system. For this purpose, was used the
application developed within AGROS Control center, which can be downloaded from the website www.rgz.gov.rs/agros.
The application performs the transformation of coordinates with calculated values of acceleration of Euro-Asian tectonic
plate on the territory of Republic of Serbia from old reference frame ITRF96 into the new reference frame ETRF2000 based
on parameters and guidelines which are published and can be found at http://itrf.ensg.ign.fr/.
After all these activities and the controls Republic Geodetic Authority is over the national network of permanent stations of
Serbia on 01.01.2011., exactly in 00 hours
started working in the new coordinate system ETRF2000.

5. Future planned activities
5.1. Recovery Center in Nis
Besides the development of a backup center, which is explained in this text the Republic Geodetic Authority has initiated a
project to develop recovery center at a remote location in the southern part of Serbia, namely in the city of Nis as an
alternative to the existingcenter at the headquarters of the Republic Geodetic Authority. These Recovery Center will be
in opportunity to have a high level of storage with high balance of performance, the ability to replicate data in both
locations, the
consolidation
of backup, continuously functional, and
so
on.
The recovery center will provide stability of the system AGROS because in a very short period of time will be
activated if something happens to the servers within the server hall of AGROS control center. This time period will be
so short that a user on the field will notfeel any change. The development of such a center will enable more secure data
backup from all stations of the national network AGROS as well as reliability of the system itself in terms of accessibility.

5.2. Control Program for remaining time
As already mentioned , with the development of a backup center in front of the control center of a Serbian national
network is set the newtask of developing applications that will provide insight and control ofthe time spent of each
user whether it is through the Control Center or via backup center. For this purpose the control center has developed an
application of time control showned in next Figure. Through the application presented is performing all financial
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transactions and controls for each user. One of the tasks of the future is development of application for viewing the state
of users on the website of the Republic Geodetic Authority, where each user with their username and password would be
able to access and control their status, time remaining and time of expiration of the user account.

5.3. VRS3Net
Republic Geodetic Authority has bought the latest networking software of the Trimble companie. This software is
fully compliant with all standards that have been announced for 2012. year, and that are related to the following parameters:
 the existence of new algorithms for the analysis of receiving satellite systems (GPS, GLONASS).



the existence of new algorithms for the prevention of not receivingreliable satellite signals (GPS, GLONASS).
the existence of new algorithm for reducing the effects of ionospheric refractions.



Advanced security options such as protected memory zone and new algorithms for analysis of raw (raw) data that
provide the securityneeded in order to prevent system crashes and the use of unreliable data which
may disturb functioning of the network, multiple exporting of data, resulting in the availability of support for all
versions of RTCM output solutions. Additional formats, such as MAC, are available for applications that do not
require the same level of accuracy as it provides by VRC.



Informing operators and users on the current network or weather conditions. Network users can log on to
the website from the terrain, and access the latest and most current information that are currently available.
Upgrading the software package within the control center of the system of permanent stations of Republic of
Serbia has significantly risen stability of the system it is possible to using of new algorithms for the
analysis of receiving
signal of satellite
system (GPS, GLONASS),
thus preventing admissions of
unreliable data. As we approach the year 2012 the ionospheric activity is increasing, which causing a greater
risk of
potential errors
in the received
data.VRS3Net software has properly configured ionospheric and
tropospheric models, and is ready for efficient data processing in such conditions. This ensures that a
national network of GNSS stations of the Republic of Serbia provides the most accurate available data, without any
negative impact on the overall processing time. Additionally, advanced multipath models have been developed for
the purpose of analysis of local conditions that may affect the observations. VRS3Net software supports
all currently available and future signals.



Testing the functioning of the software package is almost finished sosoon is expected
releasing into commercial use.

6. Conclusion
Presented activities provide a clear insight into the development of thecontrol center of the national network of
GNSS stations of Republic of Serbia as a demonstration of the necessity of further education and monitoring of new
events in the field of GNSS technology.
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NATIONAL ATLAS OF INDONESIA,
A KEY TO GENERALLY EXPLORE INDONESIA
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Abstact
Map is the most effective tool to identify several characteristics not only natural features but also social traits. Maps with
similar and or various theme can be gathered into atlas. Therefore, atlas has some functions, e.g. superior spatial data
storage and query tool, and a tool for spatial comparison.
National Atlas of Indonesia (ANI) is the prestigious atlas which involves many physical, social, and economical aspects of
Indonesia. The atlas is divided into three parts, i.e. physical and natural environment; potency and natural
resources;history, region, population, and culture. Each part consists of many themes developed through cooperation with
several related parties. All collected data were then processed by considering cartographical aspect.
ANI provides many general information which can be utilized to explore Indonesian’s characteristic. The information is
useful to identify the unique feature in Indonesia and it can be used by student, planner, and the other decision makers.
Keywords: National Atlas, Indonesia, Cartography
I.

INTRODUCTION
National atlas is an atlas which presenting geographical information of a country in great detail and in a concise
manner (Salichtchev, 1972 in Aditya, 2007). It consists of a lot of themes which represents general characteristic of
its country displayed upon the map.Physical, social, cultural, and economical features are depicted on the map and
supported by description, table, graphic, and pictures.
National atlas is one of important documents for each country. Unfortunately, there are many countries which have
not yet developed their national atlas. Based on data compiled by Aditya (2007), Indonesia is one of countries which
have not yet created the atlas.

Figure 1. The World Status of National Atlas since 1960 (Aditya, 2007)
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Related to this situation and the need to geospatially present Indonesian’s characteristic, National Atlas of Indonesia
(ANI) was started to be generated in 2007.That year became starting point in the process to provide national
geospatial information of Indonesia. Besides, the year was marked as an unforgettable turning point to widely
introduce Indonesia as one of big countries which has a quite significant influence in the world.
II.

DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL ATLAS OF INDONESIA
ANI was developed during the last five years. Since there are many aspects that must be depicted on the atlas, ANI
has been developed into three volumes with grouped different themes among them. Each volume consists of several
themes, and every theme can be divided into some sub-themes as illustrated in Table 1.

No

Year

Table 1. Development of National Atlas of Indonesia
Product
Theme

Sub-Themes

1

2007

ANI’s specification

2

2008

ANI, 1st Volume

Physical and Environment

Geology, Geomorphology,
Volcanoes, Climate, Marine, land
Conservation, Wet Land, Land
Cover, and Disaster Prone Area

3

2009

ANI, 2nd Volume

Potency and Resources

Geological
Resources,
Water
Resources, Marine and Coastal
Resources, Transportation, Tourism,
Animal and Plant

4

2010-2011

ANI, 3rd Volume

History, Region,
Population, and Culture

History of Indonesia, Population,
History of Indonesia Culture

The atlas was generated through cooperation among related institutions. Data sharing and deep discussion among
them became frequent activities done during the atlas development. Each institution support many thematic data
(digital map, printed map, photo, statistical data, and other literatures) with various format. They also participated in
providing the description of related themes since themes in this atlas represents many scientific subjects. The
institutions which took a part in developing ANI are shown in the following table.

No

Table 2.Related Institutions/Data Contributor
Name of Institutions

1

Center of Statistical Bureau (BPS)

2

University of Indonesia

3

Bandung Institute of Technology

4

Gadjah Mada University

5

Ministry of Energy Mineral Resources
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6

Ministry of Maritime and Fisheries Affairs

7

Ministry of Public Works

8

Ministry of Forestry

9

Ministry of Transportation

10

Ministry of Culture and Tourism

11

Hydro-Oseanography Agency

12

Ministry of Environment

13

Meteorological, Climatological, and Geophisycal Agency

14

National Geographic Indonesia

15

Indonesian Institute of Sciences

Every theme in ANI was simply and carefully designed to be easily understood by public particularly who are not
quite familiar with map. Therefore, all obtained data from mentioned institutions were processed through several
certain stages. Those steps are:
a. Preparation
Preparation is the earliest stage in which some activities are conducted. The activities are:
 Create the outline of the atlas
 Develop map specification.
 Arrange team work and the institutions that will be involved.
 Conduct internal meeting to discuss the specification and technical process.
b. Data Collection
As stated before, required data to develop ANI are obtained from many related institution. All those institutions
work and discuss together to find out the best way to present the atlas. The discussion is primarily held to verify
the reliability and consistency of the data, to solve the existing problems, and to make task division among
involved parties. Kind of data collected from related organizations can be seen in Table 3.
Table 3. Data Used in National Atlas of Indonesia
No
Kind of Data
Source (Institutions)
1

Geological Map

Ministry of Energy Mineral Resources

2

Rainfall Map

Meteorological,
Climatological,
Geophisycal Agency

3

Distribution of Population

Center of Statistical Bureau (BPS)

4

Maritime Potencies

Ministry of Maritime and Fisheries Affairs

5

Route of Transportation

Ministry of Transportation

6

Etc.......
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and

c. Data Processing
All collected data were processed by using some certain method and software. Data processing for making atlases covers
maps processing, imagery, naration and photos. Satellite imagery processing using ER MAPPER software covers geometric
correction, radiometric correction, filtering, fusion, contrast sharpening, and pan sharpening. Meanwhile, maps was created
by using freehand software. All created maps were used topographics map as base map, then continued fill the several
themes to each base map to obtain thematic map.
Photos taken on the site have different qualities of pictures. It is because of weather influence, biological
environment, camera being used, and the camera operator. Different factors cause different qualities of photos.
It needs photo processing to improve photo quality. Photo processing is using Photoshop sofware.
d.Atlas Design
Atlas design is compiled to present imagery data composition, photos, maps and narration on each atlas layer’s
layout. The process of making atlas design is using Quark X Press software which has several facilities to design
an atlas. Several layout model of each design layer has been made so that each atlas has different layout
appearance.
e. Quality Control
This step is crucial phase on the line of making national atlas because there are many points have to be done.
There are many errors on maps, data plotting, naration, that needs to be corrected. Maps quality control includes
maps evaluation such as accuracy, informative, and efficiency related with the amount of space on each of the
layer layout. Accuracy on the map is also related to object placement, roads/ streets and the right posisition
object text. Meanwhile, quality control process on narration is focused to check contents (substance), spelling,
translation, and efficiency of narration.
f. Printing
Printing is the last phase of process on making national atlas after all quality control steps have done. This
activity is aim to create a book of National Atlas of Indonesia for reader. National Atlas appearance is very
influenced by processing of that printing quality. This quality comprises color separation, file transferring to the
film, making of printing plat, color arrangement on process of printing, sorting of printing output, etc.
III.

DISSEMINATION OF NATIONAL ATLAS OF INDONESIA
ANI is a national product which contains national information. This product must be disseminated to all citizens in
Indonesia, including student, teacher, government institution, public, and decision maker as well. The dissemination
is intended to socialize one of important geospatial products for scientific purpose, to improve citizen’s knowledge
about their beloved country, and to increase the ability of all citizens, particularly student to read the map.

IV.

CONCLUSION
National Atlas of Indonesia presented on three volumes is one of important achievements which are intended to
globally disseminate Indonesian’s characteristic. The atlasnot only gives general information about physical, social,
cultural, and economical aspects, but also the opportunity to deeply explore those aspects.
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Abstract
The quality of internet maps can be understood very subjective and ambiguous. Also results of quality analysis cannot
always be clear applied. Therefore, in modern cartography there is need for solution, which could define objective quality
parameters of Internet maps and also enable them to assess.
This paper reviews the possibilities to create quality assessment framework of internet maps which provide new
opportunities to cartographers and other non-cartographic professionals to perform internet map general quality
researches. As a one of the possible methodological basics for quality assessment framework is presented qualimetric
research method, i.e. the logic of quantitatively quality measurements. Proposed framework includes quality assessment
criteria and indicators of internet maps, coefficients of relative importance, assessment system and tools for research
implementation. The paper also reviews the research practice of internet maps, formulates the requirements for such
researches and evaluates their needs.
INTRODUCTION
Internet maps become an integral part of the ongoing processes in modern society, which purpose can be defined with only
the limits of our ideas. Internet maps are used practically everywhere, from local search to complex spatial data operations,
from depiction of network of stores legend with arbitrary signs and symbols to spatial data infrastructures, geoportals.
Information technologies during the last decade has not only provided a new map image, new principles of their creation
and publishing, but also fundamentally altered the maps users and their needs. For these reasons, have changed quality
requirements, which could be based on in the evaluation and analysis of internet maps, their elements, as well as developing
the best practice guidelines.
Possibilities to widely apply internet maps quality researches in practice are limited, because there is no clear definition of
how to effectively and objectively evaluate their quality and what kind of criteria should be used. Due to unformed unified
research methodology, lack of theoretical knowledge how to organize internet map researches, what principles should
guide, what and how to evaluate. Removal of methodological gaps becomes one of the most relevant challenges of today's
cartography and its theory. In view of that, the article discusses how to define the quality of internet maps and evaluate it.
This article presents internet maps quality assessment framework as a methodology and means for quality testing, creation
possibilities, methodological principles and perspectives of application. The author’s proposed methodology is based on the
measurement of quality qualimetric logic, i. e. quantitative measurement of the quality that enables complex and integrated
internet maps quality to define in statistical-mathematical terms. Efficiency of quality assessment framework is determined
by simplicity and rapidity of researches accomplishment, obtaining of clear and objective results of the assessment,
possibilities to name precisely deficiencies of the map and to define their possible solutions. The article also reviews the
research practice of internet maps, formulates the requirements for such researches and evaluates their needs. Considering
this, are being analyzed the proposed and creation opportunities of new methodology application.
Practical objective of researches presented in the article – to evaluate perspectives, advantages and disadvantages of
application of internet maps quality assessment framework. Theoretical objective – to expand theoretical knowledge about
the quality of internet maps, its evaluation criteria and indicators, and research techniques. Internet maps quality information
can be applied in many areas of modern cartography, such as optimizing map user experience and usability of map
interface, improving functionality, dealing with other shortcomings associated with the inefficient use of map elements.
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Therefore, development of the mean, which would make an effective quality assessment under relatively low cost, could
enable to expand the opportunities of practical application of internet maps quality research and contribute to the
development of theoretical knowledge base of internet cartography.
INTERNET MAP RESEARCH PRACTICE
Rapidly growing demand for internet maps to solve in society geographical tasks and constant advances in information
technologies, it is confronted with the increasingly complex their design problems, such as how to balance a growing
number of functions and ease of their use, what kind of functionality to adapt to a particular type of map, what operation of
the specific functions would most satisfy user, what kind of concept of the map (functionality and graphical user interface)
is used most effectively. Intelligent application of internet maps quality researches in their design and analysis processes can
help to solve these problems. However, that quality researches would come into practice, first it is necessary to standardize
the parameters and indicators of internet maps quality and to develop the assessment methodology, which means of research
execution would allow not only for academics but also for application developers simply test their designed or still being
developed maps application quality. Thus, that maps researches could be developed in parallel to developing technologies,
they must be adapted as best as possible for map development in workflow.
Since the very beginning of design and presentation of internet maps for users, their researches were relevant to
cartographic science. Even then there were not any doubt for potential of very high applications of Internet, programming
and cartography technologies in development and of publishing maps. This resulted in innovation, application perspective,
opening new opportunities for map users and their developers, of the internet maps as interactive tool to convey the spatial
data. Basically, the design of internet maps determined an appearance of a new concept of maps development, along with a
new begging of direction of cartographic researches.
One of the first articles on the interactive map researches appeared in 1992 in international cartography journal “The
cartographic journal”. Authors of the article M. Kraako and A. Koussoulakou presented the study, during which were
audited the knowledge obtained by respondents through the static and dynamic interactive maps in the performance of
various practical tasks and in response to investigators questions (Koussoulakou and Kraak 1992). Although then has not
been established significant advantage of interactive maps, but this can be associated with the novelty of technology and its
defective assimilation, inexperience of users. At a time when the use of internet maps has become a common practice
review a spatial information, analyze, and etc., experience of users and developers of the same maps is much higher level,
therefore the accuracy of their research for these reasons is much less affected. Scientists writing specialized articles, books
on the themes of internet research in the space of international cartography are really a lot, for example: Andrienko G.,
Andrienko, N., W. Cartwright, Dykes J., Kraak M., MacEachren A. M., Ormeling F., Peterson M. P. An active interest in
interactive maps researches is promoted and the importance is motivated by the International Cartographic Association
commissions such as Maps and Internet, Use and users issues establishment and their active work.
One of the objectives of this article – to determine what internet map research practice is formed, i. e. the methods,
techniques are generally applicable, the purpose for which the researches are made and what they intended for and what
measures are used to carry them out. This information is required to define the objects of internet map researches, what
requirements of ongoing investigations should be raised, as well as to identify the specifics of applied research techniques,
advantages and disadvantages. All this would enable to form the theoretical and practical knowledge base of internet map
researches, on which would be possible to develop currently used and to create new, more effective research methodologies.
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Table 1. Review of internet maps research techniques (Balciunas, 2011)
Research
technique

Research object

Form of realization

Tools of research

Research
participants

Monitoring of
the users

User's ability to
manage the map.
Map usability

Tracing of cursor,
tracing of eyes,
verbal
communication

Interactive map.
Tracing program

Researcher.
Group of users

Examination of
the users

User's ability to
receive necessary
information by
managing the map

Questionnaire
(form,
conversation)

Interactive map.
Questionnaire

Researcher.
Group of users

Feedback
registration

Drawbacks of map
usage

Fixation of map
drawbacks

Experiment

Quality of map
system operation

Fixation of map
operation
drawbacks and
disorders

Conversion

Quality of
communication
between user and
map interface
elements

Fixation of
functional elements
chosen by the user

Specially prepared
interactive map

Researcher.
Group of users

Qualimetry

Quality of map
functionality

Filling of
qualimetry
assessment template

Methodologically
approved assessment
system

Researcher

Interactive map.
Drawback fixation
system: programming,
survey
Interactive map.
Operation drawback
fixation system:
programming, analogue

Researcher.
Group of users

Researcher

For the purpose to determine the practice of internet map researches, was carried out an overview of the articles published in
scientific cartographic literature that provide information about the carried out internet map researches. The author of the
article, using the overview of carried out internet map research, distinguishes four classical research techniques (Andrienko
and others 2002; Howard and MacEachren 1996; Kardelis 2002; Roth and Harrower 2008), and offers two new (qualimetry,
conversion), which are based on the information of personal researches. The following summary table does not identify all
the available techniques of internet map researches, because it is not a direct objective of this research. This review aims to
identify trends and features of research performance and to determine their objects, forms of realization, performance
measures and duration.
With summarized results of the review of internet map research techniques can be concluded that most of them (Monitoring
of the users, Examination of the users, Feedback registration, Conversion) are designed to directly investigate the user, i. e.
its behavior when using a map, actions made by him and their effectiveness and etc., what is applied to analysis of the map
advantages and disadvantages. Direct user researches effectively justify on purpose to determine usability effectiveness of
already designed map appliqué and the quality of graphic interface elements, which leads to visual communication between
the user and the map. However, this type of study has limitations, if we would try to adapt them to the overall quality of the
map. Primarily, these restrictions are related to the deficiency of criteria of quality evaluation that define whole quality of
the map as graphical, functional elements. In order to describe, if the map quality is high, and it is well adapted to the users,
you should clearly define all of these criteria which can affect and their implication for overall quality of the map, not just
graphical ones. Another essential limitation – the complexity of interpretation of the results. Results of user researches often
indicate how successful the user to perform tasks formulated in advance, as well as whether the certain performance of
functionality is liked, disliked by user and ect. But this is not an exact result. In order to implement it in practice, it is
necessary interpretation, which would allow to describe the specific problems of the map. Application of user research in
practice is limited also by cost on research performance, because it requires to select representative group of respondents, to
organize their monitoring or survey, to evaluate and interpret received results. In the narrow sense, direct user researches are
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especially significant because they allow to determine the user experience and to evaluate accordingly the graphic elements
of the map (i. e. user interface) usability.
It should be noted that other analyzed research techniques (qualimetry and experiment), based on a direct survey of users
and quality analysis of performance of functional elements. These research techniques allow to express mathematically the
quality of functions performance, that allows to set up relatively precise their problems of application and performance in
the map (Balčiūnas ICC2011). So it can be assumed that the use of the possibilities of direct user research techniques to
analyze graphic characteristics of the map and applying the principles of qualimetry, experiment researches to calculate
value of quality mathematically, it would be possible to create a new, more unified research methodology. For this reason,
the author of this work introduces the concept of quality assessment framework, which would combine listed advantages
and opportunities of internet map research techniques. Diversity of internet research techniques, presented in the
cartographic scientific space, is quite large, and applied research methods are qualitative different. Given that research
objectives and needs, techniques can be combined and modified. They also vary depending on the measures used by
investigators, realization, and other parameters. However, this diversity reduces focus on the research object as well as the
loosing versatility and abilities to apply standardized criteria of quality evaluation that leads to complexity of practical
application of these techniques and can lead to unpopularity. All this shows that there is no united internet map research
methodology, which could provide large enough versatility in accomplishing the analysis of different type of maps, while
the structure is sufficiently rigid so that every time in its application, should not change the logic of research performance.
Although internet map researches are conducted in the fields of usability, functionality and effectiveness, but there are not
or are very little joint researches, studies, in which would be complex analysis of internet map quality and its determinants.
For this reason, the current studies often do not reveal the relation of map visualization with graphical user interface, as well
as communication between elements of the map and user quality. In other words – the lack of complexity. The main reasons
for the basis of current research practice are quite difficult to make an overall assessment of internet map quality: are being
applied different research methods determined by techniques and quite narrow range of researches, concentrated into
specific applications.
These deficiencies may eventually lead to stagnation in internet map researches or relatively slow evolution in the light of
the ongoing technological revolution. In order to succeed in avoiding of them, it is required a new, complex methodology of
internet map researches, allowing to approach the scientific researches to practical application, which can be easily
integrated and efficiently adapted in the process of development of map appliqués.

QUALITY ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK
Internet maps unlike paper are not just tools of graphical representation. Interactivity of internet maps provides to the users
unique opportunities to manage the elements of the map: image, given spatial data, to perform analysis, to create new maps
and etc. WEB 2.0 technologies have changed the definition of maps as the same, because two-way communication,
implemented in the internet maps, in between map’s items and their users, differently than one-sided communication in
paper maps. This leads to the creation of new elements of maps (i. e. functionality) with which this communication is
realized.
Functionality and graphical user interface are the elements of internet maps that reflect a new practice of map use and
determine its quality parameters. These elements are directly related to each other; complement each other, but the
functionality we can associate with possibilities of the map, and a graphical user interface – with usability. So to evaluate
the quality of internet maps, it is necessary to assess the specific parameters of functionality or graphical user interface and
entirety of all elements of the map. This requires the use of an integral assessment methodology, which would:
• provide an opportunity to describe the most important parameters of internet map functionality and user interface
quality;
•

have clearly defined criteria and indicators of assessment;

•

have the logic of quality calculation, which could transform the specific assessments of map elements into the general
result of map quality assessment;

•

have a standardized process of assessment performance and the measures to implement it.
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Such separation of the quality parameters, evaluation criteria and indicators allows to determine overall quality of the
internet map when assessing the specific elements of maps, as well as to apply flexibly the methodology of assessment to
the investigation of different types of internet maps. Under these guidelines, the author of this article forms a new internet
map research quality assessment framework.
Internet map quality assessment framework is a new methodology of researches, which combines different techniques of
internet map researches and their tools, the specific elements of maps define as the evaluation criteria and indicators, and
has a mathematical logic of quality calculation, which is based on qualimetric research method. Because of these
characteristics, the proposed assessment framework has perspectives to become a base for functionality, usability and
communicative quality researches of internet maps.
The creation of Internet map quality assessment framework would enable to formalize the practice of research performance.
Certainly, this does not mean that it should be a unified process of internet map research, simply because there are too many
different use cases, needs, and so on of internet maps, to investigate of which is the need to apply the specialized methods.
However, this approach would be particularly useful for the general internet map researches, with which is reached to assess
the functionality of the map or its prototype, user interface quality.
The proposed internet map quality assessment framework could be applied to the process of development maps, i. e. as a
source of the basic methodological knowledge, information, recommendations. One of the biggest advantages of the
proposed assessment methodology – the possibility to analyze the draft version of the map, by assessing the proposed
functionality, rather than have already implemented one. Map designed on the ground of this principle, will conform the
higher requirements of quality, or its adjustments, costs for corrections will be much lower, because qualimetric research
will identify potential major deficiencies in its planning stage. Thus, involvement of such protectors of the functionality
quality into the complex development process of internet map user interface can significantly contribute to its optimization
(Balciunas and Dumbliauskiene 2011).
Requirements for internet map quality researches
How to improve the quality of internet maps? This matter is relevant for both developers of maps (cartographers,
programmers) who wish to use better experience in use of maps, more effective measures to provide spatial data, and users
who perform plenty of everyday actions with internet maps. Quality of map has become a measure of integral quality
assessment, which no longer includes only graphic features, but also integrates its interactivity and possibilities of the
functionality application and usability. Quality often is perceived subjectively and controversially, as well as it may depend
on the destination of map, technological characteristics, the concept of investigator, chosen research method. Also, the
results of quality analysis may not always have a clear character of application. Therefore, in the modern cartography there
is a need to have a tool, which could define objective parameters of internet map quality and enable them to assess.
Developers of internet maps during the planning often have to determine the purpose of a map and to identify appropriate
functionality and to determine purposive audience and to adapt the map graphical interface. Of course, and to test
everything. In order to develop map appliqués user friendly and oriented to their needs, many questions must be answered
before the beginning of map development process itself, i. e. what functions of the planned to develop the map are relevant
to the user, how will apply them simple and professional users, how each function must function, for example, the scale will
be changed by computer buttons or mouse scroll wheel, how should look like the map graphic user interface, where are the
buttons, the main view of a map and other set out. To enable the user use in 100 percent all possibilities of internet map,
developers of a map have to answer these questions. The answers together can be the base of development of a map and
lead to the success of its use. Thus, another important aspect of internet map researches is the possibilities to evaluate draft
version of a map.
Review of internet map research practice revealed that methodologies of investigations are being formed individually,
applied to consider a specific and sometimes very narrow problem of a map. There are differences in realization of
researches, application of measures and methods, as well as depending on the method of research or object, also differ the
same criteria of map quality. Considerable research specialization to investigate the specific problems of internet maps
reduces versatility of their methodologies, tools, as well as limits the opportunities to standardize the process of research. It
is also often does not cover the total quality of maps, what narrows the scope of their results. Thus, that internet map
researches would gain the true purpose requires universal and complex research methodology, which would allow to apply
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research tools without major changes, i. e. such as they are created. At the same time, research methodology should be
easily modified to ensure its expansiveness and flexibility.
The criteria, quality requirements of internet map of quality assessment (i. e. functionality), can not be uniformly applied to
all types of maps. If this is a complex internet GIS maps or map appliqués of national atlas, the abundance of functionality
and complexity will be different from those appliqués of maps whose functionality allows the user to only view the different
spatial data and plan a travel route. Therefore, the methodology of internet map researches must define the criteria,
indicators of quality assessment, taking into account the typology of maps.
Internet maps are one of the areas of the fastest developing modern cartography. The possibilities of map functionality
increase in parallel with the possibilities of internet information technologies, therefore it is natural that quality criteria of
evaluation methodology can not be defined in a closed set. Evaluation criteria and their indicators must be dynamic, flexible
for innovations. As technologies develop, it must be a possibility to insert new or supplement existing criteria basically
avoiding to destroy the whole structure of the assessment. For this reason, in developing internet map quality assessment
methodology, should be provided opportunities to supplement the assessment system with the new criteria, new capabilities,
i. e. must be realized possibilities of expansiveness of assessment system.
Thus, after reviewing the necessary features of internet map evaluation quality assessment, it would be possible to form the
following basic requirements to be met by the internet map quality assessment methodology:
• the evaluation should be performed not only in operating internet map appliqué, but also even being developed, draft
prototype of the map;
•

the evaluation process should be quite clear and its application must not require significant additional changes or other
investments for the investigator;

•

the system of quality evaluation criteria should be flexible and dynamic so that it can be added with new criteria or
adjusted with existing ones;

•

the results of assessment should clearly identify disadvantages and advantages of map elements.

Requirements are complex, so that they were taken into consideration during researches, research technique should be
integral, i. e. should be possible to use different research techniques in it, combining the techniques used, as well as on its
basis should be possible to develop the necessary means to carry out the research. For this reason, the author of this article
proposes the use of internet map quality assessment framework that would allow to research the main criteria defining the
quality of maps as a whole, would be quite flexible in researching different types of maps and the results of which would be
focused on specific, well-defined gaps of the map. The proposed quality assessment framework should be based on
qualimetric quality assessment and solutions that would enable the implementation of the requirements of internet map
researches that are presented in section 3 of this article.
Methodological base of quality assessment framework
The quality assessment framework is a new concept of internet map researches that methodological base consist of the
assessment criteria and indicators, the factors of relative importance, the calculation logic is based on the method of
qualimetric research and the techniques of evaluation. The author of this article forms the concept of internet map quality
assessment, making reference to the conducted internet map complex researches, sociometric study of users, research
practice, presented in the international scientific cartographic space (survey results were presented in section 2 of this
article). The base of methodology of the assessment framework is being developed by identifying the quality of internet
maps defining factors that are being formed taking into account the requirements of internet map researches. The factors
affecting the quality are defined as follows:
a) the influence of internet map functionality to the user and what is its significance in the process of communication in
between map and user;
b) relative importance of the specific functions of internet map of the user in the overall functionality of the map;
c) how the functionality should be conveyed to the user that it would be available to use in efficient and effective manner.
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In order that the proposed concept of research framework meets all the requirements, it was required to choose quality
calculation logic, which in particular, allows to estimate influence of each element of internet map on the overall quality of
the map. In section 2 it is also defined the requirements of internet map researches pose complex tasks, such as the
applicability of results, the simplicity of application, flexibility, and ect., what formed the assumption that the most optimal
would be to convey quality in the mathematical expression, for each evaluation criteria giving the relative importance in the
form of scores and assessing its impact in percentage on the overall quality. For this reason, to justify the calculation logic
was chosen qualimetric research method, the principle of which – a quantitative assessment of quality.
Qualimetry (Latin qualitas for quality, metro for assessment) is defined as the production of quality indicators for the
entirety of quantitative assessment methods, evaluation theory. The essence of qualimetric assessment is a comparison of
the assessed objects parameters with the quality standard drawn up in line with the nature of determining criteria of
evaluation, by establishing the degree of conformity in between them. Quality standard must be understood as a complex of
parameters of relevant object properties to the assessment subject, consisting an optimal opportunities or conditions for he
optimal use of the object.
Qualimetric research method is unique, that allows the possibility to present the results of quality assessment in different
informational sections, but without losing the original connection with the evaluation criteria, indicators and in the size of
their relative importance rations. This is conditioned by the mathematical connection in between the evaluator’s scores and
quality criteria of relative importance to the general quality of the map. Mathematical expression of performance also
provides the accuracy for this methodology and more efficient possibilities of comparison and interpretation of the results.
Unlike the application of survey or monitoring research techniques, qualimetry allows to avoid possible subjective
evaluation of indicators and interpretation of the results (Balciunas and Dumbliauskiene 2011). The quality assessment due
to clearly defined the specificity of researches performance is sufficiently fast and low cost requiring procedure. One of the
biggest advantages of such a measurement system is the possibility to analyze the draft map version, by assessing the
planned functionality, but not already implemented one. Thus, taking into account all these features, the application of
qualimetric method to develop the quality assessment framework allow to implement the requirements of internet map
researches.
Other solutions that can be used in forming the methodological basis for the framework:
• Create a standardized process of assessment performance which will provide simplicity in application of this
methodology. All of this can be achieved by defining the evaluation criteria, standardizing their indicators of
assessment and giving them the scores of relative importance, as well as the creating a standardized assessment
instruments;
•

Establish an evaluation system where quality criteria are grouped according to types of internet maps. Such principle
of grouping will allow each type of internet maps to have the best overall quality defining criteria. So it would enable
to take into account the specifics of different types of internet maps.

The possibilities of quality assessment framework development
Internet map quality assessment framework distinguishes with many features which are necessary for the complete conduct
of map quality research, their practical application and hereby developing a single internet map research methodology. In
the previous articles were presented theoretical knowledge about the assessment framework, as well as its applications and
prospects. However, the development of quality assessment framework is a complex process that involves the following
stages of the evaluation criteria and design and grounding of indicator system and preparation of assessment tools, etc. In
order the proposed methodology is adapted really well in practice; in particular, need to clearly define the principles of its
creation. The author of this article in this section provides the guidelines of quality assessment framework development,
establishing the guide on implementation of the research methodology in practice.
Taking into account the requirements of internet map researches and the specifics of quality assessment framework
methodology, the proposed composition of algorithm of it development: assessment orientation, composition of set of
valued properties of each direction, establishment of quality standard, development of qualimetric standards (quantitative
analysis, developed in various ways of special standard assessment performance tool, allowing to determine the real
digression properties of being evaluated object from of quality standard), assessment of internet map according to
qualimetric standards, statistical estimation interpretation of the results of assessment. There is presented the scheme of
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development workflow, which shows developing stages of quality assessment framework, in every stage of the research
methods used and results obtained and whole process of connection.

Figure 1. Development workflow of quality assessment framework
The proposed logic of quality evaluation allows to implement the practice of internet map researches:
• each map element is defined as a criteria of quality assessment, which quality properties are defined through indicators
(i. e. development of a specific map function);
•

for each criteria of quality assessment are given the factor of relative importance, describing its impact on the overall
quality of the map;

•

assessing the specific item of the map (the criteria of quality assessment) in scores and multiplying the evaluation of
the factor of relative importance, received the result, which indicates the influence of evaluation on the overall quality
of the map;

•

summing all results of the criteria of evaluation, calculated the overall percentage of the map quality, for example
received 100 percent of the total percentage of the value of quality characteristic of the map coincides with the
maximum quality, while decreasing the percentage would express the degrading quality.

So to distinguished quality indicators and criteria, defined factors of relative importance quality
assessment system and development of tools may enable to form a comprehensive quality assessment
framework that could be the basis to effectively carry out the general quality analysis of internet maps.
CONCLUSIONS
This article raises two main objectives: practical and theoretical. The review of the practice of internet map research,
identification of the requirements of internet map researches and the methodology of quality assessment framework and the
definition of the creation opportunities allowed to achieve the following objectives.
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The establishment and review of features of internet map research techniques enabled to identify the main needs and
requirements, which appear analyzing internet map researches in practice. It was found that the research methodologies
should characterize with the following characteristics: a study should be possible to apply for the map prototype, draft
version of it, the evaluation process should be clear and standardized when applying it in practice, the quality assessment
system should be flexible and dynamic, and the results of the analysis should clearly identify the problematic elements of
the maps. With reference to this knowledge, it was formulated a new methodology of internet map researches, the concept
of which is quality assessment framework, based on the logic of qualimetric quality assessment.
Introduced quality assessment framework has all possibilities to become viable methodology of modern cartographic
researches, which will provide new opportunities to cartographers and other non-cartographic professionals to perform
internet map general quality researches. The quality assessment framework concerning the proposed methodology basis,
based on qualimetric research method, and the specifics of workflow development, allow to implement the requirements of
internet map researches. The biggest prospects in quality assessment framework are related to the practical application in
development of internet maps, i. e. opportunities for easy and flexible way to apply the quality assessment in internet map
process. Considering that the development of quality assessment framework and application in performance of the specific
researches should be the next step in developing this new methodology of quality assessment in the modern cartography
space.
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Abstact
Strandzhia Nature Park is the largest protected area in Bulgaria (1% of the country’s territory). Although it’s natural
components are very well studied, there was no a detail map of natural complexes-landscapes. This paper examines the
stages of work, the methods, the spatial analysis of the structure of the landscapes, as well as the regularities of formation
and differentiation of landscapes. For the preparation of the landscape map are used different sources of information:
scanned topographic and geomorphologic maps, data in AutoCAD, climate data, results from field studies and more other
data. For differentiation of the landscapes in the Nature Park Strandzhia a morpho-lithological map and a map of climate
types were created in ArcGis. Generalized are geological map, soil and vegetation maps. The landscape map presents the
current state of landscapes in the park. Contemporary landscapes of the Strandzhia Nature Park are present by 250
landscape subkinds. This diversity is due to the variety of geology, microclimate, geomorphology, soils and vegetation. The
flora of Strandzhia is a unique combination of relict South Euxeinos, Mediterranean, Central European, Balkan, Eurasian,
Pontic-Central and Atlantic groups floral elements. Created landscape map is the basis on which to determine the
landscapes with high conservation significance.

INTRODUCTION
NP “Strandzhia” is the largest protected area in Bulgaria and covers 1% of the country territory (1100 sq.km). The park is
located in the southeastern part of Bulgaria and covers a large area of the Bulgarian part of Strandzhia Mountain, extending
in neighboring Turkey (fig.1). This is the largest preserved low mountainous forest land in Europe. A characteristic feature
is that forests are 80% of the park. The park is of European importance for the conservation of landscapes. At national level,
the park is a protected area with the highest species diversity in all biological groups. The Park ranks first in the country
with a variety of habitats, but in terms of species diversity – at one of the first places.
The unique nature of the NP “Strandzhia” is formed by the diverse natural conditions. Two thirds of the total area of the
park is covered by Tertiary relict woodland. The flora of Strandzhia is a unique combination of relict South Euxeinos,
Mediterranean, Central European, Balkan, Eurasian, Pontic-Central and Atlantic groups of floral elements. Over 1660
species of higher plant forms, which constitute 47.6% of the species composition of the Bulgarian flora, are identified in the
park. 63 species of which are Tertiary relicts, 55 are endemic species and 7 of them are the European endemics. Sub-biome
of summer green deciduous forests of temperate climate with evergreen undergrowth of laurel type is presented only here
on the continent (Gusev, et al.,2000). Fauna diversity in the NP”Strandzhia” is also rich.
The park with all its territory belongs to Nature 2000, and within project "Corine-biotopes' region is identified as one of the
most important conservation area in Bulgaria.
After ratification of the Landscape Convention by Bulgaria in 2004, our state is obliged "to know the landscape of its
territory, to recognize landscapes in the law as an expression of diversity and have a policy for the protection, management
and planning of the landscape."
Detailed mapping of landscapes in the NP”Strandzhia” is a step towards their understanding and protection. There is no
worked a detailed landscape map of this important and most significant conservation protected area in Bulgaria created up
to now even though natural components are well investigated. The development of large-scale landscape map using
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Geographic information systems and the advantages they provide is one of the main contributions of this investigation. All
available investigations on individual components of the environment will be used to achieve this aim. Enrichment of data
for natural complexes- landscape of the NP "Strandzhia" will contribute to a full investigation and will reveal the
relationships between natural components. It will be revealed spatial structure of landscapes and its differentiation factors.

Fig.1 Location of Nature Park Strandzhia

МЕTHODS AND DATA USED
ArcGis program is used in the landscape mapping, but as utilities are used Dwg-viewer, Google Earth, CorelDraw and
Excel. A very important condition for mapping of landscape is background information to be accurate and detailed. The
accuracy of the landscape map will depend on the accuracy of the data. Different sources of information are used in
mapping the landscape of the park- topographic maps, scanned geological maps, SRTM of the territory, a database of the
park, including thematic maps for the park in dwg-format, developed as an application to the management plan for the NP
"Strandzhia "2000, climatic data, satellite image ASTER, free use satellite images download ‘through the program Google
Earth”, data from bio-geographical investigations, data from field mapping of the landscape made by the author and others.
Cartographic method for the preparation and generalization of thematic maps, method of field researches, mathematical and
statistical methods in calculating the area and ratios are used.
Generally the process of mapping go through the following main stages - gathering information and data for the territory,
their geo-referencing, selection of a landscape classification system, mapping the landscape of the terrain, generalization of
information and development of the landscape map.

RESULTS
To create a landscape map all data must be in the same projection and coordinate system. Topographic maps of the park are
geo-referenced in coordinate system WGS_1984_UTM_Zone_35N. Key data and maps that were used is prepared for the
management plan of the NP "Strandzhia". They were in dwg-format and their conversion in ArcGis is imposed, their geo-
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reference, selection of relevant information and subsequently their generalization for the purposes of the landscape map
preparation. Geological, Geo-morphological, map of vegetation and soil map were generalized.

GEOMORPHOLOGIC DATA PROCESSING
For the purposes of investigation and preparation of landscape map it was necessary to be prepared digital geomorphologic
map. Scanned geo-morphological map sheets in scale 1: 25,000, made by Glovnia and other, 1983 were used for this
purpose. Geo-morphological cards were attached to the satellite Aster photo and to the SRTM-model of the park. Geomorphological map sheets were digitized manually. The forms of relief were digitized and then grouped into 5 groups
according to leading morphogenetic process. The five groups are:
I. group - denudation-flattened forms in which are included Old Pliocene and New Pliocene denudation level and Old PlioPleistocene denudation-erosion level. These forms cover approximately 14% of the park. They are found everywhere except
on a strip of about 5 km along the coastline.
II. group – erosion-denudation and gravitational forms include slopes, rock falls, scree and landslides. The area of this group
comprises 80.2% of the park territory.
III. group are river and sea over floodplain - this includes all river and sea over floodplain and dominated by erosionaccumulative and abrasion-accumulative processes. This group occupies 5.6% of the park.
The other two groups are of negligible area size.
IV. group forms include river floodplains as well as firth limmans, dunes, coastal depressions where accumulation
processes dominated.
V. group consists of karst topography – sink holes, swallow holes, clints fields and karts terrains
This geomorphologic database and map created in ArcGis may be supplemented, updated and used in different
investigations

Fig.2 Geomorphologic map of the park
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PROCESSING OF GEOLOGICAL DATA
To clarify the lithologic base of the park is used geological map of Strandzhia created for the management plan of Strandzha
in 1:100 000. A.Petrova and group are the authors of the map sheet Tsarevo, the cape Silistar, Malko Tarnovo and Rezovo,
1995. The map is quite detailed and requires generalization. 43 defined therein folded rocks are grouped according to
genesis, chemistry and the degree of cementation in the following groups:
1.unconsolidated deposits (sediments), gravels, sands and clays
2. firmly consolidated sediments - sandstones, marls, flysch
3 volcanic-sedimentary rocks - tuffs, tuffes, sandstones, volcanic-sedimentary breccias
4.igneous rocks include intrusive rocks -granites and gabro, granite-diorites, pyroclastic and volcanic rocks, trachyte, bazalt
rocks
5.carbonate rocks- recrystallised limestone, calciferous sandstone, marble, dolomite
6.metamorphic rocks –filits , filit’s schist, metapelites , metadiabazes metasandstones, marbleized and recrystallised
limestones.
Generalized lithologic map is as follows Fig.3

CREATION OF MORPHO-LITHOLOGICAL MAP OF THE PARK
A map of morpho-lithological types which is used in the creation of landscape map of the park is made by layering the
geomorphologic map and lithological map. Obtained polygons with small area are eliminated. The obtained 18 morpholithological types, which are labeled with Arabic numerals and those names will be used in landscape map as follows:
1-denudation levels on volcanic-sedimentary rocks
2-denudation levels on firmly consolidated sediments
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3-denudation levels on carbonate rocks
4-denudation levels on igneous rocks
5-denudation levels on metamorphic rocks
6- erosion-denudation slopes on the volcanic-sedimentary rocks
7-erosion-denudation slopes on firmly consolidated sediments
8-erosion-denudation slopes on carbonate rocks
9 -erosion-denudation slopes on igneous rocks
10-erosion-denudation slopes on metamorphic rocks
11-karst on carbonate rocks
12- river and marine terraces on the volcanic-sedimentary rocks
13- river and marine terraces on firmly consolidated sediments
14- river and marine terraces on carbonate rocks
15- river and marine terraces on the igneous rocks
16- river and marine terraces on metamorphic rocks
17-river and marine terraces on unconsolidated sediments
18-accumulation terraces on unconsolidated sediments
The created morpho-logical map in ArcGis can be successfully used for various scientific purposes and supplements the
knowledge of the park.

Fig.4 Morpho-logical map

PROCESSING OF SOIL DATA
It has been used a soil map of the park, author Nino Ninov with scale 1:100 000 which represents 20 soil complex. The soil
landscape map is generalized for the purposes of mapping and the soils are incorporated into the following groups, each
group got a letter index - Latin capital letter.
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Index A Luvisols – Luvisols chromic soils, shallow Luvisols chromic, Luvisols albic soils, shallow and Luvisols albic and
shallow Luvisols albic with silicate rocks on the surface.
Index B Planosols - Planosols and shallow Planosols
Index C Cambisols and Cambisols chromic include Cambisols eutric and Cambisols chromic
Index D Alisols – common Alisoils, Podzolic Alisols
Index E Nitisols- common Nitisols and pink Nitisols
Index F Leptosoils litic and Leptosols including complex of undeveloped soils Leptosols litic and complex of Leptosols
umbric
Index G Rendzina and complex of other Leptosols where Rendzina and complex of rendzina with Luvisols chromic and
carbonate rocks
Index H Fluvisols eutric and Fluvisols dystric - include Fluvisols eutric and a complex of Fluvisols dystric with
Index I Rocks
A map has the following appearance after generalization and soil unification.

Fig.5 Soil map

MAPPING THE CONTEMPORARY VEGETATION IN THE NP STRANDZHIA
A map "Priority Habitat Conservation" made by Zheko Spiridonov, Chavdar Gusev and Diko Partorov and a map "Types
of Forests", attached to the management plan for the park are used as a base for drawing the map of contemporary
vegetation in the NP Strandzhia . These two maps are geo- referenced and combined to draw a overall map of contemporary
vegetation in the NP „Strandzhia” territory. Vegetation from the map is united in 9 different classes according to its specific
features and degree of preservation and each class got a letter index - Latin lower case letter.
These classes are the following:
a. Quercus forests – include Quercus frainetto and Quercus cerris, Quercus petraea orientalis with Fagus orientalis, Quercus
petraea orientalis with Quercus frainetto, Quercus hartwissiana, Quercus cerris with Quercus petraea orientalis, Carpinus
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b. Fagus orientalis forests- include Fagus orientalis with Quercus petraea orientalis, Fagus orientalis with linden tree (Tilia)
and Carpinus.
c. Fagus orientalis and Quercus petraea with Ponticum undergrowth forests – include Fagus orientalis with Rhododendron,
Fagus orientalis with Prúnus laurocerásus and Ilexcolchica, Rhododendron ponticum with Quercus petraea orientalis and
Fagus forests with Vaccinium arctostaphylos.
d. Other deciduous forests (with non-priority significance) - forests reconstruction and transformation, non-settled down
forests, other forest areas, low-growing and other are included here.
e. Strandzhia Ponticum forests with Mediterranean undergrowth - undergrowth of Calluna vulgaris, Hypericum calycinum,
Phillyrealatifoliа, Erodium cicutarium, Ruscusaculeatus are included here.
f. Flooded dense forests
g. Grass and agro- phytocenoses - include arable land, cropland, pastures
h. Coniferous forests - include artificially planted areas with conifers
i. Psammophyte, halophyte and chasmophyte vegetation
A map of the contemporary vegetation created in this way has a great application not only in landscape investigations and
can be use as the fundamental basis for the future, biogeographic researches, to be supplemented and updated.

Fig.6 .Map of united vegetation classes

CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM OF LANDSCAPES
The choice of a landscape classification is very important in landscape mapping. The author uses the established principle of
any taxonomic level to have a diagnostic criterion. In its most simplified form the scheme(fig.6) shows the diagnostic
criteria of each level.
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Fig.7 Diagnostic criteria of landscape classification
The classification system is chosen so that it can describe the characteristics of the area.
The following classification system is used for the preparation of most detailed and informative landscape map. It includes
the following 7 taxonomic levels that are differentiated according to precisely selected diagnostic criteria.
Landscape class is the highest taxonomic rank in this classification and macro-relief is used for diagnostic criterion
Landscape type is determined, based on macro-climatic conditions in the park.
Landscape subtype is taxon that differentiated based on ecological type of vegetation.
The genre is based on the relief mezo-forms and morphogenetic processes.
The subgenre is defined according to the genesis of the rocks, their consolidation and chemical composition
The kind is determined by soil type
The subkind is defined based on the dominant and subdominant vegatation types.
The following taxones are define applying this system - a class mountainous and the pre-mountain-hilly landscapes. The
determination of a single-class mountain landscapes and and the pre-mountain-hilly landscapes is based on diagnostic
criteria
to
macro-relief
and
originates
from
the
following
reasons:
1. Hilly terrain dominates, which consists mainly of low hills below 600 m, but belonging to Strandzhia mountain
2. The prevailing hypsometric zone is between 200 and 600 m (60% of the park). Areas below 200 meters are 38% of the
area and according to altitude belong to planes zone, but they are also hilly according to morphography.
3. Horizontal segmentation is considerable and varies between 1 and 3 km/km², and the vertical segmentation is comparable
to the medium and high mountains in the country and it is between 50-200 m/km². It is therefore more properly to relate
areas to the mountain class rather than plane. There is one type of landscape according to microclimate - continentalMediterranean. The main argument is the precipitation regime with clear autumn-winter maximum and summer minimum.
The climate of the NP „Strandzhia” has the Black Sea climatic influence to the east, but to be not unduly complicating the
landscape structure a specific type of the Black Sea climatic zone is not displayed.
Microclimatic conditions are very different and are due to the hilly nature of the terrain, deep V-shaped valleys with steep
slopes, and different exposure gradients. These microclimatic conditions are defined at a lower level according to the
predominant type of vegetation, whose environmental requirements largely show the specific microclimatic environmental
conditions.
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Thus, on the subtype level landscapes are defined according to the ecological type of vegetation and four landscapes
subtypes are separated according to the dominant vegetation type - subtype of mesophyte forests - including classes b and c
(see page 6) subtype xceromezophyite, mezoxcerophyte forests - Quercus (Quercus petraea orientalis, Quercus frainetto,
Quercus cerris) and mixed deciduous (classes a, d, g and h), subtype of hygrophytic forests and meadows (class f), subtype
of psammophytic, halophytic and chasmophytic grasslands habitats (class i) .
According to these diagnostic criteria are differentiated the following landscape genera- denudation levels , erosiondenudation slopes, karst, river and marine over flood terraces, accumulative terraces (river and sea).
The first two subtypes are influenced by the zonal pattern presences of horizontal and vertical zonality the third subtype - of
intra-zonality and the fourth - of azonality.
The following groups of rocks are distinguished at the subgenre level: volcano- sedimentary firmly consolidated
sedimentary
rocks,
unconsolidated
rocks,
igneous,
metamorphic
and
carbonate
(see
page
3).
The following kinds of landscapes are distinguished according to soil types - with Luvisols (Luvisols albic and chromic)
soils, with Planosols, with Cambisols and Cambisols chromic soils, with Alisols, with Nitisols, with Leptosols litic and
Leptosols, with Fluvisols eutric and dystric, and rendzin. The lowest taxon is a landscape subkind and according to
dominant and subdominant types they are divided to the classes of vegetation listed above.
The accuracy in the creation of landscape map depends on the detail and accuracy of source data and maps. The landscape
map of the park is created from thematic maps drawn by the method of overlay and coherent analysis. Thematic maps of
each component of the landscape was overlaid with another in the following order -geological, geomorphological, soil map,
map of vegetation. Small polygons formed at each overlay are eliminated. The landscape map at subkind level created in
this way consists of 250 landscape subkinds. Each landscape subkind got alphanumeric index. The average area of
landscape contour is 0.29 km². Landscape fragmentation coefficient is 0.025. Landscape contours has spotted character and
belt character in some places. Fig.7 is a fragment of the landscape map of NP „Strandzhia”.

Fig.8 Fragment of the landscape map of NP „Strandzhia
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Legend of the fragment map

CONCLUSION
Landscape mapping is long and complex process, dependent on the existence of sufficient reliable and detailed source of
information. It goes through lot of stages to assure the creation of detailed landscape map. Landscapes in NP "Strandzhia"
are characterized by great variety due to a variety of microclimatic, lithological, geomorphological conditions, rich and
preserved with thousands of years soil and vegetation cover of the region. The presence of sea coast enriched more
diversity of the landscapes. There are landscapes on denudation levels, karst terrain, river and marine terraces, slopes,
dunes, rocks and all of them are over various types of rocks. Diversity of the forest vegetation cover mainly composed of
Ponticum, Mediterranean, Central European, Balkan, halophytic, psammophytic, chasmophytic etc. floral elements brings
additional diversity in landscapes variety in the park. It could be argued that there are unique landscapes of Europe on the
territory of the NP “Strandzhia”, whose preservation should be a priority at national and European level. Relict forest
landscapes Ponticum (Kolhitski) undergrowth are existed only here is Europe, and they differ very in physiognomy from the
landscapes with deciduous forests in Europe. A created landscape map is an essential basis for a spatial analysis of
landscapes with conservation importance and for their mapping.
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Abstract
Land cover and land use change monitoring ensures important data for natural resources analysis and management.
Remote sensing data have the potential to provide accurate information about the latest land cover status. The aim of this
study is to assess the land use/cover change (LUCC) in Bansko municipality, Bulgaria for the period 1990 – 2006 based on
satellite images. The territory of Bansko municipality is characterized by high dynamics of development of tourism over the
last decade and targeted actions for the conservation and management of natural and urban landscapes. The land cover
changes are identified by means of visual interpretation of orthorectified multispectral satellite imagery applying the
methodology and nomenclature of the CORINE Land Cover (CLC) project. The remote sensing data used includes
multispectral images from Landsat TM (1990), Landsat ETM+ (2000), IRS-P6, SPOT 4 and SPOT 5 (2006) satellite
images. The obtained results are presented in maps and tables and may be used as source data for the decision-making and
planning authorities in Bansko municipality.

INTRODUCTION
Land cover and land use change monitoring ensures important data for natural resources analysis and management. The
main source for obtaining information necessary for land cover data are data from the remote sensing of the Earth.
The choice to explore the territory of Bansko municipality was related to the high dynamics of tourism development over
the last decade, to targeted actions for the conservation and management of natural and urban landscapes, and to all socioeconomic development of the region.
The aim of this study is to assess the land use/cover change (LUCC) in Bansko municipality, Bulgaria for the period 1990 –
2006 based on satellite images. Thе study is part of the work on a PhD thesis entitled "Anthropogenic landscape changes in
the Bansko municipality".
STUDY AREA
The study area is located in Southwest Bulgaria and is approximately bounded by the coordinates: 41.69N - 41.87N and
23.38E - 23.83E (Figure 1). It spreads over an area of 475.54 sq. km. Within the boundaries of the Bansko municipality the
following settlements are included: town of Bansko, town of Dobrinishte and six villages: Mesta, Kremen, Obidim, Gostun,
Philipovo and Osenovo (Geographic Location of Bansko city). In 2011 the population of the municipality of Bansko is
13125 people, including 9019 people in the town of Bansko (National Statistical Institute, 2011).
The municipality of Bansko comprises parts of the Pirin Mountain, the Razlog valley, the Momina Klisura gorge on Mesta
River and the Dubrashki ridge in the Rodopi Mountains. The territory has a transitional-continental climate with
Mediterranean influence in the lower parts, and mountain climate - in the higher parts. Main drainage artery of the
municipality of Bansko is Mesta River which flows into the Aegean Sea. Other smaller rivers are: Glazne River,
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Dobrinishka River, Bezbozhka River and Retizhe River (right tributaries of Mesta River), as well as Matan River and
Gradnishka River (left tributaries of Mesta River).

Figure 1. Study area of the Bansko municipality
The southwestern part of the study area has a rich biodiversity and valuable nature, which is preserved in several protected
areas and natural sites: the “Pirin National Park”, which is a world heritage site; biosphere reserve “Bayuvi Dupki –
Dzhindzhiritsa”, natural reserve “Yulen”, waterfalls (Bunderishki skok, Demyanishki skok and Yulenski skok), the rock
formation the “Wedding”, the cave of Bunderitsa, 7-century old trees, among which the world-famous Baykushevata Mura,
which is more than 1300 years old (Geographic Location of Bansko city).
The municipality of Bansko develops winter tourism, cultural tourism, spa tourism and rural tourism. Tourist industry is
developed very rapidly in the last decade. The Bansko municipality has established image as a unique place for active
recreation and an area rich with many events and activities. It offers a diverse, high quality and attractive tourism product,
supported by improved marketing and tourist information. As a result the imbalance between winter and summer tourism is
reduced in recent years. The difficulties associated with new demands for energy and technical infrastructure are raised.
Achieving a higher level of intensity of tourist demand determines the higher dynamics in the development of so-called
supporting tourism areas such as trade, services, various animation activities in tourism, etc. (Municipal development plan
of the Bansko municipality 2007 -2013).
DATA
The remote sensing data used includes multispectral images from Landsat TM (acquired in 1990), Landsat ETM+ (2000),
IRS-P6, and SPOT 4 (2006). These images were used in CORINE Land Cover 2000 & 2006 project in Bulgaria. A wide
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variety of ancillary data is used, such as digital topographic and thematic maps, orthophotos, very high resolution satellite
images, statistics, and field observations data.
METHODOLOGY
The applied methodology for detection and mapping of land use/cover change is presented in the manuals for the CORINE
Land Cover (CLC) project (Heymann еt al., 1994; Perdigao and Annoni, 1997; Bossard еt al., 2000; Feranec et al., 2006;
EEA, 2007; Büttner and Kosztra, 2007). This methodology was applied for the implementation of CLC2000 and CLC2006
in Bulgaria (Vatseva, 2006; Vatseva, Stoimenov, 2006; Vatseva, Stoimenov, 2008; Vatseva, 2009). The sequence of the
methodological procedures is summarized in the following main steps: data preparation, visual interpretation, field
checking, quality control and data integration. The land use/cover change data is obtained by visual interpretation of
orthorectified multispectral satellite images on the third hierarchic level of the CLC nomenclature (Table 1). GIS technology
is applied for delivering the land use/cover data and land use/cover change. For land use/cover data the following geometric
criteria is met: minimum width of 50 m and minimum area of 4 ha. Exceptions are water bodies, which are outlined with its
real area < 4 ha. The land use/cover changes are identified with the following geometric criteria: minimum width of 50 m
and minimum changed area of 1 ha. The change polygons are delineated directly over the images from 2000 and 2006 and
reflected only real landscape dynamics processes.

Table 1. CORINE Land Cover in Bansko municipality, Bulgaria
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

1. Artificial
surfaces

1.1. Urban fabric
1.2. Industrial, commercial and
transport units
1.3. Mines, dumps and
construction sites
1.4. Artificial non-agricultural
vegetated areas

1.1.2. Discontinuous urban fabric
1.2.1. Industrial or commercial units

2. Agricultural
areas

2.1. Arable land
2.2. Permanent crops
2.3. Pastures
2.4. Heterogeneous agricultural
areas

3. Forest and
semi
natural areas

3.1. Forests

3.2. Scrub and/or herbaceous
vegetation associations
3.3. Open spaces with little
or no vegetation
5. Water bodies

5.1. Continental waters
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1.3.2. Dump
1.4.1. Green urban areas
1.4.2. Sport and leisure facilities
2.1.1. Non-irrigated arable land
2.2.2. Fruit trees and berries plantations
2.3.1. Pastures
2.4.2. Complex cultivation patterns
2.4.3. Land principally occupied by
agriculture with significant areas of
natural vegetation
3.1.1. Broad leaved forest
3.1.2. Coniferous forest
3.1.3. Mixed forest
3.2.1. Natural grassland
3.2.2. Moors and heathlands
3.2.4. Transitional woodland scrub
3.3.2. Bare rocks
3.3.3. Sparsely vegetated areas
5.1.1. Stream courses
5.1.2. Water bodies

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The image data from Landsat TM, Landsat ETM +, IRS-P6, SPOT4 and SPOT5 and all the ancillary data are a good basis
for visual interpretation of satellite images. For better identification and delineation of individual land use/cover classes the
main object’s characteristics are analyzed: color, texture, pattern, shape, size, shadow, location and association. The
obtained digital thematic maps represent the spatial distribution of land cover and land use types of the Bansko Municipality
for 1990, 2000 and 2006 (Figures 2, 3 and 4).
The land use/cover change is assessed based on the land use and land cover state in 1990, 2000 and 2006. The most recently
land use/land cover in Bansko municipality in 2006 is shown on the map (Figure 4). The statistics of land cover represents
the distribution of forest and semi-natural areas (83.73%), agricultural areas (13.40%), artificial surfaces (2.37%) and water
bodies (0.5%).

Figure 2. CORINE Land Cover 1990 in Bansko municipality, Bulgaria
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Figure 3. CORINE Land Cover 2000 in Bansko municipality, Bulgaria

Figure 4. CORINE Land Cover 2006 in Bansko municipality, Bulgaria
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The land cover and land use data for the investigated period 1990-2000-2006 are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. CORINE Land Cover in Bansko municipality for 1990, 2000 and 2006

Level 1
Artificial
surfaces

1990
Area
(ha)

112

121

Level 3
Discontinuous urban
fabric
Industrial or commercial
units

CLC
code

%

2000
Area
(ha)

493.0

1.04

121

75.7

132

Dump

132

141

Green urban areas

142

Sport and leisure facilities

Code
112

%

2006
Area
(ha)

%

498.6

1.05

606.7

1.28

0.16

75.7

0.16

75.7

0.16

6.2

0.01

7.4

0.02

13.0

0.03

141

18.6

0.04

18.6

0.04

8.8

0.02

142

199.4

0.42

199.4

0.42

421.5

0.89

793.0

1.67

799.7

1.68

1125.6

2.37

211

2690.0

5.66

2688.8

5.65

2681.5

5.64

222

25.6

0.05

25.6

0.05

25.6

0.05

231

266.9

0.56

266.9

0.56

261.6

0.55

242

982.5

2.07

976.9

2.05

866.1

1.82

243

2594.1

5.46

2594.1

5.46

2539.5

5.34

6559.0

13.79

6552.3

13.78

6374.3

13.40

Sum
Agricultural
areas

211
222
231
242

243

Non-irrigated arable land
Fruit trees and berries
plantations
Pastures
Complex cultivation
patterns
Land principally occupied
by agriculture with
significant areas of
natural vegetation

Sum
Forest and
semi natural
areas

311

Broad leaved forest

311

2107.5

4.43

2107.5

4.43

2107.5

4.43

312

Coniferous forest

312

21768.8

45.78

21768.8

45.78

21614.5

45.45

313

Mixed forest

313

3980.3

8.37

3980.3

8.37

3980.3

8.37

321

Natural grassland

321

2272.7

4.78

2272.7

4.78

2248.2

4.73

322

322

3788.4

7.97

3788.4

7.97

3764.7

7.92

324

Moors and heathlands
Transitional woodland
shrub

324

3262.5

6.86

3262.5

6.86

3317.0

6.98

332

Bare rocks

332

1553.5

3.27

1553.5

3.27

1553.5

3.27

333

Sparsely vegetated areas

333

1228.7

2.58

1228.7

2.58

1228.7

2.58
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Sum
Water bodies

39962.3

84.04

39962.3

84.04

39814.3

83.73

511

Water courses

511

142.8

0.30

142.8

0.30

142.8

0.30

512

Water bodies

512

96.5

0.20

96.5

0.20

96.5

0.20

239.3

0.50

239.3

0.50

239.3

0.50

47553.6

100.00

47553.6

100.00

47553.6

100.00

Sum
All

Total

Figure 5. CORINE Land Cover change 1990-2000 in Bansko municipality
Land use/cover changes (LUCC) in the Bansko municipality for two time periods 1990-2000 and 2000-2006 are analyzed.
The results show very little LUCC for the first period 1990-2000 with the total area of 6.8 ha (Figure 5). It is connected with
the socio-economic situation in the country during this period of transition from planned economy to market economy. A
restitution of land ownership is performed as a part of socio-economic reforms, but it is slowed down and is continued
almost to the end of the period 1990-2000. This is influenced the conditions for economic development of the region and the
municipality's policy not to allow new construction until the completion the restitution of land ownership. The very small
area of land use/cover change indicates exactly these problems in the socio-economic development of the Bansko
municipality in 1990-2000. LUCC are observed only around the town of Bansko. The changes are associated with an
increase of area of discontinuous urban fabric - class 112 (5.6 ha) and area of dump sites - class 132 (1.2 ha), as well as the
decrease of area of complex cultivation patterns (class 242) and area of non-irrigated arable land (class 211).
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Figure 6. CORINE Land Cover change 2000-2006 in Bansko municipality

In 2000 – 2006 the total area of land use/cover change in Bansko municipality is 390,3 ha (Figure 6). The changes are
represented mainly with the expansion of the discontinuous urban fabric (class 112), sport and leisure facilities (class 142)
and dump sites (class 132). The urban area is expanded substantially in southern and northern part of the town of Bansko.
Mostly arable land (classes 211 and 242) is transformed into settlement (class 112), but forest and semi-natural areas
(classes 312, 321 and 322) were transformed into sport and leisure facilities (class 142).
The main reason for the large changed area and the type of changes is due to the fact that the tourist industry is the main
field of strategic significance for the social-economic development of the municipality of Bankso. This is the most dynamic
and the fastest growing branch of the economy in the municipality. For the period 2001-2006 the amounts of the
investments in the field of tourism come up to over BGN 200 MLN. This led to the opening of over 500 new employment
positions in the field of tourist servicing and several times greater in the building sector (Bansko - Economics, Investments).
There were new lifts and runs with a high technical level, and new hotels.
The main trends of development of tourism in the coming years in the municipality of Bansko are developing of winter
tourism, cultural tourism, spa tourism and rural tourism (Municipal development plan of the Bansko municipality 20072013).
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CONCLUSION
Land cover and land use changes in the Bansko municipality for 1990-2006 are mapped using multi-sensor and multitemporal satellite images together with very high resolution images to increase the geometric, thematic and temporal
accuracy of the created database. The standard CORINE Land Cover nomenclature on the third level is used, which is
applicable to research area.
The analysis of land cover and land use changes in the Bansko municipality for 1990-2006 show an enlargement of
discontinuous urban fabric (class 112) and sport and leisure facilities (class 142) mainly for the period 2000-2006 due to the
tourism development. Obtained results are part of the work on a PhD thesis entitled "Anthropogenic landscape changes in
the Bansko municipality".
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Abstract
Brestnitsa karst geosystem is situated in the western part of Central Predbalkan (North Bulgaria) on the watershed between
Iskar and Vit basins. It is determined by the geological structure and complex surface and underground network of forms,
on which are running exchanging hydrochemical and transformation processes, tended to the system exit at Glava Panega
spring, which is also local erosion basis. For detailed spatial analysis of the system and assessment of its dynamic as well,
different data layers were combined in GIS environment: raster data – DEM, geological, geomorphological; vector data –
land cover and land use, points, linear and polygons, which contain the results from the field work. They were organized as
geodatabase which will be used for the next spatial analysis

INTRODUCTION
Brestnitsa karst geosystem is one of most difficult region for studies in Bulgaria. It is because of combination and translates
of materials between all of the nature agents (rocks, climate, water, soils and bio factor). For detailed spatial analysis of the
system and assessment of its dynamic as well, different data layers were combined in GIS environment: raster data – DEM,
geological, geomorphological; vector data – land cover and land use, points, linear and polygons, which contain the results
from the field work. They were organized as geodatabase which will be used for the next spatial analysis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study area
The Brestnica karst Geosystem is situated in the western part of the Central Predbalkan (North Bulgaria) on the watershed
between Iskar and Vit basins. Most of it belongs to the low mountain Yablanishko Bardo. Its borders are the positive forms
of Dragoitsa, Lisets and northwest part of Vasiljovska Mountains. In morphographic aspect it belongs to a low mountain
zone (600-1200 m) and consists of different height forms. These include the heights: Turlata - the highest point of the
territory - Banyovishki kichar (662 m), Goliam Varnovrah (651 m), Bojura (640 m), Malak Varnovrah (626.2), Mogilata
(613.6) , Garvanishki vrah (604.3) Daynyovo (575.1) Kamatura (555.9) and others. The maximum height of the highest
parts defines Yablanishko Bardo as a low mountain, but most of the territory belongs to the hills zone (200-600 m), as
evidenced by the attached hypsometric map (Figure 1). The average height of the area corresponds with that of Bulgaria
(470 m). Below 200 m altitude in the lowland zone, is only the territory near by the karst spring Glava Panega (192 m).
Because of the small differences in elevation, hypsometric zones are shown in step of 100 m.
Panega karst subsystem, which is a main part of Brestnittsa karst geosystem, includes the area with classic karst
Yablanishko Bardo with surrounding hills and valleys and its periphery. It could be outlined as follows:
- From north - Batulska River - Glava Panega spring- Brestnica dol.
- From east - Vit River.
- From south - the valley of the river Voneshtitsa.
- From west - small river Yablanishka.
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The southwest border is difficult to be defined correctly – it could be drawn between the villages Devekinyata and Vlashki
dol.

Data and Methodology
All of data and maps are processed and derived with GIS software (ArcGIS 9.3). The Shuttle Radar Topography Mission
(SRTM) DEM 90 m was used for digital mapping (http://www2.jpl.nasa.gov/srtm/). It is produced by National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) on a near-global scale to generate the most complete high-resolution digital topographic
database of Earth. The Geological map was made from map sheet Cherven Briag of the National Geological Map of
Bulgaria M 1:100 000.
The methodology applied includes three steps: cameral (preparation) work, expeditional (terrain) work and analysis. During
the cameral work feasibility studies were made: concept model of the spatial geo-database, concept for the structure and
content of spatial data used, spatial data generation and digitization, including Digital Elevation Model (DEM). In the
terrain work the key sites were identified and the available data were assessed. The third step includes spatial database
development, the digital elevation model analysis for deriving of geomorphometric parameters, data processing and
visualization.

RESULT AND DISSCUSION
The main part of Brestnitsa karst geosystem (Panega’s part) is determined by its geological structure and complex network
of surface and ground forms, on which are running exchange hydrochemical and transformation processes. They are
oriented to the system output Glava Panega spring, which is also the local erosion basis. Brestnica karst Geosystem is
inhomogeneous (heterogeneous) as it consist Panega karst subsystem and Vit river valley in the part within the territory.
The second is especially important for the formation and development of a significant part of the underground flow passing
through the geosystem. From previous studies related to the formation of water of Glava Panega spring, Vit River waters
have a very substantial share in the formation of flow and other characteristics of the spring waters, including the
hydrochemical contains. Vit River gives to the spring Glava Panega hundred percent of their water through the dry months.
These allochthon Vit waters are combined with autochthone karst waters formed in the surface absorbing complex
(subsystem) of Panega karst region. The two subsystems are based on test Brestnica karst Geosystems.

Figure 1. Hypsometry map with key sites
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The direction of groundwater flow is mainly due to the difference in altitude because Glava Panega spring is lower than the
Valley of Vit River (about 32 meters) and it is local erosion basis. The underground waters flow on the contact of Tithonian
limestones and neocomean marls which build the northern part of the Batulska anticline. The distance between the mains
pot-holes on the river and the karst spring is 6.5 km in a straight line, and it is calculated that about 50% of the waters of
Glava Panega come from influation way (Popov, V., 1979). The remain part comes from infiltration of precipitation on the
territory of Panega karst region. The transfer of water from the watershed of the Vit River to that of the Iskar River is an
interesting geomorphological and hydrological phenomenon in Bulgaria. Watershed between two catchments passes
through Yablanitsa Bardo, but this is only about the surface waters in the system. Because of their transformation from Vit
River to Glava Panega the watershed is difficult to be defined clearly.
In this borders Brestnitsa karst geosystem has a total area of 66.7 km2. Its erosion basis is the spring Glava Panega, which
leads us to suppose that the groundwater system is possible to penetrate this depth (192 m). Taking the highest point in the
area - Mount Banyuvishki kichar (662 m), we calculate the denivelation in Brestnica karst geosystem to 470 m (Figure 1).
Morphographic characteristics are determined mainly by the horizontal and vertical segmentation of relief. The values of
horizontal segmentation are ranged from 0 to 270 m, where the lower indicators are in located in peripheral valleys. The
average vertical segmentation for the area is 125.6 m.
Morphographic and hydrographic features of the territory are formed by the combined action of different geological and
external (climatic, hydrological, etc.) factors. In geological side the most typical is the upper Jurassic lime (north) Tithonian
facies, which is evident from the geological map of the region (Figure 2). Tithonian limestones are located in the center of
the territory, which almost completely filled it, and other formations are located in peripheral parts.

Figure 2. Geological Map (by National Geological Map of Bulgaria M 1:100 000, map sheet Cherven Briag )
From geomorphologic point of view the analysis of surface forms is important to take into account the characteristics of the
slopes. Of slope aspect (exposition) depends on the slopes of surface active processes, which is determined by the sunshine.
For example, when the slopes are north facing, they have more snow-which leads to a prolonged period of snowmelt. Figure
3 show that the majority of the slopes have such exposure (N-NW, N-NE, W-NW).
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Figure 3.Map of Slope aspect
Another important feature for determining surface processes in Brestnica Geosystem is the inclination of the slopes.
Intensity of slope processes depends on the slope (Figure 4). For preparation of the map are taken into account
classifications according to Galabov (1982) and Tcherkezova (2011). The larger is the slope, the more intense are slope
processes. As seen from the map not small part of the territory has slopes around and above 20°, i.e. those parts are subject
of intensive erosion and denudation. Small and medium gradients (0-12o) are cousin the formation of karen fields - an
important part of the surface karst.

Figure 4. Map of slope inclination (classification Гълъбов, Ж.и др., 1982 and Черкезова, Е., 2011)
For good and detailed analyses to this area the land use/land cover data are assessed, which are available from the CORINE
Land Cover (CLC) project (Vatseva, 2009; Vatseva, 2010) (Figure 5). It takes another point of view and full image to
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different parts of that territory. To the map is attached a table, on which are shown descriptions of CLC codes, number of
polygons and area (in ha) for every of type of land cover.

Figure 5. Map of land cover and land use
Table 1. Land cover and land use in Brestnitsa karst geosystem
CORINE Land Cover (CLC)
Discontinuous urban fabric

Code

Number of
polygons

112

4

Area (ha)
233,1901

Industrial or commercial units

121

2

74,1242

Mineral extraction site

131

3

122,8483

Non-irrigated arable land

211

11

1064,0346

Fruit trees and berries plantations

222

1

25,8050

Pastures

231

7

422,5138

Complex cultivation patterns

242

9

391,3121

Land principally occupied by agriculture
with significant areas of natural vegetation

243

9

1417,1043

Broad leaved forest

311

11

1964,1321

Coniferous forest

312

1

25,7988

Mixed forest

313

3

39,9606

Transitional woodland scrub

324

8

827,8187

69

6608,6426

Total:

For the purposes of the study 14 key sites were defined for the territory. They are evenly distributed throughout the area and
are representative of the forms and processes in it. All are characterized, identified and included in database, which is
currently under construction.
The 14 key sites are as follows:
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Name: Glava Panega
Coordinates: N 4774448.294; E 268582.283
Elevation a.s.l. (m): 192
Petrography: tithonian limestone
Form: karst spring
Slope aspect: N-NE
Slope inclination (in degrees): 13-18
Land cover (class): 311

Name: Nanovsko blato
Coordinates: N 4769411.396; Е 267957.597
Elevation a.s.l. (m): 430
Petrography: tithonian limestone
Form: karst swamp
Slope aspect: S-SE
Slope inclination (in degrees): 4-6
Land cover (code): 243
(picture
http://www.glojenebg.com/Mesta%20za%20posestenie/be
zdunniq%20pchelin/uvs081019-026.jpg)

Name: Uvala „Lipovo“
Coordinates: N 4771172.946; Е 268708.511
Elevation a.s.l. (m): 382
Petrography: tithonian limestone
Form: ouvala (uvala)
Slope aspect: W-SW
Slope inclination (in degrees): 4-6
Land cover (code): 211
(picture Google Earth)
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Name: Karen field SW of Brestnitsa
Coordinates: N 4771585.282; Е 270379.705
Elevation a.s.l. (m): 340
Petrography: tithonian limestones
Form: karen field
Slope aspect: S-SE
Slope inclination (in degrees): 7-12
Land cover (code): 243

Name: point Vit
Coordinates: N 4769227.692; Е 274083.188
Elevation a.s.l. (m): 280
Petrography: alluvial deposits
Form: river
Slope aspect: N-NW
Slope inclination (in degrees): 0-3
Land cover (code): 211

Name: Hydrogeological metric scale № 25
Coordinates: N 4774671.969; Е 268950.725
Elevation a.s.l. (m): 190
Petrography: alluvial deposits and limestone
Form: measuring rake (scale) on the beginning of Panega
river
Slope aspect: W-NW
Slope inclination (in degrees): 0-3
Land cover (code): 121
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Name: Lednitsata
Coordinates: N 4769818.442; Е 270547.055
Elevation a.s.l. (m): 550
Petrography: tithonian limestones
Form: precipice cave
Slope aspect: N-NE
Slope inclination (in degrees): 19-25
Land cover (code): 311

Name: Gorge valley of Batulska river
Coordinates: N 4774129.198; Е 265634.084
Elevation a.s.l. (m): 235
Petrography: tithonian limestone
Form: epigenetic gorge
Slope aspect: W-SW – N-NW
Slope inclination (in degrees): 7-12 – 13-18
Land cover (code): 243
(picture Google Earth)

Name: Saeva dupka
Coordinates: N 4769908.325; 270850.086 E
Elevation a.s.l. (m): 510
Petrography: tithonian limestone
Form: cave
Slope aspect: N-NW
Slope inclination (in degrees): 19-25
Land cover (code): 311
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Name: Voneshtitsa + Vit
Coordinates: N 4766745.704; 270101.303 E
Elevation a.s.l. (m): 295
Petrography: alluvial deposits
Form: mouth of Voneshtitsa river to Vit river
Slope aspect: E-NE
Slope inclination(in degrees) : 0-3
Land cover (code): 211
(picture Google Earth)

Name: Iamite
Coordinates: N 4768539.231; Е 270995.149
Elevation a.s.l. (m): 290
Petrography: alluvial deposits and tithonian limestones
Form: ponors (swallow hole) on Vit river
Slope aspect: E-SW
Slope inclination (in degrees): 4-6
Land cover (code): 211

Name: Bezdan pchelin
Coordinates: N 4769876.333; Е 267707.311
Elevation a.s.l. (m): 510
Petrography: tithonian limestone
Form: precipice cave
Slope aspect: E-SE
Slope inclination (in degrees): 19-25
Land cover (code): 243

Name: Gorge valley of Yablanitsa river
Coordinates: N 4773125.099; Е 264078.596
Elevation a.s.l. (m): 268
Petrography: tithonian limestone
Form: epigenetic gorge
Slope aspect: S-SW
Slope inclination (in degrees): 0-3
Land cover (code): 243
Name: Zabcheto
Coordinates: N 4772172.04; Е 271516.619
Elevation a.s.l. (m): 285
Petrography: tithonian limestone
Form: ponor (swallow hole) in karst area
Slope aspect: S-SW
Slope inclination (in degrees): 0-3
Land cover (code): 112
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On the basis of the so prepared identification of key sites a classification of karst in the research area will be made. It has to
be done and complete geomorphologic characteristics and preparation of geomorphologic map. Also clarification of the
factors for the emergence and development of karst forms themselves is pending.

CONCLUSION
With so prepared maps and analysis of karst Brestnica Geosystem a more detailed study of this not good studied
geographical area has been launched. This study is part of the PhD thesis of the author.
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Abstract
From a definition viewpoint of cartography10 it seems somewhat difficult to establish a relationship between GIS and Cartography,
except when systems include the geographically referenced spatial data concept. However, the concept with cartography is not at all
absolute from this perspective as any piece of data can be geographically located and entered in a database without necessarily coming
from a map, though maps are a good source and the most common geographically referenced data for GIS.
Both cartography and GIS have to deal with geographic information and are communication instruments for decision taking, as both,
with different capacities, allow for the treatment and analysis of geographic information. GIS depends basically on cartography for data
capture, which in many cases has to be converted to a digital format, structured and put into a database, processed as required and
finally given some sort of output.
In this presentation are listed some of the concepts used by Geodesy specialists, geographers, informatics specialists, etc., about
Cartography, GIS and GIS-Cartography. With regard to the relationship Mapping - GIS, some specialists defined the wrong concepts
that nowadays GIS has replaced mapping; others support another wrong concept that mapping represents the technical discipline,
included in the GIS structure, whereas many others consider them as separate disciplines but closely related between each other.
Defending the wrong concepts means to negatively influence the quantity and quality of communication and information gathered from
the maps and other mapping products.
The relationship between cartography and GIS can be best visualized from a practical point of view. One of the modes of GIS is the
cartographic one, but this is mostly given in the context of applications and not necessarily as an objective reality.
Key word: GIS, Key word: GIS structure, GIS-Cartography, Mapping, Geodesy specialists, Geographers, Informatics specialists.

1.

SOME CONCEPTS ABOUT MAPS AND CARTOGRAPHY

1.1.

About maps

Many recorded aspects of human activity need to be analyzed and integrated in a geographical context as a spatial
relationship. The best way to ensure that the description of a spatial relationship evokes a similar image in the listener’s
mind “is to provide a visual representation of the image. This graphic representation of the geographical setting is what we
call a map”( Robinson, A.H., et al., 1995). Foote and Crum (1995) state that “(maps) are the pre-eminent means of
recording and communicating information about the location and spatial characteristics of the natural world and of society
and culture”. A map, however, is not just an image: Wood (1992) explains: “The map image is accompanied by a crowd of
10 Cartography has been defined as the science, art and technology of making maps and its study as both scientific documents and works
of art, or as the discipline dealing with the conception, production, dissemination and study of maps.
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signs: titles, dates, legends, keys, scale statements… How these signs come together is the province of a presentational code,
which offers a structured, ordered, articulated and effective display…”. Foote and Crum (1995) describes a large number of
map elements, some that are found on all maps, some that are context sensitive and some that will enhance effective
communication.
Maps are not only used as communication tools, but they also assume a new role in activating the thinking process of the
user. Pupils will be able to transfer and process data on maps, to find location, to distinguish different types of maps, to
make calculations using maps (e.g. length, scale, direction), to perceive spatial distribution, to interpret maps correctly, and
to create sketch maps.

1.2.

About cartography

Cartography, the “making and study of maps” [Robinson et al., 1995] has evolved as a discipline over the last 500 years.
The International Cartographic Association defines cartography as “The art, science, and technology of making maps,
together with their study as scientific documents and works of art. In this context may be regarded as including all types
of maps, plans, charts, and sections, three-dimensional models and globes representing the Earth or any celestial body at
any scale” [Robinson et al., 1995]. This definition can be successfully applied to digital and computer cartography as well,
only the word “study” has deeper meaning: the multimedia map has depth or the ability to change the visual
appearance and ability to mine for new information from linked databases.
Computer technology has started to influence cartography since the mid 20th century. This influence resulted into the
appearance of two contrasting tendencies: a) attempts of scientists working with spatial information to create computer
cartography as a tool for supporting data research and analysis, which have later resulted in the creation of Geographic
information systems (GIS), and b) more limited use of computer-assisted methods in cartography for conversion of
analogue maps into digital maps in order to facilitate and quicken the process of their production (Wood, 2003). The main
task of cartography is to define the aim of a map and to visualize geo-data on paper or electronically.
Today cartography is closely associated with the broader field of scientific visualization. This technique takes the map
reader beyond the printed page and shows them terrain as if they were flying in a helicopter, displays the predicted
dispersion of oil days or months after a spill, or models the future growth of an urban area. Since the limitations of a paper
map no longer exist, today's cartographers learn how to best display data, information, and the relationships between
different data sets. Relationships that are difficult to show on a paper map may be more easily displayed on a computer
display.
Technological cartography has left theoretical cartography too far behind: technically we can combine any number of
spatial data sets digitally, but conceptually, GIS has not moved beyond McHarg’s overlays or Maull’s Grenzgurtelmethode.
The technical possibilities of combining spatial data and processing them in a GIS have much further advanced than the
theoretical ones [Ormeling, 2011] .

2.

Some concepts about Geographic Information Systems (GIS)

Information permeates our society, but fortunately, it takes on only a few tangible forms. Without the preordering of
information, much of it would not be usable by humans in their everyday lives. When data are entered into the computer, we
store them as files and refer to them collectively as a database. In database language, the items that we gather information
about are referred to as attributes, and individual data items as records. On each record in the database we have a picture and
some values for the attributes.
A basic difference between these types of information and the information that is collected into GIS is that GIS information
has associated with it an underlying geography, or descriptions of locations on the face of the earth. This means that pictures
and especially maps can be a database, too. The power of GIS is in allowing the attribute and the geographic or map
information to be linked together in a useful way.
This means that to understand GISs, we need to know a little cartography, which is the science that deals with the
construction, use and principles behind maps and map use.
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Defining GIS is not an easy task to do as is apparent from the large number of divergent views spouted in literature.
Chrisman (1984) refers to it as a complicated type of software covering the whole life cycle of geographical data, from data
collection to interpretation and on. Burrough & McDonnell (1998) consider GIS a complex of computer hardware and
software embedded in a proper organizational context. The latter refers to such issues as training of staff and appropriate
implementation of the system in the present workflow.
Marble & Peuquet (1983) give a well-chosen description of the functionality of a GIS, that summarizes the abovementioned tasks: “... a GIS is designed to accept large volumes of spatial data, derived from a variety of sources, including
remote sensors, and to efficiently store, retrieve, manipulate, analyze and display these data according to user- defined
specifications...”
Finally, Geographic information systems (GIS) are automated systems used to capture, edit, store, manipulate, analyze and
display an infinite variety of spatial data. A GIS has three major components: a data base, a spatial analysis and modeling
capability, and a means for graphic display.
GIS has become the major tool for a wide range of applications. These include the analysis of phenomena and processes that
affect our daily lives. Examples range from weather, politics, crime, real estate development, forest management and
business decisions. The true power of GIS is its ability to combine and synthesize any form of geographic information.
3.

ABOUT THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CARTOGRAPHY AND GIS

From a definition standpoint it seems somewhat difficult to establish a relationship between geographic Information
Systems and Cartography, except when systems include the geographically referenced spatial data concept. This is a
commonplace in most GIS definitions. However, the link concept with cartography is not at all absolute from this
perspective as any piece of data can at these times be geographically located and be entered in a database without
necessarily coming from a map, though analog maps are a good source and the most common geographically referenced
data for GIS.

3.1.

The discipline of Geographic Information Science (and GIS products themselves) has partly
evolved from the discipline of cartography, in addition to many other disciplines such as geodesy
and geography [Kraak & Ormeling, 2003]

The history of GIS is well documented from its origins in automated or computer-assisted cartography in the mid 1960’s
and can be researched in any reputable GIS textbook. Despite claims that “GIS images are not maps” [Van Der Merwe,
2003], the reality today is that most GIS products contain a range of functionality for the creation of high quality maps and
cartographic products and are widely used for cartographic focused applications. Geographic Information Systems (GIS),
have a strong historical connection to Cartography.
Many of the concepts found in GIS have a theoretical basis derived from cartography. Map based display is a key interface
to GIS in the context of visualizing data, visualizing analysis processes and presenting results [Kraak & Ormeling, 2003]
and this is demonstrated by the range of visualization tools available in GIS products such as ArcGIS. The computer
revolution transformed cartography replacing the traditional map with a digital spatial database and a set of visualization
tools [Robinson et al., 1995] of which perhaps the most common are GIS. GIS and ‘computer’ cartography have shared
elements of a common history [Jones, 1997] over the last years in terms of the emergence of firstly ‘workstation systems’,
followed by desktop systems, increasing levels of functionality and overall integration with core IT technologies.
Map based display within GIS has always played an important role and the use of geographic display as part of analysis
processes within GIS was traditionally the capability which differentiated this technology from computer aided mapping
[Clarke, 1995]. All GIS users will do good service to GIS and cartography by learning the alphabet, language, grammar and
the vocabulary of cartographic communication so that whoever is involved in map making uses the same (cartographic)
vocabulary to make maps that communicate efficiently and effectively.

3.2.

Cartography serves GIS technology in several ways

Data inputs to geographical information systems are commonly retrieved from existing maps through digitizing or scanning
procedures. On its part cartography is generally the most important input for GIS. Converting cartographic information into
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geographical databases represents a major portion of GIS development. The link between maps and geographic information
systems occurs in the graphical communication of the output of the GIS models. GIS’s are capable of generating outputs
with all cartographic formalities, including media different from the traditional.
Cartography no longer communicates directly with the other sciences. GIS has assumed the position of coordinator with
Remote Sensing, Photogrammetry, Geodesy and Surveying each being regarded as a module for data input into it, which in
turn communicates with cartography. Cartography has therefore continued to display/present graphic information but with
an added role of data input into a GIS system as well. Kraak and Ormeling (1997) regard cartography as an essential
support for nearly all aspects of handling geographical information.
In its apparent coordinating role, GIS may be viewed essentially as a management and visual decision support tool. Figure 1
illustrates the relationship between GIS and the mapping sciences.

By: E.H.Silayo, CARTOGRAPHY IN A GIS ENVIRONMENT, The International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote
Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, Vol. XXXIV, Part 6/W6
The above refers mostly to the relationship between traditional cartography and GIS. This relationship is much clearer when
the context is in the field of computer assisted cartography. It is necessary to keep in mind that what is conceived in the
general level in terms of cartography has been the cartographic production systems which have to deal with
presentation and visualization aspects, while in the geographic and spatial data environment what matters is the
parameterization of the space and spatial relationships.

3.3.

Probably, the relationship between cartography and GIS can be best visualized from a practical
point of view.

One of the approaches of GIS is the cartographic one, but this is mostly given in the context of applications and not
necessarily as an objective reality. Computer cartography has a specific production objective, but lacks the analytical
capacities of a GIS. On its part, GIS can include in its structure cartographic capacities, which being important have not
the same weight as the analytical. However, GIS depends basically on cartography for the capture of data, which in many
case has to be converted to a digital format, be structured and put in a database, processed as required and finally given
some sort of output, which normally is a cartographic presentation or a visual display.
Both cartography and GIS have to deal with geographic information and are communication instruments for decision taking,
as both, with different capacities, allow for the treatment and analysis of geographic information.
Geographic information and Maps are abstractions. We should note that projections are one type of abstractions, which can
be misused and even lied with. Sometimes this is obvious, but careful editing can gloss over particularly rough spots.
Geographic information and maps involve many other abstractions, which is why one of Mark Monmonnier’s books on
cartographic principles, uses, and abuses carries the title, “How to Lie with Maps.” Based on what you now know about
projections, the claim that maps lie is easy enough to refute. All maps must have distortions; therefore, some would argue,
what is called a lie is only a distortion.
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Traditional Cartography was, and still is, concerned with the presentation and visualization of static geographical, or
spatially analogous data. The visualization aspect addresses only the visio-cognitive interpretation of mapping symbols by
the cartographer, and users, and the concerns that the interpretations should match. The trend in the literature is to predict
that the next steps in the development of more sophisticated tools for cartographic visualization will come from the use and
usefulness of Geographic Information Systems (GIS). (MacEachren, Alan M. 1995; Robinson, A.H., et al., 1995). “GIS is
popularizing cartography… The “old” map in new forms will become a principal medium for communication…”
(Robinson, A.H., et al., 1995).

3.4.

The creation of GIS in particular has significantly influenced the new stage of cartography
development

GIS were not designed in order to reach a higher level of mapping quality; the virtual “point-line-area” structures that they
contain can be interconnected with attribute databases and symbol sources; Kraak and Ormeling (2002) speak about digital
landscape and cartographic models, which are basically cartographic. Nowadays, GIS systems support a wide range of
spatial projects; however, creation of maps remains the independent and dominant conception. GIS systems have not
replaced cartography; they have equipped it with exceptionally successful technologies providing a higher level of
perfection and efficiency.
Cartography predates the invention of Geographic Information System (GIS) by thousands of years. Nowadays, progression
in GIS and Cartography software technology have converged in a suite of truly open and flexible tools which reduce time
for map and chart production from days to hours, including for non-cartographic specialists. We will see in this lesson, why
the map outputs from GIS are not always optimal, and learn the main advantages and disadvantages of Computer Aided
Cartography and Geographic Information System for mapping purposes.
The influence of GIS in cartography has been obvious especially in the form of the emergence of a new generation of
electronic maps and atlases, mainly on the Internet, which resulted in the definition of multimedia cartography. According
to Cartwright (2004), multimedia, global communication systems, and global publishing offer possibilities for the
production of dynamic and interactive visualizations, which utilize mainly virtual environments (developed originally for
the computer games industry).
GIS is not in the business of cartography, but it is firmly settled in the business of visualization. “The use of GIS is the next
logical step toward increasing a more user specific application where analysis and exploration of a more specific data set
foster increased private thinking and the uncovering of unknowns” (Keightley, E., n.d.: Mapping Technology ).
During the GIS science process different maps and graphics have their role to play to assist the researcher in understanding
the data and to support problem-solving. The maps and graphics are there to stimulate thinking, to show the unexpected, to
point to the out layers and the demonstrate trends. Maps and graphics cannot do this alone. Different algorithms, models and
other methods and techniques are behind the images, for each of the phases in the GIS science process. In this paper the
impact of some development and trends have been discussed without pretending to be complete. For instance the whole
field of (visual) data mining has not been discussed but is an important component of the GIS science process. Maps do
much more then just present geographic data. Maps cover the range from indeed presentation al the way to exploration in a
connected dynamic and interactive environment. Maps do matter.
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Abstract
The Agency for Real Estate Cadastre, as an institution in charge of the cartographic activity in the Republic of Macedonia,
has successfully implemented the project for establishment of a digital topographic map in scale 1:25000 in a GIS
environment. The project was finalized by the end of 2011 with a set of 205 topographic maps.
However, today there is an increased requirement for small scale maps, in a scale smaller than 1:50000, primarily for the
needs of governmental institutions and private agencies. Small scale maps are required for various purposes, such as
natural resource management, protection of the environment, urban planning, defense, transport, etc.
Within its cartographic production plan, the Agency for Real Estate Cadastre has foreseen the development of a complete
series of topographic maps in a scale of 1:50000, 1:100000, 1:200000, 1:500000 and the basis will be the GIS base of the
basic national topographic map in a scale of 1:25000.
The procedure itself practically includes the setting up of a frame that joins the contents of the sheets. The necessary
elements are separated, their size and position is altered and they are adjusted. In the interest of saving time, finance and
human resources, the production of these maps is foreseen in two different ways. The production of scales 1:50000,
1:100000 and 1:500000 is planned in a graphic environment with design and preparations for printing, and the production
of scale 1:200000 is planned to be in a GIS environment.
Key words: topographic maps, scale, GIS

INTRODUCTION
The Agency for Real Estate Cadastre, as an institution in charge of the cartographic activity in the Republic of Macedonia,
started its cartographic activity in 2004 with the Project Establishment of the Basic State Topographic Map in a GIS
environment in a scale of 1: 25000. The aim of the establishment of spatial data infrastructure was to generate the following
products:
 Digital National Base Maps (1:25000) (including the production of printed maps)
 GIS topographic map database
The basic policies for the production of national base maps were adopted in the technical data specification. The data
specification is in compliance with international standards for the purpose of data conversion and distribution. As the data is
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considered as national spatial infrastructure, the specification is in compliance with the ISO19000 series of standards for
geographic information.
The datasets, a total of 205 sheets are prepared in the state coordinate system and they cover the entire territory of the
Republic of Macedonia. These data files compiled in the supplementary digital compilation include all the necessary items
for spatial data infrastructure. This dataset is stored to ArcInfo Coverage format which is specified in the product
specification. Each map sheet is composed of 21 individual folders. To produce the data for printing we used 18 individual
dxf files which were copied and pasted to combine them into a single file. Then, based on the symbol specification for
spatial data infrastructure, the generation/editing of line width, color, symbol, pattern, annotation, etc. for each item was
carried out. As for the annotations, two versions were created: one in Macedonian and one in Latin.

PRODUCING SMALLER SCALE TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS
After the topographic maps were developed in scale 1:25000, in 2011, their updating started immediately, and on the other
hand smaller scale digital topographic maps are being developed, as a logical follow up of the cartographic dataset.
Initially, work was focused on analyzing the existing cartographic data in AREC (new and old topographic maps in various
scales); on the standing regulations that address the topographic maps development and distribution (law, rulebooks,
specifications, work manuals, etc.) as well as on some regional experiences from this area. After the analysis was made, the
existing specification for TM 25000 and specifications were made for the relevant scales, with the reduction of some layers,
changing the size of the symbols and determining the rules for generalization. Having in mind the two types of outputs, an
optimal solution was sought to develop smaller scale maps, in order to maximally use the human and the technical capacity
and to be time efficient.
A work flow for producing smaller scale map could be considered for two streams. One is to compile printout data (*.ai
file). Another one is to compile topographic map data such as *.dgn, *.dxf and Coverage. Of course, both streams have
advantage and disadvantage. You could choose and consider both methods for your purpose such as making paper map,
preparation of database and so on.
Some consideration points are as follows:
Method
Illustrator only

Advantage
To save cost for making paper
map

ArcGIS (or TNTmips)
and Illustrator

To obtain database and paper
map

Disadvantage
Not to make smaller scale
database
Not much data handling
To require compilation cost for
ArcGIS and Illustrator

Figure 1. Advantages and disadvantages of both methods
As the most optimal solution for developing smaller scale maps was the following:
 1:50000 topographic map are made by scale editing 1:25000 printout map data
 1:100000 topographic map are made by scale editing after the 1: 50000 printout maps have been made
 1:200000 topographic map are made by processing the 1:25000 GIS data
 1:500000 topographic map are made by scale editing after the 1: 200000 printout maps have been made
 The editing of the printout map is to be done with the Illustrator software
 TNTmips and ArcGIS are to be used for processes regarding extraction and joint editing of necessary items of GIS
data for making 1:200000 topographic maps.
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Confirm 1:25000 printout/GIS data
Pre-processing for scale
editing
Set symbol/marginal info.
Specifications
Edit 1:25000 printout maps
Make 1:50000 printout map data

Edit 1:25000 GIS data
Make 1:200,000 printout map data (TNTmips,
ArcGIS, and Illustrator)

Edit 1:50000 printout maps
Make 1:100000 printout map data

Edit 1:200000 printout maps
Make 1:500000 printout map

Figure 2. Scale editing procedure
Producing smaller scale maps is making new smaller scale map based on existing topographic maps by selecting highpriority map information and omitting properly other map information. To make smaller scale map, the work may be carried
out in the following order:
 Geodetic point
 Frame Structure (River, Shore line, Road, Railway and so on)
 Building and Symbol
 Geography
 Administrative Boundary
 Vegetation boundary and symbol
In general, it is difficult to express all of the original features on a 1/50000 topographic map reduced from a 1/25000 map,
such as feature size, view-ability and so on. Therefore, a cartographic generalization process in accordance with the map
symbol specifications should be required to make smaller scale map, such as “Feature Selection”, “Feature Adjustment” and
“Feature Simplification“.

Way of developing maps in a scale of 1:50000






First, we collect and copy 4 printing data (*.ai file) in accordance with index map of 1/50000.
We delete or turn off “Marginal data” and unnecessary map data
A scale of original *.ai file is 1:25000. Printout data of 1:50000 should be created from this file by “Scale” tool
with the scale factor 50%.
Four printout map data (*.ai file) will be stored to same layers in new printout file (*.ai file).
After merging data, we set map symbols to each layer in accordance with the map symbol regulation such as
colour, line weight, symbol size, text size, font, and so on.
 Polygon
 Line
 Symbol
 Annotation

Polygon data
Around sheet line of 1/25000 maps, there are separated polygon data. They should be compiled for the appropriate
expression. The Shape Builder tool is an interactive tool for creating complex shapes by merging and erasing simpler
shapes. It works on simple and compound paths. We use it to merge several objects, this tool is useful and efficiency tool
for our compilation work. This tool is released from Adobe Illustrator CS5.
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Figure 3. Polygon merge procedure

Line data
After all 4 sheets in scale 1:25000 are merged at the link between the sheets, the line elements remain unmerged. Because of
this, the merging procedure provides continuity of the line objects within the new sheet. This procedure comprises all
elements of the line network / grid of rivers, paths, railways, etc.

Figure 4. Line merge procedure

Symbols
Printout data of 1:50000 created with the “Scale” tool, with the scale factor 50% contains symbols that are also reduced in
size. These symbols are increased so they are easier to be seen and they get to the same size as on sheets in scale of 1:25000.
According to the new scale, the unnecessary symbols are deleted from the symbols library, and new symbols are created and
added. Some polygon symbols (patterns) that are not sufficiently visible for the new scale are changed, so the distance
between the pattern elements is increased in their case.

Figure 5. Pattern modification

Annotations
Printout data of 1:50000 created with the “Scale” tool with the scale factor 50% contains texts that are also reduced in size.
These texts are increased so they are easier to read and they become the same size as in sheets in scale of 1:25000. On the
link of the sheets the unnecessary (doubled) texts are deleted. The number of the texts in the new sheet is also reduced.
In accordance with the rules in the specification for scale 1:50000, cartographic generalization of the entire content of the
new map is required, and it is made with three operations “Feature Selection”, “Feature Adjustment” and “Feature
Simplification“. “Feature Selection” is used to reduce the unnecessary point and line elements. “Feature Adjustment” is
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used for moving point, line and polygon elements. Moving the elements is allowed, only in terms of elements that are of
higher importance, if they overlap. Objects of higher importance are: lakes, rivers, railway network as well as road network
of higher ranking. Movement is done with the purpose of providing a better visual display for both overlapping objects.
“Feature Simplification” is used to simplify the line and polygon elements that are too stressed.

Map Information Level 25,000

Map Information Level 50,000

There is a
narrow road.

C. Feature Simplification (1)

Figure 6. Methods for cartographic generalization

Manner of creating maps in a scale 1:200000
The maps in the scale 1:200000 are state maps. And they are also used in the long term unless there are major changes such
as new railways or revisions to administrative boundaries. A characteristic representation often adopted for small scale maps
is shading (graduation). One sheet in a scale 1:200000 displays the content of 64 sheets in a scale 1:25000, which is why
extraction is necessary as is the displaying only of the necessary elements for this small scale. Since the map in scale
1:200000 is a state map of RM, it is necessary to also prepare it in a GIS environment and in hard copy. The procedure of
making these maps is quite complex, however the use of GIS software allows us automated ways of generalizing, which
simplifies and speeds up the working process. ArcGIS contains a universal and efficient system of tools, which are grouped
in toolboxes and toolsets. It contains a system of tools for generalizing rasters as well as vector datasets.
As a basis for creating maps in scale 1:200000 is the GIS topographic map database in scale 1:25000 with eight thematic
levels, which are: administrative boundaries, land use, roads, railways, hydrography, small buildings, topography and
annotations.
Practical topographic map production (1:200000)
 Prepare map frame data
 Merge 64 map sheets of 1:25000 GIS data
 Extract necessary features
 Re-size and re-location of lines, point and annotations
 Adjustment of interference between features
 Colored relief shaded data generation
 Layer control
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The procedures for merging adequate contents of all 64 sheets are done in an ArcGIS database. The procedures for reducing
redundant elements, i.e. extraction, as well as simplifying line and polygon elements are done in a GIS environment. After
merging the data from adequate layers, in accordance with the rules that are defined in the specification for the specific
scale, cartographic generalization is done. Depending on the type of the data, the cartographic generalization in a GIS
environment is made based on
 Polygon
 Line
and the cartographic generalization on
 Symbol
 Annotation
is done both in a GIS environment and in MAPublisher, MAPublisher LabelPro, Geographic Imager, as well as in Adobe
Illustrator CS5.

Polygons
After merging the layers within the same theme, some classes that are not necessary for this scale are eliminated. The
polygons that are minimal in size and are not visible in this scale are eliminated by adjoining them to the larger neighboring
polygons. The polygon objects are simplified for which the shapes of retained features are altered to enhance visibility and
reduce complexity. Small area polygons are also merged in a larger polygon by assigning some parameter values that
correlate to the appointed scale.
Original landc data
Original building data

Created data

Created data

Original road network data
Created data

Figure 7. Examples of cartographic generalization
Lines
After merging the layers within the same theme, some classes that are unnecessary for this scale are eliminated. The lines
that have minimal sizes and are not visible in this scale are reduced through elimination. The lines that are minimal in size
and are not visible in this scale are reduced by elimination. Line objects are simplified where the shapes of retained features
are altered to enhance visibility and reduce complexity.
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before reduction

after reduction

simplification

Figure 8. Examples of cartographic generalization
Cartographic generalization is made on point objects and texts through elimination of the unnecessary classes and reduction
of the others, in accordance with the scale. With all above listed procedures of cartographic generalization, we complete the
GIS topographic database in scale 1:200000. All of this data is prepared in a GIS environment, and they are imported in an
advanced software intended for preparation of printing maps.
The MAPublisher is the plug-in software for Adobe Illustrator that bridges the gap between geographic information system
(GIS) and graphic design software in order to facilitate the map creation process. MAPublisher provides additional panels,
functions and tools to the Adobe Illustrator design environment. Working from an Adobe Illustrator document, users create
and edit their data organized through layers. Users could use Adobe Illustrator graphic tools as well as additional
MAPublisher functions and panels to create, edit and query the map data.
The import functions of MAPublisher allow the import of major GIS and CAD formats such as ArcGIS, MapInfo,
AutoCAD, MicroStation, KLM and more, into the Adobe Illustrator. The cartographic workspace is managed through MAP
Views that control the geospatial parameters: coordinate system, map anchor, map scale and rotation.
Almost all of functions of MAPublisher are required MAP layer which is defined by MAPublisher. It’s not same of
Illustrator’s layer structure. Therefore, if you would like to use functions of MAPublisher, you have to prepare working
environment for the MAPublisher on the Illustrator such as MAP layer.
A function of the MAP Views panel is to display a list of all the Adobe Illustrator layers in the current document and all
MAP Views which are defined configurations for geospatial parameters (coordinate system, anchors, map scale and
rotation). Every MAP Layer is shown in this panel as belonging to a particular MAP View. Adobe Illustrator layers which
are not have georeference information, are placed in the [Non-MAP layers] category.

2) MAP
Attributes

1) Select
“streamn”

3) MAP Attributes
panel appear. This
is same of attribute
table in GDB.

Figure 9. MAPublisher working area
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Symbols
In order to maintain continuity in assigning symbols from the source map in scale 1:25000 and up until scale 1:500000, the
library of symbols is used as a basis, which is made for scale 1:25000 in Adobe Illustrator.
For the scale of 1:200000, some symbols from the source library are scaled, their color and thickness changes and it is
supplemented with newly created symbols that are necessary for the new scale. By applying the necessary commands, this
library is adjusted and entered in MAPublisher as Graphic Styles.

Figure 10. MAPublisher symbology

Annotations
When joining the textual records from all 64 layers in scale 1:25000, the sheet has too many texts which are reduced in
accordance with the rules defined with the specification for the new scale. The final printing layout is obtained by using
tools from MAPublisher LabelPro.
MAPublisher LabelPro is a comprehensive collision-free labelling solution integrated into MAPublisher. Using rules and
styles for text placement, it uses label information from map layer attributes, and cartographic text placement.

Figure 11. MAPublisher LabelPro labelling

Shading image
What is typical for this scale of 1:200000 is that the relief, besides the fact that it is shown with isohypses, is the option of
showing it with a shading image. Initially it is created in the DEM from points in the ArcInfo software, which is imported in
Geographic Imager. Geographic Imager is a set of tools and functions for Adobe Photoshop that enable spatial imagery to
be opened, edited, transformed and saved.
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Figure 12. Import in Geographic Imager
Terrain Shader is a tool in Geographic Imager for shading. Shaded relief is a method for representing topography on
analogue and digital maps in a natural and intuitive way. The function of a tool is to customize and apply colours and hill
shading to elevation data.

Figure 13. Color shading in Geographic Imager

Conclusion
The Agency for Real Estate Cadastre started performing cartographic activities in 2004, and during the last several years has
successfully created a digital dataset for a topographic map in scale 1:25000. Due to the increased needs of a number of
public authorities and private entities, and for providing faster access to spatial data not only in hard copy but also in digital
format, AREC continues to provide ongoing cartographic services by developing smaller scale maps. By implementing
modern digital methods, software and ISO regulations, as well as with the cooperation with international mapping
authorities, AREC re-establishes its active participation in modern cartographic trends.
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TACTILE ATLAS, ONE OF IMPORTANT TOOLS TO SUPPORT
SPATIAL KNOWLEDGE OF BLIND PEOPLE
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Abstract
For blind people, read ability is not considered by their eyes, but the hands by touching special words. Since braille word
discovered, the blind people is very helpfully to find any information. The needs of any information is one of human right,
including to find geospatial information as one of many informations. On this part, information needs must be fullfilled by
government or related parties. For blind people, a special tool is required. The tool is represented by tactile map which
help them to recognize the map, symbol of map, and the explanation through Braille word. Indonesia Country as
archipelago country is could be as a model to give spatial information knowledge for blind people. Understanding of
Indonesia country through tactile map is very effective in transfering of spatial information caused describe fully about
Indonesia region. Position of Indonesia in the middle of five continent in the world and introduction of existing islands in
Indonesia are important contents on tactile map that created to support one of spatial information needs. Introduction of
Indonesia Map for blind people is could be through orientation, size, shape, texture, and profile. The example in terms of
orientation, they could read Indonesia position between Asia and Australia continents. The example in terms of size, they
could recognize size differences of Indonesia and other country. In terms of shape, they could recognize island shape
(cyrcle, lengthwise, etc). Meanwhile, texture is used to distinguish border of Indonesia and other country. For profile, it is
used to distinguish low or high land in certain region. Tactile map could be as tool for blind people in transfering spatial
information especially to know Indonesia completly.
Key words: tactile map, blind people, spatial information

I. PREFACE
Almost all the manufacturing of the map products are for people with normal sight or sighted. For people who have
limitations in seeing, or blind, the map's information will not be read properly because their senses are not working
properly. Blind or people with visual impairment is a group of people who have the disorder, abnormality, damage, or loss
of function in the vision organ, thus in receiving the information they are relying on other senses such as hearing, touch,
smell, and taste.
For introduce geospatial information to blind people in the form of a map or atlas is necessary to use the sense of touch. In
the further context, a technology can also be created maps for the blind through the sense of hearing. In this paper, the
discussion focused more on the sense of touch. Transformation of map products that used by sighted people to map for the
blind is a requirement that information be conveyed in the maps for the blind. Therefore an atlas or map of tactile is become
the main alternative to resolve the issue.
Tactile map is a collection of thematic maps, those which are drawed on embose or arising embose media and combined
with braille writing for the toponyms. First, the form of tactile maps were still simple, merely to provide daily information
in directions, for example from home to office. The emergence of three-dimensional form of embose is a further
development of tactile maps. Geospatial representation through tactile map are intended for build the blind perception of
space. Start in 1990, ICA (International cartographic Association) is committed to helping the blind to understand the maps
through tactile maps, one of its contributions is TacNEWS, a kind of tabloid for the blind.
In Indonesia, the presence of tactile maps are still rare and not fully developed because of our products in general are still
oriented to the map for sighted. This condition is quite worrying, considering that Indonesia consists of various parts and
thousands of islands including the islands facing the open sea or island boundaries. The blind can only hear information
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about the problem areas and border issues or disputes with neighboring countries, without ever knowing where the location
of the dispute. Therefore, knowledge of Indonesia needs to be understood by its citizens, not least for the blind.

II. PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

Purpose:
- Introduce the real parts of Indonesia and the border islands to the teachers and students with visual impairments
through the sense of touch
- Test the ability to read tactile maps

Objectives:
- The initial goal is teachers and blind students in Special School in Yogyakarta, Bandung, Surabaya and Palembang.
- The ultimate objective is the special school that planned for visual impairment in 33 provinces.

III.

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
Materials needed for this activity is
- Thermoform or device used to print tactile maps created on a plastic (braillon paper)
- Braille typewriter
- World Atlas and Indonesian Atlas as a base map that will be transformed into a tactile map
- Tactile map of Indonesia among the five continents
- Tactile map of the Republic of Indonesia
- Tactile maps of Sumatra island, including the islands of the border on the west coast
- Tactile maps of South Sumatra and East Nusa Tenggara.
Note: all tactile maps printed as a book or in atlas format.

Tactile
Map and its
toponyms
Explanatio
n of
toponyms
by using
braille

Picture 1. Tactile maps showsIndonesia position among five continents

IV. METHOD
The method used is:
- The introduction of several types of variables to help reading tactile maps
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Table 1. Examples of objects observed on the tactile map
No

Variabel

Simbol

1
2

Orientation
Orientation

Area
Point

3
4
5
6
7
8

-

-

Contoh Obyek Pengamatan

Indonesia in World Area Locations
Point Location Medan
the border area of the largest island in the west of
Size
Area
Sumatra
point mark boundaries with coordinates North
Shape
Point
Latitude (NL) and East Longitude (EL)
Shape
Line
Symbol of line shape border of the country
Shape
Area
Shape the municipal Area Symbols
Texture
Area
Name a country that borders with NTT
Profile of Borderline different sea and land as the
Profil
Line
shoreline
Note: Total observation object reach 50 pieces.

The Practice using tactile maps by blind students and teachers. Each participant tries to use and practice tactile
map. The left side of the sheet is a map, the right side is a braille written which is a description of toponym map.
Participants are expected to touch and read quickly / deft point symbols, lines, area in the unity of tactile maps as
well as being able to read the toponym.
Discussion in the focus group discussion about the content of geospatial and tactile maps.
Test, questions related to the material content of tactile maps
Evaluate the material test results in descriptive

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1. The introduction of Geospatial
Geospatial understanding of the blind of Indonesia has been limited only by hearing, not yet included on the aspect of
directly understanding and comprehension through the sense of touch. For example, when the case of Sipadan and Ligitan
Island or Ambalat Block come up to public. Some of television media reported the problem. Blind through the sense of
hearing is often received the information, but have not understand where the location or the existence of the islands.
Another example issue was about East Timor separated from Indonesia, the blind is generally understood that the province
has been off, but do not know where the line border with Indonesia.

Picture 2. Introduction of geospatial for blind
5.2. The introduction of variable
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Giving a brief about geospatial materials for the blind emphasis on three important points, there are: points, lines, and area.
Participants need to understand these three concepts and how its application in the real object through the practice of the use
of tactile maps. Each participant received a tactile map in the atlas format. The map contains the hierarchically structured of
Indonesia in the middle of the five continents-Republic of Indonesia - Sumatra Island - South Sumatra Province. For
example using the border islands of East Nusa Tenggara Province samples assuming this province has a land border with
the island as well as East Timor. Participants distinguish elements of point, line, and area through the sense of touch, and
this sensing stimulated to the brain giving rise to various spontaneous expressions or the perception of these elements.

Picture 3. Sense of touch try to recognize Islands of Indonesia
5.3. The results of discussions (FGD)
After practicing the use of tactile maps, the participants were given the opportunity to discuss in the form of Focus Group
Discussion (FGD). In FGD they discuss all things related to the introduction of the border islands of Indonesia through
tactile maps. In general, there were two kinds result of the discussions: first is technical drawing and all things related to the
contents of the map, the second is order value of tactile maps for blind people.
Technically, the resulting tactile map has several drawbacks especially in terms of firmness and shape symbol or name
misspelled toponym. On the one hand, this weakness would be anticipated on the activities of tactile cartography, on the
other hand, this weakness would be a vehicle to train the intellect of the participants. For example, the name Lubuklinggau
written in "Lubul Linggau" and Maumere written "Maumera". Spontaneity of the participants to correct typographical errors
is a positive record. The second outcome is more benefit value. Some important input from the blind among other important
and necessary tactile maps teachers / students are visually impaired as a form of learning resources, tactile maps essential to
meet the needs of the orientation / direction, helping to understand and foster motherland patriotism.
5.4. Answering Trial Questions
The purpose of this test is to find out about how far the understanding of tactile maps reading. Material in the form of
multiple-choice question contains about participants' understanding of Indonesia in the middle of the five continents, an
understanding of the Unitary Republic of Indonesia, Sumatra understanding, an understanding of South Sumatra Province
and East Nusa Tenggara.
All questions are written in braille. In answering questions, participants can reopen or re-touch tactile maps. The time given
to answer the question is two hours. In practice, the average participant can complete within 1 hour to 50 questions. There
are two things to note in answering questions, the first participants are generally familiar to specific cases. As an example, a
question about Indonesia “where the location between two continents and oceans”, the participants can find out directly
because it is relatively commonly heard and memorized. For the other cases should be practiced through tactile maps. For
example, the question about which is adjacent Semau Island of Rote Island, to answering these kind of questions the
participants must feel the map.
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Picture 4. Answering trial questions by blind participants
5.5. Evaluation
Evaluation conducted on the answer sheet that has been filled by teachers and visual impairment students. In principle, the
answer is a reflection of participants' understanding of this tactile map reading. The valuation assumptions used is, if the
result reach 60% or above, so that the participants are able to identify the variables and symbols, but if less than 60% is
considered to be less recognized.

Table 2. Evaluation of the Test Result
No

Variable

Symbol

1

Orientation

Area

2

Orientation

Point

Score (%)

> 60

> 60
>60

3

Size

Area

4

Shape

point

5

Shape

line

>60

6

Shape

Area

>60

7

Texture

Area

>60

8

Profile

line

>60

>60

Evaluation
Understanding of the participants to
understand the position of Indonesia is quite
good, as well as knowledge of the larger
islands in the Republic of Indonesia, but for
small islands and the names of the strait is
quite difficult to recognize because of the lack
of knowledge of participants (Score <60)
Participants understand cities where located
far apart, but in towns adjacent less well
understood (score <60%)
participants are able to recognize the size of
the larger islands, in the case of the
introduction of the provincial / district within
the smallest of the islands is still difficult to
identify (score <50)
Participants were able to recognize and read
something easy to coordinate with
Symbols borders, provincial, and district lines
can be understood by the participants
participants able to understand the vast
differences associated with the symbolic form
of government
participants are able to recognize the texture
of coarse and fine in the shape of the area,
example: textures to differentiate Indonesia
with others
participants were able to distinguish land and
sea through touching the shoreline
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VI. CONCLUSION
- Participants with visual impairments (blind) increased their understanding about parts of Indonesia and the islands of the
border, it is characterized by knowing the location or the presence of Indonesia in the global and local context.
- Participants are able to read and understand the tactile map fairly well, above 60%. However, for the case of understanding
the materials is hardly to be well understood (<60%).
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A SYSTEM FOR PREVENTION AND EARLY WARNING OF FIRES
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Abstract
The project aims establishing a system for prevention and early fire warning. The project is divided into two parts –
collecting and analyzing data , and creating system for monitoring, prevention and early warning of fires.
This paper covers the first part of the project that includes collection and visualization of data, creating 3D terrain model,
checking visibility of the places chosen for the deployment of fire towers and other spatial analysis.
The project includes non-urbanized territory in the area of Bistritsa and Zheleznitsa in the southeastern part of Sofia
Municipality.
The data used for creating the terrain model is collected by an orthophoto plan. For the purpose of the project when the
model was created, the height of vegetation was included, which is a necessary condition to determine the zone of visibility
of each tower.
The project is implemented with the help of geographic information system (GIS) . GIS are very helpful for monitoring the
environment and prevent large loses from wildfires. They allows to collect data, represent data as different models and take
a reasoned decision. The GIS software meets the requirements of working with databases and also it has a wide range of
tools for analysis. One of these spatial analysis allows to determine the zones of visibility from selected points of view. It is
suitable to determine the most appropriate locations for the deployment of surveillance towers.
From the comparison of different data types- areal photography, 3D model and spatial analyst methods, the final result are
thematic and statistical information. It is a base for already mentioned monitoring system.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Aim and phases of the project.
The project aims establishing a system for prevention and early fire warning. The project is divided into two parts –
collecting and analyzing data , and creating system for monitoring, prevention and early warning of fires.
This paper covers the first part of the project that includes collection and visualization of data, creating 3D terrain model,
checking visibility of the places chosen for the deployment of fire towers and other spatial analysis.
1.2 Importance of forests as natural resource.
Forest resources and forest lands are of prime importance in many ways, such as water balance, soil conservation,
prevention of environmental pollution and sustaining biodiversity. Therefore, they should be sustainably managed to meet
social, economic, ecological, cultural and spiritual needs of present and future generations (Wilkie et al., 2003). The forests
are heavily exposed to destruction by anthropogenic factors, such as logging, forest fires and cutting for obtaining of new
agricultural areas and building materials. There are also many natural factors, such as forest fires, insects, diseases that may
cause changes in forest lands.
1.3 Geographic Information Systems and monitoring.
An important part in the forest fire struggle is to find and to announce in time that a fire has occurred. A timely discovering
of firing in the forest or near forest lands and availability of working system for extinguishing of fires, may reduce
considerably costs and damages.
Contemporary technologies presume creation of integrated information system for prevention, discovering, analyzing and
taking in due time management decisions for protection and fire struggle. The system unifies traditional methods and
technologies with high-technology elements which reduces the influence of subjectivity.
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Geographic information systems may be very useful in achieving this goal. The project is implemented with the help of
geographic information system (GIS) . GIS are very helpful for monitoring the environment and prevent large loses from
wildfires. They allows to collect data, represent data as different models and take a reasoned decision. The GIS software
meets the requirements of working with databases and also it has a wide range of tools for analysis.

1.4 Wildfires- causes, frequency and historical overview
Wildfires have become ever more destructive throughout the world, and the prospects are unfortunately that this trend will
continueForest fires destroy important resources such as plant life, animal life, houses, and other civil infrastructures every
year. Planning attempts to avoid the large losses and suffering associated with wildfires by trying to prevent fire outbreaks.
The most widespread list of causes of occurrence of wildfires is used from Forest Service of USA. (Wildfire Cause
Determination Handbook; National Wildfire Coordinating Group; Washington DC; 1978). The common reason for
wildfires are lightning, camp fire, cigarette, burning of garbadge, incendiarism, use of machines and technics, children and
s.o.
Wildfires are serious ecological, social and economic problem. Until the end of 80's of last century the main statistical
indexes shows constancy of the problem. The data for the last decade reveal significant change – the number of wildfires as
the average area of a fire are increased 6 times and destroyed by fire area and the percent of forested area burn out in a
period of one year – 35 times. This is the level of fire risk in countries where wildfires are natural and historical
conditioned phenomena.

2. STUDIED TERRITORY- LOCATION

The project includes non-urbanized territory in the area of Bistritsa and Zheleznitsa in the southeastern part of Sofia
Municipality. As a morphology it is a part of Vitosha mountain. A part of the studied territory is inside Vitosha Nature Park
and its Bistrishko Branishte Biosphere Reserve.
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Vitosha Nature Park is the oldest park in both Bulgaria and the Balkan peninsula. Its huge biodiversity and importance as
natural recourse determines the choice of this area as a study area of the project.
Due the publications of The Forest Agency in 2009 19,3% of the territory of State Forestry Sofia are within Natura 2000.
Destroyed by wildfires and other natural disasters forests are over 200 acres.

3. TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT
3.1. Creating of terrain model.
All the data used for the creating of the terrain model had been extracted from ortophotoplan and used to build a triangulate
irregular model (TIN). For the purpose of the project from the TIN is generated raster model of the terrain. In the process of
model building is taken into consideration the height of the vegetation. This is necessary for the precise definition of zones
of visibility from each tower.
3.2. Determining of visibility – method.

For the visibility determination are used the standard tools of GIS System. Based on correct model of the terrain is used a
tool enabling visualization of visible/invisible surface towards predefined location of a point. The settings of the tool give
the opportunity to include the height of the towers which gives precise results. The visible and non-visible territories are
presented in standard for the software colors: green for visible and red for invisible:
The software aggregates automatically diagram showing the percentage of visible from one tower, more then one tower and
non-visible territory:

3.2.1. Observing cameras- parameters:
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The observing towers are mobile with height from 20 to 30 meters. The height is suitable to surrounding vegetation and the
maximum of its height. The places where the towers are situated cover 10 kilometers radius for observation.
The cameras are of thermovisual type. On each tower there are four cameras supplied by photovoltaic system.
Depot- its location is previously defined. It is the place where the data from the observing cameras enters and where would
be generated a signal that fire situation occurs.
3.3. Creating thematic maps.
For the purpose of the project are created thematic maps. The main map shows the visible and invisible area of the
observing territory, the range of the cameras ant the zones with high fire risk. The map contain also the borders of the land
belonging to a village, border of Vitosha Nature Park, the location of observing towers and depot. It is used the hillshade
method which is appropriate for good visualization and orientation
Other maps with same components but in different scale and range show the visibility from tower number 3 and tower
number 5 which had been approved as the most appropriate.
This maps are base for further analysis.

4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS.
4.1. Visibility of the towers.
The location of towers is precisely chosen. The leading criteria is that they cover maximum of the observing area. Other
important criteria is to cover as much as possible territory of the zones which have the highest fire risk.
Essential for the location of observing cameras is the accessibility of the place, namely availability of road infrastructure.
Also for the localization is important the ownership of the property. According to this are preferred the municipality
properties.

4.2. Statistical data(results from GIS analysis)
Name of the tower
Tower 3
Tower 5

Visible area
Territory (ha)
5171
8450

%
47
23
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Invisible area
Territory (ha)
5915
2636

%
53
77
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4.3. Visualization of ownership of the forest and fire risk.

4.4. Visualization of ownership of the properties.
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4.5. Areal image

4.6. Analyst of the results and suggestion for additional towers to improve the visibility.
As many are the towers as bigger is the territory they cover as a visible area. There are some suggestions for locating more
towers on the observed territory and the result from adding even one tower is a significant improvement of the efficiency of
the system. On this part of the project have been approved only Tower 3 and Tower 5, but with a perspective to increase the
number.

5. CONCLUSION
From the comparison of different data types- areal photography, 3D model and spatial analyst methods, the final result are
thematic and statistical information. It is a base for already mentioned monitoring system.
Currant paper confirms the power of Geographic Information Systems as a tool for collecting data, spatial analysis and wide
range of statistical and visual results, which are base for accurate measurements, illustration and orientation. GIS are
appropriate tool for every automatic or managed by people system concerning to geographic space.
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